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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board
to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest iilms.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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Our Twentieth Anniversary

A

TWENTY years have passed since the

National Board of Review first sought to

find a way, as a socially minded group

striving to reflect public thought, to help guide

the then new medium of motion pictures to-

ward a healthy, natural development, while at

the same time defending the principle that the

screen is to remain free for its own expression,

as other arts remain free for theirs—as thought

and speech themselves are free.

No thinking person today will seriously de-

clare that the motion picture has not fully

validated the Tightness of that principle—that

it has not proved its potency for expressing

truth and beauty while performing its inter-

mediate function of providing entertainment,

and that it has not won its place beside the

other arts as a creative means of showing to

mankind ]\Ian. But no person cognizant of

events in screen history will seriously question

that had it not been for certain guidances out-

side the industry, certain principles evolved

and forces placed in action to combat stupid-

ity, prejudice and the often misguided impulses

of otherwise well-meaning people, all calcu-

lated to harass and stifle the young medium's

development—the motion picture would never

have so quickly attained the prestige it has

today, and might never have attained it

for a hundred years. The point is, that the

screen today is as much a part of our uncon-

scious acceptance of things as twenty years

ago it was a stranger in our intellectual midst,

regarded with suspicion, if not ridicule, and

feared in some quarters as an ally of the devil.

In those twenty years a number of things

happened to change all this, and they hap-

pened because, in pace with the screen's own
technical and intellectual advance, certain cur-

rents of public thought were stirred by leaders

outside the industry even more than within

it, resulting in clarification of thought and

purpose as to how to regard and benefit the

screen, due to insistence upon intelligent and

liberal principles of action. Theories were

found that would work in place of others that

would not ; constructive plans were proposed

and gradually put into effect by which that

portion of the public disinterestedly interested

in bettering the films themselves, partly

through disentangling confused concepts re-

garding them, could unite in guidance and sup-

port of the motion picture as it struggled to

fulfill its destiny.

It is no arrogance on the part of the Na-
tional Board of Review that impells it, after

twenty years of severe effort in which it had

to evolve, often through disappointing experi-

ence, its own philosophy and procedure, to

state simply that its work in the field we have

indicated was of a pioneer nature. For there

it began a contribution to the growth of mo-

tion pictures, and in liberalizing public senti-

ment bearing upon them, that has found, as

most fundamental gifts do, wide acceptance and

usage by other groups and has been blended

with other forces, so that under many names
and through passing, not always with acknowl-

edgment, into many hands, it has sometimes

lost its identitv with the National Board. The
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National Board does not deplore this; its work
was, and is, intended as contribution freely

given, and it is finding everyday more elabo-

rate work to do, more service to perform. But

it may be pardoned, if on its twentieth Anni-

versary, it recalls its share in the following

achievements, offering its encouragement and

support to all who, knowingly or unknowingly,

have been concerned in them:

( 1 ) The theory of censorship has been

weakened to the point of a diminishing fallacy.

(2) The principle of selection and classi-

fication as a means of focusing public attention

on the screen's finer efforts, with its cor-

responding tendency to raise public taste and

create a demand whereby it is possible to pro-

duce better pictures, has received country-wide

acceptance in the better films movement,

started by the National Board in 1916.

(3) The axiom that the screen must be left

free to express itself, like the other arts, for

the comprehension and enjoyment of the men-

tally mature, together with the corollary that

the child's needs in screen entertainment must

be recognized, respected and provided for, con-

stitute a principle that has become basic in

society's concept of the screen. This finds ex-

pression as to the second part, since 1915

when the National Board began its advocacy

of the plan, in specially sponsored and con-

ducted children's matinees; and as to the first

part, in the public's growing tendency in the

regular theatres to patronize motion pictures

of a more serious and grown-up nature.

(4) The general encouragement of a screen

adapted to the needs of the more perceptive and

art-loving audience where may be viewed the

work of creative artists whose support is

not to be expected in the theatre of more popu-

lar tastes ; a movement finding expression to-

day in the growing number of Little Photo-

play Theatres whose possibility the National

Board began to demonstrate in 1917, and con-

tinues to demonstrate today in co-operation

with communities, through showings of un-

usual films to specially invited and organized

audiences, with a study of their response.

(5) The present inclination to study the

motion picture before passing judgment upon

it, and to conduct all organized work for bet-

ter pictures that is constructive in its pur-

pos*", on a foundation of carefully ascertained

facts, rather than on haphazard notions and

preconceived beliefs.

The National Board, after twenty years, in

pointing out the trend of its activities over that

period, registers a justifiable feeling that its

part in stimulating public discrimination in

motion pictures and in speaking out for their

rightful freedom to development, has been a

large one. Beyond what the screen has al-

ready achieved as entertainment, amazing as

that is, what it may do as a teacher in the

stricter sense, as an agent of science, as a car-

rier of news, as a means of intercommunica-

tion between peoples and races, is in the realm

of those probabilities that daily enlarge them-

selves. Now that it appears to be adding

sound and speech to its other powers, its scope

of possibilities is a matter of further specula-

tion. Whether the cinema—the silent pat-

tern—will go one way as a form of individual

art, and the sound picture another as a more
general medium of entertainment and infor-

mation, no wise person will wish for certain

to say.

But looking into the future the National

Board can foresee for itself, and for the many
groups working with it or along the general

lines of its liberal policy, a greater usefulness

and a more congenial responsibility in the same

measure as it maintains a spirit of friendly co-

operation, intelligent observation, and enthu-

siasm for one of mankind's greatest inven-

tions.

With this issue, the National Board of

Review Magazine appears in a smaller and
more compact form. Various considerations

have persuaded us to make this change, a

change for the better we hope. Also, per-

haps, it is an indication of the increasing

maturity of this publication. For this maga-
zine is an outgrowth of a mere pamphlet,
devoted exclusively to exceptional photo-
plays reviews, when the selected pictures

bulletin was still a somewhat dreary mimeo-
graphed sheet and the better films depart-

ment folded itself into a mere four pages.

Now it has attained the dignity of a real

magazine speaking with authority as a hous?
organ for all the activities of the Board,
and widely quoted wherever pictures are

discussed. In this new form we hope that

our friends will read it more intensely,

cherish it more faithfully and recommend it

more heartily to all lovers of better pictures.



The Fall of the House of Usher

IT
has remained for J. S. Watson, Jr., an

amateur experimenter with camera and

lens, to produce the first motion picture

with abstract form that intelligibly sustains

a mood and creates an action of suspense.

Since Mr. Watson built his film on a liter-

ary production—that of Poe's famous tale of

sadistic horror, decay and doom—it is difficult

to convey an idea of the picture without men-

tally referring to the story of which it is a

cinematic evaluation. It is difficult to dis-

regard the narrative—as ^Ir. Watson meant

that one should do—and describe it as tone,

mood and color afforded by another medium

than that of words, or rather by another

language that seeks to do by its own magic

what the words of Poe do by theirs. It is

hard to forget the story and remember the

picture independently of it. The shortcom-

ing here of the average spectator materially de-

creases the faculty of wholly appreciating

what Mr. Watson has done in less than a thou-

sand feet of film—film that is compact with

the genius, the subtlety, the evocative power of

the cinema language itself. We shall there-

fore not try to think independently of Poe's

story in writing this appreciation of Mr. Wat-
son's film, for, if we did, we should be de-

feated at the beginning.

It will be remembered that Poe's tale be-

gins with a traveler riding up at evenfall to

a decayed mansion standing over a black tarn

:

"During the whole of a dull, dark and sound-

less day in the autumn of the year, when the

clouds hung oppressively low in the heavens,

I had been passing alone, on horseback, through

a singularly dreary track of country, and at

length found myself, as the shades of evening

drew on, Avithin view of the melancholy House

of Usher"—magic sentence that has been

quoted how often to illustrate an arrangement

of words to give precisely the meaning and

feeling intended. Well—the opening shots of

the film amazingly convey this intention, and

something more as well that mere words can-

not do; as if the words had melted and ar-

ranged themselves in flowing images, as if the

image of Poe's words had come alive before

our eyes in another form, and their meaning

struck us without our having to call up pic-

tures. The film both describes and imagines

for us.

Not all of it is so instantly successful as

this. But thinking back on it, as a whole it is

remarkably successful in retaining the mood
which the first sequence creates, in carrying it

toward a mounting horror, in winding its pat-

tern around our senses, till we merge with its

shadows. And it gains this advantage over

the written narrative: in a dreamlike way it

never lets us become aware of scenery and

trapdoors. It is surprising in its dream quality

and dream power, come to think of it, in its

supreme evidence of what the motion picture,

when it is cinema of this order, can do to be-

come like the mind itself when, asleep or

half asleep, its grotesque of images in strange

relations start their parade. Poe in his story

doubtless meant to some extent to give this

impression ; Mr. Watson's cinema interpreta-

tion of the tale really gives it more successfully

—for in this sort of thing words fall short of

cinema.

There are many surprising things in the

film that do not strike you as surprising at

all. For instance the traveler, upon becoming

a visitor in the house, looses his entity and be-

comes just a hat bouncing rather miserably

around, an intruder made uncomfortable by

singular events that a hat might understand

as well as a man. Rightly Mr. Watson thus

pubordinates him to a prop, makes him vanish,

all but the symbol of his presence, while the

mood of the images—the reincarnation of

Poe's words—that are the real actors, de-

velops to its intensity of climax.

Here a superb thing happens, imaginatively

and cinematically. For when the Lady

Usher, "the lovely Lady Madeline," emerging

from her incarceration, with decay upon her,

with the dust of corruption compounded on

her hands and in her eyes by her long toiling

* In the last month the National Board has seen three films of arresting merit—one American, one French and one
Russian. Since special appreciations of these films have been contributed, which fairly express our opinion of the pictures,

we take pleasure in printing them in this issue as signed reviews in place of our regular Exceptional Photoplays depart-
ment. The other reviews, on "Jeanne d'Arc" and "Ten Days," follow this one.
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up the endless stairs from the tomb where she

has been buried alive, looms above, then topples

over the body of her demented brother, her

form as it covers him crumbles awav, disin-

tegrates like the stone of the house and

mingles with its ashy particles in utter an-

nihilation. All the words that Poe used to

paint his Great Corpse, his beloved Pale

Lady in decay, are synthesized here* by this

supremacy of cinema.

Let us say, So this is art : done, we under-

stand, with movable mirrors and prisms at the

eye of the machine—the camera. Thought
out, experimented with, persisted in with pa-

tience over a long period of time; the result

achieved in a barn, with the barest adjuncts

of scenery, but we take it with much enthu-

siasm and with thorough aptitude for the

tools—achieved, in short, by a man who knew
where he wanted to go and what it was all

about. Do you ask, could this have been done

by a professional with a studio full of experts?

The answer is. No. Nor is art a business.

Then hail the amateur movie maker. Perhaps

we can leave the business of art in his hands.

We should like to see Mr. Watson, or

someone like him, try his hand at cinematiciz-

ing, if there can be such a word, Poe's "Ula-
lume"— if one were to go on with Poe. Mr.
Watson's picture gives us the first inkling we
have had of pure screen lyricism. Because the

story he took is a story and the picture cannot

get entirely away from the necessity of narrat-

ing it, he has had to depend after all largely

on its literalness for his dramatic effect. There
is a slight failure in the film here; it is too

brief for the full suspense required
;
Lady

Usher cannot be in and out of her tomb in a

thousand celluloid feet and leave us in the state

of mind that Usher was in when he had en-

dured the thought of her buried but breath-

ing for days, and it is this state of mind that

the film must reveal. The haunted palace

poem, "In the greenest of our valleys, By good

angels tenanted", so closely knit to the atmos-

pheric fabric of Poe's tale, could have been en-

hancingly introduced ; and surely the beating

with the sword on the shield of brass that

LTsher's visitor reads to him about, should have

been brazenly implanted if we are to shudder

and jump when the shrouded Lady ^ladeline

swings open the brazen doors after her escape

from the sepulchre. Here the film should be

hard as metal, ring and reverberate through

all its images, be a sounding prelude to its final

crash, emerge from its softness of decay, its

crumbling pictorial quality of deep flights of

falling stone, which everywhere else it so ad-

mirably connotes.

But then—not all in a day, and perfection

is rare in one thing. Mr. Watson has formed
his cinematic language with his prisms, his bits

of this and that, his barn—and with the bless-

ing of his imagination. He has produced a

beautiful and a wondrous thing with a decor-

ous wand of curious shadows and melting

movement that gives loveliness to symbols of

madness and death, after the intention of his

author, but by the device of another medium.
Not since Caligari did it, in another sense and

with a manner more dependent on older arts,

has this been so importantly done for the

screen. W. A. B.

Forty Best Pictures of 192.8

OUR annual list of the forty best pictures

reflects the opinion of the review mem-
bers of the National Board of Review

of whom there are about two hundred and

fifty. Collectively these members reviewed

sixteen hundred and eighty-two pictures during

1928. Of these four hundred and ninety-six

have been put upon the regularly issued

selected list for the information of Better

Films Groups, and other organizations or indi-

viduals interested throughout the country.

Seventeen pictures have received further

recommendation on the basis of their purely

artistic merit by the Exceptional Photoplays

Committee of the Board. This smaller group

of pictures forms the nucleus of the forty. The
rest are chosen from the larger initial selec-

tions of the Review Committee. Thus this

list represents a winnowing from the best con-

structive work of the Board as its members

perform it from day to day. It is not an in-

dividual but a democratic group selection.

The pictures are listed alphabetically with-

out indicating any priority of merit.

The Air Circus—Fox.

The Bear's M-^edding—Amkino.

Bondage—L^fa.

The Camera Man—]\Ietro.

The Circus—United Artists.

Czar Ivan the Terrible—Amkino.

The End of St. Petersburg.—Hammerstein.

(Continued on page 9)



The Passion of Jean D'Arc
By Harry Alan Potamkin

Mr. Potamkin is our foreign correspond-

ent. His review of this film is wrttfii from
Paris. "The Passion of Jeanne d'Arc" has

had an enormous success in France. Also in

Sweden and Germany. Tlie foremost critics

in these countries have hailed it as a film

work of art of the first order The film is

now in this country pending arrangements

for its distribution. We present this striking

review as advance information to our readers.

WE are always waiting in the cinema

for the eventual film which will be

the vindication of the major cinema

devices. We are always waiting for the film

down to essentials and yet conveying a pro-

found human experience. For the craft of the

movie, like the craft of any other art, is per-

formance—of camera, of film, of player, of

screen. (Mr. Alexander Bakshy has stated

these four as the different cinema perform-

ances or movements, a fundamental state-

ment.) But as an art conclusive the cinema

must find its source in experience and its final

meaning in experience. Where is the motion

picture—we are always asking—profound in

its exploitation of performance, and profound

in its transmission of experience? This query

is the key to the importance of plot in the

movie, not as detailed or episodic narrative but

as subject-matter. The consideration of plot

as narrative has been the cause and result of

the movie's literalness (particularly' in Ameri-

ca) and the inability to include in the for-

mation of the moving picture the inferences

of the theme, much more important than the

narrative. This inability has prevented a film

so dramatically effective as Feyder's recent

Thcrese Raquin (adopted from Zola's novel)

from being a film of permanent importance.

In brief, we are alwa\'s waiting for a film

reduced but with passionate human content.

The purity of passionate apprehension. A film

mindful of the plot as the subject-matter of

life. A film using the legitimate emphasis of

the camera (or other kino instruments) and

realizing an experience of form and content

completely fused and fluid. We are always

waiting for the expression of a perspicacious

knowledge of the medium, and of the matter

it is to convert into and by means of itself.

The American film has realized in its literal-

ness a pleasant but shallow ease of sequence.

The German has stressed, in the main, the

device as virtuosity rather than as an incorpo-

rate, revealing utility. The Swedish film, like

the notable Atonement of Gosta Berling, is a

rigorous life-exposition, but it has not fully

grasped the principle of the conversion of the

subject matter. The French movie on the

whole is too banal or too pretty or too frivo-

lous (without being lively ) to merit our inter-

est. Yet the film which in this instance satis-

fies our anticipation is a French film. Its

achievement may be explained by the fact that

its director is a Dane, Carl Th. Dreyer. The
film is The Passion of Jeanne d'Arc.

This profound and truly passionate motion

picture concerns itself with the last day of

Jeanne, the day of excruciating torment. The
scenario is the combined work of the director

and Joseph Delteil, the dadaist who wrote the

prize-winning book on The Maid. It is, I

hope, no libel of M. Delteil to suspect that the

disciplining will of the director (a prime

essential in the cinema industry today) kept

the narrative within the strenuous limits of

reverence. Reverence is a portion of the in-

tensity of this film, an intensity to which every-

thing submits—the decor by Jean Victor-

Hugo, the photography by Mate, with its

superb statement of personalities by the skin-

textures and moles. In total accord with this

intense and intensive exploitation of the sub-

ject-matter (remember there is really no plot

here, only the last moment—the queries, the

betrayal, the final conflagration) is the use of

the succession of individual cine-photos. These

are not close-ups (there is no "closing-

up" in the bland movie way), not stills (for

the angles and curves are lovely and illuminat-

ing), but the bold concentration of indi-

vidual faces and figures in the active, critical,

voracious eye of the camera. This would

suggest a static series of pictures, not i\Ir.

Bakshy's "dynamic sequence", rather the

mere physical basis of filming than the

aesthetic aspiration of the cinema. But it at-

tests to Carl Dreyer's genius that the sequence

7
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Mile. Falconetti as Jeanne—showing method of portrait arrangement on the screen.

is eminently fluid, dramatic, rhythmic. The
succession has a definite time-order, a definite

plastic arrangement in the time-order of exqui-

site curves (the performers exploited by the

camera) and bodily angles, a definite utiliza-

tion of the screen as the receptive instrument

(advocated long ago by Mr. Bakshy, but very

seldom realized), and a gradual almost unsus-

pected rise to the final mob explosion. There
are diagonal curves of the moving performers,

vertical inclines, a forehead above the lower

frame boldly duplicating the moderated masses

of the background.

There is no extraneous detail in the film.

Not once does a detail fail to directly relate

and contribute to the subject-matter. At one

point, Jeanne sees the grave-digger pull up a

skull. Unnecessary? Obvious? There is a

swift succession, almost staccato in its brevity,

of a field of flowers. The previous detail be-

comes inevitable, poignant. In fact, the entire

film has that virtue, that at any moment the

detail on the screen validates what preceded it.

This is rhythm, this is art. The beautiful

flight of birds, as Jeanne is perishing, the

mother suckling her child—the former might

be a sentimentalism, the latter a sur-realistic

simplicism ; but by the severe control of the di-

rector, they become terrible convictions of the

world that would let one who loved free flight

perish bound, and one who herself would

suckle life burn at the stake. Creation against

desolation

!

The torment of the young peasant girl,

"called Jeannette at home," convinced in her

childishness and mysticism of her divine mis-

sion, becomes the emotional experience of the

spectator. Her fears, persistent under the in-

sistent examination, become heavy with the

burden of the torment, become luminous with

the momentary glamor and memory stirred

by the queries. The heavy tear imparts to the

spectator the sense of the days and months

of anguish the girl has endured in her stead-

fastness to her inspiration. The luminous

tear elucidates the girl's origins, her free fields,
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her home, and the momentum of the inspira-

tion that has urged her into this betrayal.

The tears of Falconetti, the portrayer of

Jeanne, are not the tears of a Clara Bow, in-

sipid, irritating, fraudulent. Her eyes en-

amoured of God borrow no stage-pantomime,

but with the grained skin and parched lips,

the clipped hair, and chained walk, reveal the

entire enterprise of God and land within this

girl's body. Falconetti faithfully submits to

the intensity of the unit, enters into it, and

expresses it while she expresses Jeanne. She

is the conception. She

is the film. An identi-

cal loyalty is mani-

fested by each of the

accurately chosen,
thoroughly participat-

ing caste. No spe-

cious prettiness, but

hardiness, man in his

physical variousness,

man in his spiritual

diversity serving the

same master— In-

terest. The Interest

of State, the Interest

of Church, the In-

terest of God. Jeanne,

serving God, alone of

all has served herself,

her sj'stemic soul-and-

body. She as the serv-

ant of herself becomes

the everlasting, the

others are left to

weep upon the tor-

ment they have con-

nived. The State
alone (Warwick) re-

mains unperturbed,

save to halt the con-

flagration of Jeanne which threatens to burn

down the power of England in Rouen. As no

Spectators at Jeanne
treatment of

prologue was needed, no epilogue is asked for,

and no commentary from the distance of sev-

eral centuries. How superior to Shaw's Joan

!

The inferencse all embodied in the unit-struc-

ture, not tagging along like lose- threads, nor

stressed like a moral to a fable. One fault

alone disturbs the perfection of this grand film,

a fault easily eliminated : there are too many
captions, well written though they are.* Fewer
captions jotted in the staccato brevity of many
of the images that pass almost before one sees

them—these would have better suited the

film's, attitude, and

not served to weaken

(even if in the min-

utest degree, as the

captions do at pres-

ent) the demanding

simplicity and rigor-

ousness of this beau-

tiful work.

The P a s s i n of

Jeanne d'Arc is an

historical film, but

not a costume film

;

an historical film that

is contemporaneous in

its universal referenc-

es. The Passion of

Jeanne d'Arc is a re-

ligious film, but not

a sanctimonious film.

Life, it urges, is trans-

cendent. It is a trans-

cendent film.

Directed by Carl

Th. Dreyer. Photo-

graphed by Rudolph

Mate. Starring Mile.

Falconetti. Scenario

by Carl Th. Dreyer

and Joseph Delteil.

Distributed by Affiliated European Produc-

tions, Inc.

* Mr. Potamkin is, of course, referring to the French
titles. The English titles are most effective.—Editor's note.

's execution—shoiuing

facial texture.

{Continued fro/ri page 6)

Forgotten Faces—Paramount.

Four Devils—Fox.

Four Sons—Fox.

Homecoming—Paramount.

The Last Com/nand—Paramount.

The Last Moment—Zakoro.

Lonesome—Universal.

Looping the Loop—Paramount.

Lost in the Arctic—Fox.

The Loves of Casanova—Metro.

The Man Who Laughs—Universal.

The Noose—First National.

(Con tin ued o n page 13)



Ten Days That

Shook the World
By James Shelley Hamilton

Mr. Hamilton was formerly one of the

editors of our old Exceptional Photoplays Bul-

letin. While ivith "Everybody's" he wtis the

first ?nagazine film critic in New York City.

With this review of S. M. Eisensten's latest

film he renews his critical interest in the

cinejna.

|HIS film is a picture of those days, so

tremendous in Russian history, that

finally established the Soviets.

It is a tremendous film. But it is probably

more important as a step in the history of

motion pictures than as a record of the history

of Russia. The growth of the young man who
created Potemkin is bound to be pretty closely

tied up with the growth of this medium of

speaking without tongue or words. While

talking pictures are shooting up into what-

ever hybrid thing they are destined for, Eisen-

stein is still seeking more effective ways of

addressing men's minds and emotions through

the eye alone. Maybe he will experiment with

sound also-—he is too vigorously interested in

what can be done to ignore any unexhausted

possibilities. But Ten Days is silent. As silent

as a blazing comet seen through a powerful

telescope.

It gets its title from a book of John Reed's.

It seems to have been intended for history,

but anyone who accepts it for that is likely to

be sadly confused and misled. Whoever it

was who decided what could be told and what

should be told, combined with the impossi-

bility of telling so much anyway in so few

thousand feet of film, is responsible for treat-

ing facts with a legerdemain curiously high-

handed. The retroactive magic has even suc-

ceeded in deleting Trotsky from the triumph

of the Soviets. But fortunately the quality of

the picture makes the question of historical

balance as unimportant as it is in reading "The
French Revolution." One reads "The French

Revolution" for Carlyle—one should look at

Ten Days for Eisenstein.

Eisenstein has proclaimed that he does not

want people to look for a further development

of his Potemkin technique in this picture. He
asserts that Ten Days is neither the same kind

of thing nor yet a completely dif¥erent kind of

thing, and is therefore full of faults, just as

a boy's voice is full of breaks Avhen it is

changing.

Whatever this means exactly, it is more ap-

parent than ever that Eisenstein is more in-

terested in ideas operating through masses of

people than in individuals. Potemkin was

about a mutiny on a battleship. This is about

a revolution, on a huge, national scale. He is

making a picture about the industrialization of

rural life. One of his ambitions is said to be

to make a picture of ]Marx's "Das Kapital."

Obviously not a man to look to for romance

or even tragedy in the ordinary sense of those

words. A human being, to Eisenstein, seems

to be no more than one of the pigments with

which he gives color to his canvas. The pic-

ture he makes w'ith these countless pigments is

intensely human, but it is the farthest possible

removed from the stories we are used to of

lover and beloved, villainy and virtue: in fact,

from all stories. Why, seems to think Eisen-

stein, amuse one's self with stories after all

when there is the gigantic spectacle of uni-

versal forces to look at? He seems to begrudge

even Lenin, his hero, a place as a definite indi-

vidual in his picture. Lenin appears in sur-

prisingly few scenes. It is the mass movement,

either for or against what this hero represents,

that interests the director.

10
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Eisenstein s dynamic treatment of frieze effect.

It is not easy to adjust oneself to a thing

of this kind, any more than for a person who
has never read anything but magazine fiction

to find himself at ease in "The Golden Bough."

There are innumerable human bits—charac-

teristics, incidents—but never one you can

attach yourself to in sympathy and let your-

self be carried along with. You have to re-

main aloof, with your mind active and no

emotions to make everything easy for you. But

when you have given up expecting it to be

something that it isn't, you begin to find it

astonishingly rich even in emotion. So rich

that personal experience has found a seventh

seeing of this picture more thrilling than the

first.

It would be easy to dwell on various techni-

calities, or to describe any number of effective

incidents. But to tell what Eisenstein accom-

plishes when he shows a tank being let down
by a pulley, or Kerensky climbing a staircase,

or by his continuous repetition of three suc-

cessive views of the same object from dif?erent

angles—this Avould be like gouging choice bits

out of their proper place in a book and trying

to give a preface weight with them. For the

chief thing to be said about Eisenstein, after

all, whether he tells stories or history or what

not, is that he tells it with pictures, and

describe as one may the ef?ect of what he does,

the actual thing done, like the blast of a

trumpet or the smell of gunpowder, becomes

weak and second-hand when one tries to repro-

duce it in words. By throwing away the potent

emotional aids that go with stories evoking

individual sympathy he has to depend solely

on his cinematic expressiveness, and when he

succeeds his success is all the more important.

Whether or not, as he himself suggests, this

picture belongs to an intermediate stage of

Eisenstein's development, it is evidence enough,

if any were needed after Potenikin , that

Eisenstein is one of the great masters of the

motion picture art, with a point of view that

will probably take him along paths few others

will care to venture on.

Directed by S. M. Eisenstein. Associate

director, G. V. Alekxandrov. Photographed

by E. T. Tysse. Produced by Sovkino of

AIoscoiv. Distributed by Anikino.



A Master of Cinema
SERGEI M. EISENSTEIN, the eminent

director of Poteinkin and Ten Days
That Shook the Worldj is expected to

visit this country in the near future. While
coming primarily for the purpose of making a

picture and studying our methods of film^ pro-

duction he will probably also be interested in

surveying our industrial civilization—the mass

and the machine—for in this field Eisenstein

has discovered a new world of artistic possi-

bilities.

His visit cannot

fail to be of the

greatest interest to

all American picture

lovers, for whose in-

formation we are

presenting a few bio-

graphical and criti-

cal details about this

truly astonishing

figure. For it must

be remembered that

with the two pic-

t u r e s mentioned

above and Strike, his

first picture which

has not yet been

shown in this coun-

try, Einstein has

already achieved a

world-wide reputa-

tion as an innovator

in cinema art and as

a man just past
thirty holds the
greatest promise for

the future of any

director living to-

day.

Eisenstein was
born in Riga, Russia, in 1898, the son

of a civil engineer. He was conven-

tionally schooled to follow his father's

career, though early fascinated by the circus

and the little experimental theatre. After the

civil war in Russia during which he served in

the engineering corps, Eisenstein went to Mos-
cow, armed with a knowledge of mathematics

and architecture, an enthusiasm for Leonardo

da Vinci and a great admiration for the abstrac-

tion of the Japanese theatre, but otherwise un-

Sergei M. Eisenstein

known. In Moscow he served a varied appren-

ticeship in the theatre, including playwright-

ing, growing more and more radical in his

dramatic theories until he went quite beyond

Meyerhold, at that time the leader of the

revolutionary theatre in Russia. Finally, placed

in charge of the "Protecult", the worker's

theatre, he continued his radical experiments

and already at that time applied his theory of

montage to dramatic works, re-arranging the

classical plan's with modern interjections of

circus buffoonade

and always aiming

at a greater fusion

between the artist

and the audience.

His goal was the

elimination of all

theatrical artificial-

ity with the result

that he found his

own theories driving

him out of the the-

atre into—the mo-

tion picture! He
became convinced

that only in the me-

dium of the cinema

was complete de-

tachment from arti-

ficiality possible.
Today, for Eisen-

stein, the theatre is

dead.

The first fruit of

this departure was
Strike, the earliest

attempt at a mass

film, in which there

is no hero. Then, in

1925, followed Po-

tejnkin, in which the mass becomes the indi-

vidual and the hero at once. In Ten Days
That Shook the World an entirely neAV kind

of cinema technique is perfected. Here Eisen-

stein achieves his purest cinematic effects

which, according to him, the old technique

failed to realize because it was on the w^rong

track of trying to project feelings directly.

He says: "The cinema can make a far greater

contribution and a far stronger impression by-

projecting matter and bodies than by project-
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ing feels." He further declares that, "The in-

tellectual cinema must be an entirely new form

and create at the same time a synthesis of all

the varieties of the cinema—emotional, pa-

thetic pictures, actual newsreel and the abso-

lute film." Just what he means by this will

probably be made clear in his forthcoming

picture The General Line, M^hich deals with

agricultural life.

The work of Eisenstein shows considerable

indebtedness to the earlier pictures of our

own D. W. Griffith, notably The Birth of a

Nation and Intolerance. Leon Moussinac, the

French cinema critic who has just published a

book on the Russian cinema, writes as follows

:

"Eisenstein, like Griffith, uses eternal and

simple contrast in the struggle of beauty and

ugliness, past and present, truth and error.

He employs all the arts to exalt the masses,

which naturally determines the choice of his

film subjects. He is like Griffith in his care

for detail, but as the strength of his rhythm

bears everything before it his care in composi-

tion is directed less towards the perfection of

the ensemble than towards the precision of its

unity.

"Eisenstein has passed beyond Griffith in

his greater capacity, a saner and better rounded

mind which does not hesitate to espouse the

best of the foreign methods in evoking his-

torical realities already past. He feels that

both the psychoHgical dramas and the drama
of individual exis^jnce are exceeded by the liv-

ing realities of the social drama of the world

today. The field of Eisenstein is collective and

his personality fits itself to that.

"Eisenstein's technique is at once sophisti-

cated and very simple, in his calculation of the

smallest elements of which he makes use.

Above all he has vigor of expression. He
photographs from all angles in order to secure

the best possible effects and leaves as little as

possible to chance.

"In each part of his films he has endeavored

to have you forget the acting of the cast and

the artificial studio composition of black and

white in order to approach as nearly as pos-

sible to actuality, to images recognizable as

living and interpreted by the objectivity and

mechanism of the camera. Therefore the

variety of the camera angles and his use of

opposing planes which give so much life to

some of his sequences. He rarely shows a gen-

eral view of an ensemble, preferring to suggest

it by the presentation of its most characteristic

details, as in Pote/nkin in the scenes showing

the revolt on the ship, the clearing of the decks

for action, and the Oddessa Massacre."

A word as to the meaning of the word
montage. This is rather a difficult term to

translate. Essentially it means the process of

quick cross and back cutting which gives a

picture its dynamic quality above and beyond

its ordinary cinematic movement. Montage
enters into the assembling of a picture after

the camera work is completed and serves to

emphasize by quick repetition or by breaking

up the flow of a sequence by flashing—in visual

associations to what has gone before. It also

helps to make the picture seem like a single

unified experience by making the past overlap

into the present and even projecting into the

future. Griffith undoubtedly used the princi-

ple of montage in his two greatest historical

pictures but apparently dropped the method in

favor of the leisurely narrative technique of

most contemporary pictures. This neglect of

montage led to a temporary arresting of true

cinematic development which Eisenstein's

technique is now remedying.

{Continued from page 9)

The Patriot—Paramount.

The Racket—Paramount.

The Raider Einden—Columbia.

Sadie Thompson—United Artists.

Show People—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Simba-—Motion Picture Capital Prod.

Sins of the Fathers—Paramount.

Sorrell and Son—United Artists.

Speedy—Paramoiint.

The Strange Case of Captain Ram per—
First National.

The Street Angel—Fox.

The Submarine—Columbia.

The Tempest—United Artists.

Three Sinners—Paramount.

The Trail of '98—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The Trial of Donald Westhof—Via.
We Americans—Universal.

The Wedding March—Paramount.

White Shadows in the South Seas—Metro.

The Wind—Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

The Yellow Pass—Amkino.



Let the Director Direct

By J. D. Williams

We are very glad to print this interesting

article by Mr. J. D. Williarns, former Gen-

eral Manager of Assoc. First National Pic-

tures, Inc.; noiv Executive Vice President of

World Wide Pictures. Mr. Williains is a vet-

eran of the industry and a man of very decided

ideas on which he has a way of making good.

Here he gives us his opinion of the effect of

the supervisor system both upon the silent and

the talking picture.—Editor's Note.

INDIVIDUALLY produced pictures un-

der the unit system, with an unhampered

director in charge, or mass-made product

turned out of factory studios with a super-

visor challenging the artistic integrity of the

man who should be responsible, is one of the

most important questions confronting the pic-

ture industry at the present day. This issue

has of course been the subject of much con-

troversy between the business and the creative

forces in whose hands the making of pictures

lies.

It is a question upon which 1 feel very

strongly. And I may perhaps claim to speak

with some authority here, when it is remem-

bered that as former manager of First Na-

tional Pictures I encouraged Charles Chap-

lin and Mary Pickford to strike out for

themselves as individual producers, which

made them free of the supervisor system, and

that later on I was instrumental in persuad-

ing Douglas Fairbanks and Harold Lloyd to

follow the same course. In other words I

have always been for the director as against

the supervisor. And I believe that anybody

who knows the history of the industry will

admit that those directors have gone furthest

in the creating of artistic pictures who have

been given most freedom. They survived on

the basis of their own responsibility and are

still in the front line of directors. That is

after all the acid test.

The first essential of a good picture is that

it should be properly directed. By "properly

directed" I simply mean that it should be en-

trusted to an individual whose artistic in-

tegrity shall not be unduly subject to a dic-

tator. When that individual has a certain

conception of how that picture can best be

realized in terms of the screen the bickering

and objections of a supervisor can only result

in inferior work.

There is another disadvantage. When a

picture so produced is criticised the director

has his alibi. He can turn around and blame

the supervisor. But if the director has been

unhampered and still the picture is poor, it is

common sense to get rid of him.

The best argument I have heard against in-

dividual production is that directors without

control are too extravagant; that they do not

have enough business experience to keep down
costs. That is a weak argument which applies

to any industry. It is a matter of the sur-

vival of the fittest. If directors do not have

enough foresight to stem the tide and control

their finances, then they must go under.

If these considerations apply to the silent

pictures, the unit or individual method of

making talking pictures must surely follow.

In fact I am almost willing to predict that

within three years or even sooner this method

will be exclusively adopted for producing

talking photoplays.

For this type of picture lends itself even

more to individual production than the silent

photoplay. In making the talking picture, the

director must be the real head, for after it is

produced, it cannot be torn to pieces and re-

vamped by a staff of experts as is done with

most silent pictures.

All sorts of brains go into the silent pic-

ture after it has been photographed, but with

the so-called "talkie" the job is completed as

it progresses from day to day; there is little

or no opportunity for the cutter, editor, and

title writer after the "shooting" has been

completed. Consequently the director must be

a man of genius, and experience, who cannot,

and will not be dictated to for it is upon his

shoulders alone that the responsibility rests

and it is up to him whether the picture is a

success or a failure.

He cannot, and should not, accept the re-

sponsibility unless he is given a free hand ; un-

less he is left alone to choose his staff, his

players and the thousand and one details that

14
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make for a successful production. If he is

competent enough to be able to produce enter-

taining pictures, which means productions for

the box office, he will not be dictated to.

In Hollywood there are three or four men

who dictate the quality and class of seventy-

five per cent of the silent pictures. These men

have under them forty or fifty directors who

make whatever pictures they are ordered to

make.

This system will not work with talking pic-

tures, for the reason that no director of repu-

tation is going to shoulder the success or fail-

ure of a picture, and make it contrary to his

own judgment, knowing that it cannot pos-

sibly be changed after it is finished.

Also in view of the fact that the playwright

is responsible for the dialogue in his play, he is

surely going to have more influence as regards

the dialogue in his talking picture. These two

instances cited will require considerably more

producing talents than in the present method

of making silent pictures.

Suppose in the publishing world, for in-

stance, that fifteen or twenty great authors

had to write books to suit a few publishers

who would dictate the kind of novels they

wanted written.

The answer to that is that the public would

soon get tired of reading a certain kind of

book and the authors would soon be up in arms

and refuse to submit to any such dictation.

Isn't it far better for an author to write the

kind of stories he is best suited to.write? I

don't think it admits of any argument. How
much more important, then, for a director to

be permitted to really direct the kind of pic-

ture suited to his talent and genius. The liter-

ary world would never have made the progress

it has, if it had had to settle down to the super-

vising system that now controls the silent

drama.

Take twenty different competent play-

wrights or directors and put them with twenty

different companies. Place everyone of them

on his individual merit, unhampered by any

supervisor, and with his own units. Give him

absolute control, with full say of what shall

go in and what shall not go in an individual

picture. You will get five times better quality

of production from each of the twenty work-

ing this way than you would if working by the

supervised factory method.

I know this viewpoint is rather reactionary

in the business and a great many producers

do not believe it will work out, but it will be

proven in the near future that the individual

unit in making talking pictures will be the

practical and business-like method of produc-

tion.

^IS/HEN a print of a motion picture is re-

ceived in Japan and before it can be

submitted to the imperial government's censor

a speaker's book must be prepared. This en-

tails translation into a language that is foreign

to English of such titles as "His buddy double-

crossed him and squealed to the hi-jacker,"

"She seemed to melt in his arms," and "He
banged one off the right field and nose-dived

into third on a squeeze play." When the film

is censored and the speaker's book has been

scanned for "dangerous thoughts" the Japa-

nese talkie is ready for the theatre. On the

left of the screen facing the audience stands a

pulpit affair in which a worthy and honorable

gentleman known as the speaker sits. He is

chosen for his elocution ability and is invari-

ably recruited from the legitimate stage. He
talks continually through the run of the pic-

ture, explaining in every detail the action of

the picture and most vividly interpreting the

dialogue of the players. This chap is most

moving, he can make his audience cry like

children, his deep guttural sounds seem to

come when most needed in the tragic scenes,

then he purrs like a kitten and talks rapidly

when the love scenes come. The speaker

starts quietly. He brings his hearers along slow-

ly, gradually employing a manner of speech

that impresses them. Suddenly, with a mighty

effort he relates something about the villain

and with so much emphasis that the people in

the audience feel like taking a potshot at the

brute. The Japanese by this time display a

true samurai spirit. They are ready to fight

and they declare their views in no uncertain

terms. The premier speakers in Japan have

as many followers as the stars and celebrities

in America. JMany a poor picture has been

boosted into a number one position by these

gentlemen.



The Problem Picture

THE American screen has long been dis-

tinguished for its many-sided technical

excellence, its willingness to spare no

costs to achieve any desired effect, its general

go-getter attitude. The settings, the photog-

raphy, the smoothness of continuity, the physi-

cal brilliance of the actors, the generaf direc-

torial efficiency, have lifted it to its high level.

In what respect then have American pictures

been open to criticism? Has not the trouble

lain largely in the theme, the subject matter,

of an otherwise so expertly produced result ?

Surely if the same competence had been de-

voted to the script, there would have been

another story to tell.

The theme of the

motion picture, except

in rare cases, has re-

mained at an infantile

level. That has been

its real infantilism, in

more and more glar-

ing contrast to the

growth of its tech-

nical facilities. The
progress of the medi-

um of expression and

the triviality of the

thing to be expressed

sum up the situation.

This has not been

the case in any other

art. On the stage,

for instance, greater Maria Corda in "A
technical resource has

stimulated the dramatist to treat more mature

themes and the three dramatic periods which

we know best have culminated in a Sophocles,

a Shakespeare and an Ibsen.

It is high time that the motion picture,

within the limitations of its necessarily popular

appeal should seek to rectify the discrepancy

between its means and their better use if it

is to capture that large intelligent audience

which rarely goes to see pictures or hold its

present audience.

Towards that end A Woman in the Night

makes a small but valiant beginning. Properly

speaking this picture is the equivalent of a

problem play in which a thesis is dramatically

expounded and a conclusion arrived at. Ibsen's

"A Doll House," some of the earlier Shaw

plays and most of M. Brieux's attempts to pro-

mote a better social order through the medium
of the stage, are cases in point. The screen, so

passionately devoted to providing nothing but

entertainment, has rarely ventured into this

field. But with A PFoman in the Xight the

problem picture as a type has arrived.

Here we have the screen boldly tackling the

problem of a childless couple with the husband
desiring issue in order to carry on a long train

of father to son traditions while the woman
no less passionately seeks to satisfy her mater-

nal cravings. When no child comes after many
3'ears of happy union a great unrest, with

inevitable suspicions,

seizes upon the

couple. An insinua-

tion has been care-

fully planted at the

beginning of the pic-

ture that the fault

may be the husband's,

due to shell shock

during the war. But

on this subject, as the

wife discovers when
she consults her hus-

band's doctor and old

friend, medical sci-

ence cannot be posi-

tive.

Confronted with the

possible insanity of

Woman in the Night" her husband the wife

solves the problem in

her own way. We need not enter into that solu-

tion here except to commend the entireh" right

and human gesture, as it seems to us, with

which the husband reconciles himself to the

situation. We are not interested here in the

details of the plot nor in taking sides. The
important point for the future of the screen

is that such a picture should have been made

at all. For A PFoman in the Night, not

judged from the point of view of empty per-

fections of technique, courageously takes a step

forward towards making people both think and

look when they go to a motion picture theatre.

Directed by J ictor Saville, Photographed

by Werner Brandes, Starring Maria Corda.

From the novel by Countess Barcynska. Dis-

tributed by World Wide PictureSj Inc.
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Better Films Forum
LDITOR: Bettina GuNtzy

Department of the Bdtter Films National Council

'JpHE Motion Picture Committee of the

Rhode Island State Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs is starting a most interesting

and successful year as indicated by Mrs.

George Harrison, State Motion Picture Chair-

man. The broadcastings are being continued

twice a month from station WEAN and

]\Irs. Harrison is sending out forty-one bulle-

tins a week. These are posted in libraries,

the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A., the Girls'

City Club, the Republican Women's Club,

the American Home Makers, Inc., Kings-

ton College and sent to the chairmen of mo-

tion pictures of Federated Clubs for club use.

During the holiday week the Federation and

the Rhode Island Congress of Parents and

Teachers co-operated with J\Ir. Sol Braunig,

manager of the Majestic Theatre of Provi-

dence, and with Mr. M. G. CuUen, manager
of the Loew's State Theatre of Providence,

by endorsing and recommending the very fine

programs these managers arranged. At the

Majestic Theatre The Air Circus and the

lovely movietone special Forget-Me-Not were
shown, and at the Loew's State Theatre The
Cameraman and one of Our Gang comedies

with special music. All six of the managers

of the Providence theatres seemed to be vie-

ing with one another to have fine programs for

the holiday season and the organizations felt

it would be better to encourage these splendid

bills rather than put on a special program of

their own. It has always been their policy

to encourage and back the regular manager in

his efforts to give the public the finest pictures

rather than put on special bills. The Federa-

tion feels that such programs as have been men-
tioned should receive support and commenda-
tion.

j^N line with its policy of presenting to the

children of Macon (Ga.) pictures which

are entertaining, educational and timely and

its practice of co-operating with all organiza-

tions in presenting programs which will fit in

with the plans of these various organizations,

the ]\lacon Better Films Committee has ar-

ranged a matinee with Grand Opera week in

mind. Two short features will be shown,

William Tell, being the story of his life and

the establishment of the first modern republic,

Switzerland, and The Last Rose of Summer,
a picturization of Moore's immortal classic,

which in the opera "Martha", Lady Harriet

sings to Lionel. Immediately preceding the

screening of the latter a chorus selected from
the Alexander II school will sing the old

Irish ballad. The prologue will be a dance,

group classique, by pupils of Merrymakers'
Retreat given to the music of the Baccarolle

from the "Tales of Hoffman." Other pic-

tures on the program are one of the fascinating

stereoscopics, a colored, third dimensional pic-

ture to see which are used green and red eye

glasses; a comedy drama full of thrills and

athletic stunts, and the final chapter of the ex-

citing serial, Scotty of the Scouts. Chaperones

for the morning are to be members of one of

the music clubs and the ushers will be a group
of the students from the junior department of

the Wesleyan Conservatory of Music. The
officers of the Grand Opera Association, the

Scott-Mansfield Players and any of the grand

opera stars who should happen to be in the city

are to be the guests of honor.

J^RS. EDMUND M. BARSHAM, chair-

man of the Motion Picture Committee
of the Delaware State Federation of Women's
Clubs called a meeting early in January of

chairmen of the motion picture committees of

the local State federated clubs to discuss plans

in regard to motion picture Avork. Not only

were the chairmen invited to attend but also

all the persons interested in having the best in

films for Wilmington. Chairmen of the mo-
tion picture committees appointed by presidents

outside the city were also urged to attend the

meeting, if possible, because of its educational

value both for theatre programs work and for

proposed legislative work later in the season.

At the meeting it was voted to organize a study

club with some workable plan and Mrs. Bar-

sham is already at work gathering information

and preparing for the launching of her state

programs.

17
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Junior Matinees

In Birmingham

I^RS. JOHN YEATMAN, chairman of

junior matinees for the Better Films

Committee of Birmingham, Alabama, is most

enthusiastic in her report of the success»of the

matinees. The first matinees of the season

which launched the third year of these suc-

cessful matinees was given absolutely free to

the children of Birmingham by the Better

Films Committee, the theatre, the stage hands,

operators and organist of the theatre. The fea-

ture for this first matinee was The Frontier

Trail. The theatre was filled to capacity with

eager, happy children and as two hundred

were turned away, tickets were given to these

for the next matinee.

The Boy and Girl Scouts act as ushers each

Saturday and it is an inspiring sight to see

them march down the aisle with the flag and

give the oath of allegiance. The committee

feels it is most fortunate this year in secur-

ing the services of Aliss Nell Esslinger to

conduct the singing at the beginning of the

program. Aliss Esslinger is donating her ser-

vices and time because she is genuinely inter-

ested and her enthusiasm and pep are a real

incentive to the children to join in lustily in

the singing. ]\Iiss Esslinger is well qualified

for this work as she was formerly a soloist in

the "Little Church Around the Corner" and

is now a vocal teacher in this city. The pro-

logues are furnished by difterent persons. The
first one was put on by the children of the

South Highland school. The chaperones come

from the P.-T. A. and some of the clubs.

Each month a prize of ten dollars is given

the P.-T. A. having the largest attendance

for the month. One phase of the work is

especially interesting and that is that each

Saturday the Better Films Committee enter-

tains the underprivileged children at these

matinees and they are brought in from the

Mercy Home in cars sent for them. I\Irs. L.

B. Thompson is chairman of the committee

to secure sufficient cars to bring and return

the children to ^lercy Home.

The pictures shown through December the

fifteenth were:

Oct. 27

—

Square Crooks, IMovietone News
and second episode of Scotty of the Scouts.

Nov. 3

—

The Great Love.

Nov. 10

—

Speedy.

Nov. n—Take It From Me.
Nov. 24

—

Freckles.

Dec. 1

—

Now We're In The Air.

Dec. 8

—

Wings of the Storm.

Dec. 15

—

Just Suppose.

The question has been raised—^why give the

children matinees when it entails so much fore-

thought and detail work and when there are

already so many pictures to be seen ? But are

all of these pictures suitable for your child

and mine? Decidedly not, and wise parents

find that if the children are allowed to attend

too many shows, they too often lack patience

to read, as they wish to get things in a few

minutes. Your support of good pictures

means more and better pictures. Co-operation

will accomplish more than denunciation and

teaching the children to choose their pictures

with discrimination is the wisest course. If

there is a demand for suitable films for young

people the producers will make them. Train-

ing the children to select their own entertain-

ment and training parents to select and super-

vise their children's amusements would be a

great thing for future generations. It is gen-

erally agreed that the responsibility must defi-

nitely rest with the parents, first of determin-

ing at what age their children shall begin at-

tending the movies and second of selecting the

pictures which their bo3"s and girls shall see.

Parents are urged to send their children to the

special junior matinees instead of allowing a

promiscuous attendance during school days.

Alany thoughtless parents have allowed their

children to go to the movies day after day

without knowledge of the picture being shown
at that time. Because of this ver}^ fact, the

need of the regular junior matinee is all the

more urgent. We feel that the Better Films

Committee in co-operation with the P.-T. A.,

the Federated Clubs, the Boy and Girl Scouts

and other organizations interested in the wel-

fare of the younger generation are doing a

piece of constructive work with these mati-

nees. In conclusion be it said that the Better

Films Committee feels that it has succeeded in

its efforts. There is still much work to do to

further increase the usefulness of the screen

and to make it in fact and in truth an instru-

ment of human good and public ser\"ice, and

the junior matinees here for three years are

but the stepping stones to achieve this end.
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npHE ^liami (Fla.) Better Films Council

made a very wise move in arranging a

managers' luncheon as part of their year's

program. The report shows excellent results.

The managers of all Miami theatres, meeting

with the Better Films Council, offered their

co-operation in the movement for better films

and expressed their appreciation for the work

of the council, whose aim is selection of better

pictures, not censorship. The meeting, which

was presided over by Mrs. David B. Koger,

president of the council, was the first time in

]\Iiami that exhibitors and council members

had gathered together to discuss motion pic-

ture exhibition problems. Several of the man-

agers spoke on the problems that confronted

them, and Mrs. Koger outlined the position of

the council as a mediator between the public

and the producer for better pictures and

greater appreciation by the public of good pic-

tures. Representatives of Miami civic clubs,

who form the council, were present. Dr. E.

A. King, representing the Ministerial Asso-

ciation of Miami, and Charles M. Fisher,

Superintendent of Schools, stated their ap-

preciation of the work of the council. Mrs.

Porter Langston, who recently returned from

a trip to New York told of the work of the

National Board of Review. Leading Mi-
amians are to be invited to previews of out-

standing films to be shown in Miami play-

houses and movie matinees for school children

are to be arranged.

JgETWEEN twelve and fifteen hundred

persons witnessed the first Community
Night held under the auspices of the Ruther-

ford (N. J.) Better Films Committee at the

Rivoli Theatre early in December. Mrs.
Harry G. Grover, President of the Commit-
tee, was enthusiastic over the results of the

evening's program. Members of the Ruther-

ford Little Theatre Guild co-operated in the

project by presenting on the stage "Thomp-
son's Luck," a play written by Director Harry
G. Grover of the Guild. Mr. Grover directed

the production which was recently one of three

plays presented on a single bill by the Guild.

Potemkin, adjudged an exceptional photoplay

by the National Board of Review, was shown
on the screen. It is the tale of the Russian

Revolution of 1905, concerning principally a

mutiny on an armored cruiser, the Potemkin.

The motion picture part of the program con-

tinued with And How, a photoplay Avritten,

acted and filmed by the Amateur Cinema
League of the Oranges (N. J.). This film

won a five hundred dollar prize from Photo-

play Magazine. Members of the Committee

were guests of William E. Waldron, manager

of the theatre for the evening. Several of the

officers acted as a reception group, welcoming

the audience as thev entered the theatre.

RS. R. R. PURCELL, Chairman of the

Better Films Committee, Floral Park,

Long Island, New York, reports that the

Committee opened its fifth season of Satur-

day morning matinees for children on Novem-
ber the third with a splendid program

—

The!

Eagle's Nest, a nature study produced by Via.,

Our Gang in Ten Years Old and as the fea-

ture Heart to Heart. The matinees are spon-

sored by the Parent-Teacher Association and

have proved most successful as witnessed by

the attendance of five hundred at the opening

performance. The matinees are held every

Saturday morning in the Floral Theatre, the

manager booking the programs, from the list

provided by the Motion Picture Committee of

the P.-T. A., attending to all details and giv-

ing the P.-T. A. ten per cent of the proceeds.

The Association furnishes the chaperones and

takes care of all the publicity. One program
consisted of Harold Lloyd in Speedy together

with Little Snow White. Contrary to cur-

rent reports of our ultra-sophisticated modern
children Little Snow White proved as exciting

and enthralling to the children as the wildest

western ever did. Other features the children

have enjoyed were The Wright Idea, Hot
News, The Cameraman, Tracked, The Glori-

ous Trail and Warming Up. Peter Pan again

furnished the joy of the Christmas week mati-

nee.

'JpHE Philomusian Women's Club of West
Philadelphia (Pa.) is conducting a move-

ment for better motion pictures for children.

The club has arranged to have juniors' mati-

nees and the pictures to be shoAvn have all

been carefully reviewed by a committee under

the supervision of the State Federation. At
these matinees members of the club will act

as chaperones.
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Junior Review Work

w^HEN we select pictures for young

people what assurance have we that

we are judging from the viewpoint

of the young peoples' appreciation of pictures

rather than the viewpoints of what we think

young people should think about pictures. The

best way to help in this understanding is to

get reactions from the young people themselves

and the enterprising Better Films Committee

of Rutherford (N. J.) has instigated some

such idea. As a part of their Review Com-

mittee they have a Junior Review Committee.

The idea is yet young but Mrs. R. A. Hopkins,

Chairman of the Review Committee, has

many plans for its development.

Some of the pictures commented upon in re-

cent Junior Committee ballots were Lilac

Time, Glorious Betsy, Four Sous and Potem-

kin. One young miss in sending in her ballot

on Lilac Time gave the following careful

comment—"The picture was rather senti-

mental. Colleen ^loore is a much better

comedian than dramatic actress. The picture

was rather long drawn out. The audience

seemed inclined to laugh or snicker during

some of the more dramatic moments. Comedy
touches were good." She included also a let-

ter as follows, "My dear Mrs. Hopkins—I am
sending in my first reviewer's ballot. I want

to thank you for giving me this privilege. I

am interested in this kind of work and I am
going to enjoy it a lot." Another ^oung lady

commenting on the same picture "did not

care for some of Colleen ]\Ioore's facial ex-

pressions," although she considered the picture

worth recommending as time and money well

spent. She says of a Collegian picture Avhich

supplemented the feature
—

"I like the Col-

legian Series with the exception that a person

who has seen one, always knows how the next

one is going to end. I do not think that there

is enough variation." A lad of thirteen and a

half liked especially the work of the Napoleon

character in Glorious Betsy. Incidentally while

he comments favorably on the picture he would

recommend it for the adult audience, evidently

considering himself so. The picture Four Sons

was approved by one youngster for he says

"the acting of the mother was excellent" but

he adds that "it was a very long picture" and

also that "some things were put in that were

not connected with the story." Another report

on the picture gave "excellent directing but

poor ending." But this young man thought

"the music was not very good." Potemkin was
recommended "for mature audience and high

school people." Perhaps the study of a number
of such ballots will offer some enlightenment

on the much disputed question of audience

suitability.

This same committee has given us another

interesting piece of work by a young person in

regard to picture analysis. It is an English

composition class review from a student of

the Dickinson High School of Jersey City

(N. J.). In fact it is so outstanding we believe

it should be printed here.

ALIAS jniMY VALENTINE—90%

Alias Jimmy J'alentine, a ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-

Mayer production, directed by Jack Conway,
and presented at the Astor Theatre, New York
City.

The Cast

Jimmy Valentine William Haines

Do3'le Lionel Barrymore

Rose Leila Hyams
Swede Carl Dane
Avery Tully Marshall

Alister Lane Howard Hickman
Bobby Billy Bates

Little Sister Evelyn Mills

To begin with, I have neither had the good

fortune to have previously seen the Broadway

pla}' on which this picture is based, nor a

screen version of it, starring Bert Lytell.

which was produced quite a while ago. The
Broadway play had one cash customer less in

me, because at the time of its premiere, I had

not yet seen the light of day (1910). The
first film version was not graced with my pres-

ence, for the simple reason that I was not

present at any of its showings.

Thus, since I made no attempt at cogni-

zance, this absolute ignorance of the plot

greatly furthered the possibility of my enjoying

this comedy drama immensely. In fact, pro-

vided you have no previous knowledge of the

story, should an3'one attempt to narrate any-

thing relative to the plot to you, before you

have seen the photoplay, I would then recom-

mend this formal procedure on 3-our part—

a
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well-mannered left hook followed up by a

politeh" executed right uppercut to the jaw,

which would, I believe, put at least a tem-

porary termination to his obnoxious intention.

The snappy direction of Jack Conway is the

best of its type that I have ever seen. It like-

wise follows that the continuity and adapta-

tion by Sara Y. ]\Iason and A. P. Younger,

respectively, are excellent. Also in for a share

of the honors is Joe Farnham, who wrote the

titles Avhich provide for at least half of the

laughs in this picture. And, lest we forget,

Paul Armstrong, the author, must be given

due credit for having had an excellent idea

when he wrote the play.

As for the performance, I must laud Wil-

liam Haines for his portrayal of Valentine,

Avhich, I believe I can state Avithout fear of

contradiction, is the best Avork he has ever

done in front of a camera. Lionel Barrymore

gets second honors ; he does not seem to come

into his own until the talking sequence, to

which the last reel of this picture is devoted.

Honorable mention goes, in the following

order, to the excellent performances given by

Tully Marshall, Carl Dane, Leila Hyams,

Howard Hickman and the two children Billy

Bates and Eveh n j\Iills.

The photography and settings are for the

most part excellent.

This ace of comedy dramas is, in my opin-

ion, marred by but one fault of significant im-

portance, and whether it is a fault is a mat-

ter of debate, since it is of a psychological na-

ture. Due to the fact that I am a firm be-

liever in the old adage, "Once a crook, always

a crook," it seems practically impossible that

Valentine, a dyed-in-the-Avool crook, could re-

form, Avhich feat he accomplishes in the story.

The audience reacted very favorably to the

picture, especially in its comedy sequences.

Summing it up, I Avould advise you to hot-

foot it to the Astor Theatre as soon as possible.

Benjamix Sinakin.

Better Films Committees and schools may
find through these young people's reviews a

way to link their AA'ork for the mutual good

and interest both of their activities and the

young people of the community. These young
people make up a large part of the movie audi-

ences and their "moviemindedness" might be

used to constructive advantage in reA'iew work,

contests and essays.

•^HE folloAving editorial from the Harris-

burg (Pa.) Patriot indicates the interest

shoAvn in the juniors' matinees recently in-

augurated in that city
—"The Civic Club's

experiment with special movies for children

seems to have been a genuine success. In the

State Theatre on the first Saturday morning,

more than eight hundred youngsters sat and

Avatched a film story built especially for young

minds. Ladies of the Civic Club Avere on hand

as hostesses. Girl and Boy Scouts played their

part as ushers. EverA'thing fitted nicely into the

program Avhich is designed to attract the at-

tention of children to the better type and

away from the films unsuitable for juA'enile

minds. The project certainly deserves to Avin.

Nothing could be more appropriate than to

direct child attention to moving pictures of

the right sort. The "movies" are such an es-

tablished institution that it is absurd to try

and deny them to children. Since there are

moA'ies and movies, the sensible thing seems

to be to encourage youngsters to see the better

ones and forget the others. Any person, parent

or other, AA'ho can co-operate Avith the Civic

Club in its present enterprise, may do so Avith

the knoAvledge that it is in the interest of

children."

nPHE Junior ]\Iovie Committee of the Troy
(N. Y.) Federation of the Parent-

Teacher Associations arranged for the presen-

tation of Four Sons for one of their recent

Saturday morning matinees. This picture was

held over for the performance as it A\'ould

ordinarily have closed Friday night. The
students matinee held in Knoxville (Tenn.)

not so long ago had on its program Making
Lead Pencils, Dates, a New American Fruit

Crop, Up the Stikine River and several num-

bers given by the Elks Junior Orchestra.

Another of their programs consisted of a

traA'el picture, Naples and Vesuvius, IVooly

JVest and the Orange Industry. The Colum-

bia (S. C.) Better Films Committee had as

their attraction at a late matinee the follow'-

ing program

—

Alan Without a Face (serial),

The Vanishing Pioneer, Paramount NeAvs,

The Knights of the Air and The Camera
Man. The football squad Avere invited to be

the special guests of the Better Films Com-
mittee and the Columbia high school songs

were the feature of the community singing.
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TPHE Three Arts League of Columbus

(Ga.) has recently added a motion pic-

ture department to its other interesting activi-

ties. It is the intention to boost the good pic-

tures and ignore the bad which is in line with

the primary object of this organization—that

of bringing to Columbus entertainment of the

highest type. Mrs. Banks Yonge is chairman

of the new ]\'Iotion Picture Department*of the

League and her committee will have a mem-
bership of thirty. They propose to review the

first run pictures of the theatres, to endorse

the exceptional and selected pictures and to

have at least one invitational showing a month

of such outstanding pictures as Czar Ivan , the

Terrible, which was the picture for their first

showing held last month.

/\ NEW committee whose plans are already

spreading over a wide scope of endeavor is

the recently formed Motion Picture Commit-

tee of the Grant School P.-T. A., Westfield

(N. J.). This committee is composed of a

group of earnest workers, women who realize

that children love the "movies" and that a

large majority of them go there at every op-

portunity and are admitted alone, in spite of

the law regarding minors. One of the first

changes which this new committee plans to

put into effect is the assembling of all un-

chaperoned children in one section of the

theatre, these youngsters to have the super-

vision of one of the ushers. Clean, wholesome

pictures, those of travel, comic and historical

nature will be one of the aims for a special

children's matinee on Saturday mornings.

Westfield may also have a "community night."

These are only a few of the plans arranged

but in general the committee hopes to make

the motion pictures in their community as

ideal as possible.

^^ICOR over three years," writes Mrs. Wal-

ter Willard, of Germantown (Pa.), "as

State Chairman of Motion Pictures for the

Federation of Pennsylvania Women, I have

made a careful and exhaustive study of the

movie, and I would say that the thing that is

wrong with it is the lack of discrimination on

the part of its patrons. It is true that pictures

like The Covered Wagon, The Big Parade,

Wings, Seventh Heaven and a few like them

are financial successes, but until the public

generally will accept this type, realizing its

artistic worth, the gush and mush will continue

to draw the crowds. We of the State Federa-

tion are not trying to reform the world ; we
recognize the impossibility of that. But we
are trying to create in the coming generation

an appreciation of what is fine and good. In

eighteen theatres throughout the State, chil-

dren's matinees are held on Saturday mornings.

We have tried to make them unique in many
ways. The pictures shown have plenty of ac-

tion, good fun as well as educational value,

and we are succeeding in doing what we set

out to do. We have tested and found that the

children who go to our special matinees have

no desire for the other type."

npHE Atlanta (Ga.) Better Films Commit-

tee has found a novel way to increase the

attendance at its special children's matinees.

A recent announcement says "Big Boy" bal-

loons will be given, one to each child who
brings to the matinee some other child who
has not previously attended. To get a balloon,

the name, address and telephone number of the

new visitor must be presented on a sheet of

paper, together with the name of the friend

who brought him. Another new idea of this

committee is the formation of a club for the

New Year. Saturday morning, December the

twenty-ninth, marked the beginning of the

"Junior Matinee Club" and everyone who has

been a regular attendant at the matinees since

last May was urged to be there and become a

charter member.

npHE Decatur (Ga.) Better Films Com-
mittee enjoys the distinction of combining

the interests of every organization in Decatur.

Any organization which sells tickets to their

regular Monda\' matinees is allowed to keep

half the proceeds.

nPHE Miami (Fla.) Better Films Council

has many unique plans for arousing and

continuing the interest of the young people in

the juniors' matinees. One of the late schemes

is that of the poster contest. Each week the

contest will be allotted to a different school

and a prize will be awarded by the Better

Films Council for the best poster announce-

ment of the juniors' matinee of the current

week.
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Holiday Matinees

in

Many Cities

^^JSN'T it just the cu-u-u-test thing you

ever saw!" a dainty, little lady, aged

eight, shoolc her golden curls in ecstacy as she

commented on the Christmas matinee pre-

sented by the Charlotte News (Charlotte,

N. C.) in co-operation with the Charlotte

Better Films Committee and the P.-T. A.,

and the eight hundred children who attended

were evidently of the same opinion from their

enthusiastic applause. The picture which

added so much to their Christmas joy was

Santa Claus, a film which had the snow scenes

actually photographed in the Arctic regions.

This was supplemented by Old Ironsides, a

picture based upon the records of this historic

old man-'o-war. Another holiday matinee

which gave untold pleasure was the one ar-

ranged in Knoxville (Tenn.) for the chil-

dren of the Knox County Industrial School,

St. John's Orphanage and the Strong Mis-

sion Home. The children were shown Harold

Lloyd in Hot Water, a short comedy, and

were entertained with a solo dance and a

Christmas story and Christmas Carols were

sung by the Boyd Junior High School while

to cap the climax Santa Claus was at the

theatre to give every child a treat. Norfolk

(Va.) was literally populated with youthful

Sherlock Holmes during Christmas week and

the cause for this great increase in the detec-

tive force was the unique matinee which was
held in that city. The price of admission was
a toy, regardless of its state, because however
battered it was it brought joy to some child

who would have otherwise have had a cheer-

less Christmas. The feature picture was
Harold Lloyd in Grandma's Boy and in ad-

dition there were several short subjects and a

two reel comedy and last but not least was
the song festival. Similar to this matinee was
the one held in Spartanburg (S. C.) where
a bag of fruit was the price of admission and

this was given to the Salvation Army for their

Christmas baskets. The children of New
Haven (Conn.) were shown Peter Pan,

Santa Claus and a comedy that was made for

laughs only. After the matinee Santa Claus

presented each child with a box of candy much
to his delight. The sponsors of this af?air

were the members of the American Legion.

The Junior Film and Entertainment Guild of

Albany (N. Y.) held their annual Christmas

party in the Harmanus Bleecker Hall with a

section reserved for the children from the

institutions. The Y. W. C. A. presented their

Christmas pageant, Christmas carols were

sung by the Junior Monday Musical Club,

professional and amateur dancing acts were

put on and Mayor Thatcher was present to

greet the children. Santa Claus, himself, in

person, was the guest of honor at the annual

Christmas party given by the Atlanta (Ga.

)

Better Films Committee at the Palace

Theatre. He showed the children views of

his work shop at the North Pole where he

was busy during the past months making toys

for the Atlanta kiddies and told them of his

recent arrival in Atlanta by aeroplane. Twin
Christmas trees beautifully decorated adorned

the stage where a most interesting yuletide

prologue was given, special features symbolic

of the festival season and the wonderful film

J Fisit to Santa Claus Land, the hit of the

matinee, were shown. The Christmas party

of the Better Films Committee itself was no

less a success than the one they planned for

the children. It was in the form of a lun-

cheon and was held at the Henry Grady

Hotel with fifty members present. Holiday

favors were at each place and a forfeit com-

mittee threatened penalties on anyone not en-

tering into the spirit of the occasion, \liss

Mildred Seydell gave a most interesting talk

on the Christmas customs in France, Germany,
Belgium, Spain and Italy. Mrs. Earle Quil-

lian sang a group of charming songs, and

there were several unique surprise features.

The Jacksonville (Fla.) Better Films Coun-

cil offered the children of their city a most en-

joyable Christmas matinee with the price of

admission being a toy for the Happy Heart's

Club Christmas Tree, as likewise did the

Columbia (S. C.) Better Films Committee.

The matinee guests were given fruit and the

program ended with the good old fashion cus-

tom of singing Christmas carols. This Christ-

mas season seemed to have been one of most

unusual activity and may the New Year be

one of much success for the various organi-

zations which are carrying on this work.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

approxi-
trained

Consists of

mately 2S0
members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer
their services for the

review of pictures.

lELECTED Pictures Guide
A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-
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Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including young people.

Pictures acceptable to adults and also inter-

esting to and wholesome for boys and girls

of High School age.

Family audience including children. Pictures
acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for

the consideration and enjoyment of adults.

Note:—Programs for Junior Matinees should

be selected from pictures in the second classi-

fication.

*
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Pictures especially interesting or well done
but not necessarily "exceptional."

The Barker

Directed by George Fitzmaiirice

Featuring SMilton Sills

ID orofhy Mackaill

Play by Kenyan Nicholson

/^OLORFUL story of small time circus life.

Nifty Miller, the barker of the outfit, is

anxious to keep his son away from circus asso-

ciations and is very disappointed when he

leaves law school and joins the troupe. His

former sweetheart seeks revenge for having

been discarded and offers to pay one of the

circus girls if she will vamp the young boy.

Lou, as she is called, offers to do the job but

ends by falling in love with young Miller.

When Nifty finds out what has been going on

he discharges Lou and takes to drink over

what he considers his son's ruined career.

However, the son makes good and Nifty again

yields to the lure of the circus. The picture is

vividly told and acted and the talking se-

quences are unusually good.

For the family audience including young

people. (First National—9 reels)

Interference

Directed by Lotlian Mendes
(Evelyn Brent

Featuring I
C'^"'^' Brook

^ William Poweh
[Doris Kenyon

Stage play by Roland Putnam and Harold

D earlan

N all talking picture making clever use of

sound devices and well told by a good

cast. It is a dramatic story of love and re-

venge. Jealous of another Avoman's power over

the man she loves, a woman avenges herself by

blackmail. In possession of love letters writ-

ten by the other woman before she was mar-

ried to her present husband, she extracts large

sums of money from her by threatening to tell

her husband. The man in the case poisons the

blackmailer and restores the letters to their

author, then gives himself up when the woman
and her husband become involved in the mat-

ter through suspicion.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Linda
Directed by ^Irs. M^allace Reid

Featuring Helen Foster

Original screen story by P. Montague

YOUNG girl is forced by her father to

marry a lumber jack much older than

herself just when she has fallen in love with

another man. Her husband dimly realizes

that he cannot get very near to his sensitive,

romantic wife but treats her with every con-

sideration. When another woman turns up

and claims to be his wife, she leaves him and

goes to the citv to a woman who had be-
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friended her. Here the little lumber camp

girl receives an education and again encoun-

ters the man with whom she has fallen in love.

But when she hears that her uncouth husband

is ill, she returns to him. She learns that the

other woman was an imposter. Later a lum-

ber accident mercifully makes the way clear

for her marrying the man she loves. The
acting of Helen Foster has a strong appeal and

the general atmosphere of the picture is one

of honest realism.

For the mature audience.

(Willis-Kent Productions—7 reels)

The Little Wildcat

Directed by Ray Enright

Featuring Audrey Ferris

Original screen story by Gene Wright

^ ROIMANXE of the South with a neAv

twist. Two sisters, granddaughters of

a southern veteran, set their caps in rivalry at

every young man who comes to the house.

Grandpa, now risen to wealth, Avas only a

private during the Civil War, while his old

friend used to be his captain. Now the situ-

ation of priority reverses. The former captain

is a privileged servitor in the house but will

not stand for much dictation on the part of

his former subordinate and constantly reminds

him what a poor soldier he was. This cre-

ates a great many good comedy situations and

the two men frequently steal the picture from

the girls. Grandpa is particularly incensed at

an aeroplane which constantly flies over the

estate but has to accommodate himself to the

situation Avhen the flier wins one of his grand-

daughters.

For the family audience including young
people.

(Warner Bros.— 7 reels)

My Man
Directed by Archie Mayo
Featuring Fannie Brice

Original screen story by Mark Canfield

pAXXIE, a poor tenement girl, left to

mother a small brother and a younger sister

works in a theatrical company making cos-

tumes. One day her big chance comes to try

her skill on the musical stage. She has fallen

in love and is about to be married to a young

man whom she has befriended but her younger,

thoughtless sister sets out to win Fannie's

fiance. Sickened by her sister's betrayal and

saddened by the loss of the only man she had

ever cared for, Fannie strives to make good

and in the end she realizes that success comes

through unhappiness and sacrifice. Her tri-

umph comes when she is acclaimed by every-

body on her opening night of musical comed}^

This picture marks the debut of Fannie Brice,

the stage comedienne, into the sound films.

The story is a sentimental one but furnishes a

background for the star to sing her many song

favorites.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Warner—12 reels)

The River

Directed by Frank Borzage

Featuring {Charles Farrell

iMary Duncan
N^ovel by Tristram Tupper

HUMAN love story with the river as a

symbol of love, reflecting the feelings

of the lovers. A man, almost still a boy, sets

sail doAvn the river in a self-made boat to see

the world. He is held up in a narrow gorge

and meets a woman of the world. He falls

in love with her and she is fascinated by his

artlessness. He tries to leave her to satisfy

his impulse to see the world, not realizing

that he has found his world in her. She re-

captures her innocence through him and ceases

to be a woman of the world. The picture has

moments of real lyrical feeling. Its simplicity

of theme and treatment is a relief from the

unnecessary elaborateness of the average pic-

ture. The acting is both sustained and re-

strained.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Scarlet Seas

Directed by John Francis Dillon

Featuring Richard Barthehness

Story by W. Scott Darling

jgXCITING sea adventure ston". The cap-

tain of a small trawler kidnaps a cabaret

girl who has refused him. His ship sinks on

the high seas and he and the girl barely escape

in a small boat. After a long hard pull they

sight a ship on which there appears to be no

sign of life. Climbing aboard they find the
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mutinous crew feasting below while the cap-

tain is locked up in his cabin. The girl joins

the mutineers. The hero releases the captain

and tries to quell the mutiny. A long and

thrilling battle then ensues in which the girl

finally allies herself with the hero again as he

fights almost singlehanded. The crew is at last

subdued. ^

For the family audience including young

people.

(First National—7 reels)

The Side-Show
Directed by Erie C. Kenton

Featuring \
Marie Prevost

\
Ralph Graves

Original screen story by J. Greene

PICTURE of circus life well acted and

directed. A rival circus owner bent on

ruining his competitor bribes several per-

formers and helpers to tamper with the ap-

paratus, causing a number of accidents. These

mysterious happenings finally come to an end

when one of the prearranged accidents kills

the chief conspirator. Another thrilling scene

occurs when the heroine has apparently not

been removed from a basket through which the

fakir plunges a number of heavy cavalry

swords.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Columbia—7 reels)

Spies

Directed by Fritz Lang
Featuring Rudolph Klein

Original screen story by Thea J on Haburg

FAST and dizzy melodrama of a super-

criminal. He is at the same time an

international banker who is greatly interested

in interfering with critical diplomatic situa-

tions and stealing treaties which concern his

vast holdings in Russia. He is undone when
one of his women spies falls in love with an

English secret service man. The production

scale of this picture is most sumptuous and the

death of the villain takes place dramaticalh"

when he is cornered in his disguise as a circus

clown. This German picture was the first film

to be brought to America by air, having been

a part of the cargo of the Graf Zeppelin.

For the family audience including young

people.
(
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 10 reels)

NON-FEATURES
The Air Derby

(Russ Farrell, Aviator, Series)

An exciting airplane story wnth a thrilling

race.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

Day Dreams
(Laemmle Novelty)

A child's dream of a trip to the bottom of

the sea.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Forget Me Not
Christmas stor}' of toys that come to life

and enact a love story.

For the family audienc? including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Kilhng the Killer

The encounter between a cobra and a mon-

goose with disastrous results to the cobra.

For the family audience including 3'oung

people. (Ufa— 1 reel)

Monument Valley

(World We Live in Series)

IMarvelous scenic of ]\'Ionument Valley in

Arizona showing curious mountain formations

due to erosion.

For the family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 43

Sudbury, England (Pathecolor) ; Useless

Inventions; Climbers—Young Women of

Colorado; IModernisms.

For the family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 2

A Drama with Players ; Bottles ;
Cherry

Blossoms, Old Nippon (Pathecolor).

For the family audience including children.

Pathe Review No. 3

Rabbit de Luxe, English Hares; Malay
Pastoral; Chromatic Cinematics.

For the familv audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)
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Pets and Pests

Interesting variety of animal pets and some

mischievous monkeys.

For the family audience including children.

(Ufa— I reel)

Shifting Scenes

(Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge

^

Fine assortment of world wide scenes.

For the famih' audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Storied Palestine

(World We Live In Series)

Interesting scenes of Palestine with ref-

erences to the life and activities of Christ.

For the family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Strange Prayers

(Ufa Oddities)

Fascinating views of native life in Sumatra

showing religious rites and so forth.

For the family audience including children.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-I\Iayer— 1 reel

)

''The Toy Shop
A charming story of an old toy-maker who

takes in a little waif. She falls asleep and

dreams of toy dolls who come alive. Techni-

color.

For the family audience including children.

(Tiffany-Stahl— I reel)

Walking Fish

(Our World Today Series)

Walking fish; steel ingot works at Brad-

ford, Pa.
;
Tony Sarg's marionettes.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Ko-Ko on the Track

(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko goes in for horse racing and has

hard luck.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Noisy Noises

(Our Gang Comedy)
A fat boy with a tooth ache has to mind

the baby in a house full of musicians and noise

makers. He hires the gang to help him.

For the family audience including children.

(
Metrc-Goldwyn-Alayer—2 reels)

Speeding Youth
( Collegian Series)

Forbidden to have automobiles at Calford

the students get motor cycles and stage a

race.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

What a Trip

A hilarious fishing trip.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

The Winning Point

(Collegian Series)

Calford goes in for basketball.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Yankee Clippers

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit establishes a bar-

ber shop.

For the famil\' audience including children.

(L-niversal— 1 reel)

Selected Pictures

Fourteenth Annual Catalog

CONTAINING the best entertainment films

selected by the Review Committees from pic-

tures submitted to the National Board of Review
during 1928.

The pictures included are features and short sub-

jects. The\- are listed with their audience suit-

ability, an aid in discriminate theatre attendance

and in program building for special showings. If

you wish the selected pictures of 1928 in convenient
form they will be found in this catalog. Price 25c.

National Board of Review,

70 Fifth Avenue,

New York City.

Enclosed find 2Sc for which please send

me the Fourteenth Annual Catalog of Se-

lected Pictures.

Name

Address

City and State
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AFHLIATED BETTER HLMS COMMITTEES
:e

Better Motion Picture Programs in Your Home Theatre

The Better Films Committee, or Motion Picture Study Club, plan has been found
by many committees to be an adaptable and effective method of accomplishing telling-

organized local work for better pictures.

The purposes of the Better Films Committees affiliated with the Better Films Na-
tional Council are

:

To encourage study of the motion picture as a medium of entertainment, instruction

and artistic expression

;

To bring to the attention of the public the better pictures through the publication

of a Photoplay Guide, based upon the selections and audience suitability classifications

of the Review Committees of the National Board of Review;

To sponsor Juniors' IV'Iatinees, showing pictures particularly suitable for boys and

girls, and week-end family programs whenever possible Avith exhibitors' bookings

;

To emphasize the fact that the only effective way of bringing public opinion to aid

in the development of the motion picture and its best uses is through the constructive

methods of the Better Films movement embodying the theory of selection and classifi-

cation and the seeking of community support for the better pictures.

The Better Films National Council, as an aid in carrying out these purposes, fur-

nishes an information service through its various publications.
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National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,

70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
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NATIONAL BOARD OF^

The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art ajid entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and
recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—corn-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest film-..

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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We Review Our Conference

THE announcement of the 1929 Annual

Conference and Luncheon of the Na-

tional Board of Review which was

sent to our friends and members contained

the notice that this would be a special occa-

sion as it marked the twentieth anniversary

of the founding of the National Board by the

People's Institute. The response to the in-

vitation to celebrate this event with us was

most gratifying. A large number of delegates

made the trip to New York from far and

near, hailing from many states, with a brave

disregard of the threat of wintry ailments.

It was a pleasant task for the Conference Com-
mittee, the resident members and the staff of

the Board to welcome them. The industry

too, represented both at the Conference and

the Luncheon by many veterans of the motion

picture who have known the Board from the

early days, not only responded generously

with speakers but helped with sundry enter-

tainments for the delegates. If an institution,

like an individual, is to be judged by the

friends it makes and keeps, then the National

Board of Review has every reason to be

proud of this anniversary celebration. As

usual the meetings were held within the hos-

pitable portals of the Waldorf-Astoria. Many
regrets were expressed that this historic hos-

telry, which has housed so many of our pre-

vious conferences, is about to pass out of ex-

istence.

Three ex-chairmen of the National Board,

Dr. Frederick C. Howe, Reverend Cranston

Brenton and Colonel Clarence A. Perry, dur-

ing a stimulating morning session of the Con-

ference, marred only by the regrettable ab-

sence on account of illness of the present chair-

man, Dr. William B. Tower, reviewed

the history of this institution, tracing with

vivid remembrance the Board's early struggles

and problems, the gradual change from cen-

sorship to selection, the increasing understand-

ing and co-operation of the producers as they

came to see the friendly, constructive function

of the Board and its solicitude for the welfare

and better standing of motion pictures. The
development of the better films movement,

which was an outgrowth of the expanding ser-

vices of the Board in answer to the need for

a central clearing house of information on

motion pictures, was sketched. This idea was
crystallized in the Better Films National

Council which, with Better Films Commit-
tees and affiliated groups throughout the coun-

try today, makes the Board a truly national

institution. The soundness of the principles

of the Board, the method of selection and

emphasis upon the better films and the com-

mon sense method of adjustment of the ever

varying tastes and standards of the community
to the growing and developing art of motion

picture entertainment, stated by these three

speakers out of their first-hand knowledge, was
again vindicated.

In the realm of the practical application of

this knowledge and understanding of motion

pictures valuable contributions were made by

many speakers at the Conference sessions.

National organizations such as the Child

3
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Study Association of America, Daugh-

ters of the American Revolution, Federation

of Music Clubs, International Federation of

Catholic Alumnae, carrying on important bet-

ter films work as a part of their activities,

were represented on the program by their

presidents or motion picture chairmen.

Both at the Conference and at the Luncheon

the problem of combating censorsTiip was

frequently touched upon. A basic resolution

condemning legal censorship was drawn up

by the Resolutions Committee and passed by

the Conference. This resolution amplifies the

previously affirmed attitude of the Board:

"RESOLVED, That censorship of the

motion picture, whenever and however pro-

posed, whether benevolently or auto-

cratically administered, is in fundamental

contradiction of the spirit of the democratic

principles which underlie our theory of

government and society.

"It is no exaggeration to claim that if

the framers of the Constitution had been

aware of the potentialities of the motion

picture, they would have recognized the

wisdom of guaranteeing the freedom of the

screen no less than the freedom of the press.

For the motion picture, besides being the

most characteristic entertainment medium

of our age and times is, in the deepest sense,

news—the most immediate and intimate

news of the kind of people we are—a re-

flection of our hopes and our ideals.

"In a free society, it is axiomatic that

the individual need accept no censorship ex-

cept a self-censorship, the discipline which

the wise man exercises over himself. The
motion picture, too, as an expression of our-

selves, is in the long run self-regulative,

and no theory of paternalism, however so-

phisticated or disguised, is fit to come be-

tween a sovereign people and the medium
through which it re-experiences life.

"In that sense, any resolution against

censorship must be considered perpetually

in being as a living protest against an atav-

ism which no democratic society can tol-

erate.

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That with the advent of the sound picture,

the principle of freedom of expression for

which the motion picture has contended,

can be applied with even greater force in

so far as censorship of dialogue represents

a direct invasion of the right of free speech

with which there can be no compromise."

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That this Conference reaffirms its past

resolutions setting forth its opposition to

censorship w-hile stating herewith its op-

position to the bill to create Federal cen-

sorship of motion pictures introduced into

the House of Representatives by Congress-

man Hudson ; and

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
That the Secretary of this Conference be

instructed to send copies of this resolution

to the members of the United States Con-

gress."

This resolution was read at the Luncheon

table and broadcast over the entire country.

It has been widely quoted in full by a large

section of the press with favorable editorial

comment.

The Annual Luncheon held in the Grand
Ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria, which

brought together hundreds of members and

friends of the Board, was the culmination of

the three days' Conference. The speakers'

table at the Luncheon presented an array of

celebrities of the screen and of nationally

known orators. Among those who greeted and

addressed the enthusiastic audience were Ma-
yor James J. Walker, Anita Loos, Bert Lytell,

Mae Murray, Phyllis Haver, Dr. S. Parkes

Cadman, J. D. Williams, Sophie Kerr, Harry
]\L Warner and Congressman Loring M.
Black. The program was broadcast over Co-

lumbia's large network of stations and enthusi-

astically received by the radio audience to

judge from the great number of congratulatory

letters which we have received.

Wires and radiograms were read from

many sincere friends who could not be pres-

ent, among them being ]\Iary Pickford, Doug-
las Fairbanks, David Wark Griffith, Sergei

M. Eisenstein and Commander Richard E.

Byrd.

The outstanding event among the enter-

tainments provided for the Conference dele-

gates was an unforgetable evening at the War-
ner Vitaphone studio where, through the

courtesy of Mr. Harry M. Warner, a sound

picture of the delegates was produced. The
members taking part in this were Professor

Leroy E. Bowman, Secretary, National Com-
{Continited on page 6)
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Censorship a Step Backward
By Sophie Kerr

It luas a distinct pleasure to have upon the

program at the Fourteenth Annual Luncheon

of the National Board the ivell known author

Sophie Kerr. Her address showed an unusual

knowledge and sympathy regarding the mo-

tion picture in one connected ivith another of

the arts and we are happy to publish it here-

ivith.—Editor's Note.

I AM here today as a writer with no axe

to grind, no favor to ask and no lurking

grudge to avenge. I have written eight

books and on no one of them has the literary

censor placed the shadow of his disapproval.

Therefore, I feel that I may speak with spe-

cial freedom on a subject which at this par-

ticular time should be important to every

thoughtful citizen of these United States, for

once more the shadow of censorship is wait-

ing, waiting, biding its time to rise and blot

out forever all freedom in artistic expression

under the pretext of protecting the morals

of the public by law, arguing that morality,

good taste, honesty and beauty, can all be

obtained by legal procedure. This is false.

We cannot make laws which will arbitrarily

cause people, young and old, rich and poor,

to turn suddenly wholly moral or endow
them with good taste or honesty or beauty.

Indeed, I heartily wish we could, for then in

a calm judicial way we would quickly and

painlessly legislate our world into a delight-

ful Utopian perfection.

No set of laws, however carefully framed

and well-intentioned, can turn this confused

chaotic planet we live on into paradise, and

the legal censoring of books, of plays and of

motion pictures, is a step backward in our

proper freedom. It shows that the lawmak-
ers do not believe in the ability of the masses

of our citizens to think for themselves. But
when you take from any people the right to

form and express their own opinions, you ex-

ercise a tyranny which belongs to the Dark
Ages of the Inquisition, the torture chamber
and persecution for liberty's sake.

I hear a great deal now and then from
various sources about what is wrong with

motion pictures. It may be that there are a

great many things wrong with motion pic-

tures. In this opinion the actual workers in

motion pictures would be the first to agree,

but destructive criticism is always easy and

always cheap. I want to say here that if there

is one thing which is right with the movies

and always has been right, it is their will-

ingness to progress, their open-minded eager-

ness to do their best in their alloted field of

art. No human being with an idea for the

Sophie Kerr

betterment of motion pictures in any possible

direction but wins a respectful hearing and,

if his idea has the least merit, a thorough in-

vestigation and trial by motion picture ex-

perts. It is because of this that in the com-

paratively short existence of the motion

picture a gigantic, unheard of, undreamed of

distance has been covered and the spirit of

progress in motion pictures was never more
alive than at this moment—better, more in-

teresting, more vital, more and more a nec-

essary part of life's diversions and education.

I cannot see anj- limit to their possibilities.
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They have entered science ; the\' have entered

commerce; they have come to stay in our

thought, our vocabulary and our customs.

As I understand it, it was as a necessary

part of this progress that the National Board

of Review^ was formed, and it is as a necessary

part of this progress that it functions now.

Its purpose, as I see it, has always been selec-

tion, not condemnation, and it has fuTictioned

on the premise confirmed by its years of ex-

perience that the American public is quite

capable of lifting up its voice and letting itself

be heard about an\' picture it does not like,

or more simple and powerful still, condemn-

ing such a picture by refusing to pay its good

money to go and see it.

For twenty years the public has assuredly

lived up to its part of this premise. What
now? Has the public suddenl\' lost its sense,

its judgment and its voice? You know it has

not, and so do I, and so does everyone who
will give the matter even a casual thought.

My own feeling is that most of the loud

shrieking cries for governmental censorship

com.e from people who are looking for fat sal-

aried appointments from the government if

censorship is adopted, rather than from people

who are genuinely concerned for tlie public

weal ; whatever the motive of its advocacy,

whether perfectly though mistakenly sincere,

or merely a mask for the job hunter, censor-

ship is undemocratic, unprogressive, tyranni-

cal and, moreover, wholly insulting to the

thousands and thousands of motion picture

audiences of this country. I hope with all my
heart that these audiences will take every

opportunity to resent this low and false esti-

mate of their mental quality.

(Continued from page 4)

munity Center Association, Faculty, Depart-

ment of Social Science, Columbia University

;

Mrs. Newton D. Chapman, National Chair-

man, Better Films Committee, D.A.R.

;

Colonel Clarence A. Perry, Associate Direc-

tor, Recreation Department, Russell Sage

Foundation; Mrs. James A. Craig, President,

Jacksonville (Fla. ) Better Films Council;

Mr. George Hampel, Secretary, Milwaukee

(Wis.) Motion Picture Commission; Gina

Branscombe, American composer ;
Captain

George W. Cowan, Amusement Inspector,
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Providence (R. I.) ; Mrs. Frederick I.

Mosher, State Chairman, Motion Picture

Committee, Maryland Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs and Mrs. Walter Willard, Chair-

man, Motion Picture Committee, State Fed-

eration of Pennsylvania Women, while about

two hundred formed the interested, applaud-

ing audience. A delightful tea hour was spent

by the delegates as the guests of Roosevelt

House where Mrs. Douglas Robinson, sister

of the late Theodore Roosevelt, entertainingly

related stories of her famous brother and a

film The River of Doubt, one of the many of

the large Roosevelt collection, was viewed.

The different Conference and Luncheon
addresses will be printed in full or in part

in forthcoming issues of the Magazine so

that our friends and readers who were unable

to be present will have the messages of the

occasion brought to them.

If our- anniversary celebration has been a

success, as we think it has, we realize it was

made possible only through the loyalty and

interest of our many friends. To them we
extend our cordial appreciation with the hope

that they may all be with us again in the com-

ing year.

Tho trip to the Vitaphone Studio with the

making and demonstration of a sound pic-

ture, so happily made possible by Mr. Harry

M. Warner, was exceedingly entertaining

and instructive. One Conference visitor de-

clared it alone was worth the journey to

New York City and many others have said,

proving the value of visual aids, that now
they actually know the mystery of a sound

picture. Mr. Warner stated that evening, in

his hospitable and interesting address, that

those appearing in the picture might have

copies of still photographs. In response to

a number of requests a supply of these has

been sent to the office of the National Board

and these requests filled. Others may have

copies by writing to the Board. Another of

Mr. Warner's courtesies has been the presen-

tation of a print of the sound film to the

National Board for circulation. Those tak-

ing part in the picture who may wish to see

and hear themselves can make arrangements

to secure the film through the National

Board.



1 he Motion Picture Learns to Talk

By Dr. Lee DeForest

Dr. DeForesi stands in the forefront of the

inventive geniuses of the world today. He was

a pioneer in the development of wireless

telegraphy in America. By 1919 he had taken

out over one hundred and twenty United

States and foreigit patents on radio, telegraphy

and telephony. The name of Dr. DeForest

has long been synonymous with radio and noiv

he is becoming equally well known in another

great field with the introduction of the talking

film. He is the inventor of Phonofilm , the

talking picture recording and reproducing de-

vice of General Talking Pictures Corporation.—Editor's Note.

"^F"! OR one who has dedicated, as I have,

|IH many years of uninterrupted effort

to give voice to the dumb, to add

a mental third dimension to what has been

entirely a monotonous flat surface, it is

difficult to appreciate the outcries which are

at least sufficiently vocal against "sound on

film". Nature gave us ears as well as eyes.

Beauty appeals to both of these organs. The
fact that on the silent screen motion picture

photography has developed an art whose

beauty at times rises to transcendent heights

is no logical reason why, coupled to this visual

loveliness and appeal, may not be added all

the beauty which skilled musicians and glori-

ous trained voices have created. The appeal

of such an ideal combination of perfections

transcends anything that man has yet created.

It remains today only an ideal, yet one worth

striving for with all the inspiration, all the

enthusiasm, all the devoted efiort of which

those skilled in the sciences of acoustics, elec-

tricity and mechanics are capable.

The aim sought is a noble one. The paths

to realization of that aim are long, devious

and unbelievably difficult. And yet, crude

and imperfect as are our present "sound

films," limited in their scope of action, there

are nevertheless today flashes of realism, some

bits of well nigh perfect voice reproduction,

which gives courage to us who are engineering

the mechanics of this new art, and which

should awaken in the minds of even the most

hostile critics the tliought that tlie motion pic-

ture is at last finding its voice, and must in

the not far future afford a new medium for

the expression of true beauty, which is Truth.

It has been, as I remarked, a tedious and

difficult path to our present technical achieve-

ment. The basic ideas involved in synchro-

nized reproduction of sound and scenes from

the screen are very old. But it was not until

the electrical profession recognized the ex-

istence and the possibilities of the vacuum
tube amplifier that any of the previously pro-

posed plans could be practically realized in

the theatre. I turned over to the engineers

of the Western Electric Company 16 years

ago the first cascade audion amplifier. The
requirements of the long distance telephone,

and especially the urgent demands for pow-

erful amplification during the war, were

chiefly responsible for the intensive develop-

ment of the amplifier whicli followed. Fol-

lowing upon this stage came the wide-spread

clamor for better radio reproduction, and a

thousand engineers all over the world, but

particularly in the United States, concen-

trated on every phase and detail of amplifi-

cation, until today the essential link in the

talking picture development may be regarded

as well nigh perfect and finished.

It was coincident with this latter stage of

development of the Audion amplifier that I

labored on the problems of sound-photography

on film. These problems were intricate and

manifold. They embraced, in addition to

those of amplification, microphones, electrical

discharge through gasses, optics, the chem-

istry of photography, perfection of mechanical

motion in camera and projection machine, the

photo-electric cell, and improvement of our

existing loudspeakers. In this discussion I

will limit myself chiefly to Phonofilm (alias

Movietone) where the sound is recorded on

the film itself, as distinguished from the syn-

chronized phonograph methods, typified in

Vitaphone.

There are today three general methods of

recording sound on film. The oldest is that

of a beam of light reflected from a vibrating

mirror, whose vibrations follow those of the

sound waves to be recorded. This method is

7
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now emplo\ed in the RCA Photophone, a

name coined fort}' years ago by Alexander

Graham Bell to designate his beam-of-light

telephone.

The Phonofilm methods employ a gas filled

lamp, giving oft a bright actinic light when an

electric current is passed through the gas.

The intensity of this light is proportional to

the electric current passing at an\ 'instant.

Therefore when the telephone currents from

the recording amplifier pass through this

lamp, its light fluctuates in brightness hun-

dreds of thousands of times a second. This

"gas-electric" light therefore is a visual trans-

lation of the telephonic currents which orig-

inated in the microphone. They are there-

fore the luminous translation of sound waves.

This fluctuating light is photographed through

a tiny slit upon a film travelling 90 feet a

minute behind this slit. When developed and

printed upon the same positive with the mo-

tion picture we have thereon the photographic

records of both the sound and the pictured

scene which it interprets.

I think that you will admit that the idea

of thus photographing both scene and sound

side by side upon the same film, to be later

reproduced from the same screen, one on the

screen surface for the eye and the other from

a sound reproducer behind the screen for the

ear, is both a practical and a beautiful one.

The third method of sound photography

utilizes instead of a vibrating mirror or a gas-

discharge tube, some type of a light valve,

whereby the ra\'s from a constant source of

light are more or less cut off by the action

of a shutter operated by the telephonic cur-

rents from the microphone. The Western

Electric system employs this method.

Of the three methods, I have described, re-

sults thus far obtained by the Photion, or gas-

discharge lamp, are at least equal and fre-

quently superior, to those of the other two,

while from the standpoint of simplicity, re-

liability and ease of practical manipulation in

the sound studio and especially out-of-doors,

the Photion-Phonofilm process is much to be

preferred. In the reproduction from sound

film records, no matter by what method re-

corded, one in\ariably employs essentially

identical methods. A small lamp or fixed

source of light, a slit, a system of lenses for

focusing the image of this slit upon the sound

Dr. Lee Deforest

record on the film, and a photo-electric cell.

As the sound record on the film, is passed

across this beam of light it acts to cut oft

more or less of the beam. Thus a fluctuating

light is caused to fall on the photo-electric

cell. The function of the cell is to translate

these rapid fluctuations of light into corre-

sponding fluctuations of electric currents.

These currents thereupon become a duplica-

tion of the original telephonic currents from

the microphone when the sound was recorded.

The next step in the process of reproduc-

tion is to amplify these exceedingly weak elec-

tric currents from the photo-electric cell some

hundred million times, without appreciable

distortion, until they are sufficiently powerful

to actuate the loud speaker located behind the

motion picture screen.

The sound record on the film must travel

continuously, with absolute uniform velocity,

across the beam of light. Elaborate mechan-

ical refinements ha\"e been perfected to secure

this steady motion. On the other hand the

picture corresponding to this sound record

must travel intermittently, step b\" step. This

means, of course, that the picture and its cor-

responding sound waves must be located on

the film, not side by side, but separated some
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considerable distance from each other. But

perfect sy nchronization is secured nevertheless

bv the ver\- simple expedient of locating the

small lamp and photo-electric cell a corre-

sponding distance below the picture projection

lamp and lenses.

Of all the intricate apparatus involved in

recording and reproducing sound, whether

from the film or the phonograph record, the

least perfected elements today are the micro-

phone for recording and the loud speakers for

reproducing. In other words, the two trans-

lating devices required between air waves, or

sound, and their corresponding telephonic

currents. The distance range of the present

day microphone for a true and faithful pick-

up of sound, is far too small. This necessi-

tates the use of a number of microphones

skillfully arranged and camouflaged about the

set, and great skill and alertness on the part

of the monitor, or recording operator, wh:)

must switch from one microphone to another,

or adroitly modulate the electric output from

the various "mikes", as the action, or move-

ment of the actors, in the scene progresses.

The same holds especially true in recording

music from a large orchestra. Successful re-

cording here requires that the "mikes" should

iirst be skillfully located among the various

groups of instruments, and that their output

be correctly controlled or "mixed", to secure

the proper musical balance in the comb'ned

output from the sound recording amplifier.

All this demands on the part of the recording

operator a really musically trained and keenly

discriminating ear, quick judgment, and a

thorough familiarity with the music score.

I^ack of th^se essentials is sure to be rev'ealed

in the muddy, ju.mbled. unpleasing effects too

frequenth" observed in our synchronized screen

music today.

However perfectly recorded may be the

sound record, however perfectly amplified in

its reproduction, the shortcomings of our best

loudspeakers today are chiefly responsible for

our failure to attain that ultimate goal of all

our ideals, 100 per cent realism in sound re-

production. We technicians know that this

perfection will never be quite attained, but we
will continue the struggle towards that end

until only the keenest, most highly critically

trained musician's ear can ever distinguish

between the original sound and its reproduc-

tion. At present neither the orthophonic horn

and diaphragm, nor the dynamic cone come

anvAvhere near our ideal of sound reproduc-

ers. Each form is burdened with a ho3t of

defects inherent in its very nature.

A skillful combination of horn and cone has

brought the Phono-film reproduction apprecia-

bly nearer to that ideal than is possible with

either alone.

But the ultimate sound reproducer, the one

which shall give us the nearest possible ap-

proach to perfection, will, in my opinion, in-

volve nothing so clumsy, as inherently imper-

fect as a diaphragm of any description.

A way will be discovered for directly

transforming telephonic currents into sound

waves in the air without the inter\'ention of

anything mechanical, anything involving in-

ertia or elasticity.

Dr. Deforest in his paper has dealt with

tzco distinct phases of the sound film—the

technical achievement, in which he has so

largely figured, and the important uses and

possibilities of the sound film medium. The
first part we have been pleased to print above

and the second part ivill be published in the

next issue of the l\I.A.GAZiNE.

—

Editor's

Note.

'

JI^'HE first sound picture especially designed

for military instruction purposes has been

completed and privately shoAvn in Washington

before a selected group of military oflicials.

The film was made at the Infantry School at

Fort Benning, Ga., near Columbus, through

the joint efforts of the Electrical Research

Products^ Inc., and the Fox Case Corporation,

producers of IMovietone features, with the co-

operation of the War Department. The
opening portions of the film were given over

to excerpts showing the organization of medi-

cal and other units and to the use of sound

pictures in describing the assembly and disas-

sembly of weapons. The latter portion shows
an infantry battalion on the defense, with a lec-

ture describing the various troop movements
given in conjunction with the film. Troops
are shown in action under simulated war con-

ditions, with machine gun fire, the laying

down of a barrage, the operations of scout

planes and all the other activities of the bat-

talion both demonstrated and explained.
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The Man Who Cheated Life

Directed by Hendrick Galeen
Photographed by Will Haneuster

The Cast
B aidicin Conrad I'eidt

Scapinelli IFerner Krauss
Count Schwarzenberg Fritz Albert

Baron Ifaldis Ferdinand Fon Alten

Countess Marguerite Schivarzenberg

Agnes Esterhazy
Lyduschka Eliza La Porta
Suggested by Edgar Allan Poe's story,

"William 11 ilson"

Scenario by Hans Heinz Elvers

THE MAX IFHO CHEATED LIFE
is known abroad as The Student of

Prague. The, to our mind, not alto-

gether successful change of title is based on

the assumption that the onh" Continental uni-

versity of which American movie fans have

ever heard is Heidelberg to which they immedi-

ately associate a handsome prince, lots of beer,

and a drippingly sentimental love story. We
are dealing with a different theme here. The

student of this picture, who happened to study

at Prague, did not really succeed in cheating

life's responsibilities—as who of us has?

But he met the Devil, who offered to do him

a favor. And when a man meets the Devil

there is always a story to tell.

The story as told by Air. Hans Heinz

Ew^ers is, however, of mixed origin. Based

in part upon the folk version of the Faust

legend, it also leans upon a certain not so well

known story by Edgar Allan Poe called "]\Ir.

William Wilson". Poe describes Wilson re-

lentlessly followed by a living counterpart

who haunts him like a shadow, warning and

exposing him at every turn until at last Wil-

son kills him only to find that he has slain

himself. Poe's tale is a model of artistic con-

ciseness, avoiding any third agent to supply

moti\ e, and proceeding with true psychologi-

cal inwardness to show that in the process of

moral self-destruction we are ourselves the

devils of our destiny.

Mr. Ewers, proceeding as a borrower

rather than a creator, conventionally projects

the devil in us into outward form by

using a familiar figure of the vulgate form

of the Faust legend, a rather oddly comic lit-

tle man in outmoded attire and a touch

of the mountebank about him. Thus Count

"Scapinelli" appears to Baldwin, the student

of our picture, and oflfers to help him out

of his financial stringency with all the unction

of a usurer. To be sure there is the little

formality of signing a queerish contract in-

volving Baldwin's soul, upon which Scapin-

elli lays much stress. Baldwin signs with

deprecating hilarity but is taken aback

sharph' when Scapinelli remo\es his reflec-

tion from the mirror and makes off with it.

Henceforth Baldwin walks without a

shadow though he walks in golden luxury.

And now the picture gathers momentum
and terror. Baldwin, wooing the rich Coun-

tess Alarguerite, at first for her wealth and

station but soon with a real, newly awakened

love, is startled to find his embodied shadow

appearing to him to block his path to her.

The image becomes the emissary of the Devil

and henceforth "Scapinelli" remains in the

background. He is the "control", if Ave may
borrow a term from the current spiritualistic

magic of today, through which the Devil

guides Baldwin to his destruction. BaldAvin

10
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ignores the warning of his counterpart in his

courtship of ^Marguerite, realizing that in his

pure love for her lies his only hope of salva-

tion. Here the influence of Goethe's "Faust"

again asserts itself. But meanwhile Mar-
guerite's accepted suitor, Baron Waldis, has

grown more and more jealous and a challenge

to a duel follows when Baldwin's former

light-o'-love puts a love letter of Baldwin's

intc his hand.

Baldwin is the best swordsman in Prague.

Marguerite's father begs him to spare the

Baron's life b}' refusing to go on with the

duel. Baldwin gives his word of honor and

we see him hastening to the duelling grounds

to refuse to fight even at the risk of being

called a coward. As he runs through a clear-

ing in the woods his image walks by him,

wiping his sword on the grass. He has im-

personated Baldwin and slain the Baron.

Baldwin stands dishonored. He plunges

into dissipation. At the gaming table the

Devil's luck is still with him and while he

wins his friends' money he loses them. In

the treadmill of pleasure his feet grow weary.

Once more he seeks out Marguerite, a last

refuge. When she accuses him of having

treacherously slain Baron Waldis he leads her

to a mirror and reveals his secret. She recoils

in horror.

Baldwin at bay turns to battle with his

malevolent image. But against its insubstan-

tiality neither stick nor stone can prevail.

Baldwin seeks refuge in flight, as one who
v/ould run away from himself. The image

meets him at every turn. There is no escape

for Baldwin, and when he shoots the image

the bullet pierces his own breast.

The Man Who Cheated Life has the ad-

vantage of expert casting and the authentic

background of the historic city of Prague. An-
other notable asset is the fine photography for

which Will Haneuster of Caligari fame is

responsible. This is particularly true of the

interiors in Marguerite's manor where the

photography is soft and luminous, harmoniz-
ing beautifully with the old-fashioned charm
of a clavicord recital and a formal minuet.

The ladies of the cast would be more than

appealing in any American film and are

doubly so in a German picture. The rather

obvious beauty of Eliza La Porta who acts

the part of Baldwin's former light-o'-love pro-

{Contiuued on page 23)

The Case of Lena Smith

Directed by Josef von Sternberg
Photographed by Harold Rosson

The Cast

Lena Smith Esther Ralston

Franz Hofrat James Hall
Herr Hofrat Gustav von Seyffertitz

Frau H ofrat Emily Fitzroy

Stefan Fred Kohler

Original screen story by Samuel Ornitz

A STORY of mother love would, at

first sight, seem strange material for

Joseph von Sternberg's directorial

genius. The director of The Salvation Hunt-

ers, Underivorld and The I^ast Command
has a record of achievement which would

hardly qualify him to glorify motherhood in

the exaggerated, hysterical manner which has

been so much the mode on the screen ever

since Stella Dallas caught us unaware.

So it was at least to be expected that von

Sternberg would treat the motherhood theme

with a difference, would divorce it from the

obvious and perhaps even point it up with a

touch of irony.

These expectations The Case of Lena Smith

largely fulfills. The story of Lena's struggle

for the possession of her son is told long after

it happened, when Lena was already a mid-

dle aged woman. Her son, now grown to

manhood, has been called to the Austrian col-

ors at the outbreak of the war and the offi-

cials in charge of the enlistment, who know
the case, fall to gossiping about it and the

camera takes us swiftly back to twenty years

ago when Lena came up from the farm to

Vienna to enter domestic service.

While out larking with other servant girls

at an amusement park Lena flirts with Franz,

a light-hearted young Austrian officer, and

their acquaintanceship ripens into a serious

love affair. When Lena finds that she has

accidentally taken service in the household

of Franz's family she welcomes the oppor-

tunity to be near him though their relations

have tapered off and their whole affair has

remained clandestine. Franz's father is a

pompous official who functions with unctuous

complacency as an inspector of public morals.

Lena's one engrossing interest, now that

Franz avoids her and spends all his time be-

hind the barrier of his regimental cafe, is the

child which has resulted from their union.
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This necessitates secret visits at night and ab-

sences from the house which arouse suspicions.

Franz's father is much concerned. As guar-

dian of the public morals he cannot afford to

have any irregularities among the members

of his own household. He is really a prize

snooper, a species not entirely unknown to the

American scene, and it is not long before he

enters Lena's room to look for eviderrte. He
finds a photograph of Franz. At the same

time the malicious janitor and his wife report

that they have seen Lena airing a baby.

Lena's troubles come to a head. She is

summarily discharged and her son is taken

from her by the police, pending an investiga-

tion. She can regain temporary possession

of him only by putting up a bond of a thou-

sand crowns. Franz does not have the money

but Stefan, who appeared at the beginning

of the picture as Lena's rustic admirer, sup-

plies part of the money and Franz is con-

fident that he can use it to win the rest by

gambling. He loses and shoots himself. His

father, now confronting Lena with deadly

enmity, denounces her at the inquest. Lena,

somewhat providentially perhaps, then pro-

duces a marriage certificate and things have

apparently been made right. But she finds

that it is still possible to be wrong in a

court which can arbitrarily put you into con-

tempt for having been too outspoken about

your maternal feelings. She gets six months

in a reformatory, and her child is put away

in an institution.

From the reformatory Lena escapes with a

sublime disregard for the lacerations of a

barbed wire fence, and succeeds in kidnap-

ping her child out of the reformatory, taking

refuge with the patient and understanding

Stefan. Now in 1914, and here the ironic

note emerges, her sacrifices have apparently

been all in vain for she must send her man
child into a war from which few were des-

tined to return.

The plot, as thus outlined, is not altogether

proof against criticism. The concealment of

the marriage until almost the end, does seem

a little tricky though it is efiective in con-

founding our moral snooper. Also, parts of

the court proceedings seem somewhat arbi-

trary. On the one hand it is news to us that

a woman in Lena's position would have

been deprived of the custody of her child

simply because it was illegitimate, and on

the other hand it would have been immedi-

ately restored to her after she waved her

marriage certificate. Nor is the conviction

on the contempt charge convincing, for moth-

ers are prone to go out of bounds when their

maternal instincts are thwarted in a way
which even a court would understand.

Gustav von Seyffertitz, to dispose of that

veteran first, gives a capital performance as

a petty official whose bureaucratic soul re-

venges itself for its obsequiousness in office

by tyrannizing over the home circle. He is

less theatrically grotesque than he has some-

times been and is physically splendidly suited

to his part, needing only a conical high hat

and an umbrella under his arm to look the

image of a universal prohibitionist.

But of course Esther Ralston is the high

spot of the picture. Here once more we have

the rare treat of an American film actress

who is willing to follow the physical necessi-

ties of her part irrespective of her much ad-

vertised comeliness, to appear drab and dirty

of face when the exigencies of the action

would preclude a constant use of mirror, lip-

stick and powder puff, to sacrifice the ap-

pearance of youth and the allure of inappro-

priately beautiful clothes. The inner thing

which the part calls upon Miss Ralston to

portray, the quality which must characterize

her interpretation and give it universal signif-

icance, stands out the more strongly for these

apparent handicaps of personal appearance.

Von Sternberg directs with his usual in-

sight and his feeling for the scene, giving, in

particular, a believable picture of Vienna.

But sometimes he hurdles over difficulties

somewhat too airily missing thereby the dra-

matic strengthening of his story by showing

obstacles convincingly overcome. It is dan-

gerous practice to confront a character with

an insurmountable will and then to show
him suddenly on the other side of the wall.

We refer particularly to Lena's all too easy

kidnapping of her son. She walks into a

children's home in which there are appar-

ently no locks, no night watchmen and no

nurses on duty. But again this is a minor

flaw in an otherwise exceptional picture, pos-

sibly a privilege of mother love seeking its

own.

(Produced and distributed by Paramount)
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Motion Pictures

for

Parents' Exposition

THE United Parents' Associations of

Greater New York Schools will hold

an exposition in Grand Central Pal-

ace, New York City, from February 23Td to

March 2nd, which will be a graphic presenta-

tion of the functions of the schools, the in-

dustries and public welfare organizations of

the community. It is to be called the Par-

ents' Exposition and is intended for parents

since the training of children to take their

places as citizens in a new and better world

is dependent upon the measure in which par-

ents visualize their duties.

There is a two-fold purpose in the carrying

out of the exposition idea:

1. To bring before the parents and citi-

zens of the city the best and most scientific

information covering all phases of homemak-

ing and child training.

2. To show the inter-relation of these

agencies, social, industrial and philanthropic,

and to correlate them in a unified program for

the broadest and best development of our

children.

And the desired results are also two-fold

:

1. The education of the parent to use such

aids as exist.

2. The education of the parent to work
for improvement of existing civic conditions.

The co-operation of leaders in all fields of

work has been sought, and their response has

been such as to give an added impetus to the

exposition as an educational device. The
strength of this group of people who stand

behind the exposition, has been mobilized into

a series of committees to approve policies of

the exposition, to determine what educational

ideas should be conveyed through the exhib-

its and to advise on character of exhibits.

The motion picture is to have an important

part in the exposition. To handle this phase

of the work, a Film Committee was appointed

several months ago and has been preparing

representative and helpful programs. Mr.
Wilton A. Barrett, Executive Secretary of

the National Board of Review is the chair-

man of the committee. Members are Arthur

DeBra, Public Relations Department, Mo-

tion Picture Producers and Distributors of

America, Inc.; Mrs. Howard S. Gans, presi-

dent. Child Study Association of America

;

Mrs. Louis G. Myers, commissioner, Man-
hattan Council of Girl Scouts ; Dr. J. F.

Montague, Bellevue Hospital; Mrs. Frances

Taylor Patterson, Instructor in Photoplay

Composition, Columbia University; Miss
Elizabeth Perkins, Executive Chairman, Film
Bureau ; Col. Roy W. Winton, Managing
Director, Amateur Cinema League; George
W. Zehrung, Director of Motion Picture Bu-

reau, International Committee of Y. M. C. A.

The film programs are to demonstrate the

community use of the motion picture outside

of the regular theatre entertainment. Four
hours each day is to be given to the showing
of films in the auditorium of the Exposition,

two and one half hours in the afternoon and
one and one half hour in the evening. Some
of the subjects covered by the film demonstra-

tions will be Juniors' Matinees, the commu-
nity work for children in providing suitable

picture programs under proper chaperonage

;

lecture and high school use of films under
community group auspices; amateur movies,

the home use of motion pictures as recreation,

instruction and creative expression ; church

use of films.

The process of selection and audience clas-

sification of films will be shown through a

short film made by the National Board of

Review picturing a Board Review Commit-
tee at work, giving procedure and method.

Other subjects covered will be different

phases of the school and college use of the

motion picture. Outstanding examples of

scientific films will be exhibited in this con-

nection. A film from the Harvard Film

Foundation will show the educational film

made in a university laboratory. Medical

and public health films, industrial films and

other subject films will help to demonstrate

in a measure the many fields of activities in

which the motion picture has taken an im-

portant part in making that subject vivid and

alive and of greater interest and value to

mankind.

Entertainment pictures will likewise have

a place on the program. These feature films

are intended to illustrate the variety of pic-

tures to be found in regular theatres catering

to public entertainment needs.



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczy

Department of the Better Films National Council

Cleveland {Ohio) is called, I believe, the

sixth city. It /nay well be so designated in re-

gard to its size but considering its hospitality

and interest it should be called the "first city."

It was my pleasure to witness a proof of the

former through the very gracious entertain-

ment accorded to me on my recent visit there.

A proof of the latter was clearly demonstrated

by the skilful way in which the showings of

"'The March of the Alovies" were put over.

A theatre generously donated, music freely

and effectively given, and a large and enthu-

siastic audience to greet the picture marked

the first presentation . And so great was the

response to this shoiving that again the magic

ivand was waved and arrangements all per-

fected for a second presentation . ISlot satis-

fied with this a third showing ivas suggested

but since the film was in demand elsewhere

it could not be held at the time, but plans are

under ivay for the future. I ivish that it ivere

possible that I too /night again be routed to

Cleveland so delightful in many ways was

my stay there and I extend my appreciation

and that of the National Board to those ivho

so kindly took part in my entertain uient . The
folloiving stories luhich were sent from Cleve-

land indicate the reception given "The March
of the Movies" and the message from the Na-
tional Board of Review.—The Editor.

•THE Lakewood Woman's Club of Lake-

wood, Cleveland, Ohio, enjoyed a gala

day on Monday, January 28. The program

in charge of the Motion Picture Division of

the Welfare Department, was held in the

Lakewood Theatre. Mrs. B. F. jMcQuate,

president of the Club, opened the meeting with

a few brief remarks. Following her Mrs. Phil

A. Schaflein, Chairman of this Division, in-

troduced Mrs. Bettina Gunczy, Secretary of

the Better Films National Council of the

National Board of Review.

Mrs. Gunczy, in a most effective manner

gave a report on the Twentith Anniversary

Conference of the National Board of Review

held recently in New York City and ex-

plained the work and purposes of the Na-

tional Board.

The National Board's historical film, The
March of the Movies, had been loaned for

the occasion and through the gracious cour-

tesy and co-operation of Mr. Larry Miller,

manager of the Lakewood Theatre, the film,

after a short introduction by Mrs. Gunczy,

was shown. The music, which was excellent

and formed a splendid accompaniment to the

many variations of the film, was furnished by

Mr. ^Miller's brother at the organ.

The Cleveland Cinema Club and the ]\Io-

tion Picture Division of the City Federation

were the guests of the Club for this occasion.

The president, ]\Irs. IMcQuate. in behalf of

the Club thanked Mrs. Gunczy for coming

and giving' her splendid talk and for bringing

the picture, Air. Larry ]\Iiller for his helpful

co-operation and Airs. Schaflein for her ef-

forts in securing and arranging such a splen-

did program. It was said to be the finest

program put on for the Club during the en-

tire Club year.

HP HE Cleveland Cinema Club gave a

luncheon at the Allerton House in

Cleveland, Ohio, on Tuesday, January 29th,

in honor of Mrs. Bettina Gunczy. Secretary

of the Better Films National Council of the

National Board of Review of New York.

FolIoAving the luncheon, a meeting and so-

cial hour was held in the parlor of the Aller-

ton House, Airs. Robert F. Aloyer, president

of the Cinema Club, gave a brief report of

the Twentieth Anniversary Conference of the

National Board of Review, which she had

attended the previous week in New York

City. Airs. Gunczy lead an enlightening

discussion on the different phases of the Na-

tional Board's work and gave many helpful

suggestions for carrying on the local work.

Great enthusiasm was displayed on the part

of those present, and the Club took on new
courage and energy to function.

QO great was the interest in the first show-

ing in Cleveland of The Alarch of the

Movies, the National Board's unique and in-

structive pictorial film history of the motion

14
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picture that it was exhibited a second time.

This showing was held under the auspices of

the Cleveland Cinema Club on Saturday

night, February 2nd, in the ballroom of the

Allerton House, through the co-operation o:

the manager, ]\Ir. Joyce and assistant man-

ager, ]\Iiss Smith. ]\Ir. Oliver of the Oliver

Motion Picture Supply Co., assisted mate-

rially by furnishing free of charge a fine pro-

jection machine. The large audience was

composed of instructors from Western Re-

serve University, members of the Board of

Education, house guests of the Allerton,

friends and members of the Cleveland Cin-

ema Club. ]VIrs. Moyer, president of the

Club, made a few introductory remarks re-

garding the film. The Junior League of the

Federation acted as ushers. A very apprecia-

tive audience enjoyed the showing of this mar-

velous film.

•^HE Rev. J. E. Barbee was the principal

speaker at the January meeting of the

Jacksonville (Fla.) Better Films Council.

He told of the recreational and educational

advantages of motion pictures and the prog-

ress that has been made in the motion picture

world.

'Jj^'

HE Miami Better Pilms Council unani-

mously elected the following officers for

the coming year : President, Mrs. David D.

Koger; vice-president, ]\Irs. Guy V. Wil-

liams; recording secretary, Mrs. J. W. Cor-

rington
;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. J. H.

St. John ;
treasurer, ]\Irs. Johnson H. Pace.

The president's address at the annual gathering

stressed the importance of the better films

work and expressed her appreciation for the

co-operation of all the members. Compre-

hensive reports were given by the respective

chairmen on the topics of "Juniors' Mati-

nees," "Exceptional Photoplays," "Chaper-

ones," "P.-T. A.," "Membership," "Fi-

nances," "Correspondence," and "Publicity."

^HE Columbia (S. C.) Better Films Com-
mittee showed the following program at

their late special children's performance The
High School Hero, Lazy Cat , cartoon. Scarlet

Arrow, serial, and one of the Collegian com-

edies.

MONG the latest to shoAv interest in the

cause for better films were representa-

tives of Parent-Teacher Associations from

Teaneck, Bogota, Little Ferry and Ridgefield

Park (N. J.), and the Woman's Club of the

latter who met recently at the Ridgefield

Park High School to form a Better Films

Committee. The new committee's endeavor

is "to bring before the public the best kind of

pictures, that is the pictures selected by the

National Board of Review, as the kind of

pictures that are educational as well as en-

tertaining." Quite a number of these new,

interested workers attended the National

Board of Review Conference.

'RS. E. M. Barsham, Motion Picture

Chairman of the Delaware Federation

of Women's Clubs in conference recenth' in

Wilmington with the editor outlined a

comprehensive plan of activity for her state

work. Through her leadership motion picture

chairmen have been appointed in twelve clubs

throughout the state and these chairmen are

enthusiastically preparing to carry forward the

work. The communities represented are, in

addition to Wilmington, Hockessin, Newark,
New Castle. Richardson Park, Seaford and

Faulkland, Delaware. ]\Irs. Barsham's ideas

for the city and state are rapidly taking shape

and we look for great results from the unified

better films plan which is being initiated.

nPHE Waterbury (Conn.) Better Films

Council, an affiliated Committee of the

Better Films National Council, with Mrs.
Frederick T. Hoadley presiding, had a spir-

ited discussion of the Hudson bill at their last

monthly meeting. Very favorable reports

were given on the pictures Simha and The
End of St. Petersburg.

''JJ^HE motion picture department of the

Three Arts League of Columbus (Ga.),

one of the most recent organizations to become
interested in the better films movement, held

a most enthusiastic and interesting meeting

during the past month. A splendid report of

the picture, Livingstone, which was shown in

that city at an invitational showing, was
given and the sponsors were very much grati-

fied Avith the patronage which it recei\'ed.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

lELECTED Pictures Guide
A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based tipon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to w%at constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

Bettina Gun'czy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Picture?

Pictures acceptable to adults and also inter-

esting to and wholesome for boys and girls

of High School age.

Family audience including young people

acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration md enjoyment of adults.

Note'—Programs for Junior Matinees should

be selected from pictures in trie second classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not necessarily "exceptional."

Conquest
Directed by Roy del Ruth

\Monte Blue

Featuring I Lois Wilson

[H. B. M^arner

Novel by Mary E. Taylor

N all-talking picture of two men who
loved the same girl. These two start

out on a South Pole expedition, one is

wounded when their plane falls, the other,

who has been the unsuccessful rival of the

girl's hand, leaves him to die and returns

home. Telling a story of braver}^ and pri-

vation, the man finally wins the girl, though

it is through pity and not love. Later the

other man is saved and returns. The hus-

band discovers his wife's true feelings and so

when the other man decides to attempt an-

other South pole expedition, the husband

throws in his lot and there again they are

forced to land and the husband is wounded.
This time the man whom the wife loves saves

his companion. But the husband realizing

what a cad he has been makes possible through

sacrifice a happy reunion. The actors play

well the parts which the story allots them.

For the family audience including young
people. (Warner—8 reels)

The Divine Lady
Directed by Frank Lloyd

Featuring \Corrinne Griffith

IJ icior J arconi

Novel by E. Barrington

ROMANTIC drama dealing with the

life of the famous Lady Hamilton, the

cook's daughter who became the wife of an
English nobleman. It relates the now histor-

ical romance of Lord Nelson and Lady Ham-
ilton, who through her beauty and power
made possible Lord Nelson's great naval vic-

tory. There are some excellent battle scenes

of the two fleets engaging in conflict showing
exact reproductions of Nelson's flagship and
the other vessels. The novel from which the
film was adapted has been closely followed.
Especial credit should be given for the fine

restraint and the dignified portrayal of the
character of Lord Nelson and for the care-

ful direction which has created a feeling of

historical accuracy throughout the picture.

For the family audience including young
people. (First National— 12 reels)

The Doctor's Secret

Directed by William de Mille
Featuring Ruth Chatterton

Play "Half an Hour" by Sir James M. Barrie

A N interestmg and powerful all-talkmg

drama of a woman who loved a man and

16
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a doctor who kept a secret. On the eve of

leaving her husband for whom she has no

love to go to Egypt with the man she loves,

a woman is left desolate when her lover is

killed b}' a passing machine as he is calling

the taxi to take them away. The visiting

doctor thinks at first that she is the wife but

when she explains her relation to the man,

the doctor denounces her. The woman re-

turns to her home in time to keep her hus-

band ignorant of the fact that she had planned

to leave him, but she faces exposure when the

same doctor who ministered to her lover is

introduced as a dinner guest in her husband's

home. Will he tell ? About to reveal the

truth, the doctor learns the real worth of the

woman and the craven soul of the man, so he

remains silent.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—^6 reels)

The Flying Fleet

Directed by George Hill

Featuring Ramon Novarro

Original screen story by Lieut. Commander

Frank fVead and Byron Morgan

'~VHE Flying Fleet breaks the altitude rec-

ord for aviation pictures, for not even

Wings soared so high. A good love story

mingled with an engagingly sentimental de-

votion on the part of a group of young An-

napolis graduates plus some expert flying se-

quences supplied by the aviation department

of the United States Navy, are fused into a

perfect entertainment picture. Of the six

midshipmen who start out to qualify as avia-

tors only two survive the gruelling tests and

presently they find themselves candidates for

the honor of undertaking a transpacific flight

to Honolulu. To this rivalry is added the

rivalry of love when both fall in love with the

same girl. Tommy, played by Ramon No-
varro, is chosen by the crusty old admiral but

loses his privilege to Steve on account of an

insubordination provoked by his jealousy of

Steve who is trying to get the girl away from

him. Steve, who is more cocksure than any

conceited cock who ever hailed the rising sun,

is brought down by a storm in the middle of

the ocean and Tommy responds to the

S. O. S., succeeding at last in a thrilling

rescue when he parachutes from his burning

plane, with the flames and smoke of the plane

acting as a signal for the convoy fleet to find

the wreck. Tommy gets the girl but Steve

shares the glory with him.

Technically the picture is outstanding. The
aviation sequences are among the best ever

made, showing how aviators are tested and

trained, with a "mother ship" for receiving

and conditioning aeroplanes at sea in full

action, and some astonishing aerial manoeuv-

res. Ramon Novarro and Ralph Graves act

with charming youthful fervor and Anita Page

supplies whatever // is.

For the family audience including young

people.

(
Metro-Goldwyn-]iIayer— 1 1 reels)

Hardboiled

Directed by Ralph Ince

Featuring Sally O'Neil

Story by Arthur Somers Roche

/\ ROMANCE of a chorus girl who mar-

ries a wealthy young man for his money.

Realizing her love for him and wishing to

change his ways she determines to rapidly

spend the money he has in his own right since

no inure will be forthcoming from his father.

When the money is all gone the husband goes

to Avork. His father now tries to buy off the

wife as he thinks she is nothing but a gold

digger, but he soon realizes his mistake and

is proud to acknowledge her.

Vor the family audience including young

people. (FBO— 7 reels)

In Dalarna and Jerusalem

Directed by Gustav Nolander

Featuring Hanson

I
Conrad Veidt

Novel by Selma Lagerlof

HP HE underlying motif of this picture is the

effect of intense religious feeling upon

a simple folk. This is a long film and the

story it tells is a rather intricate one relating

how a religious zealot came to a Swedish vil-

lage and persuaded a number of villagers to

go to Jerusalem to found a colony. The vital

effect this has on the lives of three people in

particular is treated at great length and in

minute detail. The theme is psychological as

well as religious and would require much
space for an adequate review. The picture is

an excellent study of Swedish folk life and
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the Jerusalem episodes were actually photo-

graphed in the Holy Land. There is note-

worthy acting by a large cast and while the

picture is unusually long the interest is well

sustained throughout.

For the family audience including \oung

people.

(Ernest Alattsson— 14 reels)

In Old Arizona

Directed by \Raoul Jfalsh

^Irving Cummin as.

^Warner Baxter

Featuring \Dorothy Burgess

yEdmund Loive

"The Cabellero's Way" by O. Henry

'Jj^'HE story of a picturesque outlaw known
as "The Cisco Kid." When he learns

that his beloved Tonia ^laria is unfaithful

to him he cleverly plans so that her lover, a

cavalry sergeant sent to capture the bandit,

shall be the cause of her death by shooting

her when he believes he is killing "The Cisco

Kid." A new phase of the talking picture is

used here. J\Iany of the scenes were taken

out-of-doors and as a result of this added flex-

ibility in sound recording, the pace of the

story is considerably faster than any of the

talkies to date. The film is entirely in dia-

logue and the old West loses none of its thrill

in becoming audible on the screen.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Fox—9 reels)

The Life of Beethoven

Directed by Hans Otto

Featuring Fritz Kortner

Original screen story by Hans Richter

A WELL told life story of the great Ger-

man musician showing his struggles and

triumphs and the tragedy of deafness in his

closing years. The e\ ents of Beethoven's life

are told with a true understanding of a self-

engrossed musical genius' difficulties in get-

ting along in the world, of the bitterness of

tardy recognition and of the hurt to the pride

of a sensitive musician who has to eke out

his existence by giving lessons to dull pupils.

We see Beethoven in his glory, of course,

when he is hailed as a master, but later we
see him perforce relie^'ed of the conductor's

baton amid jeers on account of his deafness.

There is a warmth and tenderness in this pic-

ture which should commend it to all admirers

of Beethoven.

For the family audience including young

people. (L"FA—7 reels)

The MilHon Dollar Collar

Directed by Ross Sederman

Featuring Rin-Tin-Tin

Original screen story by Robert Lord

nPHE story of a dog who refuses to be a

crook. ]\Iade to go around with a thief

who pretends blindness, a police dog is forced

to enter a jewelry store where his master steals

a valuable necklace. The necklace is secreted

in the collar of the dog and he is sent to the

country. He makes his escape and adopts a

young man as master. Later the necklace is

discovered and the crooks caught, but the

dog and his new master are happy in their

love for each other and in their mutual love

for a young girl.

For the family audience including children.

(Warner—6 reels)

Object—Alimony

Directed by Scott P. Dunlap

Featuring Lois fVilson

Story by Elmer Harris

DOMESTIC drama of misunderstand-

ing, with Lois Wilson in a lightly emo-

tional role. When the son of a wealthy store

owner marries one of the girls employed in the

store, his mother thinks she is doing him a

kindness by breaking up the match. But it

brings heart-aches and grief to evervone con-

cerned and she is only too glad to welcome

her daughter-in-law into the family when un-

usual circumstances later bring them together.

For the family audience including young

people. (Columbia—7 reels)

The Office Scandal

Directed by Paul Stein

Featuring Phyllis Haver

Original screen story by Paul Gangelen and

Jack Gungmeyer

A PROAHNEXT race horse owner is

found murdered in his office. Jerry Cul-
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len. plaved by Phyllis Haver, a hardboiled

"sob sister" on the staff of a metropolitan

daily has befriended a down and out reporter

and has had him placed on the paper,

he is disclosed as a former close friend of the

dead man's widow scandal comes to roost in

the newspaper office but the indefatigable and

irrepressible Jerry solves the mystery, clears

her reporter of suspicion and finds love. It

is a thoroughly amusing, if not too accurate

story, of newspaper life and should prove very

entertaining to almost any audience.

For the family audience including young

people. (Pathe— / reels)

One Man Dog
Directed by . Leon D'Usseau

Featuring Ranger

Original screen story by Frank Clark

A RO:\IANCE of the Northwest. Ac-

cused of the murder of a fur dealer, a

young man and his dog make their escape and

go out to find the real murderer. They get

their man and the dog's owner wins the

daughter of the murdered man.

For the familv audience including children.

(FBO—6 reels)

Orphan of the Sage

Directed by Louis King

Featuring Buzz Barton

Story by Oliver Drake

I^RAAIA of California in the early fifties.

An old frontier scout and a 30ung lad

join a wagon-train of settlers on the way to

Oregon Irom the gold fields. A renegade

betrays the little band to the Indians but the

boy succeeds in slipping through and bringing

help from a nearby fort to the endangered

settlers. This picture proves that there are

still a lot of thrills in an Indian fight and

Buzz Barton continues to remain about the

most boyish boy in the movies.

For the familv audience including children.

(FBO—6 reels)

Outlawed

Directed by Eugene Ford
Featuring Tom Illix

Original screen story by George Pyper

•^OAI !\IIX, the hero of the American boy,

again proves that right will always pre-

vail and the villian will be properly punished.

The hero, while searching for calm and rest-

ful surroundings, becomes involved with a

gang of thieves and is accused of killing the

local banker. After some exciting moments

he is able to prove his innocence and captures

the real killer and, of course, wins the girl

in the bargain.

For the familv audience including children.

(FBO—7 reels)

Redskin

Directed by I ictor Schertzinger

Featuring Richard Dix

Original screen story by Elizabeth Tickett

A N excellent technicolor picture of Indian

life. An Indian youth who is made to

go to the white man's school, and who later

receives a university scholarship, finds him-

self neither white nor Indian but a redskin.

His childhood sweetheart, a girl of the Pueblo

Indians, is forced to marry a man of her own
tribe whom she hates. She makes her escape

and is later reunited with her lover after he

has discovered a wealthy oil region. Only

\\hen the redskin is able to pay his tribe a

large sum of money is he again received by

them and also he must pay the Pueblo In-

dians money before he is accepted by them

as the husband of one of their tribe. The
scenery is very beautiful and the coloring

superb.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount—9 reels)

A Shanghai Document

Photographed by Z. L. Stepanov

SUPER newsreel which presents a fasci-

nating cross-section of the busy port of

Shanghai Avith its exploiting colony of Euro-

peans who fatten on the toil of the patient

Chinese. The picture succeeds in making the

multifarious industries of Shanghai which

show a high degree of modern development

alternating with surviving native handicrafts,

a thing of real fascination without the aid of

any conventional plot. This industrial survey

is contrasted with the luxurious life of the

European colonists.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Amkino—5 reels)
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The Shopworn Angel

Directed by Richard Wallace

Featuring \Nancy Carroll

I
Gary Cooper

Story by Dana Burnet

DRAMA of a chorus girl who gives up

her easy mode of living when she falls

in love with a soldier about to leave for

France. On the eve of his departure they

are to be married but the girl cannot tell the

boy, who idolizes her, what she has been,

neither can she marry him without telling

him, so before the words are prounounced

which makes them man and wife, she faints

and the boy is forced to leave for France un-

married. The girl goes back to the chorus,

but not to her easy life, so that one can only

conclude that when the war is over, the girl

has redeemed herself and can marry the boy

with a clear conscience.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Sunset Pass

Directed by Otto Brower
Featuring Jack Holt

Novel by Zone Grey

STORY of cattle rustling with Jack

Holt in another Zane Grey w^estern. In

order to learn who is at the head of a gang of

cattle rustlers, a man goes to prison for six-

months. There he finds out all he wishes to

know. Unhappily he discovers that the

brother of the girl he loves is the real head.

In the fight which follows the capture of the

rustlers the girl's brother is killed and so she

is saved from knowing the truth. There is

a background of beautiful scenery.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount—6 reels)

Three Comrades and One Invention

Directed by Alexis Popoff

Featuring Olga Treiakova

Original scren story by Alexis Popoff

^ LAUGHTERFUL comedy of Russian

low life. Two mechanics have worked
laboriously to perfect a machine for turning

out a finished packing box as a substitute for

those made by hand. The machine is an

uncouth affair which will work only with

proper coaxing. They proceed to demon-

strate it before a pompous workingman's com-

mittee which, under the newly established

economic regime, must pass upon all such

things. A villainous carpenter who has hith-

erto supplied hand-made boxes upsets their

scheme by tampering with the machine.

Nothing daunted the two clownish mechanics

begin a long Odyssey to the capital of the prov-

ince to make their appeal to a higher indus-

trial commission, with the villainous carpen-

ter still pursuing them. A most personable

country girl throws in her lot with them and

after many adventures by land and river they

arrive at their destination and give a tri-

umphant demonstration. It is hard to convey

the many excellencies of this low comedy of

Russian life, the charm of the trip down the

river and the various sly digs at the amiable

corruption of Russian petty officialdom. The
acting is capitally suited to the mood of the

picture.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Amkino—6 reels)

Weary River

Directed by Frank Lloyd

Featuring \Richard Barthebness

[Betty Compson

Short story by Courtney R. Cooper

•^HE story of a singing convict which marks

Richard Barthelmess' introduction into

sound pictures. A gangster who has long

evaded arrest is finally brought to trial and

sent to prison. He is very rebellious at first

but through the influence of the warden he

becomes interested in music, organizes an

orchestra and finally writes a song called

"Weary River" which makes him famous

when it is broadcast over the radio. On his

release he finds it hard to live down his rec-

ord and is only saved from going back to the

old life by the girl he loves and the inter-

vention of the warden. The acting and di-

recting is good and the atmosphere in the

prison sequences is well created.

For the family audience including \'oung

people.

(First National—9 reels)
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Wild Orchids

Directed by Sidney Franklin

77 . • {Greta Garho
t eaturmg )

I
Lars Hanson

Original screen story by John Colton

T OVE tempted and tested in the tropics

where passions run riot no less than na-

ture is the theme of this latest Greta Garbo

vehicle. Lili Sterling on a visit to Java meets

a fascinating native prince who takes advan-

tage of her husband's apparent lethargy to in-

dulge in some tempestuous wooing. When
the husband realizes the situation he takes

advantage of a tiger hunt to try to kill his

rival instead of making his wife feel that

their love is the stronger bond. She after all

has only yielded temporarily to the lure of her

exotic wooer because her husband has allowed

his love for her to become dulled. Husband

and wife brought more close to each other by

this test of their affections return to civiliza-

tion leaving the prince to his own devices.

Greta Garbo again conveys smouldering pas-

sion convincingly.

For the mature audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 1 reels)

NON-FEATURES
Bella Napoli

Views in and around Naples.

For the familv audience including children.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

Ends of the Earth

(World We Live In Series)

Interesting views of Terra del Fuego and

the Straits of Magellan, also Cape of Good
Hope, Australia and New Zealand.

For the family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Fishes in Love

Remarkable views of fish life.

For the familv audience including children.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

The Harvest

Beautiful nature picture showing the gath-

ering of the harvest.

For the family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

The Wolf of Wall Street

Directed by Rowland V. Lee

Featuring George Bancroft

Original screen story by Doris Anderson

A HECTIC story of Wall Street with a

Napoleonic stock manipulator who out-

wits all his rivals only to be laid low by his

faithless wife. Frantic moments on the stock

exchange with men tearing up reams of ticker

tape and rushing about madly, alternate with

an intrigue between the "Wolf's" wife and

his treacherous partner. When he discovers

what is going on he ruins himself in order to

pull his partner down with him and turns

his wife out of the house. The picture stands

out through George Bancroft's realistic acting

as the "Wolf" with good support by Olga

Baclanova who as usual is way out front

among present day screen sirens.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Just for Fun

Father's gun was not supposed to be loaded

—but it was, and thereby hangs a tale. A
lesson to children against playing "war"

games.

For the family audience including children.

(The Children's Theatre— 1 reel)

(Hecksher Foundation)

Lover's Paradise

Colored scenic of Hawaii.

For the family audience including children.

(TifiFany-Stahl— 1 reel)

Napoleon's Homeland
(Ufa Oddities)

Scenic of Corsica with special references to

Napoleon.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

North of the Battery

(World We Live In Series)

Exceptional fine views of New York City.

For the family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)
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Pathe Review No. 5

Hyacinth pictured by Dr. Arthur C. Pills-

bury; Monarchs of the Plains—Bisons; Sym-

phony of Military Motion—U. S. Marines

;

Excitement in Silk.

For the family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 6

Chicago; Castle from a Fairy Tale; Cob-

bler de Luxe.

For the family audience including young

P'^P^^- (Pathe-1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 7

Extra! First Smell Picture—Perfume;

Slowpoke—Florida Turtle; Rolling Down to

Riga.

For the family audience including young

'""•^^^
(Pathe-1 reel)

Question Marks
(Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge)

Scenic of various countries.

For the family audience including children.

(Education— 1 reel)

Roumania

Views of Roumanian customs and indus-

tries.

For the family audience including children.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

Rustic Romance

A little barnyard love tale of chicks.

For the family audience including children.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

Treacherous Waters

Fishing in the Amazon Lakes.

For the family audience including children.

(Ufa— I reel)

Uphill and Down
(Ufa Oddities)

Entrancing views of the Swiss Alps.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Wandering Hills

Life among the sand hills on the Courland

Peninsula in the Baltic Sea.

For the famiU^ audience including children.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Buster's Spooks

Buster and Tige get into a spooky house.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

The Eligible Mr. Bangs

A Phono-film talking playlet. Mr. Bangs

imagines that every single girl wants to marry

him but in spite of his caution he is finally

trapped into a proposal.

For the family audience including young

people. .
(Educational—2 reels)

The Fixer

Big Boy in some delightful pranks trying

to make his sick mother laugh.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

Getting Buster's Goat

Buster and Tige adopt a goat and trouble

follows.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Ginger Snaps

Big Boy has many bumps and adventures

before he sells his stock of cookies.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

Hen Fruit

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit has an egg fac-

tory.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

His Bride's Relations

An all talking comedy of the mishaps of a

bride and groom.

For the family audience including young

people. (Educational—2 reels)
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Hold 'Em Ozzie

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit tries his hand at

football.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko Beats Time
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko wants more speed and gets it.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Magician

Buster Brown and Tige wreck a magician's

act by exposing his tricks.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Melancholy Dame
Comedy with negro actors. The wife of a

cafe owner is jealous of a professional dancer

who was her predecessor.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Mickey's Explorers

Mickey and his gang hunt for buried trea-

sure.

For the family audience including children.

(FBO—2 reels)

Noise Annoys Ko-Ko
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko is sent to the country but is glad

to return to the city.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Reduced Weights
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat tries to reduce an elephant's

weight with dire results.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Sidewalks of New York
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat becomes musical.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

23

Suicide Sheik

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit tries to commit

suicide.

For the family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Summer Saps

A vacation at the beach and its difficulties.

For the family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

{Continued from page 11)

vides a subtle contrast to the more aristocratic

lineaments of Agnes Esterhazy in the part

of the Countess. Both women give effective,

balanced portrayals accurately proportioned to

their relative importance in the story. It is

interesting to note that they never appear to-

gether in the same scene and merely register

their respective ef¥ects upon Baldwin.

Werner Krauss plays the minor but ex-

tremely important part of the Devil. Oddly
accoutered almost to the point of appearing

comical in his approximation of mountebank

he flashes occasional shafts of malignancy

which clearly reveal his kinship with the

prince of darkness. This remarkable actor in

whatever picture he appears always manages

to fit as organically into a story as a tree into

a forest.

Conrad Veidt in the stellar part of Bald-

win, the student, faces and overcomes the

handicap of playing a dual role in frequent

double exposures at a time when this is not

so novel as it was eight years ago. To our

mind it is his best performance in any picture

of his shown in America. Certainly the final

sequence of his vain flight from his ever pur-

suing image and the life and death climax be-

fore the shattered mirror is one of the finest

achievements of screen pantomime and camera

magic. Mr. Veidt lends a new note to his

interpretation by conceiving the image as suf-

fering in helpless sympathy with Baldwin's

tragic plight. This greatly heightens the

human appeal of the story. New to and in-

dicative of Mr. Veidt's hitherto inadequately

revealed mimetic range is his convincing por-

trayal of a lover in his scenes with Marguerite.

{Produced in Germany. Distributed by

Affiliated European Productions, Inc.)
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PICTURED
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the Peoplais Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review

Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two

hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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W
Saying It With Telegrams

E take this occasion to print a selec-

tion from the many congratulatory

telegrams received on the observ-

ance of our Twentieth Anniversary. Com-
ing from the South Pole, or very near it,

from Mr. Edison, on his annual sojourn

in Florida, from S. M. Eisentein in Rus-

sia, and from many motion picture no-

tables in Hollywood, they make us realize

that the National Board of Review has

achieved a geographical distribution compara-

ble to that of the motion picture itself. W

e

are glad to send them forth again to our many
friends and supporters ivho, in reading them

may feel with added force that they are shar-

ing in a work which has the recognition of

many significant public figures.—The Editor.

Hollywood, Cal.

"I so wish I could be present at the Twen-
tieth Anniversary Luncheon of the National
Board of Review. I appreciate so much your

asking me but I am in the midst of produc-

tion and it would be impossible for me to

leave Hollywood. I send you congratulations

on your past attainments and best wishes for

the continued success of your good works."

Mary Pickford.

Hollywood, Cal.

"Owing to pressure of work in my current

production regret impossible to be with you on
date set for your Luncheon. Please accept my
appreciation of 3'our efforts and hearty good
wishes."

Charles Chaplin.

Fort Myers, Fla.

"Much to my regret I shall be obliged to

forego the pleasure of attending your Twen-
tieth Anniversary Luncheon but I am with

you in spirit and send you most cordial greet-

ings and the best of good wishes. Let me con-

gratulate you on the substantial growth and

sound position of your organization in the

motion picture field."

Thomas A. Edison.

Hollywood, Cal.

"Congratulations on your Twentieth Anni-

versary. Am sorry production activity pre-

vents my being with you today. Sincere good

wishes for continued success."

Douglas Fairbanks.

Jan. 25, 1929.

Bay of Whales, Antarctica.

"As a member of the National Board of

Review wish to extend heartiest congratula-

tions on your Twentieth Anniversary and re7

port 'Present' by Radio. We are deeply

grateful for the co-operation that the National

Board has shown the Expedition and are an-

ticipating the arrival of our supply ship the

Eleanor Boiling which is bringing to the Ant-
arctic the motion picture machine and film

library that is going to do so much to help us

over the rough spots of the long winter night.

Paramount's cameramen tell me they are going
to bring back a good picture showing our expe-

riences here on the ice for you fellows to look

over. Best wishes for a happy gathering."

Richard E. Byrd.

3
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Universal City, Cal.

"Am sorry my presence here prevents me
from being with you at your annual Luncheon.

Kindly accept my sincere compliments and

best wishes for a continuance of the good work
you are doing."

Carl Laemmle.

Palm Beach, Fla.

"In a period of development of the motion

picture when the thought of nearly everyone

directly connected with it is absorbed and in-

trigued by the introduction of new and revolu-

tionary mechanical devices particularly the

new talking pictures it is significant that the

attention of the industry shall not be with-

drawn even for a moment from the public

obligation of the motion picture. The Na-
tional Board of Review with a past record

of unselfish service to both the picture indus-

try and the public it aims to serve is con-

stantly fulfilling a place of constructive rela-

tionship which cannot be overestimated. Mere
perfunctory congratulations to the men and

women who are the inspiration of the Na-
tional Board of Review are distinctly in-

adequate to the present occasion, an entire in-

dustry with all the wide flung ramifications

that implies acknowledges today its gratitude

and thanks. In all American business and

relationship between industries and the public

they serve there is no finer bond of under-

standing than the clasp of sympathetic help

between the National Board of Review
and the film industry. I regret I am not

present with you today and can only send

cordial and sincere greetings and pledge of

future co-operation in your work."

Joseph P. Kennedy.

Trenton, N. J.

"Regret exceedingly that engagement in

Atlantic City will prevent my attending

Luncheon of National Board of Review
on Saturday. Kindly convey my greetings

and good wishes to National Board and guests.

Morgan F. Larson,

Governor of New Jersey."

Hollywood, Cal.

"I am in complete sympathy Avith the good

work that your Board is doing and extend to

all of you my sincerest good wishes for a most

successful celebration."

Samuel Goldwyn.

Moscow, Russia.

"Tremendously sorn,' not being able to ar-

rive in time for your kindest invitation. Please

express my heartiest greetings, congratulations

and best wishes on Twentieth Anniversary

National Board Review the greatest pio-

neer and leader of public thought in film cul-

ture and artistry. Sincere working contact

between technical culture and tradition of

great American cinema art and our Soviet

cinema will open brilliantest perspective for

world's film art. Heartily yours."

S. Eisenstein.

New York, N. Y.

"Opening of our St. Louis building de-

mands my presence in that city on date when
festive gathering takes place. Regret inability

to be with you yet hope for the continued suc-

cess of both your good self and associates.

Sincerely,

William Fox."

Jacksonville, Fla.

"Please accept my heartiest congratulations

upon the Board's outstanding accomplishments

during these twenty years. Having been en-

gaged in moving picture business for more

than twenty years it is my opinion that Na-
tional Board of Review has done more to

create a demand for good pictures than any

other agency with the result that the industry

has become a stable business and moving pic-

ture theatres have become institutions rather

than simply commercial enterprises through-

out the nation. Wishing you and National
Board of Review abundant success in all

_vour future endeavors and with very good

wishes to all assembled on this the Board's

Twentieth Anniversary, I beg to remain

Cordially yours,

John T. Alsop, Jr.,

Mayor of Jacksonville."
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An Antidote for Censorship
By the Hon. James J. Walker

Mayor of A'eiv York City

If ivas indeed a great pleasure to the Na-
tional Board to have Mayor PFalker take part

in its Twentieth Anniversary Luncheon held

in the Grand Ballroom of the Waldorf-As-

toria. We wish all of our readers might have

heard him. PFe are happy to be able to pub-

lish here some of the outstanding thoughts of

his address.—The Editor.

I HAVE come to felicitate and congratu-

late the National Board of Review upon

its Twentieth Anniversary This is not

the first occasion when I have been permitted

to foregather with the National Board and

listen to the very intelligent and very inspir-

ing things that one always hears at these

luncheons. I observe considerable growth, evi-

dencing no little success, from the fact that

the first luncheon of the Board of Review

that I was permitted to attend was taken care

of in a very small room in some isolated part

of this very distinguished landmark in the city

of New York, the old Waldorf-Astoria.

I don't like censorship, either. {Mayor
Walker was referring to other speakers and

their opposition to it.) I had an opportunity

to officially register that protest when I voted

against the enactment of the censorship law

for the State of New York. I don't like it

—it is not only undemocratic, it is un-

American.

Frankly, I don't believe that you can add any

additional force to the Ten Commandments
by legal enactment of present-day laws. Yet

here are some who think you can. Very re-

cently we have had some difficulty with the

theatre in the city of New York and not-

withstanding the obvious difficulties and some

undesirable productions that were made in

this city, and notwithstanding the annoyance

it brought to official life and the responsible

authorities in this city, I could not be con-

vinced that censorship was a cure. For this

reason, with as much experience as anyone

that I know outside of actual participation

in the picture industry or the theatre activi-

ties, I wouldn't feel competent to be a censor

of the theatre or pictures for this community.

There are some things so obviously wrong
that we might very easily get an unanimous

verdict on them, but what I am so terribly fear-

ful of is the dead line or the line of demarca-

tion. I know that that is a wrong which

everybody recognizes to be wrong, but as we
progress and leave that which is so obvious

and meet with the situation of a play or a

picture, if you will, less repulsive, less objec-

tionable, we come to another that is still less

objectionable and inevitably get to the con-

troversial point upon which there can be no

unanimity of opinion. What Avill we do then?

Confiscation of necessity must result from a

difference of opinion.

We have censorship of motion pictures in

six states. Are we to conclude from this

that damnation is running rampant in the

other forty-two states where there is no cen-

sorship? And even with censorship I can't

find that humanity, that society, has materially

changed in this country of ours. Yet I am
willing to believe that there should be some-

thing, some responsibility and some authority

such as the National Board exercises to eradi-

cate that which is repulsive to this or any other

community at large.

This movement that I hear about today

of a national censorship, {this was an allusion

to the Hudson bill to create a Federal censor-

ship), with which logically one can't take ex-

ception if one recognizes any advantage in

censorship at all, suggests that the only thing

that might be said about it as a conclusion

to a false premise is that if there must be cen-

sorship, it ought to be universal. There ought

to be some unanimity of conclusion, but

whatever advantage that might bring, we find

a disadvantage of far greater weight in an-

other invasion and another centralization of

power in these United States, contrary to the

very fundamentals upon which the states were

federated together. The idea is becoming

further removed all the time that this is a

confederation of forty-eight commonwealths

reserving each to itself certain inalienable

rights. That was not the purpose of the

founders of our country. I hope that day is

far removed when any further invasions of

the states' rights will be Avritten into the

fundamental or constitutional law of this
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country. We have gotten along prett\- well

so far, this infant amongst the nations of the

world, this country but a century and a half

and a little more in age as compared with

countries of the old world who write their

history in terms of centuries and centuries

beyond that. Yet with all the scarcity of

years, due, in my opinion, to the vecy funda-

mentals of this country, its purposes and the

strong foundation upon which it was builded,

we have grown and grown until today we oc-

cupy the premier position in all the world. I

am one of those old-fashioned enough to be-

lieve that before these documents upon which

this country was founded are tampered with

any further, we should have some assurance

and some guarantee that improvements will

follow, and where can that be within the

scope of human ingenuity? That country is

best governed which is least governed. That

is a motto to which we should cling.

Here and there, there are little groups who
spend so much time trying to determine an

attractive target to shoot at : "What is there

we can find fault with? What new idea, no

matter how unsubstantial it might be, can we
propound? We will attract the crowd. They
will not understand it, but they will satisfy

that indescribable something in every human
breast that likes to find fault, criticize, because

either of jealousy or incapacity', to tear down
those who have made a success of things."

Well, I haven't much patience with them

because I am rather satisfied with this world,

this country and this city. It is all right with

me. My apprehension is to hold what we
have rather than divorce any part of it, de-

stroy any atom of it or pull down any part of

the structure. I am very glad of this oppor-

tunity to congratulate the National Board of

Review after these twenty years of experience.

I like its attitude. It is sensible, it is construc-

tive, it is human, it is normal. It refuses to

be eccentric. It apparently doesn't care about

sensationalism and it prefers evidently to con-

sider us all limited by the bounds of humanity.

It rather looks upon us as heirs to all the

shortcomings of mankind.

There are those who believe that as we
foregather today and discuss this subject of

censorship and indicate a disapproval of it that

we ought to be raided, and yet they would
rather that you and I would hide away and

conspire according to the apparent system of

those who oppose any liberality or any free-

dom. So it is that I hope that the American

public will continue to support the National

Board of Review, that this Board will be en-

couraged to be as sensible as it has been, as

honest Avith itself and with the rest of our

citizens as it has been in the past.

I think the motion picture industry need not

be fearful about the criticism of those who do

not see the pictures, but it must be careful

of the criticism that will follow from the pa-

trons of the theatres when the pictures cease

to be entertaining, cease to be instructive, cease

to be wholesome and cease to make for the en-

tertainment that people really want. I know
it is a pity and it is to be regretted, that

patronage doesn't always follow the best work

either in the theatre or in the motion picture.

It is nothing less than pathetic. There is a

very distinguished producer in the theatre in

this city who seems to alternate each year in

the class of production he makes. One year

he does a very inspiring, very artistic thing

and gets very little patronage. Of necessity,

the next year he has to do one of the sensa-

tional kind and then he does business, but at

least in his heart of hearts he is altruistic, he is

artistic and he wants to be a public benefactor,

because he does take the money that he has

made out of the sensational, weird or even

alleged licentious production, and puts it back

the next year only to lose it in something that

is intelligent and artistic. Who will find fault

with that ? Not in a democracy, not in an

atmosphere that is said to be free and where

liberty is supposed to reign.

That, or the responsibility for that, must be

placed directly upon those who patronize that

kind of entertainment; but whatever it is, the

best results can only be had from within the

industry and when the industry shall have de-

cided, as it apparently has, that it will be pro-

gressi\ e, that it will be wholesome and that it

will provide entertainment that is enduring,

then all those who criticize and knock, and.

all the legislation that can be written on all

the statute books of the forty-eight states and

into the laws enacted by Congress will never

make a bit of difference, because even legis-

latures can go so far with enactment that it

is possible for them to become so ridiculous

that they will destroy the \ ery thing that sup-

ports them and the very thing that gave them

an opportunity to hold exalted public office.
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Robert C. Bruce Returns from the

Wilderness
*

THE series of Nature films that Robert

C. Bruce has just completed, after

two or three years of camera work in

Death Valley and Oregon, reaffirms and en-

hances the high place as a pictorial photog-

rapher he won for himself through his IJ il-

derness Tales and numerous other scenics. We
understand that these latest films of his are

intended primarily for the non-theatrical field

of exhibition ; the pictures themselves are

labeled instructional. That is far from a

complete term for describing them, however.

It is true that the pictures, which individually

go by such appropriate titles as The IVork of

the Wind, The Work of the Sand, The Work

of the River, and so forth, are instructional in

the truest sense—vivid, accurate visualizations

of the phenomena of Nature, Avith an under-

lying scientific basis. But they are also beau-

tiful and imaginative and remarkably inter-

esting as well so that discerning purveyors of

motion picture entertainment should see in

them a fine and profitable variety adapted to

fit in with a high-grade theatre program. For

what is entertainment but that which holds

us through its interest, whether it moves or

amuses us or appeals to our curiosity through

the treatment of its special subject. The Na-

tional Geographic ]\Iagazine is one of the

most entertaining publications in the world.

These films are deserving of description as

works of pictorial composition with the mo-

tion picture camera of an outstanding value.

The\' are the works of one who both loves

and understands Nature. Mr. Bruce is both

student and artist—an artist with a sensitive

feeling for material and a creative trend of

treatment, a student not only of his subject

but also of his art. In fact, as we have found

a privilege in claiming more than once in the

past, Air. Bruce is one of the few genuine

* This appreciation of Mr. Robert Brute's

latest \ature films is the first of a short

series. It takes the place in this issue of our

regular Exceptional Photoplays department

.

artists in America to use the motion picture

as a medium.

The quality of his work is that of intelli-

gence—a balanced perception of the thing that

is significant and a patient insistence upon put-

ting it on the screen in a way that makes it

appeal through our sense of form and beauty.

Through form and beauty what he Avants us

to understand he makes self-evident. For

example : one film is a little illustrated text-

book of simple geographical definitions. A
cape, an isthmus, an island, a peninsula is

so and so. Then we see them through the

eye of his camera, which is merely his own
artist's gaze and what it sees skillfully pro-

portioned on the passing film in his camera

box. The cape becomes a lovely shadowy

form of land extending into the limitless sea

that washes about it as though it were a

bather's body; the isthmus is like a pattern

that lets us see the land holding itself together

by a link that the oceans tug at and forever

strive to break; the island, ringleted by foam,

floats as if at anchor, on the bay ; the peninsula

stretches out its graceful neck from its earth-

bound shoulders like a huge animal that

drinks. Here is a fresh vision of earth and

sea, of the air and color that cover them, and

of the moods that they assume. What school

child learning the dull definition in words of

these things, would not be aAvakened at the

picture—would not think, "I remember seeing

that, but now I know better what I saw and

what the words that describe it mean," or else,

"Although I never really saAV an isthmus,

when I am asked what it is I shall remember

that picture—that will help me to remember

the words that describe it"? True, ]\Ir.

Bruce, your films are instructional, they vis-

ualize—and may all those educators who de-

cry the lack of proper motion picture visual in-

struction learn the Avhereabouts of these and

hasten to make use of them in the schools!

And in the universities, too. But further

than that, the general public should have a

chance to see them. For what groAAii-up,
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An Island in Colnmbia River, Washington

from

Robert C. Bruce' s "Descriptive Geography"

with the design and meaning of such phe-

nomena of rock, air, water, so carefully' and

lovingly placed before him, would not be

charmed by an art that is sincere, investigating

and aesthetically directed—would not feel,

"This makes the world around me more in-

teresting, I shall look for these things the

next time I go out," or again, "What I have

seen in my journeys has been renewed and ex-

plained to me. This show has entertained

because it has stirred my emotions"? Before

some of i\Ir. Bruce's camera shots one says

"Ah!" No, Mr. Bruce, your films, as we
have said, are something more than mere in-

struction. Their teaching quality emanates

from, it is secondary to, their seizure of Na-

ture in her most signifying, which is to say

her most natural appearances if we give our

eye just that little slant at which you tilt

your camera. But this you know, and that

is vour secret.

Why bother to make photoplays, one feels

like asking while looking at these films. They
are unique and satisfying. In their apparently

simple compass is the great drama. They are

like going on a picnic and coming home filled

with the sight of Avonders. Sea and earth are

the unit, a unit divided, each half working

on the other. The earth giving to the sea

and the sea to the earth. Over all the clouds,

the mist, the rain, the wind, the mirage, the

sun, darkness and light. Patterns of land and

patterns of water, moving and changing, pass-

ing from color to color, from form to form.

Here is our physical and our spiritual world,

whither we are born, where we feed and grow,

develop and languish, Avhence, or to which,

we return. Instructional indeed, these films

—how better can text-books teach? One is not

fooled by their pedagogical coating. In them

one is learning from a poet.

W. A. B.
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A Program of Research With Motion

Pictures

By Harold Ellis Jones
Director of Research

Institute of Child M elfare, University of California

It was our pleasure several years ago when

Professor Jones was with the Department of

Psychology of Columbia University , to pub-

lish a very interesting report on his earlier

researches in the field of motion pictures.

The response which it received makes us

happy to bring to our readers this further

contribution dealing with his later researches

made at the JJniversity of California.—Edi-

tor's Note.

IT
has been pointed out that psychologists

may feel entitled to an intimate inter-

est in motion pictures, since one of the

first attempts to create the illusion of motion

occurred in the course of a psychological ex-

periment. While this primitive movie was

constructed nearly a century ago, the world

waited seventy years until modern inventive

genius made possible the first achievements in

projection by means of films. Now that mo-
tion pictures have spread into all corners of

the earth and have attained a primary place

in the leisure interests of millions, psychol-

ogists are asked to lend their aid in studying

this social phenomenon. The movies have

grown so great that the average school child

spends from ten to twenty per cent as much
time in a moving picture theater as in a

school, and surveys have shown that Ameri-
can children give a majority vote to the pic-

tures as their "most preferred amusement".'

The impressions which our children receive

from the screen are undoubtedly vivid and

enduring; we are not likely to overestimate

the power of this medium to shape their

their thoughts and their emotional interests.

If we wish to know more about the social

psychology of the motion picture, its influ-

ence upon developing minds and its function

as a social force, our hope of progress rests

upon enlisting the support of trained and

competent research workers. The laboratorv

scientist, however, feels reluctant to under-

take studies in this field. Theaters are built

for profit and not for social research, and a

scientist has no desire to substitute the rialto

for the laboratory. If, on the other hand, he

is approached by agencies which are free

from commercial interests in the movies, he

sometimes finds that they have other inter-

ests no less compromising: an equipment of

choice Victorian prejudices, or a devotion to

iome single track reform which an impartial

investigator cannot in advance agree to sup-

port.

If we wish to attract able and disinterested

students, we would do well to emphasize some

of the unique privileges of work in this field.

A film is a device which can be used to re-

produce standard laboratory conditions. The
laboratory scientist, with his weakness for in-

genious apparatus must realize that there are

few scientific instruments of greater ingenuity

and precision than the modern motion picture

projector. In a technical article which has

been recently published," the statement is

made

:

"Motion pictures offer the psychologist a

well-controlled technique for laboratory ex-

periments. Problems in attention, perception,

and memory can be studied in the projection

room under more standard stimulus condi-

tions than is possible by ordinary group oral

or visual methods. Repetitions are uniform,

and are capable of being varied with a pre-

cise control of speed and exposure intervals;

the film, furthermore, preserves its own rec-

ord of the experiment, which can later be

reviewed and transcribed as desired. In range

of content, this medium provides a wide
choice, from verbal subtitles to pictorial epi-

sodes which may carry the emotional tone

and sensory fullness of a lived experience.

Perhaps of chief importance, particularlv in

experimental work with adults, is the factor

' Lehman. H. C. ami M'ittv, P. A.. The coii:peii satorv
function cf the movies. Jomrnal of Ahflied Psvcholoav
Nov.. 1927. .33-41 '

-J.
-Jo)>es, H. E. assisted n\ dnrad. H. and Hrrn A.,

Psychological Studies of Jlotion Pictures II. Univ. of
Calif. Publication in PsvchoU gv. 3:1928. 22-3-243.
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of motivation ; even in quite diverse groups

it is possible, with "movies", to create a satis-

factory level of effort through incentives

which are intrinsic to the situation. In view

of these and other advantages, it is surprising

that so little use has been made of the motion

picture in the psychological laboratory, and,

as a subsequent development, that so Uttle use

has been made of psychologists in applied

studies of motion picture production and ex-

hibition."
,

In appealing to potential experts we should

not require that they help us in solving some

immediate practical problem, but rather we
should attempt to point out the possibilities

of genuinely controlled studies in this field,

and we should make them understand that

they will be able to carry on reputable scien-

tific work without interference either from

the promoters of pictures or from the pro-

moters of possible premature reforms. We
may hope that the practical gains will follow

in due time, and that they will be all the

more significant and useful because they are

based on disinterested and sound research.

It may be worth while to list some of the

problems which should be included in a study

of the social psychology of motion pictures.

This is not by any means a complete pro-

gram, and the items are by no means of equal

importance ; as a first tentative formulation,

the list may serve as a basis for discussion.

1. Who goes to the movies? In every

school system a registry of school attendance

is carefully kept. If we wish to study the

effects of motion pictures, we must similarly

first compile statistics of attendance. Inter-

ested groups in each community should know
the age composition of audiences, the propor-

tion falling in each age group, and how this

proportion varies with different types of pic-

tures. At the University of California we
have constructed a multiple counter for ob-

taining records of this sort. An observer,

sitting in an inconspicuous place near the en-

trance of a theater, manipulates the keys and

records incoming patrons by sex and by esti-

mated age, each person being assigned to one

of six age groups on the counting instrument.

An important item to record is the proportion

of children attending at night, and the pro-

portion attending without adults.

2. How often do people go to the movies?

What is the frequency of attendance in vari-

ous groups? This can be determined for the

groups in which we are chiefly interested

(school children) by means of suitably pre-

pared record blanks which are distributed in

the schools.

3. How are scholarship and intelligence

related to frequency of attendance? The
writer has reported the results of one investi-

gation on this problem." The following may
be briefly stated as conclusions: It was found

that school failures go to the pictures more

often than school successes, but it was not at

all clear that the more frequent attendance

caused the poor scholarship. The children

who were dull in intelligence tests were also

slightly more frequent spectators at the pic-

tures ; the differences were very small, and

interpretation was given that "for the most

part, going to the movies is a symptom and

not a cause ; a symptom of interests which are

sometimes healthy and sometimes unhealthy,

but which in any event are bound up with our

whole social system, and which cannot be

radically altered by censorship, by keeping the

children at home, or by any single means of

social correction." These problems, however,

need further and more detailed study, and it

may be particularly valuable to make a care-

ful clinical study of a selected group of school

failures, with reference to their motion pic-

ture habits.

4. The relation should also be investigated

between frequency of attendance and e?7io-

tional stability, deportment in school, and

various other character traits. Some work
has already been done on these points, but

has not yet been published. An interesting

study has been made in New York of a group

of grade children, whose "honesty" was

tested by a comprehensive series of character

tests. Some of these children were in the

habit of attending pictures three times a week,

and others less than once a week. It was
found that in the group attending more fre-

quently objectionable character traits occurred

more often ; the dii¥erence was fairly marked,

but we may not say that the children had

ncquired the bad traits from the pictures.

The origin of any character trait is extremely

complex, rooted in our heredity and our early

environment, and no doubt we tend to choose

situations which will stimulate and favor the

•^Joucs, H. E., Aftenaancc at moving pictures as related
to iviteiligcnce and scholarship. Parent-Teacher^ 4:1928.
17-20.
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growth of characteristics which are already

present. Thus, the child with delinquent

tendencies will attend certain sorts of movies

as a form of emotional exploitation ; the mov-

ies may to some extent intensify tendencies

which are already there. In the clinical rec-

ords which have been compiled by members

of the Psychology Department of the Uni-

versity of California, data are available con-

cerning the habits of attendance and the mo-

tion picture preferences of a large number

of delinquent children. This material has

not yet been analyzed in order to determine

the relations of cause and effect, but it seems

well worth careful study. The effect of the

movies upon the emotional life of children has

also been considered, in collecting data from

several hundred children concerning their

habitual dreams. Certain kinds of pictures,

such as Chang, and surprisingly, Peter Pan,

appear very frequently in children's dreams,

and often with evidence of emotional upset.

It is too early, however, to draw any con-

cUisions from this work.

5. A related approach would be a study

of children's work in school, not as it is af-

fected in general by frequency of attendance,

but as it may be affected, in particular chil-

dren, on the day following an exciting picture.

It is common for teachers to assert that they

can trace disturbances in classroom morale to

some overstimulating picture which has re-

cently been shown in the neighborhood. It

would be well if we could put such findings

on a more quantitative basis, with independent

observers checking the teachers' judgments of

deportment, and with a schedule of free

movie admissions, in a neighborhood theater,

for ?uccessive groups of children during the

experimental period.

6. For obtaining certain sorts of informa-

tion, the questionnaire method has some merit,

particularly as it is possible to repeat the

questionnaire and to obtain some measure of

the consistency of report. With the coopera-

tion of the school department of Berkeley,

the Institute of Child Welfare of the Uni-

versity of California has recently collected

over 1600 questionnaires from children 9 to

14 years of age, dealing with their leisure

time interests, and with relevant data con-

cerning their motion picture habits and atti-

tudes.

7. Some success has been obtained in a

"duration of interest" study, in which a child

was permitted to look at a series of still pic-

tures attached to pivoted frames. The stills

represented a wide range of motion picture

situations, and their differential appeal or in-

t?rest value was measured by the length of

time a child chose to view each photograph

I'efore turning to the next one. The salient

problem here is the question of the respon-

siveness of children of pre-adolescent age to

the sex element in pictures.

8. The preceding paragraphs have sug-

gested a study of children's emotional re-

sponses to pictures, by means of questionnaire

methods, clinical methods or interviews, and

observation of subsequent behavior. A more

direct attack upon the problem may be made

by apparatus studies of emotional processes

in children at the time when they are actu-

ally watching a picture. A discussion of this

method has already been reported,' and some

preliminary data have been collected from

children and adolescents.

In this brief statement only a few of the

more obvious problems have been noted, with

no mention of some of the wider fields of

investigation. As a means of entertainment

the movies have risen to the first rank. As
a force of education, in social relationships

and even in international polity their indirect

and implicit effects are tremendous. In un-

derstanding this factor, and in learning how
to organize and control it for the best in-

terests of the world community, we need the

combined efforts of psychologists, sociologists

and educators. The time will come when a

unitary program of study will be directed

from a central institute, or from a group of

institutes, and the resulting contributions will

be able to take the place of the present order

of rumor and propaganda.

^ Jones, H. £., Psychological factors in the response to
motion pictnres. National Board of Rcvieiv Magasine,
2:1927. 4-6.
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Mr. D. W. Griffith on the Censorship

of Talking Films

Excerpt from his telegram to the National

Board on the occasion of its Twentieth

nniversary Luncheon.

UNDERSTAND that the*National

I Board of Review is contemplating a

^
. battle against censorship of the talk-

ing pictures. " It is needless for me to say how

much I approve of this as you know how for so

many years I have battled against censorship

of motion pictures in any form. . . . Our
revolutionary fathers formed a government

which while perhaps not perfect is the best

that has ever existed in the world. In doing

this they granted every human being the right

of free speech through the Constitution of the

United States which they brought forth. The
bigots and fanatics are at work today in

America trying to tell every human being that

the only proper way for him to live and act

and speak is as they do. . . . I am no longer

young. It is of no importance to me per-

sonally if they enact a censorship of the hu-

man voice in the talking pictures. But if they

censor the voice speaking in the talking pic-

tures today then tomorrow they will censor all

forms of speech and of the written word.

And the day that they censor the spoken word,

whether it is transmitted through the form of

the talking pictures or any other way, that day

we go back to mediaevalism and surrender

our most precious symbol of liberty. All credit

to your association because your association is

like a staff of friends and advisors whose sug-

gestions are helpful but which does not dictate

and say, "This shall not be because I do not

like it." Like a congress of equal fellow hu-

man beings the National Board of Review

studies together and discusses that which is

best to say and best to do and best to write,

with the aim not to dictate but if possible to

help. With very best wishes and sincere re-

grets that I am unable to be present in person

at your Twentieth Anniversary. I am most

sincerely yours,"

(signed) David W. Griffith.

The Motion Picture Learns to Talk
By Dr. Lee DeForest

Dr. DeForest delivered at the recent An-

nual Conference of the National Board a very

comprehensive account of the sound film. The

first part which dealt ivith the technical phase

of the sound device was published in the Feb-

ruary issue of the Magazine. The second

part which is chiefly a prophecy ?nade some

years ago regarding the use of the sound film,

a prophecy in great measure fulfilled, zve are

pleased to print beloiv.—The Editor.

BUT returning now to the very best

which sound pictures have to offer to-

day, I feel that we have every reason to

believe that the faith and vision of the pioneer

have already been proven well justified. The
best is, I maintain, exceedingly good. Granted

that these high examplars are yet deplorably

few, and brief, they serve as sure sign posts

clearly pointing the paths along which this

new art should proceed to attain its goal.

The radio broadcast has done much towards

establishing a better understanding, a feeling

of neighborliness amongst foreign nations. But

I believe that sound films will accomplish even

more in this direction. Take a concrete ex-

ample just now in the public mind, the sending

to Europe as America's unofficial representa-

tives in the discussion of German finances of

Messrs. Morgan and Young. Could a Phono-

film of President Coolidge addressing a se-

lected audience and expressing his own views

on this subject accompany this delegation, to

be generally exhibited in Europe, especially

in Germany, what a profoundly educative ef-

fect upon European publics it would exert

—

educative and in the most friendly way, lead-

ing to an understanding of America's point

of view.

Occasions similar to this are continually

arising in international politics, and the sound

picture, the sound newsreel, is destined (in
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fact has alread.v begun) to bring to the public

an appreciation of the real personalities of the

rulers of other nations, a kindly feeling of

neighborliness and understanding which no

other medium, illustrated newspapers, nor the

radio, can ever approach. And best of all, the

message of the sound picture is not fleeting,

not ephemeral. It is permanent, may be re-

peated indefinitely and everywhere ; and at the

last becomes an enduring memoir of matchless

historic worth and conviction.

I believe we can little realize the swift

rapidity with which the sound picture will

hasten the time when the world will enjo\

the benefits of a universal language.

A common tongue is the world's assured

destiny. (This will, I firmly believe, be the

English language). Good will, based on

neighborliness and common understanding,

will provide the way to enduring peace, an

end to armaments and war.

I regard the mission of the sound film in

this direction as of an importance that is diffi-

cult to over-estimate.

Nearly six years ago, basing my judgment

then as to its future on what Phonofilm had

already achieved, I made, in a public address,

the following observations. As to their cor-

rectness, how well justified by actual subse-

quent developments and by the promise which

the future still holds forth, I invite your

carefully considered judgment.

In 1923 I said: "Those questions which

have doubtless been passing through your

minds since the topic of talking moving pic-

tures was first called to your attention: 'Does

the public want the talking picture?'; 'Is there

room in the field of the silent drama for

screen versions which are not all pantomime?'

;

'Can the picture and the sound which go to-

gether so naturally in actual life, and which

have been so completely divorced from each

other since the beginning of the cinema art,

be again brought together in a manner which

shall be, if not entirely natural, at least artis-

tic and pleasing?'

"If you ask whether the ordinary silent

drama to which we are all so familiarized can

in general be improved by the addition of the

voice, the answer is unquestionably 'No'.

Many, and in fact most of the moving picture

artists are not trained on the legitimate stage

;

they have no adequate speaking voices—many
in fact are incapable of speaking good English.

The situation is exactly like that existing when
moving pictures were first evolved. It was

then the common idea that the motion picture

drama would be nothing more than an at-

tempt to photograph the ordinary drama of

the stage, limited to the same confined situa-

tions, the same small scenes, the same few

characters, etc. It did not take long to dem-

onstrate the total failure of the new motion

picture art to enter into successful competi-

tion Avith the drama along these lines. An
entirely novel type of dramatic scheme and

presentation was necessary before screen ver-

tions were artistically possible. But Edison

and the other motion picture pioneers had sup-

plied a new medium, and it did not take the

more enterprising, energetic and progressive

producers long to see the entirely new possi-

bilities which thus lay open to them, and to

evolve an entirely new form of entertainment.

How well they have succeeded in evolving a

new art is attested by the immense financial

success of the motion picture industry of to-

day.

"The situation, therefore, as regards the

future of Phonofilm, is today very similar to

that which faced the new art of the silent

picture when it was first realized that in order

to fulfill its mission as a means of entertain-

ment and education, it must not seek to follow

blindly in the path of the legitimate drama.

That it must take full advantage of the im-

mensely wider ranges which are inherently its

own property, and enter entirely new fields,

which were by the very nature of things com-

pletely closed to the older form of stage pic-

tures and stage entertainment. Thus, I claim

that an entirely new form of screen drama

can be worked out, taking advantage of the

possibilities of introducing music and voice

and appropriate acoustic effects, not necessar-

ily through the entire action, but here and

there, where the effects can be made much
more startling, or theatrical, if you will, or

significant, than is possible by pantomime

alone, no matter how cleverly it may be

worked out. It is incumbent on the scenario

writers to see these possibilities, and to work

up their situations and scenes around such

acoustic effects as can be successfully brought

out, rather than to follow the reverse prin-

ciple of merely attempting to introduce acous-

tic effects and situations which are primarily

better adapted to the pantomime art.
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AIusiCAL Possibilities

"To reproduce in an artistic and pleasing

manner, both musically and pictorialh^, op-

erettas, entire acts of operas, selections by sym-

phony orchestras, popular bands, the songs of

concert singers whom the public admire but

are seldom privileged to actually hear—to

really popularize the playing of famous vir-

tuosos on the piano or violin—there c^n be, I

believe, no question as to the long felt vacant

field which the Phonofilm is destined to fill.

For here surely, the silent drama is totally

lacking; and the too brief phonograph record,

blind to sight, and leaving much to be desired

in naturalness of tone quality can never be

expected to qualify as a means of entertain-

ment of public audiences.

Spoken Titles

"There are, moreover, many instances

where the silent drama, as it actually exists

today, can be improved by the introduction of

spoken matter. And numberless cases where

incidental music, which can be played only by

adequate orchestras available solely in a few

of the largest theatres can be successfully in-

troduced into every medium sized motion pic-

ture theatre in the land. Similarly where the

action and sequence of so many silent dramas

are today badly interrupted by the necessity of

reading long and elaborate titles and explana-

tions on the screen. The reading of lengthy

letters, telegrams, etc., could frequently be far

more effectively rendered by a clear resonant

voice, spoken, it may be entirely oft the scene,

and not necessarily by one of the principals. I

can, in fact, picture some very dramatic ef-

fects which may be obtained where, perhaps,

only one or two words or sentences spoken

throughout the entire run of an otherwise

silent drama, will grip the attention, and

startle the imagination as does the occasional

introduction of a hand tinted object in an

otherwise black and white picture.

"I intend here only to point out that there

lie dormant in the Phonofilm now possibilities

for obtaining dramatic and genuinely artistic

ei¥ects which lie entirely out of the range of

the silent drama. It is rather for the pro-

gressi\'e and imaginative producers and scen-

ario writers to act on these hints to evolve

something which the public has for a long

time, in an articulate and half recognized man-

ner, been expecting. To those who have the

requisite daring and initiati\'e will come the

greatest need of award.

Educational Importance
"So much for the Phonofilm drama. But

there are other fields for the useful combina-

tion of picture with voice which can admit of

no serious dispute. Foremost in this cate-

gory I would place the educational film. Un-

questionably, most of the educational films,

especially for class room work, could be great-

ly improved in interest to the student and in

clarity of the lesson conveyed, if their presen-

tation was accompanied by a lucid explanation,

delivered in the first place by some authority

on the subject who is far more competent to

lecture thereon than are the majority of in-

structors who are presenting the film to their

classes. The proper matter, concise and to

the point, will thus always accompany the pic-

ture, not too much and not too brief, and in-

formation be thus conveyed which the picture

alone is quite inadequate to confer.

Scenic Effects

"Similarly in the presentation of scenic

films, tra\'elogues, etc. Their interest and

beauty can be immeasurably enhanced by vir-

tue of verbal descriptions couched in impres-

si\"e and sometimes poetic terms. Consider,

moreover, the appeal of the fine pictures of

the great outdoors, the vision of the hori-

zons, views from some mighty mountain top

—

the emotions awakened in the heart of the

artist who gazes out upon some noble forest

scene, over the magnificent vistas of far-

reaching valleys, the deep sentiments which

are aroused when one stands beneath the trees

of some loft}' cathedral grove! These senti-

ments, these emotions, can only be adequately

expressed by appropriate music, or perchance

to the accompaniment of the poem of some

great master. All such music and all such

poetry can be interwo\"en with the picture, and

its beauty and its message thereby elevated t3

ennobling heights to Avhich the silent picture,

however lovely, has never yet attained.

News Weeklies
"The weekly news items which are now

recognized as an appropriate part of every film

program can be made vastly more interesting

and informative to the audience, if, in a few

terse sentences, the scene depicted be also de-

scribed, or the situation, which is frequently

so inadequately told by the picture itself, be

interpreted by the voice of som.e one well in-

formed. Once this form of pictorial .news ser-

(Continued on page 23)
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Looking "Matineeward"
By Mrs. J. A. :\IcRae

J/r,f. JIcRae, Chairman of the Juniors'

Matinees of the Charlotte (N . C.) Better

Films Committee , brings to her ivork an en-

thusiastic interest which could not fail to re-

sult in such a report as the following.—The
Editor.

FROM the standpoint of attendance,

from the standpoint of the attitude of

the children of Charlotte, from the

standpoint of turning the public mind Junior

"^latineeward," and from the standpoint of

community service, the Junior Matinee of

Charlotte, N. C, has had a most successful

3"ear.

Our average attendance has more than

doubled. It is the exception and not the rule

when a weekly attendance drops below six

hundred, while around eight hundred is our

usual number, and we not infrequently play

to a capacity house of twelve hundred. With
marked interest and enthusiasm of all con-

cerned, the matinee ran practically all summer
—leaving oft only for three weeks in August.

We have had the co-operation of the Parent-

Teachers of the City. Each association has

a motion picture committee, the chairman of

which makes a report at each regular monthly
meeting, and in this way we keep constantly

before the mothers the form of wholesome en-

tertainment being provided for their children,

and are able to discourage promiscuous attend-

ance upon movies which may or may not be

suitable for children.

The matinee opens each Saturday morning

at ten o'clock. The ticket window opens at

nine-thirty, at Avhich time Parent-Teacher

chaperones and Girl Reserve ushers take their

places inside. Usually the organist plays some

sweet melody while the children are being

seated. At the entrance, the matinee and

chaperone chairmen, assisted by Boy Scouts

greet the children, line them up and keep

things going smoothly. We also have pres-

ent, alwavs, tAvo firemen, thanks to our Fire

Chief.

We open with the flag salute—impressive-

ly done by Boy Scouts and our prologue chair-

men. Announcements are next made. Some-
times we have a prologue, which ties up with

the feature or program, sometimes community
smging, and at times neither, depending on

the length of the feature picture, and this in

turn is followed by a comedy.

We book our pictures only a few weeks in

advance. The Imperial Theatre, where the

matinee is held, is one of the Publix Theatres,

and I cannot speak too highly of the help and
the interest manifested by our manager and
the booker in the matter of film selection.

Our manager is especially thoughtful about
booking for himself for the last half of the

week a comedy suitable for the matinee. Be-
cause of this we get better and newer com-
edies than we otherwise might. For instance,

we have the Collegians about as soon as they

are released, to the great delight of the chil-

dren. Among the Features shown this past

year are. Regular Scout, Alaskan Adventure,
Shanghai Bound, Bugle Call, Speedy.
Freckles, Chang, The Gaucho, I'anishing

Pioneer, Slide, Kelly, Slide, West Point,

Warming Up, The Magic Garden, The
Freshman, High School Hero, Robin Hood,
One Minute to Play, Girl Shy, Thief of Bag-
dad, Old Ironsides, Quality Street.

By means of slides we greet our guests and
carry worth while messages to the children.

Our Public Librarian prepares a slide each

week, signing herself "The Library Ladv"

—

our idea being to help the children get the

library habit. Whenever possible, she "ties

up" with some date or event on our program

with perhaps a suggestion for follow-up re-

search. Recently she has had a sort of serial

which gets over the idea that books are not

just books, but faithful, helpful friends to be

wisely chosen and deserving, to say the least,

an appreciation evidenced by kindly treatment.

We frequently use a little "Matinee Creed"

written for us by our good friend, the editor,

of the Junior Observer. The children are

always reminded of "^Mother's Day" and other

15
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dates of appeal and importance Avith a sug-

gestion given for tfieir participation in cele-

bration thereof.

We advertise in many ways—through news

items, announcements, lovely posters to place

on the Bulletin Board in each school. Our
biggest publicity plan however is this—both

the Public School Chronicle and tl^e Junior

Observer—special Sunday sections for school

children of our two big dailies—carry each

Sunday a write-up of the matinee for the fol-

lowing Saturday. Miss Alary Pressley and

Miss Millie Shelby the editors, are real

friends of the matinee and we are indeed grate-

ful to them for their interest and attractive

write-ups and to these newspapers for this

splendid service. Two little reporters in each

school, one on each paper, are given weekly

passes for clipping and posting on their bul-

letin board the Avrite-ups of the matinee.

In the summer when the schools were closed

and school papers not issued, the three Publix

Theatres ran a trailer for us a number of

times each week. Playground leaders too,

were very kind to make announcements on the

playgrounds for us.

Now and then we have a "Buddie Mati-

nee." For this we give out tickets the week
before, dated, etc., and reading thusly:

]My "Buddie" may come to the matinee

free.

If he comes with this ticket, my dime, and

me.

We like visitors and special guests. Our
chaperones always bring their visitors along,

and during summer the children had the privi-

lege of bringing their out-of-town visitors with

them and we threw a slide on the screen wel-

coming them by name and telling whose guests

they were. Last spring, we took the schools

in turn and had the teachers as special guests.

We wanted them to know first hand all about

the matinee.

The Boy Scouts and the Girl Reserves of

the city were entertained once each, this year,

and we had for them especially attractive pro-

grams. In each instance they marched

through town in a body and were quite thrilled

over the courtesy and attention. Early in the

fall we co-operated with the Carolina Theatre

in a big special matinee for children, the first

showing of The Air Circus.

On several occasions we have had the chil-

dren from our two orphanages as guests. We

had the co-operation of the Auto Inn and

Eferd's Department Store in a real Thanks-

giving party for them. The Auto Inn fur-

nished the conveyances and Eferd's the

"goodies." At Christmas we sponsored, along

with the Charlotte News and the Carolina

Theatre, a big movie party for the unfortu-

nate children of the city. For two weeks the

News carried daily a story of the Santa Claus

picture to be shown, their own courtesy, and

other features of the party. In this connec-

tion we got quite a lot of publicity and were

able to perform a real community service.

All this has been made possible through the

team work of the organization, co-operating

individuals, groups and newspapers, and a

well-wishing public. We are fortunate to

have as prologue chairman, the children's own
friend, ]\Ir. Otto Gullickson, the head of the

Physical Education Department of our City

Schools. . Marked improvement in order is

largely due to his influence. Beloved and

looked up to by the children of Charlotte,

rudeness and thoughtlessness seem to slip away
from them when in his presence. I point also

with deep appreciation to the co-operation

and faithfulness to duty of the vice-president,

Mrs. J. A. Gardner, the chaperone chairmen,

Mrs. S. N. Tison and Mrs. J. M. Alexander,

and the chairman of the P. S. A. Division,

Mrs. W. C. IVIitcham, and ever and always to

the loyal backing of our President and other

members of the Better Films Committee.

Lastly, and best of all, our committee has

the blessed assurance of the appreciation of

the children themselves. Week by week we
are becoming better friends. Alore and more

they seem to feel that the Junior Alatinee is

their very own. Words of appreciation that

find their way to our ears, their reactions to

programs, are sometimes very touching. We
have every reason to believe that, taken as a

whole, they look on the Better Films Com-
mittee in general and the Junior Matinee

Committee in particular, as friends indeed.

^HE Port Chester (N. Y.) Parent-

Teacher Association is sponsoring a series

of matinees for the children of the local

schools. One of their programs consisted of

Alice in M^onderland, two reels of Heide,

George Washington and one of the escapades

of Felix the cat. The film project has met

with the most favorable approval from the

mothers as well as the students of the schools.
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The Negative

Wins

^^1D ESOLVED: That Children Un-

der Ten Should Be Excluded
jL.^ From Motion Picture Theatres,"

was the subject of a debate which aroused

much enthusiasm and interest at a com-

bined meeting of the Senior and Junior

Women's Clubs of Oneonta (N. Y.).

This debate was the part of a program in

charge of the Oneonta Motion Picture Study

Club, which has a large representation from

the Women's Club. It is an affiliated com-

mittee of the National Board of Review.

Both the negative and the affirmative sides

brought out their points clearly and concisely

but the audience to whom the judgment was

left, gave its decision to the negative side

which was upheld by Mrs. George W. Bockes

and ^Irs. Bruce Colburn, the latter taking

the place of Mrs. Stuart jMacafee who was

absent because of illness. A few of the high-

lights brought out by the victors are the fol-

lowing. A child's development depends on

his primitive senses and that at an early age

and during adolescence sight far surpasses the

others, he best understands that which he be-

holds, therefore pictures, including motion

pictures, are very essential to a child's educa-

tional and recreational life ; it has been def-

initely proven by educators that when one of

two equally endowed groups of children is

shown moving pictures in connection with its

work it rapidly surpasses the other. In con-

nection with theatre programs, educational

films of science, manufacturing and travel are

shown as well as the newsreels—the unfold-

ing of the life of a butterfly, trips over moun-

tains, deserts and across the sea mean far

more to the child than any books on biology

and geography ; the newsreel is the child's

newspaper—the Chinese emperor and his

bride, a long line of majestic battle ships, the

Graf Zeppelin, what child under ten would

ever learn history-in-the-making from a daily?

Yale University has produced a series of pic-

tures, from the time of Columbus up to the

Civil War, that might well take the place of

text books for the younger child.

Children are hero worshippers and the

screen gives them heroes. Fairbanks is

a perfect example of physical fitness and he

stands for valor, chivalry, clean living and

right thinking in his pictures. The Western

is a great favorite with the children because

they have the normal craving for thrills and

action that must be satisfied, the hero is al-

ways upstanding, courageous and determined

to do his duty, no parent could object to these

ideals for a child under ten, evil is made to

appear evil and the small boys always applaud

vigorously and wildly when the villain is

caught and punished. The theatres mean

much to the city child, they keep him off the

city streets where danger lurks, both physical

and moral, they give a taste of the great out-

doors to the child whose only playground is

the pavement. Some pictures may be untrue to

life but so are nursery rhymes, fairy tales and

juvenile stories. Much that would be ob-

jectionable to adults passes completely over

the head of children. The worthwhile music

of the orchestras and vitaphones which have

succeeded the bored, improviser of the out-of-

tune piano are real assets to the child's musi-

cal development. Many famed psychology

experts, lawyers, social service workers, heads

of institutions and so on, have testified that

they know of no cases on record that children

have committed criminal offenses due to the

influence of motion pictures.

'T'HE Better Films Committee of Bir-

mingham (Ala.) at their annual

election re-elected all their officers, the

officers being Mrs. B. T. Rochester,

chairman; Mrs. J. L. Smith, vice-chair-

man ; Mrs. Neil R. Wallace, corresponding

secretary; Mrs. Myrtle R. Snell, recording

secretary, and ]\Iiss Emily R. McBride, sec-

retary. Mrs. John Yeatman gave a most in-

teresting and instructional talk on the Ger-

man cinema art discussing particularly ]\Iax

Reinhardt. The work accomplished by this

committee during the past year is most praise-

worthy. They have sponsored forty-four

juniors' matinees, twelve private screenings

for the members and the press and two invita-

tional showings, Disraeli and The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari. Six thousand three hundred

free admissions have been granted to the

Mercy Home and underprivileged children

and transportation has been furnished chil-
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dren of the Mercy Home. A scholarship has

been given through the Alabama Federation

of Women's Clubs and more than seventy-

five dollars has been given as prizes to the

local Parent-Teacher organizations. Among
the pictures shown recently at Birmingham

juniors' matinees were Grandma's Boy, starr-

ing Harold Lloyd, Calford in the* Movies,

Dare-Devil's Reward with Tom Mix, Peter

Pan, Alaskan Adventures, Kickin' Through,

a Collegian comedy, Barney Google comedies,

Aesop fables and newsreels.

^R. AND iVIRS. MARTIN JOHNSON,
that unusual pair of African observers,

invited the Miami Better Films Council to a

showing of some special films, in connec-

tion with the regular showing of Simba

at the Fairfax Theatre in that city. The
Council had been active in supporting this

exceptional picture and the Johnsons wished

to repay the compliment. The motion

picture editor of the Miami Herald said

the following in regard to this film

—

"Though, I saw Simba at its preview,

I believe I'd like to watch the rhinos and lions

and giraffes and elephants and the rest of the

citizens of British East Africa strut their

hides and horns again. That's a peculiar ap-

peal in Simba, they tell me, you can watch

it over and over again without getting bored.

Another argument in defense of naturalization

in acting." The Miami Council featured an-

other picture which is an excellent argument

in defense of naturalization in acting. At a

recent Juniors' ]\Iatinee they showed Chang,

the exceptional photoplay which is among the

few Commander Byrd included in his col-

lection on his present South Pole trip. The
educational picture had an especial appeal for

the young people and was entitled Dog Days

while the comedy had a most appropriate

name for the finis of a matinee, Leave 'Em
Laughing. The prologue was in charge of

Miss Martha Bartholomew and was given

through the courtesy of the Miramar Ele-

mentary School. The pupils of \lrs. H. J.

Rice presented a most attractive dance, "A
Doll Shop," all the participants being dressed

as dolls of the different nationalities and per-

forming to the typical national music of the

country they represented.

J^RS. CHARLES T. OWENS, Chairman

of Motion Pictures for the Pennsylvania

State D. A. R., addressed the Delaware

County Chapter in session at Swarthmore the

latter part of January. ]\Irs. George H.

Hughes is the local D. A. R. chairman of this

work, and as such has conducted children's

matinees during the spring and summer

months. "The success of the pictures today,"

said ]Mrs. Owens, "is chiefly due to the in-

telligent treatment of public opinion by

the various organizations through the coun-

try, and to the ever-ready response of the in-

dustry to suggestions and constructive criti-

cism." Mrs. Owens has been particularly in-

terested in special showings for children in

Pennsylvania. Only carefully selected pic-

tures are shown. "We could never have ac-

complished all we have with children's mati-

nees," said Mrs. Owens, "if we had not had

the interested support of the exhibitors them-

selves." In regard to sound films Mrs. Owens'
opinion was, "It is still too soon to say what

the future of sound may be but it will al-

ways have its place in the pictures of to-

morrow, though it seems doubtful that all-

talking films will take the place of the silent

screen. There is something too nice about

silence for us ever to give it up. People like

to go into a darkened theatre, see the picture,

listen to the music, and relax. However, in

this, as in everything connected with the en-

tertainment business, the public will make its

own choice and place its own order. The in-

dustry will fill the order whatever it may be."

A T a meeting of a local P.-T. A. in ]\Iacon

(Ga.) Airs. Piercy Chestney, President

of the Better Films Committee of that city,

gave a most interesting and instructive talk on

"Moving Pictures and the Kind Our Chil-

dren Ought to See." Mrs. Chestney stressed

the fact that a child cannot attend the pictures

during the week, prepare the lessons for the

following day and get the proper amount of

sleep. For this reason, it has been found to be

the better plan to allow the small children to

attend only the Saturday morning matinee,

which is arranged entirely for children and

shows nothing that will be harmful to them

in any way.
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Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures

acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.

Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration and enjoyment of adults.

NoTK'—Programs for Junior Matinees should

be selected from pictures in the first classi-
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—

Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not necessarily "exceptional."

The Bondman
Directed by Herbert Wilcox

Featuring IS!orman Kerry

Novel by Sir Hall Caine

AN English production telling a story of

love and vengeance. Sworn to kill his

step-brother who is living on the distant Isle

of Man and whom he has never seen, a young

man departs from Sicily. He arrives at his

destination but fails to find his brother. Later

an uprising in Sicily causes both brothers to

be sent to the sulphur mines and unknown to

each other are chained together. During an

eruption of a volcano the Sicilian saves the life

of his step-brother and goes as his bondman so

that he can return to his wife. The scenes

were shot in the actual background of the

story with the help of the author, and present

interesting customs of the countries, as the

Harvest Festival in the Isle of Man and the

Sicilian Vendetta.

For family audience including voung people.

(World Wide—8 reels)

The Canary Murder Case

Directed by Malcolm St. Clair

. \ William Powell
Featuring { r n ,

I Louise nrooks

Novel by S. S. T an Dine

N entertaining mystery story. A chorus

.girl called "The Canary" is found mur-

dered. Suspicion falls on many. The one

who is actually guilty arranges a good alibi by

means of a phonograph record. The alibi is

not foolproof, however, as he discovers. The
plot which is well worked out keeps you in

suspense and the less agreeable aspects of the

story are well handled.

For family audience including 3'oung people.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Cheyenne

Directed by Arthur Rogell

Featuring Ken Maynard

Original screen story by Bennett Cohen

THIS Western is built around a real rodeo.

The hero is the favorite for the cham-

pionship of the big event at Cheyenne when
he finds out that a girl has staked everything

on her entries in the rodeo. He wants to

ride her mounts but his employer fraudulently

changes his contract so as to bind him not to

ride for her. The hero circumvents this diffi-

culty and rides the girl's entries to a thrilling

championship victor}^ A fine picture for

lovers of horses and daring horsemanship.

For family audience including children.

(First National—6 reels)
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Clear the Decks
Directed by Joseph Henaberry

Featuring Reginald Denny
Story "When the Devil Was Sick" by

E. J. Rathe

GOOD comedy with plenty of action.

.Having fallen in love with a girl at

first sight, an impetuous youth decides, to sail

that afternoon on the same steamer with her

but finds he cannot get passage. Fortune

smiles on him however when he meets a sick

friend of his who is booked to sail on that

steamer, and who is to meet his nurse, whom
he has never seen, at the dock. Finding that

his friend does not want to go he suggests

changing places. Things after all do not turn

out so well for him. The nurse has brought

a goat on board—goat's milk having been

prescribed for the patient. And moreover he

is kept in bed by the nurse, but he finally

makes his escape and attempts to see the girl.

In the meantime a valuable necklace belonging

to her has been stolen and he discovering the

crooks, explains his reason for the ruse and he

and the girl confess their love.

For family audience including young peo-

ple.

(Universal—6 reels)

Desert Nights

Directed by PFilliam Nigh

Featuring Gilbert

]Mary Nolan

Original screen story by John Thomas Neville

and Vale Van Every

^ THRILLING desert drama. A gang

of thieves raid the office of an African

diamond mine and carry the manager off with

them seeking to escape over the desert. They

are soon lost on the trackless sands and have

to release the manager from his shackles in

order that he may lead them to safety. The
terrible heat and thirst bring out the yellow-

ness of the leader of the thieves as well as the

fineness of his girl accomplice as she falls in

love with the manager. The picture gives a

real sense of hardships actually endured under

a pitiless sun. The manager dupes the thief

by replacing the diamonds with pebbles and

returns to the mine w-here the thief is appre-

hended as he straggles in, exhausted.

For the mature audience.

( J\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer—7 reels)

The Dummy
Directed by Robert Milton

„ . {Ruth Chatterton
r eatunng \ , n[Mickey Bennett

Play by Harvey O'Higgins and Harriet Ford

A CLEVER all-talking detective comedy
drama. A small boy who worms his way

into a detective agency is hired by them. Their
plan is to have him kidnapped by a notorious

kidnapping gang suspected of having taken

the small daughter of wealthy parents. The
boy adds a brilliant idea when he suggests

that he pretend to be deaf and dumb so he can

learn more. The plan works w'ell and the

boy is taken to the house where the little girl

has been hidden and later they are both moved
to a lodge in the mountains. Unfortunately

the boy talks in his sleep and gives away the

plot, but he has managed to send word to the

detectives where he is and they come in time

to save both the children and to capture the

kidnappers. The cast includes several stars

from the stage.

For the family audience including children.

(Paramount—6 reels)

""Hearts in Dixie
Directed by Paul Sloan

e

Featuring All Negro Cast

Original screen story by Walter Weems
COLORFUL picture of Southern plan-

tation life with lots of good singing,

dancing and talking. It is an all colored cast

with the exception of a white physician, and

contains some notable acting, especially on the

part of Stepin Fetchit who plays the role of

an indolent, care-free negro to perfection. The
picture is a series of episodes rather than a

connected story. There is a picturesque wed-

ding with a great deal of dancing by young

and old and a fine scene on the levee when the

old river steamer makes a landing, an event

of first class importance to all the colored

folks. The picture successfully captures the

charm of the old negro life just after the Civil

War and the sound reproductions are uni-

formly good.

For family audience including children.

(Fox—7 reels)

The Leatherneck
Directed by Howard Higgin

Featuring William Boyd
Original screen story by Elliott Claivson
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THE Three Musketeers are always good.

Put them into the uniform of the U. S.

Marines with a modern story of adventure

and comradeship and they become just as

glamorous as the original Dumas trio with

their lace cuffs and their befeathered hats.

In this picture the dramatic effect is height-

ened by having the story told by one of them

on trial to account for his two friends, one

of whom is dead and the other out of his

mind. The setting is China with a revo-

lutionary back-ground. The three boys have

run into a Russian refugee, and his attractive

daughter, who has an interest in some potash

mines. Heckla, a buccaneer of shady anteced-

ents proposes the despoilation of the Russian

and is promptly beaten up by the boys. In re-

venge he stages a revolutionary riot, killing the

Russian and abducting his daughter. One by

one the boys slip away from the barracks to

even up accounts. A stirring story of adven-

ture, well told.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe—9 reels)

The Redeeming Sin

Directed by Howard Bretherton

{Dolores Cosiello

Conrad Nagel

Lionel Barrymore

Original screen story by R. V. Jefferson

AMELODRAMATIC romance of the

Paris underworld. A cafe dancer's little

brother, whom she idiolizes, is shot during a

robbery. His sister rushes him to a young
doctor who cannot save his life. The girl

thinks that the doctor has willfully neglected

saving the child becauce of what she is. She

plays up to him planning to break his heart

and finally to give him into the hands of her

comrades. In spite of herself, she falls in love

with him and is willing to sacrifice herself for

him. The production is well directed and the

cast is a favorite one.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—8 reels)

Strange Cargo

Directed by Benjamin Glazer

(Lee Patrick

Featuring
^ Frank Reider

I

Kyrle Bellew

Original screen story by Benjamin Glazer

and Kyrle Bellew

MURDER m\fstery story which takes

place entirely on a luxurious yacht. It

is the owner himself who is murdered and

apparently he deserved it. The captain of

the ship holds an inquiry with everybody un-

der suspicion. The ship's doctor who is a

fugitive from justice and who had reason to

hate the owner of the yacht seems a likely

lead. But suspicion leaves him to fasten in

turn upon everybody in the party. Who is

finally uncovered in a hidden cupboard and

how he figures in the plot, well, that is part

of the mystery which you will enjoy.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe—8 reels)

" Two Days
Directed by George Stabovoy

Featuring /. E. Zamychkovski

Original screen story by S. M. Lazurin

DRAMA of social conflict in the Rus-

sia of today revolving around the cen-

tral figure of an old family retainer who can-

not forget his loyalty to his former master.

He is left alone to take care of the estate when
the family flees from the approaching revolu-

tionists. His efforts are concentrated upon
saving the young heir who has accidentally

been left behind. His own son, long disap-

peared, turns up as a revolutiontarv leader.

The old man is tossed about in the ebb and
flow of revolutionary and reactionary fortunes

of war. When the young heir whose life he

has saved denounces him, his mind apparently

gives way and he burns down the whole estate

with its inmates and is then shot to death by
the revolutionists. I. E. Zamychkovski gives

an excellent interpretation.

For the mature audience.

(Amkino—7 reels)

NON-FEATURES
The Belle of Samoa

Movietone. The misadventures of two
travelers who violate a native Samoan law.
The film is largely singing by a native troupe.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—2 reels)
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The Bishop's Candlesticks

An all-talking picture. The episode of the

stealing of the candlesticks in "Les Miser-

ables."

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)

A Dominion of Diversity

(Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge)

Scenic of Canada.

For family audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Friendship

Movietone drama. Friends who try to

disillusion a man about a woman by giving

him proofs of her bad behavior find that he

has already married her. A case of over-

zealous friendship.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—3 reels)

The Hawaiian Love Call

Hawaiian love story of a girl betrothed to

a man she does not love.

For family audience including children.

(Tiffany-Stahl— 1 reel)

Jungle Kings and Queens of the

Screen

(Our World Today Series)

Movie lions and lionesses ; views of Greek

mountain cliff monasteries ; a wedding among
the Dyack tribe of Africa.

For family audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

King Cotton
(World We Live In Series)

Scenic showing the growth and cultivation

of cotton.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Napoleon's Barber

A dialogue movietone. An incident in the

life of Napoleon, before Waterloo, when a

fanatical barber lost his chance to kill the Em-
peror because he did not recognize him. Fine

acting.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—3 reels)

Schubert's Songs

A musical number of the well-known songs

of this famous composer.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Alpine Antics

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald the Lucky Rabbit goes to the aid

of his girl in the Alps.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Ask Dad
Slapstick Comedy. A boy is in love with

his father's secretary, so is the father only he

does not realize it until he believes she loves

someone else.

For family audience including young people.

(Educational—2 reels)

The Diplomats

Farce in which two comedians as burlesque

diplomats procure the incriminating document

from the susceptible fat lady and save the

king. Featuring Clark and McCuUough.
For family audience including young people.

(Fox 1- reels)

False Alarm Fire Company
Very amusing skit of a fire chief and his

men Avho were too busy playing cards to go to

a fire.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Flying Yeast

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat monkeys with the yeast and

the house flies up and lands on a dirigible and

thus he is claimed the first house stowaway.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

His Angel Child

Slapstick. Thinking his neighbor's baby is

his, a man kidnaps it and trouble follows.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)
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Ko-Ko's Reward
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko finds the artist's daughter and gets

his reward.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Lumberjack
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald finds gold in a tree that he chops

down.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Marching On
Movietone. Chick Sales does his well-

known impersonation of a civil war veteran

who knew Lincoln.

For family audience including children.

( Fox—2 reels

)

Newlywed's Angel Child

Snookum's gets his picture taken under diffi-

culties.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

{Continued from page 14)

vice has been adequately introduced, I venture

to say that the average audience will feel that

without the spoken accompaniment these pic-

tures have lost their grip, their lively interest.

Comedies

"In the realm of comedy immense possibili-

ties for the Phonofilm unquestionably lie. The
humor of many ludicrous situations can be

screamingly increased if the right words, the

right jest, were spoken at the right time, in

the proper dialect or vernacular or tone of

voice. Similarly, in animated cartoons, where
the little animals or mannikens can speak their

funny thoughts as well as act their funny

ways, the humor of this new type of comedy
can be readily doubled.

Great Men
"The filming of notable men, characters in

the public eye, presidents and rulers, candi-

dates for public office, etc., will be manifoldly

more interesting and genuine to the audience

when their voices are also reproduced, instead

of the present more or less inane mockery of

their moving lips accompanied by silence.

Picture for the moment what the Phonofilm

will mean in perpetuating our really great

men for coming generations. How priceless

now would be the film reproduction of Lin-

coln delivering his immortal Address at Get-

tysburg, or of Roosevelt as he stood before the

Hippodrome audience at his last public ap-

pearance, delivering a message to his country-

men, the inspiration of which has already

been, how sadly, lost. Could we now see and

hear Edwin Booth as Hamlet, Irving as

Richelieu, Mary Anderson as Juliet—for real

comparison, not based on treacherous and

fading memories, with our present day 'great'

tragedians! None can deny the need to our

present thoughtless generation of frequently

hearing and seeing in their exalted moments
our really great men reproduced from time

to time for the benefit and uplift and inspira-

tion of us all. That these great moments in

the lives of great men shall not be forever

lost to our descendants, is one of the debts

which those who shall come after us will owe
to the film which records both the voice and

visage of the nation's leaders. And thus I

ask you, judge not the usefulness of the Phono-

film by this present accomplishment, but rather

by its promise of finer things soon to be

achieved !"

There is little that I can add to this state-

ment of the pos5iibilities of Phonofilm, as I

reviewed them six years ago. Many of the

things which I then stated as possibilities have

become realities—the talking newsreel for

instance, and the use of sound effects in car-

toon reels. The development of the new
technique of producing pictures has come
more slowly, but I believe, now the more
enterprising of the producers have fully real-

ized that talking motion pictures furnish

the scope for a form of entertainment as dis-

tinct from the two now existing stage and

silent screen, as these two differ. The prog-

ress has started in the right direction, but I

am just as sure now as I was in 1923, that

talking pictures will provide an entertain-

ment that will be just as pleasing, just as ar-

tistic and just as amenable to progress along

the scope which is inherently its own, as either

of the other two, and because of these things

it will be equally successful for the theatre.
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was organized in 1909 by the People'» Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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Sound Sense

IN the April issue of Children, The Par-

ents' Magazine, Professor Walter B.

Pitkin comments upon the future of the

talkies and their effect upon screen entertain-

ment in the following prophetic strain:

"We hereby file our ofHcial forecast on the

moral ef¥ect of the talkies. We assert that the

ear is more moral than the eye. And we pre-

dict that the talkies will uplift the movies

more than all reformers ever can."

The prophecy, from our observation of

talking pictures already reviewed and the

trend they indicate, has every chance of being

fulfilled. Professor Pitkin, a sound psychol-

ogist and a close student of the motion picture,

has put his fingers upon a development which

is predicated by the very nature of this added

form of expression which the movies have

acquired by the use of speech.

For the ear, if not intrinsically more moral

than the eye, (it has been held by many in

their warning against the motion picture as

an instrument of moral offense that the thing

seen leaves a more indelible impression than

the thing heard) is at least more instinctively

censorious, more responsive to the psycholog-

ical censor which functions subjectively in all

of us and builds up our inner standard of re-

straint. There are many things which would
become offensive if put into words or if already

presented to the eye were also commented
upon. Professor Pitkin elaborated upon this re-

cently in an address before the Rutherford

(N. J.) Better Films Committee by pointing

out that certain scenes and incidents in the

silent picture would have been offensive if

accompanied by oral comment. The eye could

slide over them but the lips would falter.

They will have to be omitted from the talkie

of the future.

But to our mind the improvement in talking

pictures will not stop there. These are, after

all, the negative virtues of omission and avoid-

ance. The gain will come in the department

of intelligence as well as of morals. We must

not forget that speech is the medium through

which our intelligence manifests itself. In

this respect the motion picture is really in

the state of the child which has begun to speak.

When the child begins to speak it gives^ us

its first manifestations of its intellectual capac-

ities. Concurrently we begin to judge the

child by a certain intellectual standard, to

make certain demands upon it.

Something of this sort is taking place with

the talkie. For in talking it must say some-

thing. And the thing it says, the plot situa-

tion and the conflict between characters which
it outlines in terms of dramatic dialogue will

have to meet the same test of rationality

which prevails upon the stage. Unless we
are very much mistaken this means that some
of the favorite plots of the movies will have
to be scrapped. It must be remembered that

when the movies got under way they seized

with avidity upon all the shopworn plots

which the theatre had discarded because they

could no longer stand the intellectual Jest of

theatre audiences. They were the laughing
stock of earnest students taking courses in

dramatic writing at our colleges or were

3
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kicking about in cheap houses devoted ex-

clusively to melodramas.

The silent movie could use these old plot

situations, could revitalize them with a fresh

scenic investiture. The screen through its

hundred-fold greater flexibility of set and

scene could disguise the psychological stale-

ness and immaturity of these plots. It did

so with a will, delaying the development of

the original scenario, keeping the motion pic-

ture at its glittering childish level.

With the development of the talkie that is

no longer possible. The screen from now on

must increasingly face the same criterion as

the stage. The simpering heroine who is so

dumb that she never suspects that the pre-

posterous villian has evil designs upon her

until he locks the door and launches an at-

tack which is forever frustrated by the hero,

must go. For the moment she opens her mouth

she will reveal a degree of imbecility which

yv'iW make an audience of any degree of intel-

ligence impatient of listening to her fate. Thus
to Professor Pitkin's greater morality of the

eye we would add the greater discrimination

of the intelligence as a factor in improving

the talking picture. Not thaj: these two are

unrelated. For if greater intelligence will not

make for better morals what thing this side

of magic will"? ^ ,

A RECENT issue of Film Daily con-

tains a timely warning about a cer-

tain tendency in talking pictures to

go in for ultra-sophistication in the dialogue

sequences. Mr. Maurice D. Kann, in an edi-

torial, makes the valid point that it is a great

mistake that the country as a whole is in a

mood to accept the wise-cracks and the spicy

dialogue to which cosmopolitan audiences in

the big cities have become accustomed on the

stage. The industry here faces a problem of

voluntary self-editorial guidance which it will

.do well to exercise in its own interests. Mr.
Kann entitles his advice on the sound film

"Step Carefully" and says:

"Remember the family. Three words that

producers might well adopt as a permanent

slogan and with them as a basis select their

story material with discretion. The back-

bone of theatre attendance and, consequently,

the prosperity of the entire business is family

trade. The sensibilities of the mob may be

flouted, but the industr}- cannot get awa\' with

it forever.

Impressionable minds must be guarded and

carefully moulded. The head of every fam-

ily will tell you this. If the tendency in mo-

tion pictures, for instance, is to produce en-

tertainment in the guise of questionable

themes, there can be but one out for motion

pictures.

Sound and the possibilities it has opened up

via the dialogue route tend to do this. So-

phistication is being heaped on films at too

rapid a gait. For proof, you need but turn to

a number of current talking pictures. And
so we again urge that the family be borne in

mind.

There is something in this industry's struc-

ture aside from the New Yorks and Chicagos."

J
DO not believe that even the most per-

fect 'talkies' will kill the silent film. In

my opinion, after their first flush of novelty,

they will take second place in the programs of

the cinema theatres, among the newsreels and

the comics, and then only to reproduce the

brief remarks of some famous person, an

operatic solo, duet or chorus. It must be re-

membered that the vast majority of the people

who go to the cinema do so in order not to

be obliged to listen to the human voice, but

to procure a brief respite from the sounds

which are so nerve-racking during all the rest

of the day."—Cosmo Hamilton, novelist.

I^ILITARY instruction by means of talk-

ing pictures is being sponsored by gov-

ernment officials in Washington. Three films

have already been made and successfully

shown to willing watchers and listeners. More
are soon to follow. One picture shows an in-

fantry battalion in operation under fire. Use

of machine guns, the making of a barrage and

other activities of real warfare are portrayed

on the screen while an expert instructor ex-

plains everything shown over a movietone.

The obvious advantages of this method of in-

struction have won many supporters for the

plan. The. navy promises to enter the new
field of talking movie instruction in the near

future and there are many who point out that

certain college lectures might be worked out

and given in this manner without need of a

personal instructor.
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The Child and the Screen
By Mrs. Howard S. Gans

President, Child Study Association of America

Mrs. Gans has served on the General Cojn-

mittee of the National Board of Review since

1914 and was one of the original members of

the Committee on Films for Young People

out of which developed the present Better

Films National Council. As President of the

Child Study Association of America, an organ-

ization which for many years has been devoted

to child welfare work, she was able to present

at the Twentieth Anniversary Conference of

the National Board a viewpoint gained

through long experience with her subject.—
Editor's Note.

IT
seems to me that my place on the pro-

gram is to try to set forth what we con-

ceive to be some fundamental principles on

which we can base our selection of films for

children and by which we can get a picture of

the child for whom we are selecting these films.

For this reason I have taken the subject of

the child and the screen in a rather broad way.

The most interesting and the most im-

portant stories in the world have formed the

substance of the world's best literature and

drama, that which is most nearly universal in

its appeal. It is not practicable to any great

extent to separate children's films from films

for others. Therefore, if we produce films

that adequately set forth the great stories, we
are doing the best we can for children.

Since 1915, the National Board of Review

through the Better Films National Council

has been carrying out a constructive program
in furthering children's matinees and in help-

ing those Avho are actively taking part in this

movement by furnishing carefully selected lists

of suitable films for the average child and in

correlating efforts in widespread communities

throughout the country. For many years, the

Child Study Association has had a committee

on motion pictures co-operating with the Bet-

ter Films National Council in an endeavor to

provide suitable programs for children's mati-

nees.

Children have leisure and in the conditions

of urban life spend no inconsiderable part of

this in going to places of amusemet. The mo-
tion picture is one of the principal places avail-

able. City homes are contracted and often drab

and dull. There is no room to play. There is

little social life possible. There are books, of

course, but books have never been the recourse

of the majority of the people. Only a minority

will find any literature besides sensational trash

sufficiently interesting to hold their attention.

Good literature, the stuff of good literature,

will often not get across because the process of

reading does not vitalize it sufficiently. There
was a time when poetry and novels were read

aloud in the family circle or other groups and

so became more animated, but social conditions

Mrs. Howard S. Giiiu

do not permit this today. The theatre, on the

other hand, is too expensive and too exclusive

in respect to time. The only alternative is the

motion picture.

What then is it that children most desire in

pictures? They like to see things happen. They
like action. They like to do things. But the

restrictions of life in cities and in the present

day mechanical age do not lend themselves

notably to the satisfaction of these desires.

Therefore, the real problem of the movies in
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relation to the crowd is "How can this be

supplied, not harmfully, but positively, bene-

ficially ?"

Everything is beneficial which gives a

greater knowledge and understanding of real

conditions. That is what expands and en-

riches personality. The principal dif?erence be-

tween the same subject treated in ^ood and

bad literature is that in the latter it is falsi-

fied through a mist of sentimentality, of ir-

relevant motion.

The following incident is an instance of the

kind of thing that can happen and should hap-

pen. It illustrates the significance of the hon-

esty of real literature in relation to the hon-

esty of the reader. A fourteen-year old girl

came across Sudermann's "Song of Songs" in

the library of her parents. She was attracted

by it and asked her mother whether this was

an immoral book. Her mother replied, "It is

not an immoral book. It is, in fact, a very fine

piece of literature, but it deals with the story

of a woman who, according to our standards

has led an immoral life." The girl read the

book and was able intelligently and sympa-

thetically to discuss the temptations to which

the woman had been subjected and the extent

to which she had resisted them, and it pro-

vided altogether a valuable experience.

It is not necessary to have things wholly

virtuous, provided the story is so presented

that the young person can get a sense of values

out of it. For instance, stories with the very

element of horror in them, if consistent, do

not react unfavorably upon children. The ex-

perience caused may be an emotional catharsis.

The motion picture has the merit of ex-

pressing action by more actual presentation

than the written word. It is more easily pos-

sible in the motion picture than in the novel to

be interestingly real without debilitating senti-

mentality. Therefore, the motion picture is a

most serious instrument for expanding the

knowledge and adding to the culture of the

young.

The most important point to consider when

we ask, "Do the motion picture producers sup-

ply a demand, or does the public have to take

what is given them?" is will the public accept

honestly presented renditions of life? Will

they accept the great stories, the records of

great adventure, the interesting incidents of

life set forth in the spirit of a great art that is

without sentimental slush, or will they demand

the falsifications? It is, of course, easier to

write slushy scenarios than straight-forward

ones. It is easier to get sentimental effects

than real ones, but these difficulties are not

insuperable.

The question of the possible demand that

can be made upon the producers depends upon

the possible acceptance by the audiences. There

can be no doubt but that it would be better

for children if from the start they became

habituated to an honest view of life rather

than to that presented by sentimental litera-

ture and sentimental movies. Everything that

has beauty, truth, action, variety of experience,

everything which makes for a larger acquain-

tance with man and with nature is profitable.

Pictures for children should not, therefore,

essentially falsify life. It is better that fairy

tales should be laid in fairyland than in gilded

halls of vice and luxury. Heroic deeds, great

adventures, successful action, should have their

real conditions presented. Fiction should not

violate fact but should illustrate it.

Educationally the motion picture has in-

finite possibilities. Much of the description in

text books is utterly futile and cannot hold the

attention. Illustrations are as a rule clearer

than text but moving illustrations by means of

the motion picture are more effective than still

pictures. This is especially true for nature

study in all its varieties. Geography and the

study of foreign countries—their peoples, cus-

toms and products, can be portrayed in stories

that will make them more real than they have

ever been, even, in fact, more real to the stu-

dent than to those who visit these countries,

for the traveler often gets less distinct impres-

sions from the whole than when some part is

distinctly shown. This kind of picture care-

fully produced can be used as a means of uni-

versal understanding, to make children realize

that other peoples may have dif¥erent ways but

that these have their peculiar reason for being

and have the same meaning to the others as

their own ways have for them.

The more children live active and full lives,

the less they need the constant stimulus and

distraction of fiction. Though it is certain

that we should do all that is possible to im-

prove the conditions of their ordinary daily

living, there is no use quarreling with the

present facts. Disapproval does not alter ac-

tual conditions. At present, children will seek

distractions because they have more time than

{Continued on page 11)
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The Super-Spectacle

THERE was a time when the screen's

power impressed itself upon us through

those films which showed great masses

—armies and mobs—moving against a huge-

ness of background used to recreate historic

battlefields, seething streets and temples,

whole cities of the past. Through its power

of panorama the scope of the screen was first

made known. We recall some really mag-

nificent things

—

Antony and Cleopatra, Ca-

biria, later The Birth of a Nation and

—

greatest of all

—

Intolerance, that stirring

dream of humans oppressed that once Mr.
Griffith had, too dim, too unseizable, too ter-

rible and vast to emerge upon the screen ex-

cept in exciting fragments. In Intolerance

allegory first crept into pictures—the method

long used by older arts to illuminate men's

deeds by placing the shadow of symbolic action

at their background. It was also the genesis

of the morality film.

Since then, from time to time, when great

sums of money have been available and the

question has been what to do with them, some

producer has said, "Let's make a spectacle!

Let's pile everything into it—make it the big-

gest motion picture show on earth!" This

show has invariably been aimed at the box-

office, the idea having been to cram the pic-

ture so full of everything that everybody

would be pleased with something in it, or at

least stunned by all of it. The psychological

weapon employed to accomplish this has been

an avalanche of images dumped at the audi-

ence's head to paralyze its visual nerves. Such
films have seldom had anything to do with

art, have never approached the grand har-

mony—no matter how disordered and inter-

rupted—that lay behind the divination and
intent of Intolerance, artistically have never

justified the means or the money spent on
them. On the other hand it can be said that

in such productions now and then have oc-

curred sequences that have formed like sud-

den visions to overpower us with the stupen-

dous range of the motion picture camera and
made it possible for us to hope that some day
a supreme artist of the magnitudes would use

the screen for his imagination.

It is the weakness for the allegorical or mor-
ality theme, in the dreams of lesser minds,

that has played hob with the spectacle film

—

the film that could be justified were it merely

to show us grandiose pictures, as if it were

a picture book that someone opened be-

fore eyes not asked to reason, like the

eyes of children, but which jars us out of

our child-interest when it proposes a story-

plot that asks us to cerebrate as sensible peo-

ple, and then throws us down by making us

realize that we are too grown-up for such

vaporings.

Mr. De Mille is fond, or used to be, of

this expensive tomfoolery and showed it by

The Ten Commandments. Yet in that part

of the film which dealt with Pharaoh and his

palaces, his horsemen and chariots pursuing

the tribes of Moses down to the Red Sea,

there were sequences where the movement was
vast and authentic and the curtain rose again

on that Pharaoh's time. In those sequences,

and only in them, The Ten Commandments
was artistically virtuous.

So it is with Noah's Ark, the latest, it

would seem the most expensive, and in many
ways the most prodigious of our film spec-

tacles. There may be analog}' between the

Biblical flood and the recent war, they may
both have been the act of an avenging God
to cure man of his greed, cruelty and lust, "to

teach him a lesson"—if so, it is a too compli-

cated drama of anger for other than the

wisest to be concerned about, in motion pic-

tures or outside of them, and too many of the

public think themselves wise enough these days

to be very seriously interested in it. The
feature of Noah's Ark which holds our inter-

est when it arrives, and while we wait for

other matters to go on, is the visualization of

the coming of the waters upon the land.

Then, whether characters drown or survive,

whether the theme is proved true or not, or

if it makes us better men or leaves us as

we are, we do not care—the allegory, the

moral or whatever it is, is submerged in the

spectacle of the waters that flow, spout, des-

cend and flow again as they have never done

in a motion picture before. To say that the

spectacle of this event, for even the most
frivolous minded, is not at moments both con-

vincing and terrifying in its realism, or super-

{Continued on page 15)
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COMMITTEE

Louise Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson

J. K. Paulding
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensit'e idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies, and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding -merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers who are looking be-

yond what the popular theatres have to offer.

SECRETARY

Alfred B. Kuttner

Alfred B. Kuttner

Wilton A. Barrett

r
Piccadilly

Directed by E. A. Dupont
Photographed b\ Werner Brandes-

The Cast
Mabel Greenfield Gilda Grey
Valentine Wilmot Jameson Thomas
Shosho Anna May Wong
Jim King Ho-Chang

Original screen story by Arnold Bennett

THE first serious contender of our Amer-

ican product to reach these shores from

EjagHsh studiosJs Piccadilly. This pic-

ture has the double advantage of E. A. Du-

pont's direction and of the presence of Gilda

Gray and Anna May Wong in the cast. Of
them, with Dupont having Variety to his

credit and two actresses of varied experience

on the screen, something out of the ordinary

was perhaps to be expected. Something out of

the ordinary has resulted, for Piccadilly is the

first film out of England that measures up,

both artistically and dramatically, in produc-

tion values to our best standards of quality in

screen entertainment. And it is among the

topnotch of imported films.

Arnold Bennett supplied the story. Mr.
Bennett has not been put through any studio

system. He thus approaches his material as a

free writer. Building his story soundly around

a variation of the triangle and partly borrow-

ing his atmosphere from Burke's "LImehouse

Nights" he succeeded in producing a work-

manlike script. In its careful seizure of sig-

nificant detail, and its insistence on logical

motivation, the film which results is truly

outstanding.

The leading attraction of the Piccadilly

Restaurant is Mabel Greenfield a dancer

(Gilda Gray) who is slipping away from her

best form. When her partner is discharged

for having troubled her with his attentions

her waning power to hold her clientele be-

comes even more apparent. Her last per-

formance has been annoyingly disturbed by an

obstreperous guest who makes an undue fuss

about a soiled plate. Valentine Wilmot the

owner (Jameson Thomas) goes to the kitchen

to investigate. A Chinese scullery maid with

the divine spark of the dancer in her is per-

forming on top of the table to the edification

of the rest of the employees. The owner gives

her a private trial and decides to feature her.

The dancer, jealous, instinctively fears that

she will lose the owner's love and when the

former scullery maid becomes a success over-

night in an exotic oriental dance, her dismay

is complete. The owmer becomes infatuated

with Shosho the Chinese girl. A little later

she is found murdered in her apartment in

Limehouse, under circumstances that impli-

cate the owner and the dancer. At the en-

suing court investigation the girl's Chinese

lover unexpectedly turns out to be the keystone

of the mvsterv.

Silhouette Method in "Piccadilly"

8
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Ilhistratitig Dupont's Interesting Use

The introduction of the picture is cleverly

contrived. Instead of a bald title stating the

time and place we see various night shots of

Piccadilly Circus and the name of the Picca-

dilly Restaurant is displayed through many
and diverse printed and illuminated signs or

on the sides of moving busses until we are

made to feel that this restaurant is the hub

of London's night life and the place of places

to which to go. Almost imperceptibly we find

ourselves in the club watching Mabel's dance

with her partner at the height of their success.

Then we find Mabel dancing alone to the

accompaniment of the incident of the soiled

plate which distracts both her and the guests

and spoils her act by robbing her of her poise.

The gentleman who objects so strenuously to

the soiled plate makes the most of a nice bit.

He is an individual of porcine aspect, some
Continental gourmand, so petty and self-im-

portant that he commits the unpardonable

breach of creating a disturbance while an

artist is performing. All through these se-

quences the action is life-like and the atmos-

phere of a fashionable night-club splendidly

adduced through Mr. Dupont's admirable di-

rection and original use of the camera.

of Camera Angles in "Piccaililly^'

Valentine Wilmot, the owner of the res-

taurant, finding that Mabel can no longer hold

his patrons and intrigued by the possibilities

of Shosho, goes to the Chinese quarter in

Limehouse in order to select a Chinese cos-

tume. There he meets Jim (King Ho-Chang)
Shosho's enigmatic friend.

Shosho intuitively sensing Valentine's in-

fatuation, changes subtly from a humble scul-

lery maid to an imperious woman who realizes

her power. There follows an excellent scene

in a kind of low-life "Piccadilly" in the Lime-

house district. A negro and a white woman
are separated for dancing together by the

highly moral proprietor who evidently has

strong views about miscegenation. Shosho and

Valentine may not see the analogy but the

incident invites the spectator to do so. It is a

good example of the camera doing its own
talking.

The ambiguity about Shosho's death which

sets up the inquiry about who killed cock

robin in the ensuing court scene is rather

tricky, and for a moment the transition of

action for which we are not prepared tends

to confuse us and break the suspense. But

the interest is quickly renewed in a scene
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where the court procedure is presented with a

care seldom lavished on this sort of thing in

films. It also produces the most magnificent

acting in the whole picture when Jim, Shosho's

Chinese lover, confesses just before his self-

inflicted death that he killed Shosho in a fit

of jealous\' after Mabel left. This Jim does

a priceless piece of work here. If it is true

that he is really the proprietor of a Chinese

shop in the London slums then there is some-

thing in the theory that pantomimic ability is

the gift of the gods in spite of the claims of

directors that screen actors are puppets who
can be made to do anything they are told.

Aside from that outstanding performance

one of the most revealing things about this

picture is the re-discovery of Gilda Gray and

of Anna May Wong. Miss Gray has been so

thoroughly tagged and pigeon-holed on the

American screen as a "nothing but" shimmy
exponent that nobody ever thought of her as

an actress. Here her very real abilities at last

have found an opportunity. Her portrait of

the cabaret dancer is done with finesse and a

fine intuition. The case of Anna May Wong
is slightly different. Since her first real op-

portunity in The Thief of Bagdad nobody of

any judgment at all could doubt her talent.

Yet she continued to be shelved except for

small parts and no adequate role was ever

created for her. It is rather an irony that two

such actresses whose talents were first at the

disposal of directors in this country should

have found the opportunity in an English

studio of creating the parts for which recog-

nition is chiefly due them.

Mr. Dupont deserves great credit for his

direction of Piccadilly, even though he displays

at times a tendency to jazz his camera too

much, keeping it on the move constantly even

when it should be at rest. Camera acrobatics

are no magic formula for picture perfection.

But Mr. Dupont's excess here is after all

pardonable because it is an error on the right

side. Before the days of camera mobility so

eagerly popularized by Variety and The Last

Moment, pictures were on the point of going

dead, cinematically speaking, because direc-

tors were in the habit of merely shifting the

scene where they should have shifted the cam-

era. Through Mr. Dupont's technique a mo-
bility is achieved which often gives us angles

of perception outside of the usual way in

which we see things, which adds freshness and

interest to the cinema pattern that he spreads

on the screen. Piccadilly is thus invariably at

once fluid and sharp, in the impression of

characters and situations it makes. It is dis-

tinctly of the cinema.

Its closing shots should not go without re-

mark. A passerby stops to buy a paper in

which he casually reads the headline pertain-

ing to Shosho's inglorious and sordid death.

As he turns to the racing news to find whether

he has won a bet, a line of down-and-outers

passes before the camera, bearing placards ad-

vertising the name of the latest show in town.

Its name is "Life Goes On". A touch of

satire referring to a pathos that makes this

film propound a question beyond the mere in-

cidents of its story. Thus its ending is on the

note of intelligence that informs the whole

production.

Produced by the British International

Studios; Distributed by If'orld (fide Pic-

tures,- I nc.

Krassin
Cameraman on board "Krassin"

,

li'ilhelm Bluvstein

Cameraman on board "JMalyghim"

,

Ignati Palentey -

Cameraman on board "Perseus"

,

Eugene Bogorov

THE camera record of the exploits of

the Russian ice-breaker "Krassin" in

searching for the survivors of Nobile's

North Pole expedition, is a superb newsreel

of a thrilling and notable exploit. The pic-

ture tells the story as the camera saw it and

becomes the graphic supplement to the written

record of the eye witnesses who were part of

that exploit. Once more the camera has done

what only the camera can do.

The picture starts with views of Nobile and

his crew manoeuvering their dirigible and giv-

ing the spectator some idea of the first bril-

liant successes of the expedition. Then follows

the sudden dramatic disappearance of the air-

ship in an unchartered wilderness of ice. This

is shown by an animated map which helps to

give some idea of the problem with which the

"Krassin" was confronted.

Then follow various scenes showing the

"Krassin" being conditioned, the loading op-

erations, the hoisting of aeroplanes aboard her

deck. Under the eyes of the camera the

"Krassin" becomes an animated, intelligized

thing preparing to engage in a struggle with

a stubborn, formidable inertia, a passive form
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of resistance against which must be matched

navigating skill, a hull cunningly designed to

crunch through or partly slide over large

masses of ice, and strength measured in terms

of steam pressure and propeller drive.

On she plows, sometimes running into bits

of open water, sometimes meeting animal life

in the form of birds and seals and polar bears,

sometimes apparently hopelessly paralyzed by

the desolate and relentless ice. And again she

has to rest. Like a huge, pre-historic am-

phibian she has to come back to land for coal,

for provisions, for repairs, while her sister

ship, the "Malyghim," takes up her task.

We see her unloading her aeroplanes on the

ice, and watch them taking off for reconnoiter-

ing flights. It is very interesting to see that

aeroplanes are evidently quite practical for

arctic work, with lots of level ice for taking

off and for landing.

Not all the actualities of the eventual

rescue are shown. Apparently the camera was

not alwaj's functioning or perhaps at times

the supply of film ran short. We do not see

the ultimate drama of the lost men on the ice

floe being sighted and signalled to, nor the

joy or frenzy of their response. But we see

them a little later maimed or frozen, tenderly

cared for, see some of them walking the decks

again. The task of the "Krassin" has been

accomplished and the picture ends with her

return to civilization.

Krassin is part newsreel, part super-news-

reel where actualities are combined to give

life itself a second existence in a world of

artistic unity and significance. In this respect

Krassin, though on not quite so high a plane,

resembles Potemkin. In Potemkin the fictional

re-creation of an actual event was brought

about by the use of a newsreel method which

cut clear across the problem of creating an

aesthetic illusion by making you feel that the

events, had you seen them in the first place

as an objective, all-seeing observer (the camera

eye), would have given you aesthetic pleasure.

In Krassin, the recording camera, which is

not concerned in re-creating the event but sim-

ply in preserving it, discovers the aesthetic

quality in the event beyond its news quality.

This is due to the fact that the cameraman

was acting as a selective artist, not as an emo-

tional participant of the "Krassin's" heroic

quest— (he was not an aesthete rescuer say-

ing, "This expedition is a beautiful enter-

prise!"). We refer particularly to the fasci-

nating camera studies of the ship. The cam-

eraman did not simply photograph the ship in

motion or at rest according to the exigencies

of the expedition. He kept his camera mov-

ing, trying to capture the visual delights of

the ship. He photographed her in light or in

shadow, in contrast to the white expanse of

ice or the black waters swirling about her. By
using his camera from every angle he revealed

the ship in many more visual aspects than the

naive human eye, which is always prone to

see conventionally, could have discovered by

itself. The ship transcends its realistic char-

acter of a mere ship and becomes an abstract

mass capable of arousing aesthetic sensations

in the spectator. Something of the same effect

was, achieved in the first two reels of The Sal-

vation Hunters where the dredge, which most

people would dismiss as an ugly object, became

a thing of beauty through the perspicacity of

the camera.

To some, of course, Krassin will appeal

merely as a stirring exploit to be enjoyed like

any book of adventure. Others not inclined

to aesthetic appreciation may complam of

over-emphasis and re-iteration in this film

—

them the camera has not taught to see more

than the eye can see. But we venture to

make the point, often stressed before in these

columns, that the camera does see more than

the eye, just as the painter sees more detail

than the average person and puts it on his

canvas for us to discover with our slower per-

ceptions, and as the musician hears more sen-

sitively and creates a subtlety of sound har-

monies which the average person cannot al-

ways appreciate at the first hearing. For that

reason the appreciation of pictures must for

most of us be to some extent an acquired func-

tion. It is the task of motion picture criti-

cism to facilitate that appreciation.

Produced by Sovkino. Distributed by

A mkino.

{Continued from page 6)

interesting occupations. They must live to a

large extent vicariously and through fantasy.

The best we can demand is that this vicarious

fantasy life should not contradict the real one,

but should enhance and develop it. If that is

accomplished, art is both a pastime and a

discipline. If that is not accomplished, art is

only a pastime and a harmful influence.
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Bondage
Directed by Richard Eichberg

Photographed Heinrich Gartner

The Cast

Helena Mona Maris
Nikita Heinrich George
Countess Danischeff . . . .Maria Reisenhofer

Count Theodore Harry*Halin
Prince Leopol Oscar Homolka
Princess Sonia Jutta Jol

Based on the play "The Danischeffs" by

Pierre Newsky.

ONDAGE is an Ufa version of Rus-

sian peasant life, chiefly remarkable

for its acting and for some fine pho-

tography. The theme is the unhappy lot of

the Russian serfs before their liberation.

Count Theodore, son of the imperious

Countess Danischeff, has fallen in love with

Helena, a beautiful young serf attached to the

Danischeff household. When the Countess

hears of this she "arranges" a marriage for

her son with Princess Sonia, daughter of the

impecunious Governor of the Province. She

makes sure that Helena will make no trouble

by offering her to any serf on her estate who
will marry her.

One gathers that the Countess is by way
of being a tyrant with a strong penchant for

arranging marriages according to her ideas of

fitness. She has just ordered Nikita, another

serf, to marry a woefully unattractive wench,

in order to cure him of his drunkenness ap-

parently not having considered that such a re-

pellant spouse might make him take to drink

even more. The good Nikita crosses himself

in horror but the will of the Countess must

be done. Nikita sees a way out by offering

to marry Helena and promptly does so. He
lives with her in name only, however, in order

to protect Helena for Theodore who, as we
saw at the beginning of the picture, had saved

Nikita from a bear's deadly embrace. Count
Theodore breaks his engagement with Prin-

cess Sonia when he hears what his mother has

done, is cashiered from the army for having

insulted the Governor and returns home to

wreak vengeance upon the apparently ungrate-

ful Nikita. There he learns the truth.

From the story point of view Bondage is

perhaps somewhat overloaded with literary

pathos and didactic altruism in the manner of

Tolstoy. The ruthlessness of the Countess in

particular is overdrawn. In the treatment we

find a mixture of realism and sentimentalism,

making the whole seem like a piece of fiction

laid in Russia where such things can or could

be, rather than a veracious transcript of life

such as we find in Russian naturalistic pictures.

The acting, however, within the limita-

tions set by the style of the story is unusually

fine. This is especially true of the perform-

ance of Heinrich George in the part of

Nikita. He depicts the serf with bold strong

strokes, a happy drunken child of the soil who
rises to do a fine thing in his groping, inarti-

culate way. He is not without a touch of

Jannings' bonhommie. Mona Maris, with

her pale, delicate beauty, seems a bit refined

for a serf but her work in the part is appeal-

ing. Oscar Homolka gives a good account of

himself as a governor of the Old Regime and

Maria Reisenhofer plays competently opposite

him as the inexorable Countess.

The photoplay is well adapted to the gen-

eral style of the picture which abounds in out-

door scenes and many solid sets. The cos-

tumes undoubtedly enhance the pictorial ap-

peal of the picture especially in the wedding
scene. The horizon line shots with Nikita

and his plough silhouetted against the sky or

Helena coming to bring him his mid-day re-

past with springy elastic steps emphasize the

kinship between serf and soil.

Produced and distributed by Ufa Films, Inc.

An Outiloor Scene in "Bondage''



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczv

Department of the Better Films National Council

Extra! Extra!

^^OEE and Hear Mrs. James A. Craig, of

^ Jacksonville, Addressing the Memhers

of the National Board of Review in their

Convention in New York Cit\', Through the

Marvelous Vitaphone."

The above announcement was carried not

long ago in a Jacksonville paper and drew

quite an audience, as it was the first time a

citizen of Jacksonville was heard over the

Vitaphone. They greeted the novelty with

great enthusiasm. Mrs. Craig is the Presi-

dent of the Jacksonville Better Films Com-
mittee. The courtesy of the Warner Brothers

Pictures in taking this talking act was much
appreciated and enjoyed by all the delegates

at the time of the convention and from all re-

ports the appreciation and enjoyment is not

diminishing as time goes on but is reaching

a wider circle.

MRS. JOHN VRUWINK, from whom
we have had in the past helpful infor-

mation on motion picture activity, especially

for young people, sends us this word of her

present motion picture work. "The Women's
University Club, the Los Angeles Branch of

the American Association of University Wo-
men is reviewing films. We give one pro-

gram a month at the University Club to the

subject of motion pictures. Our mimeo-

graphed picture, reviews are mailed to the

members, seven hundred and fifty. The
luncheons are well attended and the programs

have been interesting. I think most people

are interested in motion pictures and espe-

cially in the children's angle." These re-

views are listed under the heading Current

Releases reviewed by the Motion Picture

Committee of the Women's University Club
of Los Angeles from the point of view of their

suitability as entertainment for children, and

they classify pictures for ages 6- 12-, 12-16.

Mrs. Vruwink is Chairman of the Committee
and has done much by her pioneer interest in

this field to interest the Club in motion pic-

tures.

THE members of the Better Films Council

of Waterbury (Conn.) are not only do-

ing much to gain patronage for the selected

pictures as they come to the city's theatres but

they are interesting the theatres in bringing

for exhibition especially worth while pictures

which might otherwise not be shown in the

city. The latest picture to be sponsored by

the Council was S'nnba which was shown in

the Strand Theatre on March 21 to 23. Mrs.

Frederick T. Hoadley, chairman of the Bet-

ter Films Council has sent us a report which

gives an idea of the efforts which were ex-

pended in making the Simba showing the suc-

cess it was. She says "We certainly did gain

the interest and cooperation of the schools.

The Library consented to display a poster

made by an art student in one of the high

schools. And after three bombardments the

Scouts Council "fell in line" and gave ex-

cellent cooperation ; the Director wrote a long

and enthusiastic letter which he had mimeo-

graphed and mailed to some seventy Scout

leaders and workers in the city and environs.

He also attended the monthly meeting of the

Council last week and brought considerable

interest and enthusiasm to the matters in

hand. He made an appeal to interest more men
in the movement."

The Council held its annual election at a

recent meeting. Mrs. Hoadley will continue

her able services as chairman, Mrs. Frank
Nack was elected secretary and Mrs. Anson
Miner was elected treasurer. The meeting

was presided over by Mrs. Hoadley, and a

report given of the junior matinee held at Car-

roll Theatre under the auspices of the Coun-
cil and with the cooperation of the manage-

ment at which Moran of the Marines was

shown with added features. A discussion of

better films was held by the members of the

Exceptional Photoplays Committee and plans

to have theatre managers become more in-

terested in this phase of their work were made.

Continued support has been promised the

Council in its activity by the leading theatres

of the city.

13
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THE Oneonta (N. Y.) Motion Picture

Stud}' Club held its annual election re-

centl}^ When Mrs. Ray D. Champlin, the cor-

responding secretary, reported the names and

affiliations of the new officers it seemed a

certain prediction of success for the coming

year. Mrs. W. O. Brannaman, the retiring

president could not serve again but jhe ex-

cellent work which she has done will un-

doubtedly be carried forward. The officers

are, with their representation on the club, as

follows: Mrs. Frank Shutts, President, Board

of Education, Committee on Motion Pictures,

N. Y. State Home Bureau; Mrs. George

Slade, Secretary, Episcopal Church; Mrs. F.

M. H. Jackson, Vice President, D. A. R.

;

Dr. LeRoy Weller, Treasurer, Faculty Hart-

wick College; Mrs. Ray D. Champlin, Cor-

responding Secretary, Child Conservation

League.

Mrs. Brannaman has expressed great satis-

faction that Mrs. Shutts has accepted the

presidency. She says of her, "She is an ex-

ceedingly busy woman but very much in-

terested and very capable." "Through the

efforts of the Motion Picture Study Club,"

writes Mrs. Champlin, "several organizations

have sent letters to the Schine Enterprises,

controlling the local theatres, expressing ap-

preciation of the efforts of Mr. Charles Rose,

theatre manager, in his efforts to secure better

films for the Oneonta Theatres. We hope Mr.
Rose will remain in Oneonta for he has done

his best to cooperate."

THE Better Films Committee of Rock-

ville Centre (N. Y.) held its regular

monthly meeting on March 14th. It was the

pleasure of the editor of this department to

visit them and bring them some words of

greeting from the National Board. Mrs.

Bradley Myers who has been especially suc-

cessful in her presidency of the Committee
presided. Reports which were given by the

various Chairmen showed a keen interest and

a determination to carry forward the work
outlined. The project receiving special atten-

tion now is the Saturday matinee and the

Committee has succeeded in gaining the inter-

est of the theatre exhibitor and the many
groups in the community whose aid and co-

operation would be necessary in making these

Saturday performances for young people the

success they wish them to be.

WE are pleased to record an especial

recognition which has come to one of

our members, Mrs. David D. Koger, Chair-

man of the Better Films Council of Miami
(Fla.). "Mrs. Koger has recently been

honored by an appointment to the Editors'

Council of the International Poetry Maga-
zine of which Alexander DeAryan is editor-

in-chief. It is published by the International

Writers League and is widely known in

Europe. Mrs. Koger, who is a member of

the League of American Pen Women, will

have an article on Better Films in the next

issue of the magazine which the editor asked

her to write and a poem on Miami." We be-

lieve that the cause of better films is indeed

forwarded when people with so many in-

terests as Mrs. Koger devote their time and

talents to it.

THE Chairmen of Motion Pictures of the

various clubs of the Montgomery Coun-

ty (Maryland) Federation of Women's
Clubs have been holding their monthly meet-

ings in the offices of Mrs. Harriet Hawley
Locher, Director of the Department of Pub-

lic Service and Education of the Stanley

Theatres in Washington, D. C. Mrs. ]\Iina

Church Brann is the Chairman of ^lotion

Pictures for the Montgomery County Feder-

ation and it was through arrangements made
by her that this pleasant place was made avail-

able to the members for these get-together con-

ferences. Mrs. Brann has done much to

arouse interest in better films in the clubs of

her district and by her enthusiasm and activity

she maintains this interest. At one of these

meetings which are held for the purpose of dis-

cussing the many phases of the motion picture

and to thus profit by the experience of others,

Mrs. Locher presented some of the salient

points in the use of the educational motion pic-

tures for supplementing the many club activi-

ties. To demonstrate her statements, a film

from the United States Forest Service, The
Forest and Health was shown, by means of a

portable projector such as would be suitable for

club use. At the March meeting Mrs. Brann

led the discussion on the "Reaction of Chil-

dren to Motion Pictures," after which prob-

lems confronting the various chairmen were

presented. We are very glad to have Mrs.

Brann an interested reader and user of our

National Board of Review Magazine.
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ONE of the latest recruits in the field of

the Little Theatre idea in the cinema is

the Newark (N. J.) Motion Picture Guild.

The Little Theatre of this Guild, now under

construction, will be most unique, the facade

of the building being a replica of a Moorish

tower while the interior will be decorated in

an Arabesque motif. There will be an art

gallery for the works of artists residing in

Newark. Only silent films will be shown and

the future programs are quite complete with

exceptional pictures, both American and for-

eign. The second invitational Little Theatre

night was held on March the twenty-first at

which time the National Board of Review's

chronological history of the motion picture

The March of the Movies was received with

much enthusiasm. This compilation has been

brought up-to-date and proves most interesting

and educational to all audiences. Mr. Stuart

Whitmarsh, the manager of the Guild, is en-

deavoring to make this a community project of

outstanding success and the reports are most

favorable. Among the members of the ad-

visory board are Mrs. C. O. Padelford,

Chairman, Motion Picture Committee, N. J.

State Federation of Women's Clubs; Mrs. J.

A. Granberry, Chairman, Motion Picture

Committee of The Contemporary Club of

Newark and Mrs. L. A. Mclntire, N. J. State

Chairman of Better Films, D. A. R.

THIS is the time of the year to have a

report from Garden City so we are glad

to publish the following paragraph of accom-

plishment from a letter written by Mrs.

Charles A. Hammann, Chairman of the

Garden City (N. Y.) Better Films Com-
mittee. "We have obtained the cooperation

of the management of the Mineola Theatre

for special programs for children as well as

adults on Friday of each week. Last week

we had Evangeline as the feature with a

short reel A Day with John Burroughs and

a delightful musical program. This Friday

we have A Tale of Two Cities, Through
Darkest Africa and a Chaplin comedy. The
old law of supply and demand however, is ap-

plicable to pictures as well as to other fields

of enterprise, so we shall only be able to have

these programs as long as there is a demand
for them. At any rate, it is a step in the right

direction if we can get the support of the

communit3'."

THE formation of a Better Films Com-
mittee has been accomplished in Thomas-

ville, Georgia. The organization grew out of

a suggestion made by Mrs. John Watt to the

Ladies' Study Class that the citizens and

managers of the local theatres cooperate to

have a weekly film especially suitable for chil-

dren. This Committee was able to get so

quickly under way after enthusiasm was
aroused in the community through the very

helpful advice given by Mrs. Piercy Chest-

ney, President of the Macon (Ga.) Better

Films Committee. Mrs. Watt had formerly

lived in Macon and her appeal to Mrs. Chest-

ney was met with prompt and helpful sugges-

tions. We at the National Board are very

glad to be put in touch with this new com-

mittee and we wish to give them aid and en-

couragement in their new work.

{Continued from page 7)

realism, would be to give false evidence.

Here the sheer picture triumphs, the imagina-

tion is touched and the dark Ark stirring its

huge bulk, as the waters lift it from its bed,

is believable and real. To write technically

of this film would require a paper on hy-

draulics; tons of actual water have been con-

fined and loosed in such quantities as to sweep

whole masses of people down hillsides,

through gully and vale. Here it would seem,

was a worthy attempt to create illusion by

resorting to actuality itself, by stepping out-

side the studio and doing the trick, full-size,

on the landscape itself.

So the flood in Noah's Ark becomes the

picture. The point is, such episodes can stand

by themselves on the screen and people will

pay to see them. Why not in the future do

things like this just for the spectacle alone

without the burden of the moralizing, the

tedium of intricate analogy. If we must put

our messages into films, let them come as ex-

pensively as may be wished, in the silent or

in the talkie, from an exploration of those

secret springs in mankind that humanly re-

veal our rancours and humors. The other

way the screen can attain authenticity of spec-

tacle ; only in this can it achieve the drama

of what really causes us to cry or laugh, to be

bad or good—in other words, truly move us.
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Pictures for

"Days" and "Weeks"

BETTER Films groups will find many

opportune days during the month of

IVIay to tie-up their activities with special oc-

casions and observances. A few picture sug-

gestions are given below but if more complete

lists for these and other special days are de-

sired they may be had from the National

Board of Review.

Child He.a^lth Day—I\Iay 1st

Drinking Health—2 reels. An especial ap-

peal for care in drinking w^ater during the

summer months. Y. M. C. A. Motion Pic-

ture Bureau, 120 West 41st Street, N. Y. C.

x4 Fair Day— 1 reel. Visit of the Golucky

family to the county fair where they see a

Red Cross clown give instructions in Health

Habits for children. Edited Pictures System,

Inc., 71 West 23rd Street, New York City.

The Hungry Dragon— 1 reel. Fair}' story

with puppets as actors in which the Hungry

Dragon is portrayed as tuberculosis. Carlyle

Ellis, 130 West 46th Street, New York City.

A catalogue may be procured free of charge

from the National Health Council, 370 7th

Avenue, New York City, containing a wide

selection of child welfare and health films.

Music Week—May 5th- 1 1th

Life of Beethoven—7 reels. A well told

life story of the great German musician show-

ing his struggles and triumphs. There is

warmth and tenderness in this picture which

should commend it to all admirers of Bee-

thoven. Ufa Pictures, 1540 Broadway,

New York City.

Schubert's Songs— 1 reel. A musical num-

ber of the well-known songs of this famous

composer. Paramount Famous-Lasky Corp.,

1501 Broadway, New York City.

Mother's Day—May 12th

Love's Crucifixion—8 reels. Mother love

drama. A mother is separated from her young

son during the World War but after many
tribulations they are united. World Wide
Pictures, Inc., 130 West 46th Street, N. Y. C.

The Mother—2 reels. This picture was
inspired by the painting of Sir John Lavery,

it possesses a human interest and heart appeal

that makes it most attractive. H. S. Brown,

729 7th Avenue, New York City.

Mother Machree—7 reels. Irish mother

melodrama with a World War story woven
in. Fox Films, Inc., 850 Tenth Ave., N. Y. C.

[Memorial Day—[May 30th
The Flying Fleet— 1 1 reels. An aviation

picture made with the co-operation of the

Navy. Wonderful flying sequences. Metro-

Goldwyn-[Mayer Corp., 1560 Broadway, New
York City.

The Heart of Robert E. Lee—2 reels. The
story of General Lee's decision to surrender

to General Grant told in color. [Metro-

Goldwyn-Ma3er Corp., 1560 Broadway, New
York City.

Marching On—2 reels. A Fox movietone

featuring Chick Sales in his well-known inter-

pretation of the reminiscing old Civil War
veteran. Fox Films, Inc., 850 10th Avenue,

New York City.

Our Flag— 1 reel. Illustrating the correct

salute to the flag, the text of the Oath of

Allegiance and ending with a close-up of the

D. a. R. insignia. Carlyle Ellis, 130 West
46th Street, N. Y. C. (This reel is for sale

only at the above mentioned distributor and

better films groups would find it quite useful

for their various programs during the year.)

Among the subject film lists available for

year-around tie-ups of better films activities are

Art, Better Homes, Domestic Science, Educa-

tion, English Literature, French Literature,

Gardening and Forestry, Religion and many
others. Their price is five cents each.

Bondage
{See page 12)

For family audience including young people.

Krassin

{See page 10)

For family audience including children.

Piccadilly

{See page 8)

For the mature audience.

Noah's Ark
{See page- 7)

For family audience including young people.

Produced and distributed by Warner

Brothers.
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V

REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 2J0 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terest! who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department devoted to review!, of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based jipon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures

acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for bo\'s and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.
Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for
the consideration md enjoyment of adults.

Note'—Programs for Junior Matinees should
be selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done
but not necessarily "exceptional."

The Bridge of San Luis Rey
Directed by Charles Brabiii

Featuring Lily Dai/iita

Novel by Thornton Wilder

THE Pulitzer prize-winning novel of

Thornton Wilder seems very unlikely

motion picture material but it has been fairly

faithfully transferred to the screen. Although

certain changes were necessary to link more
closely the lives of the characters, forming the

subjects of nearly separate narratives in the

book, still the picture follows the book more
accurately than is often the case. The Bridge

of San Luis Rey had stood for years near the

Cathedral of Lima until it had become a sym-

bol to the people. When the bridge falls there

are five people killed ; a haughty disillusioned

dame and her ward, a young convent girl;

a youth made unhappy through love; a dan-

cer's small son and her cast-off dancing teacher.

The picture cleverly traces the lives of these

five people showing how they are interwoven

and bringing them together on the bridge at

the fatal moment of the fall. The settings and

the photography are quite worthy of the story.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 10 reels)

Close Harmony
Directed by John Cromwell

Featuring \
Charles Rogers

^Nancy Carroll

Original screen story by Elsie Janis and

Gene Markey

ROMANCE, drama, comedy and music

are the blended parts of Close Harmony.

A popular vaudeville star helps a young man,

in whom she is interested, to get bookings for

his jazz band at her theatre. Because of pro-

fessional jealousy the course of true love does

not run smoothly. The star using her power

over men, turns a neat trick in order to fur-

ther the cause of the jazz orchestra. She

nearly loses the boy's love through his jealousy

but when he understands her ruse, all is for-

given. An excellent picture Avith Elsie Janis

of stage fame as co-author and old favorites of

vaudeville doing their specialties.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—7 reels)

The Duke Steps Out
Directed by James Cruze

Featuring IVilliam Haines

Saturday Evening Post Story by Lucian Cary

NOW that it has been established by illus-

trious precedent that all pugilists ar?

learned gentleman we need not be surprised

to find one who, having already been to col-
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lege, makes up his mind to go all over again

just to be near the girl with whom he has

fallen in love. William Haines is this impetu-

ous lad and he manages to thrive on the girl's

preliminary rebuffs at the same time driving

his trainer and his sparring partner to the verge

of insanity by his disregard of all training

rules. His identity is finally learned by the

enterprising reporteress of the college paper

and the girl, who has meanwhile come to love

him, is misled by the trainer into thinking

that he is in love with a noted actress. But it

makes all the difference whether you win your

fight and our hero does.

For family audience including young people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—8 reels)

The Freckled Rascal

Directed by Louis King

Featuring Buzz Barton

Original screen story by Frank Howard Clark

jgUZZ BARTON continues his picaresque

adventures with his old pal. Their wan-

derings bring them to a small Western town

where a gang have gotten control of the water

supply which they want to sell at an exorbi-

tant price. Buzz and his pal get busy and

combine with the young editor of the local

paper to circumvent the gang. They manage

to turn on the water and fight off the gang.

Buzz being particularly effective with his

sling shot. Buzz acts in his usual ingratiat-

ing way and in the end rides off again with

his old pal to seek fresh adventures.

For familv audience including children.

(RKO—6 reels)

^

His Captive Woman
Directed by George Fitzmaurice

Featuring \Milton Sills

JDorothy Mackaill

Story "Changeling" by Donn Byrne

A DRAMATIC story with a romantic

background. A dancer becomes in-

volved in an affair with a man and kills him.

She escapes to the South Sea Islands on the

yacht of a wealthy admirer where she becomes

very popular with the natives. In the mean-

time the police have located her and an officer

is sent to bring her back. This man is chosen

because of his record of doing a job con-

scientiously and not bothering with women.

All would have been well if the ship on which

they were returning had not been wrecked

and the two cast on a desert island. Thrown
into daily contact and forced to rely upon

each other, the man soon falls in love with

the girl and she in turn awakens to the reali-

zation of the way she had been living and her

outlook on life is changed. With no hope of

rescue they finally take marriage vows alone

on this beautiful desert island. One day a

steamer is sighted and the man is torn be-

tween his duty to signal the boat in order to

take the girl back and his longing to remain

with her on the island. It is she who decides

and they are brought back to civilization. At
the trial things seem to be going against her

and she is finally found guilty of murder.

The judge however, aware of the change in

the girl's character, pronounces sentence on

her accordingly. The story is interesting and

the natural scenes on the island are very

beautiful.

For the mature audience.

(First National—8 reels)

'"The Iron Mask
Directed by Allan Dwan
Featuring Douglas Fairbanks

Based on "The Three Musketeers" and "The

Man in the Iron Mask" by Alexander

Dumas

ONCE more D'Artagnan calls upon his

three boon companions and incompar-

able swordsmen, Athos, Porthos and Aramis,

to help him in some weighty business of state

and once more he fashions a rollicking piece of

screen entertainment. This time he measures

wits with no one less than Cardinal Richelieu

who having found out that Louis the Thir-

teenth's wife has given birth to twins, wants

the last born to disappear for reasons of state.

The rightful heir destined to become Louis the

Fourteenth is in turn captured and his iden-

tity concealed behind the mysterious figure of

the Man with the Iron Mask. D'Artagnan

becoming aware of the deceit, affects the res-

cue of the prince with the help of his three

companions in arms. The picture is beauti-

fully mounted and Mr. Fairbanks acts with

undiminished dash.

For family audience including children.

(United Artists— 11 reels)
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The Lawless Legion

Directed by Harry J. Brown

Featuring Ken Maynard

Original screen story by Bennett Collins

RO^IANCE and drama are again com-

bined in a Ken Maynard western. A
young man is chosen to drive a large herd of

cattle through a territory infested with rust-

lers. He is drugged and while under this in-

fluence the cattle are stolen. Later, posing as

a cattle buyer, he goes to the place where the

rustlers have their hangout and nearly loses

his life when he is recognized. He escapes

through the help of his beautiful and intelli-

gent horse. With his name cleared, the cattle

returned and the rustlers caught, he marries

the girl he loves. The scenery is very beauti-

ful and the picture holds the interest.

For family audience including children.

(First National—6 reels)

''The Letter
Directed by Jean de Limiir

Featuring Jeanne Eagels

Play by Soinerset Maugham

ONE of the most successful transcriptions

of a stage play to the screen yet accom-

plished through the medium of the talkies.

The picture follows the Maugham play quite

faithfully in plot but uses the freedom of the

camera wherever necessary in order to intro-

duce more variety of scenes. The story con-

cerns a woman who has murdered her faith-

less lover but succeeds in making the jury and

her husband believe that she is innocent. After

her acquittal she lets her husband know that

she really killed the man. The creation of

atmospheric scenes in the Far East where the

action of the story takes place also greatly

adds to the enjoyment of the picture. The
role of Leslie Crosbie provides an acting tri-

umph for ]\Iiss Eagels.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Note.—This picture to come before Ex-

ceptional Photoplays Committee, longer re-

view to follow.

Love and the Devil

Directed by Alexander Korda

Featuring \Milton Sills

]^Maria Corda

Ori(jinal screen story by Joseph Lazslo and

Leo Birinsky

THE romance of an English nobleman

and an Italian opera singer. The Eng-

lishman falls in love with the beautiful prima

donna, they are married and he takes her to

England. Although she loves him, she pines

for sunny Venice and the plaudits of her pub-

lic. They return to Venice and she becomes

intrigued in an affair with a former lover who

is a member of the opera company. Her maid

makes it possible for him to come to the wife's

room and there her husband finds them. Not

waiting to learn the truth the husband de-

nounces his wife but later after many trials

the two are unexpectedly reunited. This

highly emotional role is well suited to the

lovely Hungarian actress, Maria Corda, who
played the Helen of Troy part in the picture

of that name.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

Nothing But the Truth

Directed by Victor Schertzinger

Featuring Richard Dix

Play by James Montgomery

THE first Richard Dix talking picture is

an entertaining farce-comedy. A young

broker makes a wager with his business part-

ners that he will tell the truth on every ques-

tion put to him for twenty-four hours. He
finds it is not always the easiest thing to do

but he persists even when it gets himself and

others into difficulties. Many times in the

course of the twenty-four hours a white lie

would have relieved an embarrassing situation,

but the truth must be told. He wins the bet

and the girl he loves.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Pagan
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke
Featuring Ramon Novarro

Story by John Russell

AROMANCE of the South Seas. A young

and handsome native who idles his time

away singing romantic songs, falls in love with

a native girl who has been adopted by a white

trader. When she leaves the island he gives

up his idle ways and starts keeping store to

become worthy of her. The girl returns with
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the trader and is about to be forced to marry
him when the young native hearing of this

uses his own tactics and kidnaping the girl

carries her off to his mountain home. The
trader comes and takes her back to the boat

but she is again rescued by her native lover

and together they make their escape. Ramon
Novarro's singing adds greatly to the picture.

For family audience including young* people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels)

""Seven Footprints to Satan

Directed by Benjamin Christensen

77 ^ • iCreighton Hale
teaturing J

(
1 netma I odd

Novel by A. Merritt

NE of those lavish and intricate mystery

pictures which defies short analysis. But
it will certainly give the spectator a run for

his money, as the saying goes, and is likely to

leave him breathless and thrilled. A rather

naive young man with a bookish penchant for

adventure finds himself in the toils of a

diabolical gentleman who apparently has auto-

cratic and almost super-human power over his

fellow men. Mysterious panels, gorillas,

shadows out of nowhere make life decidedly

thrilling for the hero and the heroine, though,

of course, they come out all right in the end

and the diabolical gentleman proves not to be

so formidable after all.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—6 reels)

Sonny Boy

Directed by Archie Mayo
fDavey Lee

Featuring -1^ Edward Everett Horton

l^Betty Bronson

Original screen story by Leon Zuardo

COMEDY-DRAMA of domestic diffi-

culties. Threatened with having her

child taken away from her by her husband,

Sonny Boy's mother sends for her sister to

help her. The sister sneaks the child out of

the house and hides with him in the apartment

of her brother-in-law's lawyer, whom she be-

lieves to be out of town. The lawyer comes

home however, but not before his mother and

father who have arrived unexpectedly for a

visit. It is needless to say that complications

follow but they finally end in a reconciliation

between Sonnv Bov's father and mother, and

a no less happy ending for the sister and the

lawyer. The acting of Davey Lee, the very

youthful star of The Singing Fool, is excel-

lent.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

Speakeasy

Directed by Benjamin Stolojf

Featuring
\Lola Lane

Play by Edward Knoblock and George
Rosener

LL-TALKING picture of a clever news-

paper girl who has an assignment to get

a story from a prize fighter. He refuses to

see her and gives his none too flattering opin-

ion of newspaper women in general. She goes

to a speakeasy, which is his hangout, and

forces her way in. He refuses to make a

statement so she concocts a story in which she

states that he intends a return fight with his

opponent. Through her he learns that his

manager is double crossing him. He admires

her pluck and decides to stage a comeback,

which he does, winning glory but better still

winning the girl's love. The picture which

was taken in New York City presents many
of the unique sights and sounds of the busy

metropolitan life.

For family audience including young people.

( Fox—6 reels

)

Spite Marriage

Directed by Edward Sedgwick

Featuring Buster Keaton

Original screen story by Lew Lipton

THE part of a love-lorn pants preiser

serves Buster Keaton in his latest comedy-

drama. There are amusing disguises, some

thrilling moments and the star's usual mysti-

fying immobility of expression but as a whole

the picture is not up to Keaton's standard, es-

pecially as entertainment to be enjoyed by

children. Jilted by the leading man to whom
she has been engaged, the leading lady of a

stock company marries a worshipping pants

presser out of spite and leaves him the morn-

ing after the wedding. A number of adven-

tures befall him before he is picked up at sea

by a private yacht on which the girl is cruis-

ing. After many strange happenings he saves
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his wife's life ajid they discover that they are

in love.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-j\Iayer—9 reels

Square Shoulders
Directed by E. Mason Hopper

„ . [Louis Wolheini
t eaturiiuj

(
, ^ , ,

(Junior Ljougnian

Original screen story by Peggy Pryor and

George Drunigold

SINCERE little story of a young waif

who is befriended by a rough and ready

character, named "Slag" who teaches him life's

ways as he knows them and protects him when

necessary. "Slag" is really the boy's father

but never betrays his paternal relation and

takes his secret to the grave when he meets a

violent death, comforted by the thought that

he has at least done something for his son.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe—6 reels)

Strong Boy
Directed by John Ford

Featuring Victor McLaglen

Original screen story by Frederick H. Brennan

VICTOR McLAGLEN departs from his

usual sailor role to act a baggage man
in a big railroad station. The girl who tends

the newspaper stand rather likes him and has

ambitions for his future but he thinks it would

be grand just to be a fireman on an engine.

Yet when he saves the child of one of the high

officials of the road from being crushed by a

heavy trunk, his best idea of improving his

position is to ask to be made head of the lost

and found department, much to the girl's dis-

gust. The next time, however, he saves the

train from being held up by a gang of robbers

and is made engineer. The picture contains

much incidental humor in the form of juggling

trunks.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—6 reels)

Syncopation
Directed by Bert Glennon

^ . [Barbara Bennett
beaturinq \ -n , i ur[Bobby JVatson

Novel "Stepping High" by Gene Markey

SOUND picture dealing with the life of

two vaudeville dancers. The girl attracts

the attention of a millionaire society man who
is backing a cabaret. She thinks that he is in-

terested in her art and becomes more and

more dissatisfied with her humble partner

from whom she finally parts. She tries to

open a new cabaret with a different partner

but finds however that she is a failure without

her old team mate. Realizing her mistake and

having spurned the millionaire she becomes

reconciled to her partner. The acting honors

go to Bobby Watson who does an excellent

interpretation of an old "hoofer."

For family audience including voung people.

(RKO—8 reels)

'

The Voice of the City

Directed by M'illard Mack
Featuring Robert Ames

Original screen story by Willard Mack

AN interesting crook melodrama. A young

man is framed by the leader of a no-

torious gang and sent to prison. He escapes

from the prison with the aid of a friend and

remains in hiding in this friend's house. The
leader of the gang makes love to the young

man's sweetheart in an attempt to try and

discover where the boy is hiding. With her

help the leader falls into a trap and is forced

to confess his guilt. Willard Mack of stage

fame not only wrote and directed this picture

but in addition played a prominent part in it.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels

)

The Wild Party

Directed by Dorothy Arzner

Featuring Clara Bow
Novel by Warner Fabian

AROMANTIC-COMEDY of c o 1 1 e g e

flappers introducing Clara Bow to the

"talkies." The college cut-up, who is also

one of the most popular students, falls in love

with a young professor. Disgusted with the

girl's lack of real understanding as to the

meaning of a college education and feeling

the hopelessness of bringing her to the realiza-

tion of her futility, the professor tries to put

her out of his heart and mind but finds it

impossible. To shield her best friend against

some scandal which will prevent her from

winning a scholarship, the girl takes the blame

and leaves college under a cloud. Although
this is the end of college it is the beginning

of love, for the professor learns the truth and

goes after her.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)
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NON-FEATURES
Across the Seas

A musical number by the Royal Hawaiians.

P'or family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Allah 'L Allah

(Ufa Oddities)

An educational travelogue.

For family audience including children.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

An Alpine Pastoral

(World We Live In Series)

Charming views of Alpine scenery.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

An Ancient Art
(Ufa Oddities)

The art of modeling.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel

)

Bridle By-ways

Pleasures of horseback riding.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Close Figuring

(Sportlight Series)

Acrobatics and athletics requiring great ac-

curacy.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

The Dying Jungle

(Ufa Oddities)

Showing how the white man has cleared the

African jungle for planting and given profit-

able work to the natives.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Maj'er— 1 reel

)

Going Home
Movietone—the Kentucky Jubilee Singers

in a spiritual number.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Historic Hungary

Scenic of Hungary including Budapest.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Inspiration

A musical number of Schubert's songs.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

A Jungle Orphan
(Ufa Oddities)

Lion hunting in Africa showing an inci-

dent in which a mother lion is killed and the

hunters adopt the cub.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Old Black Joe

A cartoon song number.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Pathe Review Nos. 11, 12

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 real each)

Pathe Review Nos. 10, 13-19

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 real each)

Secret Boozehounds

(Ufa Oddities)

Showing how tree sap intoxicates small bugs

of many kinds.

For family audience including children.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

South Sea Songs and Dances

A musical number in which the Royal

Hawaiians play for the dancers.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Water Boy

Movietone in which the Kentucky Jubilee

Singers sing a favorite spiritual.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)
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SHORT COMEDIES
Early Morning

Featuring Gertrude Lawrence

Clever movietone of a few telephone calls

made by a luxury loving girl in the morning.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Fast Freight

Our Gang jumps a fast freight and lands

in a haunted house.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-i\ layer—2 reels)

The Fishing Fool
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald goes fishing and as usual his only

catch is trouble.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

His College Chums
A jazz orchestra skit.

For family audience including children,

(Paramount—2 reels)

King of the Campus
(Collegians Series)

Calford goes in for strenuous sports.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Love Birds
Pat Rooney writes a play in which he and

his son are bell hops. There is much trouble

when Mrs. Rooney comes to see some living

models and finds Pat and her son there.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—2 reels)

Meet the Missus
Vaudeville skit in which a married man's

philandering has no serious consequences.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Now and Then
Skit showing a modern party and a party

in grandma's day.

For the family audience including young

people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Post-Mortems

Farce about bridge post-mortems. A burg-

lar and his pal come to rob a house but stay

to play bridge with the husband and his wife

who have quarreled over their bridge game

earlier in the evening.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Pusher-in-the-Face

All-talking comedy. Annoyed at the talk-

ing of a woman who sits back of him at the

theatre, a man suddenly jumps to his feet

and pushes her in the face. He is arrested but

the judge, after hearing his story, dismisses the

case.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—3 reels)

Stage Stunts

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald goes on the stage.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Stop Barking

Buster Brown comedy. Tige goes to get a

tooth pulled.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Treasurer's Report

Movietone act in which Robert Benchley

gives his version of a treasurer's report.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Yankee Doodle Boy
Comedy song hit with words by George M.

Cohan.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Zip! Boom! Bang!

An all-talking comedy of a family at the

circus. There is plenty of excitement when
all the animals escape.

For family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All member, of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are Connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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The Creative Power of the Sound Film
By Gena Branscombe

With the National ^1 iisic Jf'eek observance

centering interest in thinz/s musical and the

sound film at the present time receiving ma-

jor attention in the sphere of the motion pic-

ture, the thoughts presented here on music and

pictures are quite timely. Aliss Branscombe is

a ivell hnoivn American composer zvho has

ivritten musical dramas, among them "Pil-

grims of Destiny" and "Bells of Circum-

stance" and many songs.—Editor's Note.

WE all know that music in the movies

has not always fulfilled the heart s

desire. In the cheaper houses we
have encountered all too frequently the little

lady who knew just two chords for the left

hand, while she played an almost-recognizable

melody by ear Avith the right. It is a long

way from that to our beautifully appointed

moving picture theatres, with their great sym-

phony orchestras, corps de ballet, choruses

and distinguished soloists. But here, even,

something just as incongruous, but not so ex-

cruciating, has been happening. We may find a

drama, dealing with contemporary American
life, being musically illustrated by the Slavic

rhythms of nineteenth century Tschaikowsky,

or the poignant operatic melodies of the

French ]\Iassenet ; while the marvelous music

of Wagner—Wagner Avho fought and bled

for synchronization of tone and Avord—is torn

from its setting in small pieces and made to do

for almost anything—the music of the Ger-

man Rhine Alaidens escorting Washington

across the Delaware ! Time and again we
have been jolted and startled completely out

of the mood of a picture by music which held

a definite dramatic significance for us else-

where.

A sound picture that does not synchronize

in its musical and dramatic content can never

be called a work of art, though ten million

dollars and ten thousand experts be used in

the making of it. We are beginning to know
here in America that the spiritual life of a

nation is bound up in its art life.

We can be of immense service in creating

a public opinion that will demand good music

as it demands good films, and we know that

the producers and theatre managers will al-

wa^^s give the public what it wants. Our work

is indeed with the public.

In France, the government commissioned

Rabaud, one of its distinguished composers, to

write the score for The Miracle of the

M'^olves, a picture with scenes laid in medieval

Carcasonne, and made with such artistic fidel-

ity that the electrical fixtures in the ancient

town were taken down in order that there

should be no false note anywhere. This pic-

ture, and subsequent films with scores written

by distinguished French composers, were given

at the Paris Opera, (with all its musical pres-

tige), the name of the composer being equally

honored with the author and the dramatic

principals. Thus the sound picture as an art

form.

3
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In America as \et we have very few origi-

nal scores. We have perhaps three dozen

scores that are sixty per cent the work of one

man. Among them are the scores for the

pictures Ben Hiir, The Big Parade, Alare

Nostru/n and The Scarlet Letter. The}' were

all mainly the work of Dr. William Axt,

and have a continuity and dramatic effective-

ness which takes them out of the class of

the ordinary pieced-together score. For com-

plete scores, Henry Hadley wrote the music

for [Then A Man Loves which featured John

Gena Branstofube

Barr^more and Dolores Costello. Maurice

Baron and Erno Rapee made a synchronized

score for The River. Dr. William Axt did

a complete score for La Boheme, and a most

artistic and charming score it was.

You will remember in one of the older

operas, (very humorous we find it nowadays),

that the heroine runs about, gaily singing little

trilly waltz songs when she is supposed to be

violently and tragically insane. We do not

do that anymore. A unity of purpose between

drama and music is a basic necessity. It is

our duty to encourage our best composers to

seek this outlet for their efi'orts. Even now

in the laboratories, a theatrical improvement of

over one hundred per cent in mechanical per-

fection has been made above that in the cur-

rent commercial productions. These scientific

men accomplish before they talk, and our com-

posers must realize that here at hand is a fluid,

evolving vehicle, ready to be used and moulded.

P W. MURNAU, the German director,

states in Film Mercury, some prophetic

thoughts \\hich must find echo in many
motion picture goers' feelings. He said:

"For many years the 'movies' have not de-

N'eloped a ;ireat deal. People said 'we must

do this and that because we have always

done this and that.' The audiences

learned exactly what to expect. Pictures

:n the past have too often been made by

a formula, so much of scenery, so much of

love making, the good rewarded, the villian

punished, everything finished of? very neatly.

Too often pictures have made the world banal

instead of revealing new heights and depths in

life. One would think to look at them that

there were only beautiful Avomen in the world

and young men with broad shoulders and

flashing eyes! I think that pictures of the

future will shoAV persons rather than screen

personalities, humanity instead of stars.

"The chief change they made in the movies

for a while was to spend more money, and

then still more money on pictures,—big sets,

elaborate historical costumes, mob scenes, the

destruction of property, spectacles, 'epics.'

They advertised as the great reason for going

to see their picture: 'It Cost a Million Dol-

lars,' until people perhaps came to feel that

they were not being treated fairly unless they

saw a city burned down or five thousand ex-

tras all in wigs and costumes on the screen at

the same time. That, I firmly believe, is not

what the pictures of the future will have to

do. I think that in the film of the future the

story itself will be more important than splen-

did sets and costumes. The motion picture of

the future will not cost so much. It is the

mechanical end of picture making now that

is holding us back. Forty per cent of the

director's time is spent on getting the machin-

ery of the studio arranged as he wishes. By
the time he comes to the actual making of the

scene where he needs all his creative ability,

all his power of imagination, he is already

tired from his struggles with the materials."'
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The Village of Sin

Directed by Oiga Preobrajenskaya
Photographed by K. K uznetzoff

' The Cast

J assili Shironin A. Y astrebitzky

Anna R. P uzlinaya

J asilissa E. Cessarskaya
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Nicholai M. Savelieff
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f)ri(/inal screen story by O. P. If isli-

neu'skaya

THAT the art of the folk—the direct

representation of simple people as

they dwell, behave and feel among

one another, and as they are seen through

the focus of the community-—can find pow-

erful and lyrical expression through the

motion picture has been indicated more

than once. Perhaps, heretofore, when it has

attempted to uncover the lives of a primitive

set and to relate, through revelation of char-

acteristics commonly inherent in the race,

those lives to the lives of all men and women,

despite alien backgrounds, habits and points

of view, that cinema art has most truly

achieved the universal, made its appeal to all

peoples, and, by inscribing the record, spanned

time that lays away human feeling and mem-
ory alike in the dust, ^'et the feeling for life

in the sense of its grasp of profound truth

which is most intensifying, most life-giving to

other arts, is hardest to look for in the art of

the cinema. Cinematic language had been

developed to the point of becoming an under-

stood and exact expressive form, or was on

the point of so becoming, when the talking

film temporarily or otherwise arrested its

process of invention. But raiel^' in a pure

and unadulterated way has it been used to

evoke the raw material of which the human

bone and soul are made and which is most

simplv and eloquently expressed in the actions

and emotions of those so close to the soil as

to be able to feel still the experiences of early

men. Where that has occurred, criticism has

been more concerned with definition for the

mechanics employed, when it has been as un-

profitable as it Avould be to estimate the

poetry of Burns to the tune of scansion. The

simple moving thing on the screen has mostly

gone neglected by producer and public alike,

and for this, due at least partly to lack of

critical emphasis on the necessity of life qual-

itv, the motion picture has missed the oppor-

tunitv, except in broad comedy and cartoon,

which are essentially folk, to take its place

as a purveyor of folk-feeling. In fulfilling

this function, and in doing it with remark-

able vividness and riciiness, tnc Russian film

The J^illar/e of Sin recalls what the screen can

do, and do supremely.

Here is a tragic ballad of folk life—a sim-

ple story of earthy passions presented through a

scrupulous envisaging of the folk themselves.

There is no comment and no explanation

—

nothing extraneous, excepting that their lives

are lived in a moment of transition from one

social order to another with the implication

that through betterment of their environment

what they have been they will not be in the

future—which is neither here nor there. The
importance of the film is in its faithfulness to

the thing it has to show—the history of a

family that we can take it is not very much

different from any other family of the par-

ticular breed and circumstance, and the con-

sequences that ensue from that family's in-

te'^rated existence. The success with which

5
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The Arr'nol at the }\lnrrit<.gc Feast

this film does this is the measure of its su-

periority—superiority that is due to a sincerity

that gives the appearance of being nai\e. It

is the art that disguises itself in utter sim-

plicity—a transcription of human beings

through that most difficult of all methods,

making them believable as they really are.

That the motion picture can do this, and in

this film does do it again, is all that need con-

cern those who look for it to be a form of ex-

pression worthy of the most intelligent re-

spect and acclaim.

The J illage of Sin could better ha\ e been

labeled "The Village Women"—in the sense

that Jef¥ers calls his poem "The Women at

Point Sur". It is about the peasant women
of Taptyki village, a community made typical

of rural Russia. The men hardly do more

than pass as stationar}" actors through the

ftor\-, planted like machines to grind the grist

of meaning
;
they are characters set there for

a purpose—Vassili Shironin, the brutal,

lecherous kulak permitted by custom to rule

the souls and bodies of the women of his

household
;

Ivan, his honest but uncompre-

hending son
;
Nicholai, the village blacksmith,

hard, rough, who left to himself might in the

end be another Vasilli but for the fact that

the times ha\ e changed and his mate reaches

Avith a spiritual fortitude toward the future

to make a better being of herself and N icholai.

But the women of the picture—the grist

brought to the mill! IMatveyevna, the shriv-

elled and callously neglected wife of Shironin

;

Lukeria, the coarse, ruthless, deeply earthy

servant in his household who has usurped the

place of the old wife
;
Anna, the defenseless,

child-like and victimized daughter-in-law ; and

Vasilissa, Shironin's staunch, rebellious and

spiritually magnificent daughter (beautifully

played by the actress Cessarskaya)—they con-

stitute a gallery of portraits, signifying woman
in her attitudes of servitude, feminine master}',

hopelessness and hope, that for sheer realistic

projection it would be difficult to match in

an}" one picture on the screen. Perhaps this

penetration and presentation of women is due

to the fact that the film was directed by a

woman, Olga Preobrajenskaya ; anyway it is

informed by a certain feeling of sympathy for
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the women characters that colors the harsh

material as that directoress turns it about be-

fore her camera, where otherwise its manner
is masculine and bold. Hers is the work of

a mature artist, one of the most interesting

among the startling Russians who have in the

last few 3'ears cast illumination on the cinema

art.

This film identifies itself with the few films

of authentic realism. Its moments of pastoral

loveliness are scarcely to be matched, likewise

its capture of the countryside, of wind and

leaf and waving wheat, of the beings that

live, plough, mow, procreate and weep, are

born, breathe awhile and pass upon the sur-

face of the soil. Made of such material, the

final pattern is inevitable—a tragedy of for-

titude and submission to what man in his

passion and ignorance cm make of his ex-

istence—whether he be alien peasant or some-

thing else. And in cinematic movement and
photographic excellence the film is compelling.

Produced by Sovkino of Moscow; dis-

tributed by Amkino Corporation.

Nic/.iolni and Vasilissi

Shifting Values in Talking Pictures

The Letter, Show Boat, Broadway
jMelody and The Desert Song shoiv ex-

ceptional qualities as sound or talking pic-

tures. They illustrate the latest advance in

this neiv medium. This general article at the

same time relates them to other experimental

pictures through tuhich sound reproduction is

making such rapid progress.—The Editors.

JUST six months ago we wrote an edi-

torial in a somewhat prophetic strain

concerning the talking picture. Proph-

ecv has never been verv much to our fancv

but it was not taking any great risk to affirm

our conviction that the talking picture had

come to stay, if not forever, then at least foi"

a very long time indeed. The motion picture,

child of the machine in the first place, was

making another mechanical advance, an ad-

vance foreseen and anticipated in many quar-

ters. Practically the entire industry is now
quite properly set upon making talking pic-

tures, having no doubt realized that in a me-

chanical age it is fatal to resist the machine.

Artistically the first result of this feverish

activity was to bring about a state of confusion.
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Old standards for judging the artistic worth

of pictures, the specific emphasis upon their

cinematic quality combined with their pictorial

appeal became almost useless. Critical judg-

ment for a time was in complete abe\'ance.

Pictures had suddenl\- become slow and static,

with far fewer scenes and with the actors

themselves almost rigid, glued as they were to

the spot before some concealed microphone.

And yet all things considered the progress

in talking pictures not only technically but

artistically as well has been remarkable, has

indeed probably been greater in less than a

_year than it was in the first decade of the de-

velopment of the silent picture. One by one

critics and producers who had at first held out

against them, have capitulated. If some of

them still held out until recently and pointed

to Dreyer's Joan as a supreme example of

what the voiceless screen could do they will

find scant comfort in the fact that this director

regrets that he did not make Joan a talkie.

First Steps

The first talking pictures just talked, sang,

or indeed shrieked. They were conveniently

patterned after stage plays with a preference

for melodramas or for thrillers, just as the

silent pictures were in the beginning, when it

was considered sufficient to photograph a play

on the stage almost in its entirety. There
was also a preference for mystery or ghost

plots where the }'oung microphone could dis-

port itself with unearthly howls or terrifying

roars. The Jazz Singer, the Warner Broth-

ers picture which first made the talkie heard

around the world, was even simpler in that it

was little more than the glorification of a

voice already known and loved by millions of

people. To tell the public that it could hear

Al Jolson talk and sing in a pleasing story of

sentimental appeal at prices within the reach

of all was equivalent to having packed houses

almost before the doors were opened. The
same thing applies to Fanny Brice in My
Man. Among these earlier talking pictures

examples like The Lion And The Mouse were

quickly outmoded, to be followed by more

sophisticated types like Interference and The
Doctor's Secret or, to come right doAvn to the

present day along this line, The Trial of Mary
Dugan.

The Letter

The Letter, one of the latest of the court

room melodramas built largely around an or-

deal in the witness chair, again marks a def-

inite advance. It shows a new range and

flexibility, and an independence from too close

adherence to the microphone which is espe-

cially noticeable in the diminished or increased

voice volume according to the true exigencies

of the situations and of the movements of the

characters.

This expertly fashioned melodrama of a

faithless wife in the tropics who kills the

lover who has tired of her and then finds her-

self in the blackmailing hands of a native

woman, provides an excellent vehicle for the

talents of Jeanne Eagels. In the screen ver-

sion as well as in the play the wife's appar-

ently simple though utterly false recital on;

the witness stand of her relations with the

murdered man, furnishes the big climax. This

is one of the longest talking monologues we
have yet heard from the screen but it is most:

effective and goes to show that a long speech^

if really dramatic and contrived with literary

skill, can now be used as successfully in the

talking picture as on the stage, once the me-

chanical difficulties of delivering it naturall7

have been overcome.

The remaining scenes, notably those in the

native quarter where Mr. Somerset Maug-
ham's genius for indicating a sinister oriental

atmosphere give opportunity^ both for the mi-

crophone and for the camera, with the camera^

of course, building up a wealth of detail ta

supplement the voice, which could only be

suggested by a few strokes on the stage. The^

Letter, in its own class, is an excellent example

of a well knit, carefully constructed talking;

picture.

Outdoor Talkies

Two notable examples of outdoor talking:

pictures have already shown what can be done

with this form of motion picture entertain-

ment outside of the studios. In Old Arizona

was a delight in this respect and perhaps in-

dicates a new lease of life for the fast vanish-

ing Western as the technique of taking sound

pictures in the open improves. This picture

was taken under exceptionally favorable cir-

cumstances in pretty complete isolation on a

desert site where fortuitous noises would to a
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large extent be absent. The reproduction of

natural sounds other than the artificial em-

phasis of footfalls or knocks on doors which

are sometimes annoying in studio pictures,

was here already unusuall}' successful and it is

perhaps not to much to hope that the shutting

out of undesirable sounds will some day be so

perfected that outdoor talking picture* will be

feasible in almost any location. What was

particularly interesting about In Old Arizona

was that you not only heard the sound but

that you could by contrast appreciate the real

silence of the desert scenes.

Hearts In Dixie also deserved a wide ap-

preciation. This simple and unaf¥ected pic-

ture of Southern negro life in the cotton

countr\' and along the river fronts, if it dealt

somewhat conventionally with negro psychol-

ogy, had often the charm of real negro humor
or the appeal of a negro spiritual. The care-

free life of the cotton field workers, the

bustle of activity- when the river steamer drew

up at the levee and the merry-making at the

wedding were made all the more alluring by

speech and song. And the picture gave us

Stepin Fetchit, a gentleman Avith a priceless

manner, voice and name all in one.

Show Boat

This picture is ushered in by a long pro-

logue with many of the principals and the

chorus of the stage show participating and

with, of course, Bledsoe's beautiful rendition

of "Old Alan River", but follows Edna Fer-

ber's novel rather than Ziegfeld's glorification

of it. Here too, though the picture is only

part talking, we find a breadth and a sweep

which is prophetic of the talking picture's

greater freedom. In fact the introduction of

more talking and sound eitects in the first

part of the story, more of the churning of

paddle Avheels, of the creaking of the ship and

of the heave and swish of the Mississippi

would have provided a better balance to the

second part where sound is liberally employed.

But the colorful life on the show boat, the

joyful landings after the loudly announced ap-

proach through the steam calliope, are admir-

ably rendered and the charming acting of the

little child who impersonates the heroine's

stormy girlhood is a joy to behold. Then
follow the naive renditions of the howling

melodramas in which the river dwellers seem

to delight, while ever and again as the show

boat moves at night or in the da\' up and

down the river Ave get a sense of the river's

life and of hoAv it must aliect the lives of

those Avho spend their days upon it. There is

a frequent use of double exposure shoAving

the waters flowing in superimposed fashion

through the scenes of the story.

Later, as we follow Ravenal's fluctuating

fortunes as he slides doAvn to the last showy
pretenses of the gambler, dialogue is more in-

sistently resorted to, culminating in a final

scene of recrimination. At the end when
Ravenal returns to the show boat in the hope

of forgiveness the theme song of "Old Alan

RiA'er" rises again and gives the scene of recon-

ciliation an emotional validity Avhich it might

have been hard to accept in a silent Aversion.

In folloAving the talking picture's encroach-

ments upon the various forms of stage enter-

tainment to Avhich it has inevitably turned in

its present transitional stage until it can OA'er-

come its technical problems more completely

and perfect its sound and talking equivalents

for the cinematic impetus Avhich the screen

has temporarily lost by abandoning the silent

form, Ave must not forget to consider its ap-

proximations of the musical comedy and the

operetta. It has been claimed that these stage

forms have nothing to fear from the talking

pictures because it can never successfully equal

the intimacy of the revue or approach its per-

sonal and physical appeal. A brief glance at

The Broadway Melody may upset this confi-

dence somcAvhat. There is a dash about this

picture, a first row intimacy Avith the persons

of the chorus and an enhancement of physical

appeal through song and music Avhich makes it

a serious contender for the unique sphere of

the musical comedy. The addition of some fine

color photography to the scenes of the musical

show action gives further effectiveness. And,

of course, the picture can always be more

lavish, more bounteous in beauty and richness

by concentrating more resources into a single

effort than a musical comedy can as a rule

command. Then too a full-fledged Vitaphone

operetta has recently arrived in the form of

The Desert Song. This offering gives as

much song, as much dancing, as much cos-

tume, and much, much more real desert and

furioush" riding Riffs than the original possi-

bly could. And though the plot here is AA'eak

the talking picture is AA^illing—to try again.

Thus the talking picture talks and moA'es on

to new forms and neA\- experiments.



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettixa Gunczv

Department of the Better Films National Council

TRBURY, Connecticut, was the

:ene for the most recent showing of

the National Board's historic compilation of

the progress of the motion picture, The March
of the Movies. The showing was under the

auspices of the Waterbury Better Films Coun-
cil, an affiliated committee of the Better Films

National Council and was held in the Y.

C. A. auditorium, donated for the use of the

Council. The Council reports that the large

auditorium was completely filled and the

audience was most enthusiastic. This film de-

picts the rise of the motion picture from the

time of its initial offering in 1896 up to the

latest in invention and technique of the present

day. This activity of the Council served to

bring added attention to its continued efforts

in bringing unusual pictures to the citv and

in encouraging the support of the more worth
while pictures as they come to the theatres.

The March of the Aloi'ies, has been received

with much applause and praise in many cities

and the National Board is glad to welcome
Waterbury as another of those interested in

extending the study of the motion picture

through this unique visual method.

WITH the purpose of explaining and ex-

tending the work and organization of

Community Better Films Committees, dele-

gates from the Sixth District of the New Jer-

sey Federation of Women's Clubs and the vari-

ous organizations composing the Rutherford,

N. J. Better Films Committee met at a

spring tea conference on April 26th. The
meeting which brought together a large reo-

resentation of club members and guests in-

terested in better films was held in the club

bouse of the Rutherford Women's Club. The
Secretary of the Better Films National Coun-
cil explained the work of the National Council
and its affiliated committees and paid tribute

to the Rutherford Committee which has so

ably carried out the ideal of a real communitv
committee, bringing into the work practically

all of t-he organized groups of the city. An
invitation was offered to the representatives

present from other New Jersey cities to join

vvith the Better Films National Council as

affiliated better films committees.

The many angles of the Better Films Com-
mittee work were ably presented by the vari-

ous officers of the Rutherford Committee.

Airs. Harry G. Grover, the President,

sketched the five years of the Committee's

growth, characterizing the Committee as a

laboratory experiment in the study of the mo-
tion picture. The committee activities de-

scribed were the Exceptional Photoplays Com-
mittee, the Family Week-end Programs, Li-

brary Co-operation and the Visual Education

Committee. Two pictures exhibited under

the Visual Education Committee gave an

added interest to the program. They were
Roosevelt and the Birds, loaned especially for

the occasion by Roosevelt House in New
York City, and Corntii uning with the Heavens.

Tea and cake were served during an informal

group discussion of motion pictures following

the program.

IF the importance of the motion picture in

present day life is to be judged from the

attention being given to it by various groups

organized for some specific work along other

lines then it is unquestionably of notable im-

portance. Motion picture or better films de-

partments are now a division of work of

many large organizations among them the

New York State Federation of Home Bu-
reaus. Mrs. Henry Burden, an officer of the

Federation of Home Bureaus, has for several

years been interested in this phase of the work
and has attended the Conferences of the Na-
tional Board of Review. Airs. Frank Shutts,

President of the Oneonta (N. Y.) Better

Films Council, is a member of the Commit-
tee on Alotion Pictures of the New York
Federation so that the two interests are linked

through the active work of many in both

fields.

It was our pleasure to find a further proof

of the interest of the Home Bureaus P'edera-

tion in this subject at the annual meeting of

the Eastern District of the Federation held

at the Commodore Hotel in New York Citv,

11
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April 11th and 12th. Amonti the topics pre-

sented dealing with home economics, market-

ing, the business field of the home economist

and so forth, was the subject which we feel

is of current interest to all organizations, that

of better films. The editor of this depart-

ment was pleased to be invited to bring to

one of the afternoon sessions a message from

the National Board of Review and the plan

of organized Better Films Committee work
sponsored by the Board. ]\Irs. Edward
Eddv, a member of the Board of Directors of

the State Federation and Chairman of the

Eastern District has said in writing of the

meeting that "the women were intensely in-

terested in what is to us all—especially the

mothers—a most vital problem."

RECENT developments in motion pictures

was the subject of the April meeting of

the Rutherford (N. J.) Better Films Com-
mittee. Pictorially treating the topic, two

new trends in films were demonstrated by the

showing of a recently perfected color process

and an outstanding amateur product.

]\Irs. Rosalie Ashton, representing the Art-

chrome Film Laboratories, gave an interest-

ing explanation in connection with the color

pictures presented. "The two dominating

factors of the movies today are color and

sound," said Airs. Ashton and she told how
this new and most effective method of produc-

ing color pictures was made possible by the

inspiration of a woman, ]\Iiss Alice Craft.

The three reels of natural color pictures shown
included views of New York City, animals in

the New York Zoological Garden and some

examples of advertising film showing the pos-

sibility of the color picture for educational

and commercial uses. Mrs. Ashton Avas for-

merly head of President Hoover's War Film

Library and has done much research in film

work abroad so that she has brought to the

new field a background of motion picture

experience.

The Fall of the House of Usher, an adapta-

tion of the Edgar Allan Poe story, photo-

graphed by two amateur producers in Roch-

ester, N. Y., was shown. This picture was
filmed in an old barn and by the use of

prisms and mirrors many weird effects were
achieved. It is the latest and most talked-of-

amateur-made movie.

THE value of united effort in the accom-
plishment of constructive better films ac-

tivity is fully appreciated by the organizations-

of the state of Rhode Island. This is demon-
strated in the formation of the Better Films-

Council of Rhode Island. A leader in bring-

ing about this consolidation of interests is

Airs. George C. Harrison, who has done
much to spread information on good motion

pictures throughout the state. Airs. Harrisorr

was a member of the Conference Committee
of the annual meeting of the National Board

of Review held in January and we were glad

to learn from the following report of her

latest activity

:

"The presidents and motion picture chair-

men of the six state organizations who are

cooperating in motion picture work in Rhode
Island, met at the home of Mrs. George C.
Harrison, Chairman of Alotion Pictures for

the State Federation of Women's Clubs, on

Monday, March 25th and formed the '"Better

Films Council of Rhode Island" with Mrs.

Harrison as chairman. The groups repre-

sented are the Rhode Island State Federation

of Women's Clubs, the Congress of Parents

and Teachers of Rhode Island, the Rhode
Island Council of Women, the Rhode Island

Women's Christian Temperance Union, the

Rhode Island State Federation of AVomen's

Church Societies and the Rhode Island Sun-

shine.

"Through these groups we plan to increase

the interest in the finer types of photoplays,

and to cooperate to the best of our ability, with

the exhibitor who books in a special type of

picture for a given week. Spring vacation

week in the public schools of Providence began

April 6th. Three of our exhibitors had fine

programs especially endorsed by the Film

Council.

"At a meeting of the Rhode Island Council

of Women, held Alarch 27th, Mr. Arthur
DeBra of the Alotion Pictures Producers and

Distributors of America, Inc., addressed a

large and representative group of womerr

upon the subject of motion pictures. He
stressed the effective and important work be-

ing accomplished b}' women's organizations in

creating an interest in the finer productions,

thus encouraging both producer and exhibitor

to meet the demand for the better type of pic-

tures.
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THE Mothers' Club of Public School

Number 19 of New York City has

added to its many activities for the good of

the young people that of better films. This

school is located in Corona, Long Island, New
York, a suburban community of home inter-

ests, and they wisely believe that the con-

certed action of the mothers in working with

neighborhood theatre exhibitors for appropri-

ate programs for children at appropriate times

will result in much good. The editor of this

department of the National Board of Re-

view jMagazine had the pleasure of visiting

the club at its April meeting and outlining

to the mothers the plan of a Community Bet-

ter Films organization. The number pres-

ent gave little doubt of the interest which this

subject holds for the mothers and we hope to

be of service to the Club in perfecting its plans

for a better films committee.

THE members of the Atlanta Better Films

Committee took a trip by proxy to Holly-

wood at their last luncheon meeting when Dr.

J\I. L. Brittain, President of Georgia Institute

of Technology told of his trip with the "Tech"
football champions. Needless to say the jour-

ney was a very profitable and interesting one.

Another feature of this particular program
w'as the talk given by ]\Iiss Beverly Bane, the

former film star now playing in a stock com-

pany in Atlanta, in which she threw highlights

on the work of both stage and screen. Quite

a number of new members of civic, cultural

and religious societies were introduced by the

extension chairman. A request was made for

speakers for the different clubs who were in-

terested in the work of the Committee and

desired further information on the subject.

These indications of the growing interest in

the better films movement are most gratifying

and encouraging. The Atlanta group had as

their feature at a recent matinee the ever

popular Siiiiha, which aroused more than the

usual interest as one of the Boy Scouts M^ho

was on the expedition with the Alartins was
an Atlanta boy, Douglas Oliver.

USIC WEEK observed annually in the

"merrie month of May" makes motion

picture devotees think particularly of music,

and with the sound film so far perfected, and

so popular, almost every picture is now a mu-

sic-motion picture. This being true we think

our Better Films Committees workers, always

alert for ideas, may find something of inter-

est for their Juniors' Matinees in the new

Young Peoples Page of the magazine "Sing-

ing and Playing." It is to be, according to

announcement, "a co-operative page where the

parent, the child and the editor will meet."

The editor is Miss Dorothy Gordon who pre-

sents such delightful programs of musical ma-

terial for children—songs of many lands and

many peoples with the singer appropriately

costumed for the various numbers. Miss Gor-

don has recently had published a book entitled

"Sing It Yourself" which consists of folk

songs with accompanying stories. A question-

and-answer column will be conducted as a

part of her young peoples page, so doubtless

here is a means of mutual help for Better

Films Committees in things musical to please

the young people. The publisher of Miss

Gordon's book is E. P. Dutton and Com-
pany, 300 Fourth Avenue, New York City,

and the price is $3.50.

A BOOK which according to report dif-

ferent Motion Picture Study Clubs

have found of interest is "The High Faith of

Fiction and Drama" by Dr. William L. Stid-

ger. Dr. Stidger is a preacher of note and his

use of literature and drama as a source of

sermon material has been described in several

different books. In this his latest book he

makes use of the motion picture also as a basis

for sermons. Among the films analyzed from

which inspirational messages are derived are

The Big Parade, Ben Hur and Seventh

Heaven. Since this book has been found to be

of value as motion picture study material we
wish to call it to the attention of our Better

Films Committee readers and to those church-

men who combine the showing of a motion

picture with their Sunday night sermon ser-

vice. One minister who recently visited our

office and looked over the volume had this to

say of it, when writing later

—

"The book, 'The High Faith of Fiction

and Drama,' I think is fine. Thank you very

much for opening up something splendid to

me."

Doubleday, Doran and Company. Garden

City, Long Island, New York, are the pub-

lishers of this book and it is priced at $2.00.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

vieiv. The choice o^ the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

'The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the revieius and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most u'orthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

A Guxczy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures
acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.
Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration md enjoyment of adults.

Note*—Programs for Junior Matinees should
be selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially iyiteresting or well done
hut not necessarily "exceptional."

' Betrayal

Directed by Lewis Milestone

Featuring E/iiil Jannings

Original screen story by J ictor Schertzinger

and Nicholas Soussa/iin

A DRAMA laid in the Swiss Alps. A
young village girl, who has been deserted

by her lover, a romantic young artist, is forced

by her father to marry the town burgomaster.

In him she iinds a good and faithful husband,

and her only unhappiness is caused by the

yearly visit of her former lover and the fear

that he will some day claim his son, the oldest

of her two boys. 0:n the night that he tells

her she must reveal the truth to her husband

and relinquish her son, they are killed in an

accident. The husband after their death dis-

covers their secret and in his blind rage tries

to wreak vengeance on the child. In the end,

however, he learns that his wife had not been

unfaithful to him since marriage and he cher-

ishes both boys alike. The acting of the en-

tire cast is excellent but especially that of

Jannings as the middle-age villager into whose

easy-going life comes a startling revelation.

The direction is noteworthy the story being

smoothly unfolded with very few titles.

For the' mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

California Mail

Directed by Albert Rogell

Featuring Ken Maynard

Original screen story by Marion Jackson

WESTERN romance of Civil War
days. A handsome and daring young

man in the employ of the secret service, joins

up with a band of outlaws in order to learn

all about them. Two stage coach companies

compete in a cross country race to determine

which is the better coach for carrying mail.

The young man drives one of the coaches and

wins the race. Later in a daring and dash-

ing way, he traps the outlaws and captures

the girl he loves.

For family audience including children.

(First National—6 reels)

The Charlatan

Directed by George Melford

^Holmes Herbert

Featuring \Rockclitfe Felloives

yAlargaret Livingston

Play by Ernest Pascal and Leonard Praskins

ADRAiMA of revenge. A circus performer,

deserted by his wife, leaves the show
business and poses as a Hindu crystal gazer,

awaiting the time to avenge himself. Years

later he finds his wife and with her his

daughter, now grown to womanhood. He

14
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cleverly proves to his daughter the wrong her

mother has done and after he has had his

revenge, he and his daughter are reconciled.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—7 reels)

Coquette
Directed by Sam Taylor

Feat uri/ig Mary Pickford

Play by Ann Preston Bridgers and George

Abbott

MARY PICKFORD in adopting the new
technique of the talking film has also

given us a new Mary, almost, with bobbed

hair and grown-up manners playing the part

of an impetuous flirt. Coquette is the story

of a Southern girl who falls in love with a

man of whom her father disapproves. En-

raged at the youth for daring to love his

daughter, the father kills him. With her

father on trial for his life, the daughter tries

to protect him by testifying that he was
justified by the young man's action. Ashamed
at the disgrace his daughter's false testimony

will bring on her, the father takes it upon

himself to atone for the wrong he has done.

The best portion of the film is that where
Mary Pickford as Norma Besant struggles

with herself before deciding to save her father

who has brought such unhappiness into her

life. Whether this is the role for Miss Pick-

ford each one must decide for himself but it

will be quite worth while to see the picture

whatever the verdict.

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists—9 reels)

A Dangerous Woman
Directed by Roland V. Lee

r. , • \Olga Baclanova

\CUve Brook

St ory by Margaret H. Laivrence

ROMANTIC drama of the African

jungle. The young and beautiful wife

of an Englishman stationed in Central East

Africa, finds her only recreation in luring her

husband's brother into a relationship which
causes friction between the brothers. Her
husband, realizing that she is ruining not

only his own life but that of his younger
brother, poisons the glass of water left at her

bedside by the servant. Knowing the dire

consequences of such an act, the man's faith-

ful servant removes the water but puts in-

stead a poisonous snake in the room, and so

the wife's death appears accidental and the

brothers are reconciled. This picture was

titled at first The JVoinan fVho Needed Kill-

ing which title perhaps was discarded because

it gave away the story of the picture from

the beginning. Baclanova is a finished artist

and succeeds in making emphatic any part

she portrays.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Donovan Affair

Directed by Frank Capra

Featuring Jack Holt

Play by Given Davis

MYSTERY melodrama in which a

smart-alec detective tries to solve a mur-

der without success until one of the characters,

himself suspected on account of his timidity,

helps him to find a plausible solution. Just

before he is murdered the victim displays a

ring for which he claims mystic powers. The
lights are turned down in order to show that

the ring glows with a mysterious light. The
mystery is deepened when a second victim,

again suspected by the detective and his aid is

also stabbed to death by the real culprit, who
is finally trapped by an unexpected device.

For family audience including young people.

(Columbia—9 reels)

Gentlemen of the Press

Directed by Millard IFebb

Featuring Walter Huston

Play by I'Vard Morehouse

THE dramatic story of a newspaper man
who gives so much time to the paper

that he misses all the big events in his family.

He is surprised one day to discover that his

daughter is married when she brings her hus-

band to see him. In the meantime he has

become infatuated with his secretary but he is

about to break off with her when he discovers

that his son-in-law is being lured by her wiles

so to save his daughter from unhappiness he

decides to go on with his affair. Later de-

lighted at the prospect of being a grandfather,

he is leaving the office of the newspaper to go

to the hospital to see his daughter when the

news of a liner sinking is brought in and he
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must get the story out at once. Like other

events in his life, family matters, to his sor-

row, are again made second. An excellent

picture Avell done, revealing in a realistic

manner the ever interesting life behind the

newspaper.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Hole in the Wall
Directed by Robert Florey

. \Claudette Colbert
J-

lE.C.Ro bill so I!

Piny by Frederick Jackson

A GANG of thieves have a novel "racket."

A fake medium acts as the lure to at-

tract rich \ictims who are afterwards robbed

when the necessary information about their

jewels has been procured. The girl member
of the gang who has been acting as the medium
is killed in an accident. Just then another

girl arrives who has served a prison sentence

on a false accusation of theft. She wants to

be avenged on the Avoman who caused her

conviction and consents to act as the medium
on the condition that the gang help her to

kidnap the woman's granddaughter. The kid-

napping becomes a sensational police case and

an alert reporter suspects that the gang has

something to do with it. He brings the

woman to consult the medium about the child.

In a remarkable scene the medium appears to

get a message from one of the members of the

gang Avho has just drowned telling her that

the child is in grave danger. The police break

in but the whereabouts of the child is not re-

vealed until the woman admits that she ac-

cused the girl falsely, thus exonerating her.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 7 reels)

Featuring

The House of Horrors

Directed by Beujamin Christetisen

\ Louise Faze/ida
' '

'

I
Chester Conklin

Original screen story by Richard J ee

A^IYSTERY story. An old storekeeper

and his wife are summoned by a mys-

terious messenger to go to their Uncle Abner's

house in the cit\'. They arrive at night in

the midst of a storm, only to find the house

filled with weird noises and strange people

who appear and disappear without warning.

After a horrible night they discover the cause

of all the ghostly acts.

For family audience including young people.

(First National— 7 reels)

Innocents of Paris

Directed by Richard M^allace

Featuring Maurice Chevalier

Story by C. E. A ndrews

THIS Parisian romance serves to introduce

to the American screen the clever panto-

mime and singing of the French musical

comedy ace, Maurice Che\ alier. Brought to-

gether through strange circumstances, a poor

boy and a wealthy girl fall in lo\'e. The boy

has an ofier from a musical comedy but the

girl is jealous of the popularity she knows

he will attain. AVilling to give up his career

for the only thing in his life Avorth while the

bo\" tells the manager he has decided not to

go on the stage. Shamed by his generosity

the girl insists that he continue and having

Avon the blessing of her father, all is happiness.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 10 reels)

Featuring

Molly and Me
Directed by Albert Ray

\Belle Bennett

I
Joe E. Brou n

Original screen story by Lois Leeson

UILT around a song theme "In the

Land of ^lake Believe" is this story of

burlesque troupers. Jim and A lolly Wilson

have played "the sticks" for years alAA'ays the

hope of making BroadAvay. Finally the

chance comes to Jim but not to Molly. The
split-up of the team ineA-itably leads to a part-

ing Avhich brings only sadness to both. The
reunion is appealingly done in a Avay to please

those AA"ho like a happy ending as Avell as those

Avho like the spice of vaudeville.

For family audience including young people.

(Tif¥any-Stahl—9 reels)

Mother's Boy
Directed by Bradley Barker

Featuring Jllorton Downey
Original screen story by Gene Markey

AYOLTNG Irish lad gifted A\-ith a golden

voice is driA'en from home Avhen his

brother falselv accuses him of having stolen
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liis father's sa\'ings. He makes the acquaint-

ance of a press agent who realizes the possi-

bilities of his voice and starts him off on the

career of a cabaret singer. His letters to his

mother are intercepted by his brother and he

remains unhappy despite success. His mother,

apparently dying wishes to see him again. His

girl has learned of his good fortune and brings

liim the news of his mother's wish just as he

as about to go on at a musical comedy

pre"miere. He leaves the theatre, disregarding

the manager's protests, and revives his mother

AA"ith his songs. She recovers and all ends

happily'. This sound picture has many song

interpolations well done by the star.

For familv audience including children.

(Pathe—8 reels)'

Featuring

The Rainbow Man
Directed by Fred New /nayer

\Eddie Dowling
^.Marion \ixrjn

o riginal screen story by Eddie DoivJing and
James F. Han ley

^CREEX musical comedy with Eddie

Dowling singing. Rainbow Ryan, a

minstrel shoAv man, adopts the son of his

•dead pal. While playing in a small town.

Rainbow falls in love with the daughter of

the hotel keeper who hates all things con-

nected with the theatre. After the show
leaves town the girl discovers that the boy is

lier dead sister's child and she goes to New
^ork to hnd him. Rainbow loves her but

iearing to marry her against her father's

-wishes, goes away. Later when he is playing

a town near where the girl lives she goes to

see him and thev are happilv re-united.

For family audience including children.

(Sono Art—9 reels)

Saturday's Children

Directed by Gregory La Cava
Featuring Corinne Griffith

Play by Maxwell Anderson

ACCORDING to legend "Saturday's

child works hard for its living" and

•such pro^•es to be the fate of our heroine in

this romance of the working class. A young
girl marries after a glamorous summer court-

ship and finds herself leaving the outside

world to wash dishes, cook and clean house.

Being of a romantic nature, she realfzes that

it was the romance of lo\e that attracted her

and that she did not want marriage. Al- -

though she and her young husband separate

for a Avhile love is stronger than the will to

li\e apart. A human interest story with a

punch at the end.

For family audience including \'Oung people^

(First National—8 reels)

Scandal

Directed by JJ esley Ruggles

Featuring Laura La Plante

Story "The Haunted Lady" by A dele Rogers

St. John

SOCIETY drama. A young woman
happily married to a wealthy and devoted

man becomes involved in an old lo\e affair.

Knowing her husband's great aversion to

scandal Avhere she is concerned but fascinated

by her girlhood sweetheart, she receives him
at her home in the absence of her husband.

During the time they are together the man's

wife is murdered and he is accused. Unwill-

ing to allow an}' gossip to touch his former

sweetheart who is innocent of any wrong, he

remains silent and is sentenced. Torn be-

tween her dut}" and the chance of losing her

husband's love, the wife finally confesses that

she and the accused man were in her garden

together at the time of the murder. Unhappy
at his wife's silence and fearing the scandal

mongers, the husband leaves her but he soon

realizes her courage and true worth and all

is forgiven.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—7 reels)

The Trial of Mary Dugan
Directed by Bayard 1 eiller

Featuring,
\Norma Shearer

j Lewis Stone

Play by Bayard Veiller

THIS Avell-known stage melodrama of a

woman on trial for her life for slaying

her benefactor is greatly enhanced by the use

of the voice in the picture treatment. The
scenes take place almost entirely in the court-

room where the incidents of the crime are re-

enacted from various angles. The brother of

the heroine, a young lawyer of small exper-
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ience, jumps into the breach and displaces the

defending lawyer who subsequently plays an

important part in the plot. Aliss Norma
Shearer, in the role of ]Mary Dugan, adds to

the appeal of the picture by her sympathetic

interpretation.

For the mature audience.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer— 12 reel:^

For the mature audience.

(Fox—3 reels)

The Winged Horseman

Directed by Arthur Fosson

Feati/riuff Hoot Gibson

Original screen story by Raymond L. Schrock

WESTERN romance of a Texas ranger

posing as a tenderfoot. "Sky-Ball"

arrives at a ranch on his motorcycle, much to

the disgust of the cowboys, to find out the

vandals who are trying to force the owner

to vacate by bombing his buildings and stock

from airplanes. The ranger disco\Trs that

the ranch is rich in oil and he soon captures

the outlaws and wins the daughter of the

ranch owner.

/For family audience including children.

(Universal—6 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
Show Boat

( See page 10)

For family audience including young people.

(Universal— 13 reels)

The Village of Sin

(See page 5)

For the mature audience.

(Amkino—7 reels)

NON-FEATURES
Foundations of Gold

(Ufa Oddities)

Showing how the gold mines of South Af-

rica are worked by the natives.

For family audience including young people.

( ^Ietro-Goldw3 n-AIayer— 1 reel

)

The Knife

„ . {Lionel Jtu'ill
r eaturing r/- ; rr

1 1 lolet tieining

Dramatic sketch in which a phy sician about

to operate on a man discovers he is his wife's

lover but professional integrity triumphs over

jealousy.

The Leader
(Ufa Oddities)

Life in Swiss villages including the annual

spring drive of the cows to their upland pas-

tures.

For famih' audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer— 1 reel)

Melodie
(Technicolor)

A musical episode in the studio of Johannes

Bachmann, violin maker.

For famil}' audience including young people.

(Tiffany-Stahl— 1 reel)

Moonshine
A clever all talking picture of how a reve-

nue officer gets away from bootleggers who
are going to kill him by pretending that he

wants to die.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—2 reels)

A Persian Wedding
(Ufa Oddities)

A Persian wedding ceremony and feast fol-

lowed by views of Persian woman plying their

handicrafts.

For family audience including young people.

( !Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer— 1 reel)

The Richest Street in the World
(Our World Today)

Fifth A\'enue past and present ; etching

President Hoover ; water sports.

For famih' audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Schubert's Friends

Episode in Franz Schubert's life with musi-

cal numbers from his works.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Three Aces
(Sportlight Series)

Various champion athletes including a his-

tory of Gene Tunney.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)^
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Vest Pocket Republics

(World We Live In Series)

Interesting views of San Marino in Italy

and of Andorra in the P}'renees.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Winning Patterns

(Sportlight Series)

Famous champions in various sports rec-

ommended as patterns for beginners to mould

themselves upon.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Young Hopefuls

(Sportlight Series)

Showing children and adolescents develop-

ing early proficiency in various sports.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
The Bees' Buzz

Farce-comedy elopement and pursuit end-

ing with a swarm of bees who rout all com-

ers.

For family audience including young people.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Ghosts

(Mutt and Jeff Cartoon)

An all-talking cartoon of Mutt and Jeff

who spend some time in a haunted house.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

The Gorno Marionettes

Clever marionettes who play and sing.

For family audience including children.

(International Photoplay Dist.— 1 reel)

A Joint Affair

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat who dances and plays at a cafe

is arrested when hootch is found in his piano.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Joy Tonic
Big Boy brings some tonic from a medicine

show and gives it to a rich, gouty old man.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko's Crib

(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko finds himself nursemaid to a baby.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko's Hot Ink
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko plays with hot ink and gets burned

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Mickey's Brown Derby
Mickey and his gang have trouble with a

rent collector over their club house.

For family audience including children.

'(R K O—2 reels)

On Guard
(Collegians Series)

Calford goes in for ice hockey. Their

rivals tr}- to frame them but fail.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

The Rivals

(Collegians Series)

The rivalry between two girls for the first

place on Calford's team; they finally learn

the team work puts it over and not the in-

dividual.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Stripes and Stars

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald-the-Lucky-Rabbit is sent out to

get his man.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

jpANS who have been attending the talking

pictures report that what is needed now
by way of censorship is a Commission for the

Suppression of Voice.—H. I. Phillips, Sun
Dial.
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People'? Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group afifiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board
to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and
recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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Illusion on the Screen

By Paul Fejos

Iflth the present striving toivard greater

perfection in the Diotion picture by the addi-

tion of various mechanical improvement it is

luorth Tvhile to consider luhether this is the es-

sential devtlopnient in /notion picture progress

or whether it is something more intangible

which should be the goal. An interestin g

thought on the subject ivas presented by Dr.

Paul Fejos in a special article for a recent issue

of the "New York Times." JFe wish to

acknowledge the courtesy of the "Times" in

giving us permission to reprint Dr. Fejos'

article.—Editor's Note.

M'ILLIONS go every night to the mo-

tion picture theatres of the world.

They go there always seeking the

elusive mood of a child listening to a fairy

tale
;
seeking, in other words, the photoplay,

which will for a few brief hours lift them

out of the monotony of their own humdrum
existence into the enchanted realm of make-

believe. Children listening to fairy tales

imagine themselves to be the Prince Charming
or the enchanted Princess of the story, for

there begins the endless road that leads to

romance. First came the minstrel, then the

play and now the motion picture—for all of

them are but fairy tales grown up, their tell-

ers and their audiences nothing more than the

adult searching for the childhood ideal.

The motion picture has the broadest appeal

of all forms of entertainment because of its

scope, the biggest stage to play upon. Out
here in Hollywood, over in London, Paris or

Berlin, we who tell the tales revel in them

no less than those who hear and see them,

for, after all, the flower of fairyland is in

spinning the yarn. Those who listen are nec-

essarily limited by what others have to tell,

while those who make them up are bounded

only by their imaginations.

And now, as the latest contribution of sci-

ence to the world of make-believe, we have

not only the motion picture at which to look,

but the music to hear ; not only players to see,

but their voices now come to our ears. This

new sound picture should be neither of the

stage nor of the screen, but quite a different

manner of expression, although one somewhere
between them.

The future of the talking picture obviously

embraces the furthest limits of the screen.

For never could an audience be an actual par-

ticipant of a play upon the screen. The talk-

ing picture, however, will in its perfection

accomplish the making of the audience a party

to the dramatic conflict.

The sound picture, at the present time, is

so new as to have no standard whatsoever by

which its limitations can be judged. When
it is perfected—as in time it undoubtedly will

be—it may prove to be so plastic as to be the

ideal medium for the picturization of our

fairy tales, making them so realistic that they

3
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accomplish to the ultimate the purpose for

which they are told. In the audible picture,

it is certain, there is no line of demarcation

between the characters and the audiences such

as is inevitably formed by the footlights of

the stage, nor is there the spectre of unreality,

or uninterrupted action, such as the titles of

a silent picture.

Even in a silent picture, the camera is the

audience. What the camera records is the

audience's point of view and a picture can

be made in such a way that the camera, in-

stead of merely witnessing the action, enters

into it.

It is the enormous dynamics of the screen,

as compared with the confines of the stage,

which should thus enable audiences to par-

ticipate in the doings of the characters.

Nor is the achievement of this objective a

lowly goal for which to strive. For an hour

where dreams come true is worth years of

strife in the present mad scramble for wealth

;

nothing could be closer to the pursuit of hap-

piness than the fantasy produced by a few

thousand feet of realistic bits of photography.

Talking pictures are a medium characteristic

of America, where the prevailing, dominant

motive is speed. In Vienna, the atmosphere

of Marie Therese still prevails, life tainted

with sophistication ; in Berlin generals on

horses are still the mood. Statues of them

everywhere. The talking picture, however,

must develop its own technique. There must

be new plays, sound pictures even as there

were motion-picture plays. The stage play,

the musical comedy, the operetta will not ful-

fill the articulate picture's destiny.

Herein lies the real future of the screen,

for the sound picture, whether we welcome

or regret it, is here. It has captured the ap-

proval of the multitudes.

Of color photography in connection with

sound pictures I am inclined at the present

stage of development to be skeptical. So far,

reality in color has not been approached. The
real medium of sound pictures, 1 believe,

is in black and white. As yet color films have

only succeeded in transferring the prismatic

hues which belong on the teacups to the

screen, making of men and women not human
beings but painted dolls. That is a start,

however.

There is no doubt that the perfect photo-

play—perfect mechanically and technically.

that is, though not of necessity perfect in il-

lusion, which really is the only perfection

—

should include in its projection complete nat-

uralness of voice and sound, color and depth.

Voice and sound are already so nearh' natural

that perfection can only be a question of a

short time. Color and depth, however, are

a different problem. Of them, possibly, the

third dimension will be the most difficult to

achieve, although it is possible even now to

obtain an illustion of depth simply by photo-

graphing the principal object beyond a second

focusing object, the latter nearer the lens.

In the light of what has already come to

pass in the motion picture field, we who make
pictures come to discern, dimly perhaps, the

perfect picture and to strive toward it as the

possibility for an amazing medium of illu-

sion.

ipRANCE has a new mo\'ie fan in Georges

Clemenceau, the war-time Premier. He
entered a cinema house recently for the first

time in order to Avitness a film which chron-

icled daily events of his own life. He Avas

smiling and eager as he entered. "You see I

am a bad customer," he remarked. "But I

still have time to become a good one." Sur-

rounded by his daughters and grandchildren

the venerable Tiger showed childish interest

and said he Avas astounded at the reality of the

picture. He pointed eagerly to floA\-ers in his

OAvn garden and laughed gleefully AA^hen his

cook AA-as shoA\-n preparing a meal. When the

picture AA"as finished he asked that it be re-run.

'^HE Saa^Iss agricultural film Avhich has been

produced by ]\Ime. Gillabertrandin, has ob-

tained success upon its first shoAA'ing at the

Women's Work Exhibition at Berne. The
film AA'hich is the property of the Women's
Federation of the Canton of Vaud, is the AA"ork

of AA'omen, and stands out perhaps as the single

exception in the cinematograph industry of the

entire production of a film by feminine hands.

The length is six thousand meters, and the cost

of production has been obtained by public col-

lections made in the Canton of Vaud, under

the auspices of the countr}', Council and local

authorities. The film gives a complete idea of

Saa-Iss agricultural and rural life, and, in addi-

tion to its instructiA'e A-alue, it is a record of

the beautiful scenery of the country.
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The Valiant

Directed by M'illiam K. Hoivard
n, , , 1 , \Lucien Andriot
fliotograplied b\ ,f ifir

I
Glen Alacll dliaiiis

The Cast
James Dyke Paul Muni
Mary Douglas Marguerite Churchill
IVarden DelVitt Jennings
Judge Henry Kolker
Mrs. Douglas Edith Yorke
Chaplain Richard Carlyle
Robert Ward John Mack Brown
From the play by Robert Middlemass and

H olsworthy Hall

THE VALIANT again shows the prog-

ress which the talking picture is mak-

ing towards presenting audible drama

on the screen with all the emotional force

with which the stage achieves its effect when
it tells a story by means of the living actor

and his voice.

The play upon which this picture is based

was originally a one act sketch which ran

about thirty minutes. It enjoyed a sensational

success both in the little theatres and on the

vaudeville stage. Essentially melodramatic

in the legitimate sense of that word, it was
based upon situation rather than character or

strict plausibility. But that situation, involv-

ing a mysterious murderer about to be exe-

cuted who denies his identity to his younger

sister in order to save her and their mother

the shame of being associated with him, was

so intense that it kept criticism in abeyance

and thus achieved the very effect for which

good melodrama always strives without the

added effort of completely satisfying drama.

The sister, much younger than her brother

and not sure of his identity, had counted upon

breaking through his denial (if he were really

her brother) by evoking his childhood mem-
ories of her, especially through the recital of

the good night scene from "Romeo and

Juliet" which they used to repeat to each

other when he came to bid her good night.

He professes ignorance of these lines, success-

fully rebuffs her and sends her home to her

mother with the consoling fiction that their

lost son and brother died a heroic death dur-

ing the War. After she has left he recites

the missing lines, thus revealing to the audi-

ence that he is really the man.

About this same situation the picture is

faithfully and honestly built with the same

unhappy though exalted ending and with, of

course, the details that went before and after

filled in with the added license which the

roving camera enjoys over the stage.

The picture opens with the hero, having

just shot a man in a squalid tenement, walk-

ing through the streets and giving himself up

Marguerite Churchill and Paul Muni i:i

"The Valiant"
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Scene from "

at the nearest police station. We do not see

the actual shooting but hear the report of the

pistol and then see the man walking slowly

out of the house and into the street where

the casual noises of traffic and hurdy gurdies

and children at play drown out the porten-

tiousness of the murder that has just taken

place. An apparently swift trial, of which

we witness only the passing of the sentence,

lands the hero in the state prison with the

date for his execution set. The prisoner has

asked for no mercy except the veiling of his

identity, as to which he himself steadfastly

refuses to give any clue.

We then swing back to the man's home
town in Ohio where we see his mother and

his sister and learn something of his early

life before he left home. The mother, who
has read his story in the papers and seen poorly

reproduced newspaper photographs of him,

has a persistent feeling that he may be her son,

but her health precludes her undertaking the

journey so that her daughter volunteers to

go, accompanied by her fiance. Here the pic-

ture, partly silent, reverts to a cinematic

technique, showing flash-back scenes of the

The Valiant"

hero and his younger sister in their charming

companionship.

Now we enter the warden's room a few

hours before the execution. Here screen and

stage practically coalesce, for the actors in

both mediums work upon our emotions by

voice and gesture and expression in order to

get their efifect. Here therefore the picture

is entirely in the hands of the actors and the

line of demarcation between stage and screen

temporarily disappears. From the point of

view of the motion picture the screen does

what the stage can do, the stage has no ad-

vantage over the screen if we accept the con-

vention of flat shadows instead of flesh and

blood personalities. Motion picture audiences

already used to that convention will find it

less obtrusive than drama audiences who still

have to make a certain adjustment in this

respect. But even here, in the very midst of

an apparent equalization of stage and screen,

with the balance slightly in favor of the stage,

the camera merely reporting and the motion

picture director merely acting as coach, cine-

matic superiority manifests itself when the

hero spins the fiction of a heroic death for
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himself and makes that fiction vivid to the

audience by letting the camera tell it for him

in terms of the past and distant battlefield.

The spoken drama cannot do this ; it cannot

leave the stage.

In the final scene, though a let-down from

the tense drama preceding it, there occurs an-

other eloquent, if somewhat conventional,

cinematic moment. The mother thinks of

her dead son but thinks of him dead as an

honorable soldier as the camera causes a

ghostly line of marching men to tramp in-

audibly through the spaces of her mind.

Paul IVIuni and IMarguerite Churchill bear

the burden of the acting. To Miss Churchill

•we are grateful for having presented that rare

thing on our screen, a thoroughly real, unpre-

tentious American girl, delightfully lacking

in self-consciousness and yet sensitive and fine

of feeling as we would like to have her be.

Her interpretation of the heroine is skillfully

shaded and at all times full of dignity. Paul

Muni who has apparently given up a promis-

ing career on the stage after attracting un-

usual attention, registers with arresting

strength on the screen. We venture the guess

that on the silent screen his success might not

have been so immediate. For he looks like a

great actor rather than a handsome one. And
the fullness of his power is quite evidently

bound up with the quality of his voice. It

is deep and well pitched, remarkably eloquent

in short phrases, and short phrases are pre-

dominant in the talking technique of the

screen. His interpretation is concentrated

and restrained with a suggestion of emotional

reserve which makes him an arresting pres-

ence on the screen. It will be interesting

to see what he will be able to do in a part

of greater range and flexibility.

The repeated use of the two Shakespeare

quotations from "Romeo and Juliet" invites

an interesting discussion of the function of

poetic speech in talking pictures. There are

new possibilities here. Certainly both

"Good night, good night! Parting is

such sweet sorrow

That I shall say good night till it be

morrow."

and the answering

"Sleep dwell upon thine eyes, peace in

thy breast

!

Would I were sleep and peace, so sweet

to rest!"

could not very well have been used as titles

in a silent picture. They would have been

too long and too involved, with their flavor

of literar)' quotation sticking out all over

them, and with the danger of drawing

snickers from the irreverent. The audience

would merely have read them without put-

ting the proper emotional expression behind

them. Here, spoken by the actors in the full

tide of an emotional climax, they proved to

be singularly moving and effective. In the

talking picture there is perhaps room for the

poet and the master of literary expression such

as the silent picture, in which literature was
never more than a disturbing intruder, could

never provide.

Produced and distributed by Fox Film Corp.

She Goes to War
Directed by Henry King
Photographed by Tony Gaudio

The Cast

Joan Eleanor Boardman
Tom Pike John Holland
Reggie Edmund Burns
Rosie Alma Rubens
Bill A I St. John
Katie Glen Walters
Tom's mother Margaret Seddon

From the novel by Rupert Hughes

SHE GOES TO WAR is based upon a

war romance from the indefatigable

pen of Mr. Rupert Hughes in which he

draws a picture of women's part in the great

conflict and at the same time draws the les-

son that war is the great leveler of all social

distinctions. The heroine, Joan ]\Iorant, a

small town snob, finds that the pretentious

gentleman to whom she is engaged has a lib-

eral dose of the yellow streak and comes to

realize the true worth of Tom Pike, a young

filling station clerk, who turns out to be a

real leader of men. She herself arrives at the

front with rather exalted notions about heroic

service only to find that work in a canteen

is a matter of democratic drudgery where
maid and mistress have to sink their social

differences. Accidentally propelled into a

stiff bit of military action while in the dis-

guise of a military uniform, she gets a taste

of what war is really like and proves that she

is made of heroic stuff.
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Tanks Going Into Action—"She Goes to War"

She Goes to War is a synchronized sound

picture with only an occasional song and talk-

ing sequence. The sound effects are particu-

larly impressive in the latter part where they

are employed in lending added realism to a

prolonged military action. Tom's company

has been assigned the task of capturing an

important hill. They advance upon the ap-

parently unprotected position until they are

suddenly subjected to a liquid fire attack

which temporarily routs them. Packed into

enormous tanks they succeed in passing

through this zone of fire only to find them-

selves again held up by a machine gun which

commands the entire side of the hill.

These battle scenes, occupying the last three

reels, form the climax of the picture. They
involved the use of sound recording devices

in the open on a large scale and produce a

unique effect. The whistling and screaming

of shells, the rattle of machine gun fire, the

roar of the flames and the rumbling of the

ponderous tanks add greatly to the realism

of the action. These scenes were taken at

Fort Leonard Wood, Maryland, under the

supervision of army experts. The unusually

large tanks, apparently capable of holding

fifteen or more men beside the driver and the

gunners, are evidently of the latest design.

Incidentally the photography of these scenes

showing the troops in action over a wide area

of rolling country, advancing in the night

or just before the break of dawn, is unusually

fine.

It is in these sequences that the exceptional

quality of She Goes to War is to be found.

They undoubtedly foreshadow a picture to

come in which a battle scene on a large scale

with full sound and voice effects will enable

the screen to depict war in all its terror and

emotional appeal. The rest of She Goes to

W ar is above the average screen entertain-

ment with due allowance for fictional license

and special emphasis upon the rough and

ready humor of war time days.

Produced by Inspiration Pictures. Dis-
tributed by United Artists.
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Broadway
Directed by Dr. Paul Fejos

Photographed by Paul Mohr

The Cast

Roy Lane Glenn Tryon
Billie Moore Alerna Kennedy
Pearl Evelyn Brent
Dan McCorn Thomas E. Jackson

Steve Randall Robert Ellis

Nic Verdis Paul Porcasi

"Porky" ThojHpson Otis Harlan
Scar Edwards Leslie Fenton

From the play by Philip Dunning
and George Abbot

PAUL FEJOS' latest production, the

screen adaptation in talkie of the stage

success "Broadway," preserves much of

that vehicle's melodramatic tenseness particu-

larly where the parts are left in the hands

of the original cast. Characteristically, Dr.

Fejos has not been content merely to photo-

graph and phonofilm a play of the theatre, but

has introduced as far as he could cinematic

fabric to hold the dialogue to the motion pic-

ture pattern. This has resulted in one gain

of the screen version over the stage version,

which it otherwise follows very closely in

every respect of plot and character delinea-

tion: the cabaret, from the spectators' angle,

has been elaborated for the audience of the

film, and in providing this pictorial back-

ground, from the front stage view through the

use of the cabaret actors in their various num-

bers, a kind of chorus has been found to con-

trast with the events of the drama transpir-

ing in the back rooms of Nic Verdis' resort.

But this is a little overworked, perhaps, in the

effort to justify the very elaborate and inter-

esting set showing the modernistic main floor

and balconies of the Paradise Club, because

the tenseness of the situation developing be-

hind the scenes is sometimes slackened by tak-

ing the camera out front too frequently to

show Glenn Tryon and Merna Kennedy in

their roles of Roy Lane and Billie Moore
conducting their acts with the hard-boiled

chorus. We believe that in this particular

the drama could be tightened up and kept

taut by judicious cutting.

\

The Camera Crane used in the shooti ng of "Broadway"
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Throughout the film the sound dialogue

and accompaniments seem unusually clear and

satisfying, especially when the actors of the

original cast and Evelyn Brent are speaking.

It seems to us that the outstanding perform-

ance in this interesting and carefully produced

film is that of Miss Brent, although those of

Robert Ellis, Thomas E. Jackson ahd Paul

Porcasi are all excellent.

But the most important thing about this

production from the standpoint of its use of

sound is that it does combine this element

with the older invention of the silent screen

in such a way as to retain, at least in part,

the mobility and visual fascination of the

latter in a way that again points to the ever

increasing improvement of the sound and dia-

logue film. Dr. Fejos should be a leader in

this field, just as in his earlier picture The

Last Moment he proved himself a leader in

the field of silent films. It is to his pictorial

sense and knowledge of the cinematic use of

the camera that Broadtvay gains its best dis-

tinction.

JRIS BARRY, a writer for three large

London dailies and a motion picture critic

of a motion picture generation, writes in The
Film Mercury, "One of the distinguishing

marks of the film is its unruliness, its power to

soar beyond all limits of possibility, to depict

the passage of years, to step over oceans and

mountain ranges, to double back on itself and

show what happened before the action com-

menced, to interpolate dreams and fantastic

sequences. But at the same time all the vari-

ous elements are made more or less success-

fully to cohere, if only because there are no

actual breaks in a film such as you get in a

pla\'—no 'acts' or intervals."

p ASSENGERS on a commercial air liner

witnessed a movie show recently for the

first time in the fast-developing history of

aviation. It was in the darkened cabin of a

tri-motored Universal Air Line plane on its

regular run from Minneapolis and St. Paul

to Chicago.
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Pictures especially interesting or well done
but not necessarily "exceptional."

Berlin After Dark

Directed by Constantiu J. David

Featuring Grita Ley

Story by J'ictor Abel and Alfred Zeisler

BAFFLING murder mystery. The
owner of a Berlin amusement park is

killed when he remains at night to go over

his accounts. He had forbidden his daughter

to associate with a certain young man and the

young man had threatened to get even. Sus-

picion therefore points to the youth but the

police are suspicious also of a man from the

underworld who had been at the park that

day and had had an argument. Before the

real murderer is found out however the

daughter and two others are implicated. The
boy and girl are freed following the girl's

fight to save them. This interesting combina-

tion of romance and mystery was made at the

Ufa studios in Berlin and was thus plaj^ed

against the actual locale of the story.

For family audience including young people.

(World Wide—7 reels)

The Black Watch
Directed by John Ford

c , . i J'ictor McLaglen
t eaturing >

l^Myrna Loy

Novel "King of the Khyber Rifles" by

Talbot Mundy

THE hero of this picturesque war romance

is an honored member of the "Black

Watch," a crack Scottish regiment, to which

his family has belonged for generations. Just

as the regiment is about to go to the French

front he is called upon to fulfill a secret mis-

sion in India for which his long service there

and his acquaintance with the language has

fitted him. His abrupt demand for a trans-

fer to the Indian service looks like a case of

slacking so he leaves under a cloud. In India

he is confronted with the problem of pene-

trating into the Himalayas and counteract-

ing a dangerous movement among the tribes

to descend upon the country, now left de-

fenseless by the departure of the British regi-

ments for the Western front. The fanatic

tribesmen are led by a woman whom they

revere almost as a goddess. She falls in love

with the hero and he, fascinated by her ex-

otic charm, is torn between love and duty.

He finally succeeds in getting control of the

arms and ammunition supply and prevails

upon her to appeal to her followers not to

attack. They answer by shooting her down
but are in turn routed by a handful of Eng-
lish officers armed with machine guns. The
hero returns to his regiment and is acclaimed

by his brother officers. The picture is beau-

tifully photographed and many of the sound

effects are impressive.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—9 reels)

11
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Bulldog Drummond
Diiected by F. Richard Jones

Featuring Ronald Colinan

Novel by "Sapper"

MYSTERY play with the scenes laid

in and near London. Bored with civil

life after the World War, a young English

officer known as "Bulldog" advertises for ad-

venture. His advertisement is answered by

a charming and youthful lady, who desires his

help in an attempt to free her uncle from an

insane asylum, where he is being forcibly kept

by persons desiring his wealth. After many
thrilling experiences, the young man finally

kidnaps the uncle from the asylum, thereby

winning the girl's love and the gratefulness of

her uncle. Fine photography marks this pic-

ture which presents Ronald Colman, the ro-

mantic actor, in the new role of a melodra-

matic hero.

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists—9 reels)

The Cocoanuts

Directed by \
Joseph Stanley

^Robert Florey

Featuring The Four Marx Brothers

Play by George Kaufman

MUSICAL comedy featuring six popu-

lar Broadway stars, Mary Eaton and

Oscar Shaw in addition to the Marx Brothers.

A hotel keeper in a Florida boom town has

a hard time getting along. He tries selling

lots but fails to make m.oney through the ef-

forts of a half-wit who attempts to help him.

A valuable necklace is stolen from his hotel

and he is involved in the theft, but the matter

is finally cleared up satisfactorily. Good
comedy and excellent music are provided in

this stage production transferred to the screen.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 10 reels)

The Desert Song
Directed by Roy del Ruth

. {John Boles
t eatunng '

^
Larlotta King

Operetta by Otto Harbach and Oscar

Hatninerstein II

AN ambitious singing and talking picture

which succeeds in putting this popular

operetta on the screen in its entirety with the

addition of a real desert locale. The story

tells of the adventures of a modern Robin

Hood who leads the Riff tribesmen against

their oppressors. He is known and feared as

"The Red Shadow." But he is really the

son of the Commandant of the French troops

garrisoned in the desert and when he is at

the fort he acts as if he were weak minded,

to the despair of his father. He is in love

with the girl who is engaged to one of the

officers but who is romantically interested in

the m\'sterious "Red Shadow." He carries her

off into the desert where he is pursued by his

father who does not yet know of his identity.

He refuses to fight a duel with his father and

is branded as a coward, thereby losing his

leadership over the Riffs. Thus he ends his

career as the "Red Shadow" but wins the girl

and the respect of his father when the latter

learns his identity.

John Boles and Carlotta King lend excel-

lent voices to their parts and the picture

abounds with fine desert shots.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner— 13 reels)

Father and Son
Directed by M. C. Kemton
Featuring Jack Holt

Story by Elmer Harris

I

RAMA of a man's love for his small son.

On a business trip to Paris a young

widower becomes entangled with an adven-

turess. Believing in her, they marry and he

brings her home to his son. She soon shows

her true character by mistreating the boy, and

blaming him for something he did not do.

Later when a man, formerly in her life, ar-

rives and kills her, both the father and the

boy try to take the blame but a record on a

recording phonograph that the man had given

his son, tells the true story and the guilty one

is brought to justice. Then the man for the

first time realizes that the young woman who
lives next door and whom his son adores, is

the one to be his wife, so the three are happily

brought together.

For family audience including young people.

(Columbia—7 reels)
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Fox Movietone Follies of 1929

_ . , ,
[David Butler

Directed by
^ ,

o.,
I Marcel b liver

Featuring

.

'Sue Carol

Lola Lane

John Breedon

Stepin Fetchit

Original screen story by William K. Wells

THIS picture continues the experiment of

putting musical comedy on the screen

with a reproduction of most of the major

stage efTects which usually accompany it.

Only, thanks to the freedom of movement of

the camera, we see here both sides of the

stage and learn of the drama that is taking

place behind the wings. The show is about

to go on but the money has run out and the

creditors are in a threatening mood. The
hero has come North to marry his girl and is

shocked to find her in the chorus. She re-

fuses to give up her stage career so he buys

a controlling interest in the show and en-

deavors as her boss to fire her. He is soon

in hot water trying to manage the show so

as not to lose his money. We now see the

various numbers and watch how the audi-

ence receives them. In the end of course the

show goes over big, especially when the hero-

ine jumps in to take the place of the tem-

peramental star who goes on strike.

There ^re a series of entertaining musical

and dance numbers with chorus, and Stepin

Fetchit, the negro comedian, supplies some

excellent humor as the porter of the theatre

who refuses to let anything hurry him.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—9 reels)

From Fleadquarters

Directed by Howard Bretherton

Featuring Monte Blue

Original screen story by Samuel Hartridge

A MELODRAMA of the United States

Marines. A character known as

"Happy" Smith has for several years led a

somewhat vagrant life in the lazy atmosphere

of a Latin American Republic but through

fighting now and then with various rebel

leaders he has learned to know the country.

He is therefore hired to guide a small group

of Marines inland to rescue a party of lost

Americans. In spite of the doubts of the of-

ficers as to his honesty he proves faithful and

although innumerable hardships overtake the

little band "Happy" comes through to glory

and in the doing of it his personal affairs be-

come righted so that no longer is he under

a cloud of suspicion. The story is improb-

able but with Marines as the brave heroes

perhaps the audience will not be too critical.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

The Glad Rag Doll

Directed by Michael Curtiz

Featuring Dolores Costello

Original screen story by Harvey Gates

N amusing comedy in which a show girl

gives a snobbish family a lesson in good

manners and morals. The youngest son has

fallen in love with her and his family, headed

by the elder brother, sets out to rescue him

from the siren. She turns the tables on them
by outshining them socially and by discovering

their various weaknesses. The older brother,

at first angered and defeated, later falls in

love with her, supplanting the younger brother

who had been only suffering from a bad case

of calf love. The picture has a number of

talking sequences.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—8 reels)

Fiard Boiled Rose
Directed by F. Harmon Weight

IP , • {Myrna Loy
reaturina I ^

I
William Collier, Jr.

Original screen story by Melville Crosnian

A ROMANCE laid in New Orleans.

About to lose his fortune and his good

name the head of an old family commits sui-

cide. His daughter, a young and innocent

girl just home from school, in order to gain

possession of certain papers plays the part of

an adventuress who has come from Paris to

the famous gambling house of Julie Malo in

New Orlcans. As "Hard Boiled Rose" the

young girl succeeds in winning the confidence

of the gambling house owner's ne'er-do-well

son, and thus in securing the papers which
will keep her father's name unsullied.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—6 reels)
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His Lucky Day
Directed by Eddie Cline

Featuring Reginald Denny

Original screen story by John B. Clymer

AN amusing comedy-drama. In order to

dispose of a property to a wealthy man
and thus win his daughter, a young real estate

agent must first rent the house next door.

Suddenly an automobile drives up before the

door and the youth immediately sings the

praises of the house to the occupants.

He does not know that they are crooks

escaping from the police. They are glad

to use the old house to hide in and

the youth is anxious to rent, so a bargain

is struck. The newcomers make a call on

their neighbors and while there steal all the

man's valuable art objects. That night the

young man plays ghost in the house rented by

the crooks and later the police come and arrest

them. In the meantime the bill of sale has

been signed by the father and so the young

people are happy.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—6 reels)

Featuring

.

Kid Gloves

Directed by Ray Enright

^
Conrad Nagel

]^Lois Wilson

Original screen story by Fred Myton

AN underworld melodrama. "Kid Gloves"

Smith, a hi-jacker, is framed by the

leader of a bootlegging gang and forced to

marry a wealthy girl to whom the leader had

been engaged but whom he believes unfaith-

ful to him. The girl is innocent of the man's

accusation, but she is made to accept the hi-

jacker as a husband. Disowned by her

wealthy aunt the girl and the hi-jacker lead

an honest life of poverty. He is framed again

and nearly killed but escapes and they realize

that they have learned to love one another.

There is plenty of excitement in the picture

put over by a good cast.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

Kitty

Novel by Warwick Deeping

A WORLD AVar romance. About to

leave for the front, a young English

officer, son of a wealthy and proud woman,
marries the daughter of a tobacconist. Re-

turning from the war, paralyzed and unable

to walk, the young man is kept in his mother's

home and is prevented from seeing his wife,

about whom his mother has given him false

reports. The girl, Kitty, meanwhile has

bought a lovely inn and has fixed it up as a

tea room. One day while the young man is

motoring he sends his chauffeur and his at-

tendant into a hotel and according to secret

arrangements his wife kidnaps him. Later

she plans a ruse in order to make her par-

alyzed husband walk. The plan works and

his mother relenting, they are all happy. The
picture is an English production and many
of the scenes were photographed with the

beautiful Thames river as a background.

For familv audience including voung people.

(World Wide—9 reels)

The Man I Love
Directed by William A. Wellinan

Featurin
\J^Iary Brian

^Richard Arlen

Original screen story by Herman Mankiewicz

A ROMANCE of the prize ring. In love

with a young fighter a girl marries him

and they go to New York to live. There a

fascinating adventuress turns the husband's

head and he devotes his time to her. Not un-

til his wife leaves him does he realize how
much she meant to him. During a fight for

the championship it seems as though dissipa-

tion w^ould cause his defeat but learning that

his wife is staying in town for the fight he

determines to Avin, and over the radio at the

end of the fight he sends a message to her that

he is giving up the fight game for good.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Directed by Richard Saville

IJohn Stuart
b eaturing '

\Estelle Brody

No Defense

Directed by Lloyd Bacon
Featuring Monte Blue

Original screen story by J. Raleigh Davis

UPON the completion of an important

railroad bridge, the wealth}' owner, his

son, who is a junior member of the firm, and
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his daughter come west for the opening cere-

monies. A romance developes between the

\'Oung construction engineer and the daughter

but is quickly ended, as are all the hopes of

the engineer, when the bridge gives way at the

trial. Later it is proved that inferior material

had been used. The young engineer knows

who is to blame for the inferior material' but

remains quiet. When the son confesses his

guilt, the young engineer is reinstated in the

affections of the girl.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

The Studio Murder Mystery

Directed by Frank Tuttle

, \Neil Hamilton
teatunng \ .

l^Doris Hal

Magazine serial by A. Channing and Carmen
Edington

ERE is a well worked out mystery story

given added interest through its set-

ting in a motion picture studio. A young actor

is killed one night while working late. Five

people who were on the set that night are im-

plicated in the murder. After questioning,

four are allowed to go and the j^oung daughter

of the night w^atchman is accused and sen-

tenced. Her sweetheart solves the problem

however, and brings the real murderer to

justice.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

This Is Heaven
Directed by Alfred Santell

r ^ { Vilma Bankvteatunng
\ /
1^

James rJatl

Original screen story by Arthur Mantel"

VILAIA BANKY appears in her first

talking picture as a beautiful immi-
grant girl who comes to this country and soon

gets a job at the griddle stand of a popular

chain of restaurants. Sent out to a society

fair to preside over a griddle she falls in love

with a young man whom she takes for a

chauffeur while he thinks she is one of the

guests. He follows her and finds out who
she really is but continues to court her, as-

suming the role of a taxi driver in order to

see whether she loves him for his own sake.

He successfully keeps his identity hidden un-

til the last moment when he leads her into the

richly appointed house which he has bought

for her. The role of the girl is one which

shows Vilma Banky's talents to good advan-

tage.

For family audience including young people

(United Artists—8 reels)

Under the Southern Cross

Directed by Lew Collins

p, , /, , , [Wilfred M. Cline
Photographed by ]

'

IMarold omith

SYNCHRONIZED picture depicting

native life in the wild country of New
Zealand. Two tribes separated by a volcano-

which they call "evil spirit" are united through

the marriage of the daughter of one tribe and

the son of the other. But before this comes

about the course of love does not run smooth-

ly, for in an athletic contest staged to see who
will win the girl the one she loves loses. He
however will not give her up so easily and this

leads to a war between the tribes. The scene

of the climax of the fighting at the mouth of

the crater is remarkable and there are rnan^

beautiful and thrilling shots.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—7 reels)

Where East is East

Directed by Tod Browning

Featuring Lon Chaney

Original screen story by Tod Browning and

Harry Sinclair Drago

THIS picture laid in Indo-China opens-

very excitingly with a tiger stalking into

the center of the scene where it is caught in

a huge net. The next sequence shows Lon
Chaney as one of the manipulators of the net

in a tree nearby. This is the introduction ta

a man called "Tiger," a trapper of wild ani-

mals who bears many scars, the marks of his

trade. None of the fierceness of the man is

apparent, how'ever, when he is at home with

his daughter upon whom he lavishes all his

affection. When she falls in love with the

son of an American circus owner who comes

to deal with him he has a difficult time to

reconcile himself to the situation, but as the

young man has proved his love and also his

bravery by defending the girl from one of the

tigers which escapes, he gives his blessing.

The appearance of a mysterious Oriental-like
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woman affects the lives of all three. She it is

who by her action in years past has been re-

sponsible for the attitude of the "Tiger"

toward love and when she endeavors by her

wiles to wreck the happiness of his daughter

he resorts to an unusual method of wreaking

vengeance on her through one of his ani-

mals which has a particular dislike fo* her.

This siren part is played by Estelle Taylor in

a make-up nearly as startling as that often

used by Mr. Chaney.

For the mature audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—7 reels)

The Woman in White
Directed by Herbert Wilcox

Featuring Blanche Sweet

Novel by Wilkie Collins

ROMANCE and mystery blended in an

English production filmed in Scotland.

A girl parted from her sweetheart is forced

to marry a man whom she does not like or

trust. She goes to live in his gloomy house

and there she is warned by a mysterious wo-

man in white not to sign certain papers. This

mystery woman is killed and the young wife,

substituted in her place, finds herself living

as the mystery woman confined in an insane

asylum. She escapes and with the help of her

sweetheart the records from the church are

found which prove the relationship between

the girl and the woman in white and solve the

mystery of the house of crime. The girl's

husband is killed through his own evil deed

and the girl is free to marry the man she loves.

Miss Sweet gives a fine portrayal.

For familv audience including voung people.

World Wide—7 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
Broadway

(See page 9)

For the mature audience.

(Universal— 10 reels)

She Goes to War
( See page 7

)

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists—10 reels)

The Vahant
(See page 5)

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—6 reels)

NON-FEATURES
After the Round-Up

Cowboys in song numbers.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Austria
The spirit of Austria in picture and music.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

The Azure Coast
(World We Live In Series)

Scenic of Nice, Monaco and Monte Carlo.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Conditioning
(Sportlight Series)

The necessity of getting into condition in

various sports.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Crystal Champions
(Sportlight Series)

Beautiful pictures of swimming and diving

in Crystal Lake with outstanding under water

photography.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Fish and Feathers
(Sportlight Series)

Fishing and bird shooting interestingly pho-

tographed.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Lerdo's Mexican Orchestra
Mexican orchestra in pleasing selections.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

The Light of India
Historical incident of the Sepoy mutiny in

India during 1857 interestingly done in color.

For family audience including young people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Magic Sands
(World We Live In Series)

Fascinating scenes of desert lands.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)
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The One Man Glee Club
Frank Crummit sings a group of popular

songs.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner— 1 reel)

The Passing Show of Perak
(World We Live In Series)

Scenic of the Sultan of Perak (Malay

Peninsula) and his court.

For family audience including children.

(Educational— I reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 1

(Pathe Audio Reviews are entirely sound,

some of the subjects have appeared in for-

mer Pathe Reviews, hence the repetition.)

Cowboy—rope tricks of the great West by

kid experts
;
Europe—a complete tour in five

easy minutes.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 2

Voyageur—adventure of the singing waters

of the Mississauga; Nathalia Crane—Brook-

lyn's prodigy poetess ; Bal Taberin—the world

famous cafe of gay Montmartre.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 3

Faces ;
Pepita—the lady with the castanets

in sunny Mexico ; Dear Paris.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 4
Wheat—the grain fields of the Canadian

West; Make-Up; Ebony.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 5

Round-Up—man's most noble friend, the

fast vanishing horse; Hicks! Don Dicker-

man's County Fair provides rural whoopee
for the hayseeds of New York.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 6
Dobbin—the old fashioned buggy ride as

done by the marionettes; Riding the Sky

Trail ; Chic—the newest novelties in the marts

of feminine fashion.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

'

Pathe Audio Review No. 7
Brass—various pieces of art, futuristic and

otherwise ; Harry Foster Welsh and his fifty

piece orchestra ; First Screen Debate—Florida

vs. California.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 20
Exotic Brass; Fish and Feathers; Florida

vs. California.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

"

Pathe Review No. 21
Old Madrid; Riding the Sky Trail; Chic.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 22
The Moose and the Tenderfoot ; the Cock-

atoo ; Tabloid Africa.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 23
Lulworth Cove, England

;
Days of Yester-

year; Wild Geese.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 24
Spring Pastoral; Chili Pepper Industry;

Ahoy! Over the Bounding Main.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 2 5

Jewels; Drama of the Microscopic World;
Cathedral of St. John the Divine; Pearl Cul-

ture.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Schubert's Masterpiece
Inspired by love for a beautiful girl Schu-

bert composes his masterpiece.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)
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Taj ado's Tipico Orchestra

Mexican orchestra—ensemble and solo se-

lections.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Turf and Sail •

(Sportlight Series)

Beautiful scenes of various forms of yacht-

ing including power boats and sail. Excel-

lent photography.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Water Wonders
(Sportlight Series)

Teaching the young to swim.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

West of the Golden Gate

Colored scenic of Hawaii showing many

lovely flowers.

For family audience including children.

(Tiffany-Stahl— 1 reel)

The Year

Beautiful pictorial cycle of the four seasons.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES

Dear Teacher

Comedy skit of a school.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Gorno Marionettes No. 2

Clever acrobatic marionettes.

For family audience including children.

(International— 1 reel)

Helter Skelter

Big Boy tries to sell his dog in order to

help his mother who is in need of money.

For family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

Hurdy Gurdy
Slapstick. A picture of life on the fire

escape of a tenement on a hot day.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

If Men Played Cards as Women Do
Unusually clever skit of four men who

meet to play cards but like the so-called

weaker sex they stay to gossip.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

It Happened to Him
Song number opening with James Barton

being arrested and showing how he extricates

himself in order to get to the theatre on time.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Junior Luck
(Collegians Series)

The Calfard students become spirited ad-

vocates for winter sports.

For family audience including children.

(Universal-—2 reels)

Ko-Ko's Crib
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko finds himself nursemaid to a baby.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko's Hot Ink

(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko plavs with hot ink and burns him-

self.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko's Knockdown
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko throws his hat in the prize fighting

ring.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Ko-Ko's Saxaphonies
(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko's slumber is disturbed by the wailing

of a saxaphone.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)
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Ko-Ko's Signals

(Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon)

Ko-Ko aspires to join the legion of the

"Four Horsemen."

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Loan Shark

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat falls in love with a hula-hula

dancer and learns to be quite adept himself.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Midnight Frohc

Eddie Cantor gives a few of his ideas on

making "whoopee" from the Ziegfeld attrac-

tion of that name.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Rough Dried

A slapstick comedy in which Billy Dooley

goes to call on his sister who leaves him to

look after the house with dire results.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Sheep Skinned

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat in a version of Little Red Rid-

ing Hood.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Small Talk

Our Gang in an all talking comedy. They
find themselves in an orphan asylum but they

are all adopted.

For family audience including children.

(Metro^Goldwyn-Mayer—3 reels)

Torrid Toreadors

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat waves the red cloak.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Unaccustomed As We Are

Slapstick—the husband brings his friend

home for supper but his wife makes him re-

gret it.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

The Wicked West
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald goes West and beats the bear at

checkers.

For family audience including children.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Ye Old Melodies

Comedy song numbers.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

npHE National Board has recently seen the

second picture produced in Armenia to be

shown in this country. It is a tragedy of a girl

who is afflicted with epilepsy, and is believed

to have the evil spirit and is thus ostracized

from her family. The picture interestingly

portrays certain habits and beliefs of the Ar-

menians. It is titled Evil Spirits and is dis-

tributed by the American Committee to Aid

Armenia.

AN unusual production has just been com-

pleted in Switzerland in The World of

the Automaton. It traces the evolution of the

automaton from the automatic gods made by

the ancient Egyptians, passing in its survey

the famous clocks of Berne and the automatic

marvels of the Black Forest, down to the won-

ders of the present day. The traveling and

research which was necessary to complete the

film were great, but the result in its hypnotic

charm and beauty is, according to all accounts,

ample justification. The Geneva presentation

was made with an entertaining and ingenious

musical setting.

^^J'VE half a mind to go into the movies,"

said Alice.

"That's all you need!" said the Red Queen.
—Movie Makers.
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Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczy

Department of the Better Films National Council

MRS. ROBERT C. HEFLEBOWER,
a member of the Better Films Na-

tional Council of the National Board and

Chairman of Motion Pictures of the Na-
tional League of American Pen Women
is closely in touch with all that concerns

motion pictures. She spoke against the

Johnson Bill, which has been introduced in the

Ohio Legislature, providing for additional

censorship of motion pictures at the meeting of

the Cincinnati branch of the Ohio Newspaper
Women's Association. The following quota-

tion shows another of her interests. "One of

the most entertaining and successful junior

matinees sponsored by the Hyde Park
Mother's Club of Cincinnati, was that given

with Douglas Fairbanks in The Thief of

Bagdad as the attraction. Every seat in the

house was taken and it was found expedient

to give a second performance to accommodate

the large group of young folks who came later,

many of them accompanied by their elders who
enjoyed the performance as much as did the

youngsters. The pictures for these junior

matinees are selected under the supervision of

Mrs. Robert C. Heflebower, who as Better

Motion Picture Council chairman, originated

the regular every Saturday junior matinees

here five years ago, with the fine cooperation

of Mr. Charles Weigel, manager of the Park

Theatre, and which have been a happy feature

of Hyde Park's young folks entertainment

during the past years."

The new President of the Better iVIotion

Picture Council for the coming year is Mrs.

Irene Sullivan. The annual report of the

Program Chairman, Miss Dorothy Fulton,

showed a year of interesting programs, among
them a talk on "Foreign Films" by Miss

Julia Walsh ; a luncheon with an address on

"Patriotic and Educational Films" by Mrs.

Charles F. Johnson, State Chairman of the

Better Films Committee of the Ohio State

D. A. R. ; a talk on "Children's Matinees"

given by ]\'Iiss Dora Stecker ; a luncheon at

which Dr. John L. Clifton, State Director of

Education, discussed "Censorship of Films."

MRS. EDWARD H. JACOBS, Chair-

man of Motion Pictures of the Los

Angeles District of the California Federation

of Women's Clubs and Film Review Chair-

man of the General Federation is at present

on a trip in the east. During the six years of

her interest in motion picture activity Mrs.

Jacobs has accomplished a most constructive

piece of better films work.

The Junior ]\Iatinee with suitable pictures

for children was the nucleus of her program

and still forms the chief purpose of the review

and publication activity conducted by the

Federation. The results in California have

been widespread. Mrs. Jacobs says that the

theatre managers are most cooperative in

working with the club women of the various

communities in initiating and maintaining

weekly Junior Matinees throughout the year.

It was a great pleasure to those gathered

at a luncheon given by the National Board of

Review at which Mrs. Jacobs was the guest

of honor to hear her tell of her work. The
luncheon was held at the Hotel Roosevelt,

June 6th with a number of members of the

Executive Board, Better Films Council and

General Committee of the National Board

gathered to greet Mrs. Jacobs. Among the

guests were Dr. Walter W. Pettit, Director

Department of Community Work, New York

School of Social Work, member Executive

Committee, National Board of Review; Mr.
Lee F. Hanmer, Director, Department of

Recreation, Russell Sage Foundation, former-

ly member General Committee, National

Board of Review; Mrs. E. H. Cahill. [Motion

Picture Chairman, National Federation of

Music Clubs ; Dr. George W. Kirchwey, De-

partment of Criminolog}', New York School

of Social Work, member Better Films Na-
tional Council; Airs. Newton D. Chapman,

Better Films Chairman, National Society,

D. A. R., member Better Films National

Council ; Dr. Louis I. Harris, former New
York City Commissioner of Health, member.

Executive Committee, National Board of

Review ; Col. Clarence A. Perry, Associate

20
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Director, Department of Recreation, Russell

Sage Foundation, member General and Ex-

ceptional Photoplays Committees, National

Board of Review; Mrs. Harry G. Grover,

President, Rutherford (N. J.), Better Films

Committee, member Executive Board and

Council, Better Films National Council;

Judge John R. Davies, Attorney-at-Law, for-

mer Judge of Seventh District, Municipal

Court of Alanhattan, member General Com-
mittee, National Board of Review; Mr.
George J. Zehrung, Director, Motion Pic-

ture Bureau, International Committee of Y.

M. C. A.'s, member Executive Committee,

National Board of Review; Mrs. Everett B.

Heymann, Recreation Committee, Women's
City Club, New York City, member General

Committee, National Board of Review; Mrs.
Lewis S. Booth, Membership Committee,

National Board of Review; Mr. Wilton A.
Barrett, Executive Secretary, National Board
of Review; Mr. Alfred B. Kuttner, Review-

Secretary and Secretary of the Exceptional

Photoplays Committee, National Board of

Review; Mrs. Frances C. Barrett, Member-
ship and Review Secretary, National Board
of Review; Mrs. Bettina Gunczy, Secretary,

Better Films National Council, National

Board of Review.

THE Neighborhood Association of Motion
Picture Committees was formed in

Bloomfield, N. J., on May 23rd. This asso-

ciation includes a number of towns and com-
munities in northern New Jersey. A resolu-

tion giving the purpose of the organization

reads in part as follows: "Whereas, motion
pictures are constantly influencing large num-
bers of our citizens, both young and old,

either for high or low life standards; Be it

resolved, that we form the Neighborhood
Association of Motion Picture Committees
to co-operate in bringing about public demand
for the best possible pictures in our local mo-
tion picture houses." ]\'Irs. William T. Ropes
of Montclair was elected president and she

is to have associated with her as other officers

of the Association people vitally concerned
with the civic betterment of their communi-
ties. Support has been offered in Bloomfleld,

where the idea originated, by the city officials,

the theatre managers, the library, the church
and other groups.

Such enthusiasm and interest was mani-

fested at the initial meeting that there is little

doubt but what the Association will be one of

permanent and increasing value in BloomHeld

and neighboring communities. The National

Board has extended its services and congratu-

lations to the new organization through Mrs.

Ropes, its president.

THE Rockville Center (N. Y.) Better

Films Committee has completed a series

of special Juniors' programs which has re-

ceived many favorable comments from mem-
bers of that community along with best wishes

for the renewal of the work in the fall. With
the helpful co-operation of their theatre man-

ager the Committee arranged fifteen minute

prologues before the regular opening of the

Saturday afternoon show. Able assistance

was given by the Boy and Girl Scout leaders

and the past Master Mason of Rockville Cen-

ter who conducted the introductions in a

most entertaining way. Two groups of small

children, in costume, charmed the audience

with their toe dancing on several occasions

while three young girls danced in four dance

figures at other performances. The Boy

Scouts, for their act, put on exhibitions of

fire-making and signalling which were en-

thusiastically received. A splendid number

was the singing of part songs around a camp
fire by thirty-six Girl Scouts. The Rockville

Center Committee is affiliated with the Na-

tional Board of Review and to Mrs. Bradley

Myers, the President of the Committee,

and her associates we offer congratulations

upon their success during the initial season

of special programs. Also to Mr. De Costa,

the exhibitor, who has arranged the picture

programs to give the best possible to the young

people on Saturday, and, realizing the inter-

est which it will add to his theatre as a

community institution, has provided time for

the prologues by local talent.

THE Atlanta (Ga.) Better Films Com-
mittee had a recent meeting of unusual

interest, as several of the leading Fulenwider

Players were guests for the occasion. These

players are quite a big factor in the Atlanta's

social and artistic life and Mrs. Newton C.

Wing, the President, in introducing them ex-

pressed appreciation for the excellent type of

plays they present. A round table session was
much enjoyed at which all present were asked
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to express their views on films in general and

local plays in particular. During the busi-

ness discussion Mrs. Patrick Bray reported,

as executive chairman, that there were now
seventy organizations represented on the Bet-

ter Films Committee. Following the round

table discussion and the business session the

chairman of the Visual Education Compiittee

entertained with a showing of the remarkable

film Grass and also a picture with some of the

committee as actors.

The benefit bridge party given in May
under the auspices of the Better Films Com-
mittee was most successful with several hun-

dred tables at play. This entertainment is

held annually to defray the expenses of the

Committee. Mrs. Carl Wesley, chairman,

assisted by a charming group of sub-debs,

served punch during the game while a group

of children dressed as Kandy Kids sold candy.

The entertainment consisted of dancing and

musical numbers and a surprise feature with

several young men and w^omen players. There

were numerous and elaborate prizes donated

and collected through the efforts of the prize

committee under Airs. C. F. Angell. E. L.

King, of the Visualizit Company, invited all

those attending the bridge to take part in a

motion picture to be shown later in connection

with picture programs in the Atlanta Wo-
men's Club auditorium.

THE Little Theatre Guild of New
Haven, Conn., has for some time been

dividing its attention between the producing

of plan's and the showing of exceptional photo-

plays. Mrs. Jack Crawford, Secretary of the

Guild, who is untiring in her efforts to bring

the unusual pictures to her city, has been in

touch with the National Board when in New
York City and through correspondence re-

garding picture suggestions and plans. She

sends enthusiastic word of the success of their

undertaking in the motion picture field of en-

tertainment. Among the pictures which they

have shown are Czar Ivan the Terrible,

Variety, Siegfried and Krie?nhild's Revenge.

The children are considered also in the

motion picture activity of the Guild. Mrs.

Crawford says, "We have been holding special

matinees for children all winter, Saturday

mornings and Saturday afternoons. They
have been quite successfully attended and have

aroused a good deal of interest among parents."

THE feature of the April meeting of the

Better Films Committee of Birmingham

(Ala.) was the address given by the Reverend

Wistor R. Smith, pastor of the Second Pres-

byterian Church, on "Why I Go to the

Movies." The members were urged to bring

their ministers and there was a good repre-

sentation to hear this enjoyable talk. A mo-

tion picture was taken of the children leaving

the regular Saturday morning Juniors' Alat-

inee the Saturday preceding the monthly meet-

ing and the mothers told of the enthusiasm

of the children over being "in the movies,"

not to say anything of the mothers' pride at

seeing their children in moving pictures. The
feature picture at this matinee was The Devil

Horse supplemented by the "Collegians" in

one of their laugh-provoking comedies. Mrs.

Caroline Engstfeld, the new chairman of the

program committee distributed the following

questionnaire which should bring forth in-

teresting information :

1. Name the five films you enjoyed most

the past year in order of }our preference.

2. Mention what you consider the most im-

portant factor in any film.

3. Mention briefly five improvements you

think should be made in films.

4. What great change has taken place in

the making of motion pictures recently, and

how has this affected the choice of motion

picture actors and plays by the producers?

The chairman of the speakers' committee

reported a very busy month for the speakers

which included two addresses made by Airs.

M. W. Snell at the Sunday School of the

First Christian Church.

The final Juniors' Alatinee of the season on

Alay 11th was marked by an excellent at-

tendance and an unusually fine program. The
manager of the theatre where the matinees

have been held, gave the young people a treat

in the form of a first run picture, Hearts in

Dixie. The prologue presented by nineteen

small pupils of the Dewberry School of Ex-

pression, was very attractive and the singing,

led by Mrs. Martha Dick McClung, most

enthusiastic. The children gave a "big hand"

for everyone who had helped make the mati-

nees a success—the manager, the Committee

members, the P.-T. A. representatives, the

Boy and Girl Scouts, the doorman and oth-

ers. With such a climax to the season of

successful performances the outlook is bright.
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THERE is increasing interest in the use

of films for church services, especially

the Sunday night service. Reverend C. A.

Keller of the Second Congregational Church

of Ashtabula, Ohio, has made motion pic-

tures a regular part of his church activities

during the past Avinter. Early in the fall he

offered to his congregation a picture-sermon

calendar as follows

:

•<>ii -

PICTURE-SERIVIONS
Sunday Evenings

Second Congregational Church

7 o'clock

Oct. 7

—

Man Crazy

Oct. 1-1

—

The Covered Wagon
Oct. 21

—

The Folffa Boatman (part 1)

Oct. 2^—The Volga Boatman (part 2)

Nov. 4— r/zf Way of all Flesh

Nov. 11

—

Barbed Wire
Nov. 18

—

A Harp in Hock
Nov. 25

—

Alaskan Adventures

Dec. 2

—

The Winning of the West
Dec. 9

—

The Quarterback

Dec. 16

—

His Dog
Dec. 23—Christmas Cantata by the Choir

Dec. 30

—

The Yankee Clipper

Jan. 6

—

Chang
A silver offering will be received at these

services to pay for these pictures.

Preserve this calendar for reference.

The morning service of this church is for-

mal u'orship: the evening service is for moral

and religious instruction. If you do not wor-
ship elsewhere in the morning, we invite you
to worship here.

Reverend Keller has been a subscriber to

the National Board of Review AIagazine
and an advocate of motion pictures for some
time and we believe his selections will hold

helpful suggestions for other ministers.

^^^N example of the potentialities of a Chil-

dren's Cinema is the little organization

which gives regular shows in Geneva, Switzer-

land. This is the seventh season and the plan

shows distinct success. The first shoAv had a

program showing police dogs at -work, a car-

toon film, and an anti-alcohol film.

THE Rutherford (N. J.) Better Films

Committee celebrated its fifth birthday

on Alay 23rd by holding an Anniversary

dinner. It was a happy birthday party in ev-

ery way and although the serious side of bet-

ter films activity was not entirely neglected

the occasion was chiefly one of festivity. The
guests numbering about seventy-five gathered

in the Union Club House of Rutherford.

Following the dinner, the toastmaster. Rev.

Charles W. Popham, rector of Grace Episco-

pal Church of Rutherford, introduced the

speakers. They were j\Iayor Harold R. Friz-

zell who highly commended the Better Films

Committee for its fine work in the commu-
nity, Prof Leroy E. Bowman, Department of

Social Science Columbia University and Sec-

retary of the National Community Center

Association, Airs. Elizabeth R. Dessez, Direc-

tor Educational Department of Pathe

Pictures, and Airs. Harry G. Grover, the

President of the Rutherford Committee.

Words of greetings and praise for their suc-

cessful accomplishments during the past five

years were brought from the National Board
to this affiliated committee by ]\Ir. Wilton
A. Barrett, the Executive Secretary, and Mrs.
Bettina Gunczy, Better Films Secretary.

FROAI Knoxville, Tennessee we have a

typical program for a students' matinee. A
travel picture entitled Versailles was shown
along with the feature and comedy. A pro-

logue arranged by Professor George AI. Wor-
sham consisted of several numbers pla3'ed by

the Walker Novelty Orchestra and the Elks'

Junior Symphony Orchestra, an acrobatic

dance, a Spanish dance, a song, "Memories
of France," and a violin solo.

NATIONAL organizations are becoming
more and more interested in the idea of

the motion picture and what it can accom-
plish. The latest one to issue a catalogue of

films and slides is the Boy Scouts of America.
This pamphlet contains historical, nature, in-

dustrial, patriotic films and films made es-

pecially for the Scouts showing Scout camps,
the winning of medals, vacation camps and all

such things dear to the heart of the American
boy. This list may be secured at the Scout
headquarters, 2 Park Avenue, New York City.
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions. ^
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Who's Who In Review
When asked "What is the National Board

of Revieiu?" the answer begins with the words
"A volunteer, disinterested citizen organiza-

tion." It seemed to us that it would be en-

lightening and would tend to humanize the

Board for our readers

to introduce to them

through these pages

S07ne of the citizens

composing this organ-

ization. As first in

this series we are

happy to present to

you Dr. Walter W.
Pettit, acting chair-

man of the National

Board. — Editor's

NoTh.

I WAS born in

Fredonia, Chau-

tauqua County,

New York, in 1882,

near the shores of

Lake Erie. My fam-

ily lived in Peoria, Il-

linois, for several

years, but returned

later and I was grad-

uated from the State

Normal School in

Fredonia in 1901.

On July I5th of that year I sailed with six

hundred other experienced and embryonic

pedagogues for Manila, which at that time,

for most of us, was an extremely vague desti-

nation, having achieved headlines but recently.

Flora-dora had neglected to stress the capital

of the Islands.

For eight years I organized educational

work in the Islands and was for five years

Principal of the High

School at Aguinaldo's

former capital, Malo-

los.

It was in Baliuag,

famous for its rattan

hats, in the old Span-

ish convent yard on

the plaza shaded by

enormous acacia
trees, that I saw my
first motion picture.

It was a French film

in colored photog-

raphy and the humor-

ous incidents por-

trayed would hardly

have passed our Re-

view Committees.

The long summer

vacations were spent

in travel in China,

Japan and the various

Islands of the Phil-

ippines.

On returning to

the United States I

studied at Columbia University with sum-

mers at the University of Chicago.

In 1911-13 I had charge of the Elemen-

tary Technical School in Evanston, Illinois.

W. Pettit

3
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In 1913-14 I organized recreation work in the

midwest for the Playground Recreational As-

sociation of America.

In 1915-16 I was a Special Assistant to the

American Embassy in Petrograd and during

much of the time was in charge of German
and Austrian prisoners on the lower Volga.

In 1918-19 I was commissioned a Captain in

the Military Intelligence Division of the

United States Army ; was attached to the

American Commission for negotiating peace

at Paris in the Russian Division and was sent

by Colonel House and President Wilson in the

late winter of 1918-19 to Petrograd to secure

first-hand information regarding the situation

in the Soviet Republic.

Since 1915 I have been with the New York
School of Social Work in charge of their Com-
munity Organization Department, and am, in

addition, Assistant Director.

I have collaborated with the Director of

the School in a study of the Salvation Army,
and a study of the Interrelation of the Work
of National Social Agencies. With the help

of former students, I have a volume of com-

munity case records which has been used in a

number of Schools of Social Work for teach-

ing material.

A-lrs. Pettit and I have two children, and

the four of us spend our summers on a little

farm in Westchester County producing cab-

bages and dahlias and exterminating moles

and woodchucks.

What They Say of Us!

a^^7 ITHOUT the assistance of the Na-W tional Board literature I would
never have enjoyed my work the way I have."

—Mrs. Eva W. Phair, Chairman,' P.-T. A.

Better Films Committee, Lyndhurst, New
Jersey.

^^^^7" OUR Magazine was sent to me while

JL I was taking the course in Photoplay

Composition offered by Columbia University

and I find that I cannot possibly get along

without your valuable articles on the movies."

—Miss Grace J. Gilbert, Portland, Oregon.

Uf^ ONGRATULATIONS on the fine

work accomplished for better films and

the interesting account given of it in the

Magazine."— Mrs. Charles T. Owens,
Pennsylvania State Chairman, Better Films

Committee, D. A. R., NorristOAvn, Pennsyl-

vania.

iCT AM pleased with the Magazine and

Ji. think it will prove of value to us in the

selection of motion pictures for our school."

—

Charles E. Lockerby, President, Board of Ed-

ucation, ^Minneapolis, Minnesota.

ij LIl

will send for it next autumn when I

resume my work."—Mrs. J. W. Chivers, Di-

vision of Visual Instruction, Montana Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs, Helena, Montana.

ONGRATULATIONS on the new
form of the Magazine. It is a real

improvement." — Reverend Lawrence C.

Staples, All Souls Church, Washington, D. C.

^^ir FOUND some real help among the

JL Magazines you sent."—Mrs. John

T. Yeatman, Chairman, Juniors' Matinees

Committee, Birmingham Better Films Com-

mittee, Birmingham, Alabama.

inn
JL Weekly Official Bulletin have been

very valuable in our work."—Mrs. ]\Iilo J.

Griffith, Chairman, Better Films Committee,

Racine, Wisconsin.

^^T WAS pleased with the issue of the

JL Magazine that I received."—Earl H.

Place, Jackson, Michigan.

^^np HE Spartanburg Better Films Com-
JL mittee has found your Better Films

Forum very helpful.—Mrs. N. Irving Hyatt,

Chairman, Better Films Committee, Spartan-

burg, South Carolina.

^^T APPRECIATE very much the copy of

JL the Annual Catalogue which I received

in this morning's mail. It will be a great help

in the work of the Photoplay Guide. I still

find occasion to refer to previous issues."

—

Mrs. Frances C. Butler, Better Films Com-
mittee, Rutherford, New Jersey.
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Tying Up with the Movies: Why?
When? How?

By Marilla Waite Freeman
Librariti/i of the Main Library, Cleveland Public Library

Jf ith the national Book M^eek observance

,

which annually engages the attention of Bet-

ter Films Committees, near at lian/l—Novem-
ber \7th to 23rd—we are pleased to have the

opportunity to present to our readers this story

of the effective book-film plan of the Cleve-

land Public Library. It is an excerpt from a

paper delivered by Miss Freeman at the Mo-
tion Picture and I isual Aids Round Table

of the American Library Association

.

—Edi-

to?-'s Note.

^^ripi'^'ING-UP-WITH" is, of course,

I merel\' a good low-brow phrase, or

publicity patter, for cooperation,

and Cleveland is the very home of coopera-

tion. If you doubt it, read R. L. Duffus in

the New Republic for August 4, 1928, "The
good Clevelander," avers ]\Ir. Duffus, "be-

fore turning out his light to get into bed, asks

himself
—

'Have I cooperated to-dav, or have

I failed?'
"

As the Cleveland Public Library, a typical

good Clevelander, looked around a few years

ago for new worlds to conquer, new activities

with which to cooperate, its eye fell upon the

movies. It saw more than a million humans
per week moving in and out of the doors of the

movie palaces, drawn by "that obscure hunger

which is merely a nostalgia for the Magic
Country." It recognized that here was an

irresistible social force, one that must reach

and inflluence more human beings than any

other single social or recreational activity of

our time.

The Library asked itself, "How many of

these thousands know that I exist ? And
what I have to offer them ? Ho\\' can I let

them know? It walked in to investigate. It

sat down, and in a moment its imagination

was captured, drawn into the whole vast mov-

ing pageantry of the pioneer trek of our fore-

fathers across the continent in The Covered

TVagon. The Library had read some of its

own books, but never had it so visualized the

heroism, the endurance, the faith, the imagina-

tion of the pioneers, as in that breathless hour.

Suddenly it saw how its books could vitalize

these pictures for the thousands sitting there

in the darkness of the theatre, and equally how
the pictures could make its books come alive

on their shelves. To the eye of its fancy, a

new caption shone out upon the screen

:

"The Covered Wagon, adapted from the

famous novel by Emerson Hough. This novel

and other thrilling books about pioneering days

and the trail of the covered wagon mav be

found at your PUBLIC LIBRARY."

Here was real meat for that abstract being,

cooperation. From that moment there re-

mained only the questions When? and How?
or, rather, How? and When?
The how of it, Av hich began modestly with

a quiet conversation between the Library's

publicity representative, Mrs. Ina Roberts,

and M. A. Malaney, publicity director for

Loew's Cleveland Theatres, has now grown

to the point where advance publicity men, for

pictures and for the speaking stage as well, de-

clare that the public library is their first port

of call on arrival in the city. Their eager-

ness and that of the local exhibitors to secure

library cooperation is so keen, and our stand-

ards so well understood, that we may be par-

doned the mild egoism of believing that we
have in some degree influenced the type of pic-

tures shown in our community.

Since the Cleveland Public Library is fre-

quently asked its technique in library-film co-

operation, I will briefly outline tlie plan it has

developed. The publicity office keeps a card

file of important coming films, their producers,

the books or plays on which they are based,

the locale, period and, in some cases, the stars.

This is partly for the reference use of the li-

brary proper to which inquiries are constantly

coming concerning perhaps, films long since

past: "What book was this film made from?"

"Who was the star in that picture?" By skim-

ming a film trade journal and making notes,

it is comparatively easy to keep this record.

At or before the completion of a film the pub-

licity oflSce writes to the producer's New York
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office for one set of "stills" and for a press

book. The producers would gladly send these

Avithout waiting for the library's request, but

this results in a flood of unwanted material,

and the publicity office prefers to ask for only

what it is likely to find usable. This plan

may, of course, be greatly simplified by li-

braries which do not wish to go into the mat-

ter on so extensive a scale, by arranging all

details of cooperation, including the securing

of stills, with the local theatre manager or

exhibitor.

In the case of Ben Hi/r, more than 200 dif-

ferent stills were used throughout the Cle\ e-

land library system, and 160 for The Kintj of

Kings. These, with attractive book material,

were used by the Exhibit Committee of the

Main Library for show case and street win-

dow exhibits of these exceptional pictures
;
by

the History, Fiction, Philosophy and Religion,

Literature, and Foreign Literature divisions

for exhibits and book displays, from their vari-

ous angles, and also in the branch, school,

station and county libraries. The stills are

vital in library-film cooperation. It is the

stills that separate the group of connecting

books in displays from the thousands that line

the walls about them. For some reason people

who pass unseeingly by the finest kind of en-

graving or other reproduction of the Colos-

seum, will stop captivated before a poster bear-

ing a photographic still of the Colosseum, will

take home a book in which it figures, and will

go that night to see the motion picture which

features it. Of course, an attractive poster

caption must lend point and accent to the dis-

play, however small.

In most cases the exhibitor will be glad to

give the stills permanently and they can later

be placed in the library's picture collection.

The beautiful sepia prints of scenes and char-

acters in Douglas Fairbanks' production of

The Iron Mask will, for example, have per-

manent value to one studying costume, archi-

tecture, interior decoration, social customs,

portraiture, biography and history of the pe-

riod of the early years of Louis XIV and the

last years of Richelieu.

Historical films, generaly speaking, are rich-

est in book connections. The very beautiful

film version of E. Barrington's The Divine

Lady ,
though this book is not in itself extra-

ordinary, has brought into play for exhibit

and circulation a \\ ide range of library book

and art material.

Exhibits are written up for the newspapers

by the publicity office, or frequently by the

reporters themselves when some special angle

of interest is presented. The beautiful Rom-
ney prints displayed by the Library in connec-

tion with the showing of The Divine Lady
called out a special article from the Plain

Dealer's art editor; and the theatre manager

included an invitation to view the library's

exhibit in his newspaper advertisements of the

picture.

Frequently, some unusual angle of potential

interest is discovered in a review of the films,

b\" the reviewers, as with the charming pic-

ture from the play "Seventh Heaven", a quo-

BuUetin
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tation from which, "Get courage inside .vou,"

was used to display and get into eager circula-

tion a group of such stimulation books on

courageous living as Barrie's "Courage" and

Basil King's "Conquest of Fear." Sorrel

and Son brought a gratifying circulation of

fiction and biography suggested under the cap-

tions, "Good fathers in fiction," and "Some

real fathers and sons," as well as of books

about "The job of being a dad."

Even more important in reaching the movie

fan where he lives, are the so-called bookmark

reading lists. Indeed, the Cleveland Public

Library's very first bit of film cooperation was

a bookmark bearing a brief list of titles of fic-

tion, history and biography of interest in con-

nection with the filmed version of the Sabatini

novel Scarajiiouche. Later we learned from

the producers that, so keen had been their ad-

vance, publicity men to emulate this new "tie-

up," the Cleveland bookmark had been dupli-

cated in practically every town containing a

public library in which the picture was subse-

quently shown.

When a bookmark is requested the first step

is to get the film approved for cooperation.

This done, each division. History, Fiction, or

others having "connecting" books sends these

to the library editor, who selects from the

many volumes the few most suitable for the

bookmark, and with a fine flair for the grand-

iloquent language of the movies, groups these

under pertinent captions, tops the list with an

apt quotation and sends the copy, ready for

the printer, to the publicity representati\'e.

The latter adds the "frame" at the end, briefly

announcing the film with an acknowledgment

to the theatre which, and this I should em-

phasize, always pays for the printing; e.g.,

"Printed by courtesy of The Allen Theatre,

presenting John Barrymore in The Tefupest."

The copy, duly approved, is then turned over

to the official who has requested the bookmark,

with the stipulation that proof be submitted to

the library editor. This last provision pro-

tects the library as to printing errors and

format, and has resulted in quite uniformly

attractive looking bookmarks.

The library also stipulates that since the

bookmarks are distributed in the libraries of

the Cleveland system, an at least equal num-

ber must be used in the theatre. These are

supposed to be distributed with or printed in

the programs, in the rare cases where there are

programs, but more usually are laid on a table

in the theatre lobby, with a sign calling atten-

tion to them, or on the ledge back of which the

crowds stand while waiting for seats. When
the picture We Ajnericans was shown in

Keith's Palace Theatre, the Library, in addi-

tion to its bookmarks exhibited in the theatre

lobby a set of the American Library Associa-

tion Reading with a Purpose courses, featur-

ing especially "Americans From Abroad," and

sold, in consequence, a considerable number of

these reading courses.

At the library end, the bookmarks are, in

case of a very exceptional picture, slipped into

outgoing books. As a rule, they lie on the

charging desks and in listracks or near the

exhibits with which they tie up, where the

public may help itself to them. The Boston

Public Library reports from thirty to sixty

thousand copies of a bookmark placed on the

delivery counters of the Central Library and

the branches, and taken by interested patrons.

What all this type of cooperation can do

for the picture is obvious. What it has ac-

complished for the library, among other things,

is to set a large number of film fans to read-

ing history, biography, travel, by calling atten-

tion to books that are as interesting and often

as romantic as fiction. Where in fiction, for

example, can one find the counterpart of the

story of Joan of Arc? Here is one of those

stories that "could not be true, yet is." Ren-

dered in film form with touching and impres-

sive beauty, it still keeps in steady circulation

all books that tell the miraculous tale of the

Maid, and of the historic events through

which she moved. Peaks of Destiny carried

countless readers to Switzerland and the Alps,

with their poetry and their romance, and gave

a new fillip to the mountaineering art by the

including in the book list of "Climbs on Al-

pine Peaks," bv A. A. Ratti, now Pope Pius

XI.

A year after the appearance of Dorothy

J ernon of Haddon Hall in picture form, the

head of the History Division of the Cleveland

Library reported that not since the first show-

ing of the picture had she been able to keep a

copy of the life of Queen Elizabeth on the

shelves, nor of ]Mary, Queen of Scots. "A
young woman came to the division one eve-

(Continued on page 14)
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COMMITTEE

Louise Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson

J. K. Paulding
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and
critics of the screen, who arc the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a com prehensile idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of
the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers who are looking be-

yond what the popular theatres haie to offer.

SECRETARY

Alfred B. Kuttner

Alfred B. Kuttner

WnTox A. Barrett

r
Paris Bound

Directed by Edivard H. Griffith

Photographed by Norbert Bodine

The Cast

Mary Hutton Ann Harding
Jim Hutton Fredric March
James Hutton, Sr George Irving

Richard Parrish Leslie Fenton
Peter Hallani Cooley
Nora Cope Juliette Crosby
Helen White Charlotte IFalker
Noel Farley Carinelita Geraghty
Fanny Shipinan Ilka Chase

From the stage play by Philip Barry

THE sound picture is \'et so novel that

each new picture is compared with

those preceding it and Paris Bound
comes well among the front rank of talking

pictures to date. It was a stage play which

had a long and successful Broadway run and

its transference to the screen proves that the

sophisticated social drama, which before the

advent of the sound pictures was often so dis-

tinctly a failure Avhen put upon the screen,

can now favorably serve as the source for pic-

ture material. Paris Bound proves not only

this but also that with the employment of cer-

tain cinematic means the picture may surpass

the play in subtlety of character portrayal.

No little credit for the exceptional quality

of this picture is due to the charm and fine

acting of Ann Harding in the part of Mary
Hutton. Aliss Harding has made for herself

an important place on the American stage and

her motion picture debut leaves no doubt as

to her ability as a screen artist. She has a

rare and delicate beauty which seems expres-

sive of an unique personality. In this story

she pla\'s her part with admirable restraint

making the character a harmonious one in ap-

pearance, action and sound, for her voice has

the cool timbre that blends Avith her dignity

of motion. However, underneath this pleas-

ing restraint is an indication of great emo-

tional strength.

Fredric Alarch is excellent in the part of

the husband. He gives to the role an exceed-

ingly human quality. There is a warmth in

his characterization which makes it delight-

fully balance the more deliberate character of

the wife, as played by Ann Harding, and helps

to impart a reality to this story of t^vo people

tempermentally different but wise enough to

adjust a marital rift with a clever combination

of insight and worldly wisdom.

Ann Harding and Frederic

March in "Paris Bound"

8
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The story opens on the wedding da\- of two

charming young people, Mary Archer and

Jim Hutton. They both come from families

of wealth and smartness and in their circle

divorce is the remedy most quickly sought

when marriage fails to fulfill its expectations.

These voung people are overwhelmed at the

thought that such an eventuality might over-

take their marriage and they make a serious

promise to keep it on a basis of sensible under-

standing. The story then becomes episodic

showing an event in the second, third and

fourth years of their married life. Each year

it is the annual trip which John takes in the

interests of his publishing house to Paris, a

journey upon which his wife refuses to ac-

company him as she adheres to an idea of hers

that parting for a time is wise. When, dur-

ing one of these Paris sojourns, a former

sweetheart of the husband plots a meeting with

him which later comes to the wife's ears there

seems imminent a break such as they hoped to

avoid. The wife is determined to divorce her

husband upon his return. In the meantime

she continues to devote herself to helping a

young composer, a friend of long standing,

who is working in her music room and with

whom she holds in common the love of music.

He is unable to finish a ballet upon which they

have worked together because he is not free to

express his love for her which is ineffaceably

bound up with his music. When, however,

she is wavering because of her husband's un-

faithfulness, he endeavors to convince her that

their love is a thing outside her marriage. All

this is very subtely handled and contains none

of the melodrama which a mere stating of the

plot implies.

The climax of this scene is the most inter-

esting sequence of the picture from the angle

of photography as it is told 'by pure camera

technique. While Paris Bound is a dialogue

picture throughout this particular part is re-

vealed without words by having the ballet

brought to life as it were, through the camera.

The young composer is at the piano playing

and Mary is nearby listening. As the moving

figures of the ballet come upon the screen one

after another to dance and prance and turn,

intermingled with them are the whirling

thoughts of the two characters. With the

diminishing or increasing of different images is

conveyed their changing emotions. Here music

and camera are harmonously combined, there

is no intruded "theme song" but a logical plot

unfoldment by a perfect interweaving of

shadow and sound.

As to the story's end, it is a happy ending in

that it is accomplished with as much under-

standing on the part of the characters in the

play as the director Edward H. Griffith has

shown in his telling of the story in pictures.

Produced and Distributed by Pathe Ex-

change, Inc.

THE first talking motion pictures in which

Esperanto is used were made recently

during the twenty-second annual conference

of the Esperanto Association of North Amer-
ica in the ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.

Donald E. Parrish, national secretary of the

Universal Esperanto Association of Geneva,

Switzerland, made an address in which he

gave a short description of the international

language and a salutation in Esperanto.

Henry W. Hetzel and Mrs. Charles Cho-

mette gave an Esperanto dialogue for produc-

ers at the Paramount studios.

IT is a well-established fact that American

pictures "take" better in all foreign coun-

tries than foreign pictures do here. This may
be explained by the interest which every other

nation has in the American locale, without

doubt due primarily to the immigration of its

citizens to America.

IN the hope of diverting to other purposes

much of the money now spent in Russia

for liquor, the educational authorities have

launched a campaign for the "kinofication"

of the country. An expenditure of $250,-

000,000 is proposed over a five-year period.

The money would be used to construct thea-

tres in towns and even the smallest villages,

and clubs in workingmen's settlements ^A ould

be equipped for the showing of films.
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Matiriees in Macon
By Mrs. Piercy Chestney

President, Macon {Ga.) Better Films Committee

Better Films Committees new in the field

of Junior Matinees ivho now and then feel

discouraged will be cheered by this story of a

sixth year of successful matinees. Mrs. Chest-

ney and her associates in the Cojnmittee have

been so fortunate in the continued interest

u'hich they have been able to maintain in their

matinees that ive asked Mrs. Chestney to send

us it story of their splendid activties and she

responded willingly with the report printed

below for in spite of the work the home mati-

nees demand Airs. Chestney is always generous

in answering outside requests. As this story

indicates every opportunity to make the shows

appealing to the children is used to advantage.
—Editor's Note.

FOLLOWING the precedent established

upon its organization on August 29,

1923, the Macon Better Films Commit-
tee is continuing with programs which com-

bine entertainment, instruction and amuse-

ment of the nth degree, with the idea in mind

of making this weekly film fare so attractive

to the children of Macon that they will be-

come so interested in looking forward to Sat-

urday morning they will forget about the

regular theatre programs.

In arranging the large majority of these

programs the Committee has in mind boys and

girls of 11 and 12 years of age, as it feels

children younger than that should attend pic-

tures only on rare occasions. For these "rare

occasions" which come about three or four

times a year, programs are planned especially

for the "littlest fellows."

On Alarch 23rd, for the fourth time in five

years Peter Pan was shown to a crowded

house.

Such a program was that of November
3rd when several one-reel subjects were given,

the entire program lasting an hour and a

quarter The program consisted of Goldi-

locks, The Alphabetical Zoo, Old Mother
Hubbard, three La Fontaine fables ( The
Hare and the Tortoise, The Lion and the

Alouse and The Prophecy of the Dying
Bird) and Humpty Dumpty with the pro-

logue, a lullaby sung by ten little girls swing-

ing in their arms their baby dolls.

The next "rare occasion" fell on June 1st

when The Bell of Atri was a high light.

This being given at the request of mothers

and teachers of third grade children whose

reading course at school has made them love

this story taken from the Longfellow poem
of the horse that pleaded his own case for

justice from his miserly old master.

The last "rare occasion" comes in Decem-
ber when the Committee will present the ever-

new annual program with the \ight Before

Christmas and other classics.

Anniversaries Celebrated

Grand Opera is sung in ]\Iacon each year

in January. So, naturally, the program ar-

ranged for the Saturday preceding the Mon-
day opening of the season is devoted to an

opera program. On January 5th, two opera

pictures were shown

—

The Last Rose of Sum-
mer ("Alartha" was one of the season's bills)

and William Tell. The prologue that morn-

ing consisted of selections from several of the

coming operas by a large chorus from one of

the schools, under the direction of the super-

visor of music of the school system.

January 19th being the birthday of Robert

E. Lee, the prologue was in commemoration

of that anniversary, and two short reels Daniel

Webster and Benjamin Franklin Avere shown
in honor of the birthdays of those men, Janu-

ary 17th and 19th.

On January 26th, a one-reel subject, Robert

Burns was screened in celebration of the poet's

10
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birthday which came the day before. In order

to gather the children in to "educate" them

about Burns, the feature picture chosen for

that date was Rin-Tin-Tin in The Million

Dollar Collar. As it was Better Dance Week,

a demonstration was given by a local dancing

school.

Monte Blue in J cross the Atlantic brought

them in for their education on February 2nd,

when the prologue consisted of a beautiful ex-

ercise commemorative of the birthdays of

Sidney Lanier, Albert Sidney Johnston and

Joseph E. Johnston all of which fall on Feb-

ruary 3rd.

This exercise consisted of showing a picture,

in colors, of each of these distinguished men,

followed by a very brief statement concerning

each, the introduction of the head of the local

camp of Confederate veterans who had served

under Joseph E. Johnston, a statement of the

occasions on which General Johnston had been

a guest in Macon. The singing by one of the

high school boys of Lanier's "A Ballad of the

Trees and the ]\Iaster" completed the pro-

logue.

Georgia Day Celebrated

February 9th marked the celebration of two
important dates—Dicken's birthday, Febru-

ary 7th and Georgia Day, February 12th. The
four-reel subject, Georgia was shown with a

Gang comedy as the light note. Georgia pro-

duced by the Georgia Power Company and

available for use anywhere, free, is an indus-

trial film, but it is so filled with interest that

the Committee has received frequent requests

for its repetition.

The prologue on February 9th was an

elaborate pageant which brought into review

the past history of the state and its present

activities, resources, and so forth. This was
written by one of the teachers and produced

with her pupils.

The lamented Fred Thomson and Silver

King were the feature for February 16th. At
this time a Valentine Review was given by

students of one of the dancing schools. The
Nunnally Candy Company provided the im-

mense heart out of which tumbled the chil-

dren dressed to represent the various kinds

of candy made by this company. Nunnally
also sent as souvenirs for the morning candy

kisses for all the children.

On Washington's birthday a short reel gave

a brief biographical sketch of the first Presi-

dent and the Junior Department of Dramatic

Art of Wesleyan College gave a playlet "The
Little Month of Big Days," a colorful pres-

entation, elaborately costumed, of the many

outstanding dates in that month.

The Longfellow and Alexander Graham
Bell celebration fell on ]\Iarch 2nd. A short

picture-sketch of the poet and his Courtship

of Miles Standish were given, with other short

subjects among which was the Big Little Fel-

low, a telephone picture loaned by the local

exchange.

March 9th proved to be one of the most

popular occasions. At this time pictures stress-

ing the Presidential Inauguration of the pre-

ceding Monday were given. Our Presidents,

which shows the picture of every President

of the U. S. from Washington through Coo-

lidge, was run, and suitable music played as

each flashed on the screen—first the name of

the President, then his picture and the dates of

his administration, finally, the outstanding re-

mark made by him during his tenure of office.

A short subject. Today Honors Yesterday, was

given and that unit of the program closed with

the Fox Movietone Newsreel, showing Hoo-
ver's inauguration—an excellent contrast in

times, costuming, style of ceremony and in the

progress made by the motion picture. To all of

this program the children reacted marvelous-

ly, applauding and cheering to the echo the

appearance of each President.

The 186th anniversary of the founding of

West Point was fittingly observed by the show-

ing of the feature, West Point and using as

the prologue, a drill by a crack squad from the

high school. Army officers in town and their

families were honor guests.

Easter Eve found a "mixy" program billed,

but every unit was a high light, if applause

can be used as a criterion. While Harold

Lloyd, in Grandma"s Boy visited the children

at their own request, and the prologue had

three parts—a dancer in a bunny costume, a

real clown from the circus Avintering in ]\Iacon

and a whistling Jap, the unit which received

the greatest applause was a short reel entitled

The Life of Christ from Great Paintings. It

was viewed in perfect silence, but thunderous-

ly applauded at its close.

April 6th and 13th were "just programs,"

with Rinty and Hoot Gibson pictures and no

educational feature except a short reel,

Thomas Jefferson, on April 13th the date of
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his birth.

But on April 20th during "Be Kind to

Animals Week" there \\'as great excitement

over the real li\'e pupp\' and two real live kit-

tens which were the attendance prizes for the

morning. The feature was Under the Black

Eagle a story of the World War—a man and

his dog—and a Gang comedy, Love My Dog.

Animal crackers donated by the National Bis-

cuit Company were given as souvenirs.

On April 26th came the only "extra" mati-

nee the Committee sponsored during the 5"ear

—the Memorial Day matinee in honor of the

Confederate veterans of Alacon and the sur-

rounding country. The short subject was The
Heart of Robert E. Lee, a two-reel picture in

colors; the feature, .Morgan's Last Raid. The
newsreel was a compilation of sections of reels

which, from time to time, ha\e been presented

to the Committee by the \arious producing

companies—Pathe, Paramount, International,

^letro-Goldwyn-^Iayer and Universal—and

shows scenes of interest to all Southerners.

The IVIaking of the First Confederate Flag

on Georgia's Soil, a spectacular, colorful pag-

eant of seven tableaux and music, was given as

the prologue. Twent\"-odd people in the cos-

tumes of the sixties represented Alacon people

who actually took part in the scenes the pag-

eant depicts.

The guests who are entertained each Satur-

day by the Committee, are always invited for

some particular reason. For instance, for the

inauguration program, descendants of Presi-

dents of the U. S. were the guests. On Long-

fellow's birthday, descendants of John Alden.

Opera Week, the directors of the Macon
Opera Association and the stars were guests

and so on throughout the year.

Among the outstanding programs given and

planned for the rest of the year are ]\Iusic

Week, Lindbergh Week, Flag Day, July 4,

Navy Day, Book Week, National Education

Week, Woodrow Wilson's birthday, Arbor

Day and so forth.

All of the plans of the Alacon Better Films

Committee would go for naught, possibly,

were it not for the vision of the managers with

whom the Committee has worked.

The present resident manager of the Publix

Theatres Corporation is in ^lacon for the

second time since the Committee's organiza-

tion, and his cooperation, vital interest and un-

tiring ef?orts to assist the Committee in its

endeavors to provide suitable entertainment

for the children of the community makes a joy

of the Committee's work Avhich is an earnest

effort to train the young people of ]\Iacon to

find better entertainment in better pictures.

THE "i". ^l. C. A. is a leader among the

organizations making use of motion pic-

tures in their activities. In the preparation

of their programs great care is taken which

accounts for the number of Y. C. A. sec-

retaries using the National Bo.ard of Re-
view Magazine. The following quoted

from a letter from ]\Ir. C. !M. Shepherd,

Promotion Secretary of the Baltimore (Md.)
Y. ^I. C. A., one of our enthusiastic readers,

is characteristic of the service which the ^ .

M. C. A. makes of the National Board pub-

lication. An attractive little folder Avith a

colorful cq\'er announces:

"Among the many social features of the

"Y" is the Motion Picture program in the

lobby at 7 :30 on Saturday night. The fol-

low"ing feature films will be shown

—

One Minute to Play—a football story with

Red Grange.

Regular Scout—Fred Thomson and a

mounted detachment of Boy Scouts.

Laddie—from the novel by Gene Stratton

Porter.

Timid Terror—comed\' of a bond sales-

man w'\x\\ an inferiority complex.

Coney Island—a romance of a young man
who bought a roller coaster.

Desert Pirate—with Tom Tyler and

Frankie Darrow.

Freckles—an appealing romance of the

great Limberlost.

Skinner's Big Idea—becoming junior part-

ner Skinner changes the ofKce force.

Shanghaied—a story of the Pacific coast.

It is unfortunate that the titles sometime

gi\-e an inadequate idea of the pictures. All

of these pictures are recommended by the

National Board of Review.

For members and their guests."

J^N order to entertain the small shopper ac-

companists a most appreciated work is be-

ing carried on by the W. G. Schwartz Com-
pany Store of Norfolk (Va. ). On Saturdays

at 10:30 A. M. and 3 and 4 P. M. there is

held a matinee for children in their audito-

rium with no ad.mission charge.
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Book Week and Motion Pictures

HY should one read about Book

Week in a motion picture

magazine?" is a likel\ question.

The answer is that those wisely interested in

motion pictures are interested in them not

only as an entertainment but as an important

social force. This being true many of the

socially minded of the community, both mo-

tion picture patrons and those actively en-

gaged in some form of better films work, are

alert to take advantage of an\' opportunity

to link the motion picture more closely with the

other cultural and social forces effecting local

life. Book Week offers an especial chance

for such a tie-up since motion pictures are

related to books through film adaptations,

novelized pictures and the general stimulus

which they give to reading. Books form the

center of numerous organized interests such

as libraries, schools, clubs and book stores.

The National Association of Book Pub-

lishers, sponsors of National Book Week, in

writing of the significance of Book Week
says, "In man}" toAvns the entire community

takes part in this annual book festival, wo-

men's clubs, churches, schools, business men's

clubs, parent-teacher associations, libraries,

department stores, book stores and newspapers

all participating."

An example of a cooperative Book Week
observance given in one of the Association's

pamphlets is that of an active better films

committee city. It is headed "Book Week in

Atlanta" and states, "Alany civic organiza-

tions took part in Book Week in Atlanta in

November, 1928. Letters were sent by the

fourth, fifth and sixth grade pupils in the

schools of the city to 250 representative citi-

zens, asking what books they enjoyed most as

children and which of these they would rec-

ommend. The letters with the names of the

chosen tales were returned and each grade

selected a book to portra}'. The foyer and up-

per floor of the Carnegie Library Avere filled

with colorful and ingenious picturizations of

books. There were clay models and models

in soap, sand tables, booklets, peep shows,

scenes cut out in silhouettes, placques, posters

and book plates. ^Miller's Bookstore awarded

a book prize to the classes which worked out

the best displays. Atlantans flocked to the

librar} to see the exhibit. Each elementary

and high school principal arranged a special

program for the Week and original plays,

book fairs and essay contests were held. The
Parent-Teacher Council cooperated in plan-

ning these features. Proceeds from several

of the programs were used to increase the

number of volumes in school libraries. Win-
dow and store displays of the best books for

boys and girls with suggestions for Christmas

purchases were arranged at all the bookshops

of the city. The West End Theatre and

Palace Theatre showed book-films and asked

Bo}' and Girl Scouts to act as hosts and

hostesses. There were interesting programs

and addresses at women's clubs and men's

luncheon club meetings, and the newspapers

contributed greatly to the success and scope

in the home
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of the observance of the Week, through then-

editorials and complete reports of all the spe-

cial events."

The 1929 Book Week comes on the dates

November I7th-23rd. With the thought in

mind of book-film tie-ups the National Board

has prepared, as it does each year, a List of

Selected Book-Films. It contains 1 ll«selected

pictures, either adapted from books or espe-

cially related to reading, seen during the

period October 1928-October 1929. Send

for the list (see coupon page 23) and make

book-films a part of Book Week.

Tying Up With the

Movies

(Continued from page 7)

ning, bringing with her a cherished 'Dorothy

of Vernon' bookmark from which she had

been reading for a year. "We realized how
popular the film had made these books," said

the division head, "when we were unable to

supply her with a single book from the list, as

all copies were in circulation including even

the histories of the period. However, \\t

found an equally desirable book that had not

been listed, so she went away happy."

The picture Show Boat has drawn into cir-

culation all the Mississippi lore from iXIark

Twain's classic doAvn and has created a de-

mand for the negro spirituals and folk-songs

as well. For the Abraham Lincoln picture,

the theatre manager reported several persons

as having returned to replace lost copies of the

bookmark. The Schools and Children's De-

partments of the library experienced for a long

time a subsequent demand for booI:s about

Lincoln.

From the divisions of Philosophy and Re-

ligion and of Foreign Literature, after the

showing of The Ten Commandments and

King of Kings, was reported a greatly stimu-

lated circulation of the Bible, a book which

the library carries in some twenty-seven lan-

guages. One lady was so delighted with her

discovery of Senator Beveridge's little book,

"The Bible as Good Reading," that she went

eft to buy six copies to present to her friends.

What about the talkies? Or the squawkies

as Will Rogers dubbed them, till he, too,

signed up with them—^what will be their

effect on the library? Well, they are inevit-

able, much as we may dislike them in their

present awkward age, or squawkward stage,

—

"the world do move," and the library must

move along with it. If you have seen Eric

Robot, the new talking metallic man, you

know that talking has come to stay. I might

say alas, but it would be useless. Roger W.
Babson suggests that even books are likely

soon to come in rolls to be put in a machine,

and that we can then relax upon a couch and

have the book automatically read to us, illus-

trated by moving pictures

!

We are told that ultimately the talkie will

in turn tame and modulate that bane of

Europe, the American voice ; that escaping

from its scenes of the underworld and police

headquarters, it will bear to every farm and

village the presence and the speech of great

artists, and thus will raise the universal stand-

ard of dramatic taste. This we are eager to

believe, and to its consummation, ready to

lend a hand.

TTHAT the film industry is assuming an im-

portant position in the economic life of

Germany is shown by recent statistics putting

the number of persons directly employed in

that line in Berlin alone at 12,500. When the

allied industries, optical, raAV-film, film print-

ing, film press and costumes are included the

total number of those making their living out

of film production in the German capital is

about 50,000. Among the workers in the film

industry are 3,300 persons on the staffs of pro-

ducing and distributing firms, 3,150 employes

in cinemas, 1,900 musicians in cinemas, 1,800

studio workmen, 800 copying plants workers,

500 assistants, usually emploj^ed, 400 artists,

100 directors and 550 cameramen, architects,

authors et al.

INSTRUCTION by motion pictures has

been inaugurated in the Bellevue High
School, Pittsburgh (Pa.). Students pur-

chased a combination stereopticon and moving

picture machine out of the proceeds of enter-

tainments and it is being used in classrooms

and entertainment programs. The picture ma-

chine will be useful in supplementing oral in-

struction and textbook, especially in American

history and social subjects, and will also be

used in singing.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures
acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.

Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration md enjoyment of adults.

Note-—Programs for Junior Matinees should
be selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done
but not necessarily "exceptional."

Featuring

Big Time
Directed by Kenneth Hawks

{Lee Tracy

[Mae Clark

Story "Little Ledna" by William Wallace

Smith

NCE again we have the plot of the vaude-

ville team broken up because of the

braggadocian attitude of one member who too

late realizes that it took both to put over the

act. However, it is presented here with such

sincere acting that the time worn story can

be quite forgiven and too, there is a novel end-

ing. When a young comedian and a girl singer

get a chance to launch their specialty they

prove a success but just enough to make their

combined salaries pay the board bill for one

so they solve this difficulty by getting married

and doing home cooking. All goes well and

they are soon on "Big Time" but when the

man decides the girl is no longer necessary to

the act they part and public favor vanishes

as quickly as it came. The male lead is played

so humanly by Lee Tracy, famed for his por-

trayal of a like character in the stage version

of "Broadway," that one is bound to sympa-

thize with him and be happy when the re-

union comes. Good direction is also noted

in this final scene.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—8 reels)

Blackmail

Directed by Alfred Hitchcock

„ . [Jnnv Ondra
t eaturinq { i ,

'

r ,

I John Longden

Play by Charles Bennett

THE first sound picture produced in Eng-

land. A girl engaged to a Scotland

Yard detective, kills an artist in self-defense.

The detective finds the clue which would con-

vict his sweetheart but keeps it to himself in

order to protect her. A blackmailing ex-

convict learns of the situation and seeks to

collect the money for his silence. His past

record comes up to confound him and the girl

goes free. The sound and talking reproduc-

tions in this picture are unusually fine and the

atmosphere of London with the background

of Scotland Yard bears the ear marks of au-

thenticity.

For family audience including young people.

(Sono Art-World Wide—9 reels)

The Delightful Rogue
Directed by J. Leslie Pearce

Featuring Rod La Roque

Story by Wallace Smith

IN this charming burlesque, Rod La Roque

as the bold pirate is everything that a pir-

ate should be. He is handsome and has a very

gallant manner ; he walks right into the face

of danger with a pleasant smile and escapes

without effort; he has a habit of doing just

15
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what he pleases and getting just what he

wants—all of which succeed in terrorizing

the natives of the tiny Mediterranean island

where he anchors his beautiful yacht, and in

fascinating the lovely American girl living

there. He goes to a great deal of trouble to

show her how unworthy is her fiance some-

thing which she has felt ever since she lirst saw
the dashing pirate. Of course his plans work
out perfectly and when he sets sail, the girl

goes with him.

For family audience including voung people.

(RKO Pictues—7 reels)

Dynamite
Directed by Cecil B. DeMille
„ . {Conrad Nagel
t eaturing < ^ 7[Kay Johnson

Original screen story by Jeanie McPherson

A SPOILED society girl, through the

terms of a strange will made by her

grandfather, must marry within thirty days.

She is in love with a married man whose mer-

cenary wife, although she does not love him,

refuses to divorce him unless she is paid a

large sum of money. In order to live up to

the terms of her grandfather's will the girl

marries a few hours before his execution a

miner convicted of murder. However, the

miner is exonerated. The heroine is advised

by her lawyers that she must live with her

husband and so goes to the mining town and

lives the life of a miner's wife to obtain her

mone}". There she realizes her uselessness as

a wife to any man and comes to see that her

crowd consisted mainly of cads and butter-

flies. A mining disaster in which her life and

that of the two men who love her are en-

dangered, forces her to make a choice and she

finds happiness with the miner. The picture

is produced in the lavish style typical of Mr.
DeAIille and the acting is of a high order.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-JMayer—14 reels)

Fast Company
Directed by A. E. Sutherland

{"Sheets" Gallagher
r eaturing , , „

[hvelyn Brent

Play by Ring Lardner and George Cohan

AN ironic story with a typical Ring Lard-

ner flavor of a conceited major league

baseball player. He is kidded along by a

hardboiled vaudeville dancer who persuades

him to shift his baseball contract to another

league by pretending that she likes him. On
the eve of the deciding game he realizes that

he has been hoaxed all along and in his cha-

grin almost loses the game for his team. His
frantic manager brings on the girl who by

this time has come to love him and the game
is saved.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Flight

Directed by Frank R. Capra

{Jack Holt
Featuring '^Lila Lee

{Ralph Graves

Original screen story by Ralph Graves

THERE are untold possibilities of what
can be done in the filming of aeroplanes.

We ha\'e seen a number of such films and now
in Flight all the thrilling beauty of planes in

air is brought to us better than ever before.

The story is concerned with a student in the

fl\"ing marine corps and his teacher, both in

love with the same girl. The boy, however,

out of gratitude for all the man has done for

him, remains silent until the girl makes her

choice between them. Jack Holt, as the out-

wardly hard-boiled teacher, gives a ver\" fine

performance. But it is the aeroplanes that

hold us intent. In some marvelous scenes our

eyes widen and we gasp for breath as we feel

ourselves swooping through the air at a ter-

rifying speed and we are exhausted at the end

of the flight but eager for the next one. There

are lovely shots of planes in formation flying

at night, then in the early morning light and

later in the brilliant sunshine.

For family audience including children.

(Columbia—14 reels)

'•'Frozen Justice

Directed by Alan Divan

Featuring Lenore Ulric

Novel by Ejmar Mikelsein

AND now Lenore Ulric has brought her

vivid personality to the screen. It is a

surprise to find her in the role of the unhappy

little half-caste Eskimo, Taya, far up in the

frozen north after the torrid stage productions

she has recentlv graced. Taya is the wife of
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the tribe's chief but her love for him cannot

overcome her longing to see the land of her

white father and when the captain of a visit-

ing ship urges her to go to Nome with him,

she consents. But Nome in 1898, the head-

quarters of the gold seekers, was not as Tava
pictured it. In some marvelously colorful

scenes all the tawdriness of Nome is laid be-

fore us and at the noisy cabaret where Taya
is forced to become an entertainer, Ave are

treated to several fine and amusing bits of

characterization. Taya sings in her lovely

husky voice and her eyes tell that she dreams

of her husband. She has found that, just as

she did not fit into the Eskimo tribe, neither

is she accepted by the whites. The picture

is splendidly produced and excellently acted,

particularly by Miss Ulric.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—7 reels)

The Girl from Havana
Directed by Benjamin Stoloff

. {Lola Lane
P^"^

\paul Page

Original screen story by John Stone

BAND of diamond thieves raid a jew-

elry store by staging a false mad dog

scare in it and then escape on board a boat for

Ha\'ana. A girl detective sails also, pretend-

ing to be a member of a theatrical troupe. She

starts the gang quarreling among themselves

and gains their confidence after convincing

them that she is a crook, too. By a clever ruse

she succeeds in obtaining the jewelry and

hands the crooks over to the police in Havana.
The dialogue is often witty and the scenes in

Havana and the passage through the Panama
Canal help to make the picture vivid.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—6 reels)

Gold Diggers of Broadway
Directed by Roy del Ruth

r ,
{Nancy Welford

t eaturing i
'

I Conway Tearle

Play by Avery Hopwood
N irate uncle arrives with his lawyer to

prevent the marriage of his nephew with

a chorus girl. The uncle and lawyer are

firmly convinced that all chorus girls are gold

diggers but each falls In love with a chorus

girl himself thus making it easy for the

nephew to achieve his marital ambition. The
plot is enlivened with amusing backstage

scenes.

For the mature audience.

(Warner— 10 reels)

""The Green Goddess

Directed by Alfred Green

. \George Arliss
beaturinq \ at t

[Alice Joyce

Play by ffilliam Archer

THAT excellent actor, George Arliss, has

now made an audible screen record of

his role as the Rajah in "The Green God-
dess", which he has already so successfully

played on stage and silent screen. In the

heart of the Himalayas is a fantastic kingdom

ruled by an eastern monarch of western edu-

cation. He holds in his power an English

couple and their friend, victims of an aero-

plane wreck. In his suave manner he ex-

plains that his subjects demand their death

in return for the hanging by the British of

three of their countrymen. But he assures

them with an ingratiating smile that, until the

execution, his palace is at their command.
There seems no escape until they discover a

wireless and succeed in getting help in time.

H. B. Warner as the husband gives a very

excellent performance but of course it is

George Arliss with his compelling personality

and polished acting who holds the spectator

charmed.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

Hallelujah

Directed by King 1 idor

^ {Daniel Haynes
r eaturing ' '

i, , j -

(JSina iMae McKiuney

Original screen story by King Vidor

ARHAPSODICAL melodrama of negro

life skillfully acted b^^ an all-negro cast.

Against a background of religious feeling is

told the story of a cottonpicker who turns

evangelist. This conversion takes place when
he has inadvertently shot his brother in a

dive after losing all his money through the

wiles of a siren. He meets the siren and

again falls from his state of grace. How-
ever she proves fickle and the evan-

gelist is lead to commit murder for her

sake. He does time in prison after which he
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returns to his distracted family. The crowd
scenes at the revival meetings and the baptisms

in the river are particularly well handled. The
vocal effects are excellent.

For family audience including young people.

( A'letro-Goldwyn-^Iayer— 12 reels)

Hearts in Exile

Directed by Michael Curtiz

{Dolores Costello

Featuring Grant Withers

ya/nes Kirkwood

Story by John Oxenihain

IN this romance of Russia the daughter of a

poor shop owner, in love with a young
medical student refuses to marry him because

of his shiftless ways and marries instead a

wealthy nobleman. Two years later both men
are exiled to Siberia. Vera, following her

husband, finds the student in his place, having

given the nobleman his shorter sentence so

that Vera may the sooner be reunited to her

husband. During the time she is forced to live

in his cabin, she discovers his fine qualities and
her love is reawakened. When her husband
appears to rescue them both, she confesses her

love and the nobleman, heartbroken, leaves

them to be happy together. The actmg of all

the members of the cast is excellent.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

'"•'Her Private Affair

Directed by Paul L. Stein

Featuring Ann Harding

Play by Leo JJrvantzov

VERY excellent performance by Ann
Harding. It is the familiar story of the

wife killing her blackmailer when she at-

tempts to recover her letters in order to pro-

tect her husband's reputation. But so fine is

^liss Harding's portrayal of the terrified

young wife that the audience is held fascinated

from beginning to end. With the blackmailer

dead, the wife is free to continue her happy
life with her husband. But gone is her peace

of mind and with it her poise. Even her hus-

band's loving devotion is too much for her

guilty conscience and she leaves him. Their

friends plan a reconciliation and bring them
together at the New Year's Eve celebration.

Here circumstances force her to confess to her

husband but he understands and she is happy

again. A smoothly directed film well acted

by a competent cast, it is made into some-
thing fine and dramatic by the outstanding

performance of the lovely Ann Harding.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe—7 reels)

Hurricane
Directed by Ralph Inee

77 , • \Hobart Bosworth
featuring

\
I^Letla Hyams

Original screen story by Norman Springer and
Evelyn Campbell

HOBART BOSWORTH, turned loose in

one of his favorite stories of a truculent

sea captain battling the elements and unruly

crews, improves notably upon many of his pre-

vious pictures by the skillful use of his trained

voice. He puts to sea with a crew of South

Sea Island buccaneers who plan to capture his

ship but with the aid of a few faithful sur-

vivors of his original crew he thwarts the con-

spiracy. In the middle of the ocean he picks

up a small boat containing his w-ife who ap-

parently deserted him twenty years ago, to-

gether with her daughter. In revenge he plans

to marry the girl to one of the most repulsive

of the mutineers but realizes in time that she

is his own daughter and that his wife had been

misled into thinking that he was dead.

For family audience including young people.

(Columbia—7 reels)

Featuring

.

Illusion

Directed by Lothar Mendes
{Nancy Carroll

(^Charles Rogers

Novel by Arthur Train

IN this story of vaudeville life a \try prom-

ising team is broken up when the boy,

Carlee, finds new' interests in society life. He
discovers that his charming personality and

pleasing appearance makes him welcome in the

select circle and there he is much attracted by

an heiress. ^Meanwhile, Claire, his vaude-

ville partner, loves him deeply and is too un-

happy to go on. She almost succeeds in her

desperate plan to die but she is glad to live

when she finds that Carlee is tired of the life

he has been leading and has come back to her.

Well produced with some good singing and

dancing.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)
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In the Headhnes

Directed by John G. Jdolfi

. \ Grant Withers
!• eaturing

i
, , • -^y

I
Marion Nixon

Original screen story by Joseph Jackson

GRANT WITHERS plays the part of the

conceited young hero more engagingly

than any other actor we have seen. As the

cocky newspaper reporter, he is most amusing

in his egotism and in the high-handed manner

he handles his work. On the big double

murder case given him to cover, a new
reporter, a young girl, is assigned to help him

and for the first time in his career his news-

paper takes second place. Then things begin

to happen and the reporter and the girl to-

gether succeed in solving the mystery of the

double murder and getting the news to their

paper first.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—8 reels)

The Love Doctor
Directed by Melville Broivn

Featuring Richard Dix

Play "The Boomerang" by Michael Smith

and J'ictor Mapes

RICHARD DIX, essaying the role of the

hero of the well-known play "The
Boomerang," declares himself an expert in all

the symptoms of love and the strategy of cur-

ing it. Assisted by his attractive nurse he has

great success with his first patient but the

nurse soon masters the doctor's technique and

successfully employs it to her own advantage.

For family audience including \^oung people.

(Paramount—6 reels)

The Mysterious Island

Directed by Lucien Hubbard

Featurinc
\Lionel Barrymore

^Lloyd Hughes

Novel by Jules Verne

THE strange adventures under the sea,

based upon Jules Verne's brilliant anti-

cipations of the possibilities of the submarine,

make this an unusual picture. The hero of

the story has isolated himself upon a mysteri-

ous island in order to perfect the construction

of a submarine with which he hopes to explore

the bottom of the ocean. A powerful enemy
pretends friendship for him in order to learn

his secret and succeeds in capturing the island

and one of the submarines. In the other sub-

marine the hero's sister and his chief mechanic

have undertaken their first submarine trip but

are wrecked at the bottom of the sea. The
brother obtains permission from his foe to at-

tempt a rescue in the other submarine and does

battle with the strange beasts and the stranger

inhabitants in the depths of the ocean. Hav-

ing rescued his sister he dives to the bot-

tom in the one submarine remaining in order

that his secret may perish with him. The pic-

ture is in color and has many notable minii-

ture effects and skillful undersea photography.

For famidy audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—^10 reels)

Feat iiring

Oh, Yeah!

Directed by Tay Garnett

\ Jantes Gleason

]^Robert Armstrong

Story "No Breaks" by A. W . Soittmerville

I
A:\IES GLEASON and Robert Armstrong

^ do excellent team work in this low life

comedy as a pair of freight car brakemen. As
inseparable pals and united in their opinion

that no job is worth sticking to for any length

of time, they arrive at a big railroad yard in

the West where a waitress in the company
restaurant and a girl time-keeper cause them

to propose matrimony. The girls urge them

to cease tramping the rails as casual laborers

and to become steady brakemen with all year

around jobs. With some difficulty and much
humor they achieve this mighty aspiration

after figuring as heroes in a runaway freight

train. The scenery and the railroad life is as

picturesque as these two characters are racy

and the humor is easy and natural.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe—7 reels)

Featuring

.

Skin Deep
Directed by Ray Etiright

\Monte Blue

^Betty Compson

Magazine story by iMark Edmond Jones

ANOTHER variation of the gangster

plot. A mercenary cabaret girl marries

a strikingly ugly gangster because she thinks

he has the most money although she is more
attracted to his rival. She is disgusted when
her husband wishes to go straight, a thing he
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has long wanted to do but felt handicapped

b\- his repulsive appearance. His wife works

with his rival and aids in a plot to frame him.

He is sentenced to prison under the impression

that the district attorney double-crossed him
but succeeds in a daring escape only to suffer

further mutilation of his face. A plasjric sur-

geon takes him in hand and completely alters

his appearance. He now sets out to be

avenged on the district attorney but learns

from him that his wife and his rival were fully

responsible for his conviction. Later events

make it possible for him to lead a different life.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

"three live ghosts." They are not received

with an undue amount of enthusiasm on their

return, especially Jimmie, as his mother-in-

law has been collecting his insurance and in-

sists that he "stay dead" until she collects the

next installment. There is a big robbery in

a wealthy lord's house and among the objects

missing is his baby and who should stroll down
the street in meticulous morning clothes push-

ing a perambulator but Spoofy. This talking

version of the popular stage play and silent

picture abounds in humor, good acting and

direction.

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists—9 reels)

Tfiey Had to See Paris

Directed by Frank Borzage

Featuring M^ill Rogers

\ovel by Ho?ner Croy

WILL ROGERS acting in the role of

Pike Peters, an Oklahoma garage

owner who strikes it rich in oil. His wife

insists upon taking him to Paris where she

tries to marry their daughter to a mercenary

count. Pike Peters cannot see this at all and

continually distresses his wife by boosting Ok-
lahoma and making unconventional Avisecracks

about French life and the mob of society

"down and outers" whom she has collected for

her parties. He finally cures his wife by pre-

tending to be fascinated by a French siren so

that she is only too glad to return to the

States. Will Rogers inimitable humor and

splendid character acting makes this picture

continually amusing.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—9 reels)

Featuring

Three Live Ghosts

Directed by Fhornton Freeland

\
Beryl Mercer
[Charles .McNaughton

Play by Frederick Ishani

ACOAIEDY of three World War vet-

erans who return home to England

after having been reported as missing. Spoofy,

the shell-shocked officer who is a victim of am-

nesia which results in his becoming a klepto-

maniac, Jimmie Gubbins and an American,

William Foster who left his home under a

cloud and joined the British forces, are the

The Unholy Night
Directed by Lionel Barrymore

r- , • [Roland Young
featuring.

]

I
Ernest 1 orrence

Original screen story by Ben Hecht

THE head of Scotland Yard has been

called in to put a stop to a series of

m^-sterious assassinations of which the officers

of a certain British regiment have been the

victims. He summons all the remaining offi-

cers and explains the danger which is threat-

ening them. A deceased brother officer dis-

missed in disgrace from the regiment has just

left them a large fortune and made them the

guardians of a my sterious Oriental girl. The
officers start quarreling over the money and

engage in jealous rivalry' for the favors of the

girl, so that suspicion is directed in turn to

each one of them. A denouement cleverly

brought about by a spirit seance reveals the

unsuspected culprit. Excellent direction and

acting are combined with a clever stor}".

For family- audience including young people.

( ]\Ietro-Gold\\"yn-]\Iayer—10 reels)

The Very Idea

Directed by Frank Craven

Featuring Frank Craven

Play by JVilliain Le Baron

AX author who is writing a book on euge-

nics tries to put his ideas into practice

on his friends. He persuades a childless

couple to accept the prospective issue of their

maid and his chauffeur whom he has selected

for an ideal eugenic match. However when
the baby is born its parents refuse to part with
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it which causes great embarrassment to every-

one concerned. A happy solution vvhich the

hitherto childless wife whispers to her hus-

band providentially solves the difficulty.

For family audience including young people.

(RKO—7 reels)

'

'^"Why Bring That Up
Directed by George Abbott

Featuring Moran and Mack

Original screen story by Octavus Roy Cohen

THIS is frankly a vehicle to allow Moran
and Alack, the two famous blackface

comedians, to put on their well known acts.

A complication to enliven the plot is added

when a siren causes Moran to fall in love

with her thoug;h her only object is to ob-

tain his money. His partner comes to his

rescue in the nick of time and the show is

ready to go on again. There are some ex-

cellent backstage scenes of a musical comedy

and the humor of Moran and Mack lends

itself excellently to talkie presentation.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 10 reels)

Wise Girls

Directed by Frank Borzage

r^ , {Elliott Nugent
teatunng

{[Norma Lee

Stage play "Kempy" by J. C. and

Elliott Nugent

OMANTIC comedy of a middle class

American family. The father and

mother have tried to give their family all the

"advantages they did not have," but the plan

fails to prove altogether successful with the

eldest daughter as her education seems to

have given her a superiority complex. She is

convinced that she is the great American

novelist and that her surroundings are not

those befitting one of her talents. The cost

of printing her book has been borne, unknown
to her, by her slightly older admirer and he is

also going to star her in a musical comedy al-

though it is quite obvious to everyone else that

she can neither sing, act nor dance. There is

a hectic family scene in the midst of which a

timid youth comes to fix the plumbing. In a

moment of bravery he confides to the older

sister that he has just read the book which he

sees and being unaware of the authoress, con-

fesses that she is his ideal and dream and his

ambition is to marry her. The situations that

develop from this declaration are extremely

amusing and the interest is held throughout.

This is an unusually faithful transference of

the original play and brings to the screen the

elder Nugent and his son in the roles they

played on the stage.

For family audience including young people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 1 reels)

NON-FEATURES
Airways of the Arctic

An interesting picture showing airplane

views of the desolate wastes of the Arctic and

giving a lesson in the building of an igloo.

For family audience including children.

(Fox— 1 reel)

Audio Review No. 20

Blossoms ; Exotic ; Back.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Audio Review No. 21

Angles ; Kitchen ; Timber.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Albert Spaulding

(Vitaphone No. 797)

Two violin solos by Albert Spaulding

—

"Ave Maria" by Schubert and "Waltz in

'A' " by Brahms.'

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Albert Spaulding

(Vitaphone No. 798)

Albert Spaulding playing "Minuet in 'D'
"

by Mozart and "Liebesfreud" by Kreisler on

his violin.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Baby Rose Marie

(Vitaphone No. 809)

Baby Rose Marie puts over some popular

songs in the typical "do-de-do" fashion.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)
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Clowning the Game
( Sportlight Series)

Comedy in athletics through horseplay.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Guy Robertson

(Vitaphone No. 813)

Guy Robertson sings a lovely poem song,

"High Water," with double exposure used to

illustrate it.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Oklahoma Bob Albright

(Vitaphone No. 810)

Bob Albright sings "Chloe" and a yodeling

song, followed by a dance by his daughter.

For family audience including children.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Overture of 1812

Tschaikowslcy's "Overture of 1812" in

celebration of the driving out of Napoleon

from Russia, rendered with illustrations of the

fighting and the burning of Moscow.
For family audience including children.

(United Artists— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 36

American Billygoat ; Curacao ; Dude Ranch.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 37

Gothis; Blarney; Vision; The Ripping

Jolly Thames.

For family audience including voung people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 38

Starfish; Hampton Court; Derby; Deau-

ville.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Right Technique
(Sportlight Series)

Form in sports.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Running the Scale

(Sportlight Series)

Trout fishing with some gorgeous shots of

scenery.

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Alias the Bandit

Western with a juvenile hero. The hero's

sister is in love with a man who disguises him-

self as a bandit in order to catch the real

culprits and Bobby helps him ef¥ectively.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

Bouncing Babies

(Our Gang)

Juvenile comedy. The Gang enters a num-

ber of contests at a baby show.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

The Bridegroom

Mark Connolly in a comedy concerning a

timorous bridegroom.

For family audience including young people.

(R K O— 1 reel)

'

The Golfers

An amusing com.edy of a golf game with

$10,000 as the stake and a very nervous man
as one of the players.

For family audience including young people.

(Educational—2 reels)

Knights Out

Hilarious burlesque on the Knights of King

Arthur's Round Table with Clarke and Mc-
Cullough as the two knights assigned to rescue

a maiden in distress.

For family audience including children,

( Fox—3 reels

)

Ladies' Choice

Farce of a husband who hates automobiles

and his wife's purchase of a second hand car.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)
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My Pony Boy

Cartoon with a song about a handsome cow-

boy.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Uncle

A middle-aged uncle, played by Mark Con-

nolly, tries to help his nephew with his les-

sons and finds that he has forgotten a great

deal.

For family audience including children.
'

(R K O— 1 reel)

pVEN so conservative a publication as The
Journal of Education pays attention to

movie education nowadays. Under the depart-

ment "Education in Action" in a recent issue

the following appeared: "Movie theatre usher-

ing has become a vocation in these days of

'palaces' and 'cathedrals' of the silver screen.

Attendants are no longer an inconspicuous, in-

cidental part of the mechanism of the movie

house. An essential element in the decora-

tion are the figures that stand about, statues-

quely, primed for service. The uniforms they

wear today have considerable to do with the

new effect, but the uniforms alone do not

make these men. Their snap and their air

are the result of a required course of training.

The material with which the training school

works is handpicked for manners and looks

and then drilled into the desired shape. To
many attendants their job represents no more
than a living. Some are college students us-

ing their spare time to finance their courses.

Beginners are reminded of the possibility that

some day they may become house managers."

nPHE Harvard Business School is installing

projectors in its class rooms for the pur-

pose of instructing the pupils by means of

motion pictures. Films showing the various

steps of the automobile business, from the

growing of rubber in Singapore to the final

distribution of cars to the dealers, are in-

cluded in the pictures to be used. There

will be films illustrating means of propaganda

and marketing, in addition to many pictures

of a highly technical nature which will be

used to give the students the fine points of

business.

23

"Talkies" at Sea

AN important milestone of progress, the

first commercial installation of portable

sound equipment, whereby talking pictures

were shown on a great trans-Atlantic liner was

celebrated just prior to a July sailing of the

Majestic of the White Star Line. This for-

ward step was made possible by the joint ac-

tion of three great organizations. The first

of these was the Electrical Research Prod-

ucts, Inc., subsidiary of the Western Electric

and through it of the great New York Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, which after

years of experimentation on the part of its

engineers, had perfected an apparatus which

made possible the showing of moving pictures

on a vessel throbbing with energy and adapted

to the requirements of ocean travel. Sec-

ondly, the White Star Line, which, after a

long experience with moving pictures, hid

come to the conclusion that their passengf rs

were entitled to the very latest, most up-lo-

date and ingenious contrivances which the

motion picture industry afiforded. This com-

pany had picked the great Majestic, flag-

ship of its fleet, on which to make this ex-

periment and installation of the first portable

sound apparatus in the history of trans-At-

lantic travel. Third, the Universal Pictures

Corporation, which promised its latest and

greatest pictures, fresh from pre-release runs

on Broadway, pictures like Shoivhoat and

Broadway , to further this progressive move.

A group of some two hundred officials of mov-

ing picture companies, mayors, judges, news-

paper and magazine people, critics and

publicists assembled in the Grand Salon of

the Majestic to witness this epoch making pre-

review of Broadway on this new sound ap-

paratus on the eve of the sailing for Europe

which took Carl Laemmle, President of the

Universal company, on his annual business

and vacation trip to Europe. Mr. Laemmle
had recorded his speech of the evening on

Movietone and it was incorporated as a regu-

lar part of the program for the rest of the trip.

National Board of Review, 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

Enclosed please find 10c for Selected Book-
Films.
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AFHLIATED BETTER FILMS COMMITTEES
An Opportunity to Promote

Better Motion Picture Programs in Your Home Theatre

The Better Films Committee, or Motion Picture Study Club, plan has been found

by many committees to be an adaptable and effective method of accomplishing telling

organized local work for better pictures.

The purposes of the Better Films Committees affiliated with the Better Films Na-
tional Council are

:

To encourage study of the motion picture as a medium of entertainment, instruction
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;
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NATIONAL BOARD OF^
REVIEW OF MOTION

PICTURES
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Conunittee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and
recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as -through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved
that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of
the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected
with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

;

or educational institutions.
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Presenting a Pioneer Member
It gives us great pleasure as second in our

National Board series of Who's Who to in-

troduce Dr. Albert T. Shiels. In spite of his

many educational interests he has given con-

stant active service to the National Board of

Review over a long

period of time. He
was one of the origi-

nal founders of the

Board in 1909 and he

has continued through

the years as a member

of both the Executive

Committee and the

General Committee.
—Editor's Note.

ALBERT T.

SHIELS is a

native son of

New York where he

was born July 9th,

1865. He is a prod-

uct of its public

schools and a gradu-

ate of the College of

the Citv of New-

York in' 1886. For

nearly a decade begin-

ning in 1890 he

served as teacher in

the schools of New
York. With the establishment of a city-wide

system, examinations were open to all candi-

dates for principal and appointments made
from the successful list in order of rank. He

Dr. Albert T. Shiels.

was the first principal appointed to the schools

under this system.

In 1902 he was made a district superin-

tendent and after three years' service was ap-

pointed to the supervision of the evening ele-

mentary and high

schools of the city.

With the approval

and cooperation of

the Superintendent of

Schools he established

a merit system for the

appointment of eve-

ning school principals

based on their record

of service, reorgan-

ized the methods for

teaching adult immi-

grants, and estab-

lished a curriculum

for adolescent and
adult wage earners

with advisory coun-

cils of employers and

skilled artisans, to the

end that instruction

might more efficiently

supplement the shop

and office experiences

of the pupils, so that

they might become

more useful as em-
ployees and more rapidly advance in their re-

spective occupations. The published reports

of this work have been frequently cited as

pioneer contributions to vocational education.

3
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New York University had but recentlj'

established a school of education. Dr. Shiels

availed himself of this opportunity for post-

graduate professional instruction and received

the degrees of A.M. and Pd.M. Later, in

recognition of his evening school work, Muh-
lenberg College awarded him the degree of

Litt.D. Subsequently when the Deyartment

of Education in New York established a

Bureau of Educational Research, Dr. Shiels

was appointed as its director. During his in-

cumbency the Bureau issued a succession of

reports which were the subject of extended

comment and approval by American educa-

tional authorities.

When the Board of Education of Los An-
geles, California, asked the presidents of Chi-

cago and Columbia Universities jointly to

suggest three men to conduct a survey of the

schools there, they nominated as one Dr.

Shiels. As a result of the survey the Los

Angeles Board requested Dr. Shiels to accept

the office of superintendent of schools of that

city in 1915. To any one seeking new ex-

periences it was a tempting offer and he ac-

cepted it. Within two years the conditions

incident to the entry of the nation into war
suggested the need of a corresponding reorgan-

ization in education to which the schools of

Los Angeles were among the first to respond.

The war work of the schools, which was de-

scribed in an official monograph, received gen-

erous recognition at Washington. As a mark
of appreciation of this work, the French Gov-

ernment conferred upon Dr. Shiels the dis-

tinction of Officier d'Academie.

Once the new methods were in operation,

a request was received from the National

Council of Defense in New York for Dr.

Shiels to organize that city into community

councils for war work and for this he received

a leave of absence. He found he had a double

loyalty both to the city of his birth and to the

city which then employed him. On a second

request at the conclusion of the war to return

to continue the work of the councils of New
York, his desire to resign his Los Angeles posi-

tion was granted. The generous recognition

of his services on the coast has always been

appreciated as one of the most pleasant ex-

periences of his professional career. The work

in the evening schools and in the Community
Council had impressed the superintendent with

the need of a consistent program of education

for citizen training, not only for children, but

for adults both foreign and native born. When
the Inter-Racial Council invited Dr. Shiels to

become its vice-president and subsequently its

director, he accepted the position gladly, not

least for the further opportunities of closer ac-

quaintance with Americans of foreign birth

who had participated so ably in the various

war activities.

Two years after, Columbia University of-

fered him the position of associate director in

the Institute of Educational Research in

Teachers College. A year later, upon the es-

tablishment of a professorship on the Schift

Foundation, he was appointed to that place, a

position which he now holds as professor of

education.

Dr. Shiels is a member of Phi Beta Kappa
and a fellow of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science and the Ameri-

can Geographical Society, a member of the

American Academy of Political and Social

Science, of the Council on Foreign Affairs,

and of the American History Teachers' Asso-

ciation. Dr. Shiels has always maintained an

active interest in social welfare organizations.

^^T T is too early to know just what the

motion picture has done for our thea-

tres," says Dr. George Pierce Baker, profes-

sor of drama at Yale University, "but of this

I am sure—it has so thrown into unmistak-

able prominence the importance of the spoken

word that dramatists, recognizing that they

cannot compete with it, Avhich depends upon

mobs and vast scenic effects, have separated

themselves more and more from melodrama

and have turned to intimate, delicate charac-

terization, the sort of thing which must find

expression in perfect pantomime and speech.

I believe the motion picture of the last twenty

years has helped speech in the drama. Now
we are faced with that so-called art form, the

'talkies' or 'speakies,' titles which in their

infantile diminutives suggest their age. Here,

however, is the beginning of a great inven-

tion. As yet those who are working with it

admit to me they do not fully understand its

possibilities."
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Hallelujah

Directed by King Vidor
Photographed by Gordon Avil

The Cast

Zeke Daniel L. Haynes
Chick Nina Mae McKinney
Hot Shot li^illiani Fountaine
Parson Harry Gray
Mammy Fannie Belle DeKnight
Missy Rose Victoria Spivey

Original screen story by King Vidor

IT has been noticeable that the Negro for

his pantomime, his voice, and his rich

character appeal, is particularly effective

in the talking film. !\Iost of his talents have

been disclosed in the "shorts"—the sound

sketches. It was to be expected that soon a

full length talking film would come along

that would more fulh^ and more importantly

exploit the capabilities of Negro actors. But it

was hardly to be hoped that so unique a por-

trayal of Negro life would make its appear-

ance so soon as was to be the case in Halle-

lujah.

Here is a folk tale in the true sense of the

word, a folk ballad. We have the hero of a

tribe, one Zeke, adventuring through a gamut
of spiritual experiences—those of love, religi-

ous conversion, remorse, bondage, things ex-

pressing the emotional range of his own people

—and coming home after the long journey to

find peace in regained freedom among those he

loves. Like Jason he is not changed by any-

thing that bef alls in this excursion ; he returns

as he set out, not a god-like youth with a

fleece of gold, it is true, but a whole man, a

hero none the less, aware of his delivered

heart and spirit, one who is no longer a way-

farer, though still with a banjo to proclaim his

triumph and gladness. In place of the epic

we have the ballad, but it tells the same story

of a human passage through pitfalls and diflR-

culties with the implication of a purpose

achieved. It would be wrong to call this film

a study of just Negro life on the plantation ;

its imagination has lyric and dirge-like notes,

those of sorrow and exultation, rarely has a

film been so moving, so awakening to our own
responsive inner experiences ; the plantation

becomes the world and its characters become

ourselves, its story on the human side is a uni-

versal one. In many ways it is an astonishing

picture, it is also prophetic for its hints of a

nobler form of motion picture for the future,

a maturer concept of what motion accom-

panied hy sound can bring to the screen.

It comes as something of a shock to hear

issuing from this sound screen the language

of dramatic poetry, a native speech eloquent

with the color of idiom expressing the humor,

the imagination, and the emotional depths of

a people, as truly as does the speech of Sygne

in the theatre of the stage. It makes one sit

up and take notice, both for the possibilities

of the talking film and because of the will to

experiment, so refreshing, that led the pro-

ducers to undertake the making of such a film

as Hallelujdh. It is trite to say that Holly-

wood can make pictures when it wants to.

Despite the intelligentsia critics who lick their

chops over its banalities and failures (and ther

have said many true and pungent tli'-igs),

Hollywood has had its One Gl»rio:i.s Days.

Underworlds, Big Parades and Sunrises. But
one must hope, since HaUelujah rises so far

above the average, that this film may serve to

recall to those selecting material for our na-

5
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tive screen the many opportunities missed, and

possibilities dismissed, to confound by a little

daring and newness those same critics.

The plantation Negro is a national figure, a

character of plastic mould ready to the hand

of the dramatist. Looking at Hallelujah, if

we except Dudley Murphy's poignant and

cinematic sound "shorts," St. Louis Blues and

Black and Tan, only in it has the screen,

sound or silent, dealt significantly with this

rich material. This alone gives the film impor-

tance.

The action, divided into unit sequences, a

structural form that for the present the sound

film finds it hard to escape, coordinates with

an almost classic precision of gaining effect,

mounting through cumulative rhythms to its

moments of intensity, or passing to its inter-

ludes of relief. Through it all the plastic

figure of Zeke is felt, wearing this mask or

that, in the harvest joy, in the childlike pursuit

of pleasure, in the yearning moments with

Missy Rose, in the savage surrender to Chick,

and in all the pulsations of passion, exultation,

remorse and longing that these entail. It is al-

ways a touching mask, worn by the face of a

dignity that is fellow to the forthright child in

man. Through the early scenes of the cotton

fields, fhe plantation quarters, the river haunts

after the cotton harvest is shipped, where the

money of the pickers is spent, through the re-

vival sequences with its grotesque Elijah, the

magnificent sequence of the baptizing in the

river, with its gorgeous pictorial array of the

converted ones in their white robes on the

dark, sad, far-stretching river banks, a com-
position arrangement as fine as the screen has

given, and in the orgiastic shots of the church

meeting, with their mounting rhythm of toss-

ing black shadows involving pure motion to

convey the savage naked darkness of their

mood, Zeke moves overshadowingly, carelessly

happy or tormented or ecstatic, giving the

meaning of the children of the revivalist's

God, the meaning of all children w'ho in

trouble and ignorance bow down to God and
rise up and find in worship a madness.

Hallelujah is the accomplishment of fine di-

rection seen through the filter of a pictorial

beauty informed by feeling and power, before

which is spread the vigor, fire and emotion

of a superb company of actors whose natural

technique harmonizes perfectly with the

thematic and cinematic design. No taint of

the mannerisms of sophisticated playing

touches the humanness of this cast. From
scene to arresting scene the picture passes to

the ghostly swamp where Zeke avenges the

taking away and loss of Chick by the murder

of Hot Shot, the gambler, and there is no

lapse in the living interest of the characters.

The mobility of Daniel Haynes as Zeke, the

grace and animal appeal of Nina Mae Mc-
Kinney as Chick, the mysticism of the clair-

voyant old mammy as projected by Fannie

Belle DeKnig'ht, the virtue of Missy Rose

played by Victoria Spivey, the loud-mouthed

coward. Hot Shot, of William Fountaine, and

Everett McGarrity's gentle and adoring

Spunk, Zeke's little brother, whose accidental

killing by Zeke in the latter's attempt to get

back the harvest money which Hot Shot has

dishonestly won leads Zeke to his remorseful

vision of one called by the Lord to preach the

gospel of repentance, and furnishes some of the

most moving scenes of the film—these char-

acters, one and all, are portrayals which touch

with genuine feeling the histrionic notes that

give this remarkable film its cords of human-

ness and intensity.

To some it will seem that early sequences

are obviously too planted in studio back-

grounds, too full of instrumentation and min-

strel noise, that too much has been given over

to exigencies of sound recording. It would
appear that Zeke's family were much given to

close harmony and fancy shuffling just because

the audience out front expected it of them.

Again in other exterior shots the sound effects

are allowed to intrude on the mood created

by the silent harmony of the scenes them-

selves. Those of the loading of cotton on the

river steamer, since the bank with the steamer

and her busy gang-plank is considerably in

the background, are so strident with a con-

glomeration of loud close-up noises meant to

be those of cotton bales rolling, stevedores

shouting, whistles blowing and orders being

given that the effect is jarring and unnatural.

It is a piling on of machine-made elements

where the simple eloquent pictorial effect of

the film, through its sheer cinematic motion,

left to itself would give the sense of the accom-

panying varied noises.

These are minor faults in so grand a film.

They indicate, however, that sound treatment

is still a thing much to be pondered and ex-

perimented with. Hallelujah in this respect
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A Scene from the Russian picture "Arsenal
"

seems to point the \\'&y in its later sequences.

Zeke ploddinj:^ through the swamp after the

frantic stumblin^r Hot Shot, with onl\' the

slush of waded water, is immensely effective

with its menace. It is the best wedding of pic-

tures, sound and silence that the screen has yet

offered as an illustration of the point that the

most effective use of the sound device is at those

telling intervals in the lapse of silence where

only sound can do Avhat the moving image

cannot. Another example of this is in the clos-

ing shots where the sound track is carried

through successive scenes of the places which

Zeke is passing on his way home. The tune

of 'his banjo is heard continuously in the mel-

ody he is playing, as he sits on the roof of the

moving train, as he walks through the fields to

that moment of silence when he stands waiting

for his family to see him. Here the sound

knits the pictures together in a double mean-

ing. In the song of the banjo we pass back

with Zeke over what he has been through,

and in the picture we go with him toward the

plantation he longs to see again.

Produced and Distributed by Rletro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer Corporation

.

Arsenal

Directed by Alexander Dovzhenko
Photographed by D. Demutzki
Starring iS. Si'ashenko

Screen story by Alexander Dovzhenko

ARSENAL is a poem, created in the

motion picture medium by a Ukrain-

ian who is both an idealist and a real-

ist, and above all what is often called a mod-

ernist. In a way that seems peculiar to the

Russian temperament he is disillusioned and

mystical, tragically pessimistic and rterily op-

timistic. The picture he has made of the

revolution in Ukraine is spiritually akin to

"All Quiet on the Western Front". It re-

veals horrors and beauties, with a fierce kind

of pity.

It is suggestive of Eisenstein and other

Russian directors in some of its use of the

camera, but in all other wa^'S it is different

from, and be5'ond, anything else that the Rus-

sians have done. For its particular kind of

thing, that means it is beyond anything else

that anyone has done.

It is singularly free from the thing we
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usuall_v call propaganda in the Russian pic-

tures, the thing that is put there for the educa-

tion of the Russian people because their mo-

tion pictures are a part of their educational

system. There is onl\" one injection of politics

and policies—an argument over the possession

of the land after Ukrainian independence was

obtained. Otherwise there is almost nothing

of a purposeful nature. It is merely the di-

rector's vision of the human struggle.

There is no story to it. One man—

a

soldier, magnificently acted b\' S. Svashenko

—has a kind of individual existence in it, in

the sense that we are permitted to follow him

through some of the episodes of the revolution

and we know what he is after. But he is a

symbol far more than he is an individual

—

the symbol of man's struggle with his own
ignorance, his blind fight for some driving

ideal of knowledge and freedom that he feels

with his soul but cannot define with his mind.

He is continually defeated, and eternally un-

defeatable.

The whole picture is a continuous use of

symbolism, but the svmbols are people and

actions, ne\"er the inanimate objects that we
are accustomed to. Over and over again we
see motionless figures—in a house, in the

streets, in fields—which are signs of the way
normal human living utterly ceases in times

of war. A one-armed peasant with an old

horse crosses a meadow and stops before a

field of grain—a woman stands in the center

of a room with cr}"ing children pulling at her

skirts. A still picture of misery. Suddenly

the peasant is beating his horse, the Avoman

is beating the children, with a quick inter-

change of scenes that marvelously pictures the

emotion of helpless people slashing out furi-

ously at their own wretchedness.

A train carrying soldiers stops—the engi-

neer explains that he cannot go farther be-

cause there is a dangerous down-grade ahead

and the brakes are not working well. The
soldier leader says confidently that they'll run

the train themselves—they will be able to

manage the brakes all right. The train is

wrecked—and out of the smoking wreckage

the soldier stumbles to his feet, muttering,

"I'll learn to run these things yet!" Never
in even the most violent anti-Soviet propa-

ganda has there been such a vivid example of

the disasters that follow power in ignorant

hands.

The incidents of the picture are mostly un-

related, in the accepted continuity sense. We
see a group of people—they do something and

vanish from the screen, quite unconnected

with what went before or comes after. Horses

speak in titles. Spoken titles appear as if

they were themselves pictures—their meaning

is entirely within their words and it does not

matter who spoke them : therefore we do not

see, or know, or care, who spoke them.

All of this is a kind of technique that no

other picture has prepared us for. It is dif-

ficult to adjust one's self to, because un-

consciously everyone in a movie audience is

all set for something at least approaching the

usual kind of screen play. It is prett}' sure

to lea\ e one bewildered at the first seeing of

it, though the emotional power is e\"en more

sure to make an impression that is far stronger

than the bewilderment. It is a picture that,

like sublime music or poetr}', gives up its

meanings slowly, more and more eloquently

and nio\'ingly the more often it is seen. It

is so fine that repetition and familiarity do

not dull it. The episode in which galloping

horses carry a dead soldier across snow-cov-

ered plains to his home—and at the end of

the ride there is a motionless woman stand-

ing b\' a new-dug grave as if she had always

been waiting there, always knowing that only

thus would her son come home—such an

episode is as lovely and mo\ ing and eternally

fresh as a movement in a Beethoven sym-

phonw And it is only one among man\" epi-

sodes that put Arsenal in a niche all its own
among motion pictures. It reaches a goal

that only the silent screen could achieve. It

makes one hope that its director will go on,

along his own way, and leave the de\'elop-

ment of new inventions to others.

Prddnced by Wufku; Distributed by Ainkiuo.

Disraeli
Diri'ctt'd by Alfred E. Green
J-'liotoi/raphed by Clcc Garles

The Cast
Disraeli George Arliss

Lady Clarissa Pevensey Joan Bennett
Lady Beaconsfield Florence Arliss

Charles—Lord Deeford . . .Anthony Biishell

DISRAELI refutes the oft repeated

theory that the costume play or film,

while it may be authentically correct,

beautifully produced and of a high artistic

\alue, undoubtedly proves of limited appeal

as entertainment.

Foremost in a recital of this picture's merits
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is of course the work of George Arliss in the

part of Disraeli, the British Prime Minister

in the reign of Queen Victoria. He seems to

be almost the personification of the character

as legend brings it to us, so finished and flaw-

less is his portrayal. This result is due to

his long familiarity with the part, ^since this

is his second cinema version of a stage play in

which he long starred, and because he brings

to the screen a technique perfected through

many years of acting and interest in all phases

of the theatre.

George Arliss as Disraeli

There is a possibility that Disraeli might

be adversely criticized upon this very score

—

that it is merely a photographed play and not

a motion picture. But whatever the feeling

about dialogue pictures in general there is

now and then one which cannot fail to arouse

ardent enthusiasm for this new form. Such

a production as Disraeli ought, and will in

great measure, cause a further respect for

sound films, for it allows the suave and pol-

ished acting of Mr. Arliss, greatly intensified

by the delicate shading of his voice, to be car-

ried to an audience of millions.

Mr. Arliss appears to take so great a relish

in the playing of his part that one cannot fail

to feel that he himself is pleased with the

sound films and this gives added enjoyment

to the viewing of the picture. It may be par-

adoxical to say that Mr. Arliss plays with

such an extreme naturalness that he fairly

seems to be living the part before your eyes

and at the same time to say that he seems

conscious of a large and appreciative audience.

This, however, is the impression gained. Per-

haps it is because Disraeli is a role which por-

trays a vital and distinctive character in his-

tory, one vivid and living still in the minds

of the many who are familiar wath Disraeli's

writings and the many volumes written about

him. It is not a part such as Air. Arliss

played in The Green Goddess, an imaginary

character, but a true personage and Air. Ar-

liss seems to be saying in his acting, "You
may or may not favor Disraeli, this artful

Prime Minister, but at least you are interested

in him as a notable and unique historical fig-

ure, so how do you like my portrayal of him?"
It is this enthusiasm coupled with the meticu-

lous finish of the acting that gives a height-

ened distinction to the film.

An exceedingly able cast supports the star.

The role of Lady Beaconsfield, the sympathetic

wife, is admirably played by Airs. Arliss.

Joan Bennett as Lady Clarissa is so very

charming and lovely that an overstressing in

the picture of the romance between her and

the young Lord Deeford, secretary to Dis-

raeli, can easily be forgiven.

The particular incident in Disraeli's career

which forms the plot is his desire to purchase

the Suez Canal and thus gain control of In-

dia for England and make his Queen Empress

of India. This purpose is looked upon as a

mad and impractical fancy generally, and

especially by the Bank of England from whose

coffers the necessary funds for the transaction

must be forthcoming. It is only by a most

clever calling upon of all the forces of diplo-

macy and intrigue that Disraeli is able to

achieve his scheme. The story ends in a flash

of glory when Disraeli, the man whose name
is on every tongue for the successful consum-

mation of his plan, now seen as so favorable

to England, is called before Queen Victoria

at a great ball.

The settings not only in this scene but

throughout are fitting backgrounds for the

unfolding of the story. The wide expanse of

panelled rooms and formal gardens help to

maintain the atmosphere of cool and disin-

terested finesse with which the most vital

matter is accomplished under the guise of a

social chat over the tea cups.

Here is a picture which should undoubt-

edly, both because of its fine character work
by a leading actor of the present time and its

historical interest, be kept permanently avail-

able. Produced and Distributed by

Warner Brothers.
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Applause
Directed by Rouben MamouUan
Photographed by George Folsey

The Cast

Kitty Darling Helen Morgan
April Darling Joan Peers

Hitch Nelson Fuller Mellish, Jr.

Joe King Jack Cameron
Tony Henry IFadsworth

Novel by Beth Brown

APPLAUSE, for the direction of which

Rouben Alamoulian was brought to

the studio from the Theatre Guild,

shows much that is distinctive by way of re-

taining the cinematic method of the silent

screen and applying it to the screen of the

sound film. In this one perceives a further

step in blending the technique of both in that

composite method which apparently is to furn-

ish the picture art of the future. Finished com-

position in the photography has been striven

for and camera invention to a very large de-

gree retained for the narrative manner. Quite

apart from sound and dialogue effects, this

film "says it with pictures." Here a great

superiority has been achieved over most of the

current talkies. Were sound omitted from

Applause, it would still have coherence and a

story-telling power of its awn through its pic-

torial interest.

]\Iiss Helen iVIorgan lends her own person-

ality to the role of Kitty Darling, a trouper

now past her heydey but still hugging the

dream of being on the verge of a great success

that will put her name in the electric lights.

Miss [Morgan's portrait of this woman, illiter-

ate, not very bright, blunted by drink, crav-

ing the affection of her worthless consort,

with her "plans" for the future of the

daughter she has taken from a convent to

bring up with her in the life of the cheap

burlesque theatre, is an authentic and mem-
orable one. The plot through which this

character moves is time worn, turned into a

little different shape here and there, with

such things as a nice sailor boy in love with

the sweet young girl who doesn't like mama's
friends or mama's profession, but is bound to

stick by mama just for company and loyalty's

sake. The strings are pulled in the same old

way and the mechanism of jazz and show
girls, which proved so appealing to the popu-

lace in Broadway Melody, is not overlooked

in the theatre sequences. But there is a differ-

ence, because these things are done with cine-

matic meaning as well as with sound enhance-

ment. And the sound finds elaboration, and

gains in naturalness, through subordinating to

or mingling of dialogue with the pervading

noises of the places where the action takes

place.

Technically Applause is often surprising;

the sound track has been carried through dis-

solves and fades and camera shifts with telling

effect and gives almost the same flexibility

aurally that the film possesses visually. The
camera speech itself gets close to the virtuosity

of a Variety or The Last Moment, and the

speed, ease and fluidity of the film are among
the marks of its cinematic virtue.

Helen Morgan in "Applause" .

An able cast numbering Joan Peers, Fuller

Mellish, Jr., and Henry Wadsworth, is cap-

ably handled before the mike, and the direc-

tion, given a story which is somewhat squalid

and brutal, shows reluctance to over-state,

dramatic judgment and tenderness. One of

the loveliest sequences yet to find its way into

the talkies is that composed of the shots of the

boy and girl finding the shy utterance of their

awakening love under the towering arches of

Brooklyn Bridge, with the night sounds of the

river coming up to them, becoming a part of

their feelings, their reticent speech, so in keep-

ing with their isolation, their shadowy selves,

the dim city they have for this haunting and

magic hour escaped.

Applause appears to be the product of much
care, selection of material, and the aim of a

competent director to make a good picture.

Produced and Distributed by Paramount
Famous Lasky Corporation.
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Mrs. Dan Everett Waid
A deep sense of sorrozv ivas felt by all mem-

bers of the National Board at the death of

Mrs. Dan Everett Waid who had for years

been a loyal supporter and an active partici-

pant in the ivnrk of the Board. She ivas a per-

son of many activities and her interest was

therefore doubly appreciated. At the time she

became affiliated zvith the General Committee

of the Board in 1916 she was a member of the

Woman's City Club, National Arts Club,

Consumers' League, Council of JVomen for

Home Missions, Joint Committee on Student

Work and the Committee on Protestant H'ork

at Ellis Island. A friend, upon request, has

given us this biographical sketch luhich we of-

fer to our readers ivith the assurance that they

too tvill feel that the passing of a life ivhich

had been one of such ivide service is indeed a

loss.—Editor's Note.

MRS. DAN EVERETT WAID,
prominent and highly honored

through her connection with national

organizations, died on June 11th, at her home

in New York City.

An analytical mind, breadth of knowledge,

keen humor, radiant personality, ability as an

adviser, speaker and writer, together with un-

selfish devotion to each cause she undertook,

were the rarely combined qualifications which

made her service on commissions, boards and

committees of national and international scope

eagerly sought.

^Irs. Waid had recently been elected first

vice-president of the Board of National Mis-

sions of the Presbyterian Church, following

long , and invaluable membership on that

board and its predecessor, the Woman's Board

of Home jMissions. Among her other affilia-

tions were membership on the Council of Wo-
men for Home Missions, of which she was a

charter rnember, the Federal Council of

Churches, of Christ in America, National

Commission of Protestant AVomen, General

Committee of Immigrant Aid at Ellis Island,

National Committee on the Cause and Cure

of War, National Board of Review of Mo-
tion Pictures and the Institute of Public Re-

lations.

As a rarely gifted speaker on religious and

educational subjects in her own denomination

and interdenominationally she was widelv

known. Her lectures on mission study books

at Northfield, Chautauqua, and other Summer
Schools of Missions Avere gi\"en year after

year with unabating interest.

As a writer she contributed stories, pla\s,

pageants, hymns and was chairman of the

committee on "Women and Missions," the

magazine published by the Home and For-

eign Mission Boards of the Presbyterian

Church.

Her interest always Avent out especially to

young people in New York Avho were away
from home, and no summary can be made of

the many contacts established through the

charming hospitality of her city and her coun-

try home, which helped young men and women
to establish themsehes on a firm footing and

face the right way.

Mrs. Waid, before her marriage Eva ]\Iae

Clark, was born in 1869 at Ottawa, Kansas,

and was graduated in 1887 at ^lonmouth Col-

lege, Illinois. In 1891 she became the wife

of Dan Everett Waid, a classmate, now a

leading architect of New York Cit\", who dur-

ing the years has in every way joined Mrs.

^Vaid in her many wide forms of service.

THERE may be a time when mo\'ing pic-

tures supplement the minister in the

pulpit, according to the Reverend Harr) J.

Swan, director of religious education in the

Fourth Presbyterian Church of Alban\ ( N.

Y.), who is conducting an experimental Sun-

day evening motion picture service in the

church. "We find," he says, "that the mov-

ing picture program packs our auditorium,

which is one of the largest in the city, every

Sunday evening. Before the initiation of this

program only a very limited number of mem-
bers attended the evening service. I believe

that a motion picture puts across the theme

better than a man in the pulpit. People can

learn more from the eye than from the ear.

The artistic manifestations of a movie offer

a better lesson than most ministers can effect.

We have been merely conducting these movie

sermons as experiments, but it appears from

the large attendance we have that they are

the thing of the future."



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczv

Department of the Better Films National Council

IT was the privilege of the National Board

of Review staff to have visits with the

following out-of-the-city friends of the Board

during the past month: ]Mrs. E. ^l. Bar-

sham, Motion Picture Chairman, Delaware

State Federation of Women's Clubs; Mrs.

Richard Price, Wilmington (Del.) Better

Films Council; Mrs. Mina C. Brann, ]\Io-

tion Picture Chairman, Montgomery County,

Maryland State Federation of Women's
Clubs; ]\Irs. George C. Harrison, Motion

Picture Chairman, Rhode Island State Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs; ]\Irs. Piercy

Chestney, President, Macon (Ga.) Better

Films Committee; ]\Irs. John A. Selden,

Junior ^Matinee Chairman, Macon (Ga.)

Better Films Committee; ^Irs. Hugh A.

Smith, Better Films Chairman, Rochester (N.

Y.) Chapter, D.A.R. and Airs. F. W. Clarke,

Executive Director, Junior Film and Enter-

tainment Guild of Albany, N. "V'.

ONE of the very able state D. A. R.

Better Films Chairmen is Airs. Leon A.

Alclntire of the New Jersey Society. Her
work during the past two \ears had recei\ed

so much recognition that she was re-appointed

by the new state regent. The latest plan

sponsored by Airs. Alclntire for her state is a

very comprehensive one and one which un-

doubtedly will lead to telling results for it is

the organization of her chapter better films

chairmen through the State into a Better

Films Committee. These chairmen are to

conduct their work locally as units of this

State Better Films Committee, cooperating

wherever possible with other groups of the

community. The organization meeting was
held on October 29th at the home of Mrs.

Mclntire in Newark. Following the suc-

cessful working out of the details of organiza-

tion the Committee will become affiliated

with the National Board of Review.

The local Better Films Committee plan as

effectively carried out in Rutherford, New
Jersey, was outlined at this meeting by Mrs.

Harry G. Groxer, a member of the Execu-

tive Committee of the National Board and

President of the Rutherford Better Films

Committee. She suggested how the work
could be conducted to meet best the needs of

particular communities.

The picture Evangfline was indorsed as

suitable for the entire family, being both of

historical and educational value.

The committee will endeavor to have every

New Jersey chapter purchase for its local

schools and theatres a flag trailer, a three

minute reel showing proper salute to the

American flag and the oath of allegiance.

Other work it will sponsor will be the pro-

moting of juniors' matinees.

Airs. Alclntire was elected chairman of

this new committee and Airs. John D.
Cummin, secretary.

THE most help from our magazine is

gained, we believe, through the Better

Films Forum where one Committee learns

what another Committee is accomplishing and
a new proof of this comes to us in a letter

from Airs. N. Irving Hyatt, Chairman,
Spartanburg (S. C.) Better Films Commit-
tee, who says, "The Spartanburg Better Films

Committee have found your Better Films

Forum so very helpful that 1 thought pos-

sibly a report on our work here might not

be amiss." We are indeed pleased to have

this report, which follows, but we feel that

Airs. H yatt has been much too modest in

holding to a few sentences the fine work of

her Committee. We hope for a more detailed

report next time.

"The Spartanburg Better Films Com-
mittee has just completed its seventh

year. During that time the Committee has

reviewed all the pictures at the local theatres

and after the reviews classified them in groups

as suitable for adults and family but not for

children under twelve years. These reports

have been ^iven to the public through the lo-

cal papers. W^e have held weekly Saturday

morning children's matinees of selected pic-

tures with sometimes as an additional feature

13
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to celebrate holidays a prologue, given by lo-

cal talent. The children often receive sou-

venirs of candy or ice cream cones and pic-

tures of their favorite movie star. The Boy

Scouts have assisted in the patriotic programs

by giving flag drills and leading the children

in the singing of 'America.'

"The children of the Orphans' Home or

the Probation Court are our guests for the

Thanksgiving matinee. The Christmas mat-

inee is free to every child bringing a small

gift of fruit or candy for the Salvation Army
Christmas baskets.

"We give at least one luncheon a year to the

theatre managers and representatives of the

press and when we are to have a speaker at

our monthly meeting, we invite the public to

attend. The theatres, the press and the pub-

lic have given us their most loyal support al-

ways and we feel the work has not been in

vain."

THE interest which has been evinced for

some time in the communities of Ridge-

field Park, Bogota and Teaneck of New Jer-

sey in the better films movement has recently

been crystallized into a definite Better Films

Committee. The meeting called for the pur-

pose of organization was held on October 17th,

in the Roosevelt High School of Ridgefield

Park. Representatives were present from the

P.-T. A groups in all three of the com-

munities and the enthusiasm shown in the

formation of a Committee was such as to

justify the promise of cooperation which had

come to Mrs. A. C. Olson, of the Ridgefield

Park P.-T. A., who has been the prime mover

in maintaining interest in this phase of ac-

tivities since it was first aroused last year at

the Conference of the National Board. Mrs.

H. G. Grover as Motion Picture Chairman
of the Bergen County P.-T. A., presided as

temporary chairman until the election of of-

ficers which resulted in the selection of Mrs.

A. C. Olson, of Ridgefield Park, as presi-

dent; Mrs. Fraser, of Teaneck, first vice-

president; Mrs. Powers, of Bogota, second

vice-president; Mrs. Minnie Marsh, of Ridge-

field Park, secretary, and Mrs. Varnum, of

Teaneck, treasurer.

It was the privilege of the Better Films

Secretary to be present and bring a message to

the meeting from the National Board. The
services of the Board are most gladly extended

to this Committee and congratulations upon

the completion of the first step in the carrying

out of an effective community plan.

MRS HAROLD J. HINMAN has been

re-elected president of the Junior Film

and Entertainment Guild of Albany (N. Y.).

Other officers chosen were Mrs. Charles

White Nash and Mrs. Joseph Gavit, vice-

presidents; Mrs. Stephens, treasurer; Mrs.

George H. Farlow, secretary, and Mrs. Frank
W. Clark, executive director. Heads of Al-

bany women's clubs have formed a committee

to work with the Guild. The clubs co-operat-

ing are the Woman's Club, Albany IVIothers'

Club, Christian Mothers' Union, Council of

Jewish Women, Catholic Daughters of

America, Albany Lotus Club and the

Mothers' Club of the Third Reformed
Church. Efforts wiW be made by the Guild to

have amended the state law barring children

under sixteen years of age from attending

theatres unaccompanied. Officers of the or-

ganization maintain that the law is in efifect

now in only the better class motion picture

houses, and consequently many children are

prevented from seeing motion pictures at their

best. Several card parties are being planned

for the benefit of the Guild's work of provid-

ing suitable films for Albany children.

THE officers elected by the Atlanta (Ga.)

Better Films Committee for the year

1929-30 are Mrs. Newton C. Wing, presi-

dent; Mrs. Louis Elsas, first vice-president;

Mrs. Patrick Bray, second vice-president

;

Mrs. A. W. Waldman, recording secretary;

Mrs. O. J. Dinkier, treasurer, and Mrs.

Alonzo Richardson, parliamentarian. Mrs.

Wing was honored for a third year as presi-

dent. As one of Atlanta's best known club

and community workers she has been able to

interest civic, educational and cultural lead-

ers in the better films work, proof of which

lies in the fact that in 1928 there were 15

organizations represented by membership on

the committee and at present there are 70.

We regret that we failed to give credit in

our previous issue to "The Library Journal"

for the use of the cuts illustrating the article

on book-film tie-ups.
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WHEN Shakespeare comes to the movies

then indeed is it time to think of

book-film relationship. Miss Marilla Waite
Freeman, who is the Secretary of the Motion

Picture Committee of the American Library

Association and librarian of the Main Li-

brary, Cleveland Public Library, sends us the

latest book-mark of the Cleveland Library

on the picture The Taming of the Shrew.

Since this is the first picture in which Douglas

Fairbanks and Mary Pickford have played

together and is the first talkie, barring one,

in which either has appeared and moreover

presents Shakespeare in an entirely new me-

dium it is foreordained to create much inter-

est in the seeing of it. Perhaps following this

interest will come that of reading about other

"Katherines" and "Petruchios", so we are

pleased to reprint in part this book-mark

:

Taming of the Shrew
"An old Italian tale of love and mirth; How
pretty Katharine that was a Shrew, Dismay'd

all suitors till she met with one . . . Who
shamed her into meekness." —Shakespeare.

Shakespeare's great comedy and

some actors who have played in it

Reading suggested by the

CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY

A New Katharine and Petruchio
Talmey Doug and Mary

Katharines of Other Days
Ellen Terry

Terry Story of my Life

Clara Morris
Morris Life on the Stage

Julia Marlowe
Russell Julia Marlowe

Ada Rehan
Izard Heroines of the modern stage

Winter The wallet of time vol. 2

Petruchios of the Past
Edwin Booth

Winter Booth as Petruchio, in "Shakespeare

on the Stage"

John Drew
Drew My years on the Stage

Otis Skinner
Skinner Foot Lights and Spot Lights

Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree
Tree Thoughts and Afterthoughts

Plot, Characters and Staging
Jameson Shakespeare's Heroines

Mackenzie The Women in Shakespeare's

Plays

MacLeod Shakespeare's Story Book
Odell Shakespeare from Betterton to Irving

WiNGATE Shakespeare's Heroines on the Stage

Winter Shakespeare on the Stage

WrrH the recent observance of the

birthday of Theodore Roosevelt on

October 27th, we were reminded to tell our

readers again of the fine library of films owned
by the Roosevelt Memorial Association. This

library has been compiled through the ex-

haustive efforts of Miss Caroline Gentry, Di-

rector of Films of the Association, who has

succeeded in assembling practically all the sur-

viving negatives actually made of Colonel

Roosevelt. It includes such historic events of

Roosevelt's administration as the building of

the Roosevelt Dam, the construction of the

Panama Canal and covers almost every phase

of his life and work. In the arranging, repro-

ducing and editing of this material, Miss Gen-

try accomplished another praiseworthy piece

of work.

The Association now has a library of 11

films and showings are held daily in Roosevelt

House attended by club members, school chil-

dren, foreign visitors and others interested in

this national historic figure. Prints of the

films have been widely distributed by the Y.

M. C. A. Motion Picture Bureau and the

latest development of the Film Department

of the Roosevelt Association is the reproduc-

tion of the films on 16 mm. stock for home
use. Eight prints are now available, among
the titles in both stocks are Roosevelt, Friend

of the Birds, Roosevelt, the Great Scout, The
River of Doubt and Roosevelt at Home.

An example of the widespread interest in

these films was recently witnessed at the

Roosevelt booth in the Exposition of Women
in Arts and Industries at the Hotel Astor,

New York City, the week of September 30th-

October 5th. The opportunity was given to

the National Board of displaying its literature

and services in the Roosevelt booth. The Na-
tional Board was deeply appreciative of this

courtesy, not only because it was an indica-

tion of interest in the Board's work but be-

cause it offered a further chance to learn of

the important film work of the Roosevelt

Association which demonstrates how much the

motion picture can do in causing history and

biography to live.

All those interested in knowing more of

these films can be assured of the most walling

service by writing to Miss Caroline Gentry,

Roosevelt Memorial Association, 28 East 20th

Street, New York City.
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lELECTED Pictures Guide

V

REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view, The choice of t/fe pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures

acceptable to adults, and also interesting to and
wholesome for bo\'s and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.

Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration ind enjoyment of adults.

Note-—Programs for Junior Matinees should

be selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not necessarily "exceptional."

Behind the German Lines

APICTURIZATION of the World
War from the German standpoint and

compiled through the courtesy of the German
authorities. An unbiased recital of the events

leading up to the War and the four years

of struggle. Both the Army and Navy are

shown in action and the movement of troops

are made more vivid by the use of figures on

a map. An excellent picture for educational

purposes and historic use.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Featuring

.

Broadway Scandals

Directed by George Archaiiibdud
'\ Sally O'Neil

J
Jack Egan

Original screen story by Howard J. Green

ALTHOUGH this story of back stage life

offers nothing new in the way of a plot,

it does contain much entertaining material.

Jack Egan who plays the hoofer has a very

plea>ant \oice and the several songs he sings

are well done. The story concerns the love

of tyvo members of a vaudeville team for each

other. The girl, finding she stands in the

way of her partner's success, breaks up the act

and he becomes the leading man in a musical

revue whose star is much attracted by him.

The girl takes a job in the chorus and they are

brought together again.

For family audience including young people.

(Columbia—9 reels)

Darkened Rooms
Directed by Louis Gasnier

Featuring Evelyn Brent

Novel by Philip Gibbs

PENNILESS and hungry a girl wanders
into a photographer's at an amusement

park and is befriended by him. The young
man decides to give up photography and go

in for occultism. Knowing the business is a

fake, the girl undertakes to cure the boy of

his love of the occult. She plays a practical

joke and when he believes that he is really in

touch with the spirit world he decides to give

up his plan to become rich and goes back to

his dark-room. The plot is simple, but holds

the interest and the acting of Evelyn Brent

is excellent.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Evidence

Directed by John Adolfi

{Pauline Frederick

^
Conivay Tearle

Featuring

.

16
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Play "Divorce Evidence" by J. D. McPherson

N English society divorce drama pre-

sented by an excellent cast. A young

matron, the wife of a lawyer of repute, finds

herself compromised by a former lover who
had carefully arranged a plan to get her in

his hotel room at night. Upon this evidence

she is divorced by her husband and is thence-

forth pointed out as a notorious lady. She

bears the false accusation and scandal with

gallantry but is heartbroken at being sep-

arated from her small son. After a few years

she manages to see him again and later being

proven innocent by a confession of the vil-

lainous lover is able to take her place in her

home and in society. The lo\'er is ably por-

traj'ed by Lowell Sherman and Conway
Tearle plays well the part of a family friend

who endeavors to heal the breach.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—8 reels)

His Glorious Night

Directed by Lionel Barrymore

Featuring John Gilbert

Play " Olyinpici" by Ferenc Alolnar

DELIGHTFULLY sophisticated tale

of the havoc that a very good looking

captain plays with the heart of a haughty prin-

cess. He tells her many times 'that he loves

her and her eyes say a great deal on the same

subject but she has her name, her country and

her high-born fiance to think of. Acting on

the sensible advice of Mama, she tells the cap-

tain in a most cruel fashion \\o^x mad he is to

aspire to the love of a princess. He plans his

own little joke, causing the report to be cir-

culated that he is really a notorious swindler

and, woe to the princess, he has her two let-

ters and ring in his possession. The dialogue

is all very entertaining and the members of

the cast give excellent performances.

For family audience including young people.

(]\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer—9 reels)

Is Everybody Happy?
Directed by Archie Mayo
Featuring Ted Leivis

Original screen story by J. Johnson

INJURED in the World War, a famous
violinist forced to give up his music, brings

his son to America to make a great musician

of him. The youth finds that there is no

room for his kind of music in jazz-crazed

America. He meets a girl and through her

gets a job in a cafe but when his father dis-

covers the kind of music his son is playing he

disowns him. However, he comes to appre-

ciate jazz also and so they are happily re-

united.

For family audience including children.

(Warner—8 reels)

The Isle of Lost Ships

Directed by Irvin Willat

r. \J irginia J alii
teatunng

I
Jason Kobards

Novel by Crittenden jMarriott

iNCE again this romance of the sea comes

to the screen. Several years ago a silent

version of The Isle of Lost Ships was pro-

duced with Anna Q. Nilsson and Milton Sills

playing the leads. Three oddly assorted per-

sons, a young girl, a police officer and a young

naval officer, charged with murdering his wife,

are ship-wrecked and finally drift to an iso-

lated island where all vessels are supposed to

drift eventually. Here they have many ad-

ventures, but are glad to escape in a submarine

which they find. The young officer is cleared

of the murder charge and he and the girl with

whom he has gone through so much, find

happiness.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—9 reels)

Jazz Heaven
Directed by Melville Brozvn

Featuring Sally O'Neil

Original screen story by Pauline Forley and

Douglas Murphy

HAVING written a song and been unable

to get recognition, a boy and his sweet-

heart bribe a night watchman at a piano fac-

tory to allow them to use the piano for prac-

tise and by mistake they get into the radio

room and their song is broadcasted. The ra-

dio station receives so many requests for the

song that they investigate the matter and

eventually find the two Avho are unaware of

any knowledge that they ha\ e been "on the

air." Of course, fortune smiles on them and

they plan their future together.

For family audience including young people.

(RKO—7 reels)

"
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The Kibitzer

Directed by Edward Sloman

Featuring Harry Green

Play by Robinson and Swerling

TRYING to run other people's business

gets a Jewish man into plenty of trouble.

Scorning the love of an honest boy, the man's

daughter decides to marry a wealthy man who
comes often to her father's store. To keep

his daughter from eloping the father goes to

the man's house only to discover he is

a crook. As a reward he is given the han-

dling of some stocks and through sheer luck

makes good. The girl decides the poor but

honest boy is the one she should marry and

so all is well.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Love, Live and Laugh

Directed by William K. Howard
Featuring George Jessel

Story "The Hurdy-gurdy Man" by Leroy

demons and John B. Heyman

AN Italian boy is recalled to Italy on the

death of his father and while there Italy

enters the World War and he is not allowed

to return to America. He is blinded and

spends three years in a prison camp. Back

in America, the girl he loves is told that he

is dead and after a while she marries a doc-

tor with whom she has worked. When the

boy returns to America he is cured by the doc-

tor and the girl discovering his identity of-

fers to tell her husband but he, out of grati-

tude and realizing she is happy in her new
love, goes away.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—9 reels)

Marianne

Directed by Robert Leonard

Featuring Marion Davies

Original screen story by Dale Van Every

THIS musical war comedy was chosen for

Marion Davies' introduction to the sound

pictures and it seems to have been a wise choice

for as the peppery French peasant girl, Mari-

anne, she is quite good. Marianne dwells in

a little cottage not far behind the front lines

so she finds American doughboys continually

camping at her doorstep. She feeds them.

entertains them and scolds them in wholesale

fashion until one with a particularly good

singing voice finally succeeds in getting indi-

vidual attention. But when he makes off with

her pet pig, the last of the lot which is being

reserved for the General, he almost loses his

place of honor. Marion Davies manages a

very acceptable French-American dialect and

her singing too is in keeping with the part.

And in going "talkie" she has not entirely

neglected pantomime and provides some en-

tertaining imitations of Sarah Bernhardt,

Maurice Chevalier and others.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwvn-Maver— 13 reels

)

Featuring

Married in Hollywood

Directed by Marcel Silver

{Norma Terris

I^J. Harold Murray

Fiennese musical comedy by Harlam
Thompson

A CHARMING musical romance. One
is ever appreciative of Norma Terris'

lovely voice and several times during the pic-

ture she delights the audience with her songs.

The story tells of the love of an American

prima donna and the prince of a country where

she is performing. The prince's mother sepa-

rates them and the singer, heartbroken, leaves

for America where she becomes a success in

the talkies. Meanwhile, the prince and his

family are forced to flee when their subjects

revolt. He works his way to America and

lands in Hollywood and in a very romantic

manner the two are reunited. It is a beautiful

production and well worth seeing.

For family audience including j'oung people.

(Fox— 11 reels)

The Mississippi Gambler

Directed by Reginald Barker

Featuring Joseph Schildkraut

Original screen story by Karl Brown and

Leonard Fields

N unusual story, smoothly told and well

acted. On a Mississippi River boat a

gambler succeeds in winning from a South-

ern gentleman a large sum of money which he

was holding in trust. To save him from dis-

honor, his daughter begs the gambler, who
has alreadv fallen in love with her, to return
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the money. He suggests they play for it, she

betting the locket she wears which symbolizes

her love. When she lays down her cards, he

tells her that she wins, but later she finds

that he held a better hand. Next day the

gambler leaves the boat and as it sails away

a package, containing the locket, is delivered

to him.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—6 reels)

Mister Antonio

r\- , J ; {James Flood
Directed by \ l v uIt rank Keicner

Featuring Leo Carrillo

Play by Booth Tarkington

THIS sympathetic and moving portrayal of

an Italian-American hurdy-gurdy man
marks the initial screen appearance of Leo

Carrillo, a dialect actor well known on the

stage. At the spring of the year "Mister An-
tonio" closes his New York flower shop and

with his hurdy-gurdy takes to the open road

—

the road of beauty and adventure. Rescuing

a pretty young lady in distress, driven from

her home by a sanctimonious uncle who thinks

her fondness for a little gayety will ruin his

chance for re-election as mayor of the town,

proves to be quite a happy as well as thrilling

experience. There is a 'deal of homely phi-

losophy in the picture delivered in an appeal-

ing lingo and if we wanted to point a moral

we might say it is a lesson in human under-

standing.

For family audience including children.

(Tiffany—7 reels)

with the woman and she out of gratitude to

him and because of a false idea that she might

stand in the way of her lover's career as a

great violinist, consents to marry him. But

on the eve of her marriage she discovers what
she means to the musician and goes to tell the

racketeer that she can not marry him but is

saved from this confession when a member
of his own gang interferes.

For family audience including young people.

(J^ararnouttt—7 reels)

H-

The Return of Sherlock Holmes

Directed by Basil Dean
Featuring Clive Brook

\ovel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

AVING retired from Scotland Yard,

Holmes is loathe to become a detective

again but to help a friend he undertakes the

case of a man who has been murdered and

his son kidnapped. The search for the miss-

ing boy takes Sherlock Holmes and the

daughter of his friend, who is engaged to the

boy, on board a trans-Atlantic liner and there

through the means of a dictaphone he finds

the boy and captures the criminals.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Racketeer

Directed by Ptrul- Uaiige

Rio Rita

Directed by Luther Reed

r. . {Bebe Daniels
r eaturtng

[John Boles

Musical co?nedy by Guy Bolton and Fred

Thompson

10 RITii with all its gorgeous settings

and magnificent costumes is broughtR
Featuring

Original screen story

{^Robert Armstrong

\ Carol Lombard

by Paul Gangelin

N interesting drama of two men who
love the same woman. A leader of a crim-

inal gang who is known for his generosity to

the needy, meets a beautiful woman at a gam-
ing party given for charity and becomes in-

terested in her when he detects her cheating

at cards. He learns that she is in need of

money to help her lover fight the drug habit

and to get him back to his musical career.

The racketeer helps them but falls in love

jr Jt^ ana magnincent costumes is orougnt
IhxUa^ ^^5]**^straight from the Ziegfeld stage to the screen.

1 he result, as is to be expected, is the most

colorful and lavish of the musical comedy

films. The singing and acting on the part of

the principals are very well done with Bebe

Daniels making a charming Mexican girl and

displaying a lovely voice, and John Boles, with

his fine voice, as the American who saves

Rita from the clutches of the villain. In addi-

tion, the dancing of the chorus and the chatter

and antics of the comedians delight the audi-

ence throughout the film. The result is a

melodious, lovely spectacle well worth seeing.

For family audience including voung people.

(R K O—15 reels)
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Senor Americano
Directed by Harry J. Broivn

Featuring Ken Maynard
Original screen story by Helnier Bergman

PLEASING romance of early Cali-

fornia before the annexation. A young

American comes secretl\ to a ranch to learn

conditions there and falls in love with a" beau-

tiful senorita and though he is not allowed to

tell her who he really is he returns later with

the good news of the annexation. Ken May-
nard sings very pleasingly and the picture

holds the interest throughout.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—7 reels)

The Siren of the Tropics

Featuring Josephine Baker

French production

THE negro dancer, Josephine Baker, who
a few years ago created such a sensation

by her dancing in Paris has here been made

the star of a motion picture story for the

purpose of giving a camera presentation of her

dancing. The film was produced in France

and has as a background a number of scenes

from the Follies Bergere in Paris. The plot

concerns a native girl in one of the French

provinces who comes to Paris to seek the

white man for whom she has formed an at-

tachment, after saving his life following the

villainous scheme of his enemy, a mine super-

intendent. Her dancing attracts the atten-

tion of a theatrical manager and this brings

her fame, but she is not content until she suc-

ceeds in her quest for the man. However
when she does find him she gives him up to

his fiancee. The picture Avould have been of

greater interest in the hevdey of the Charles-

ton and the Black Bottom dances but it is in-

teresting to see this kind of dancing by one

who understands the spirit of it. Also lier

acting is good in the comedy parts.

For family audience including young people.

(Gold Talking Pictures—7 reels)

Skinner Steps Out
Directed by JVilliani James Craft

Featuring Glenn Tryon

Novel by Henry Irving Dodge

URGED by his \oung Avife a man asks

his boss for a raise and is immediately

fired. In the meantime, his wife feeling sure

they will have the extra money, goes shop-

ping. Trying to live up to his wife's illusion

of him, the husband through sheer nerve and

determination finally makes good.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—7 reels)

So This Is College

Directed by Sa/ii JFood

r , {Elliott N ugent
t eaturuK/ '

'

\
Robert jMontgomery

Original screen story by Al Boasberg and

Delmar Dazes

O THIS IS COLLEGE may not be very

academic but it is more authentic than

many pictures purporting to show college life.

We see fraternity house comradery. foot-ball

rallies, proms, sophomoric love affairs and

other activities quite as vital as studies in any

college. All this is the background for the

story of two students who are classmates, fra-

ternity brothers and members of the football

team and share for each other a great friend-

ship and admiration until it comes to the mat-

ter of girls and then it is a case of "all's fair

in love." One flirting co-ed nearly causes the

loss of the big game of the season but her

duplicity is found out and women are re-

nounced forever. There is much amusing com-

edy and some first rate shots of football field

and grand stand.

For family audience including children.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 1 reels)

A Song of Kentucky
Directed by Leiu Seder

r , \ Lois Moran
r eat urnil/ '

, tt^ t
\
Joseph tr agstaff

Original screen story by Frederick H.
Brennan

ERR^ , a young song writer, falls in love

with Lee Coleman, a wealthy Southern

girl. She is being forced into marriage with

a fortune hunter who upon learning of her in-

fatuation pays a former vaudeville partner of

Jerry's to frame him. Stunned by what she

believes to be the truth, Lee goes back to Ken-

tucky and there she makes a wager with her

would-be fiance that if her horse does not win

the Derby she will marr\' him. She loses

her wager and on the eve of her wedding she

slips awajf to attend a concert where Jerry

directs his own symphony. At the close of
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the concert the girl who had caused the

trouble confesses and so Lee and Jerry are

happy.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—8 reels)

Sunny Side Up
Directed by David Butler

„ . [Janet Gaynor
teaturing '

, , ^ ,,
\Lnaries, r arret

l

Original screen story by De Sylva, Broivn

and Henderson

ANET GAYNOR is just as enchanting

in the talkies as she has been in the silent

films. Both she and Charles Farrell lose

none of their charm when they become audible

on the screen. The story tells about a poor

little girl who offers to make the rich young

man's sweetheart jealous, although she is in

love with him herself. The plan works beau-

tifully but the man finds he really loves the

little girl after all. The plot furnishes ample

opportunity for much good comedy and some

fine singing and dancing.

For family audience including children.

(Fox—12 reels)

Sweetie

Directed by Frank Tuttle

(Nancy CarroU

Featuring Helen Kane
yjack Oakie

Original screen story by George Marion, Jr.,

and Lloyd Corrigan

T is to be expected that the musical comedy

type of picture will have the musical com-

edy type of plot, and Sweetie has a very

ridiculous little story to bind together some

very fine and amusing material. A chorus

girl, angered by her college sweetheart's post-

ponement of their marriage until after the

football season, seeks revenge when she in-

herits the college. But the story is unimpor-

tant. Throughout the film we are treated to

some unusually catchy songs by Helen Kane,

Jack Oakie and Nancy Carroll, some good

dancing and much highly amusing comedy, es-

pecially by Jack Oakie, who knows how to

make an audience laugh.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 12 reels)

* The Taming of the Shrew
Directed by Sajri Taylor

J. , .
[Marv Pickford

teaturing \
'

I^JJouglas tairbanks

Play by Williain Shakespeare

THE first of Shakespeare to appear in the

talkies. Douglas Fairbanks, with his

ever boisterous spirits, succeeds in imparting

some of the play's merry hilarity to the screen

version. The dialogue is taken from the lines

of the play and is well delivered. Mary Pick-

ford as the shrew is too dainty, perhaps, but

she does manage to look very intimidating and

Fairbanks as the gentleman who sets out to

tame her efficiently turns her into a sweet

smiling girl. The film is beautifully produced

with very lovely settings throughout.

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists—8 reels)

The Thirteenth Chair

Directed by Tod Browning

, [Margaret Wycherly
teaturing

\ , -.j
il^Lonrad Nagei

Play by Bayard Veiller

THE talkies, of course, add many thrills to

the mystery story which were unknown
to the silent film. We can have a perfectly

dark screen with eerie sounds and shots and
cries issuing forth which send the shivers up
and down our spines. In this picture is the

oft used method of discovering the murderer
by re-enacting the scene of the crime in order

to frighten a confession from the guilty per-

son. The guests at the seance during which
the murder was committed are placed in ex-

actly the same positions they occupied before

and the same proceedings followed. So out

go the lights and the voice of the medium
comes forth, then a shriek and all confusion.

The acting of Margaret Wycherly in the role

of the medium is especially fine.

For family audience including young people.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—8 reels)

The Virginian

Directed by Victor Fleming

Featuring P"'"-^'
^""t"'

I^Mary Brian

Novel by Owen Wister

THIS picture has a freshness and charm
which delights the spectator. We can-

not think of another actor who would better
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fit the part of the tall, lanW, slow-speaking

Virginian than Gary Cooper. And Mary
Brian is well cast as the earnest little school

mistress who wins his heart when they meet

in the crude western town. There is such

a complete lack of studied effect in the film

that we find ourselves very much interested

in all that goes on from beginning to end.

For family audience including young people.

. (Paramount—12 reels)

Welcome Danger
Directed by Clyde Bruckman

Featuring Harold Lloyd

Play by Aaron Hoffman

A BOY goes to California to join the po-

lice force where he becomes the laugh-

ing stock of the force until he captures the

"Dragon," the evil spirit of Chinatown, and

they recognize his worth. Although this story

which is the star's first "talkie" begins with

the usual Harold Lloyd humor, plenty of

laughs, a boy and girl romance, the picture

becomes tiresome as it develops and is not up

to the usual calibre of the productions made

by this clever comedian.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount—12 reels)

Woman to Woman
Directed by Victor Seville

„ . {Betty Compson
teaturing

\(George Barraud

Play by Michael Morton

STORY of a woman's sacrifice. About

to be married a French girl receives

word from her fiance, a young English offi-

cer, that his leave has been cancelled and he

asks her to wait for him. After the war she

takes her baby and goes to England to sing.

At the theatre the English officer who return-

ing from war with loss of memory, had mar-

ried hears her sing and his memory returns.

Not being able to persuade his wife to give

him a divorce he plans to go away with the

woman he loves and their son. The wife

then goes secretly to the woman and con-

vinces her that it will ruin her son's life if

she runs away with a married man and offers

to take the child and bring him up as her own.

For love of her son she consents but dies of a

broken heart.

For the mature audience.

(Tiffany—9 reels)

Young Nowheres
Directed by Frank Lloyd

Featuring Richard Barthelmess

Short story by L A. R. fVylie

HERE is a picture for those decrying the

prevalence on the screen of lavish musi-

cal shows and crime plays. It is an appealing

tale of a timid young elevator boy and his

sweetheart told with very little change of

scene, no singing or musical interludes but de-

pending entirely for its appeal upon the sym-

pathetic characterization portrayed by Mr.
Barthelmess. The young man, hard working,

poor and bashful, never expects romance to

come into his life but it does when a maid in

the same apartment house where he is elevator

boy confesses a secret liking for him. The
difficulty is to find any place where they can

be together for their little free time ; crowded

park benches and beaches serve until cold

weather comes. In desperation on Christmas

eve the young man plans a little party, the

kind of which they had dreamed, in the apart-

ment of an absent tenant but he is caught and

brought to justice and the picture we see is the

story to the judge. The role is one particu-

larly suited to the star and reminds one of

some of his best work in earlier productions.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—7 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
Applause

( See page 1 1

)

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Arsenal
(See page 8)

For family audience including young people.

(Amkino—7 reels)

Disraeli

(See page 9)

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—9 reels)

Hallelujah
(See page 5)

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 12 reels)

The Trespasser, starring Gloria Swanson,

will be reviewed in the Exceptional Photo-

plays Department of the forthcoming issue.
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NON-FEATURES
Audio Reviews No. 22-28

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Black and Tan

Tragedy of a negro dancing girl who dies

when she tries to dance in order to help the

man she loves.

For family audience including young people.

(RKO—2 reels)

Boyhood Memories
(Sportlight Series)

Sports of school boys and girls in the coun-

try.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Flinging Feet

Fine color film showing dances of various

nations, many performed by children.

For family audience including children.

(Castle— 1 reel)

Follow the Leader

(Sportlight Series)

Extraordinary underwater swimming scenes.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Gridiron Glory

(Sportlight Series)

Excellent scenes of football plays and

crowds.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Jungle Drums
A technicolor scenic showing an elephant

hunt and the natives' revenge on a lion for the

death of their chief.

For family audience including children.

(Tiffany-Stahl— 1 reel)

Mandalay
Song sketch with singing by James Stanley,

picturing the lure of India upon four British

soldiers, based on Rudyard Kipling's poem.
For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Oh! You Beautiful Doll
Cartoon song of the old popular number.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 39
Royalty's Doll House

;
Skyscapes ; Babies in

Japan ; the Brook.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review No. 40
Frozen Mystery, Mt. Ranier ; Nervous

Flowers ; Belles Lettres in Paris, Bookstall on

the Seine ; Tan and Foolish.

For familv audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Smiles
Amusing cartoon song number of "Smiles."

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Travelin' Alone
A number of tramps on the roadside do some

very fine singing.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Clancy at the Bat

Entertaining comedy of a baseball game.

For family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

A Hollywood Star
Amusing comedy in which the sound equip-

ment installed in a small town theatre goes

wrong on the opening night.

For family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

Mickey's Big Moment
Mickey and his pals give a cabaret in the

old barn.

For familv audience including children.

(RKO—2 reels)

Noah's Lark
Cartoon. All the animals leave the ark for

shore leave and go to an amusement park.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)
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REVIEW OF MOTION

The National Board of Review of Mcwion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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A. Member With Many Interests

As the third presentation in our If ho

JFho's of the National Board, lue introduce

Dr. Myron T. Scudder, the Treasurer of the

National Board of Review. Dr. Scudder, he-

sides fulfilling his duties as treasurer of the

National Board con-

tinues to {jive ill

many ways the faith-

ful service ivhich he

has contributed for

years as a member of

the Executive Co tu-

rn i 1 1 e e.— Editor's

Note.

DR. MYRON
T. SCUD-
DER w a s

born in India in

1860, and is a grand-

son of the famous

pioneer medical mis-

s i o n a r y, Dr. John
Scudder who went to

Ceylon in 1819. Dr.

John Scudder had

eight sons and two

daughters, all of

whom became mis-

sionaries. Many of

the third generation

and several of the

fourth, all born in India, followed the exam-

ple of their illustrious grand-ancestor.

However, Dr. ]\Iyron Scudder did not like

so manv others return to the land of his

Dr. Alyron T. Scudder

birth as a missionary. Instead of entering

the ministry he became a teacher. Coming to

America at an early age, he attended school

in New Jersey, Ohio, California and later the

Adelphi Academy in Brooklyn and entered

Rutgers College,

from which he was

graduated in 1882.

Here he Avas espe-

cially interested in

history and Greek,

making an elaborate

translation of Aristo-

phanes' Birds, and

rendering odes of

Pindar and Sappho

in metrical English.

In his senior year, he

translated the entire

Antigone of Sopho-

cles. Later he pur-

sued post graduate

studies at Yale and

Clark University.

Entering the field

of education after
leaving college he

served as Principal of

a number of schools

covering a period of

25 years, following

which he became Pro-

fessor of Education at Rutger's College. He
gave extended courses in education at New
York LTniversity School of Pedagogy, and in

the summer schools of the University of

3
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Maine and the University of Virginia, and

lectured at Wellesley, the University of Wis-

consin and the University of Pennsylvania.

Meanwhile his pen had not been idle, and he

wrote the New York Supplement to Frye's

Geography, New York: Its State and Local

Government, Recreation for Rural Communi-

ties, at the same time he was contributing

articles, monographs and chapters to the Out-

look, the Proceedings of the Playground As-

sociation of America, the Annals of the Amer-

ican Academy of Social and Political Science,

Play and Athletics for the Virginia Public

Schools, and other mediums for the discus-

sion of manual training, the newer phases of

educational theory and practice, and recrea-

tion, with special reference to recreation in

rural communities.

Since 1911 he has been President of Scud-

der School in New York City. In this school

for girls which was founded in 1895 as the

Froebel Normal Institute, Dr. Scudder has

with marked success put into practice many
of his ideas and ideals regarding education.

In his college days, Dr. Scudder was one

of three to organize the Rutgers Glee Club

which has persisted without a break to the

present. Always prominent in athletics, lie

was half-back on the football team, and cap-

tain and catcher of the Varsit}' ball nine.

Against City College of New York he drop-

kicked fifty-two yards for a goal, which won
the game for Rutgers just as time was called.

That kick held the record for eleven years.

With such a background as an athlete it is

natural that Dr. Scudder should be inter-

ested in organizations that make for whole-

some outdoor life and sports. He was one

of the founders of the Playground and Recrea-

tion Association of America, and one of the

early promoters of scouting. He is still serv-

ing on the National Council of the Boy

Scouts. He is also a member of the Board

of Directors and Treasurer of the Camp Fire

Girls of America, a Director of the Inkowa

Club and an enthusiastic boatsman and

yachtsman, holding a master's license. He is

a member of Phi Beta Kappa, an elder

in the West End Presbyterian Church of

New York City, Regent of the Colonial De-

scendents of America, a member of the

Schoolmasters Club, and of the Schoolmasters

Association of New York and Vicinity, a

Freemason of 38 years standing and a member

of the New York Rotary Club. As a lecturer,

besides history, education and travel. Dr.

Scudder specializes on Luther Burbank, whom
he knew personally, and on the Passion Play

at Oberammergau. His lecture, profusely

illustrated, he has given since 1910 upward

of 300 times before colleges, universities,

schools, churches, clubs, masonic lodges, in the

Museum of Natural History and even on a

\J. S. battleship.

His has been a busy life, dominated by the

spirit of the thought, "He Profits Most Who
Serves Best."

National Board Conference

and Luncheon

A TWELVE months of motion picture

history will soon have passed over the

reels since the 1929 Annual Conference and

Luncheon of the National Board of Review

and plans are rapidly developing for the 1930

Conference. The dates of the Conference are

January 23rd-25th and the place is the Roose-

velt Hotel, New York City.

This is to be essentially a study conference

with addresses and discussions planned to help

in the better understanding and the construc-

tive carrying forward of the organized better

films committee work.

There will be in addition to the lectures and

round table sessions, the preview of pictures in

the various film company projection rooms and

an instructive and interesting demonstration

of a sound picture. The culminating event

will be the fifteenth annual luncheon on Satur-

day noon, January the tvrenty-fifth, presenting

prominent speakers and screen celebrities.

Last year guests gathered from far and wide

and it is anticipated that this ytzv an even

greater number of friends of the National

Board will be present.

Reservations are now in order and we ex-

tend to all our readers a cordial invitation to

take part in this meeting for the social study

of the motion picture.

The Conference fee, including all sessions

except the Limclieon is $1.00, Luncheon tick-

ets, $3.50.
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Filming Children for Children
The Delightful Pursuit

By Ruth M.

/// spite of the amazing development of the

motion picture in many fields during recent

years there is still one lamentable lack. That

lack is the production of films intended pn-

?)iarily for children. When an effort is made
directly to correct this shortcoming it is

worthy of the attention of all those enqaged

in the better films movement. Jf e are happy

therefore to have the opportunity to reprint

from The Woman's Journal this story (jf

Mrs. Brandeis' activities.—Editor's Note.

PROMOTING friendliness among
small citizens of all nations is perhaps

the biggest thing about the work of

Madeline Brandeis, producer and director of

moving pictures for children.

of Madeline Brandeis

. TiLDESLEY

in use in our schools as a means of bringing

the lives of little people everywhere before the

eyes and minds of young students.

But ]\Irs. Brandeis didn't rise to success

in a night.

It is ten years since she made her initial

essa}' into the realm of motion pictures, and

then it was merely a whim.

"Give me a check instead of a bracelet,
"

she urged her husband, who had suggested an

anniversary gift. "I'd like to make a pic-

ture !"

A Californian, ^^•hose marriage had taken

her to Chicago, -where she was desperately

homesick, she welcomed the idea of work.

"I knew nothing about pictures," she con-

fesses, "but 1 had written a fairy story,

"A Little Indian M euver" , a fill

The League of Nations has recently recog-

nized Mrs. Brandeis as an important con-

tributor to world peace, and her films are to

be exhibited at a special session of this august

body. Her book, "Children of All Lands,"

in conjunction with her short films, is already

hoiving child life among the \az'ajo Indians

'Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,' and thought

I'd enjoy making it come to life on the screen

—a souvenir for my grandchildren— if I ever

had any. I hired the Emerald Studios, a

moth-eaten old place, advertised for children

and sent for Hollywood's infant star, Zoe
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Ray, to play the lead."

"Since I knew nothing at all, I had no

problems. I loved ever\ minute of it and

was sorry when it was o\er. Not havmg
intended to make a commercial picture, I was

amazed when a company makintc a fairy-tale

series bought the finished product."

A few 3 ears passed, Airs. Bran^eis now
in Hollywood met director Renaud Hoffman

at a social aftair. Conversation turned on

children's films, and -Mr. Hoffman spoke of

his dream of making two-reel pictures of

famous poems, such as '"Not One to Spare."

Mrs. Brandeis' imagination caught fire.

"Let's make it together!" she cried, and risked

her slender capital in a second production \ en-

ture.

"This picture cost around S6,000," says

Airs. Brandeis, "and at the present time has

grossed very near 5100,000. The nice part

of my productions has been the fact that they

have all been subjects that last for a long time,

never timely 'up to the minute' stories that

have a passing vogue. Therefore pictures such

as 'Not One to Spare' are still, after many

years, holding their own in the theatrical as

well as non-theatrical field."

The success of this and The Shining Ad-'

venture, a two-reeler that grew to five reels

before Hugo Ballin (who directed it for her)

finished it, incited Mrs. Brandeis to further

efforts.

"Children are the most interesting things

in the world." Airs. Brandeis glanced out

of the stud} window of her hillside home at

her eight-year-old daughter Alarie playing so

happih' in their garden.

It ^\"a^ Alarie, with her \ivid interest in

3«

Kneeling

at a

iMonntain Shrine

in the film

"The Little Swiss

Jf oodcarver"
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what she saw in contrast to her indilterence

to what she heard, who sent her mother's

mind Traveling the lane that led to her hap-

piest success.

"I noticed how much more swiftly Marie

learned from pictures, and the idea came to

me to make a series of rilms depicting the lives

of children everywhere.
"

This project grew and grew. With Mrs.

Elizabeth Dessez, then of the educational de-

partment of Pathe, she worked out a series

of stories concerning small citizens of other

lands. Pathe hnanced the production of the

series, of which four have been completed

:

The Little Indian Jl'eaver, a story of Navajo

Indian life; Wee Scotch Piper, made on the

bonny banks of Loch Lomond; Little Swiss

Pl^fjfjd Carver, filmed in the shadow of the

Alps, and Little Dutch Tulip Girl, made in

\'olendam, Holland, the only spot left in the

dike country where quaint native costumes are

still worn.

^Irs. Brandeis engaged a camera man in

each dif¥erent country and while she cast and

directed her small classics, struggled with in-

terpreters against nati\'e prejudices concern-

ing motion pictures. Sometimes she developed

the film and always she cut and titled her

hnishtd product. Her contract with Pathe

called for a picture a month and a travelogue

of a'; :/ie countries she passed through. In

addition to this, she had agreed to write a

series of books on "Children of All Lands."

Somehow she managed to keep both contracts,

besides running her car and amusing her child.

Her pictures are used in school as part of

the geography lesson. The teacher first an-

nounce.> what country is to be visited by her

class. One of the pupils finds it on the map
and others recite what the\' ha\e learned from

their books about the land. Following this,

the picture is shown and the children talk

it ove".

"Tne youngsters are invariably surprised

to discover that everyone in Scotland doesn't

wear kilrs and that the wooden shoes of Hol-

land are no more," commented Mrs. Brandeis.

'J was much impressed by the intelligent

questions asked by the school children and

cannot .^elp feeling that my little pictures are

rilling a very real need."

So, in her modest wa\ , this young woman
is furthering the hope of world brotherhood

by bringing little citizens all over the world

into closer contact.

/

BOOK-FILM tie-up possibilities seem to

be steadily increasing with the new type

of story material made adaptable by the sound

pictures. The latest cooperation in a very

comprehensive manner is that of arner

Brothers and D. Appleton & Company, book

publishers, on the picture Disraeli. Warner
Brothers ha\'e recently" released their screen

version of the play starring George Arliss and

most timely with the rilm release was the pub-

lication by Appleton of the two volume edi-

tion of "Disraeli's Letters to Lady Chester-

held and Lady Bradford." This is a volum-

inous correspondence of nearly 1,600 letters,

written by Disraeli after the death of his

wife and while he was Prime Minister to

Queen Victoria. The excellent biography of

Disraeli by Andre Maurois which proved the

best selling non-riction book of 1928 was also

published by Appleton. This older book of

great interest and this newer one coincident

with the release of the Disraeli film offered

an eltecti\'e means of promoting both the books

and the rilm.

At the opening of the picture on Broadway
interesting displays of Disraeli books were

installed in New York stores and in the lobby

of the theatre was arranged a remarkable ex-

hibit which included a \aluable original let-

ter from Disraeli to Appleton and Compan\',

who were the publishers of Disraeli's o^^-n

no\"els in the 1870's. There was also in the

exhibit a first American edition of "Lothair,"

one of Disraeli's novels which Appleton

brought out in this country. Another thinj

that was done to connect the books and the

film was the printing of a poster featuring

the books and having the caption: "Have
you seen George Arliss in the movies?"
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The New Babylon

i^. ^ , , tG'. J/. Kozintsov
Oircctcd by r t ;

I L. G. 1 rauberg

Photographi'd by A. N. Moskvin

The Cast

The Soldier P. Sobulerski

The Girl Elena Kiizmina

IN
this picture the Russians have gone out-

side their own land for their subject, but

their ideolog\—their social philosophy'

and social passions—remains, of course, the

same. They have undertaken to represent the

efforts of communism to establish itself in

France at the close of the Franco-Prussian

War, when the Paris Commune fought its

vain fight against the rest of France, under

the eyes of the German conquerors.

We have become accustomed, in these Rus-

sian films, to the fact that they are all made
with a definite educative purpose. That sort

of thing is called propaganda, which is a word
with sinister and aggressi\'e connotations. The
propaganda of Russian films can be summed
up and disposed of in one statement—Russian

films are made for Russians, to spread among
them, with all the power of ^^hich the motion

picture medium is master, the social and politi-

cal principles which the So\ iet leaders know
must become part of the mentality of every

citizen before they can become a completely

living force in the national life. Therefore

every motion picture they make is a picture

with a purpose, a frankly ulterior purpose

—

not to paint the whole world red, but to help

the people of Russia to understand the form

of government under which they are living.

Which may be dangerous and wicked, or not,

as you happen to feel. The only point about

it that interests us for the time being is that

it determines the subject matter and the "mes-

sage" of all Russian films.

Fortunately for the motion picture as a

form of art, there is no restriction put upon

the Russian director about how he shall make

his picture, once the subject and its ideological

treatment has been decided. And he has no

box-ofKce bugaboo to set a Ioav standard of

intelligence for him to appeal to. His hand

as an artist is free.

It is this freedom that has given the Rus-

sian directors the means to go the extraord-

inary distance they have covered in motion pic-

ture technique. Perhaps the removal of other

considerations—subject, story and such—has

increased this freedom. It certainly has not

hampered them any more than it hampered

Michael Angelo and Raphael to he assigned

definite subjects to paint.

The New Babylon belongs w!tn->ut any

doubt in the group of remarkable pictures

which we first became aware of in Cz.-ir Ivan

the Terrible and which includes the Eisen-

stein pictures

—

Poteiiikin and Ten D-iys that

Shook the World—the Pudovkin End of St.

Petersberg and Dovzhenko's Arsenal. There

is a habit in Russia of lining up their directors

according to their leftness or rightness—the

directors of The Neiv Babylon would come

somewhere not far from PudoN kin : much

more radical in their artistic procedure than

the man who made Ivan, but not nearly so

far to the left as Eisenstein and Dovzhenko.

They have frankly avoided niuch in the

way of plot by calling their picture "episodes

from the Franko-Prussian War and the Paris

Commune". But these episodes are suf-

ficiently held together bv two characters Avho

8
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are rather more individualized than most of

the left-wing directors go in for: a soldier,

weary of war and anxious to get back to his

home village, and a girl who works in La
Nouvelle Babylone — the huge department

store that symbolizes the Paris of its time

and gi\ es the film its title. These two people

have almost a stor\", an unfulfilled love-story.

The\" meet for a few minutes in the wild

whirl of gaiety that came with the beginning

of the war when all Paris was confident of

victory and the army was supposed to be

sweeping \ ictoriously toward Berlin. Again

during the siege of the city they come to-

gether—he is bitterer against war now, and

she is beginning to feel that distrust of the

government which later, when it became wide-

spread, flamed into the Commune. Later still

they confront each other on the barricades

in the midst of the fighting—he still sticking

by the national army because he sees no other

way of bringing the fighting to an end and

getting home—she taking her place beside the

men and battling against what she feels to

be the tyrannous incompetence that has lost

the war for France. The last meeting is at

the end—she among the rebels who are lined

up to be shot—he, not allowed to go home,

set with other soldiers to digging graves for

the executed criminals.

These two people are individuals—all the

others are types and symbols : types of the

aristocracy and rich bourgeoisie, or of the

idealized poor. The two individuals are mag-

nificently successful, because the parts are

splendidl}" acted and everything that they do

is in character. IMost of the others hover

close to the mark that borders on caricature,

and caricature of a particularly bitter kind.

Probably never in a motion picture, even in

some of Eisenstein, has there been such a

gallery of violent cartoons.

This is hardly a dramatic weakness: it is a

fault only in the eyes of those who are look-

ing for fairness and neutrality. There is

nothing of either quality in this film. It is a

passionately one-sided affair, for the people

who made it are convinced, to the bottom of

their souls, that they are right, and this pro-

found conviction gives their passion a stamp

.1 striking scene in "The New Babxlc
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From fill' Ri/ssi(in film "The \eu' Baliylon'

of truth that carries it to a point which, if it

does not terrify you, carries you off your feet

until a quiet after-moment allows you to

think the whole thing over with cooler judg-

ment. "Vive la Commune", scrawled upon

a wall by a dying rebel at the end, wakens a

sympathetic thrill for the moment, and a

temporary belief that all that was really noble

ih France was snuffed out in the last venge-

ful executions of the nationalist army.
' It is no reflection on the artistic power of

this picture to say that what it presents is

biased and therefore mixed with falsity. It

must be admitted, though, that the repeated

contrasts between the rich and the poor, the

sunshine and the rain, get to have the effect

qf a mannerism—they lose the hold on the

essentials of truth-telling, by which I mean
telling the truth to the best of one's ability ac-

cording to one's vision of it, and become arti-

ficial, almost sentimental. It is rarely that

Russians become sentimental in this particular

way.

There is extraordinary photography, of a

kind, in this picture. It is fuzzier than Rus-

The Trespasser
Directed by Edmund Goulding
Starring Gloria Sivanson

THIS picture has a story incontrovertibly

trite, but there is something in ir that

lifts it out of the ordinary run of trite

stories. This something is a mixture of cie^ er

direction, with which Edmund Goulding has

concealed many a weak spot in the drama

which he himself constructed, and of unusually

good acting, particularly by Robert Am.es and

Gloria Swanson, who gives a performance

which, though it wavers in spots, is on the

whole the most carefully built and best sus-

tained thing that this really talented actress

has yet done.

Produced and distributed by United Artists.

sian films are wont to be—it often has almost

a Hollywood beauty—the honest blacks and

whites, clear-cut and uncompromising, are

used only for the communists, while thp fes-

tivities of the wicked bourgeoisie are be-

fogged in a softness that American directors

{Continued on page 23)
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An Hour with the Movies

and the Talkies

By Gilbert Seldes

A volume appearing in The One Hour
Series of J. B. Lippincott Company, 51.00.

THIS small but compact volume sets it-

self two queries to answer: AVhy has no

figure comparable to Chaplin in slapstick

comedy appeared in any of the other types of

the movies? and Has the movie come to its

natural end ("end" in the sense of "goal"

or in the sense of "death") with the talking

picture?

Mr. Seldes, who has a li\el\' interest in

e\ery form of art that is itself ali\e, is as

keen and intelligent an observer of the mo\ ies

as exists anywhere. His examination of the

two queries set in this book take him into a

survey of the whole history of movies. The
result is interesting, enlightening and enter-

taining. It may be divulged that his answer

to question number two is "No"—how he ar-

rives at it is something everyone critically in-

terested in the screen ought to read.

Do the Moving Pictures

Incite to Crime?
(,(, 11,^ROM time to time the accusation, un-

supported by citation of cases has been

made that the motion pictures incite people to

anti-social conduct" is the introductory state-

ment in the section devoted to motion pictures

in a recent study of crime by Dr. Joseph L.

Holmes, of the Department of Psychology',

Columbia University. "Such statements," he

says, "usually refer to delinquency among chil-

dren and are for the most part broad generali-

zations about the lure that the pictures have

for children and the great number of children

who attend the picture theatres." Wishing to

get accurate estimate as to the number of

children who attend the pictures Dr. Holmes
undertook a census of the motion picture audi-

ences in New York City by the method of

sampling. Some striking figures as to the

small percentage of children's attendance were

revealed in the results.

In a further attempt to get first hand

knowledge as to the influence of the motion

picture on children. Dr. Holmes sent question-

naires to officials, judges, public prosecutors

and police asking them to give their opinion on

the motion picture as a cause of crime and to

cite cases in support of their contentions.

Agreeing with the conclusion given in the

pamphlet, "Motion Pictures Not Guilty," an

earlier research on this subject conducted by

the National Board of Review, the replies

were in the main negative. Dr. Holmes' report

gives some of the replies, both negative and

affirmative, which are of importance to those

particularly interested in the subject.

"The pictures are, of course, a means of

disseminating suggestion and do so with

greater facility than ne\\ spapers, pictures being

a more easily comprehended means of com-

munication than the written word. The ques-

tion is, what kind of suggestions do they fur-

nish?" asks Dr. Holmes. In a discussion of

this subject there is one point especially perti-

nent considering the current accusation of an

over-dose of crime pictures. In the crime

story, says the author, "there is a continuity

from the crime itself to the detection of the

offender and his punishment. For the most

part the last t\\ o elements when they are not

quite secondary to the main theme, the trials

and tribulations of the victim and his friends

are the elements on which attention is cen-

tered. Such treatment of a crime story is in

decided contrast to that of the newspaper

which centers attention on the crime, the

criminal and his trial and does not provide the

continuity, the immediate sequence of crime

and punishment. Another contrasting aspect

of the pictures and papers is this. A picture

once seen loses its interest. A news story is

repeated time and again." A brief statement

of the author's point is "pictures lack that

potent factor of suggestion, volume."

The pictures lack another potent factor of

suggestion, prestige. "What prestige," notes

the author, "the criminal is given in the pic-

tures is taken from him at the climax and the

climax comes after an hour or two, not months

after the crime."

In speaking of censorship Dr. Holmes refers

to the work of the National Board which he

says is "criticism by unpaid reviewers" as op-

posed to the self-criticism of the industry or-

ganization and the official censorship of the

\ arious State Boards of Censors.

Better Films Committees and others inter-
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ested in the efifects of the motion picture will

find this study enli2:htening. It appears in a

pamphlet entitled "Crime and the Press" by

Joseph L. Holmes, Columbia University, and

is reprinted from the Journal of Criminal Law
and Criminology, ]\Iay and August, 1929.

H2O
RALPH STEINER has been awarded the

first prize of $500 in the 1929 Photo-

play amateur contest for his non-dramatic

film H.,0 , a study of water in motion and of

abstract patterns of shapes in water.

The judges in the contest included King

Vidor, motion picture director, James R.

Quirk, editor and publisher of Photoplay

jMagazine, George Pierce Baker of Yale Uni-

versity, and Wilton A. Barrett, executive sec-

retary of the National Board of Review.

The film is described in the announcement

of awards as "a stud> of \\ater in the new
manner: A series of photographic shots of

the reflections of boats, ferry houses, docks,

and so forth, on water and the whole result-

ing in a chain of pure abstract patterns of

shapes in water. Steiner achie\es an aston-

ishing tempo as his film advances. The pic-

ture is bound to attract wide attention and a

great deal of discussion wherever shown."

iNIr. Steiner, whose work as an ad\'ertising

photographer won the 1928 award of first

prize in the New York Art Director's Show,

is at present staff photographer for the De-

lineator Home Institute. He has also con-

trfbuted to Vanity Fair, Theatre Arts and

other magazines.

He began making mo\"ing pictures two

years ago, first producing a film which he

describes as "the world's worst moving pic-

ture," in which he attempted to portray the

best and the worst features of American city

life. The trouble with the picture was, he

explains, that it did not mo\ e. It developed

into a series of still shots.

Then he determined to get motion into his

work and produced the film shoAving water in

motion, which was awarded the Photopla\

prize. Since it was made -\Ir. Steiner has

produced two other films, one showing the

operations involved in making silage, the fill-

ing of a silo on a farm ; the other a ballet

type of film entitled People Playing Croquet.

ISational Board of Review Magazine

ROLLS of photographic film alone can

rescue the Berlin State Library from
"drowning in books," is the opinion of some
library specialists who have advanced a plan

for the installation of a "celluloid library,"

or film section where photographed books can

be filed instead of the originals. Books pho-

tographed page by page on a continuous roll

of film can be stored, it has been found, in

less than a fortieth of the space needed for

the usual printed volumes. Hence a library

of tiny film rolls could have forty times the

capacity of the present institution without any

extension of the buildings. Old and precious

examples of the bookmaker's art, moreover,

when photographed, would need no longer to

be exposed to the wear and tear of usage.

New books, having no special intrinsic value

in themselves could be destroyed. According

to the plan, books in constant demand would
be separated from those seldom referred to,

and the new photographic system would be

first installed with the latter, a special "film

reading room" being arranged for their use.

A small projection machine would be in-

stalled beneath each table, the "pages" being

shown on a small individual screen that the

student could read while leaning comfortably

back in his armchair. No more backtiring

hunching over reading tables or Avrist-tiring

holding of heavy tomes would be necessary.

The book film could be run through the pro-

jection machine precisely as a movie is run

at a picture theatre. Special tables for en-

cyclopedias, dictionaries and similar reference

volumes are foreseen in the plan. On these

the rolls for each encyclopedia, a separate

roll for each letter of the alphabet would be

stacked ready for use. In the storage room
of the library the "stacks" or shelves would
be replaced by metal cabinets full of film rolls,

while the bookbinder's art of today would be

partly turned to the manufacture of roll cov-

ers, of linen, paper, metal or even tooled

leather.—.V. Y. Times.

'J^HE moving picture will never really find

itself until it divorces itself from the

drama. Something, of course, the two are

bound to have in common, but the pictures

presently lean too heavily upon stage drama
and too little upon their own possibilities and

resources.—George Jean Nathan.
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Children's Instincts True in Screen Choices

By Miss Willie Irvine Shelby

The folloivinff interestiiu/ story luas sent

to us by jMrs. John A. AIcRae, Juniors' Mati-

nee Chairman of the Better Films Committee

of Charlotte , N. C. Mrs. McRae says in the

letter accompanying it, "This ivas a feature

story in the Charlotte O bserver. Miss Shelby

is the Editor of 'The Junior Observer' , a spe-

cial Sunday section published by the Observer

for the school children of Charlotte . and she

helps me so much. " Here is such a fine ex-

ample of cooperation among those luorkinff

for the interest and entertainment of young

people that we are happy to pass it on to our

readers, especially now when there is so much
consideration being given to the question of

the value of Juniors' Matinees.—Editor's

Note.

IT is a mooted question with many what is

being done to the youth of the country

by the motion pictures they are beino;

shown. You're ruining them ;
raising them to

be gangsters—hold-up men, or silly, vain and

extravagant women, say some. You're giving

them the cheapest form of wit—horse play,

burlesque of the worse sort—nothing uplift-

ing or educational or soul-satisfying, say

others. You're missing the grandest oppor-

tunity imaginable to institute a great moral

reform
;
passing up the best chance the world

has ever had to always point a moral while

adorning a tale, say still others. And so the

critics harp and the reformers wail while this

enormous industry of the silver screen goes

steadily on with its mammoth productions and

hundreds and thousands of children of more

or less tender age pour into and out of the

motion picture palaces every week da}'. Well,

are we doing it ? Are we teaching these dear

}"Oung things through the medium of their

honest eyes and often now through the me-

dium of their keen young ears to love rob-

beries and murders, to long for enervating

lu\ur\" and vampish underworld stuff? Have
we ceased to appreciate all that is genuine and

true, like honor and courage and self-sacrifice,

and causing them to demand thrills of the

worser sort and entertainment that will only

demean ? To prove that this was not the case

—not in Charlotte, anyhow,—the film selec-

tion committee had thrown on the screen at a

Junior Matinee a request that the children

let the committee know what pictures they

u'ould like to see. As a result, scores of re-

plies poured in and topping the list of pictures,

that is getting the most votes from the chil-

dren, were the following: The Three Mus-
keteers, The Big Parade, The Lost PTorld,

Lilac Time, Ben Hur , The Birth of a Nation,

The Ten Commandments , Harold Teen,

ings and J he J anishmg American. Noth-
ing ruinous about such a list as that? Nothing
so cheap or enervating or degrading as to make
the critic carp and the reformer wail. How-
ever, if they are still in doubt, let them read

the list of pictures desired by the Boy Scouts

in particular—a list made up by a group of

those who have been giving their services as

ushers at the Juniors' Matinees and who
signed their list in a body: The Three Mus-
keteers. The Phantom of the Opera. IThen
Knighthood Was in Flower, The Black Pi-

rate and Dorothy J'ernon of lAaddon Hall.

Furthermore, the children are not back-

ward in expressing themselves vocally as to

the pictures they like. One bright-eyed young
chap on the morning when the screen request

for opinions was presented replied to a

chaperon at the door as he left the theatre,

who asked him to be sure and make out a list

of the pictures he would like to see, "Sure, I

will ; and don't you be giving us any more of

these old love pictures, either. We don't

like "em." And an equally bright voung girl

13
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of tender teen age remarked to the writer: "I

hate love pictures, don't you? They are so

silly."

Yea, verily, the children know their movies

and tell you about it. When the selection

committee checked over the lists that were

sent in in reply to their request it waj found

that as many as 133 different pictures were

mentioned. It is a question as to whether

the children of former days—days devoid of

motion pictures—were as versed in the litera-

ture of their times which of necessity must

have taken the place of the silver screen in the

way of entertainment. It is a more impor-

tant question as to whether they discussed

what they read in those days with their elders

as they do not hesitate to discuss the motion

pictures they see today. For we may well

imagine the girl of the gay nineties occasion-

ally venturing from the safe path of the Dins-

more books into the flowery fields of faster

fiction—on the sly. And doubtless there was

many a boy of that period who occasionally

passed up his "Hans Brinker and the Silver

Skates" for a ripping yarn about Diamond

Dick—behind the barn. No delightful dis-

cussion of these, if you please, at the supper

table. No interested and interesting clashing

of the young with the mature about the fam-

ily board. Plenty of opinions, probably, but

on the sly.

Yet the critics carp and the reformers wail

while the motion picture manufacturers go

steadily on with their products and such or-

ganizations as film selection committees and

the like gladly do what they can to discover

what pictures are being wanted by the 3'outh

of today who, even now, make up the audience

to some extent. And meanwhile box office

receipts are checked up carefully with this and

that production and noted accordingly. For

what industry is there that can reckon with-

out its patrons? And what manufacturer is

there who will fly in the face of public opin-

ion ? And what opinion have we more explicit

than that of the children? That that opinion

is to be trusted to work out its own salvation

along motion picture lines and to demand
and eventually receive only such pictures as

will amuse without demeaning and inform

without too evident uplift, the film selection

committee feels that it has proven.

MRS. HUGH A. SMITH, a very active

D. A. R. Better Films Chapter Chair-

man, sends us a report of her latest activity,,

one which undoubtedly will have two im-

portant results, that of proving to the coop-

erating theatre exhibitor who arranged the

presentation that those who talk of better

films also lend their support to these better

films when they are exhibited and that of

arousing added interest in the community for

the work which !\Irs. Smith and her asso-

ciates are doing, not only in the D. A. R. So-

ciety but through various groups. This fine

work has received further impetus through

a recent visit to the chapter of ]\Irs. William

H. Pouch, vice-chairman of the national Bet-

ter Films Committee of the D. A. R. Mrs.

Smith's report follo\\ s

:

"The Better Films Committee of the Iron-

dequoit Chapter, Daughters of the American

Revolution, of Rochester, New York, held a

theatre party in the Eastman Theatre of that

city on the evening of Armistice Day, Novem-
ber 11th. The attraction was Paramount's

all-talking adaptation of The ] irg'm 'ian,

Owen Wister's popular novel of an earlier

day. The theatre cooperated by reserving the

mezzanine floor and printing special tickets

for the party, which was attended by about

two hundred and fifty people. ^Members of

the committee acted as hostesses. This was

in no measure a money-making project, the

chapter simply wishing to register its ap-

proval of so fine a picture as The ] irgin 'ian.

We especially enjoyed the primitive locomo-

tive of the train which brought Alary Brian,

the New England "school marm," to Wyom-
ing, the old "gig," which conveyed "Uncle

Hughie" and his family to the party, and the

old-fashioned furnishings in the houses."

"On November 19th Mrs. William H.
Pouch, of New York City, State Chairman

of Better Films and National Vice-chairman

for the Northern Division, N. S. D. A. R.,

visited Rochester to participate in a Sixth

District Conference. Chairmen from seven

of the towns in the district met with her and

discussed what could be done in the direction

of theatre parties for the support of excep-

tional films, also plans to take movies to "shut-

ins" and to the inmates of institutions. In

the evening Mrs. Pouch had dinner with the

local Better Films Committee at "Ye Olde
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House"" on Spring Street, which is the old-

est house standing in Rochester and the ori-

ginal home of the Irondequoit Chapter, D.

A. R.

PERHAPS one reason for the continued

success of the Juniors' Matinees of the

Alacon (Ga. ) Better Films ComnT''''-°p is

due to the fact that no avenue is overlooked

for bringing these programs to the attention

of the public. "An innovation introduced

this season,"' quoting from the annual report

of i\Irs. Chestney, the president, "is the radio

announcements which are made weekly of the

matinee programs and of the recommendations

of the committee in regard to the \ ery good,

excellent and exceptional pictures which are

shown locally. Of course this necessitates

the writing of a concise statement of the plans

for each Saturday. This I do weekly, send-

ing them to Air. Salmon, resident manager

of the Publix theatres, who, generously allows

the announcements to be made during the time

allotted to the theatres for their announce-

ments, for which the committee is greatly in-

debted to him." A copy of one radio an-

nouncement which Mrs. Chestney has sent us

is as follows

:

"Humane Week is to be observed by the

Alacon Better Films Committee at the mat-

inee tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock at the

Rialto Theatre with a program of unusual

interest.

The feature picture is to be Under the

Black Eagle—a story of the World War fea-

turing a man and his dog, who both serve

valiantly in the war. where they are injured

but recover.

The always delightful members of the gang

—Farina and the rest—are to appear in one

of their comedies called Love JMy Dog. in

which the Gang puts on a dog show with

their many varieties of dogs.

The attendance prizes are to be a real live

puppy, named Monty, for Montague Salmon,

resident manager of the Publix theatres and

the most interested person, outside of the

committee, in the children's matinee, and two
live kittens, named for their donors—Helen

and George, Jr., ]\Iassenburg.

The souvenirs for the morning are to be

Barnum Animals, donated by the National

Biscuit Company, through an arrangement

made by Mr. Robert Simpson, house man-
ager of the Rialto.

During community singing several comedy
animal songs will be sung led by Mr. Sal-

mon.

The prologue is to be a dance by a child in

a Black Cat costume and the ushers will be

similarly attired."

Mrs. Piercy Chestney has entered her sev-

enth year of work as president of the ]\Iacon

Committee. Her able assistants for the com-
ing year are Mrs. Walter Grace, vice-presi-

dent; ]\Irs. Robert Nussbaum, recording sec-

retary; Miss Alary Davis, corresponding sec-

retary, and Airs. A. F. AIcGhee, treasurer.

MRS. HARRY GROVER has been

elected president of the Rutherford

(N. J.) Better Films Committee for the sixth

consecutive _vear. Airs. Grover in addition to

the duties attached to her own committee has

found time to assist in the organizing of other

committees in New Jersey and to speak of

community better films work at meetings of

various organizations. Recently she de-

livered an address on this topic in the

course of study on Resources in Social Wel-
fare conducted by the Greater New York
Federation of Churches.

The Rutherford organization has 56 mem-
bers, 45 of whom are representatives of civic,

educational and church groups. The com-
mittee was organized to obtain better motion

pictures in Rutherford and has concerned

itself with many phases of the motion picture

work. Its aim is double: to study the motion

picture in its growth and development, recog-

nizing it as a separate medium of creative

effort, and to educate the community and the

public to appreciate the best in motion pictures

so as to aid in obtaining a continuous produc-

tion of better films. Other officers of the

committee are: Airs. Harry B. Pettingill,

vice-president; Airs. Charles Liebensberger,

recording secretary; Airs. Alichael Halpin,

corresponding secretary, and Aliss Alartha

Clark, treasurer. The organized sub-com-

mittees include the committee on the weekly

photoplay guide published in newspapers, the-

atre review, studio review, "Do You Know"
column, visual instruction, juniors' matinees,

library, extension and membership, hospitality,

programs, publicity and exceptional photo-

plays.
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THE newly appointed Better Films Chair

man of the New Netherlands Chapter,

D. A. R., of New York City, Miss Edith

Ford, is undertaking her duties with the

greatest interest. She is serving as a mem-
ber of the Review Committee of the National

Board of Review and she sends out regularly

bulletins on selected pictures to the c^iapter

members so that they can offer their share in

the support of the better pictures. Answer-

ing our request to her to keep us informed of

activities she has sent us the following en-

thusiastic report of the meeting of the first

district chairmen :

"Mrs. William H. Pouch, National Vice-

chairman and New York State Chairman of

Better Films of the D. A. R. Society held a

meeting of chapter better films chairmen of

the first district at her home in New \ ork

City on November 14th to give us her mes-

sage for the coming year's work and an op-

portunity to get acquainted and compare

notes on our activities. Three points were

emphasized as most important—children's

matinees, the grading of pictures in review-

ing, whether for children, youths, family or

mature audiences, and the request that fam-

ily pictures be shown on Friday nights when

so many school children are premitted to at-

tend the pictures. We received many valuable

hints and suggestions and after delightful

refreshments adjourned filled with new ideas

and enthusiasm.'

A REPORT by British Instructional

Films on the experimental series of

exhibitions of pictures for children held in

London last winter has about it a ring of

Olympian certainty that the exhibitor to an

adult public must envy. Children, it is de-

clared, are amused not so much by slapstick

comedy as, for example, by the vigorous efforts

of a caterpillar to discard the overcoat it has

outgrown. There is no need to tickle the

child's palate with obviously funny pictures.

The child sees its own humorous aspects in

each film. "A bear at the Zoo taking its

little dose of condensed milk ; a whelk re-

|:reating rapidly over the sea floor at the ap-

proach of the diver, achieving speed but not

dignity ; an Eskimo child in the far oft North

showing bashfulness at having her photograph

taken"—these subjects are the subjects, it

seems, which arouse the laughter of children.

^^T T is not how many good pictures you

Ji- see that makes the movies boresome

—

it is how many bad ones!" This is Mrs.

Myrtle Snell's opinion who has been ser\ing

Birmingham (Ala.) as its amusement inspec-

tor for eight years and who is intensely in-

terested in the better films movement. Mrs.

Snell succeeded Birmingham's first inspector,

Airs. Neil Wallace, the organizer of the Birr

mingham Better Films Committee in 1921.

"The influence of the motion picture," says

Mrs. Snell, "rivals that of all the stages, pul-

pits, lecture platforms, newspapers and books

in the world today. Formerly an actor spoke

to a few hundred, but now his picture travels

and is seen, perhaps, by millions of people.

A picture can be absorbed as water enters a

sponge. It may carry a message of hope and

cheer into the lives of masses of people who
have no other dramatic entertainment, giv-

ing them their only contact with the cultured

world."

The children of Birmingham who at-

tend the regular Saturday Junior IXIatinees

ha\e quite a treat in store for them during

the coming season as shown in the program

published recently. Among the films booked

for these special performances are an episode

each week of Tarzan, The Carnation Kid

with Douglas ]\IcLean, Red Hot Speed Avith

Reginald Denny, Richard Dix in Sportnig

Goods, a school play Prep and Pep, Air Cir-

cus, A nnnpoUs , Son of the Golden H est fea-

turing Tom Mix, Across the Atlantic with

Monte Blue. Harold Lloyd in The Fresh-

man, The Land of the Silver Fox with Rin-

Tin-Tin, My Best Girl starring ]\Iary Pick-

ford, Alaskan A dventures and The River of

Romance. Attracti\'e prologues have also been

planned and it looks like a gala year for

Birmingham.

THE kindergarten and primary teachers

of Grand Rapids (]\Iich.) have super-

vised the taking of 1,200 feet of films show-

ing all types of kindergartens, first and second

grade activities. The Grand Rapids Kinder-

garten-Primary Club offers this film for rental

at cost to an\ group interested in educational

activities of young children. Further infor-

mation may be obtained, according to the

Michigan Educational Journal, from Harriet

K. Aver, Oakdale School, Grand Rapids.
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lELECTED Pictures Guide

V

REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department dcxoted to reiieus of the bat popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Reiicu Committee of the National Board of Re-

I'iew. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection dcieloped through long study of public

preference as to uhat constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Alfred B. Kuttner
Frances C. Barrett

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

.r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures
acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including young people.
Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for
the consideration ind enjoyment of adults.

Note-—Programs for Junior Matinees should
he selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or icell done
hut not necessarily "exceptional."

Acquitted

Directed by Frank R. Strayer

(Margaret Liriti gston

Ftdtiiring
\
Lloyd Hughes

I

Satii Hardy

Screen story by Keene Thompson

THE leader of an underworld eang is in

love with a girl who has joined his

forces but he finds that she loves a young doc-

tor, framed for murder by his gang, whom she

met while serving a term in prison. After

her release she appeals to the leader and he

arranges the acquittal of the doctor. She

manages in time to save both herslf and the

man she loves from still threatening danger.

Sam Hardy does a fine piece of work as the

giing leader and his acting, together with the

well sustained suspense of the plot makes the

film an interesting one.

For family audience including 3'oung people.

(Columbia—7 reels)

The Battle of Pans
Directed by Robert Florey

Featuring Gertrude Lawrence

Screen story by Gene jMarkey

THE inimitable Gertrude Lawrence of

stage fame appears in a story of the

World War. As Georgie, a street singer, she

is befriended by a young artist, Tony Trent.

Tony goes to war but on his leave in Paris

he becomes infatuated with Suzanne, and

Georgie waits for him in vain. Later she

finds him at a cafe w-ith Suzanne and enlist-

ing the aid of her "three musketeers", whom
she had nursed as war invalids, she plans to

get Tony away from Suzanne. After a num-
ber of adventures she succeeds and with the

signing of the armistice "the battle of Paris"

also ends in happiness. The musical selec-

tions are very entertaining.

For family- audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Forward Pass

Directed by Edward Cline

, [D out/las Fairbanks, Jr.
t eatunng

;

[Loretta Young

Screen story by Harvey Gates

PLEASING picture with a good foot-

ball game. The big game of the year is

being played and on the team are two boys in

love with the same girl. The less favored one

tries to throw the game and place the blame

on his rival. College spirit, however, is

stronger than personal animosity and so they

agree to forget their dislike for each other and

win the game for their school.

For family audience including children.

(First National—8 reels)

!7
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Glorifying the American Girl

Directed by Millard IFebb
Featuring Mary Eaton

Screen story by J. F. McEvoy

MUSICAL show featuring a Ziegfeld

star. Gloria Hughes who sings in the

sheet music section of a department sto^re and

Buddy, her accompanist are in love. She has

a chance to go into vaudeville and starts on

tour with her mother. Later returning to

New York she achieves her greatest ambition,

that of becoming a feature in a Ziegfeld show.

The music is good and the picture colorful.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 10 feels)

The Great Gabbo
Directed by Jtunes Cruze
Featuring Eric von Stroheini

Story by Ben Hecht

THIS is a story of a dual personality

worked out against the background of

the theatre. Von Stroheim plays the part of

an egotistical ventriloquist artist self-desig-

nated "The Great Gabbo." His dummy
known as "Otto" serves not only as a part

of the act but as the mouth piece through

which the hard and overbearing Gabbo ex-

presses his gentler self. The young girl as-

sistant in the act is the target for all his

petty tyrannies and it is only to the dummy
that he talks of his love for her. No longer

able to endure his treatment she leaves but

several years later the\ meet again, both ha\-

ing reached stardom in the meantime. Once
more Gabbo speaks of love through the

dummy Otto but the story ends upon the

tragic note of another parting. Von Stro-

heim's work is excelletit in both acting and

dialogue.

For family audience including young people.

(Sono Art—World Wide— 11 reels)

Half Way to Heaven
Directed by George Abbott

Featuring Charles Rogers

Screen story by Henry L. Gates

'HE romance of a troupe of acrobats.

Nick, the swing man in a fl\ing trapeze

act, is in love with a girl in the troupe. Jeal-

ous of the other man in the act he fails to

catch him in his blind-fold stunt and he is

killed. The girl, afraid of Nick runs away
and stays in a small town. There she falls

in love with a boy and when she discovers that

he is the new trapeze artist in the act she re-

turns to protect him. Realizing that the girl

loves the new trouper once again Nick plans

to let the partner fall but the boy outwits

him, and he and the girl plan their future

together.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

It's a Great Life

Directed by Sam JFood

Featuring The Duncan Sisters

Screen story by Byron ^Fjrgan and

Alfred Block

TWO sisters and a boy who are employed

by a department store to sing and play

in their sheet music section, are fired and they

go into vaudeville. The boy loves one of the

sisters and \vhen they are married the other

sister, jealous, breaks up the team. Separated

they are failures but finally they are reconciled

and all is well. Entertaining and amusing.

For famil} audience including children-

( Metro-Goldwvn-Alaver— 1 1 reels)

Little Johnny Jones

Directed by Mervy/i Le Roy
Featuring Eddie Buzzell

Play by George J/. Cohan

OHNNY JONES, a jockey, goes to New
\ ork with the biggest stable owner in the

country. Broadway and the attentions of

\"ivian Dale, a theatrical star, turn his head,

and when his fiancee, Alary comes to New
York with her father Johnny tells her he loves

Vivian. He is to ride "Yankee" but refuses

to throw the race for Vivian who has bet a

fortune on the other horse but when Johnny

does not win, a telegram is discovered from

Vivian which throws suspicion on him and he

is barred from the American tracks for a year.

He goes to England determined to make

good and at Epsom Downes meets ^Mary's

father and persuades him to let him ride

"Yankee" again in the race. He rides him to

victory, Mary forgives him and they sail for
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home.

For family audience including children.

(First National—8 reels)

The Love Parade

Directed by Ernest Lubitsch

Featuring Maurice Chevalier

Play "The Prince Consort" by Ernest Vajda

and Guy Bolton

SENT back from Paris for his wild es-

capades, a young soldier returns home to

serve his Queen. He falls in love with her

and they are married, but being only the Prince

Consort he finds life humiliating to his man-

hood. After a bitter scene the Queen declares

he can rule both the affairs of state and home.

There is some very fine acting and the pic-

ture is amusing and well directed.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 12 reels)

The Mighty

Directed by John Croniivell

Featuring George Bancroft

Screen story by Robert N. Lee

STORY of a man's reform. During

the World War the leader of an un-

derworld gang is drafted and sent overseas.

Fearless of death he becomes a hero and after

the war returns to America an officer. He
visits the family of his dead "buddy" in a small

Western town. Here he is greeted by the

mayor and the townspeople as a great hero

and to show their appreciation of his bravery

they make him captain of the vice squad to

clean up the town. Having gained the love

of his "buddy's" sister the man determines to

quit the old game and go straight.

For fam.ily audience including young people.

(Paramount-^ reels)

Nix on Dames

Directed by Donald Gallaher

Featuring Mae Clarke

Screen story by Maude Fulton

TWO acrobats who are woman haters, re-

turn to a theatrical boarding house in

New York while one who has been injured

recuperates. Here they both fall in love with

a girl who wants to become an acrobat. The
picture is well directed and the scenes in the

boarding house are most amusing.

For famils' audience including children.

(Fox—7 reels)

Painted Faces

Directed by Albert Rogell

Featuring Joe E. Broivn

Screen story by Frances Hyland

N interesting story of circus life with a

big surprise at the end of the picture.

A bo\ is tried for murder on circumstantial

evidence. Ele\en of the jury are for convic-

tion but the twelfth holds out for acquittal.

Finally the twelfth juror tells his story and the

others are so mo\ed by what they hear that

they not only agree to acquit the boy but agree

to keep everything told there a secret.

For family audience including young people.

(Tiffany—8 reels)

Paris

Directed by Clarence Badger

Featuring Irene Bordoni

Play by jMartin Broiuii

DELIGHTFUL comedy of a beauti-

ful Parisienne actress, Vivienne Rolland,

who falls in love with Andrew Sabbot, a

provincial young man from America studying

in Paris, but she will not marry him unless

his mother consents. The mother arrives in

Paris and Vivienne tries to make a good im-

pression. IVIrs. Sabbot, who has been seasick,

is given some brands by the actress' leading

man which has a startling effect. She imme-

diately forgets her puritanism, dresses in the

latest fashion, bobs her hair and flirts with

the leading man. Later when Vivienne

breaks her engagement with Andrew, who is

reall}" in love with a girl from his home
town, Mrs. Sabbot re\eals that her part has

all been a plot. The music and acting are

both good.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—10 reels)

A Romance of the Rio Grande
Directed by Alfred San tell

Featuring Warner Baxter

Noz'el "Conquistador" by Catherine Gerauld

YOLTH, hating his grandfather for

disowning his beautiful Mexican daugh-

ter when she married an American, is injured
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while working on a railroad in Mexico and is

taken to his grandfather's house. Too ill to

leave the young man is forced to stay. Touched

by the old man's regret and remorse for his

treatment of his daughter, the grandson is per-

suaded to remain with the old man whose last

days are made happy.

For family audience including \ ounj people.

( Fox— reels)

The Sacred Flame

Directed by Archie L. ^Mayo

Featuring Pauline Frederick

Play by ff. Somerset .Maugha/ii

PAULINE FREDERICK plays the role

of the mother who is confronted Avith the

traged}' of her children's li\es. Her son on

his wedding day is permanently crippled in

an accident and his young wife devotes her

life to making him as happy as it is possible

for him to be. When her other son a few-

years later joins the household, he and his

brother's wife fall in love. The mother dis-

covers that they plan to run away together but

does not know that they later decide against

such a course. She neither blames the girl for

seeking a normal happy life nor will she in-

terfere with her plans, yet she cannot let

her crippled son ever awaken to the realiza-

tion that his wife, his only interest in life,

has gone. An absorbing story, well produced

and acted with fine restraint.

For the mature audience.

.
(Warner— 7 reels)

Sally

Directed by John Francis Dillon

Featuring Marilyn Miller

Musical comedy by Guy Bolton

ZIEGFELD'S musical comedies are prov-

ing fruitful sound motion picture material.

This one comes to the screen in technicolor.

Sally is a poor little waitress in a cheap res-

taurant who has learned to dance in her spare

time, hoping to some day go on the stage. A
wealthy man falls in love with her and offers

her a chance to dance at a cafe. His mother,

who is arranging a marriage between her son

and a wealthy girl, gives a lawn party at which
a famous Russian dancer is to appear, but the

dancer failing to come, Sally is procured to

impersonate her. She makes good and later is

booked for the Follies.

For family audience including young people.

(First National— 12 reels)

Seven Faces

Directed by Berthold I'iertel

Featuring Paul Muni
Story by Richard Connell

PAUL iVIUNI does some very excellent

work in his portrayal of Papa Chibou,

an old man who takes care of a wax museum in

Paris, and of six wax figures which come to

life as the story unfolds. The figures are

those of Napoleon, Don Juan, Diablero the

Great, Schubert, Joe Gans and Willie Smith.

The museum is a meeting place for lovers

and there Georges, a young attorney, and

Helene meet secretly. Helene's father. Judge

Berthelot, discovers their love and sends

Helene away. The museum changes hands

and the wax figures are sold at auction. Papa

Chibou not having enough money to buy the

figure of Napoleon resorts to other methods

to secure it but is arrested and tried. Read-

ing of his arrest Helene returns home and fac-

ing her father in court, she and Georges plead

so w-ell for Papa Chibou that the court sus-

pends sentence and enough money is raised to

permit the old man to buy the statue to which

he is so attached. The father's heart is soft-

ened so all ends well for the two young lovers

also. The story is unusual and well told.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—9 reels)

The Show of Shows

Directed by John Adolphi

Featuring Special Cast

ASPECTACULx^R technicolor musical

review. A galax}' of screen stars and

a rainbow of color are the chief attractions of

this picture. The outstanding feature is the

Duke of Gloucester's soliloquy from Shakes-

peare's "Henry VI" magnificently rendered

by John Barrymore ,in a lavish stage setting.

The dance numbers by scores of well trained

dancers are unusually well done, the most

unusual being the black and white dance.

For family audience including youne people.

(Warner— 12 reels)
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The Song of Love

Directed by Earl C. Kenton

J, . [Belle Baker
featuring

\IKalpn Graves

Screen story by Hou'ard Green

VAUDEVILLE actor and his wife dis-

solve partnership when the woman
realizes her small son needs the environment

of a home. Left on his own the husband takes

another dancing partner with whom he be-

comes infatuated. The boy's sorrow at his

parents' estrangement is more than he can

bear so he stages a meeting and they are all

happily re-united.

For famih" audience including young people.

(Columbia—9 reels)

Fentiirin {I

This Thing Called Love

Directed by Baiil L. Stein

^Edmund Loive

l^Constance Bennett

Play by Edivin Bnrke

JSCOURAGED by the failure of so

many of their friends to make marriage

a success, a young couple decide to be different

from the others and try a new plan. The new
plan runs smoothly for a while until the little

green monster appears. A pleasing picture and

one that might teach married people a good

lesson.

For the mature audience.

(Pathe—7 reels)

Untamed
Directed by Jack Conivay

r ^ • {Joan Crawford
b enturuu) \

'

I
Robert Montgotnery

Story by C. E. Scroggins

THE title suggests primitive lands but the

locale of this tale is New York where

Joan Crawford, as a j'oung heiress, wins

her way into everyone's heart. In the be-

ginning we do find her in the South Seas

where she has been brought up by her father.

Upon his death, his friend, played most amus-

ingly by Ernest Torrence with his delightful

Scotch burr, takes her and the millions left

by her father, back to New York. What a

very comical time he has on the trip trying

to civilize his young ward ! Here she falls in

love with an American boy, tells him he is

her man and decides to marry him. Her
guardian has his doubts about this and ad-

vises her to wait. After a year in New York
she has become a lovely, cultured young lady

but her man will not marry her—he has no

money and he will not live on her fortune.

She finally takes things in her own hands and

all ends well. There are many amusing in-

cidents throughout the film and the presence

of Joan Crawford makes it doubly entertain-

ing.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels)

Wall Street

Directed by R. M^illiam Neill

, . {Aileen Pringle
t eaturing ^

,
, ,

\Ralph Ince

Screen story by Paul Gangelin and

Jack Kirkland

A LOVELY woman of culture, whose

husband, ruined in the stock market,

commits suicide, finds the attentions of the

crude, unpolished master of Wall Street

thrust upon her. She is advised to encourage

him and learn his financial secrets so that she

can crush him as he had crushed her husband.

This is accomplished with ease for he has suc-

cumbed entirely to her quiet charm. Her an-

noyance is great, however, at the companion-

ship which springs up between her little son

and her suitor. It is only after his complete

ruin in Wall Street that she awakens to his

fine qualities and realizes her love for him.

Ralph Ince gives an cNxellent performance

as the financial king and Aileen Pringle is

well suited to the part she plays.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—7 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
The New Babylon

(See page 8)

For family audience including young people.

(Amkino—8 reels)

The Trespasser

(See page 10)

For family audience including young people.

(LInited Artists— 10 reels)
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NON-FEATURES
Albert Spaulding

(Nos. 799, 801 and 802)

Albert Spaulding the well-known violinist

plays several selections including his own
composition "Alabama" and Chopin's "Valse

in G Flat."

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel each)

Body Building

(Sportlight Series)

Showing how they build up the body in

the army and in the navy.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Carlena Diamond
(No. 864)

Carlena Diamond performs very ably on

the harp.

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Feminine Fitness

(Sportlight Series)

Basketball, golf, rowing and baseball at

VVellsley College keep the girls fit.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Gotham Rhythm Boys

(No. 832)

A musical number.

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Horace Heidt and His Californians

(Nos. 902 and 908)

Playing and dancing by Horace Heidt's

orchestra.

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel each)

Madame Kurenko
Madame Kurenko sings a group of songs.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel

)

Marching Home
(No. 861)

Douglas Stanbury sings this song well and

a chorus of silhouetted soldiers join in.

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Norman Thomas Quintet

(No. 827)

Harlem mania.

For family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Old Bill's Christmas

Christmas in the trenches. The English

and German troops fraternize on Christmas

eve.

For family audience including voung people.

(R KO—2 reels)'

One Man Reunion

Robert Bruce scenic with a story. An old

man returns home expecting a big reunion

with his friends only to find the mining town

deserted.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Reviews Nos. 29, 31 — 32

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Pathe Audio Review No. 30

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Reviews Nos. 41-45

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Put On Your Old Grey Bonnet

Song number.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Stamina

(Sportlight Series)

Depicting how stamina is built up with
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the aid of sports.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Studio Stunts

(Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge Series)

Miscellany of cartoons and scenics.

For family audience including children.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Tita Ruflfo

Tita Ruffo singing a selection of songs.

For family audience including young people.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Those Were the Days
(No. 865)

Irene Franklin demonstrates hoAV girls

dressed for the beach in 1893.

For family audience including children.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Trumpeter

Song sketch in which John Stanley sings a

war song and shots of the World War are

flashed on the screen.

For famih' audience including ^•olM^L•: people.

(Pathc— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Dangerous Females

Marie Dressier and Poll\ Moran in a com-

edy which concerns the capture of an escaped

convict.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—2 reels)

The Interview

(No. 838)

lliifih O'Coiuicll gives an amusing per-

formance of a neuspaper reporter \y\w never

gets the assigimient in on time or correct.

Foi" family audience including young people.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

I've Got Rings On My Fingers

Novelty song number cartoon.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Just Like a Man
(No. 839)

A man and his wife change places for a

day and he discovers that taking care of a

house is decidedly not an easy job.

For family audience including children.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The New Halfback

Football comedy of a player who has more

brawn than brains.

For family audience including children.

(Educational—2 reels)

The Two College Nuts
(No. 845)

Edison and Gregory play tunes on a tire,

pump, balloon, a saw and so forth. Very

amusing.

For family audience including children.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The Virginia Judge

Very amusing monologue in whicli ^Valter

Kelly impersonates a judge and Ins several

prisoners.

For family audience incbuhiig young pcoph-.

( Metro-Gold vvyn- Mayer— 1 reel

)

{Continued from page lU)

often use as the acme of loveliness. What-
ever its effect on different spectators, it is all

done with intention, and reveals only another

aspect of the Russians' many-sided mastery

of the camera.

Produced by Sovk'mo; Distributed by /l/ii-

kiiio.

A PARLOR entertainer, M'hom First Na-

tional Pictures are keeping anonymous,

is on the way to becoming famous in sound

pictures. He can imitate the breaking of ice

in a river, the beat of a Bird's wings against

a window, the rattlesnake's rattle, the bum-
blebee's bumble, all barnyard noises and the

natural cry of the cuckoo.
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PICTURES
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People* Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board
to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and
recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved
that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

;

or educational institutions.
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From Pole to Pole
The National Board of Review as a vol-

unteerj public-spirited, organization receives

its strength from the citizens who compose it.

One of these citizens in whom not only the

National Board but the entire country takes

pride is Rear Admiral

Richard E. Byrd.

There is no need to

introduce A d m ir al

Byrd to the readers

of any publication but

it is our pleasure to

present him here as a

member of the Na-
tional Board's Gen-

eral Committee.—
Editor's Note.

I C H A R D
EVELYN
BYRD was

born in Winchester,

the heart of the

famed Valley of Vir-

ginia, on October

25th, 1888. He at-

tended the Shenan-

doah Valley Military

Institute, V. M. I.

and the University of

Virginia and w a s

graduated from the

U. S. Naval Academy in 1912. Entering the

field of aviation August, 1917, he became

commander of the U. S. air forces of Canada

July, 1918, and continued as such until the

Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd

Armistice. His career in aviation outside of

war time was marked when he served as

commander of the aviation unit of the Mc-
Alillan Polar Expedition in 1925. From
then his achievements are so well known that

it is unnecessary to

relate them here. But
we wish to note his

interest in motion pic-

tures. Biographies of

Admiral Byrd tell of

the fascination adven-

ture has had for hfm

ever since his early

boyhood days so it is

not surprising that

exploration by avia-

tion should be his

life work and that he

should utilize in this

work the motion pic-

ture, another inven-

tion of the present

age. Although his

life of action pre-

cludes the need which

most people have of

satisfying their thirst

for adventure vicari-

ously through the

screen, he realizes,

however, the import-

ance of the motion picture. This we know,

for it was the privilege of the National Board

to prepare the film library which was taken

{Continued on page 5)
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Where Are the Talkies Getting To?
B3/ James Shelley Hamilton

WHEN the motion picture, growing

out of a mechanical invention, found

itself quite inevitably evolving into

an art, it found itself up against something

that no art ever met with before. So far as it

followed other arts—the drama, literature,

painting and so on— it wasn't pure motion

picture. All the tradition that it tried on

during its first gropings was, in the long run,

a misfit—it had, slowl}^ and experimentally,

to create its own traditions, and that in the

face of extremely practical considerations in an

extremely practical age. At a bound it found

itself fabulously prosperous, and it could not

sacrifice prosperity to untried idealism. Also
—^what no other art ever had to consider par-

ticularly—it had to reckon with mechanical

progress.

The reproduction of sound with motion pic-

tures was a purel)' mechanical step which

threw the whole march of the motion picture

out of order. The silent movies had got to

the point where many remarkable things had

been done. Above all, it had got to the point

where only the good things were getting by.

The ordinary program kind of thing, roasted,

boiled, hashed and re-hashed, had become so

monotonous to even the patient appetite of the

great public that picture houses were going

back to vaudeville to attract audiences. A new
invention revolutionized everything—the nov-

elty of sound from the screen sent all the pro-

ducers into a wild rush of talkie productions,

regardless of whether they knew anything

about the new medium or not.

Of course no one knew anything about it at

first, and the first pictures were pretty terrible.

In a panic of ignorance producers turned, as

they had turned in the early days of silent pic-

tures, to the stage. All that the motion picture

had learned about itself went for a brief time

into the discard and we had talkies that were

as inflexible as daguerreotypes to look at and

as hard to listen to as scratchy phonograph

discs back when we used to listen to them

through rubber tubes.

But technicians were working with aston-

ishing speed to perfect the new mechanism.

and though the perfection hasn't been reached,

there has been so much improvement that with

good projection it is no longer torture to sit

through a sound picture. At the same time

producers seem to have got somewhat over

their panic and, realizing that the mere novelty

of hearing moving shadows talk was sure to be

short-lived, they have begun to recall what
they had been learning about moving pictures

in their silent form.

Under the circumstances it isn't quite rea-

sonable to look for anything just yet so com-

pletely good that it belongs in the permanent

gallery of fine films. Anything like The Cabi-

net of Doctor Caligari, for instance, or

Arsenal, or the Chaplin comedies. But talkies

have gone far enough for it not to be too

amazing if one did appear, any day. Under-

standing of the new medium has grown so

rapidly that there may be something being

done even now that will be a peak and not a

mere stepping stone.

One of the most obvious things for the

talkies to bring at once to the screen was music

—singing. The theme song was the most

obvious element of this most obvious thing

—

no picture could pretend to be a sound picture

without one, and Hollywood suffered one of

its inevitable invasions of specialists, this time

song writers. Theme songs are now so defi-

nitely on the wane that producers are taking

the trouble to announce that they will not be

features of this next year's product.

The first picture of the distinctive new type,

different from the old silent pictures and just

as different from a stage production, naturally

made use of the new opportunities for music.

The Broadway Melody. It was also the

first really big hit, and started an avalanche

of back-stage pictures which has lasted for

months. Already this picture would probably

seem a bit old-fashioned, so quickly develop-

ments come, but it has a sure and important

place in sound picture history.

The inevitable rush to put musical come-

dies on the screen resulted in just what might

have been expected: lavish photographs in

action, without much attention to what would
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have had the most attention if such things had

been done in the silent medium—cinematic

technique. The novelty of hearing the singers

sing, hearing the music by which the dancers

danced, was considered enough, particularly if

some Technicolor could be sandwiched in

somewhere. But the habit of building motion

pictures as pictures apparently has a hold on

some of the directors—they grew up in movies

and merely photographing stage action was

not enough for them in spite of the prevalent

notion that that was the thing to do. Sunny

Side Up came along, just as much a movie as

if it had no dialogue and no signing, and set a

new standard for screen musical comedy. Fol-

lowing it so quickly that they could not have

been imitations—the same germ must have

been working simultaneously in different stu-

dios—came more of the same genre, though in

different setting: The Love Parade, Devil

May Care, and others on the way. Sometime,

not very far off, we shall have a distinctly cine-

matic combination of drama and music, which

may easily range from something like grand

opera (though it will surely be livelier and

more human) to the fluffiest type of operetta

and musical farce.

Two of the best productions of the year

were probably made because their stories

allowed the use of plenty of music: Hallelujah

and Applause. Here the camera, which had

appeared to be permanently anchored to a

stationary microphone, began to get itself dis-

immobilized and we had real motion pictures

again, with sound an integral part of them

and not mere trimming.

Melodrama, too, soon began to shake itself

loose from the fossilizing influence of the

stage. Alibi, Bulldog Drummond, some of the

George Bancroft things, whatever you may
think of their importance as drama, took early

and important steps to get back to good

cinema. A little later light comedy—the This

Thing Called Love sort of thing—made its

declaration of independence, and proved bet-

ter on the screen than on the stage.

Where talkies will eventually get to is as

academic a question as where movies them-

selves will get to. It is the same question,

after all, unless you choose to insist that the

silent screen is fundamentally a different thing

from the audible screen. A contention which

one would have a hard time proving. Per-

sonally I believe that, depending on the per-

fectibility of mechanical apparatus, talkies will

go as far as a cash-paying public will en-

courage them to go. This same cash-paying

public seems to be more articulate in its reac-

tions to sound than it used to be to silent pic-

tures. Audiences are known, frequently, to

talk back to talkies, in the form of hoots and

laughter and even ribald comment. Sappy

love scenes do not go so well nowadays, when
the full sappiness of them emerges in uttered

words. It seems highly probable that many
other trite and tedious things that were en-

dured by the eyes will find it much harder

sledding now that the ears as well can revolt

against them. And so, in the long run, more

pains will have to be taken to keep out of ruts.

Whether this public will do more than

negatively squelch the tiresome and banal

—

and even that it may not do—and give a posi-

tive support to what is really good, remains

to be seen. For the making of talkies is no

more a pastime for philanthropists than the

making of shoes. The supply will depend on

the demand, and without an\" doubt will an-

swer the demand.

From Pole tc Pole

{Continued from page 3)

by Admiral Byrd on his South Pole expedi-

tion. The films suggested by the Board com-

posing the library were most generously given

by the various film companies. Admiral Byrd

in a letter to the National Board expressed

his appreciation for the assembling of the li-

brary and the arranging for the loan of a pro-

jection machine, which he considered an essen-

tial part of the expedition equipment. At the

time of our Annual Conference last year a

radiogram from Little America stated, "Para-

mount's cameramen tell me the}' are going to

bring back a good picture showing our ex-

periences here on the ice for you fellows to

look over." Here is an instance of motion pic-

tures serving their double function, that of en-

tertainment and education. Of interest to all

members and friends of the National Board

will be the opportunity to hear the report on

the use of the film library and to view the Ex-

pedition films upon the welcome return of

Admiral Byrd and his associates.
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A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the 'National Board composed of trained students and
critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensii'e idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of
the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

r
The Love Parade

Directed by Ernst Lubitsch

Photographed by ...Victor Milner

Play "The Prince Consort" by Ernest

Vajda

The Cast

Count Alfred Maurice Chevalier

Louise Jeannette MacDonald
Jacques Lupino Lane
Lulu Lillian Roth

'HAT makes this picture exceptional

is the ease and smootliness with which

it makes a quite definite advance in a

new type of screen entertainment. Producers

are calling it musical romance, and that name

does as well as any other. It is our old friend

of the theatre, musical comedy, with the addi-

tion of the kind of dramatic seriousness that

began to come in as long aso as "]\Ille. Mod-
iste"—a dramatic seriousness that reallv went

6
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no farther than having the heroine cr^' a little,

usually as the finale to an act.

The Love Parade is a decade or two be-

yond all that—it is in fact as up-to-date a

thing as you can find of its sort either on the

screen or on the stage. The remnants of the

old-style musical comedy are unobtrusive, and

consist merely in having songs bob in now and

then without any special reason, and in a

comedian who thinks it comic to trip up and

fall down. Which it frequently is.

The story is amusing. The queen of a

small Ruritanian sort of kingdom is having a

hard time complying with the demands of her

cabinet that she marry. All the reasons of

state that are advanced make no impression

on her, but when there appears on the scene a

gay young man who has been representing her

diplomatically in Paris, she settles the whole

question by giving him a title and making him

her Prince Consort. He happens, though gay,

to be the kind of young man who doesn't take

kindly to being a figure head—even a royal

figure head, and the latter part of the picture

is the queen's struggle to keep him as a hus-

band without giving him a man's place on her

throne. She is completely defeated.

The combination of Ernst Lubitsch as di-

rector and Maurice Chevalier as star is exactly

the right one to give this story the glitter and

sparkle it requires. Without them, and with-

out Jeanette MacDonald to balance Chevalier,

it could easily have been much more expensive

than smart. As it is, it is excellent entertain-

ment of the kind that some people call sophis-

ticated and nearly everyone will find delight-

ful. There is no point in putting it under a

searching critical analysis, any more than there

is point in analyzing the charm of a lovely and

lively woman.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

THE new catalog containing the best en-

tertainment films selected by the Review-

Committees of the National Board from pic-

tures submitted during 1929, is now ready for

distribution. The features and short subjects

are listed with their audience suitability and

as an aid to discriminate theatre attendance

and in program building for special show-

ings, this catalog will be most convenient and

helpful. Price 25c.

7

General Crack
Directed by Alan Crosland

Photographed by Tony Gaudic

Novel by George Preedy

The Cast

General Crack JoJm Barrymore

Maria Louisa Marian Nixon

Emperor Leopold Lowell Sherman

Gypsy Girl Armida

JOHN BARRYMORE'S position on the

American stage made it seem an impor-

tant event when he went to Hollywood

to act in motion pictures. That was some

little time ago, and season after season went

by without any evidence that either motion

John Barrymore as "General Crack"

pictures or Mr. Barrymore's status as an actor

had been at all changed. In fact, the Barry-

more stock has been steadily going down,

under the pressure of some pretty tawdry

movies built mostly on the great lover theme.

General Crack is chiefly important because

it goes a long way toward restoring Mr. Bar-

rymore to the place where he belongs. Bet-

ter writing and direction could have im-

proved it. But Barrymore himself, now
that he can talk, seems to have thrown away a

lot of the spurious movieness that has clung to

him in pictures, and shows himself at last the

same person who used to act Richard and

Hamlet. IMoreover, it reawakens hopes long

stifled, that he will bring something to the

screen which it needs and which he can bring.

Produced and distributed by Jf'arner



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczy

Department of the Better Films National Council

Family Programs

By Mrs. E. F. Miner
Vice President , Rutherford, N. J., Better

Films Committee

Which shall it be Juniors' Matinees or

Family Week-end Programs offering the. solu-

tion for the problem of children's motion pic-

ture entertainment. Here follow two reports

which tell how one Better Films Committee

has successfully combined the two ideas. Such

a plan of adaptation is possible to any com-

munity theatre since it is one to which when

properly supported by the public the exhibitor

can fully lend his approval with the assurance

of return.—Editor's Note.

AL]\IOST any exhibitor will admit that

it makes little difference what pictures

are shown in his theatre on Friday and

Saturday nights, the crowds will come any-

way on that night. So it is customary to of-

fer better attractions for other nights, in fact

added inducements such as "China Nite" and

"Silver Nite" are often instigated. Ruther-

ford, N. J., is one of the exceptions that proves

the rule and all because of its Better Films

Committee.

Some four or five years ago the condition

just mentioned prevailed in Rutherford but

the Better Films Committee, then a very

young organization, intent on the study of

pictures and the support of the best, had

aroused the interest of the local theatre man-

ager by calling attention to all selected pic-

tures shown at his theatre by means of the

Photoplay Guide published weekly in the lo-

cal newspaper. Repeatedly too, had he been

approached regarding the showing of some ex-

ceptionally good photoplays and told that we
could advertise them in schools, churches and

clubs—something he had never been able to

accomplish.

Convinced that the members of the Com-
mittee were not trying to run his theatre or to

reform the entire movie world but that their

purposes were purely altruistic, that they

wanted better pictures and more of them but

that they too wished the box office receipts to

increase, he became most cordially cooperative

in every way.

Drinkwater's Abraham Lincoln was brought

to the public's attention through the schools,

churches and other means. Peter Pan filled

the house with 1,800 at a special matinee.

Following such preliminary work it was
not a great step to the regular showing of

better pictures for the week-end Family audi-

ence pictures suitable as the name implies for

the entire family were presented, four in one

month and the results w^ere gratifying enough
to establish them as a permanent feature.

An effort to get children to attend a mati-

nee rather than go on a school night aroused

the interest of the Better Films Committee.

A survey made in clubs and P. T. A. groups

proved conclusively however that a Saturday

morning matinee would be unpopular in Ruth-

erford. What then ? A guest speaker solved

the problem for us by suggesting that in addi-

tion to the regular Saturday afternoon pro-

gram there be added a surprise feature—

a

party. This specialty to be given by local

talent and indeed the suggestion was a happy
one as later results disclosed. To the sur-

prise feature were added short educational pic-

tures equally pleasurable to the children.

During the last year the management added

the Kiddie Frolic proving to the Better Films

Committee that the plan was a most success-

ful one from the exhibitor's viewpoint.

Further proof of his belief in the Better

Films Committee is furnished by the fact that

he willingly pays all bills incurred by such

programs and seems more than eager to ar-

range such programs as shall have the indorse-

ment of the Committee.

If you are easily discouraged or do not like

hard w-ork then do not attempt family week-
end programs. If on the other hand you do
not mind all the difficulties the results will

8
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be reward enough for you have secured for the

community a much needed form of wholesome

entertainment presented at the proper time.

And noiu the second plan—Editor.

Juniors' Matinees Are

Introduced

By Mrs. J. A. Lovington

Chairman, Juniors' Matinees Committee,

Rutherford (N. J.) Better

Films Com?nittee

ON Saturday, December 7th, at the

Rivoli Theatre, the Rutherford Bet-

ter Films Committee held the initial

morning matinee for children, which, because

of its success from every point of view, will

be followed by similar performances the first

Saturday morning of each month at 10:00

o'clock for the remainder of the current sea-

son.

To call this venture a success is really put-

ting it too mildly. It was so much more than

that! Perhaps the best method of explana-

tion is by the time-worn system of facts and

figures. Figures do not lie, but I fear that

if I told- you that apparently every child in

Rutherford and environs was there you might

doubt me. The theatre seats 1800 persons

and by 10:15 there was scarcely a seat avail-

able and a line of children five feet deep wait-

ing from the two box offices far out into the

street where a special policeman was assisting

them through the traffic and otherwise lining

them up so that no time might be lost as they

passed through the lobby into the theatre. But

we wondered how we could ever seat them.

It would indeed be unfair to disappoint those

children who had so long been looking for-

ward to seeing Peter Pan, so it was decided to

ask those who were so fortunate as to already

have seats to please "double up", which they

willingly did. All adults present took one

or in a few instances two children on their

Inns. But in spite of the crowded condition,

everyone was happy and a general spirit of

smiling good-will actually made itself felt

through the audience.

Apparently the time was ripe for such an

experiment. During the last five years the

Better Films Committee, working in the local

theatre always with the splendid cooperation

of its manager, has been gradually gaining the

confidence of the community, especially

through its work with the Family Week-end

Program, Children's Hour and Happy Hour

features shown at the Saturday afternoon per-

formances of previous seasons. This, added

to the fact that the Committee is now intro-

ducing motion pictures to complement study

classes in the schools has helped to make our

children "movie-minded", and brought many

to the matinee who had never before been to

a motion picture theatre.

Too much can not be said of the splendid

way in which various organizations of the

town came forward and gave their coopera-

tion and support. The Sunday Schools, Board

of Education, St. Mary's Parochial School,

Parent-Teacher Council, Parent-Teacher As-

sociation of each school, Boy Scouts, Girl

Scouts, and Public Library as well as indi-

viduals who have a keen interest in anything

which they believe is being done for the de-

velopment and happiness of children, all

worked with us in our publicity. A form

letter was sent out, about fifty in numbers,

which explained quite fully what we hoped

to do and why we had come to feel that such

entertainment was needed and desired. This

was read by each of the Better Films Com-
mittee's representatives at a regular meeting

of his organization. The local library had

a very attractive and interesting display in the

form of a book tie-up in both the adult and

children's department. The theatre manager

ran on the screen in the theatre for about ten

days in advance, a long trailer which we
wrote for him and had 10,000 hand-bills

printed. These were distributed by members
of the Parent-Teacher units to the children as

they came out of school. The local news-

paper as well as those of neighboring towns

gave us generous space for several weeks

ahead.

The entire Committee felt that it was the

most gratifying work that they had ever done.

Not for commercial gain (there could scarce-

ly be any at ten cents admission), but for

being in even the smallest way responsible for

that two hours of unbounded happiness given

those hundreds of children ! What more re-

muneration could anyone ask?
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THE Little Theatre Film Guild of New
Haven (Conn.) is opening its doors

twice on Saturdays with Special Showings for

the children of the city. ]\Irs. Jack Craw-
ford, who as Secretary of the Little Theatre

Film Guild heads the Committee which is

in charge of the programs for these per-

formances, was in New York City* recently

selecting pictures and arranging bookings.

She said that there was an increasing interest

being shown in these matinees by the parents

and schools and that they were being well

supported. This group is particularly for-

tunate in being able to present both a morn-

ing and afternoon performance as they can

thus supph' motion picture entertainment

which will not interfere with other Saturday

plans for busy youngsters. A recent picture

shown was The Circus Avith Charlie Chap-

lin. Tickets for these shows are on sale at

the Children's Bookshop of New Haven as

vitW as at the theatre box office. This is a

plan, it seems, which combines con\'enience

and publicity regarding the matinees.

MISS DOROTHY FULTON, IVIotion

Picture Chairman, Ohio Federation of

Women's Clubs, writes: "I do not know of

any place 1 would rather be on January 23 rd-

25th than at the Conference of the National

Board of Review in your city. 1 hope that

the subscribers of the magazine will be given

some account of it. It should prove very

helpful to every one in attendance." It is

heartening to receive such indications of in-

terest from our readers who are unable to

come. We are certainly assured of !Miss

Fulton's interest in things cinematic when

we note her numerous activities in the field.

Besides being State Chairman of Motion Pic-

tures for the Ohio Federation she is Chair-

man of Better Films, Cincinnati Chapter, D.

A. R. and the Cincinnati Women's Club, and

Program Chairman of the Cincinnati Motion

Picture Council so undoubtedly her da\-s are

busy ones.

In addition to the regular work of the Cin-

cinnati Council such as getting out the

^Monthly List of Better Films, a special work

is being conducted this year. Aliss Fuller

writes of it, "Our Council is doing a good

work this winter in financing a survey in

some of the public schools in regard to what

books or stories the children would like to

see filmed. I know now that their choice of

themes are much better than anv of us ex-

pected. This is very encouraging." We await
with interest word from ]\Iiss Fulton upon
the completion of this survev.

nPHE Montgomery County, ^Maryland
^ Federation of Women's Clubs, is fortu-

nate in having as chairman of its Alotion

Picture Division, Airs. 'Slim Church Brann
who brings so much enthusiasm and interest

to the work. Early in the season Airs. Brann
mailed one hundred attractive little hand-

colored cards to the various Clubs of the

County. One side bore the words—"The
Calendar Avith Best Wishes for Christmas and
the New Year from a Alovie Fan." The last

word, however, was not a word at all but a

clever drawing of a colorful little fan such

as a lady would waft on a summery day. On
the reverse side was carried the information

regarding the program of the monthly meet-

ings for the season as follows:

Motion Picture Aleetings 1929-30.

Place—9708 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethseda,

Maryland.

Time—Each last Thursday, 10:30 A. AI.

October—The Motion Picture and Commun-
ity Interests.

November—Sound in the Alotion Picture

Theatre, Mr. N. D. Golden, U. S. Dept.

of Commerce.

December—Alodel Program in the Motion
Picture Theatre or Active Service in Com-
munity Activities at Christmas.

January-—Visual Education.

February—Airs. Frederick I. Alosher, State

Chairman, Alotion Pictures, Alaryland

Federation of Women's Clubs.

Alarch, April, Ala}-—Subjects announced

Later.

Open Aleetings—All AVelcome.

THE December mails brought us many
Christmas cards from our members and

friends. It was a pleasure indeed to receive

these remembrances at the holiday time and

we extend our sincere appreciation to all

those whose cards of cheer added to the

brightness of our Christmas mail.
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BOOK WEEK received special attention

from the IXIacon (Ga.) Better Films

Committee which might well be called

"The Committee-alwa\^s-on-the-look-out-for-

co-operative-tying-up". Part of an interesting

report follows: "A parade of children cos-

tumed to represent books and characters was

held as a prologue to the Saturday- morning

matinee, as a culmination to the children's

activities in observance of National Book

Week. I\Iiss Helen Daughtry, children's

librarian at Washington Memorial Library,

\Its. George Beggs, city playground director,

and Mrs. Malcolm Jones, of the department

of juvenile dramatics at Wesle\"an conserva-

tory, supervised the parade. About 117 chil-

dren dressed as books or book characters and

groups from the Bibb Mills Athletic Associa-

tion, Girls Reserves, Girl Scouts and the de-

partment of Junior Dramatics of Wesleyan,

which formed the procession which marched

dawn the aisles to the stage. On the stage

the books and characters impersonated were

announced by Mrs. J. A. Selden, Chairman

of the Juniors' Matinee Committee. There

were more girls dressed as 'Little Women'
than any other selection. The next most

popular characters were those from athletic

stories. Other characters represented were

'William Green Hill', 'The Old Woman
Who Lived in the Shoe', 'Pinocchio', 'Helen's

Babies', 'Black Sambo', 'Overall Boys', 'Old-

fashioned Girl', 'Hans Brinker', 'Sunbonnet

Girls', 'Red Riding Hood', 'Peter Pan',

'Hansel and Gretel', 'Heidi", 'Cinderella',

'Robin Hood', 'Little Lord Fauntleroy' and

'David Copperfield.' The picture shown was
Mary Pickford in Little Lord Fauntleroy."

During the past month, according to the

report of the chairman of Juniors' Matinees,

2,539 children have enjoyed the matinees

sponsored by the Committee each Saturda^'^ at

the Rialto. It was decided at the meeting

that the Committee will cooperate with the

Macon Flower Club by putting on a matinee

in keeping with this idea. This matinee will

be on April 19, preceding Flower Week.

THE New Jersey State D. A. R., the new-

est but one of the affiliated committees

of the National Board, is creating interest in

the better films movement throughout the

entire state. The second meeting of the Com-
mittee Avas held at the home of Mrs. Leon

A. IMcIntire in Newark on January 7th.

]\Iany chapter chairmen from different parts

of the state were present and the meeting re-

sulted in the appointment of better films chair-

men in additional chapters. It was the pleasure

of the Better Films Secretary to have the

opportunity to talk to those assembled and

it was encouraging to meet with such en-

thusiasm as that which iNIrs. ]McIntire has

brought about through her untiring efforts.

In spite of the neweness of this Committee,

Mrs. Mclntire has compiled quite a scrap-

book of interesting news items. Among them

indicative of her work is the following clipped

from one item in the Westfield (N. J.)

Standard

:

"At the November meeting of the West-

field Chapter, D. A. R., there was quite a

large attendance and all were interested and

entertained. Regent Clifford, presiding, in-

troduced ]\Irs. Leon Alclntire, State Chair-

man of Better Films, who spoke on that sub-

ject. IVIrs. Mclntire first gave some most

interesting statistics, the figures being almost

as startling in size as those pertaining to as-

tronomy and its stars. The great changes made

by the introduction of the 'talkies' was

touched on, and some very illuminating data

given as to the processes of selection and

so on. Mrs. Mclntire spoke of the power

of the D. A. R. organization in moulding

public opinion, and denounced censorship

while strongly favoring selection. She had

many new and good ideas for arousing the

public interest in the use of better films and

was heartily applauded at the close of her

most interesting talk."

THE Charlotte (N. C.) Better Films

Committee held an election of officers

at its December meeting. New officers and

committee chairmen were elected with Mrs.

J. E. Reilley as president and Mrs. W. L.

Butt as review committee chairman. This

Committee conducts very effective work with

children and it is not confined solely to motion

picture entertainment as a recent announce-

ment from the president indicates. This an-

nouncement says, "In an effort to cooperate

with the Parent-Teacher Association in giving

luncheons to under-nourished children in the

cit3' schools, the Committee has contributed

{Continued on page 19)
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of tJje Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice Vf the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Frances C. Barrett
HrLEN Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience including children. Pictures

acceptable to adults and also interesting to and
wholesome for boys and girls of grammar
school age.

Family audience including yovmg people.

Pictures acceptable to adults and also interest-

ing to and wholesome for boys and girls of

High School age.

Mature audience Pictures recommended for

the consideration md enjoyment of adults.

Note*—Programs for Junior Matinees should

be selected from pictures in the first classi-

fication.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not necessarily "exceptional."

The Aviator

Directed by Roy Del Ruth
. {Edivard Everett Horton

t eaturing ^ „ „ , .

\Patsy Ruth Miller

Screen story by Robert Lord and

Arthur Caesar

NOVICE in an aeroplane is always an

amusing spectacle but when the nov-

ice has the reputation of being a crack

flyer and when the part is played by

Edward Everett Horton, the situation be-

comes hilarious. The story concerns a famous

novelist, terrified by anything that takes him

off the ground, who agrees to assume author-

ship of a book on aeroplanes. He finds him-

self everywhere feted as the hero of the skies

and the girl he loves looks at him admiringly.

While sitting in an aeroplane to have his pic-

ture taken, he unfortunately releases the con-

trol and off he goes, swooping through the air,

turning somersaults, flying upside down and

even sweeping under bridges and through

tunnels—all of which erratic flying brings

him further acclaim. At last he is entered

into a contest with a brilliant aviator. His
antics in the air are so remarkably dangerous

that at the end of the flight, his sweetheart

makes him promise never to fly again.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—7 reels)

Behind the Make-Up
Directed by Ro bert Milton
Featuring Hal Skelly

Story "The Feeder" by Mildred Cram

HAL SKELLY, as Hap Brown, the happy-

go-lucky, easy-going vaudeville actor

but suffering from a bad inferiority complex,

is in love with a waitress. He meets an actor

who has seen better days and forms a part-

nership with him but he is soon dominated

and when he makes suggestions they are dis-

carded as being worthless. They try out the

new artistic sketches prepared by his new-

found friend and are complete failures and

that is the last of the partnership. Poverty-

stricken Hap accepts a job in the restaurant

where his sweetheart works but she will not

hear of marriage professing only friendship.

One night they go to the theatre and see

the former friend in a series of skits which

Hap had written. They team up together

again and Hap loses his girl to the other man
but later finds promise of success and reunion

with her. The acting of Hal Skelly strikes

a rather realistic human note.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—8 reels)

12
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The Bishop Murder Case

T>, • ,77 {Nick Grinde
Directed by <^ ^ . , „

IVai'id Burton

Feat urine/ Basil Rathbone

Novel by S. S. T an Dine

PHILO VANCE, the scientific detective

created by S. S. Van Dine, has quite a

case to unravel when murder after murder

takes place with apparently no or very scanty

clews, and the people who possess these clews

are murdered before they are able to divulge

their knowledge. There is always present

somewhere near the victim or in his hand a

black chess bishop and just when the chase

seems hopeless Vance eliminates all the sus-

pects and denounces the monster. The story

is well worked out and the suspense is sus-

tained.

For the mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-I\ layer—9 reels)

Blaze O'Glory

Directed bv
\Renaud Hoff'nau

I George J . Crone

Featuring Eddie Dowling
Story by Thomas Boyd

A YOUNG boy returns home from the

War, gassed, and finds that there is no

place for him although he had been a star

in the Follies when he enlisted. One night

while waiting for his wife to return home he

goes to the window and sees her talking to a

man in the street below and from what he

hears he thinks his honor is impeached so he

shoots the man. At the trial his lawyer con-

ducts the defense so ably and tells a story

with such a dramatic climax that he is ex-

onerated. The singing and acting of the fea-

tured player is worthy of commendation.

For family audience including voung people.

(Sono Art—World Wide— 10 Reels)

Broadway Hoofer

Directed by George Archainbaud

^ • [Marie Saxon
featuring \yack tgan

Screen story by Gladys Lehman

N this film Marie Saxon plays the part of

a well known Broadway dancer who, while

vacationing in a small town, is draAvn into a

third-rate burlesque show. Jack Egan, with

his fine voice, is its manager and star. Of
course, they fall in love and the girl puts off

returning to Broadway in order to finish up

the season with him. Her manager finally

traces her and the boy, learning her identity,

tells her she has made a fool of him and dis-

appears. Before very long, however, she finds

him and he becomes her partner in her new
show. The dancing and singing of these two

players are excellent and the film is a most

enjoyable one.

For family audience including young people.

(Columbia—7 reels)

City Girl

Directed by F. W . Murnau
r, , . [Charles Farrell
reaturing '

llVlary JJuncan

Novel "The Mud Turtle" by Elliott Lester

AGAIN Charles Farrell plays the innocent

country boy and ]\Iary Duncan is the

city girl who wins his heart. She is a waitress

who dreams of one day escaping from her

dreary city life into the country. To the

lunch counter, where she wisecracks with her

customers, comes the boy, venturing into the

big city to sell his father's wheat. They are

attracted to each other immediately and, when
he leaves the next day for the farm, she comes

with him as his wife. The father, who loves

his wheat above all else and holds his family

in complete submission to that love, is furious

at his son's marriage, believing that the girl is

a scheming fortune-hunter. She tries without

success to win his approval but finally he al-

lows himself to be won over. Some of the

shots are excellent and the fine acting of the

cast make it an entertaining picture.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—7 reels)

Condemned

Directed by Wesley Ruggles

T7 ^ . [Ronald Colman
reaturing {

\ Ann Harding

Novel "Condemned to Devil's Island" by

Blair Niles

THIS melodrama with France's penal is-

land as its locale depicts lovely Ann
Harding as the wife of the bullying Avarden

and Ronald Colman as the debonair young
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man who has stolen just once too often. The
warden appoints him as a servant to his wife

and they become infatuated but never tell

one another of their feelings. The woman
of the island gossip though and the harm is

done. They make a desperate effort to es-

cape but it only results in ^ladame Vidal

being sent to France and ]\Iichel being re-

turned to serve another term both \-owing

everlasting faithfulness. The acting of these

two outstanding stars make this picture well

worth seeing.

For family audience including young people.

(United Artists— 10 reels)

dinary dance steps, and its owner, a very

comical old man, is admirably carried out.

For famih' audience including voung people.
' (RKO— 7 reels)'

Courtin' Wildcats

Directed by Jerome Stor?n

Featuring Hoot Gibson

Story by JVilliani Dudley Pelley

IN this comedy-drama Hoot Gibson poses

as a wealcling to deceive his family, as he

has no idea of going into his father's foun-

dry. The family doctor sees through the

ruse and suggests that he be put to work in

a wild west show. In the show is a so-called

man-hater and Hoot endeavors to convince

her of the error of her wa\' of thinking and

succeeds. The shots of his wild and reckless

driving add thrills to the picture.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—6 reels)

Dance Hall

Directed by Melville Brown
7^ ^ • {Arthur Lake
teaturing '

I (J live Borden

Story by J ina Delmar

N Dance Hall we have a dance-mad young

boy, played by Arthur Lake who admirably

suits the role, in love with a dance hall hostess.

Strangely enough, she is a sweet, sincere girl

who, in turn, loves a handsome but, alas, fickle

aviator, the object of the boy's hero worship.

Then comes news that the man's plane is

wrecked and the girl collapses. The boy takes

her to his mother and the}' nurse her back to

life. The aviator survives but they find that

he is unAvorthy of the girl and then, miracu-

lously, she discovers that it is the young boy

she really loves. The atmosphere of the dance

hall with its devotees, executing their extraor-

Footlights and Fools
Directed by JVilliam Seiter

Featuring Colleen Moore
Story by Katherine Brush

FIFI d'AURAY, the latest French sensa-

tion of New York, during her chorus

days as plain Betty ]\Iurphy fell in love with

a youth whose visible means of support seemed

to be betting on the races. A wealthy friend

of hers gives him a position and a chance to

make good but he does not take advantage of

it and becomes invohed in an embezzlement

so she comes to recognize the worth of the

man Avho tried so unselfishly to aid her in her

love affair although it was to his own dis-

advantage.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—8 reels)

Hell's Heroes
Directed by JFilliam Wyler

[Charles Bickford

Featuring \ Raymond Hatton

[Fred Kohler

Story "The Three Godfathers" by Peter

B. Kyne

DRAMATIC story of three men Avho

have fled to the desert after holding up

a bank and killing the teller. In the midst

of the desert they find a wagon and inside a

young mother, the wife of the murdered man,

who is dying. They promise her they will

care for the child and take it back to New
Jerusalem, the one town in the Avorld that

the\ can not enter, realizing that lynching

awaits them. On this situation the drama is

based and one's interest is held throughout.

For family audience including A'oung people.

(Universal—7 reels)

His First Command
Directed by Gregory LaCava

Featuring William Boyd

Screen story by Jack Jung/neyer and James

Gleason

TERRY CULVER, the spoiled, conceited

young son of a millionaire, joins the

U. S. Cavalrv to be near a eirl who he has
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seen and decides he is in love with. But he

finds arm}' life no bed of roses. Of course

there is a superior officer who is his rival and

there are many hours spent in the guard house

tor insubordination but for all the trials and

tribulations he decides army life is the only

one. The cavalry scenes and maneuvers at

historic Fort Riley, Kansas, are unusually in-

teresting.

For family audience including children.

(Pathe—6 reels)

Hot for Paris

Directed by Raoul Walsh
Featuring Victor McLaglen

Screen story by Raoul PFalsh

A SUPER - SOPHISTICATED comedy
built around the winner of the Grand

Prix at Longchamps. A sailor, unconscious

of the fact, is the lucky man and mistakes the

efforts of the officials to inform him of his

good fortune, having wrecked a hotel on his

previous trip. After many hilarious experi-

ences he and his pal, El Brendel, are "forced"

to accept the money and they entertain their

new found French friends royally. The
skillful direction and clever acting save the

picture from vulgarity.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—7 reels)

The Laughing Lady

Directed by J'ictor Schertzinger

Featuring Ruth Chatterton

Play by Alfred Sutro

WOMAN is divorced by her husband

on circumstantial evidence and is de-

prived of the custody of her child. She be-

lieves her husband's lawyer is responsible and

determines to seek revenge. After carefully

working out a plot and just as the climax has

been reached she discovers that she is in love

with him but believes it is too late. He how-

ever, takes matters into his own hands. Miss

Chatterton continues to score in the talking

dramas.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Lihes of the Field

Directed by Alexander Korda

Featuring Corinne Griffith

Screen story by TV illiani Hurlburt

DRAMA of divorce and intrigue. A
young wife listens in utter bewilder-

ment to the testimony of her husband and a

detective he has emploj^ed at his divorce pro-

ceedings. Nothing matters to her anymore

except the loss of her child which the court

has given to her husband. She goes on the

stage and determines to play the game

straight hoping some day to recover her be-

loved baby. Finally she finds happiness and a

love that will last.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

The Lone Star Ranger

Directed by A. F. Erickson

. {George O'Brien
r eatunng \ r, ^ ,

l^bue LaroL

Story by Zane Grey

WESTERN drama rife with outlaws,A cattle-rustlers and rangers. A boy who
has been living under a cloud, having shot a

man in self-defense and then because of this

been accused of many crimes he knew noth-

ing of, joins the rangers to prove his inno-

cence. A love story is deftly woven in and

the picture abounds in beautiful scenery and

skillful riding.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—7 reels)

Feat uring

The Lost ZeppeHn
Directed by Edivard Sloman

'^Conway Tearle

^
Virginia Valli

Story by John F. Naiterford

DOWN to the icy region of the South Pole

goes a dirigible, captained by a man who,

just before leaving his loveh' wife, learns that

she loves his lieutenant. They fly through

tropical storms, where their engines are im-

paired, then through dense snowstorms, where

the ship is weighed down by snow and ice,

until they are finally forced to land. Here,

with their radio wrecked, surrounded by

fields of snow and driven hither and

thither bv the icv blasts which never cease, the
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crew is gradually swalloAved up by the white

emptiness around them and the captain and

his lieutenant are left alone. Finally they are

found by an aeroplane sent out to search for

them. Since it can carr\- but one passenger,

the captain, remembering his wife's love for

the other man, chooses to stay behind. The
film is excellently photographed so that the

story of the disastrous trip to the South Pole

is full of thrills.

For family audience including children.

( Tiffany-—8 reels)

Love Comes Along
Directed by Rupert Julian

Featuring Bebe Daniels

Play "Conchita" by Edward Knoblock

THE lovely actress who astounded her audi-

ence with her fine voice in Rio Rita, lives

up to her reputation in this film. Here, in the

part of an ex-chorus girl, singing in a cabaret

in a tropical port, she is given plenty of oppor-

tunity to charm her listeners. She loves a

sailor boy whose ship is anchored at the port

for a few da3"s, but her admirer, the uncrowned

monarch of the land, drives him away. Of
course, the sailor returns in time to save his

lady. The picture is a nicely filmed, melodi-

ous production.

For familv audience including voung people.

(R K O—8 reels)

The Marriage Playground
Directed by Lothar blendes

. \Mar\ Brian
r eaturing { -n J t, f i

[tredric Alarcn

Novel "The Children" by Edith TTharton

AFAAIILY of seven children are left to

wander around the resorts of Europe

mothered by the eldest child, as their par-

ents, divorce-mad, take no responsibilit}'. A
3'oung American takes them under his wing

and succeeds in giving them the sane home

life they crave. This adaptation of the

Wharton novel has been interestingly por-

trayed and the cast headed by ]\Iiss Brian

and Air. IMarch selected with care.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Night Ride
Directed by John S. Robertson

Featuring Joseph Schildkraut

Screen story by JJenry La Cossitt

NEWSPAPER drama concerning a young

reporter who does not allow anything,

e\en lo\"e, to interfere with his work. At the

scene of a murder which he is sent to cover

he finds a cigarette upon which he bases his

clue accusing an underworld character called

Tony. The boy is called away immediately

after his marriage to work on the story and

encounters Tony who threatens to take him

for a ride and also threatens the life of his

bride. After many harrowing experiences he

scores the biggest "scoop" of the 3Tar.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—6 reels)

Featuring

No, No, Nanette
Directed by Clarence Badger

{^Bernice Claire

^Alexander Gray
^lusical comedy by Mandel, Harbachj

Yournans and Nyitray

AND still another popular Broadway mu-
sical corned}' has been successfully trans-

ferred to the screen. This entertaining story

concerns a rather eccentric, unsophisticated

millionaire who thinks he can give lovely

things to pretty young girls and not incur

the wrath of his Avife and incite suspicion in

others. In his desire to spend money to make

others happy he finances a musical comedy

which unexpectedly becomes a huge success.

The picture abounds in much clever corned}",

good singing and dancing and spectacular sets.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—10 reels)

Officer O'Brien
Directed by Tay Garnett

Featuring W^illiam Boyd
Screen story by Tom Buckingham

AS the pride of the police force, William.

Boyd, finds it a bit awk^vard to have for

a father a jailbird whom he has gotten out of

prison in his parole. Ernest Torrence plays

the part and gives his usual fine characteriza-

tion. Before he is made to realize the harm he

is doing his son, he has stolen and hidden a

number of jewels. Attempting to recover and

return them, for his son's sake, he gets mixed

up with a notorious criminal whom the boy is

trying to trap. The picture is full of sus-

pense and offers fine entertainment.

For the mature audience.

(Pathe—7 reels)
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The Painted Angel

Directed by Millard Webb
Featuring Billie Dove

Story "Give This Little Girl a Big Hand"
by Fannie Hurst

THIS romance of night dub life has all

the ear-marks of being a burlesque on

the Queen of the Night Clubs. ]\Iamie Hud-

ler, an entertainer in a New Orleans cafe,

thinks she will find life better in Havana and

from there she goes to San Francisco where

a rich oil man gives her financial aid and she,

with her family and her violinist Avho is al-

ways present to protect her whether it be

from gangsters, rich planters or oil men,

comes to New York, under the name of Rodeo

West to make her fortune. She opens a night

club where she mothers her girls which re-

sults in many rich marriages for them. In

spite of difficulties with her grafting and

grasping family she at last discovers true love.

For family audience including young people.

(First National—7 reels)

Peacock Alley

Directed by Marcel de Sana

Featuring Mae Murray
Novel by Carey Wilson

THIS production brings to the screen the

popular actress Mae Murra}" in her first

all-talkie. A famous dancer who has reached

success after a rather hard struggle can not

convince the man she loves that marriage is

not an old-fashioned idea. A bungling detec-

tive who is determined to rid a fashionable

hotel's Peacock Alley of its loiterers nearly

causes tragedy through his false impressions

and by his interference. The sets are lavish

and Aliss Murray dances in her own in-

imitable way in two scenes which are done in

technicolor.

For the mature audience.

(TiiJany—7 reels)

Pointed Heels

Directed by A. Edward Sutherland

„ . {Fay PFrav
Jt eatunng ^ u'

i

l^Heien Kane

Story by Charles Brackett

NOTHER story of back-stage life but

with the added attraction of having the

excellent comedian, Skeets Gallagher, and

the "boop-boopa-doop" girl, Helen Kane, in

the cast. Fay Wray as the eldest sister mar-

ries a young composer but is persuaded to re-

turn to the stage since she is only a drawback

to her young husband as his mother has

stopped his allowance and he can not continue

his studies. There is much singing and danc-

ing and clever repartee with some heart-

breaks added but love triumphs over the lat-

ter and all are happy.

For family audience including young people.

(Param.ount—7 reels)

Seven Days Leave

Directed by Richard Wallace

Featuring Gary Cooper

Play "The Old Lady Shows Her Medals"

by Sir James M. Barrie

AN old widowed Scotch scrub woman is

heartbroken that she has no son in the

War—all the other scrubwomen—everyone

in London has someone to be proud of. She

reads in the paper of a young Canadian in

the "Black Watch" regiment who has the

same name as her own and she decides to

adopt him. The boy learns of "his mother"

from a Red Cross worker while in a hospital.

He goes to see her and offers to take her on

probation. She insists that he spend his leave

with her and they have a happy holiday see-

ing London together and she is able to hold

her head very high when confronted with

the other "scrub ladies." He is sent to

Flanders and does not return but the little

old lady receives his medals awarded to her

boy for bravery posthumously and she marches

off to work with her head high to "carry on."

This excellent story is creditably produced

and the acting of Gary Cooper and Beryl

IXIercer is verA^ fine indeed.

For family audience including young people.

(Paramount—9 reels)

A

Seven Keys to Baldpate
Directed by Reginald Barker

Featuring Richard Dix
Novel by Earl Derr Biggers

THIS old thriller has now become a most

effective talkie with Richard Dix doing

better work than ever before. In the depth

of winter, a novelist, to win a bet, goes to a

deserted summer hotel, to write a novel in
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nventy-four hours. He is given the one and

only key to the resort but, lo and behold,

through the night, six other keys turn up

variously owned by a crooked politician, an-

other scoundrel, a scheming woman, and

others who make Baldpate the scene of their

crimes. The wind howls around the house,

a mad hermit flitters in and out* a large

amount of money changes hands several

times at the point of a gun, until finally

everything is cleared up and once more Bald-

pate becomes a safe and sane summer hotel.

For family audience including voung people.

(R K O—8 reels)'

The Shannons of Broadway

Directed by Einmett Flynn

Featuring James and Lucille Gleason

Play by James Gleason

AN amusing comedy of a vaudeville team

who are stranded in a New England
town in the midst of winter. They decide to

buy the one hotel the town boasts of and

make their fortune since the career they had

chosen does not seem profitable and they go

through many experiences before they realize

their ambition. This picture was one of

Broadway's favorite plays a few seasons ago

and the fact that it stars the Gleasons who
were the original "Shannons" makes this a

successful talkie.

For family audience including young people.

(Universal—7 reels)

The Sky Hawk
Directed by John G. Blystone

[John Garrick

Featuring -{Helen Chandler

[Gilbert Emery

Story "Chap Called Bardell" by Llewellyn

Hughes

THIS drama of the World War brings to

the screen an Engish actor, John Gar-

rick, who has long been a favorite in Europe

and he is far from disappointing. A young

aviator, through malicious gossip, is thought

to have crashed his plane to keep from go-

ing to the front and the onh" ones who be-

lieve in him are the girl he loves and a me-

chanic. In the crash he has injured his leg

and is unable to walk but with the aid of

Tom, the mechanic, he rigs up an old plane

with parts from wrecked ones and on a night

when a German zeppelin makes a raid he

goes up and fights it alone and needless to

say, glory is all his. The flying sequences

are unusually Avell done with especial em-

phasis on the battle with the zeppelin.

For family audience including young people.

(Fox—7 reels)

So Long Letty
Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Featuring Charlotte Greenwood
Play by Ehner Harris

THAT excellent comedienne, Charlotte

Greenwood, holds sway as the beauty par-

lor maniac who neglects home and husband to

satisfy her craving for facial treatment. Her

husband, in despair, seeks the company of the

little home girl next door who, in turn, is

neglected by her husband because she is too

quiet and old-fashioned. The two ladies de-

cide to let their husbands change places for a

week at the end of which time their temporary

wives will have given them such an overdose

of the life they think they want that they will

homeward fly. It is an entertaining farce

with some peppy dancing, singing and ridicu-

lous nonsense by Charlotte Greenwood.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—6 reels)

Their Own Desire

Directed by E. Mason Hopper
Featuring lS!orma Shearer

\ovel by Sarita Fuller

HEARTBROKEN when she discovers

that her father has a clandestine affair

with another woman, a modern young girl

takes her mother to a resort and there meets

a young man with whom she falls very much
in love. After promising to marry him she

discovers that he is the son of the woman in

the case and she tells him they must part. The
boy and girl go for a farewell ride in his

motorboat and are caught in a storm. Their

craft is found the next morning. The search

for their children brings knowledge of the

error of their ways to the stunned parents

and when they are at last found all is serene,

^liss Shearer's fine acting compensates for

the lack of story value.

For family audience including young people.

( AIetro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer—7 reels)
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Tiger Rose

Directed by George Fitzinaurice

\Lupe J'elez

IMo/ite Mine

Play by Willard Mack

OMANCE of the Northwest. Rose,

the adopted daughter of the Hudson

Bay Company representative at Loon River,

is the most sought after girl in the post.

Devlin, the sergeant of the Mounted Police

seems to be the favored one until there ap-

pears on the scene a young engineer, Bruce

Norton. The natives incensed at the invasion

of these men who have come to break the

peace and beauty of their country, are only

too willing to blame a murder on the young

boy when all circumstances point against him.

After many breath taking escapes from the

posse the boy and girl start down the river

in a canoe only to discover Devlin under a

blanket but he, learning of their love returns

and announces that they have gone "over the

rapids". The scenery is unusually beautiful

and the cast is good.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—6 reels)

NON-FEATURES
The Enchanted Forest

Technicolor: A woods becomes filled with

dancing fairies in a little girl's dream.

For family audience including children.

(Tiffany— 1 reel)

Interesting Tails

(Sportlight Series)

The artist, Margaret Krimse, sketches her

dogs. Very interesting.

For famih' audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Mountain Melodies

(Robert Bruce Scenic)

Song number with a background of beauti-

ful lakes and mountains.

For family audience including children.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Patiie Audio Review Nos. 3 3-36

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Pathe Review Nos. 46-50

For family audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Pathe Review Nos. 51-52

For family audience including young people.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Sport A La Carte

(Sportlight Series)

Shots of children pla>'ing football—future

gridiron heroes.

For familv audience including children.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Steeplechase

(Sporting Youth Series)

A girl takes the place of a jockey who is

planning to throw the race.

For family audience including children.

(Universal—2 reels)

SHORT COMEDIES
The Flattering Word
(Vitaphone No. 3238-9)

This comedy with a deft touch handles the

problem of Sunday showings.

For family audience including young people.

(Warner—2 reels)

{Continued from page 11)

$200.00 for immediate use and will donate 50

percent of the proceeds of the Juniors' i\Iati-

nees." Often you hear asked the question

—

Should Junior's Matinees be run for profit

to the Better Films Committee? This seems

to offer an unquestionable answer.

]\Irs. Butt, chairman of the review com-

mittee, sends us regularly a report of the ac-

tivities of her committee. The latest one

states, "We have twelve members on the re-

view committee, assigning three at each thea-

tre monthly. The monthly meetings are well

attended and it is most gratifying that the

resident manager is always present to co-

operate with the committee and the commit-

tee also cooperates with the manager. Con-

sequently' the work moves on very smoothly

and successfully. The Saturday matinee is

always a feature for discussion and as it is

sponsored by the Parent-Teacher Association

it naturally is a success. Varied programs

make our monthly meetings interesting and

en lovable."
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PICT
The National Board of Review of iSotion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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Our Conclave in Retrospect

THE Motion Picture as a Social Stud_v

proved to be a phase of motion picture

consideration having an appeal to Bet-

ter Films Committee members, and all those

interested in better rilms, for the recent Sixth

Annual Conference under the auspices of the

Better Films National Council of the Na-

tional Board of Review built around this sub-

ject brought together more people than any

previous Conference and more people with a

serious interest toward the subject.

The ke5'note of the Conference was struck

by Dr. Louis I. Harris, who as a member of

the Executive Committee of the National

Board offered the salutation to the visiting

delegates, when he said "I wish for you out

of this Conference a wealth of enthusiasm, a

crystallization of ideas, a banding together in

even more solid ranks for the purposes that

inspire you and I hope that the speakers will

bring to you something that will reinterpret

the things we have talked about for years and

give new meaning and new significance to

our discussions."

This was done by authoritative educators,

research and social workers who contributed

addresses upon the theme of the Conference.

Those speaking included Dr. Joseph L.

Holmes, Department of Psychology, Colum-
bia University; Dr. William H. Dudley, Re-

gional Distributor, Yale Chronicles of Amer-
ica Photoplays, former Chief, Bureau of Vis-

ual Education, University of Wisconsin ; Dr.
Lee F. Hanmer, Director, Department of

Recreation, Russell Sage Foundation; Dr.

Walter W. Pettit, Director, Department of

Community Organization, New York School

of Social Work; and Dr. Francis D. Tjson,
Professor of Economics, University of Pitts-

burgh.

The exhibitor's viewpoint was treated by
Mr. Edward Fay of Providence, R. L, a

theatre manager of long experience. "A Wo-
man Writer Looks at Motion Pictures" was
the topic which offered ]\Iiss Sophie Kerr an
opportunity to give some thought-provoking

ideas. Gilbert Seldes, author and critic, pre-

sented a number of penetrating observations

on "The Art of the Motion Picture."

Warner Brothers graciously provided their

private Little Theatre for an interesting

Conference evening event. The first John
Barrymore talking film General Crack was
shown to the delegates who were cordially

greeted by Mr. Harry M. Warner, president

of the Warner Brothers.

The second evening session was likewise

an extremely interesting one according to the

viewpoint of the Conference guests. It was
held at Roosevelt House, the birthplace of

Theodore Roosevelt, with Mrs. Douglas Rob-
inson, his sister, receiving. One of the early

Roosevelt films Roosevelt's Return from Eu-
rope in jgio brought delighted responses

from the audience, proving again the value
of preserving the historical film.

Two round table sessions gave to all an op-

portunity to talk of motion picture problems
and achievements. These discussion sessions

were ably presided over by Prof. Leroy E.
Bowman, Department of Sociology, Columbia

3
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University and Mrs. James A. Craig, Presi-

dent, Jacksonville (Fla.) Better Films Coun-

cil, and many delegates contributed valuable

suggestions from their experience.

The Conference was brought to a close by

the Fifteenth Annual Luncheon of the Na-

tional Board held in the ballroom of the Ho-

tel Roosevelt on Saturday, January 25th. Dr.

George W. Kirchwey, Department of Crim-

inology, New York School of Social Work,
former Warden of Sing Sing Prison, acted as

toastmaster and introduced the speakers and

screen celebrities. The luncheon addresses

for the most part followed the Conference

idea of the Social Study of the IMotion Pic-

ture there being presented phases of the mo-

tion picture as it touches other great forces

of social endeavor. Dr. Harry E. Barnard,

Director, White House Conference for Child

Health and Protection called by President

Hoover, outlined the scope of this Confer-

ence and the part the motion picture has in

any survey of child life. Other speakers were

Mrs. Nellie Tayloe Ross, former Governor

of Wyoming and Vice-chairman of the Demo-
cratic National Committee; Mr. Harry M.
Warner, President of Warner Bros. Pictures

Corporation; Miss Fannie Hurst, novelist;

Hon. Franklin W. Fort, Congressman from

New Jersey and Secretary of the Republican

National Committee; Mayor John T. Alsop

of Jacksonville, Florida and \lr. John

Casey, Amusement Inspector of Boston,

Mass., representing Mayor James H. Curley

of that city.

The Conference and Luncheon addresses

will appear in forthcoming issues of this

Magazine so that a file of the Magazines will

provide proceedings of the meetings for which

quite a number of our friends have asked.

A resolution was adopted at the final ses-

sion of the Conference containing the thought

which had found expression and response

through the Conference. It is as follows:

RESOLVED, That this conference reaf-

firm its support of:

(1) The Better Films and Motion Picture

Study Club Plan as interpreted and carried

forward by the National Board of Review

and its affiliated groups.

(2) Unfaltering opposition to legal censor-

ship, federal and state.

(3) Stimulation of new local effort, and

further organization for a better screen, with

national contact and research aid secured

through the National Board of Review of

Motion Pictures.

It is a very great pleasure for the members
of the National Board's different committees

and its staff to welcome the Conference visi-

tors. We strive at this annual coming to-

gether to give something to them and to get

something from them of hope and inspiration

to continue through the year and when the

Conference is a success then great indeed is

our pleasure. The following quotations from

some of the many letters received in the few
days since the Conference help to assure the

belief that it was such.

"It was most instructive as well as pleasant

to meet so /iiany active ivorkers and the hours

were very full of interest."—]\Irs. William H.
Pouch, Chairman, Better Films Committee,

Northern Division, National Society, D. A. iR.

"I wish ice could have several representa-

tives each year—nothing inspires and helps

you so much as these meetings."—]\Irs. W. L.

Butt, Chairman, Review Committee, Char-

lotte (N. C.) Better Films Committee.

"I came home more enthusiastic than ever

and also feeling that since we have become

affiliated with the National Board we are

going about our work in an intelligent and
proper way. The Conference brought out

many points of interest and helpfulness and
especially the Round Table sessions when we
could learn from each other practical experi-

ences and so forth."—IMrs. Leon A. Mclntire,

Chairman, Better Films Committee, New
Jersey State D. A. R.

"Had a wonderful time at the Conference

and the interest was most gratifying."—]\Irs.

James A. Craig, President, Better Films

Council of Jacksonville (Fla.).

"Your Conference was a great success."—
Airs. Ray D. Champlin, Corresponding Sec-

retary, Motion Picture Studv Club, Oneonta

(N. v.).

"The Conference was very well ivorth-

ivhile and a huge success."—Airs. Alberta

Clark, President, Cleveland (Ohio) Cinema
Club.

{Continued on page 11)
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Public Service on Motion Pictures

By Mrs. Nellie Tayloe Ross

The National Board of Review was happy

to have as a speaker at its Fifteenth Annual

Luncheon Mrs. Nellie Tayloe Ross. Mrs.

Ross as former Governor of Wyoming and

J'ice-chairtnan of the National Democratic

Committee, brought to her subject a viewpoint

gained from experience in public life ivhich

greatly interested her listeners and will like-

wise undoubtedly be of interest to the readers

of this Magazine and we are therefore pleased

to print it here.—Editor s Note.

THE first message that was ever sent

across a telegraph wire was eloquent

with the humility and reverence of

its inventor, Samuel F. B. Morse. Standing

awed before the product of his own brain, he

flashed across the wire from Washington to

Baltimore, "What hath God wrought."

Since that time countless marvelous inven-

tions and discoveries have been given by

science to the world. They have revolution-

ized modern life and added immeasurably to

the richness and fulness of life for every one

of us and when we contemplate those bene-

fits which we enjoy, we are moved too to say

"What hath God wrought."

The motion picture, like a bright shaft of

sunlight, has brightened the lives of millions

of men and women and children all over the

world. There never has been any form of

entertainment devised by the brain of man
that has made so universal an appeal to peo-

ple of every race regardless of condition of

life. One vast throng they constitute which
through every tiresome day and nearly every

waking hour may be seen wending its way
through the open doors into the picture

theatre, there to enjoy, to revel in the inter-

est that awaits them. Rich and poor come
together upon one common footing and the

illiterate and the scholar likewise. Even the

highbrow deigns to lend his presence there

!

Many a poor weary soul, worn with the heat

and the burden of the day comes to the pic-

ture show to find rest and relaxation, for it

is a place where the Old Dog Care may not

invade.

Its diversified program lends interest to all.

The comic picture excites the merriment of

children and likewise us children of larger

growth. The dramatic feature finds response

in youth and in the elders too, for "all the

world loves a lover." And the one seeking

adventure finds a thrill there ; it may be in

the adventures of a Sir Galahad, or perhaps

in seeing life re-enacted in our own Western
plains—the attack of Indians or the feats of

the Western cowboy on the wild Pegasus of

the plains, the bucking broncho. The mov-
ing picture seems in its gamut of subjects to

cover the whole field of human experience

and to portray almost every condition in life.

Mrs. Nellie Tayloe Ross

The newsreel is more interesting to some

of us and the only trouble with it is that it

is too short. So frequently do the subjects

change, and they are treated with such brev-

ity, that often they make one think of

trying to read a page of the dictionary.

There are those who are deprived of travel

but upon the motion picture screen they have

laid out before them the beauties of nature,

the most sublime examples of God's handi-

work, as well as the most splendid structures

of man's hand throughout the world. They
may see all the peoples of all the earth at

their daily tasks and pleasures.
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And there is the educational feature of the

motion picture. The picture as an agency of

instruction is by no means a late discovery.

As early as the year 700 A. D. a famous
Italian educator employed the theory that

through pictures children could learn more
quickly and retain knowledge longer than by

spoken instruction or by reading m books;

accordingly he received a commission from the

city fathers of Rome to have painted upon

the walls around the city whole stories in

pictures and taking the children there he

taught them their lessons. How eagerlj' would
they have grasped that added advantage of

voice and sound and color that we now have

!

When we consider all these possibilities of

the moving picture and that right now it is

reaching fourteen million people a day, so I

am told, in our own land alone, it is a per-

fectly appalling thought. The power that it

wields for either good or evil in the world

!

To upbuild humanity or to drag it down!
The question immediately arises in our

minds: Where can responsibility be fixed and

how?

For the utilization of this great power as a

means of instruction, as an educational

agency, let me say, and a spiritual agency,

manifestly that responsibility rests upon the

motion picture industry and upon the people

it serves as well. It is a responsibility that

must be shared and which rests heavily upon
both.

As much as we may praise the pictures

(and they abundantly deserve it), the su-

perior ones that are shown to us, and the

manifold useful purposes that they now serve,

all of us know in the back of our heads, that

every day and every hour all over this land

somewhere there are being paraded before our

children and before the youths and their eld-

ers pictures of such character that they have

neither interest nor wholesome, moral lessons

to commend them and some there are that are

actually pernicious in their effect.

If it is true, as I am sure it is, that such

pictures as these are being shown, we well

know that it is because the producers of them

interpret the enormous patronage they receive

as public sanction, or at least they take silence

as consent.

The moving picture industry, like all other

industries, operates upon the principle that is

well embodied in the slogan, "We strive to

please." All of the time the best business

brains that are available are working to that

end and fabulous sums are being expended of

money and likew ise of time. We know that

a king's ransom is spent upon many a scenario.

The public little knows to what extent it

is indebted to unselfish, public-spirited women
and men who are giving freely of their time

and of their effort to induce the production

of pictures of superior quality.

The public service that is being rendered

by the National Board of Review of Motion
Pictures many know. The policy of this or-

ganization, is that it is on principle opposed

to censorship, federal or any other kind, but

rather holds strongly to the position that best

results can be obtained by educating the peo-

ple to the appreciation of pictures of superior

quality. I heartily agree with that policy

myself and I hold that it is altogether in har-

mony with the institutions of democracy.

This Avork that the National Board of Re-

view is so nobly doing is being carried on un-

selfishly and let me emphasize it, without

money and without price. They are serving

the public purely from interest in the progress

of humanity, by reviewing all the pictures

that go upon the screen and then advising pro-

ducers and sending broadcast throughout the

nation printed matter calling attention to such

films as they find exceptionally worthy of

public patronage.

This commendable public service is some-

thing in Avhich all of us can take part. Nat-

urally any individual among us feels that his

or her personal influence is too negligible to

be of great importance in dealing with a prob-

lem so stupendous as this. That may be but

if right now each one of us would resolve to

do our part our collective influence could

move mountains.

It occurs to me that the practical way to

proceed is for us all to avail ourselves of this

information that the National Board of Re-

view is broadcasting over the land, and other

information that is available, to inform our-

selves of the character of widely advertised

pictures in order that we may make discrim-

inating choice of those that we and that our

children will patronize. In that way we can

help build up and stimulate public opinion in

support of better quality pictures.
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Another \va\- that occurs to me, a ver\'

practical one indeed, is to send direct to the

producers of the motion pictures we find dis-

tinctly demoralizing in character a letter and

with it the basis of our objection. Also, some

constructive suggestions relative to future

productions.

This kind of public service entails some
trouble, some work, but there is no excellence,

you know, without labor, and if we will do

that, and I shall be one right now to pledge

that I am going to try to do it in the future,

we will have a rich reward in the knowledge

that we have done our part, large or small

as it may be, to help elevate a great perma-

nent social force that is powerful, inasmuch

as it touches every human life practically, and

has a bearing upon the mental and spiritual

welfare of the entire population in our own
and other lands.

JEAN A. LE ROY, a photographer, fol-

lowing experiments begun in 1876, suc-

cessfully projected motion pictures on a screen

for the first time on February 5, 1894. The
fifth of this month the thirty-sixth anniversary

of yir. Le Roy's achievement was celebrated.

The National Board of Review anticipated

this celebration a few days by passing a reso-

lution at its Sixth xA.nnual Conference held

on Januan- 23rd-25th which reads as follows:

WHEREAS, it is appropriate for this Con-
ference, one of whose aims is to note out-

standing accomplishments in the field of

motion pictures, to give recognition to per-

sonalities as well as forces which have con-

tributed to those accomplishments ; and

WHEREAS, Jean A. Le Roy, through the

invention of his "Alarvelous Cinemato-

graphe", first publicly demonstrated thirty-six

years ago on February 5th, 1884, when a mo-
tion picture was projected on the screen, es-

tablished himself among inventors as one who
had made practical the motion picture pro-

jector which is a mechanical basis of the

medium and art of the motion picture; and

WHEREAS, Jean A. Le Roy, personally

having gained nothing through his part in the

work of invention and having, as far as the

public is concerned, remained largely un-

known in his connection with it ; and

7

WHEREAS, his seventy-sixth birthday oc-

curs on February 5th, 1930; now therefore

BE IT RESOLVED, that this Confer-

ence, in recognition of his pioneer achieve-

ment and of his importance in the field of in-

vention as it pertains to the motion picture,

takes this occasion to extend its greetings to

Jean A. Le Roy on the event of his seventy-

sixth birthday and to wish him that reward

of fame in the history of the motion picture

to which he is justly entitled.

THE probability that talking pictures will

open new fields of entertainment for

the deaf instead of, as has been generally sup-

posed, depriving them of their one form of

amusement in the silent drama seems almost

realized. The initial step in a plan to assure

this entertainment for the deaf comes in the

form of an announcement that a section of

the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre will be

equipped with special acoustic equipment for

the deaf. The equipment has been designed

by the engineers of the Bell Telephone Lab-

oratories and is being installed by Electrical

Research Products, Inc., as part of a Nation-

wide campaign to make the entertainment

facilities of talking pictures through the West-

ern Electric sound system available for the

deaf also. The equipment consists of a West-

ern Electric receiver with a wire headband

to attach it over the ear. In the hand of the

user will be a special potentiometer, shaped

like a fountain pen. By pressing a button

on it, the holder can regulate the volume of

sound according to individual needs. Wiring
at the back of each seat, to which the equip-

ment will be attached will make the neces-

sary' connection with the sound reproducing

equipment in the theatre. Government sta-

tistics disclose that there are 15,000,000 deaf

people in the United States and that of these

15,000,000 afflicted with varying degrees of

deafness 8,000,000 are minors. Accord-

ingly, provision is being made for them on

a small scale and the facilities will be in-

creased if the demand becomes apparent.

This was tried out recently at the tenth an-

nual meeting of the American Federation for

the Hard of Hearing in the ^Museum of Arts

Building in Cleveland before 300 delegates

from the L'nited States and Canada
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A Social Lag in the Motion Picture

By Dr. Walter W. Pettit

Director^ Department of Community Organization, New York School of Social Work;
Acting Chairman , National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.

X the occasion of the recenT: celebra-

tion in honor of Thomas A. Edison,

the New York Telegram printed an

editorial which was widely copied. It pointed

out the great strides in mechanical develop-

ment that have been made, man}' of which are

associated with Edison's name, as compared

with the lack of progress in social conditions

and relationships in which we live. The dis-

crepancy between technological progress and

the development of social institutions is evi-

denced on all sides. In an age of radios, autos,

telephones, hundred story buildings, and aero-

planes, much of our thought, ideas and social

relationships are in the period of the ox cart

and the thatched hut. Family life, the gang

relations of many of our children, many of

our ethical ideas and practices, the Blue LaAvs

of parts of our country, all place us as con-

temporaries of Thomas Jefferson, if not

earlier.

In Sigrid Undset's trilog3s "Kristin Lav-

ransdatter", there is a most interesting and

detailed picture of the life and thought of

Twelfth Century Norway. A large part of

the interest in the book is due to the similarity

of much of existence seven centuries ago with

life today. Houses were extremely crude,

transportation and communication of the

simplest type judged by present day standards.

On the other hand, the status of the church,

of the state, of the marriage relation, all seem

not far removed from our own experiences.

The feelings of these Norwegians of seven

centuries ago regarding people who were dif-

ferent from them are familiar to us today

;

right and wrong were purely relative and de-

pended upon the relationship of the people

concerned, as is likely to be true today. Prac-

tice was far from being consistent with the

teachings of the church then, as now.

This failure on the part of certain phases

of our civilization to develop as rapidly as cer-

tain other elements in life is evidenced every-

where. We see it in comparing country with

country, city with city, piarts of one city with

another, and one racial group with another.

Human nature, Alfred Russell Wallace,

thought, had changed but little, if any, since

the Egyptians. Upon this basis of a slowly

changing human nature are developed our in-

numerable interests. Institutions ministering

to human desires arise and progress with as

great a variation as would a fleet of toy bal-

loons freed at some wedding festival. Some

might return to earth at the starting place,

and others be waft varying distances. Schools

in some places have progressed, while the

church is mediaeval in its dogma and organi-

zation. In other places it may be religion

which is in the fore ranks while industry or

politics lag.

Dr. TFalter IF. Pettit

There are at least two illustrations of lag

in connection Avith the motion picture which

deserve attention. Perhaps the most obv ious

one, and the one which attracts the most at-

tention is the discrepancy,' in progress m the
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^•arious phases of motion picture production.

Several years ago Thomas Dixon in an ad-

dress before this National Board of Review
pointed out that in mechanical development

there had been enormous progress in the com-

paratively few years of the motion picture,

while in scenario construction and in motion

picture acting little had been accomplished.

We have all commented upon the inanity of

the story and the acting in films in which set-

tings and photography are beautiful, the pro-

duction most lavish, and the film projected in

a palatial environment.

Gilbert Seldes in "The Movies and the

Talkies," a delightful and instructing essa}-,

has discussed the progress of the motion pic-

ture technically in a paragraph which should

be repeated. Writing of a period when Mary
Pickford was dominating the screen with what
AVill Irwin has called her golden curls, a

pair of soft eyes and her "unfair gift of per-

sonality," he says:

"Improvement in raw film and in the lens

of the camera made the picture as it struck

the eye much more attractive ; with California

as a playground the movie presented the love-

liness of nature and with the pretty girls of

the world to choose from, they set physical

loveliness against this background. The films

were ravished by sunlight, set gasping by can-

yons and precipices, enchanted by such natural

shocks as storm and wind and rain and snow

;

it was part of their real simplicity, like love

of parades, and it never left them. With a

desert, a quicksand, a storm at sea, a water-

fall, a treacherous rapids, they could make a

picture. If a picture were otherwise feeble,

they would send a railroad train over a bridge

into a canyon and count themselves lucky in

the cost because they felt sure of success."

The topic which I want to stress is not the

lag within the industry itself, interesting and

significant as it is, but rather the failure of

certain phases of the world without the in-

dustry to keep up with the developments of

the motion picture. The progress of the mo-

tion picture has been so great that the world

at large might well quote Lewis Carroll and

explain that, like Alice, it had been going as

fast as it could in order to remain where it

was. The efforts of most of our social insti-

tutions to understand the motion picture do

not deserve much commendation.

In education we have complained of the

alleged evil influence of the film on the child

and have done little about it. We have studied

the attendance of children at movies for the

past fifteen years and longer. We know that

most childrn attend the movies from once to

twice a week and in some cases more fre-

quently. The church has discussed the motion

picture for many years and has usually taken

a negative attitude regarding the industry

while the attendance at the movie far exceeds

that of the Sunday School in most cities. In

a particularly well churched city in the east

in which a large percentage of the population

is descended from church-attending Dutch set-

tlers, but thirt\'-six per cent of the boys from

six to twenty-one are enrolled in the Protes-

tant Sunday Schools. Allowing for an addi-

tional twelve per cent Roman Catholic and

Jewish population there are still less than

fifty per cent of the boys of this city in touch

with organized religion as represented by the

churches. The movie attendance of these boys

averages once a week. The church in this

city touches about half as many boys as the

movies. Finally, in the field of private and

public recreation, both for adult and adoles-

cent, there is little effort to understand and

utilize what is perhaps the greatest single

influence in the leisure time field.

The school is in error in adopting a nega-

tive attitude toward so important a factor in

the leisure time field as the motion picture.

Over one half of a group of two hundred and

twenty-three teachers and principals ques-

tioned in Chicago, reported the effects of mo-

tion pictures to be harmful "through retarda-

tion of mental powers, general interference

with school work, rendering the child nervous

and excitable, lowering vitality, and through

tendency to have other undesirable effects."

One hundred and eighty-three of this group

of two hundred and twenty-three had appar-

ently no other solution than a board of censors

as a partial remedy for this situation.

The movie is with us. It is a vicarious

form of recreation, but so are the radio, most

forms of competitive athletics when carried

on in educational institutions, the drama and

many other recreational developments in our

congested city life. The opportunity^ for cre-

ative activity is of necessity limited for many
of our population, at least part of the price we
pay for herding together is the necessity of

taking our recreation second hand. Mean-
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while the movie is with us and the teacher

should recognize it and attempt to integrate it

in his plan of training for leisure time activity.

The school should recognize the movie for

what it is, a powerful influence in adolescent

life. As with other forms of recreation, an

effort should be made to have the child ap-

proach the movie in a more analytical spirit

than he usually does. It is an error to give a

narrow educational content to leisure time ac-

tivities. On the other hand, a game of cards

does not lose its recreational value if one

studies his bidding, and learns what this or

that authority thinks of various leads. In

fact the recreational value of the game is

thereby enhanced. The same is true of foot-

ball, of a symphony concert, of a painting.

The school which is alive to its job knows
something of the pictures which are to be

shown in the vicinity and discussions among
students and between students and teachers

before and after seeing pictures deepen the ap-

preciation of students for those qualities in

the movie which deserve approbation and

bring perhaps some understanding of the weak-

nesses of the pictures in acting and in story.

Quite generalh' schools are establishing hobby

classes. A hobby class on the movie could

well keep a card catalogue of the more suc-

cessful actors and the pictures in which they

appear. Reviews of the pictures could be

clipped and an effort made to elicit from the

children their own criticisms which could be

filed away for future reference.

Professor Dewey's dictum that education is

life is no where more evidenced than in leisure

time activities. The movies are full of leads

for a resourceful teacher in many different

school subjects. The possibilities of motivat-

ing English by reviews and criticisms of pic-

tures seen, by comparing scenarios with the

books or plays from which they are taken, are

many. A fascinating course in geography

could be constructed about the news reels and

the foreign setting of films. Out of The Cock-

Eyed World one could lead a group of chil-

dren through several continents, through gen-

erations of Spanish and Russian pioneering,

and in addition, a number of interesting cus-

toms of these peoples could be emphasized.

Some diverting episodes in the history of the

United States might be explained, or at least,

described, by accounting for American marines

in Vladivostok and Central America.

An occasional teacher might take an ex-

cursion into individual and group psychologA*

via the imperfect cinematograph. The some-

what obvious ways in which directors secure

emotional effects, the relation of music to

such effects, and the development of montage

would prove instruction discussion topics

when based upon pictures seen by the children.

A certain number of educational films are

shown in schools. Children in large numbers,

however, see the commercial films. ^Irs. Ali :e

Miller Mitchell of the Board of Censors of

Chicago in her recent book "Children and

Alovies" found sixty-four percent of 10,052

children in Chicago attending the movies one

and two times a week, nine per cent three

and four times and three of every hun-

dred children five times a week. In a group

of delinquents twenty per cent attended the

movies five times a week. Regardless of what

the school may think of the movies, there it is,

and children do attend. The school should

recognize these facts and utilize the pictures

as an asset in the leisure time problem, as well

as an ally in the educational process.

Libraries are alive to the relationship of

their work and motion pictures and stories on

which motion picture scenarios are based, are

made available to young and old. I have not

found any story hours in libraries which have

utilized current movie themes, but doubtless

up and coming librarians have long since at-

tempted this.

Churches, on the other hand, have as a

whole been more conservative than school

or library, in their relation to the movies. An
occasional liberal church has turned its Sun-

day night meetings into discussions of motion

pictures, and in some churches special show-

ings of pictures are given on Sunday evenings.

Too frequently ministers have condemned all

pictures. A famous New York minister as-

serted last year that no pictures had been

made which could be called artistic or which

could be said to have a positive influence for

good. The church, as a whole, has failed to

appreciate the part recreation plays in life.

Cotton Mather—Keeper of the Puritan Con-

science writes in his diary:

"In passing along the street I have set my-

self to bless thousands of persons who never

knew that I did it ; with secret wishes, after

this manner sent unto Heaven for them."
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"Children at Play . . . Lord let not those

Children always forget the Work which they

came into the World upon."

At the age of twenty Cotton Mather sets

apart one afternoon a week for parish visiting

and organizing religious clubs for young men.

Ordained May 13, 1685, prayed an hour and

a quarter, preached an hour and three-quar-

ters. Card playing, the drama and dancing

have been under the ban of many religious

denominations. It is not strange, therefore,

that the possibilities of the movie have not

been recognized by many of the churches.

A final illustration of failure to utilize the

possibilities of the movie is the slight interest

in special showings of exceptional films.

The National Board of Review and some

of its affiliated committees have given invi-

tation showings, but the possibilities in a little

motion picture theatre have been left almost

entirely to commercial interests, and have been

limited to a few cities. The Little Theatre

movement has spread quite generally through

the country. Pasadena has a beautiful little

theatre, Dallas a palatial one, and other places

have renovated barns, or adapted buildings

constructed for other forms of entertainment.

Many of these little theatres could be utilized

for occasional showings of exceptional films,

and the subscription lists of little theatre

leagues should furnish an intelligent and in-

terested nucleus for an exceptional photoplay

league. Though there has been some discus-

sion of some such plan, so far as I know no

such development has actually occurred.

With the introduction of the talkie probably

the initiation of such a plan has been post-

poned indefinitely. The movie was coming

of age when the talkie was born. Those of

us who were watching the struggles of adoles-

cence will now have to wait for another and

different child to grow up, and what it will

develop into is in the lap of the gods, gods

one fears cast of the precious metals.

The movie goes on perfecting its technique.

The story it has to tell is usually not worth

the telling. The creative imagination of those

responsible for scenarios lags behind the genius

of the inventor. Our social institutions con-

servative, changing but slowly, are still fur-

ther behind, protesting frequently against the

intruding cinematograph, and but gradually

utilizing it in their programs.

[Continued from page 4)

"The Conference was enjoyed and proved

most interesting. I think great interest was

shown in the methods of work in the smaller

toivns and indications of greater activities than

a vear ago."—Mrs. George D. Bangs, Chair-

man, Better Films Committee, National Life

Conservation Society.

"1 am still enjoying in retrospect the good

time I had at the Conference."—Airs. Alonzo

Richardson, Secretary, Board of Review, At-

lanta (Ga.).

"The Tiiembers of our Committee zvho at-

tended the Conference and Luncheon join me
in sending congratulations to you upon the suc-

cess of both."—Mrs. F. Halpin, Corres-

ponding Secretary, Rutherford (N. J.) Bet-

ter Films Committee.

"Congratulations on a very successful Na-

tional Board of Revieiv Conference. I am
sure everyone present got something helpful

from the discussions of the varied activities of

Better Films groups and from the very in-

teresting addresses given by the fine speakers."

— ]\Irs. George C. Harrison, Chairman, Com-
mittee of ]\Iotion Pictures, R. I. State Federa-

tion of Women's Clubs.

"I feel that I have been aivakened, stimu-

lated and helped in every way for my zi'ork."

—Mrs. L. B. Heuermann, Chairman, Better

Films Committee, Eagle Rock Chapter, D.

A. R.. Montclair (N. J.).

"Congratulations on your most successful

Conference and Luncheon—It seems to me one

of the best you have had."—Miss Elizabeth

Perkins, Executive Secretary, Film Bureau.

"I have a lot of enthusiasm, due to the

splendid Conference you had this year."—
Mrs. Hugh A. Smith, Jr., Chairman, Better

Films Committee, D. A. R., Rochester (N.

Y.).
. .

"The Conference was a great inspiration to

me."—]\Irs. H. W. Reeve, Rockville Center

(N. Y.) Better Films Committee.

congratulate you on the success of your

splendid Luncheon."— Miss Mary- Dolan,

New York City.
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Evelyn Ger stein

Louise Wallace Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrics
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson

J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and
critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The covibined opinTons of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

r
Anna Christie

Directed by Clarence Brown

Photographed by William Daniels

Play by Eugene O'Neill

The Cast

Anna Greta Garbo
Matt Charles Bickford

Chris George Marion
Marthy Alarie Dressier

THIS is one of Eugene O'Neill's best

plays, and so may be counted as one of

the worthier examples of modern American

drama. It has been made into a motion pic-

ture once before, before the coming of sound

and talk into pictures. Now it is here again

on the screen, chosen, probably, as much for

the fact that the heroine has a trace of the

Minnesota-Swedish style of speech as for any

other reason, because it is the vehicle for Greta

Garbo's first talking picture. The production

turns out to be exceptional for the same rea-

son, and because of the excellent acting of the

whole cast.

Frances Marion, who has been entrusted

with making more important scenarios than

probably any other writer for the screen,

faithfully followed the text of the play, add-

ing a few connecting scenes that are quite in

key with what O'Neill wrote. The result is

a very talkie, uncinematic affair, more old-

fashioned than the silent movies. If it were

not so well acted it would be pretty tire-

some. The action goes forward 'by jerks, one

scene of talk talk talk, followed by a fade-

out and a time-elapse title, in effect just like

the falling of a curtain, then more talk. That

a great deal of it is good talk does not liven it

up very much, nor does the obviously studio-

constructed sky-line help to remove the feel-

ing of watching something on a stage. "Dat
ole davil sea" is present onh" in the conversa-

tion of old Chris.

But four remarkable characterizations stand

out shiningly. Miss Garbo's, first of all. It

is less showy acting than that of her com-

panions—more deeply felt and more subtly

expressed. Her voice is in strange and beauti-

ful accord with the Garbo personality of the

silent pictures. With it she does the same

kind of creating she does with her movements
and her body and her face—the creating of a

woman of whom we catch eloquent and illum-

inating glimpses of an inner life, continually

;

an inner life all entangled with the world

outside 'her, yet with inmost wells of being in-

evitably invisible and incommunicable. To
call Garbo a "mystery" is merely to pin once

more upon her the stock label of the fan mag-

azines. But she has more than any other

actress on the screen the power of suggestion,

in infinite degrees, the isolated mysterious-

ness of the human soul.

The part of Anna Christie does not at all

tax her acting prowess. She makes of the

barge-man's daughter a girl of somewhat

finer strain, perhaps, than the play presented,

one whose miseries come a little more from

the spirit and a little less from the nerves.

But in that she has added to O'Neill, rather

than falsified him.

The Irish sailor, too, is better than he was
in the play. Whether it is because some of

his talk has been abbreviated, or because

Charles Bickford makes him more real, he

12
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seems more an actual Irish seaman than the

rather obvious imitation of Singe that O'Neill

set down upon paper.

George Alarion seems destined to be old

Chris in all his incarnations—on the stage and

twice on the screen he has acted the part. It

is the same performance, and there is nothing

but itself to compare it with. It is as good

as ever. Marthy Owen has been built up

somewhat by the scenarist, and even more by

Marie Dressier, who has put an infinite

amount of careful detail into the characteri-

zation. Sometimes it seems as if there were

going to be too much, an over-doing, but the

gusto and vitality of the actress always saves

it just as it is hovering on the brink of exag-

geration.

Produced and distributed by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer Corporation

.

Street of Chance
Directed by John Cromwell
Photographed by Charles Lang

Story by O. H. P. Garrett

The Cast

John B. Marsden ff'illiarn Powell
Judith Marsden Jean Arthur
Alma Marsden Kay Francis
"Babe'' Marsden Regis Toomey

THE lament, off and on, has been loud

among intelligent picture goers that

the films lack the quality of real life,

that they persist in the fairy tale version, that

they do not follow the course of the inevitable,

that they avoid, at no matter how great a

cost of reality, the ending that the course of

events would otherwise make unhappy. And
the truth is that these criticisms are more or

less well founded. But now and then the

American film does something that is totally

at variance with the general practice in pro-

viding entertainment for the masses. Under-

ivorld was such a picture. The Street of

Chance is even a better case in point.

This story of a gambler, gradually penned

in by circumstance against the possibility of

escape, the doorway closed at the last moment,
is as near to the classic conception of tragedy

as any film has come. To say that its enter-

tainment quality has sufJered as a consequence

would only show a complete lack of under-

standing of what constitutes entertainment

—

if entertainment comprisees interest at every

point on the part of the spectators through

vital dramatic movement, suspense, and the

participation of the audience in what the char-

acters feel and think as the fate ordained ap-

proaches.

The material of The Street of Chance is

living. Its life is that of a certain adven-

turous class living always close to tense drama

and what may turn out to be disastrous. Our
society, perhaps more than any, is character-

ized by the "racket". This film is therefore

an insight down a dark groove where most of

us do not walk but which runs parallel with

our steps, and we are forced by the picture's

unrelenting grasp on our interest to acknowl-

edge its authenticity.

On the artistic side, it has much to com-

mend it. Nothing is omitted that is neces-

sary for its dramatic action, and nothing is

added that is unnecessary. It is done with the

utmost economy and yet no telling detail is

missed. As a piece of scenario writing it is a

masterpiece, carefully and thrillingly directed.

William Powell, as the cool and successful

gambler, who tries to break the net that his

profession has woven and finds its strands too

strong, gives one of his best screen portrayals,

and the others of the cast almost without ex-

ception are convincing. There is not one mo-

ment in the picture that is not plausible. It

is this quality that contributes, as much as any,

to making it all so exciting. One need not

go outside of life for the material of the

screen both as art and entertainment.

All and all The Street of Chance is among
the very best things to date that has come to

the audible screen.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

ILL DAY'S wonderful collection of

cinematograph apparatus in London,

is to be sold by auction. Many of the items

of this collection, which has taken Mr. Day
30 A'ears to amass, are now almost priceless.

It includes the very first film ever shot, and

a number of specimens that cannot be dupli-

cated in the world. It is an absolutely unique

record of the search for motion pictures, and

the earliest piece is a box of Chinese figures

used for the shadow shows in the early cen-

turies of the Christian era. The world has

been searched for any and every object having

any relation to the development of motion pic-

tures from the earliest conception of the idea.
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AAIOTION Picture Study Club Avhich

originated as a part of a true study pro-

gram is The Motion Picture Study Club of

Oneonta, New York. It Avas created early

in January, 1928, out of the interest of the

Child Conservation League, a group which

under the able leadership of ]\Irs. Ray D.

Champlin had conducted study groups regard-

ing many phases of child welfare. The bet-

ter films committee of that organization saw

the need of a Community Committee and fol-

lowing an investigation of the National Board

of Review's Study Club Plan invited repre-

sentatives of all organizations in the city to

take part in such a local group.

That this idea met Avith a hearty response

and success can best be told by quoting from a

report made following the recent visit of Pro-

fessor Leroy E. Bowman and ^Ir. Wilton A.

Barrett, of the National Board to the Oneonta

Club for its annual banquet. " 'The motion

picture should be utilized rather than criti-

cised, as a part of the educational scheme,'

said Professor Leroy E. Bowman, of the De-

partment of Sociology, Columbia University,

during the banquet of the Motion Picture

Study Club here. Professor Bowman was

one of the principal speakers of the evening.

One hundred and fifty people were present in

the hall of the First ^lethodist Episcopal

Church where the affair took place. Dr.

George Dann, superintendent of the city

schools, presided at the request of Mrs. Frank

Shutts of the Board of Education, chairman

of the club. Dr. Dann gave a brief history

of the formation of the Oneonta ^Motion Pic-

ture Study Club. He brought out that the

club was started by a group of five women,

of which ]\Irs. Wheeler Brannaman was

chairman. The Study Club has grown into a

group of 26 members representing 20 organi-

zations in the civic life of Oneonta. In de-

scribing the purposes of the Study Club, Dr.

Dann said, 'Among these is the aim of bring-

ing to the community, through a process of

selection, based upon information furnished

by the National Board of RevieAv, an unpaid,

volunteer socially minded citizen body, with

headquarters in New York City, whose re-

viewers see all of the motion picture enter-

tainment product before it is released to the

public, notice of the best films exhibited in

Oneonta. 'The idea,' said Dr. Dann, "em-

braces the further aim of awakening the pub-

lic consciousness to the finest values to be

found in motion picture entertainment, to-

gether with a means by which that con-

sciousness can be registered.' He congratu-

lated the Alotion Picture Study Club on the

interest its work was arousing and suggested

that through it the community could find a

way of making its preferences in motion pic-

ture entertainment effective, in friendly co-

operation with the local theatre managers.

Following Dr. Dann, ^Ir. Wilton A. Bar-

rett, Executive Secretary of the National

Board of Review, was introduced. Mr. Bar-

rett brought out that the National Board re-

garded the motion picture not as an enter-

tainment medium exclusiveh", but as a poten-

tial instrument awaiting needed development

for use in the field of education. He said.

'The motion picture is more than a passing

show in a theatre. Important as its function

is in that respect a motion picture should also

be regarded as a force to be made permanent

in the class room and elsewhere where the

work of bringing culture and instruction is

being undertaken. The importance of the

motion picture's development and best uses in

this sense cannot be overlooked by socially

minded people. The opportunities of the mo-

tion picture study club to perform this ser^'ice

lies in its abilit\^ to stimulate community in-

terests in bringing films to serve the civic

need.'

Professor Bowman in a forceful philo-

sophic talk on conditions of society today as

they are related to the school and the home
explained the tendency associated with the

14
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motion picture. He said, 'Education is a mat-

ter of leading out from an interest. Children

and adults are vastly interested in motion

pictures—so motion pictures should be utilized

rather than criticized as a part of many educa-

tional schemes. Enormous systems are being

developed to take care of each new invention

and the motion picture is creating as funda-

mental a change in our social life as is the

motor. We are beginning to realize that

leisure time is not useless time and leisure

time spent with the motion picture should be

so utilized as to furnish a key measure of con-

structive social life, because it is an instru-

ment of interest. We should begin with the

interest of the individual in that thing which

is at hand. Along with this we should work
out new national standards of conduct and

judgment in order to apply that interest to

the best social advantage. This can be made
to result from cooperative efforts of com-

munities with other social minded groups who
are studying the best developments and uses of

the motion picture as an educational as well

as recreational medium. There was a good

response to the speeches of Mr. Barrett and

Professor Bowman and many questions were

asked concerning the work of the local group."

Professor Bowman and Air. Barrett while

in Oneonta also spoke at Hartwick College,

the High School, the State Normal and at a

Rotary Club Luncheon to enthusiastic

audiences.

THE Rockville Centre (N. Y.) Better

Films Committee has been instrumental

in arousing interest in better films in many
ways. A recent meeting of the Fortnightly

Club of that city was devoted to the subject

of motion pictures. A number of members

of the Better Films Committee are also mem-
bers of the Fortnightly and they took this op-

portunity to bring to the larger group the im-

portant matter of gaining attention and sup-

port for the worthy films. Wilton A. Bar-

rett, Executive Secretary of the National

Board of Review, of w^hich organization this

Committee is an affiliated member, Avas the

speaker. Especial use of films in the schools

and the assured patronage of the best in the

theatre is interesting this Committee. Plans

are now being made for supporting the pic-

ture The First Flight of the Graf Zeppelin.

THE Westwood Better Films Committee,

sponsored by the Woman's Club of

Westwood, New Jersey, and recently organ-

ized with Mrs. William C. Carter as chair-

man, is the newest affiliated Committee of the

Better Films Na;tional Council of the Na-

tional Board. It is with sincere pleasure that

we welcome this Committee for we believe

that it will indeed become an extremely ac-

tive one. It can boast of twenty-one charter

members and a corps of enthusiastic officers, a

number of whom were in attendance at the

Conference of the National Board in Jan-

uary. Mrs. Walter C. Kaufman, president

of the Woman's Club of Westwood, widely

known as one of the most active and pro-

gressive of the women's clubs of Northern

New Jersey, is a member of the Better Films

Committee and is lending helpful support.

This committee has already done considerable

work and held an open night recently to

which the public was invited. Mr. Wilton

A. Barrett, Executive Secretary of the Na-

tional Board of Review, addressed the meet-

ing and the objects and aims of the com-

mittee were explained. The program for the

evening was in charge of the Reverend Wil-

liam Barton Kelly.

THE movie we have always with us to

fill every need and here is where it sup-

plies the subject for an interesting editorial.

We might add a well deserved one, too, for

Mrs. Barsham's fine work in Delaware is

worthy of comment. It reads in part as fol-

lows: "This is Drama Week and as we have

nothing of interest on the legitimate stage

perhaps something general and local on the

"Movies" might not be amiss. The National

Board of Review says this has been a year

worth noting in motion picture developments,

nearly everyone feels like talking it over.

When the movies first came into being they

were unsteady, flickering, coarse in sentiment

and action and crude in mechanics. Time
passed and improvements were noted. They
were inexpensive entertainment and their pop-

ularity grew by leaps and bounds. When wo-

men began to realize that the "movies" had

come to stay, that they were fast taking their

place in the life of the community, they began

to find it necessary to take a hand in the game.

As usual they turned to their organization

for the concerted strength so necessary when
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real work is to be done. The result was the

appointment of motion picture committees in

local, state and national organizations of wo-

men. The Federated clubs have not worked

single handed to bring about the showing of

good pictures. Other organizations have like-

wise taken a hand and shown their interest

and given their support. The Delaware

State Federation added a department of mo-

tion pictures to its list and made Mrs. Ed-

mund M. Barsham its chairman. ]\Irs. Bar-

sham has worked hard to educate the state for

better films. She has asked for a motion pic-

ture committee in each federated club ; she

has gone outside the federated clubs and in-

terested other organizations in the work ; she

has made contacts either personally or other-

wise, with every federated club in the state

;

since the beginning of the club 3"ear she has

filled seventeen speaking engagements and

edited copy each week for three Wilmington

dailies and one Dover paper. These reviews

are really helpful for they are classified re-

views and are of pictures which are actually

shown the next week."

THE MARCH OF THE MOVIES, the

historical film compilation of the Na-

tional Board of Review, was loaned to Mrs.

George C. Harrison, Chairman, Committee

on Motion Pictures, Rhode Island State Fed-

eration of Women's Clubs, in the interest of

her motion picture work. She has sent us the

following report regarding the showings.

"Our first showing of The March of the

Movies was given in the large recreation

hall of the Central Baptist Church of Provi-

dence on January 20th, 1930. We had a

most enthusiastic audience of over two hun-

dred. I preceded the showing with an intro-

duction. The second showing was given in

the fine auditorium of the Providence Planta-

tion Club following a supper at which two

hundred and fifty were present. I explained

as on the previous occasion our unusual inter-

est in the National Board of Review because

no picture is allowed to be shown in the city

of Providence unless it is passed by the Board.

The picture was again enthusiasticalh^ re-

ceived and I was asked if it would be pos-

sible to have other showings. I explained how
fortunate we were to have these and I thank

the Board for The March of the Movies.

The motion picture work in Rhode Island is

progressing. I continue the broadcasting twice

each month and send out fifty-five bulletins

each week. These bulletins give the weekly

change of pictures at our six first-run houses

in Providence. After pictures are shown at

our first-run houses they are released for the

state so those interested can note the recom-

mended films given through the broadcastings

and bulletins and see them when most con-

venient. The bulletins are sent to club mo-

tion picture chairmen, some public libraries

and various organizations having club head-

quarters and bulletin boards for posting. They
also go to the ten state chairmen of the ten

organizations formirg the Better Films Coun-

cil of Rhode Island. The Council chairmen

keep their organizations interested by use of

the bulletin recommendations and in various

other ways. The Council activities do not in-

terfere with any separate work carried on by a

member of the Council group, for instance,

the P. T. A. have their own junior showings

and the Girl Scouts are planning wide ac-

tivities.

^^^TOTING for the Talking and the

V Silent Pictures" is the way in which

]\Irs. George D. Bangs, Chairman of Films

of the National Life Conservation Societ}%

heads the following item indicating the So-

ciety's interest in the sound versus the silent

in pictures. "Answering the call of the Uni-

versal Studio appearing in a copy of the

Saturday Evening Post for a vote on

the silent and talking films, the National Life

Conservation Society of which ^Irs. Charles

C. Marshall of New York City, is President,

took a vote at their annual luncheon in No-

vember. It was interesting to note how very

close were the results. The vote for the talk-

ing picture—39 per cent and the vote for the

silent picture—35 per cent. This is only one

society hut it shows that although the talking

picture is growing in favor, especially with

the improved production, the close number

of votes for the silent films indicates that they

should not be abandoned. The public want

and enjoy them.." In the few months that have

elapsed since this November vote the "talkies"

have made even further advancement so we
hope to have the opportunity to present an-

other vote at a later date to record any pos-

sible results of changing opinion due to this

advancement.
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REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-
mately 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the
review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

vietv. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Frances C. Barrett
Htlen Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience Pictures recommended for the

family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for the

adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

showings to children under tiuelve.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or zvell done
but not rated for "E.xceptional Photoplays"

.

Note—Beginning with this issue the audience
classification of pictures has been changed to the
family audience and the mature audience taking
the place of the three former classifications. Please
let us know if you find this more helpful.

—

The
Editor.

Burning Up
Directed by A. Edward Sutherland

Featuring
^'"'^'^

l^Richard Arlen

Screen story by Willia//i McNutt and
Grover Jones

OU, who drives in an amusement park,

is ambitious to be a race track driver. He
is booked b}' two crooks to throw a race at the

county fair but when he learns that the father

of the girl he loves has a lot of mone}' up on

him he refuses and the man he is racing tells

him he will run him off the track. An excit-

ing race ensues with the usual accident but all

comes out for the best and he finds victory and

the girl waiting for him.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—6 reels)

Screen story by Bess Meredith

ANOTHER romance of show life with

several good musical numbers. In love

with her dancing partner, a girl unhappily

watches him fall in and out of love many
times. Only after numerous experiences does

he learn the meaning of true love and she

learns that "all comes to him who waits." An
entertaining picture for the adults.

For the mature audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 1 reels)

Chasing Rainbows

Directed by Charles F. Rizner

Featuring Bessie Love

''Devil May Care

Directed by Sydney Franklin

Featuring Ramon Novarro

French play "The Battle of the Ladies" by

Eugene Scribe and Ernest Legouve

AN unusually interesting and well done

costume drama. When Napoleon is

banished to the Island of Elba, one daring

young man, much loved by the Emperor,

escapes death by a clever ruse, and makes his

way to his cousin's place in southern France.

While enroute he is forced to enter a house to

escape from Royalist soldiers where he en-

counters a young girl and when she learns he

is a follower of Napoleon she attempts to turn

him over to the soldiers but he again makes

his escape. Later at his cousin's, disguised as

a butler, he again meets the girl who betrayed

him. After many escapades life resumes its

even tenor when Napoleon returns and the

girl decides in spite of his adherence to the

Little Corporal she does love the boy.

For the family audience.

( i\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer— 1 1 reels)
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The Girl of the Port

Directed by Bert Glennon

Featuring 5^«^^>' ^'Netl

[^Reginald Sharland

Novel "The Fire Walker" by John Russell

WHY an American chorus girl should

pick a dirty port in the Fiji Islands to

live in is not explained, but such is the situa-

tion in this picture. Of course, she is a fine,

noble-hearted girl, a bit too full of chatter and

wisecracks—Sally O'Neil is attractive and

amusing in the part—and she immediately sets

to work to save a young Englishman who is

drinking himself to death in the cabaret where

she lands a job. He was instilled with a

dread of fire during the war which he can-

not overcome and has taken this means of end-

ing his existence. Ignoring gossip, the girl

takes him to her own cabin and helps him re-

gain his manhood. The experiment is success-

ful and all ends happily.

For the mature audience.

(RKO—8 reels)

The Grand Parade

Directed by Edmund Goulding

. {Helen Twelvetrees
I" eaturing < , „

It red Scott

Screen story by Ed/nund Goulding

THE plot of this film is the old one of a

minstrel man kept on the straight and nar-

row path by his devoted wife. But the melo-

dious voice of Fred Scott and the charming

personality of Helen Twelvetrees make it a

very interesting picture. The career of a

popular minstrel show star is almost wrecked

by a heartless woman but the little slavey

working in the boarding house where he lives

encourages him to try again. He later marries

her and she travels with the show helping him

continually by her love and understanding,

although at times he resents her watchfulness.

However, when the other woman comes into

his life again and he yields to her power over

him, the little wife can stand no more. But

the realization that she is leaving him brings

him back to his senses and the marriage goes

happily on.

For the mature audience.

(Pathe—8 reels)

The Great Divide

Directed by Reginald Barker

Featuring ^Dorothy Mackaill

l^Ian Keith

Play by William Vaughn Moody

AYOUNG Westerner left with a girl on

his hands to bring up sends her East to

school. Later he meets and falls in love with

a girl but does not learn her name. Annoyed
with the way she is trifling with his af¥ections,

he pretends to be a bad Mexican bandit and

kidnaps her, treating her to some Western

hardships. In the meantime the girl has come

to care for her stern protector and it is to

their mutual satisfaction when they learn their

real identity.

For the family audience.

(First National—8 reels)

Happy Days

Directed by Benjamin Stoloff

Featuring Special Cast

Screen story by Sidney Landfield

HAPPY DAYS is a glorified minstrel

show which seems to have collected all

the celebrities on the Fox roll call. An old-

fashioned Southern colonel is determined to

stick to his show boat although the finances

are exhausted so the heroine of the plot enters

a theatrical club and pleads for help and gets

astonishing results. Among those who answer

her entreaty are Janet Gaynor, Charles Far-

rell. Will Rogers, Ann Pennington, Victor

McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Farrell ]\IcDon-

ald and numerous others. The musical num-

bers are very good, the settings gorgeous, and

for all around entertainment this picture is

excellent.

For the family audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Harmony at Home
Directed by Hamilton McFadden

r , • {Marauerite Churchill
teaturing Xtzt-,,- ^ ,7- i

\yv illiam Collier, Jr.

Play "The Family Upstairs" by Harry Delf

UNHAPPY at home and afraid to have

boys come to see her since her mother

figuratively throws her into their arms, a
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young girls leads a stay-at-home existence until

one night she meets a young man at a concert.

They soon become great friends and are happy

while they meet outside her home but as soon

as he comes to the house scenes develop just as

she feared. However her father takes matters

into his own hands and everything ends well.

There are many touches of good comedy in

this picture concerning their family life.

For the family audience.

(Fox—7 reels)

Hell Harbor

Directed by Henry King

Featuring Lupe Velez

\oi'el "Out of the Night" by Rita Johnson

Young

ALTHOUGH the story is trite Hell

Harbor abounds in pictorial beauty. A
girl living on an island in the South Seas, is

sold by her father to a wealthy but elderly

man of the island. Longing for romance, the

girl rebels and when a young trader comes she

goes to his boat and begs him to take her away
but he sends her back to shore. Her fiiance is

killed and her half-demented father locks her

in a tower but the boy saves her and realizing

that he loves her takes her away.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists— 10 reels)

Hit the Deck
Directed by Luther Reed
Featuring Jack Oakie

Musical comedy by Vincent Youmans

THE musical comedy which enjoyed such

a long run on Broadway and much suc-

cess on the road has come to the screen with

its many peppy dance numbers. Lulu serves

coffee to the nephews of Uncle Sam when on

shore leave. She meets one Smith who flirts

with her and leaves but she has fallen in love

with him so when the ship comes in again she

plans a ball with the aid of one of the officers

and invites all the sailors named "Smith."

Among the hundreds of Smiths who arrive at

the ball she at last finds the right one.

For the family audience.

(RKO— 12 reels)

In the Next Room
Directed by Alan Dwan
Featuring Jack Mulhall

Novel by Eleanor Behnont and Harriet Ford

THE police are mysteriously called to a

house where an old antique collector and

his lovely daughter live. A beautiful old

cabinet had been delivered to the house that

day and in it was found a woman in a trance.

During the night a man is murdered and

many creepy and eerie noises are heard. A
young newspaper reporter however clears up

the mystery.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

The Love Racket

Directed by William Seiter

Featuring Dorothy Mackaill

Play "The Woman on the Jury"

by Bernard K. Burns

AN interesting murder story. A young

girl and her fiance are both on the jury

to try a girl for the murder of the father of

her child. As the case develops the girl on

the jury discovers that the murdered man is

the same who had betrayed her. Unwilling to

let her fiance know the truth she tries to sway

the jury without telling her reasons but un-

able to accomplish this she confesses her part

in the man's life, proving the type he was. The
jury hand in a verdict of "not guilty" and all

declare the proceedings in the jury room will

always be kept a secret.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

Lummox
Directed by Herbert Brennon

Featuring Winifred Westover

Novel by Fannie Hurst

IT must have been a difficult task to find

an actress who could give a convincing

characterization of the "Lummox" of Fannie

Hurst's novel, but Winifred Westover suc-

ceeds admirably in making Bertha very real

and believable. A life full of hardship and

toil is the lot of this Swedish servant girl for

which she is well fitted with the great strength

of her large, plodding body. Pathetically in-
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articulate, she nevertheless always tries to do
what she can to help others as she goes from
situation to situation. The tragedy of her life

is her separation from her child when he is

adopted at birth by a wealthy couple but she

is happy in the knowledge that he is growing
into something fine and noble. It is an ex-

cellent film, preserving well the atmosphere
of sordidness and tragedy which distinguishes

the novel.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—9 reels)

The Melody Man
Directed by R. William Xeill

P , . {William Collier. Jr.
teaturing

\ J lice Day
Play by Fields^ Rogers and Hart

AVERY nice little picture full of music,

both classical and jazz. A famous Aus-
trian composer, forced to spend his life in

obscurity with his daughter to escape punish-

ment for the murder of his wife and her lover,

finally settles in New York. Although the

girl loves the old masters of music, she can-

not agree with her father in his hatred of jazz.

Becoming acquainted with a young jazz band
leader, she of¥ers to help him and together

they Avork out a jazz symphony of the lovely

music her father had long ago composed. On
the night the symphony is played to an en-

thusiastic audience, the young leader intro-

duces the old man as the composer of the

original piece. In the audience, however, two
Austrian officials recognize him and he

leaves New York with them, contented in

the knowledge that his daughter has found

happiness.

For the family audience.

(Columbia— 7 reels)

Men Are Like That

Directed by Frank Tuttle

Featuring Hal Skelly

Play "The Shoiv Off" by George Kelly

THE stage success "The Show Off" comes

to the screen in an entertaining picture

with plenty of laughts. A blustering show-oft

but kind at heart, falls in love with a girl who
marries him much against her family's wishes.

He can never succeed in making any money
and he is constantly getting himself and other

people into trouble. Finally he does create

quite a sensation by doing the right thing,

entirely by accident, and thereby gains the

family's approval for the time being although

his wife insists he has always been wonderful.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Mexicah Rose

Directed by Earle C. Kenton

Featuring \Barbara Stanu'ick

I^Sam Hardy

Story by Gladys Lehman

MEXICALI ROSE, married to a wealthy

owner of a gambling house in jVIexico,

carries on a violent flirtation with a man em-

ployed by her husband. Returning unex-

pectedly from one of his trips, the husband's

suspicions are aroused and he plays a clever

trick in order to make her confess. He di-

vorces her and to get revenge she goes to Cali-

fornia and traps his younger brother into

marrying her, returning to her former home
with her young husband. The gambler de-

voted to his brother, has kept from him all

knowledge of the gambling house, describing

it always as a mine. He tries to prove to the

boy that Rose is untrue to him without telling

him that she is his divorced wife. It is only

when tragedy intervenes that the gambler is

once more happy.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia— 7 reels)

Murder on the Roof

Directed by .' George B. Seitz

r t {Dorothy Revier
teaturing )

) Raymond Hatton

Story by Edward Doherty

AN owner of a night club kills a man in

order to obtain possession of a \ aluable

diamond, which he intends to give to his latest

dancer not knowing that she is there to get

information also concerning the diamond. A
jealous ex-sweetheart of the night club owner

is a witness to the crime and when the owner

is arrested, the young girl is cleared of all

suspicion when she explains her real position

at the club.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—6 reels)
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New York Nights

Directed by Lewis Milestone

Featuring Norma Talmadge

Novel "Tin Pan Alley" by Hugh Strange

NORMA TALMADGE does excellent

work in her first talking picture. A
young girl who is ver\' much in love with her

song writer husband, after many attempts

at trying to keep him from drinking decides

she must leave him. The producer of the

show she is in is most attentive despite all her

rebuffs and when the young couple decide to

go away together and start life anew he plans

to part them most effectively only to have his

plan go astray and to find himself in the

hands of the police.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—9 reels)

Parade of the West

Directed by Harry J. Brown
Featuring Ken Maynard

Screen story by Bennett Cohen

UD and his little pal, Billy, are traveling

with a medicine show when unexpectedly

they have a chance to join a wild west show

provided Bud can ride the horse, ''Killer," who
no one has been able to ride. He does so but

is nearly killed and loses his nerve. Not want-

ing Billy to know the real reason he pretends

to have injured his leg and leaves the show

but later circumstances bring him back and

he proves that he is not a coward. Ken
jMaynard with his Western twang sings some

very pleasing songs but the picture would not

be complete without his beautiful horse,

"Tarzan."

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal—8 reels)

Roadhouse Nights

Directed by Hobart Henley

p .
^Helen Morgan

ea unng
^Charles Ruggles

Screen story by Ben Hecht

SENT to a small town to get a story about

rum-running a Chicago newspaper man
mysteriously disappears. His pal, excellently

played by Charles Ruggles, is sent to find him

and in a roadhouse, headquarters for the

gang, finds a boyhood sweetheart. She is

the hostess of the roadhouse and an unwilling

aid to the rum-runners. With her help he

learns that the other reporter has been mur-

dered and succeeds in getting help from his

home office just in time to save them from the

hands of the criminals. Helen Morgan, in

her famous plaintive voice, puts over some of

lier characteristic songs.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

She Couldn't Say No
Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Featuring Winnie Lightner

Play by Benjamin M. Kaye

THE story of a woman's love in w^hich the

clever ]\Iiss Lightner plays the part of a

singer in a night club who falls in love with

a racketeer. He promises to keep on the

straight and narrow but becomes infatuated

with a wealthy girl who comes to the club and

goes back to his old occupation to provide her

with costly presents. Broken-hearted the en-

tertainer leaves the club and enters a show
and on the night she learns that the racketeer

is backing her show she is called to his bed-

side. Before he dies he tells her of his love

for her and she promises to "carry on".

For the mature audience.

(Warner—7 reels)

Son of the Gods

Directed by Frank Lloyd
Featuring Richard Barthelmess

Novel by Rex Beach

TOLERATED in college for only what
his money can buy, the son of a wealthy

Chinese merchant leaves to travel in foreign

lands. While on the Riviera, Sam falls in

love with a beautiful and wealthy American
girl who announces her belief that racial

differences do not matter and he is happy in

his love for her. However when she discovers

that he is Chinese she forgets her theory since

it touches her, thus entirely breaking the boy's

spirit. He is recalled to America on account

of the serious illness of his father and swears

to him that he will have no mercy on Ameri-

cans. Later the girl learns that love can

bridge the chasm of racial differences only to
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find that the bo\' was an adopted son of the

merchant.

For the family audience.

(First National—9 reels)

Wedding Rings

Directed by Willia/n^ Beaudine

Featuring S^'^''
^''^'^'^

\H. B. Warner

Novel "The Dark Swan" by Ernest Pascal

FORCED to step aside and see her more

attractive 3'ounger sister fascinate all her

friends, a girl meets a man whom she loves

very much and is determined not to let her

sister interfere this time but she does and

they are married. Later, however, the wife

proves herself most unworthy and happiness

at last comes to the elder sister.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

Wide Open

Directed by Archie Mayo
Featuring Edward Everett Horton

Novel by Edivard Bate/nan Morris

MUCH disturbed at a young girl entering

his house at night, a woman-hater is

further annoyed when he has to pose as the

girl's husband to save their reputation. The
girl succeeds in obtaining some papers which

prove that he has been framed and he decides

that a wife is not so bad after all.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—7 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
Anna Christie

(See page 12)

Mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Ma5'^er—10 reels)

The Street of Chance
(See page 13)

Mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Men IVithout Women will be reviewed in

the Exceptional Photoplays Department of

the next issue of the magazine.

NON-FEATURES
The AHbi

(Vitaphone No. 2677-8)

A skit.

Family audience.

(Warner—2 reels)

Bows and Arrows
( Sportlight Series)

Philip Rounsville gives a lesson in archery.

Familv audience. Juniors' matinees.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Breath of Life—Respiration
Illustrated lecture on the heart action and

the life blood.

Familv audience.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

CaroHna Capers
(Sportlight Series)

The Carolina darkies play polo with brooms,

go 'possum hunting and sing spirituals. Very

entertaining.

Family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Castles of Paper—Hornets
Illustrated lecture on the habits of the

paper making hornets.

Familv audience. Juniors' matinees.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

Happy Golf
(Sportlight Series)

Alex Morrison at Pinehurst showing the

correct way to play golf.

Family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Irish Fantasy
Very interesting picture containing some

interesting folk lore, a wedding, war shots,

and good singing.

Family audience.

(United Artists— 1 reel)

Kings of the Air—Eagles
Illustrated lecture on the habits of the

golden eagle.

Familv audience.

(Ufa— 1 reel)
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Pathe Audio Review Nos. 1-5

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Pathe Review Nos. 1-3

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Poisoned Daggers—The Mosquito
Illustrated lecture showing the diseases

caused by the mosquito.

For the family audience.

(Ufa— 1 reel)

MUSICAL SUBJECTS
The Barber Shop Chord

(Vitaphone x\o. 3640)

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Bedeha
For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Barnes and Allen
(Vitaphone No. 891)

For the famih^ audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Biltmore Trio
(Movietone No. A-90)

For the family audience.

( i\letro-Goldw}'n-]\Iayer— 1 reel)

Charles Hackett
(Vitaphone Nos. 890-899-900)

Operatic selections.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel each)

Clifford and Marion
(Vitaphone No. 883)

Por the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Clyde Doerr
(Movietone No. A-91)

For the family audience.

( ^letro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Codee and Orth
(Vitaphone No. 885)

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)
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Coletta Ryan and Duke Yellman
(Vitaphone No. 874)

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Earl and Bell

(Movietone No. A-94)

For the family audience.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel

)

Eric Zardo and Guida Ciccolini

(Vitaphone No. 876)

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Marie Kurenko
(Movietone No. A- 100)

For the family audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel

)

Tita Ruffo
(Movietone No. A-93)

For the family audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Roger Williams

(Vitaphone No. 882)

Moments of mimicry.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Kisses and Kurses
(Oswald Cartoon)

The Lucky Rabbit in a very funny bur-

lesque on "Show Boat".

For the family audience.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Night Owls
Comedy of two men who break into a house

so a policeman can arrest them and thereby

keep his post.

For the family audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Oh, Sarah!

(Vitaphone No. 946)

Jack McLallen in a comedy skit.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board
to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and

recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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We Present Mrs. Price

UR Who's Who introduces this month

to the magazine readers the lone

woman member of the Executive

Committee of the National Board of Review,

Mrs. Miriam Sutro Price. Mrs. Price has

long been a staunch and loyal supporter of

the National Board, hav-

ing been associated with it

from its beginning in 1909,

and it is with much pleas-

ure that we present this

brief resume of her many

activities..

The Public Education

Association, an organiza-

tion of citizens interested

in the public schools, has

had Mrs. Price's interest

since 1895. As president

she served this association

for four years and has been

chairman of its Executive

Committee for nineteen

years. She was a member
of the original Board of

A d m i n i s tration of the

Manhattan Trade School

for Girls which ran the

school for ten years until

the Board of Education as-

similated it as part of its

system and since that time the Board, of

which she is still a member, has accomplished

certain things for the school which the city

cannot do. This school is now called the

Manhattan Industrial High School for Girls.

M?-s. Miriam Sutro Price

The Board of Governors of the Ethical Cul-

ture Schools has claimed Mrs. Price for al-

most thirty years. From these affiliations one

can easily see Mrs. Price's great interest

along educational lines and can appreciate

the valuable aid she is to the National Board

of Review as more and

more the public is begin-

ning to realize the impor-

tant part the motion pic-

ture plays in education.

Quoting from an article

published a few years ago

concerning Mrs. Price's re-

lationship with the Nation-

al Board one reads, "Mrs.
Miriam Sutro Price has

had such long experience

reviewing motion pictures

that in her has developed

to a high degree that spirit

of tolerance and fairmind-

edness which is so essential

for harmonious committee

work in arriving at bal-

anced decisions. She recog-

nizes that anyone's judg-

ment may at times be indi-

vidualistic and so yields

graciously to the majority

verdict. She is the ideal

reviewer." At the time Mrs. Price first be-

came connected with this work, over twenty

years ago, she was one of the original twelve

representatives of the special motion picture

{Continued on page 7)
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Censorship Censured
By the Hon. Franklin W. Fort

House of Representatives, United States Congress

It was a great pleasure to have on the pro-

gram at our Fifteenth Annual Lunc)ieon Air.

Franklin IF . Fort who represents the gth New
Jersey District in the House of Representa-

tives, coming as he does from a state in which

there is so ?nuch active interest in motion

pictures and we are happy to present to our

readers his words regarding ?notion picture

regulation which agree so heartily with the

National Board's theory of "Selection—Not
Censorship — the So-

lution." — E d i tor's

Note.

M O D E R N
thought
u n f r tu-

nately is too much

controlled by head-

lines in the press. The
sub-title of the mov-

ing picture occupies

very much the same

position. But in the

utilization of the pic-

ture, we have the

practical assurance

that they who read

the sub-title will see

the rest of the story,

and consequently, the

moving picture
through both sub-

title and story as

shown has in it the

possibility of greater

real education and

public value than has the headline in the news-

paper which generally misinforms as to the

content of the article and alone is looked at.

Consequently it is of genuine importance to

the nation that that form of educational work,

that that form of dissemination of public in-

formation of one type or another should be

properly edited in order to make it certain

that it gives true information and not misin-

formation, in order to make it certain that the

lessons which it teaches are lessons which

The Hon. Franklin W . Fort

should be learned, rather than as is so often

the case, lessons that are better left un-

learned.

However, it is not in consonance with the

ideals of this nation that censorship of any

kind over the thoughts of men shall be ex-

ercised. Restrictive legislation must not relate

to thought, but only to those things which

have economic bearings. Consequently, it is

not likely that this nation will ever adopt in

any general or bind-

ing form the policy of

censorship of the
written or the spoken

word or of the pic-

ture itself.

It is, however, im-

perative, if we are to

preserve the real
value that lies in the

medium of education

which the picture af-

fords, that it should

be supervised by some

type of authoritative

body. The type of

body which as I un-

derstand it this Board

is and represents is

one whose action dif-

fers from censorship

in that it is an act of

approval rather than

of blacklisting. The
blacklist is un-Ameri-

an. The holding out

of any picture, of

any book, of any writing, or of any speech

as worthwhile is highly American. Just so

far as this fine volunteer organization performs

the service of protecting the lessons to be

taught by the picture by giving its approval

and thereby renders the lines certain that he

who learns may read between what is worth-

while and what is worthless—just so far as

this body performs that function it contributes

a service of genuine and lasting value to the

American people.
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Anti-Social Attitudes and the Motion

Pictures

By Dr. Joseph L. Holmes

Department of Psychology, Columbia University

It ivas a matter of gratification to us to

present Dr. Hohiies as a speaker at our recent

Annual Conference and this gratification has

been heightened by the number of inquiries

which have been received from the Confer-

ence delegates and others for copies of Dr.

Holmes' address. We are therefore pleased

to reprint it here.—Editor's Note.

IT is fully tAventy years ago that the charge

was first made by one who had attempted

to determine the facts that motion pic-

tures were a cause of crime. That investiga-

tion dealt chiefly with the effect of newspaper

methods and the statements about the pic-

tures were based on the unsupported opinions

of people who had had some experience with

offenders in institutions.

Since that time the same charge has been

made against the pictures many times, and

usually without any basis in fact. And 3'et

there is some common sense in suspecting the

pictures. Everyone knows the effect of read-

ing matter on children. Society is so sure of

what the effect is of reading matter that it

has established many safeguards, both legal

and extra-legal to insure that certain matter

shall and that other matter shall not be al-

lowed into the hands of children. It is by

means of the spoken and written word that

we acquire our habits and attitudes that we
call character. Of course our earliest train-

ing is received by associating with other peo-

ple but soon in childhood the spoken word
comes to be the most potent stimulus in de-

termining conduct. Language fu/nishes a

sort of shorthand, a SA'stem of signs to which

we react. Words are symbols for behavior.

The pictures, on the other hand, furnish a

technique which is far more potent than

printed books for influencing behavior. Not
every one has the ability to comprehend all

the implications of the printed page but the

pictures, made as they are for those of the

most mediocre intelligence are understand-

able to everyone.

Until recently psychologists were engaged

in making long lists of instincts, inherited

ways of reacting. After long years of re-

search a Russian, Pavlof, gave to the psychol-

ogists the clue to the mechanism of learning.

Not in original human nature are to be found

the sources of our social traits, desirable or

undesirable but in our experience. The
mechanism is known as conditioning Avhich is

a broad term to denote all kinds of learning.

When the psychologist describes the mechan-

ism of conditioning and attempts to apply it

to social affairs he is talking about something

that every intelligent person who seeks to

better human behavior already knows, at least

vaguely. Take for example the Boy Scout.

Socially minded people have built for him a

situation that will instill correct habits, ways

Dr. Joseph L. Holmes
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of thinking and acting that will make him a

constructive member of society. In the case

of the delinquent, society has let accident

build his life situations for him. In both cases

the underlying psychological processes are the

same. Only the products are different.

It was with such a conception of the process

of character formation in mind that I under-

took about three years ago to find out about

the influence of newspapers as a cause of crime.

Everyone who has written constructively on

the causation of crime has commented on the

evil influence of journalistic methods, not

only as an interference with the administra-

tion of the law but as actual incitements to

crime and suicide. It was natural that with

the question of the effect of the papers in

mind that I also should concern myself with

the motion pictures. Many millions of people

attend the pictures every week and, as I have

suggested, the pictures convey patterns of con-

duct with a degree of efficiency that the

printed page cannot approximate.

]My first attack on the problem was by

means of a questionnaire. I sought the opin-

ions of those who had had experience with

delinquents, the judges, the public prosecu-

tors and the police officials of New York
State. Of the 100 who replied there were a

few", of course, who criticized the pictures but

the great majority regarded them as of no

importance as causes of delinquenc\ and some

actually believed them to be a good influence.

A recent investigation conducted in Chicago

showed that on the whole delinquent children

attended the pictures more frequently than

did non-delinquents. This was not inter-

preted as meaning that the pictures were a

cause of their delinquencies but rather that

they furnished the children with a refuge from

their evil home surroundings.

Many statements have been made as to the

number of children who attend the pictures.

Critics of the pictures try to emphasize the

evil of the pictures by making rash state-

ments about the number of children who like

and attend the pictures. ^ ou know the line

of reasoning of the purient-minded, that

whatever is liked and enjoyed is bad. To get

some actual figures I undertook a census of

the attendance on three days of the week at

twelve different theatres. Altogether my
assistants counted 150,000 people and tabu-

lated them according to sex, and in the case

of those who were obviously not adults, ages

were estimated to within two years. Of
course I did not find that the majority of those

attending the pictures were children. There
was great variation from one theatre to an-

other but excluding one theatre which was in

a small town and in which pictures were

shown on only three days of the week the aver-

age per cent of children under sixteen years

of age was about five. This is not so surpris-

ing when one stops to consider the sort of

things portrayed in the pictures. I do not

doubt that many children go to the pictures

just because their elders go. It is the thing

to do and they do not want to miss anything.

I also know that many children are sent. The
picture theatre is used by parents as a day

nursery, a place to leave the child while shop-

ping is done or bridge is played. There are

some pictures whose themes appeal to children

but on the whole they do not come within

their range of interests.

In an attempt to find out how much and

how lasting an impression a picture makes on

children I showed one to five hundred chil-

dren in parochial and in public schools. By
transposing parts and shortening the picture

I changed it from a farce to a portrayal of

duplicity, crime and suicide. Immediately

after the children saw the picture they were

questioned about it and then required to write

out the stor}'. As one might anticipate only

the older children, those in the eighth grade,

could give an adequate and at all accurate

account of the plot. Even while the picture

was being shown the younger children were

restless and inattentive. Only when there

was a great deal of action did they react. The
questions that were asked the children in-

cluded some that were leading, that is, ques-

tions that were purposely framed to elicit

wrong answers. These brought out the fact

that all of the children were suggestible and

the younger they were the more easily they

were led into sa^-ing something that was not

so. This fact should be kept in mind by those

who question children as to the influence of

the pictures. Some time ago I went to see a

boy whom the papers reported as having been

influenced to commit a murder by things that

he had seen in the pictures. When I questioned

him he told me that he had not seen a pic-

ture in six weeks and all that he could remem-

ber was that it was a comedy. Another case
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that occurred up-state last summer was that

of a boy who was reported by the papers as

having been incited to murder by the pictures.

The papers quoted a lady who had learned

the cause of the boy's act while giving him a

mental test. I happen to know that the lady

did not ask him about any other influences

and I also know that she asks every delin-

quent who is sent to her for examination the

same leading question. By such a procedure

one can get any explanation that he wishes.

Especially is this so in the case of a child who
finds himself in trouble. He seizes any lead

that is offered to justify or explain away his

fault.

Why the pictures are for the most part in-

nocuous in so far as they might create atti-

tudes that would show themselves in anti-

social behavior, can be readily seen by con-

trasting them with the treatment of life situa-

tions by the newspapers. In the 'pictures, and

of course only a small part of all pictures are

portrayals of crime, the characters are ficti-

tious. They do not have the prestige that real

criminals exploited by the press have. The
sequence of events is continuous from crime

to punishment. In the newspaper accounts

the oi¥ender is glorified, his deed is dwelt upon

at length and if after months he is punished

he is no longer news and is given no, or at

least scant, space. The picture portrays the

series of events without pause within an hour

and a half. The newspaper with endless rep-

etition treats of the deed and the criminal

over a period of weeks and only, when the

most extreme penalty is exacted, is it featured

in the news and then with maudlin senti-

mentality. The difference between the two

ways of treating crime stories is the difference

between the constructive way of pointing a

moral and the lurid sensationalism of current

journalism.

A lively discussion followed Dr. Holmes'

address and he answered the many questions

put to him regarding ??!otion picture reactions

ii'hich his researches had disclosed.—The
Editor.

{Continued from page 3)

committee, formed by the People's Institute,

a citizen organization of New York City,

which in the course of a few years grew into

the National Board of Review. In those

daj^s the committee met once a week and in

that one afternoon were able to see the entire

product of the industry. With this back-

ground, seeing the enormous strides the mo-

tion picture has made and having the educa-

tional viewpoint that she has, it is not aston-

ishing that Mrs. Price possesses the broad

outlook for which she is noted.

A graduate of Hunter College, Mrs. Price

served for six years as trustee of her Alma
Mater. She has also done post graduate

work at Radcliffe College, Columbia Uni-

versity and the New York School of Social

Research.

THE age-old question of why patrons at-

tend a particular show, or rather what
persuaded them to attend one particular show,

has been answered to the satisfaction of the

publicity department of the Martin Beck

theatre. New York. Seeking to solve the

problem of rating at their result value the

various items of showmanship and exploita-

tion, the management gave out questionnaires

at various performances of a recent produc-

tion. Twenty thousand replies established the

following percentages

:

Recommended by a friend 52%
Producer's reputation 8%
Favorable newspaper reviews .... 12%
Newspaper advertising 8%
Radio exploitation 4%
Recommended by a ticket broker. 16%
This causes us to add "Tell your friends

about the good pictures."

,UEEN MARY supervises the movie

programs at Balmoral Castle when the

royal family is there. The .'Queen herself

chooses the films, which are quick-actioned

American out-of-door drama, comedies and

films on athletics and nature study. Her
favorite films are those which show members
of her family performing a public duty. Two
years ago Queen Mary had a projector in-

stalled in the castle. One of the old drawing

rooms, which Queen Victoria particularly

liked, has been devoted to this modern form

of entertainment.
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Men Without Women
Directed by John Ford
Photographed by Joe August
Story by James K. McG uinness and

John L ord

The Cast

Burke Kenneth McKenna
Costello /. Farrell MacDonald
Ensign Price F'rank Albertson
Handsome Paul Page

IF
the business of the screen as a dramatic

art is to give us the essence of people as

they are, the excitement and thrill of sit-

uation as it may really occur, and to use the

imagination and the instrument through

which it works in doing this so as to raise

up before us the thing we call reality, then

Men Without Women is a top grade film,

one of the very best that the audible screen

so far has given us.

For this swift, unornamented and visually

compressed motion picture of what happened

to the crew of a submarine sent to the bottom

in a collision, seeks to handle only the mate-

rial of probability, to use human nature so as

to illuminate its meaning in a moment of

stark disaster, and to select the stuff it would
use so as to give us the complete scene as far

as we need to have it to gain a vivid, veritable

impression.

Almost all the action takes place in the

submersible and in the water around and over

her. We are given first a robust sequence

showing the crew on shore leave in the far

eastern port where the boat is on station

—

enough to humanize the characters who are

soon to be thinking, in the close leaky walls

of their sunken prison, of far different things

than the antics of a day on shore. It is just

the way to introduce us to a set of hale and

hearty,- happy-go-luck}' young men whose ad-

venturous natures have gotten them into a

service demanding bravery, expertness and

coolness at every turn. Here the}- are re-

laxing—a prelude to that tragic aftermath

we are soon to witness when their boat, or-

dered from port, is rammed b}" another ves-

sel in a storm, and goes down with all these

gay fellows aboard, leaving them on the bot-

tom with only the resources of their cour-

age and knowledge of the contraption they

are in to save them.

The scenes that follow at this point are

greatly enhanced b\" the care which has been

taken to give the details of a submarine visual

accurateness—to make one see how the air is

supplied, what happens when it is cut oft, how
it may be cut ofi; to see how the mechanism

is a steel web the keeping intact of which is

of paramount necessity to the life of the men
in it ; to understand the cool, swift and ex-

pert judgment demanded of those who have

to know and w^ork this mechanism as a means

of saving their lives. Valves, wheels, dials,

pipes and the complicated breeches of the tor-

pedo tubes are given a dramatic meaning be-

cause pains have been taken to make us under-

stand their operation and uses.

Cinematically the film through these se-

quences creates a fine thrill—the confined,

slowly dying action in the sunken submarine,

the bustle, life, anxiety above the water among
the crews of the ships about the scene of

rescue. The shots of the men shooting their

comrades from the torpedo tubes as their boat

8
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lies on the bottom (and attention has been

given to the fact that she must not be stated

to be sunk so deep as to rob this action

of its credibility), the rescue of these men as

they bob like corks to the surface boiling with

discharged air by the boats that anxiously wait

for them there, while the destroyers of the

rescue fleet, their sirens blowing, cut through

the waters around the scene, the action of the

divers in locating the sunken craft and clear-

ing her so her tubes can be used for the des-

perate expulsion of her crew—all this fur-

nishes pictures that are of unfailing interest,

thrill and veracity.

And here is a film to Avhich sound brings

undoubted values—the labored breathing of

men in a suffocating atmosphere, the click of

machinery moved by levers into place, the hiss

of compressing air and the rush of its re-

lease, the gurgle of water, short-clipped words

and strangled cries, make you feel the situa-

tion as if you were living through it.

Men Without Jf-^omen is more nearly a

mass film, in the sense that a whole personnel

are the heroes, than is usually the case wich

the American film. One can think back to

parts of Poteinkin where the life of the ship

was the life of the men, where the rhythmic

machinery breathed a life of its own, where

human existence was caught and held in the

shell of steel with all its complicated parts,

in which human life fomented and its needs

and passions broke forth. Yes, one does not

have to have pretty girls, tenors, or a marital

mess to make fascinating motion pictures. In-

vention and intelligence and choice of material

which does not have to be hard^baked into a

formula of plot will do it. And the film

which is not conventional is the one that

breaks ground every time. There's nothing

new in saying that, but it needs pictures like

Men Without Women to drive its truth

home.

Produced and distributed by Fox Film

Corporation

.

Sarah and Son

Directed by Dorothy Arzner

Photographed by Charles Lang

Novel by Timothy Shea

The Cast

Sarah Storm ..Ruth Chatterton

Howard fanning Fredric March
Jim Gray Fuller Mellish, Jr.

Bobby Philippe de Lacy

IN
spite of the increasing tendency toward

general improvement in sound films both

as to story material and character por-

trayal the pictures of Ruth Chatterton stand

out This star, a stage actress of note, has

brought to the screen both talent and train-

ing and the result is an ability to make a

characterization poignantly real. It does not

always fall to actresses of the footlights to be

so successful before the kleig lights but every

one of Miss Chatterton's pictures have rated

high. Sarah and Son, her fifth all talking pic-

ture, is with the exception of Madame X the

best to date. Madame X offered a much
more diversified part, it covered a longer span

of time and a more varied experience, but

Sarah and Son, a drama of mother love, pre-

sents in Sarah Storm, the mother, a char-

acter of strong emotional appeal combining

s3-mpathetic understanding and unfaltering de-

termination, of which the star makes the

most.

The plot concerns a young mother robbed

of her child by a lazy and rascally husband

who takes it away when he disappears. She

is untrained, unversed in the ways of the

world and penniless and so unable to make
any effective effort to find her infant son. A
few years later when singing in a soldiers'

hospital she encounters her husband dying and

gets a clue to the whereabouts of the child.

However, she finds that he is carefully

guarded by foster parents who fail to believe

her story and she is baffled in all attempts to

regain him. Powerless to do anything and

with an opportunity at hand to continue her

music studies in Europe, she leaves but does

not give up hope. When she returns a bril-

liant success in opera with self-assurance and
wealth she once more takes up the fight for

her son, now a lad of eleven.

The various phases of the life of this wom-
an in changing circumstances but always mo-
tivated by mother love are made extremely

interesting through Miss Chatterton's natural

acting and the appealing timbre of her voice.

Several able performances are given by others

in the cast. Philippe de Lacy plays the like-
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able, though too much coddled bo}'. Fredric

IMarch, who has a number of excellent pic-

ture performances to his credit, pla^s the

young lawj'er who is finally convinced of the

justification of Sarah Storm's claim and as-

sists her in regaining her son.

The direction is the work of Dorothy

Arzner one of the very few women *directors

and is responsible for giving a fine balance to

the story which pla5s so repeatedly upon the

theme of bafHed mother love. The adapta-

tion of the novel for the screen was made by

Zoe Akins, the well-known playwright.

Sarah and Son therefore results from the

merging of the fine work of three women
noted for their achievements in the fields of

motion picture acting, directing and writing.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

The Vagabond King
Directed by Ludwig Berger

Photographed by Henry Gerrard

Play "If I Were King" by Justin Huntley
McCarthy

The Cast

Francois Villon Dennis King
Katherine Jeannette McDonald
Louis XI O. P. Heggie

Huguette Lillian Roth
Thibault Warner Oland

THE VAGABOND KING is chiefly

interesting, aside from its entertain-

ment appeal, and with regard to any^

relation which it may have to the art of the

modern film, for the integral use of color

which it has attempted.

Here you have a production in which color

was conceived of as an essential, rather than

a decorative adjunct. Sets were designed for

palette values and canvas effects—the pictorial

attributes were perceived as other than those

of a black and white pattern, and a back-

ground was kept in mind that would re-

tain the characteristics of a painting in mo-

tion. If this painting was not completely

realized, lay the shortcoming to a technology

in color reproduction and transference that

still, at least from the standards and view-

point of the painter, is far from the state

where it can give unblemished results.

The selection of plot material was never-

theless wise for Avhat the film was supposed to

do. Francois Villon, no matter how softened

and romantically externalized the portrait

may be made, is a personage about whom the

mind imagines, when it imagines at all, in

terms of richness where the smoky browns
of old-world taverns, the ochre of sunlight

in crooked streets, the gay fabrics of medieval

raiment are pictorial components. If, then,

you are given a Villon who entered palaces,

who went about in them as a prince, who
sang love serenades to gorgeous, pure and

moon-struck ladies in the shadows of rose-

filled gardens, you go still further into those

realms to be rendered by the brush rather

than the cra^-on, in splendid or tender hues.

To use the brush instead of something that

comes out in black and white is, in that case,

a defensible principle, whether the method is

far enough advanced or not. Judgment of

the result may withhold a heavy hand.

Dennis King, moreover, is probably what
the public visualizes Villon as having been like,

if it stops to visualize that song-ridden rascal.

And Dennis King, Avithin the limits set for

him and within the limits he sets for him-

self, is lively, loving, tough and debonair as

the story happens to call for, and the Louis

of O. P. Heggie, a well conceived charac-

ter that Scott would not have found much
fault with, provides him with an excellent

foil. Some day a picture may be made that

gives us a Villon stripped of his romantic tin-

sel. Color will also be used in that film.

And, such is the technical speed b}' which

miracles are accomplished in these daj s, a Vil-

lon may then emerge in tints and shades and

tones of the true painter's art, swarthy and

dirty and mad and bad and a poet, such as

he was, which will stamp the screen as a

medium, with its adjuncts of sound and speech

and color, able to give us the breath and feel-

ing of life. If it ever gives us that Villon,

it will have forgotten the cardboard figure

for which we are indebted to Mr. Justin

McCarthy, and more recently to the gentle-

men who ornamented his effigy with song and

melody, a combination that permits The Vaga-

bond King, irrespective of its other virtues,

to give us but a pale and perfumed variation

of the earthy genius who frequented the drink-

ing cellars, and some other places, of old

Paris. Produced and distributed by Para-

mount.
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The Little Theatre Guild Takes Up Movies
By Mrs. Jack Crawford

Mrs. Crawford, Secretary of the Little

Theatre Guild of Neiv Haven, Conn., one of

our correspondents who has been very suc-

cessful with Juniors' Matinees answering a

request for news about them sends us not only

this helpful and detailed story but promises

more information as well so ice are happy

to pass it on.—Editor's Note.

ABOUT two years ago the Little

Theatre Guild first thought of showing

moving pictures, choosing pictures such as

Crime and Punishment and The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari for their programs. The pic-

tures were shown about once a month, and at

that time a special matinee Avas run for chil-

dren with a different program.

It soon appeared that to be successful it

was essential to run these children's programs

regularly, the expense of special advertising,

et cetera being too great. Also children lost in-

terest unless they could be sure of finding

pictures every Saturday. As the charge for

films and operators is by the day, it cost very

little more to have two performances than

to have one. Since the beginning of last Oc-

tober the Guild has therefore been having

regular weekly programs for children every

Saturday at 10.30 in the morning and 2.30

in the afternoon. The afternoon perform-

ances are always better attended but there

are a certain number of children who come
regularly in the morning, and a varying num-
ber who come sometimes at one hour and

sometimes at the other.

By experience I have found that the most

popular pictures and the best from the box-

office point of view, are those that the chil-

dren are familiar with. Robin Hood with

Douglas Fairbanks, Peter Pan, A Kiss for

Cinderella, The Circus with Charlie Chaplin

have been the most successful. Recently we
showed Siegfried for four evenings and also at

the children's matinees and had to turn peo-

ple away from the Saturday afternoon per-

formance.

Other pictures we have shown are: Siniba,

Old Ironsides, The Yankee Clipper, Special

Delivery with Eddie Cantor which proved

not so successful. Hold 'Em Yale, on the day

of the Princeton game, Nanook of the North.

The next programs will be The Covered

Wagon and The Thief of Bagdad.

Our charges are 35 cents for children and

50 cents for adults. There are quite a num-
ber of old ladies who attend these children's

pictures regularly. Besides the features we
have usually an Aesop's Fable, News Reel,

Our Gang Comedy, according to the length

of the program. One excellent two reel com-

edy is an English one with Leslie Henson
called Joyland, handled by Educational.

We sell hooks of 6 tickets for $1.50 for

children and $2.50 for adults. Children who
come regularly or people who bring large

parties of children therefore pay only 25 cents.

The theatre is small, 284 seats, and very safe,

and is in a good residential neighborhood a

few minutes from the trolley. We cut down
expenses by having members of the Guild act

as ticket sellers and children as ushers. This
is a much coveted job.

The newspapers are very good about giv-

ing us free publicity in the society columns.

If we are sending any notice to our members
we mention the picture which is to be shown
on Saturday, and I have a list of about 250
covering the three principal private schools.

Otherwise our publicity is by posters in the

schools. The public schools allow us to put

these up.

The interest in the children's movies has

grown enormously during the three or four

months we have been having regular Saturday

pictures. It has increased the interest in the

Guild and its other activities so that the

11
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Guild has greatly benefited by this new ven-

ture.

I will be very glad to give further informa-

tion to anyone who is interested. Address all

inquiries to Mrs. Jack Crawford, 14 Lincoln

Street, New Haven, Conn, or to the Little

Theatre Guild of New Haven.

MRS. LEON A. MclNTlRE, New Jer-

sey State D.A.R. Chairman of Better

Films, leaves nothing undone to foster the

better films movement in her state. The
following comprehensive questionnaire was

sent out by her to the different chairmen :

"1. Have you had a Chapter meeting on

Better Films?

2. Has your Chapter purchased any of the

Flag Trailers? If so, uliere and how are

they being used ?

3. Have you used or sponsored the use of

any of the Chronicles of America Photo-

plays ?

4. Do you receive the lists of pictures pre-

viewed by the National D.A.R. Committee?

5. Do you receive the Weeklv Guide to

Selected Pictures from the National Board of

Review? If not would you like to have it?

6. Do you publish in your local papers lists

of selected pictures made up from the above

lists?

7. Are 3'ou a subscriber to the National
Bo.ARD OF Review Magazine?

8. Have you had part in a Motion Picture

Benefit? Please give details.

9. Have you formed a local Better Films

Committee ?

10. Have you done any community work
for Better Films? Give details.

11. Do you cooperate with other local or-

ganizations in the ^^ork for Better Films?

12. Be sure to send with this questionnaire

all clippings you have on local activities for

Better Films."

This questionnaire undoubtedl\' contains

valuable ideas for other leaders in community

better films work.

Mrs. Mclntire recently spoke over the

radio concerning her D.A.R. activities. Her
talk was packed with helpful suggestions and

information. She said in part—-"Forty-five

chapter chairmen organized under the State

Chairman of New Jerse\' are intelligently at

work on Better Films. This committee is

affiliated with the Better Films National

Council of the National Board of Review, of

which Council the State Chairman is also a

member. The Chairman and several mem-
bers of the committee give one day each week
to the previewing of motion pictures in the

various companies' projection rooms before

these films are released to the public. This

state committee publishes in the local news-

papers lists of endorsed and selected films stat-

ing audience suitability. These lists are made
up from those obtained bi-monthly from the

national D.A.R. committee composed of

thirty-five members previewing daily pictures

made on the west coast and from the weekly

guide to selected pictures furnished by the

National Board of Review, each one of the

lists giving detailed information concerning

pictures such as art of production, entertain-

ment value, and audience suitability, also pic-

tures suitable for Junior jMatinees as well

as films recommended to be permanently kept

for future use especially those suitable for

schools and libraries."

THE Cleveland Cinema Club holds the

honor of having sent the largest number

of delegates to the recent annual conference

of the National Board of any affiliated com-

mittee located at a great distance from New
York City. Committees in neighboring towns

Avere represented by a score or so while several

committees from afar sent two delegates but

the Cleveland Cinema Club was represented

by three—Mrs. Alberta E. Clark, the presi-

dent, ]\Irs. Emma NeVille, chairman, Educa-

tional Committee and ^Irs. Amy Louise

Weber, chairman, Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

It was very pleasant to renew at first hand

our contact with this group and to talk with

the members regarding the plans and programs

for the future. And it is most gratifying to

learn from them that they derived help and

inspiration from the Conference. The Presi-

dent has written that she plans to use Con-

ference material in different Avays in her

work and the February Bulletin of the Club

contained a thought provoking quotation from

the Conference address of Dr. Walter W.
Pettit. This well prepared Bulletin is widely

circulated in Cleveland carrying to the pub-

lic word of the recommended pictures and

notes and ideas of interest regarding motion

pictures. The following is another quota-
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tion from the latest bulletin
—

"Cannot the

educator integrate the motion picture in her

plan of training adolescents for their leisure

hours? A hobbie class on the movie could

keep a catalog of good actors and their best

plays. Reviews of pictures could be clipped

and discussed. Library exhibits about back-

grounds could be planned." Perhaps Better

Films Committees may find in this a way to

interest young people in their Committee.

THE latest report from the Jacksonville

(Fla.) Better Films Council states, "A
talk on the talkies by a man who knows fea-

tured the regular monthly meeting of the

Council for Mr. Frederick Wynne-Jones,

president of Ufa Films Corporation was the

guest speaker. Among other statements he

predicted that Florida will yet become a mo-
tion picture center. 'Florida is an ideal place

for making pictures," he said, 'and the time

will probably come in the near future when
its wonderful climate and diversified scenery

will be utilized by the industry.' Mr. Wynne-
Jones devoted most of his talk to the prob-

lems of picture producers in general and the

advent of the talkies in particular. He called

HaUelujah the outstanding picture of the

year." Mr. W. M. Marr, Boy Scout ex-

ecutive,, gave at this meeting a most compre-

hensive report of the National Board of Re-

view Conference which he recently attended

as a delegate from the Council.

THE Home and School Association of

Leonia, New Jersey, had as guest speak-

ers at a recent meeting Dr. Louis L Harris,

former health commissioner of New York
City and a member of the Executive Commit-
tee of the National Board of Review and Mr.
AVilton A. Barrett, Executive Secretary of

the National Board. The speakers outlined

the community Better Films Committee plan

of organization which has been found most

effective in communities wishing to assist in

having films of the better type supported. The
subject of educational films and the value of

using such films for entertainment and educa-

tional work in schools and other organiza-

tions was discussed. Repetition and visuali-

zation, the speakers said, by means of the mo-

tion picture, makes the subject much easier

for the child to comprehend. In German}' the

greatest progress has been made in using the

educational film in the school. Following the

talks of Dr. Harris and Mr. Barrett several

films of an educational nature were shown.

This Association is now making plans to con-

duct junior matinees with the help of the

local theatre manager who has expressed his

willingness to co-operate.

ip^R. C. B. GLENN, superintendent of

the Birmingham (Ala.) schools, has

been reappointed a member of the Birming-

ham Better Films Committee for 1930. The
Birmingham Committee is fortunate in hav-

ing Dr. Glenn, whose interest in educational

services is well known. Dr. Glenn said in

his acceptance that he would be pleased to

continue his membership and "trust that I

may be of some service to you in this highly

important endeavor. Assuring you of my
best wishes for the success of our committee

in its work and the pleasure the Board of

Education has in cooperating in your ellforts

to give to the children of the city the very best

pictures."

The following excerpts from letters of

other prominent men and women of Birming-

ham show in what regard the work of this

Committee is held there:

Mrs. R. M. Howell writes: "I am sin-

cerely interested in the work you are doing.

You are certainly engaged in a lasting, worth-

while work and I appreciate it."

Mrs. C. S. Gannaway, president, writes:

"The Arts and Crafts Club wishes to con-

gratulate the Birmingham Better Films Com-
mittee on the splendid work they are doing.

We think the pictures shown in Birmingham
are fine and hope the good pictures and work
will continue. H we can assist you in any

possible way we will be glad to do so."

Dr. L. E. Brubaker writes: "I will be

glad to serve on the Better Films Committee

as in the past. Thanking you for this op-

portunity."

Dr. George Denny of the University, in

acknowledging the receipt of the money for

scholarships for two young women at Ala-

bama said he was tremendously grati-

fied in view of the generous action of the

committee in voting these two scholarships

and that he "appreciated the opportunity to
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share with \-ou in the administration of

them."

Dr. Henry M. Edmonds: "I congratulate

you on the work you are doing." It must be

most encouraging and gratifying to the Bir-

mingham Committee to know they have the

whole-hearted approval of the representative

people in their city.

DR. WALTER W. PETTIT, Director

of the Department of Community Or-

ganisation, New York School of Social Work,
speaking at a meeting of the Rutherford (N.

J.) Better Films Committee to an interested

and large audience, impressed the fact that

the schools are allowing a great factor of in-

terest to escape them in not making more use

of the motion picture, especially in regard

to the child's leisure time. He brought forth

many interesting facts in regard to this mat-

ter which the audience received enthusiastical-

ly. Dr. Pettit is much in demand as a speaker

at Better Films gatherings and his talks are

most entertaining and instructive.

Several beautiful Robert Bruce Scenics

were greatly enjoyed at a recent meeting of

the Rutherford Committee. These films

loaned through the courtesy of the Educa-

tional Film Exchange by the National Board

of Review presented with wonderful technique

and artisticness different phases of animal life

together with beautiful scenes of the great out-

doors. Mrs. Julius Lovington, Chairman of

the Juniors' Matinees Committee, reported

on the second of the highly successful series

of Saturday morning matinees that this busy

Committee is conducting. To an audience

of over 1100 children the Committee with

the never failing cooperation of the theatre

manager presented Cinderella and Nanook of

the North. Mrs. J. T. Luce of the "Do
You Know" Column made an interesting re-

port on the varied uses of the motion picture

other than for entertainment, among them

being the use in army training camps for in-

struction. Mrs. H. B. Pettengill, the vice-

president, speaking on the furtherance of

closer relationships between the committee

and the National Board said, "The decisions

of the National Board of Review of Motion

Pictures can be accepted without question.

It is an entirely disinterested body not con-

nected with the motion picture industry. Its

aim is to bring health, intelligence and guid-

ance to the industry through the selection and

approval of fine pictures rather than in the

censorship of bad." This clear understand-

ing of the work of the Board by community

groups is indeed most encouraging and heart-

ening.

The feature picture for the third of the

series of Rutherford Juniors' ^latinees at

which the attendance was 1500 children, was
The Rough Riders, and the two historical

films The Flag and The Call to Arms, short

subjects, were shown because of their relation

to the times of Washington and Lincoln,

whose birthdays were celebrated. For this

month of birthdays of famous men the Boy
and Girl Scouts had planned an appropriate

and entertaining prologue. The latest pro-

gram consisted of the favorite of the children.

A Kiss for Cinderella, and the short subject

made especially for children. The Little

Dutch Tulip Girl, and for comedv an Aesop

fable.

The first membership party of the Ruther-

ford Committee proved highly successful, with

distinguished guests from nearly everv organi-

zation in town being present. Mrs. Harry
Grover, president, extended cordial greetings

to all the guests and Mrs. H. B. Pettingill,

vice-president, read a most interesting report of

the sixth annual conference of the National

Board of Review, which was attended by a

large representation of this Committee. Sev-

eral very unusual and entertaining amateur

films furnished the evening's entertainment,

the first being the Photoplay Magazine con-

test winner for 1929, H^O, made by Ralph

Steiner. The "Scout Jamboree" pictures

taken by Henry Becton depicted the experi-

ences of the Scouts from this section of New
Jersey from the time they went in training

for their overseas trip until they greeted the

Statue of Liberty on their return. The pic-

ture was presented with a great degree of skill

and it is most remarkable that so young a

boy should have shown such fine discrimina-

tion in the selection of the subjects filmed.

Mr. Ben Jackson presented some very enter-

taining pictures he had filmed of the canoe

tilting contest at the Bayside Yacht Club, a

motor boat race on the Passaic and several

other shots.
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Be Yourself

Directed by Thornton Freeland

Featuring Fanny Brice

Story by Joseph Jackson

FANNY, a night club hostess, falls in love

with an ex-prize fighter and determines

to get him into the ring again. She and her

brother become his managers but on the eve

of the big fight he is disqualified. They
arrange this detail and he wins fame and

glory. But fame and glory do not agree with

him and through his conceit Fanny almost

loses him.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—10 reels)

Beau Bandit

Directed by Lambert Hillyer

Featuring Rod La Rocque

Screen story by M^allace Smith

OUTDOOR sound pictures are an agree-

able relief to the movie patron, however

much he may like the dialogue films. Here

is one laid on the jMexican border wherein

Rod La Rocque plays a suave and romantic

bandit. Riding into a town one morning this

bandit finds himself and his fat man "Friday"

entirely out of funds and decides to rob the

local bank. It appears nothing will stop him

for he easily eludes a posse of a dozen riders

out to get him but when he hears the senti-

mental singing of a lady all else is forgotten

and he devotes his twenty-four hours in the

village to clearing up the financial and love

tangle of the lovely maiden in a bold and
clever fashion. The star is quite pleasing

in this mixture of comedy and western and
uses an amusing brogue.

For the family audience.

(RKO—9 reels)

The Big Party
Directed by John BIystone
Featuring Sue Carol

Screen story by Harlan Thompson

i'lRED from a five and ten cent store a

girl obtains a position in an exclusive

gown shop. The position requires her to en-

tertain the out-of-town buyers and though she

lives in luxury she soon learns it is not worth
the price and returns to poverty and the boy
she has alwa3's loved.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—7 reels)

The Bridal Party in Hardanger

A DRAMA produced in Norway with the

beautiful scenery of that country as its

background. A young Norwegian girl who
left her family when they migrated to Amer-
ica in order to stay near the boy she loves is

cast aside by him. In later years as a Avidow

of means she seeks revenge but only succeeds

in bringing unhappiness to her daughter. The
story moves slowly but is on the whole very

interesting.

For the family audience.

(Rasmus Breistein—8 reels)

15
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" The Case of Sergeant Grischa

Directed by Herbert Brennon

Featuring ^Charles Morris

JBetty Conipson

Novel by Arnold Zeiuig

AN adaptation of the popular w^r novel

of last year. A young Russian makes

his escape from a German prison camp. With
the aid of a Russian refugee girl whom he

encounters in the forest he attempts to con-

tinue his way with an assumed indentification.

He is recaptured and imprisoned but awaits

his fate hoping that he will later be free to

go and visit his mother which hope was the

motive for his first escape. Though strong

pressure is brought to bear by certain officials

when he is condemned to death he is executed.

The picture follows the book closely but fails

to maintain the interest found there because

it is in some instances unsuitabh^ cast.

For the mature audience.

(RKO—10 reels)

Clancy in Wall Street

Directed by Ted Wilde

Featuring Charlie Murray
Screen story by Ralph Bell and Jack Wagner

A COMEDY concerning an Irishman and

a Scotchman who are partners in a

plumbing establishment. Clancy takes a

chance on the stock market and is highly suc-

cessful so much so that he leaves the busi-

ness and moves his family to better quarters,

but his glory does not last long and he is glad

to move back and resume his old life much

to the happiness of all.

For the family audience.

(Aristocrat—8 reels)

Dark Red Roses

Directed by Sinclair Hill

, [Stewart Rome
beaturing )

\brances Uoble

Story by Stacy Aumonier

THIS is an English film telling a story of

jealousy which mounts to a superb and

thrilling climax. The opening scenes of a

country home with its surrounding garden

awakening to a lovely summer morning are

delightful in their quiet charm. The master

of the estate, a noted sculptor, suspects that

his wife has more than a friendlv interest in

a young cellist. She is deeply hurt by his

suspicions but he is unable to control his feel-

ings. Finally, one evening the sculptor at his

wife's request takes a cast of the cellist's hands

and having secured them firmly in plaster, he

announces his unique punishment of his rival.

For the mature audience.

(International—6 reels)

The Fighting Legion

Directed by Harry J. Brown
Featuring Ken Maynard

Screen story by Bennett Cohen

A ROMANCE of the West. Dave
Hayes comes to town to locate the one

who killed Dawson, a man who had helped

him. He establishes himself in a ranger's of-

fice. Suspicious of him, a cattle buyer tries

to put the shooting of Dawson on Dave.

However, the hotel owner's daughter has

fallen in love with Dave and she helps to

clear the case. Ken Maynard sings several

songs in his pleasing voice and Tarzan, his

beautiful horse, does his share to make the

picture interesting.

For the family audience.

(Universal—8 reels)

Framed

Directed by George Archainbaud

Featuring Evelyn Brent

Screen story by Paul Schofield

DRAMA of revenge. A young girl be-

lieves her father was framed by the Chief

of Police and swears to avenge his death. A
boy comes to the night club where she works

and when she learns he is the chief's son she

plans her revenge. However, discovering a plot

that the club owner has to incriminate the boy

with a murder she realizes her love for him

and by a clever ruse saves him. An interest-

ing stor}' well worked out.

For the mature audience.

(RKO—7 reels)

^ Free and Easy

Directed by Edward Sedgwick

Featuring Buster Keaton

Screen play by Richard Schrayer

BUSTER KEATON won his laurels as

a frozen faced, tight lipped comedian
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and perhaps there is a regret when viewing

his sound films that he did not continue as

such but nevertheless we have him here in a

comedy full of mirth in which he plays Elmer

Butts, the goofy manager of Elvira, a Kansas

beauty contest winner. Elmer must keep

faith with the local Chamber of Commerce

who appointed him and make Elvira a success

in Hollywood. But what he does in Holly-

wood is to plunge into all sorts of dilemmas

and mix-ups until finally to get him out of

the way the directors put him in a picture and

learn to their surprise that they have a new
comedian. The picture is exceedingly amus-

ing where the star meets with many comic

situations in his helpless manner but less so

where he begins making slapstick.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 10 reels)

Guilty:

The Furies

Directed by Alan Crosland

c , \H. B. Warner
\Lots l-rilson

Play by Zoe J kins

STRANGE story of a wealthy man
who is murdered and his young and

lovely wife who is suspected of the crime.

The dead man's lawyer, a man of mystery,

tries to place the blame elsewhere but realiz-

ing that the girl is in danger he calls her to

his home and after confessing to the crime

jumps through the window. A splendid piece

of acting by Mr. Warner as the man of mys-

tery.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

The Golden Calf

Directed by Millard Webb
Featuring Jack Mulhall

Story by Aaron Davis

SECRETLY in love with her employer, a

commercial artist, a plain and old-fash-

ioned girl suddenly discovers that she has

the perfect limb measurement for which her

employer has advertised in order to draw an

advertisement for a hosiery manufacturer.

With the aid of a friend the girl is completely

rejuvenated and wins the contest. Later he

confesses his love for her and she confesses

her deception.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Directed by George B. Seitz

i^I'irginia J^alli

)John Holland
Featuring

Story "The Black Sheep" by Dorothy Hozvell

IIRCUMSTANTIAL evidence has con-

victed many an innocent man and in

this film we are shown two cases—one man's

life being entirely ruined and another saved

from execution only at the last moment. Sen-

ator Polk, imprisoned for bribery, is released

on parole ten years later, the disgrace having

killed his wife and socially ostracised his

daughter, Carolyn. He finds her in love with

the son of the judge who convicted him. Al-

though she succeeds in reconciling her father

to their engagement, the Judge refuses to

allow his son to marry her and, upon his

threat to send her father back to prison, Caro-

lyn breaks the engagement. The Senator,

heartbroken at her unhappiness, commits sui-

cide so that they may marry. Evidence, how-

ever, leads to the conviction of the Judge's

son for murder. The fine acting and well

developed plot make this an absorbing picture.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—7 reels)

Hello, Sister!

Directed by Walter Lang

„ . {Olive Borden
teatunng { „

,[Lloyd Hughes

Story "Clipped Wings" by Rita Lambert

THE much discussed "younger genera-

tion" furnishes the subject for this lively

story. Olive Borden, playing the lead, is a

fine example of the modern jazz-mad maiden

until by the terms of her grandfather's will

she is forced to lead a wholesome life for six

months. Getting up for 8:30 breakfast

would seem almost an impossibility for one

who had been used to retiring only a few-

hours earlier, and the other conditions im-

posed seem equally fantastic to her set, espe-

cially going to church. But before long the

young lady discovers that there is really joy

in such a way of living and she enters as

wholeheartedly into the work of the church

bazaar as she formerly had in the night club

dance. When she meets a particularly nice
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young lawyer at the church it is not difficult

to forget the boys in their high-powered cars.

And the surprise comes after six months when
it is discovered that grandfather's will is not

what it seemed. George Fawcett is good as

the grandfather. Miss Borden gives a

spirited performance.

For the mature audience.

(Sono Art—World Wide—8 reels)

and having enough money for all she is quite

satisfied with the turn of affairs.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Hide Out
Directed by Reginald Barker

Featuring \James Murray

^
Kath erin e Crawford

Screen story by Arthur Ripley and Lambert
Hillyer

A YOUNG college boy who is a famous
stroke oarsman on the crew decides to

leave college and try racketeering. He is not

so successful though and returns to school

thinking it a safe hide out until the affair has

blown over. The detective discovers him
however, and trying to test the boy's loyalty

and wish to go straight tells him if he does

not throw the big race he will arregt him
and send him up. Torn between love for a

girl and loyalty to his college and his desire

for freedom the boy consents but his sense

of fair play wins.

For the family audience.

(Universal—7 reels)

Honey
Directed by Wesley Ruggles
Featuring Nancy Carroll

Play "Come Out of the Kitchen" by Alice

Miller and A. E. Th mas

A PROUD but impoverished young
Southern girl is forced to lease the old

homestead to an eccentric but wealthy Avoman
from the North. Having hired three ser-

vants only one appears and needing the money
and realizing the servants must be there when
the woman arrives the girl acts as cook and
forces her brother to don the butler's livery.

Complications, of course, arise, the daughter's

fiance falling in love with the cook and the

daughter herself falling in love with the but-

ler. However, everything comes out all right

when the M^ealthy and fastidious Mrs. How-
land learns that her servants are aristocrats

Mountain Justice

Directed by Harry J. Brown
Featuring Ken Maynard

Screen story by Bennett Cohen

DOWN among the Kentucky mountains

the Harlands and the McTavishes, hav-

ing declared an end to their old feud, are

living peacefully together. The parts of the

mountaineers are all well played and they

furnish much amusement with their singing,

fiddling and dancing. To this settlement,

concealing his identity, comes a young Mc-
Tavish bent on avenging the murder of his

father by a Harland. His m\fsterious actions

arouse the enmity of the Harlands, all except

Coral who straightway falls in love with him.

Difficulties beset him on all sides before he

finally gets his man.

For the family audience.

(Universal—8 reels)

The Light of Western Stars

{Otto Brewer
Directed by { r? j v[Edwin Knopf
„ . {Richard Arlen
Jteatunng ^ , , „ .

I
Alary Brian

Novel by Zane Grey

THIS is the sound adaptation of Zane
Grey's popular novel—the silent version

having been produced some years ago. In

this romance of the West a young Eastern

girl tries to manage her brother's ranch after

he has been murdered. The love interest is

developed between the girl and a cowboy who
really takes charge of the ranch and succeeds

in trapping her brother's murderer. The
photography is excellent, the cast well selected

and the picture holds the interest of the spec-

tator to the end.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 re'els)

Lovin' the Ladies

Directed by Melville Brown
Featuring Richard Dix
Play "I Love You" by William Le Baron

RICHARD DIX again delights his fol-

lowers with a hilarious comedy which
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starts out as a satire on wealth, showing that

brains and money are seldom found together

but Dix's troubles in connection with a cer-

tain perfumed divan far overshadow this idea.

Dix plays the part of a well educated electri-

cian who is hired by a w-ealthy man to prove

his theory that given the right environment

any two people can be made to fall in love.

Dix is dressed in fine clothes, taken to a beau-

tiful country home and instructed to make
love to a certain girl on a scented divan in

a dimly lit conservatory with the moonlight

outside the door and soft music in the back-

ground. There are many ladies present and

he never seems to find himself with the right

girl in the right place. Things become quite

terribly muddled leaving him with a great

deal to explain to the girl w'ith whom he has

really fallen in love.

For the family audience.

(R-K-O—7 reels)

Murder Will Out
Directed by Clarence Badger

{Jack Mulhall
t eaturinq { -r t

\Lila Lee

Screen story by Murray Leinster

HERE is a murder mystery which is a

take-off on the thriller of this type. The
mysterious messages, the windy weather, the

lurking figures are all present. Whether the

surprise ending unravels the mystery or not is

a question but at least that which leads up to

it has held a measure of suspense. The ac-

tors seem to feel the spirit of the plot and play

it none too seriousl}".

For the family audience.

(First National—7 reels)

On the Border
Directed by William McGann
Featuring Rin Tin Tin

Screen story by Lillian Hayward

AN old Spanish don and his lovely young
daughter offer their hospitality to a

band of men who are smuggling Chinese into

the United States. These men decide to use

the old gentleman and the girl as tools but

two apparent hoboes and the girl's dog de-

cide otherwise. Rin Tin Tin gives his usual

stellar performance.

For the family audience.

(Warner—5 reels)

On the Level

Directed by Irwin Cumniings
Featuring Victor McLaglen

Screen story JVilliani K. fVells

A DRAMA of a riveter who falls for the

blandishments of a beautiful blonde.

She persuades him to join with her and her

company who pose as a group of philan-

thropists who have purchased a tract of land

and are selling it in small lots cheap to the

working man. The boy induces his com-

panions to buy the land and when the de-

nouement of the criminals arrives they almost

lose faith in him but he is able to restore it.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—6 reels)

Only the Brave

Directed by Frank Tuttle

T7 , • {Gary Cooper
reaturing \

* /
[Mary Brian

Story by Keene Thompson

ROMANCE of the Civil War. Disillu-

sioned with life because he has found his

sweetheart unfaithful a }foung Northern boy

volunteers to go behind the enemy's lines with

false information so that he will be treated

as a spy. The well laid plan goes wrong,

however, when he meets and falls in love with

a Southern girl and through her is saved.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount—8 reels)

The Other Tomorrow
Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Featuring Billie Dove

Story by Octavus Roy Cohen

A YOUNG Southern girl returning from

her hone3'moon renews her friendship

with a boy who had loved her but whose love

she did not reciprocate. The husband be-

comes insanely jealous and tries to sever the

friendship but is accidentally killed so the

course of true love eventually runs smoothly.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

Puttin' on the Ritz

Directed by Edward Sloman
Featuring Harry Richman

Screen story by John W. Considine
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ANOTHER romance of the vaudeville

stage bringing to the screen the Broad-

way night club favorite, Harry Richman. A
struggling vaudeville artist and his partner

find themselves booked for Broadway. This

rise to fame completely turns the man's head

but the girl remains her own sw^et self.

One night they are entertaining some of their

new friends when two of their old pals come

to call and the man treats them as though

he were ashamed of them. Quarrelling over

this the girl leaves him and makes good alone.

Of course they are at last reunited through

one of their old songs and are happy again.

Without the song hits the play would not

go far.

For the family audience.

(United Artists—10 reels)

Featuring

.

The Rogue Song

Directed by Lionel Barryrnore

Featuring Laivrence Tibbett

Operetta "Gypsy Love" by Franz Lehar,

A. M. Willner and Robert Brodansky

THIS technicolor production based upon

the operetta "Gypsy Love", brings Law-
rence Tibbett, leading baritone of the ]\Ietro-

politan Opera Company, to the screen. A
tribal chieftain of a band of mountain ban-

dits, meets and falls in love with a Russian

princess who is attracted by his singing. He
learns that his sister has been betrayed b}' the

princess' brother and carries the princess of?

to his mountain fortress for revenge. Through
a ruse she causes him to be captured but when
he sings to her while he is being flogged she

senses his profound love and has him released.

Though they must part they part with the

hope that some day love will find a way.

LaAvrence Tibbett in addition to his mar-

velous voice lends a charm and vivacity to

the film by his splendid acting. The produc-

tion is well directed and most excellently cast.

For the mature audience.

( AIetro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer— 10 reels)

The above picture will be given special

mention in the Exceptional Photoplays De-
partment in the next issue.

^Evelyn Brent

I
Clive Brook

A ovel "Blackbirds" Harry James Smith

A CROOK drama. Weary of being a

crook's tool, a young girl promises to

do one more job. She is sent to Nice to pose

as a countess and procure a valuable neck-

lace and at the home of the woman who owns

the jewels, where she is being entertained as

royalty, she becomes infatuated with a man
who is there for the same purpose. The girl

and the man are saved from themselves

through their love for each other. The stor\"

is well worked out and the suspense is sus-

tained throughout.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Song of the West

Directed by Ray Enright

Featuring
[{'f:']
\
Vivienne Segal

Operetta "Rainbow" by Laurence Stallings,

Oscar Hammerstein II and Vincent

You?nanns

AROAIANCE of covered wagon days.

A young man becomes mixed up in an

argument kills a brother oflScer and flees to

the west where he becomes a scout. One day

arriving at Fort Independence he finds his old

regiment there and with it the man who
caused his former disgrace, a scuffle follows

and his enemy is killed and thus he is forced

to flee again. After many misfortunes he is

at last reinstated in the Army and is once

more happy, having the respect of his com-

rades and the love of the commandant's

daughter. The story is interesting and the

color and music add greatly to the production.

For the family audience.

(Warner—9 reels)

Slightly Scarlet

Directed b\ Louis Go

"'The Story of Goesta Berling

Directed by Jllauritz Stiller

r . • [Greta Garbot eaturing )

\Lars Hansen

\ovel by Selma Lagerlof

HERE is a film made some 3"ears ago in

Sweden with Greta Garbo, very differ-

ent from the Garbo we knoAV but quite as

fascinating and effective, Lars Hansen, very

handsome and dashing, and the noted Swedish
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actress, Gerda Lundequist. The story con-

cerns a j'oung minister, dismissed from the

Church, who lives, together with a crew of

impoverished noblemen, on the bounty of the

wealthy Margaret Samelius. The lovely girl

on the neighboring estate, most unhappy in

her marriage, is much attracted by him and

realizes the fine talents he is wasting by his

reckless life. Finally, under the influence of

her sympathy and belief in him, Goesta Ber-

ling renounces his old life and makes himself

worthy of her love. The film is a remarkably

beautiful one with its gorgeous scenes of the

countryside covered with snow gleaming un-

der the winter stars and the splendor of the

lake over which the dog-sled with the two

lovers races in mad and glorious flight. It is

certainly a picture not to be missed.

For the mature audience.

(Fred O. Renard— 12 reels)

Such Men Are Dangerous

Directed by Kenneth Haivks
Featuring Warner Baxter

Story by Elinor Glynn

AN interesting drama of a wealthy man
with a hideous face and form who be-

lieving that his wealth can buy anything, even

love, marries a young and beautiful girl who
has been more or less forced into the marriage.

She deserts him and he sails for Germany
giving the idea that he has committed suicide.

There he goes to a famous plastic surgeon and

after many months returns, unrecognizable,

to avenge himself. His better self triumphs

and he is rewarded with the love of the girl

who had so despised him. Warner Baxter's

portrayal of the repulsive and later attractive

character deserves more than casual mention.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Three Sisters

Directed by Paul Sloane

Featuring Louise Dresser

Screen story by Marion Orth and George

Brooks

A MOTHER who has parted with two of

her daughters when the youngest is

married and the eldest goes to seek her for-

tune as a singer, is left with the third daugh-

ter when her son-in-law goes to war. The

daughter dies leaving an infant son and not

long afterwards the young soldier is killed

leaving the grandmother with only the baby

to comfort her and this comfort does not last

long as he is taken away from her through a

cruel ruse. Left penniless by the misfortunes

of war she finds employment as a dishwasher

in a restaurant and it is here one day that she

encounters her two daughters who have made
their fortune in America and is made happy

in her old age.

For the family audience.

(Fox—7 reels)

Troopers Three
Directed by Norman Taurog
Featuring Rex Lease

Screen story by Arthur Guy Empey
IFF you want a lazy existence then stay away
•J*- from the army is what three unsuccessful

vaudeville comedians learn in this funny com-
edy. A young smart-alec type of person al-

ways making plans tells his two companions
that if they all sign up for thirty days in the

training camp they will have plenty of time to

practice their big act and make Broadway.
However, they find they are signed up for

th ree years instead with days of discipline and
cavalry drill ahead and what do they know of

such things. Their rooky hardships are amus-
ing but the best part of the film consists of

some fine shots of cavalry riding and horse-

manship.

For the family audience.

(Tiffan.v—9 reels)

Under a Texas Moon
Directed by Michael Curtiz
Featuring Frank Fay

Screen story by Stewart Edward White

lUTERE is a picture colorful indeed as it is

^ produced entirely in color and relates

the adventures of a very colorful character.

Considering himself the most dashing and
daring caballero of all Mexico our hero rides

into a Texas border town for a Fourth of

July celebration. Challenged here because of

his braggadocio to the feat of tracking down
a cattle rustler, a quest in which six men
have already failed, he accepts. He succeeds

needless to say and has his little joke besides.

His prowess with the ladies he does not un-

derestimate either and sings of love to every
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glamorous maiden he encounters. The vivid

settings and the gay costumes lend a fitting

background to this romantic tale.

For the family audience.

(Warner—8 reels)

Undertow
Directed by Harry Pollard

Featuring Mary Nolan

Story by IVilbur Daniel Steele

DRAjMA of the sea. A girl engaged

to a light house inspector falls in love

with a young light house keeper and they are

married. For revenge the inspector has the

boy assigned to a desolate, rock-bound house

and after five years during which time the

boy has become blind, goes to persuade the

girl to return to shore with him. Weary of

the life she has been leading she consents and

goes with him but soon realizes the horrible

thing she has done and returns before her

husband discovers she has left. The boy re-

covers his sight so all ends happily.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—6 reels)

Vengeance
Directed by Archie Mayo
r , • {Jack Holt
t eaturing )

{^Dorothy Revier

Screen story by Ralph Graves

'IVE years in the Congo is quite enough

for any man, thinks John Meadham and

he demands to be relieved of his post as head

of the ivory settlement. The company sends

Summers to take his place but Meadham and

the two other company representatives are

astounded when he brings his lovely wife with

him. Summers proves unbearable to both the

white men and the natives and it does not take

Meadham long to find that the wife shares

their feelings. He urges her husband to re-

turn with her to civilization and upon his

refusal, takes her with him when he starts

home. As they travel through the jungle,

the other two white men overtake them and

urge him to turn back and quiet the natives

who have risen against Summers. All the

members of the cast give excellent perform-

ances making the film entertaining through-

out.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—7 reels)

White Cargo
Directed by J. B. Williams
Featuring Leslie Faber
Play by Leon Gordon adapted from novel

"Hell's Playground" by Vera Simonton

AFORCEFUL drama of the South Seas

showing the white man's struggle against

the insidious influence of the tropics. Leaving

home, friends and the girl he loves, a 3'oung

Englishman comes to a lumber camp in the

heart of the tropics determined to fight

against the ,rot and decay which he sees all

around him and to keep his high ideals. He
grimly struggles on until his strength, sapped

by the intense heat and his courage and man-

hood destroyed by the evils surrounding him,

he finally gives up the fight and is sent back

to England a broken and disillusioned man.

The boat that takes him back brings another

youth to the merciless tropics full of high

hopes and with the determination not to be-

come like the man he sees being carried onto

the boat.

For the mature audience.

(Capt. Harold Auten—8 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL
Men Without Women

(See page 8)

For the family audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Sarah and Son
(See page 9)

For the family audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

The Vagabond King
(See page 10)

For the family audience.

(Paramount—12 reels)

NON-FEATURES
The Doll Shop

At midnight the dolls in a toy shop awake

and dance and sing.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Fred Keating

(Vitaphone No. 907)

Interesting feats of magic.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)
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George Roesner

(Vitaphone No. 910)

Fine characterization of a Northern Civil

War veteran.

For the familj' audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review No. 6

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Pathe Review Nos. 4-5

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Sceneries from Norway
Beautiful scenic of Norway.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Rasmus Breistein— 1 reel)

MUSICAL SUBJECTS
Charles K. Hackett
(Vitaphone No. 916)

Fine rendition of two Italian songs.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

George Dewey Washington
(^Movietone Act No. A-84)

Builder of dreams.

For the family audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Moon Bride's Wedding
Indian song number.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree
Comedy song number of an old favorite

tune.

Family audience. Juniors' matinees.

((Paramount— 1 reel)

Love's Memories
Mature audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Moran and Challis

(Vitaphone No. 884)
Family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Songs of Mother

Family audience. Juniors' matinees.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

SHORT COMEDIES
Broadway Folly

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald in a musical number.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

The Prisoner's Song
Comedy song number of animals in prison.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Radio Riot

Cartoon sound novelty.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

BLAZE O'GLORY, a selected picture

viewed in this department in the January

issue also has been made as a Spanish sound

film. This version distributed by Sono Art-

World Wide Pictures has had a successful

showing in a New York City theatre. When
shown to the National Board it was necessary

to call upon those of our members who were

especially qualified to judge such a picture

and the report indicates that this rendition

is equally as worthy of merit as the English

one. IVIiss Manuela Alzamora has this to say

of it
—

"I think this picture is well acted and

well produced. The masculine roles are espe-

cially worthy of comment. The voices are

very clear and distinct. The little boy is

splendid, in fact, the best in the cast. Jose

Behr who takes the part of Eddie Williams

is very good in the part, he has a pleasant

voice and sings well in French, English and

Spanish. To me the most striking difference

in this and an American picture is in the

acting. It is more emotional, not because the

actors over-act but because the Latin races

are nationally more emotional." The viewing

of films in various languages is but one of the

many interesting coming phases of the devel-

opment of sound production. A number of

German dialogue pictures are now being

exhibited in New York City.
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Censorship at Its Worst
The Case of High Treason

A SOUND and talking film called

High Treason, produced in London

and imported to this country by one

of the large American distributing companies,

has been banned from the screen, without

public hearing, in the states of Pennsylvania

and New York by their respective censorship

boards.

In New York the film has been refused

license on the ground that it "tends to incite

to crime" and "be inhuman". In Pennsyl-

vania it is tabooed under the law that pro-

vides for the disapproval of films that are

"salacious, obscene, indecent or immoral or

tend, in the judgment of the board, to de-

base or corrupt morals."

And what is the theme of this film so pro-

scribed from public view by the august legal

dispensers of screen morals? Strangely

enough, the theme is upon the subject of war
and peace. Fancifully projected to the year

1940, the picture portrays a situation in which

the world is confronted by war on a gigan-

tically destructive scale. The peace forces of

the world find themselves in conflict with

the militarists. The war council of one fed-

eration (for the nations of Europe and of

the Western hemisphere have formed coali-

tions), despite the pleas of the peace advo-

cates on both sides of the Atlantic, has de-

clared for war. This decision is about to

be announced over the world television broad-

casting system, when the leader of the great

peace organization shoots and kills the presi-

dent of the federation declaring for war,

and announces to the world that the decision

has been for peace. The war is thus pre-

vented. But the peace leader is tried for mur-

der and convicted in conformity with the

law.

Thus High Treason, while produced for

entertainment, finds its dramatic moment
in the triumph of peace and the spirit of in-

ternational fellowship. It is this film that

the state censors in Pennsylvania withhold

from the view of the public on the score that

it is immoral and tends to corrupt morals,

and that the censors in New York State with-

hold from the view of the public because it

tends to incite to crime and be inhuman. The
ways of the censor passeth understanding.

The action of these two state censor boards

on this film gives the communities of New
York and Pennsylvania something to think

about. Quite aside from the demerits or

merits of High Treason, and the latter are

by no means meager, either as entertainment

or as provoking of earnest thought (for the

picture is vivid, well put together, and serious

despite its fanciful rendition), the question

arises as to whether motion pictures can pre-

sent for discussion, or use as dramatic ma-
terial, subjects that the American theory of

free speech allows to the drama, the pulpit,

the public forum and the press.

The National Board of Review is on the

side of a free screen. It has already given a

private showing of High Treason, which re-

sulted in a protest of a hundred prominent

citizens against the action of the Pennsyl-

3
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Scene from the peace film "High Treason"

vania and New York State censorship boards

in prohibiting its exhibition.

The National Board is sponsoring a sec-

ond private showing of the picture to a much
larger, and even more representative audience.

It has invited a representative of the censorship

boards involved in this prohibition to appear

and defend the action of that particular legalh'

constituted body for the protection of public

morals.

Will he accept its invitation and appear

to speak? We shall see.

But whether he does or not, the point is

that the repressive action is being called to

the attention of the public. By such direct

and challenging means on the part of those

who believe that censorship is evil, in that it

cripples almost hopelessly the power of the

screen to deal with important subjects, to stir

thought that is worth thinking and emotions

that are worth feeling, we choose to think

this work of those who sit in cubbyholes un-

der authority of censorship laws, saying what

may and may not be seen on the public screen,

can be brought into the open in such a manner

as to permit the American people to judge

whether the institution of legal censorship is

worth maintaining.

Since the above was written the second pri-

vate showing has been held and at that time

an audience of over five hundred prominent

men and women meeting in Roerich Hall af-

firmed the following resolution:

WHEREAS, The Motion Picture Division

of the Educational Department of New York

State and the State Board of Censors of Penn-

sylvania have recently banned the exhibition

of the film High Treason in their respective

states, and

WHEREAS, This action is opposed to that

freedom of expression which is necessary in so

important a medium as the audible motion pic-

ture, and

WHEREAS, Nothing that is presented in

the film High Treason is in violation of fun-

damental decency or in contravention of the

laws barring indecency in theatrical or other

{Continued on page 7)



Pictures and the Public from an

Exhibitor's Viewpoint
By Mr. Edward Fay

Manager, Fay's Theatres, Providenc, R. I.

The exhibitor's vietvpoint is of utmost im-

portance to those interested in better films

work and ive were pleased to have it pre-

sented to our Conference delegates by Mr. Fay

who could so authoritatively treat the subject

and we pass it on to a wide audience through

these pages. Air. Fay for the past 15 years

has been connected with the public showing of

motion pictures in Providence, and at the

present time is oper-

ating five theatres ex-

hibiting films there.

He was the first the-

atre manager in Neiv

England to install the

Vitaphone system for

the presentation of

talking pictures and

was also the first

manager to present

to Providence audi-

ences, the Magnifi-

scope or enlarged mo-

tion picture screen.

At the present time

he is President of the

Board of Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Oivners

of America having

been connected with

this organization for

10 years or more.—
Editor s Note.

THERE has Mr. Edu
never been
any state censorship of motion pictures

in Rhode Island but the regulation of films

has always been under the supervision of the

police department from whom the license is

obtained to operate the theatre. The police

official assigned to the duty of regulating pic-

tures together with the local theatre managers
have always maintained a close cooperation

with the National Board of Review and no

entertainment film is ever booked for show-

ing in Pro\'idence until it has been approved

by that bod}". In this way I have come to

knoAV a lot about the work of this organiza-

tion that has been functioning for the past 21

3'ears.

I believe that theatre managers of Provi-

dence are \'ery well satisfied with the present

plan of regulation for motion pictures since

this plan seems to

safeguard the inter-

ests of the theatre-

going public and to

do so with satisfac-

tion to that public.

That the regular

motion picture pa-

t r o n s are satisfied

with screen entertain-

ment in Providence is

borne out by the gen-

eral lack of com-

plaints on motion pic-

tures received by the

Police Department

o\'er a period of A ears.

Disinterested ob-

servers of the work
of the Police Com-
mission in Providence,

exercised through the

office of the Police

Amusement Inspec-

tor, are aware of the

ard Fay very careful consider-

ation given to all

complaints by the Commissioners and the

Amusement Inspector and further realize the

cordial cooperation which the exhibitors in

Providence and the film exchanges in Boston

give these men in carrj'ing out the recommen-
dations of the National Board of Review.

That the Providence plan has been found
effective is strongly indicated by the fact that

{Continued on page 7)
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COMMITTEE

Evelyn Gerstein
Louise Wallace Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson

J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and
critics of the screfH, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of
the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

The Man from Bknkley's
Directed by Alfr-ed E. Green

Play by F. Anstey
The Cast

Lord Strathpeffer John Barryriiore

Margery Seaton Loretta Young
Uncle Gabriel Gihvattle Albert Gran
Mrs. Tidniarsh Emily Fitzroy

Mr. Tidmarsh Dick Henderson

THIS delightful and unusual film brings

John Barnmore to the screen in the

role of the comedian. And it appears

to us that his work in The Alan from Blank-

ley's is the high water mark of his achieve-

ment in motion pictures. It is a well nigh

faultless piece of work, done with consum-

mate ease, with perfect finesse, with good

taste throughout, and with great good hu-

mor. No other case of inebriation in screen

portrayal quite compares with it. It is

unique. And so is the picture.

The story is a little mad, a queer twist

away from reality that makes it seem all the

more real and funny. You see the situation

through the midst of the pleasantly dazed

character so riotously portrayed by the art of

]\Ir. Barr\more, and also through the bewil-

dered eyes of the stuff\ set at ]\Irs. Tid-

marsh's party. The result is a thoroughly

rounded impression of a happening that has

all the elements of something that has dropped

ridiculously out of the skies. If one ever got

into a party like this one at Mrs. Tidmarsh's,

and were not the kind of a person that the

blank and fatty friends of Mrs. Tidmarsh's

are, one would never forget it.

And what is this film, so slight of plot yet

so packed Avith the prickles that set us smil-

ing and laughing, inwardly as well as out-

r
wardly, all about? Just this:

Mrs. Tidmarsh, a matron of a pretentious

middle-class London circle, is giving a party

for Uncle Gabriel and his M'ife, on whose

wealth she and her husband have set eye. An-
other guest is needed to add to the unlucky

number thirteen who are scheduled to arrive.

So to Blankley's, a kind of agency that will

provide anything from a guest to a teacup to

help out hard-pressed hostesses, Airs. Tid-

marsh applies. At the last moment she de-

cides to make up the fourteen by adding to

the party the young and charming governess

of her infant daughter. A last minute un-

successful attempt is made to cancel the or-

der for the guest from Blankley's. But in

walks a strange, politely regurgitating, and

charming mannered young man who, much
to ]\Irs. Tidmarsh's consternation, is taken

for the hired addition from Blankley's. The
film then turns its attention to the starry

drifting of this beverage-light individual

through the dense and starchy atmosphere of

Airs. Tidmarsh's company. It seems that he

is a real lord, one Strathpeffer, that he had

been going to a swank}" party in the house

next door but had rung at Airs. Tidmarsh's

door by grievous mistake. It also seems that

he had met the charming young governess,

Miss Seaton, before, had indeed been on the

verge of proposing to her, but had left her

for a moment to fortify his courage at the

hotel bar, and had never returned. This

seemingly thoughtless leave-taking Lord
Strathpeffer succeeds in explaining to Miss

Seaton before the evening is out, with such

show of love and contrition that Miss Seaton

decides he is the man for her after all. And
the last scene of the film shows the elated

6
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couple going out of Airs. Tidmarsh's front

door and down the steps into the basement,

where Mrs. Tidmarsh's servants are holding

feast and revel, and where Lord Strathpeffer

has visited earlier in the evening, the fare be-

ing somewhat scanty upstairs. For Miss

Seaton has signified to Lord Strathpeffer, fol-

lowing the plighting of their troth, that she

is hungry for some good food, and Lord

Strathpeffer has told her that he knows just

where to go.

This is the pat ending to a thoroughly en-

chanting film. There is none that has been

quite like it. It is comic invention of the

highest order. It is something more, for here

the motion picture steps forth in an original

way into that realm where it can be distinct

and startling among the arts, that province

where it creates the feeling of phantasmagoria

and makes us re-experience the illusive feel-

ing of dream, a feeling that is associated with

many of our moments when life has seemed

too tragic, or too strange, or too funny to be

altogether real.

The Man from Blankley^s, with its gallery

of ludicrous people, its spectacle of the most

ludicrous of them all moving through the

scene and striking us as the most understand-

able, genuine and remarkable one present,

and its touch of charm in the befuddled ro-

mance of Lord Strathpeffer and Miss Seaton

which appears so perfectly veritable and hu-

man, takes on a kind of inspired super-eleva-

tion, certainly in the field of the comic screen,

and even among unusual motion pictures of

any description.

Star, director, cast, camera man, and sound

engineer must have had a lot of fun making
The Man from Blankley's, the fun of get-

ting under the skin of nature's noblest crea-

tion, ourselves, and finding out what makes
us so full of inexplicable antics.

{Produced and distributed by Warner Bros.)

{Cotitinued from page 4)

exhibitions, with which this film may be prop-

erlv compared, and

WHEREAS, The National Board of Re-

view of ]\Iotion Pictures, while taking neither

one side nor the other for any propaganda

which any given motion picture may contain,

believes in the freedom of choice of theme, and
WHEREAS, The National Board of Re-

view has repeatedly declared itself in un-

equivocal terms as being opposed to the exer-

cise of legal censorship because it is in funda-

mental conflict with the spirit upon which our

government is founded, and because such cen-

sorship is a potential weapon of suppression

of ideas, thought and speech, and

WHEREAS, Such suppression has actually

occurred in the ban placed upon the film High
Treason, Therefore

BE IT RESOLVED, That the National

Board of Review protests formally and em-

phatically against the banning of the film High
Treason, as an act of suppression which is not

warranted by the public interests, but which,

on the contrary, is opposed to democratic prin-

ciple, and to the proper development of the

motion picture as a medium of expression.

{Continued from page 5)

in 1926 the legislature of Rhode Island was
willing to permit the Sunday showing of mo-
tion pictures on the proviso that films shown
on Sunday should be reviewed and approved

by the National Board, and the general satis-

faction which the Sunday exhibition of pic-

tures has given is further proof that the whole

scheme of regulating motion pictures is a

sound and adequate one.

The reason the service of the National

Board of Review is acceptable, from the ex-

hibitor's standpoint, to the theatre managers

and, more important still, to the public itself,

is the fact that the theatre managers realize

that the Board's decisions are group decisions

of disinterested volunteers, trained in the task

of reflecting in their judgment decent public

opinion with due regard to the amusement

needs of the public. The groups of the Na-

tional Board are impartial observers of pub-

lic opinion and have no axe to grind, and re-

view films, not from any particular club stand-

ard, but from the point of view of a group

genuinely interested in the public mind, itself

composed of members of all creeds and de-

nominations and of many interests.

This being the case, it goes without saying

that the theatre manager places a reliance not

only on the National Board's passport of films,

but on the Board's selections of what it con-

siders the finer films together Avith audience

suitability classification of these. The ex-

hibitor believes that the Board's lists are a

real guide since they are based on the study

of the reaction to motion pictures of the public.



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczv

Department of the Better Films National Council

THE Executive Board of the Better Films

National Council was greath' pleased to

accept at its ]\Iarch meeting the applications

of three groups for affiliated committee mem-
bership in the Council. The newly affiliated

groups are the Rochester (N. Y. ) Better

Films Council, the Westwood (N. J.) Bet-

ter Films Committee and the Ridgefield Park-

Bogota-Teaneck (X. J.) Community ]\Iotion

Picture Council. These Committees are all

the culmination of effective and enthusiastic

better films work in the community and each

one proves the oft repeated statement that the

interest of any one organization can lead to

the formation of an organized group repre-

senting many interests of the locality. The
starting points of interest in these three com-

mittees Avere in three different organizations,

in one a D. A. R. Chapter, in another a Wo-
men's Club and in the third a Parent-Teacher

group, but each has seen the value of enlarg-

ing and combining the work of motion picture

interests of many organizations into one con-

structive community committee. Contacts

made with these groups in their days of for-

mation have been strengthened by this affilia-

tion and the Council offers congratulations

upon the success in carrying the Committees

so far and good wishes for their future

achievements.

MISS CAROLINE GENTRY, Director

of Films of the Roosevelt Memorial
Association, has accepted membership on the

Council of the Better Films National Coun-

cil. Miss Gentry's outstanding piece of Avork

in the film field, that of collecting practically

every foot of film regarding President Roose-

velt and arranging and editing it, has been

recognized by the National Board for some

time and it will be a pleasure to have this

closer contact through membership. In her

letter of acceptance Miss Gentry says, "Will

you please tell me how I can serve your good

cause, for by attending the National Confer-

ences of the Board for the last three ^-ears

I am already deeply in your debt. Your or-

ganization has been of great assistance to us

in our work here at Roosevelt House where

we have found the usual problems of pioneers

in a new field, and your advice and encourage-

ment has confirmed m}' belief in the im-

portance of preserving the historical film."

It was gratif}'ing to hear that the National

Board had been of service to the motion pic-

ture activity of the Roosevelt ^Memorial As-

sociation and the relationship has been one

of mutual help in man\' wa\ s. The hospitality

of Roosevelt House has been offered for the use

of the National Board's conference guests for

the past two years. Mrs. Douglas Robinson,

Theodore Roosevelt's sister, has received the

guests and several Roosevelt films have been

exhibited for the pleasure and profit of the

guests. These Conference presentations have

led to an interest in showing the films in va-

rious communities and in visits from those

nearby to Roosevelt House. One community

as a result plans to make a visit to Roose-

velt House a part of the graduation exer-

cises of its High School.

THE ^lotion Picture Department of the

Three Arts League of Columbus (Ga.)

has recently come under the leadership of

^Irs. Robert M. Lewis. ]\Irs. William de

L. Worsley, president of the League, writes

that ]\Irs. Lewis will make an excellent leader

and that plans for additional activity are to

be considered. The [Motion Picture Depart-

ment emphasizes the better pictures which it

wishes to bring to the attention of the inter-

ested public in a very effective way. Com-
ments are placed, Airs. Worsley reports, on

a flashboard in a conspicuous window on \la'm

Street. Pictures are discussed at the meetings

and duplicates of the ballots registering the re-

actions of the Committee members upon the va-

rious pictures are sent to the National Board.

The children's matinees of the city are spon-

sored by the Parent-Teacher Association. An
invitation shoAving of some unusual film may
be put on in the near future as this phase

of the better films Avork is of particular inter-

est to the Three Arts League.
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MRS. WILLIA:\I H. pouch, Better

Films Chairman of the Northern Di-

vision of the National D. A. R. Society and

New York State Chairman, contributes in-

creasing help and inspiration to her Better

Films Chairmen. Early in the year she ar-

ranged at Town Hall in New York City, a

luncheon and meeting for the first and second

District Regents and Chairmen. Over three

hundred members attended. Seated with

Airs. Pouch at the luncheon table were twen-

ty-five Better Films Chairmen. A discussion

of activities showed that many of the Chair-

men are being successful in planning with

their theatre managers for children's matinees

and many have purchased patriotic trailers to

be given or loaned to their neighborhood the-

atres for showings on patriotic holidays.

Mrs. Pouch and many of her associates

attended the National Board Conference and

Luncheon and this has resulted in a number
of very pleasant and worth while contacts.

The February meeting of Chapter Chair-

men was held at the home of Mrs. Pouch. At
this meeting ]\Iiss Edith Ford, who is the

New Netherlands Chapter Better Films

Chairman, was appointed Chairman of a Re-

viewing Committee of the First District and

vicinity. All Better Films Chairmen of

Greater New York are asked to work with

Aliss Ford in contributing to the Bulletin of

Pictures.

Alotion picture interest being but one of

many activities of Mrs. Pouch she takes occa-

sion to combine it with others. A luncheon

meeting of the Richmond County Chapter,

D. A. R., of which she is regent was delight-

fully carried out. It was held in the Sea-

men's Institute and Dr. A. R. ]\Iansfield, the

Director of the Institute told of this most

worth while work which is giving to the Mer-
chant Alarine of all nations a New York
home. An opportunity was offered to those

assembled to view the splendid edifice in which
this fine work is conducted so that the circle

of friends for the work of the Institute was
increased and an enjoyable afternoon spent.

Following the luncheon I\Irs. Pouch enter-

tained the guests with a showing of the Lady
Hamilton film entitled The Divine Lady in

the auditorium of the Institute.

Many different ways of accomplishing

Avorthy results are used by the various Chap-
ter Chairman working under ]\Irs. Pouch.

The Alary Washington Colonial Chapter of

which Miss Blanche Spadone is Chairman
sponsored a special matinee at the Little Pic-

ture Theatre in New York City, the feature

film being Seven Days' Leave. Aliss Spadone

reported a most gratifying result from the mat-

inee, the house being entirely sold out. The
proceeds were for the purpose of furthering the

Better Films work in showing films in hos-

pitals, to crippled children and shut-ins. Aluch

work of this kind is being done by the D. A.

R. chapters, the\' are not only providing films

but hand projectors to be used at the bed-

sides of those unable to go to the auditorium.

THE Rochester (N. Y.) Better Films

Council was started with an organiza-

tion meeting on February 7th which was fol-

lowed by frequent meetings essential to the

work of formation. A meeting of a sub-com-

mittee for the planning of a working pro-

gram was held on February 18th. At the

second open meeting for those interested in

taking part in the work of a Council thirty-

two were present representing the Board of

Education, the Y. AI. C. A., Federation of

Churches, Chamber of Commerce, the D. A.

R. Society, Poetry Society, College Women's
Club, Parent-Teacher Association, LTniversity

of Rochester, Women's City Club, City Nor-
mal School, newspaper critics and the man-
agers of the local motion picture theatres.

Mrs. Hugh A. Smith, Jr., who has through

her enthusiasm and interest been the one re-

sponsible for this fine show of interest, intro-

duced Dr. William E. Weld of the Univer-

sity of Rochester, Avho presided. The sub-

jects of special programs for children, press

reviews, the showing of "selected pictures"

and the bringing of them before the public

were discussed. Mrs. Smith told of the work
of the National Board and of how the Coun-
cil came to be organized. As stated else-

where in this department the Council is now an

affiliated committee of the Better Films Na-
tional Council of the National Board. Plans

for cooperation with the local theatre man-
agers for publicity and for other effective ways
of carrying forward the work are under ad-

visement and fine achievements are to be ex-

pected from this Council functioning in a city

that is such a center of motion picture inter-

est. Airs. Smith is the chairman of the Coun-
cil and Mrs. A. E. Babcock is the secretary.
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MUSIC and motion picture tie-ups are of

especial interest now to Better Films

Committees with sound having such an im-

portant part in films. The ]\Iusic Week plans

for 1929 which were so effectively used by

Mrs. Mina Church Brann, Motion Picture

Chairman of the ^lontgomery County Mary-

land Federation of Women's Clubs, con-

tain very helpful ideas. The idea worked out

in the Suggested Program for Music Week
was entitled "A CAcle of Music" and united

various interests with the Chairmen of the de-

partments of the club handling the different

themes. The subjects and departments were

as follows:

Music in the Woods and Tree-tops—Chair-

man of Conservation

Music in the Home—Teacher and Home-
maker

Music in the School—School Music Teacher

IMusic in the Church—Church Worker and

Alusician

Music in the Hospital and other Institutions

—Chairman of Hospital Work and

County Drama Chairman
]\Iusic in the Theatre—Chairman of Fine

Arts

Music in the ^Motion Picture Theatre

—

Chairman of iMotion Pictures

Folk Songs a National Impulse—Chairman
of International Relations

The Radio and its Influence on Universal

Music Appreciation

In Mrs. Brann's local theatre at Bethesda,

Maryland, during Music Week the Theatre

Program carried the following announce-

ment on the cover

—

THIS IS MUSIC WEEK
In cooperation with Mrs. ]\Iina Church

Brann, Chairman, Motion Picture Depart-

ment, Women's Club of Bethesda, a short re-

cital will be given daily at 8:00 and 9:30

P. M. Program changed daily.

The programs included for the six days,

"Scarf Dance," by Chaminade, Tschaikowsky's

"One Who Has Yearned Alone", Brahm's

"Waltz in A", "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life"

by Herbert, "My Heart Opens at Thy Sweet

Voice" by Saint Saens, "Rondino" by Kreis-

ler, "Once Again, I Would Gaze On Thy
Beauty" by Gounod, ]\'Ioszkowski's "Sere-

nata", "To a Water Lily" by McDowell,
-Mascagni's Intermezzo from "Cavalleria

Rusticana", Mendelssohn's "On Wings of

Song" and "Moment Musical" by Schubert.

A recent report from the Maryland News,
regarding Mrs. Brann's work sa\'s, "A meet-

ing of the motion picture committee of the

Montgomery County Federation of Women's
Clubs was held in the club room of the Chest-

nut Farms Dairy on Wisconsin Avenue,

Bethesda. This meeting was perhaps the most

hopeful sign of a successful future for the bet-

ter films movement ytx. observed by the faith-

ful group who have been sponsoring it under

the untiring leadership of the county chair-

man, Mrs. Mina Church Brann during the

past three years. Mrs. Brann presided at this

meeting, Miss Estelle ]\Ioore, president of the

county federation, was present, as were repre-

sentatve women from the clubs large and small

in all parts of the county. For the first time in

the history of the local movement a group of

very earnest club women and delegates from

other organized groups met with managers

and exhibitors of count\" picture houses to dis-

cuss the problems and difficulties that must be

surmounted in order to bring about a high

class of film shoAvings, especially on Fridays

and Saturdays, when children are present in

large numbers. The managers of the Bethes-

da, Chevy Chase and Takoma Park Theatres

were among the speakers, and convinced their

audience of their wish to cooperate with the

women who are demanding constantly im-

proved standards. It is believed by those who
are devoted to the solving of this vital com-

munity problem that long strides were taken

at this !March meeting toward the higher plane

of understanding and achievement greatly to

be desired."

CHARLOTTE, N. C, people interested

in better films were reminded of the

importance of educating the public toward the

appreciation of the finer pictures in an ad-

dress by the Rev. William Murdock McLeod
at a luncheon given by the Better Films Com-
mittee of Charlotte. Rev. ]\Ir. IVIcLeod,

who has been prominent in work in the bet-

ter films movement, declared that members

of the clergy should take more interest in

moving pictures and stress their importance.

He spoke against censorship of pictures, stat-

ing that public appreciation of the really

good pictures could be depended upon to solve

the problem.
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A recent advertisement for a Juniors' Mat-

inee in this southern city shows the under-

standing ways of the Committee in bringing

to the attention of the children a picture the

title of which was not particularly appealing

to them. It reads

:

"Richard Dix in The Love Doctor is the

feature picture for your junior matinee next

Saturday morning. Now, of course, you

aren't in the least keen about what you call

"just love pictures" but you are pretty cer-

tain to like this one, for they say it is full of

laughs, some of 'em "heart-y" laughs, it is

true, but good healthy laughs at that. So

don't miss The Love Doctor for anything.

Be on hand at the Imperial Theatre at 10

A.M. next Saturday. And doubtless you are

remembering to tell the grown-ups who are

there and the manager of the theatre if you

see him, how much you like the picture. How
else will the Better Films Committee and the

theatre management know what sort of pic-

tures to plan for your amusement."

THE Motion Picture Study Club of

Oneonta (N. Y.), an affiliated commit-

tee of the National Board of Review, has on

its membership many of the outstanding citi-

zens of the community representing educa-

tional, religious and civic interests. The new
officers of the group include ]\Irs. Frank

Shutts, Board of Education, president; Mrs.

Lee Hamilton, Normal Extension Class in

Parental Education, vice-president; ]\Irs.

William Hoyt, Alethodist Church, secretary;

Mrs. Eber Hix, Mother's Club, jNIain Street

Baptist Church, treasurer, and Mrs. Ray
Champlin, Normal Extension Class, corre-

sponding secretary. Other membership or-

ganizations in the Club besides those repre-

sented by the officers are the D. A. R., Fam-
ily Social Work Association, Girl Scouts,

Catholic Daughters of America, Lutheran

Church, Presbyterian Church, Oneonta Wo-
men's Club, St. James Episcopal Church,

Hartwick College and the Order of the East-

ern Star. The local theatre manager is also

a cooperating member.

This active Committee concluded a re-

search recently based upon the selected pic-

tures of the National Board. The results of

this study are indicative of the fact that the

activities of an organized better films com-

mittee are instrumental in bringing a larger

percentage of the selected, or worth while

films, to the theatres of a community. The
increased percentage of films for children is

also worthy of note. The study is as fol-

lows :

ONEONTA MOTION PICTURE
STUDY CLUB

Sponsored by State Normal Extension Class

in Parental Education

Oneonta, NeAv York
This Study was made during the three

months of November and December, 1929

and January, 1930.

Theatres studied were located in towns

near Oneonta Avhich do not have Motion Pic-

ture Study Clubs. All were under one man-
agement.

64% of the Selected Pictures shown in

these towns had been shown in Oneonta at a

previous date.

Oneonta Theatres 6 Other Theatres

84-% ....Selected Films.... 73%
of these

70% ..For Young People.. 71%
25% ... .For Children. ... 15%
5% .For Mature Audience. 14%
6 ... Exceptional Films ... 1

DATE OF RELEASE
100%. .After June 1, 1929. . . 62%

Jan. 1929-June 1929. 20%
During 1928 16%
During 1927 2%
Total more than 5

months old 38%
A more recent study states:

This Study covers the photoplays shown
in our local theatres during February and

March, 1930.

100% Guides to Better Films were pub-

lished on Feb. 10th and March 17th.

2 Exceptional Photoplays were shown dur-

ing the two months.

77% of the Photoplays luere "Better Films"

Of these selected films

61 "^c were for the family audience

18% were suitable for children

79%
21% were for the mature audience

A picture suitable for children or the fam-

ily audience was shown in at least one theatre

on every Saturday afternoon during the two
months.
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THE Westchester (N. Y.) County Recrea-

tion Commission earl\- in the year in an

eitort to ascertain whether the people of

Westchester County desired supervised mo-

tion picture entertainment for their children

sent a questionnaire to women's clubs, child

study groups and school superintendents and

principals throughout the county. ^Trs. ]\Iar-

guerite E. Schwarzman had charge of the

plan for the Commission. In asking individ-

uals and organizations for their opinions,

]\Irs. Schwarzman requested replies by Feb-

ruary 10th. The questionnaire stated:

^'Should the community be interested and

willing to cooperate, such programs might

be planned for the Saturday mornings of

IMarch and April in some appropriate audi-

torium in White Plains. The price would

possibly be as low as ten cents." The in-

formation which the Commission sought is

outlined in the following questions:

1. Would the parents in your community
wish such performances for their children?

2. How many children do you estimate

might attend from your community?

3. To make these performances available

for the under-privileged children of the com-

munities, transportation Avill need to be ar-

ranged. Could you secure a local bus or pri-

vate cars to transport such children?

The Commission endeavored to enlist the

cooperation of club women by asking clubs

to appoint two members a month to act as

chaperones for the children. As a result of

the questionnaire the Children's Film Com-
mittee of White Plains, N. Y., was organized

during the latter part of February and im-

mediately made plans to hold three perfor-

mances, on IMarch 15th, 22nd and 29th, at

10:30 A. !M. Upon the attendance at these

performances plans for next season depended,

as also the start of such work in other com-

munities. The R. K. O. Theatre in White
Plains has been donated for the purpose. Airs.

Leslie B. Gille, of the Better Films Com-
mittee of the White Plains Chapter, D. A.

R., is general chairman of the new group.

Other prominent committee and club women
throughout the county are represented on the

committee. Through their organizations the

committee will build up its attendance for

these performances. It is planned to present

a program including a feature picture, a com-

edv and an educational reel.

The National Board staff Avas happy to

be called upon to give help in initiating this

new work of the Westchester County Recrea-

tion Commission which has done such out-

standing social work for the community in

many fields. Airs. Schwarzman and the mem-
bers of her committee have reported the Na-
tional Board's list of selected pictures most

helpful in planning their programs.

THE MARCH OF THE MOVIES,
the National Board's historical film,

traveled to Boston for exhibition on March
22nd. The Boston Transcript has the fol-

lowing to say of the showing: "A truly auto-

biographical (or perhaps one should say auto-

biotical or autobioscopic) record of the de-

velopment of the movies from 1895 to 1927

was presented at the Aluseum of Fine Arts

by the Artkino Guild for the friends and mem-
bers of the Alumni Association of the School

of the Museum. Nearly two hundred per-

sons saAv the film, which gives brief shots of

characteristic pictures from the earliest flicker-

flicker days to the present. To one who has

followed the movies for any number of years,

this strictly educational picture, however

jerkily pieced together, is more fascinating

than the latest thriller. First it shows early

devices: the "wheel of life", and galloping

horses photographed at Aluybridge ; peep

show arcades, such as we still have in Scol-

lay Square, and a typical turn-the-crank melo-

drama, The Beheading of ^lary. Queen of

Scots; the mutuscope booklet Avhich came to

life when rapidly thumbed ; and the first

Kinetoscope. The Charge of the Dragoons,

filmed in 1896, is shown in comparison Avith

a more recent A ersion of a charge in The Ten
Commandments. Earh' repertorial shots fol-

loAA": of Victoria's jubilee parade, the steam

eleA'ated train in the BoA\"ery in 1895, a "fast"

express at CA'ery AA'indoAA- of which ladies and

gentlemen noAA- AA-ave pocket handkerchiefs,

Cleveland and AIcKinley in a hack, Roose-

A^elt Avearing a funny boAA"ler and AAalking

so fast the camera cannot keep up AA'ith him.

Then the Pathe neAA'sreels—King George and

Kaiser Wilhelm friendly the year before the

Avar, Pershing's punitive expedition, the burn-

ing of Smyrna in 1922 (perhaps the best ucaa's

shots ever made). Various attempts at color

work are shoAvn, from Prisma through Kel-

leycolor to modern Technicolor.
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THE Juniors' Alatinees of ]\Iacon (Ga.)

Avhich are always unusually interesting

and ingenious, have not fallen beloAv this

standard, as will be proven by a brief sum-

mary of some of the latest ones. In coopera-

tion with the 3iIacon History Club the Better

Films Committee presented a pageant in con-

nection Avith the matinee on Georgia Day.

This interesting prologue depicting the his-

tory of the flags and seals of Georgia Avas

Avritten and produced by the versatile presi-

dent of the Committee, INIrs. Piercy Chest-

ney. Several years of research Avere spent

in making this pageant authentic in every

Avay and it Avill probably have a permanent

A-alue in the state historical records.

A matinee serving a tAA-o-fold purpose Avas

held AA-hen the independence of Cuba Avas

celebrated together Avith the birth of Robert

Burns. For the former the singing of the

Cuban national anthem Avas featured and

each child Avas presented Avith a Cuban flag.

The celebration of Burns' anniversary Avas

marked by an organ medley of Scottish airs,

a Scotch dance in costume and the presenta-

tion of a book of Burns' poems as attendance

prize. The feature picture for this occasion

AA-as The Duke Steps Out and the honor

guests AA-ere the veterans of the Spanish-

American War. The prologue for the Val-

entine Day matinee had a great appeal to the

smaller children as it consisted of an unique

iMother Goose Valentine story under the di-

rection of ]\Irs. ]\Ialcolm Jones, Jr., of the

Department of Expression, Wesleyan Con-

serA'atory. The monologue explained hoAA-

"IMy son John" gave "Miss [Muffett" a real

Valentine and some of the characters repre-

sented bv the children were "Dumpling, mv
son John", ":Miss Muffett", "Boy Blue",

"Bo-peep", "Peter, the Pumpkin Eater and

his Avife", "Jack and Jill", "Cinderella".

"^Mistress ]\Iary" and many others. The
picture part of the program AA'as AA^ell taken

care of by the feature Tiventy Thousand

Leagues Under the Sea with a short educa-

tional subject Time.

A novel entertainment in the Avay of mat-

inees Avas the one held celebrating the 318th

anniversary of the Avedding of Pocahontas and

John Rolfe to Avhich the tAA'ent^'-four direct

descendents of these two historical characters

AA"ere invited as honor guests. The picture

chosen for this occasion Avas most appropriately

Jamestoiun of the Yale Chronicles of America

series, the first attempt ever made to put into

comprehensive sequence the picturized story of

any country, Avhich depicts the courtship and

marriage of Pocahontas and John Rolfe, the

life in JamestoAA'n, and all the people promi-

nently connected AA'ith its history, PoAvhatan,

John Smith, Sir Thomas Dale and others.

Added to this feature picture was a most en-

tertaining pantomime-tableau of the Avedding

enacted by talented youngsters of ]\Iacon. The
children acting as ushers were dressed in In-

dian costumes and the attendance prize was

$5 to the school that had the highest percent-

age of attendance at the matinee. The 150th

anniversary of the chartering of the first Amer-
ican bank Avas the incentive for an attendance

prize of a bank account at another special per-

formance. Among the feature pictures shoAA'n

at recent matinees AA"ere L,onesome , Illusion,

The Rainbow Man and The Texas Cowboy.
As usual most interesting prologues rounded

out these programs together Avith newsreels,

comedies and educational short subjects.

The Better Films Committee carried on a

most comprehensive campaign in sponsoring

the picture Disraeli in ]\Iacon. A report from

the president says, "As soon as it Avas an-

nounced that Disraeli had been booked defi-

nitely for ]\Iacon, the Better Films Commit-
tee began a campaign looking toAvard the

success of the local shoAving. Some of the

methods used Avere

:

1. The Committee, in addition to tAventy-

one active members, has a large number of

associate members, each of Avhom Avas instruc-

ted to announce to his oAvn organization the

coming of the picture, to ask that each member
of that organization attend and ask others to

do so and give as much publicity as possible to

the screening.

2. The active members made the announce-

ments to the other 200 organizations—relig-

ious, civic, education, fraternal, social and so

forth, and through the influence of others, out-

side the Committee, the ncAvs Avas very gen-

erally broadcast.

3. The organist for the Saturday morning
matinees, Avho is musical director of the local

broadcasting station, announced the picture.

4. Copies of the story of the play AA-ere sent

to the history teachers of the two high schools,
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Mercer University, Weslej-an Conservator}'

and the upper grades in the grammar schools.

The story was read to the classes and the

students given credit for attendance.

5. The manager of the theatre consented to

allow groups of fifty students to attend the

afternoon shows for 25 cents each and the

night shows for 35 cents. In one of the high

schools 200 were influenced by the teachers to

attend.

6. The theatre gave 1000 folder announce-

ments to the Committee. Five hundred of

these were distributed by active members to

groups and individuals the Committee felt

would be interested. On the back of the other

five hundred the Committee typed the list of

books in the Washington [Memorial Library

bearing on the period of history covered by the

picture, and the library used them as book-

marks, placing them in books being taken out

by persons who would be interested in such a

picture.

7. The two city libraries—Washington j\fe-

morial and Price Free Library—the libraries

of Wesleyan, INIercer and the Conservatory

made displaj-s of "stills" from the picture and

books bearing on the subject. The Washing-
ton Memorial secured from the state library

commission books on the subject to add to its

own collection. All books in the display went
out at once and all are still out, wth indica-

tion, says the librarian, that they will be mov-
ing for weeks to come. The Price library

makes the same report.

8. The book store in the city ordered a num-
ber of copies of "Disraeli" and with them the

publishers sent a number of "stills" from the

picture. One window of the store was given

over entirely to a "Disraeli" display.

9. The treasurer of the Committee, who is

motion picture chairman of the Sixth District

Federation of Women's Clubs, sent out a let-

ter to every club in the district.

10. The president of the Committee, who
is motion picture chairman of the Sixth Dis-

trict P.-T. A., sent an announcement to every

association in the district.

11. In many of the churches the announce-

ment was made and the teachers of Sunday

School clasess urged their members to attend

and to commend the resident manager for

bringing to the city such a picture. This was
done at the request of the Committee.

12. In addition to straight newspaper an-

nouncements, all the reports in the papers of

club meetings, etc., carried the statement that

at the meeting of such and such an organiza-

tion a representative of the Better Films Com-
mittee had announced the coming of Disraeli,

and the theatre editors of each paper so wrote

the headlines of even the paid advertisements

that the name, Disraeli, was the most prom-

inent word in them.

13. The picture is booked for a return en-

gagement and the same campaign with addi-

tional features will be used.

These are ideas that can be exploited for

other pictures of this type.

The Vagabond King made its premiere per-

formance in Macon under the auspices of the

Better Films Committee. ^lembers of Macon
society and the nearby towns attended and

formed many theatre parties. The audience

was filmed on entering the theatre in the man-
ner of the HoUj'wood openings and the pic-

tures will be shown later at the theatre.

THE Cleveland (Ohio) Cinema Club spon-

sored a special invitation showing of the

outstanding film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari

on IMarch 19th. This picture was made avail-

able through the gracious courtesy of Ufa
Films, the producer, and American and

Foreign Productions, the distributor. Word
from Cleveland reports the showing as very

successful and so great was the interest aroused

by this unusual film that it is to be discussed

at the next meeting of the club. Questionnaires

gathering audience judgment were provided as

is the usual procedure at the exhibition of such

films by affiliated committees, following the

plan initiated by the National Board at special

showings of certain exceptional pictures. From
the few sample ballots sent to us this picture

was characterized as "imaginative," "fantas-

tic," "as quite exceptional" and "as marking

an advance in the art of the photodrama."

Among the organizations in addition to the

Cinema Club represented at this showing were

the LakcAvood Women's Club, Lakewood
Parent-Teacher Association, North Olmstead

Women's Club, Bay Village Women's Club

and the East Cleveland Women's Club.
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THE increasing understanding and good

will existing between wide awake

committees and their exhibitors was clearly

evidenced at the largely attended monthlj^

luncheon meeting of the Atlanta (Ga.)

Better Films Committee, at which time a

number of speakers evinced appreciation of

the methods of the committee. Bet-

ter films secured through co-operation with-

out censorship, which is the working law of

the Atlanta Committee, was praised by Earle

Griggs, exploitation director for Universal

Pictures, Lindy Coons, representing the

Georgia Theatre; Alpha Fowler, manager of

the Empire Theatre; ^lanager Adams, of the

Palace Theatre and ^Manager Thomson of the

West End Theatre, all of whom took part in

the program. Following the general program,

the meeting was turned over to Airs. W. F.

Trenary, chairman of the community theatre

groups, for whom, the luncheon had been

named, "Neighborhood Night". The chair-

men of this group made two-minute talks and

introduced their theatre managers. ]\Ir.

Fowler, representing all the community man-

agers, voiced their opinion when he said the

four steps in securing better films were, first,

education; second, interest; third, energy; and

last and very important, a neighborly attitude.

These principles followed by the neighborhood

groups are succeeding in creating better films

programs. The Palace group were hostesses

to a party of 100 little children from the

Home for the Friendless and the South-

ern Christian Home and the Ponce de

Leon group are planning a party for the crip-

pled children from the Scottish Rite hospital

in the near future. An invitation was read

from the Fox Theatre manager inviting the

Committee to visit "back stage" and was en-

thusiastically accepted, and a letter from the

manager of another theatre asked the Commit-
tee's support of the Martin Johnson film of

African exploration. Across the World, in

which appears Atlanta's Scout, Douglas

Oliver. A letter was read from the Capital's

manager thanking the Committee for their ap-

preciation of his efforts to present wholesome

and interesting programs. A letter of appro-

bation was received from Carl Laemmle, presi-

dent of Universal Elms. This remarkable co-

operation between exhibitors and a better films

committee should be a great incentive to other

committees. Mrs. Newton C. Wing, the com-

petent president, asked her members to plan

to be present at the attendance party of The
Rogue Song to lend encouragement by their

presence at the showing of the best films. Peter

Pan, the ever popular fairy tale, and Little

Lord Fauntleroy, Frances Hodgson Burnett's

story of childhood, were the latest Junior

Matinee presentations. With so much em-

phasis on Juniors' iMatinees it will be interest-

ing perhaps for Better Films Committees to

read of certain matinees held under the aus-

pices of the Atlanta neighborhood groups.

Through the courtesy of the West End The-

atre manager, this group of the Committee

held a special performance for the ladies of the

West End Old Ladies Home and their enjoy-

ment was most gratif3ing. Another neigh-

borhood group of the Committee held a mati-

nee for the old gentlemen of the Confederate

Home Avhich likewise was highly successful.

THE New York State Federation of Music
Clubs devoted some time and interest to

motion pictures at the recent state meeting

in Rochester, New York. ]Mrs. E. H. Cahill,

Chairman of Alotion Pictures of the National

Federation, after consulting with the N. Y.
State President regarding a plan which she

had in mind for the carrying out of the mo-
tion picture work of the Federation, expressed

to the staff of the National Board her desire

to have the possibility of the use of films in

the study programs of the IMusic Clubs Fed-

eration introduced at this meeting. Two films

were made available to her for the presenta-

tion of this idea through the helpful coopera-

tion of Fitzpatrick Pictures. The films

shown were from the Famous Music Makers
Series—the Schubert and the Stephen Foster

pictures. The exhibition of these films as a

part of the conference program at the Saga-

more Hotel met with great enthusiasm. Other
plans for the establishment and increase of

this phase of j\Iusic Federation activity are

being worked out by Mrs. Cahill.

•^HE movie can never do the drama's work
as effectively as the drama can, any more

than dancing, even Pavlowa's, can, for all its

trying, interpret music. The two are as in-

trinsically different as black and white. The
movie must tell not the drama's stories in the

drama's Avay, but its OAvn stories in its own
way.-—George Jean Nathan.
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^^^WT cannot accomplish a good moral
w * end by voting at our clubs to bring

this or that excellent opera, drama or motion

picture to town, and then go to the theatres

showing the plaj^s we condemn. We cannot

pack the theatres showing the near-raw and

suggestive pla^" and on next week,allow the

manager of a theatre to hold the emptv bag

when he shows the better films or better

drama. The real solution to better films is

along the pathway of better home life, better

religious life, better cultural life, better social

life. When more people can resist the allure-

ment of a sex picture, or a 'Thrilling Night

in Oolala," and can pass by the box office and

walk into another theatre showing a better

grade film, we will get better films."—Wil-

liam R. Duftey, Director, School of Speech,

IMarquette University.

PRESIDENT HOOVER, despite the im-

provement in the talking motion picture,

is more impressed with the newsreels, which

give him a picture of things in the making.

Films of mystery stories are also the Presi-

dent's liking, but he does not warm up to the

talkies because "they demand too close atten-

tion." Sound movies have been installed in

the White House and the pictures are shown

on Monday and Thursday nights.

THE Motion Picture Committee of the

American Library Association continues

to sponsor those films which it considers wor-

thy of special attention and which have a dis-

tinct book tie-up value. ]\Iiss Marilla W.
Freeman, Librarian of the Cleveland ]Main

Library and Secretary of the Committee, sends

us a copy of the bookmark for the picture,

Anna Christie. This bookmark, Miss Freeman

writes, "was prepared by the Cleveland Pub-

lic Library at the request of the exhibitor and

at his expense. Any of your club or commit-

tee members who wish may reprint it as a

Avhole or in part." Aliss Freeman reports that

Miss Gladys Caldwell, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, says of Anna Christie: "The picture

triumphs over the stage production in its epic

quality, due partly to the mysterious photo-

graphs of the sea and the fog, and partly to

Greta Garbo's superb acting." We are happy
to pass on this helpful cooperating suggestion

to our better films committees.

ANNA CHRISTIE
"Children of the Mysterious Sea"

Books suggested by the Photoplay

Ask for them at

(name of Library)

THE CALL OF THE SEA (DRAMA)
"/ have lent myself to thy will, O sea.

My soul to the lure of thy mystery."

C. W. Stork

O'Neill—Anna Christie
O'Neill—Bound East for Cardiff
0'A>;7/—Ile
Berrisford—The One Eternal Thing
Clements—Sea Plays
Ibsen—The Lady from the Sea

SEAS and harbors (STORIES)
"/ remember the black w'harves and the

slips

And the Sea-tide tossing free."

—Longfellow
Bone—The Brassbounder
Bone—Broken Stowage
Burke—LiMEHOUSE Nights
Connolly—Crested Seas

Jesse—Tom Fool
McFee—Casuals of the Sea
Poole—The Harbor

SAILOR SONGS
"/ must go down to the sea again.

To the lonely sea and the sky."

—]\Iasefield

Fox-Smith—S.ailor Town
Fox-Smith—Sea Songs and Ballads
Lee—Lure of the Sea

Masefield—Dauber
Masefield—Salt Water Poems and

Ballads

Printed by the courtesy of the

( name of theatre)

presenting

Greta Garbo
in

"ANNA CHRISTIE"
100% All Talking
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V

REVIEW COMMITTEE

Consists of approxi-

mawly 250 trained

members representative

of widely varied in-

terests who volunteeer

their services for the

review of pictures.

A department deioted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

lieti. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public

preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.

The consensus of the Review Cotntnit/ce forms the basis for

the reviews and audience recommendations of the pictures. This

department seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pic-

tures most ivorthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Frances C. Barrett
Helen Cahill

EDITOR

A GUNCZY

Key to Audience Suitability-

Family audience. Pictures recommended jar the

family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for the

adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable jar special

showings to children under tivelve.

*—Pictures especially interesting or zvell done

but not rated for "Exceptional Photoplays".

Alias French Gertie

Directed by George Jrchainbaud

Featuring J^^^^
D«;/z>/^

iBen Lyon

Play "The Chatterbo.x" by Bayard Veiller

USUALLY in the movies, when a pair of

crooks reform, everything turns out rosy

for them. Not so here. Bebe Daniels and Ben
Lyon play the two crooks in question who de-

cide to get married and go straight. The girl

has been very successful in posing as a French

maid, gaining the confidence of her employers

and then walking off Avith their jewels. Her
boy friend works wonders with safes. They
give up these highly profitable pursuits and

begin to make an honest living when they get

a strong dose of their own medicine. The poor

fellow is rather disillusioned and the girl has to

take drastic action to keep him on the straight

and narrow. Bebe Daniels gives a fine per-

formance as French Gertie and she is ably sup-

ported by Ben Lyon and Robert Emmett
O'Connor in the part of the sympathetic de-

tective.

For the mature audience.

(R K O—7 reels)

The Benson Murder Case
Directed by Frank Tuttle

Featuring William Poivell

Novel by S. S. Van Dine

WHO killed Anthony Benson, the Wall
Street broker ? There are five persons

suspected—two men and three women, all of

whom Benson had ruined in the stock market.

The case is most puzzling and it finally takes

the suave Philo Vance to unravel the mystery

and bring the criminal to justice. A highly

entertaining picture.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Captain of the Guard
Directed by John S. Robertson

Featuring \Laura La Plante

I^John Boles

Screen story by Flouston Branch

STORY of the French rebellion based

upon the composing of the French na-

tional anthem, "La Marseillaise." Forced to

leave the girl he loves to enter the King's

Guards, a young man who was formerly a

music teacher is sent to capture a girl known
as "The Torch" who is leading the revolution-

ists. To his amazement he discovers who the

girl is and they are cast into prison and it is

there he writes "La Marsellaise". John Boles

singing is excellent as usual.

For the family audience.

(Universal—9 reels)

Crazy That Way
Directed by Hamilton ^lacFadden
Featuring Joan Bennett

17
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Play "In Love With Love" by J'incent Laiv-

rence

HERE is a stoiy as crazy as the title in-

dicates but made entertaining by its

brisk pace, the presence of the lovely Joan

Bennett and the acting of Regis Toomey. The
heroine of this tale is not given a moment of

peace by her fiance and another boy who is

determined to win her from his rival. Wher-
ever the engaged couple go, the disappointed

suitor is sure to be there. At last the girl be-

comes thoroughly exasperated by the constant

presence and wrangling of both boys, all the

more so because of her interest in her father's

friend who seems annoyingly oblivious to her

charms. Things come to a head when the tAvo

boys almost wreck her garden one afternoon

in a ridiculous fight and when they return a

big surprise awaits them.

For the family audience.

(Fox—6 reels)
,

The Feminine Touch

Directed by Richard Thorpe

Featuring \Richard Thorpe

jLina Basquette

Story "The Dade If'rangier" by Caroline

Lockhart

RIDICL LED for his feminine ways a boy

goes to the wild and wooly West to make
a man of himself. There he starts a dude

ranch for the purpose of giving tenderfeet a

thrill and one day in the act of saving one of

his middle-aged boarders he proves his mettle.

For the family audience.

(Sono Art—World Wide— 7 reels)

He Knew Women
Directed by Hugh Herbert
Featuring Loivell Sherman

Play by S. N. Behrman

FOR those who enjoy stage adaptations of

a light sophisticated vein He Kneiv

Women will be enjoyed. It concerns the en-

tanglements in the love affairs of four people

during a short period of time. The cast with

the suave Lowell Sherman in the title role

are well suited to their respective characters.

For the mature audience.

(R K O—7 reels)

High Society Blues

Directed by David Butler

Featuring Gaynor

ICharles Farrell

Story by Dana Burnett

A]\IUSICAL romance Avith the popular

and versatile Janet Gaynor and Charles

Farrell. A man, after selling his business in

the West, moves East and buys a mansion in a

wealthy and snobbish colony. His next door

neighbor is the one Avith whom he made the

business transaction but he is soon made to see

that that is as far as their relations go. But
love steps in and complications arise. Ver\'

entertaining picture.

For the family audience.

(Fox— 10 reels)

Khas-Poosh

AN interesting picture showing the condi-

tion of Persia at the time the British

Avere given the tobacco monoply. This action

on the part of the Shah brings great dissatis-

faction to his subjects and later rebellion and

famine AA'hen the Russians refuse them AA'heat.

The half-starved, half-crazed Persians flee to

the city of Tehuran A\-here the men organize

into a band called the Khas-Poosh to OA'^er-

come the Shah.

For the mature audience.

(American Committee to Aid Armenia—

7

reels)

Ladies of Leisure

Directed by Frank Copra

7? „j {Barbara Stajiwickr eaturing j

l^Ralph Graves

Play by 3Iilton Herbert Gropper

DRAMA of reformation. A girl who has

been a professional entertainer becomes

the model for a young artist and before long

they are very much in love. On the eve of

their elopement his AA'ealthy mother comes to

her and begs her to give him up, she promises

to and sails for Cuba immediately, but love

seems to be not so easy to escape and they are

happily reunited.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—10 reels)
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Mamba
Directed by Al Rogell

^Jean Hersholt

Featuritiff \ Eleanor Boardman
[Ralph Forbes

Story by F. Schuinan-Heink and John Rein-

hardt

DRAMA of Africa. A wealthy but boorish

German brings his beautiful young wife

to the African country where his bestiality

soon estranges the girl. The World War
breaks out and the friendly relations between

the soldiers are severed. The girl leaves her

husband and goes to the fort to help Avhere a

young German officer whom she met on the

boat coming out is stationed. Through a re-

volt of the natives against the cruelty of her

husband happiness is brought to the young

wife. The picture is named "]\Iamba" because

the natives have nick-named August Bolte,

the husband, that after a poisonous snake

found in East Africa. The entire production

is done in technicolor and is most effective.

The acting of both Jean Hersholt and Ralph

Forbes is excellent.

For the mature audience.

(Tiffany—9 reels)

Mammy
Directed by Michael Curtiz

Featuring Al Jolson

Screeti story by L. G. Rigby

A MUSICAL drama featuring Al Jolson

and Irving Berlin's music. Al Fuller,

the end man in the ^Meadow's Merry ^Min-

strels, is in love with the owner's daughter who
is betrothed to the master of ceremonies. The
villain enters the plot and succeeds in getting

Al in a rather serious predicament but after

escaping and going home to his mother he

comes back, gives himself up and all ends well.

For the family audience.

(Warner—8 reels)

Der Meistersinger

Directed by Ludwig Berger

AGERMAN production based upon the

opera of the same name. In romantic

old Nuremberg a young girl is being forced

into marriage by her father with an elderly

man but she is interested in the local boot-

maker and throws herself on his mercv. A

boy in the same predicament as Eva comes to

Nuremberg incognito and the young couple

fall in love. It is finally decreed that the man
who writes the best poem will be her husband

and in the contest the bootmaker is the lucky

one but he sacrifices his love for the happiness

of the girl and boy.

For the mature audience.

(Moviegraphs—8 reels)

A Notorious Affair
Directed by Lloyd Bacon

. [Billie Dove
t eatunng

) Basil Rathbone

Play by A udrey and JFaverly Carter

THIS story of a gifted violinist and his wife

is told with restraint and produced in

tasteful settings. Billie Dove lends her beauty

to the part of an English society girl who mar-

ries the struggling musician. This role is

played by Basil Rathbone whose fine acting

ability and impelling personality are an asset

to any picture. In this film he builds up a char-

acter study of a temperamental violinist who
at the cost of others' happiness, particularly

his wife's, considers only his own welfare.

For the mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

One Romantic Night
Directed by Paul Stein

Featuring Lillian Gish

Play "The Swan" by Ferenz MolnarA ROMANTIC farce of a princess whose

mother is determined to see her married

to the crown prince of the kingdom but Avho

herself has a leaning toward the presentable

young tutor for her brothers. This picture

seems rather far removed from Molnar's play,

from which it is adapted, both in idea and

manner of presentation, but taken for itself

alone it provides good entertainment. Interest

is maintained in the story through some uncer-

tainty as to which admirer is finalh' to receive

the favor of the princess. The cast includes in

addition to Lillian Gish such names as Conrad
Nagel, Rod La Rocque, Marie Dressier and

O. P. Heggie.

For the family audience.

(United Artists—8 reels)

Directed by

Prince of Diamonds
\Karl Broiun

"\A.H. Van Buren
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Featurini
'\^Aileen Fringle

I Ian Keith

Screen story by Gene Markey

THIS fantastic tale, which takes us from

England to the interior of China and

back again to London, succeeds in holding the

attention until the ending. It cencerns the

love of two men for a lovely woman. At the

beginning of the film, the unfavored suitor

wins her b}" trickery, forcing her to drive the

man she loves away, as he hopes, forever—but

he reckons without the hero. Ian Keith gives

an interesting performance in this latter role

and Aileen Pringle fits perfectly into the part

she plays.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia— 7 reels)

Show Girl in Hollywood
Directed by Mervyn Le Roy

r . [Alice If kite
r eaturinn )

[Jack Mulhall

Screen story by J. P. AIcEvoy

HER show having failed Dixie goes to

HollyAvood with high hopes. However
she soon suffers disillusionment when she

learns that the man who promised her a part

in his new show is a faker, but luck smiles on

her eventually when the young bo\" with whom
she was in love back East comes to conquer

Hollywood. An entertaining picture featuring

the Broadway show girl character, Dixie, made
famous by J. P. AIcEvoy.

For the family audience.

(First National—9 reels)

Song O' My Heart
Directed by Frank Borzage

Featuring John 2IcCormack

Screen story by Tom Barry

lOHN :McCOR:MACK brings his attrac-

tive personality and marvelous voice to the

screen in a tale full of tender pathos, fine

humor delivered in rich brogues, and delightful

settings. The outstanding moments in the

film are those in which he sings, of course, and

his voice loses none of its richness and charm

in the recording. The story, laid principally in

a lovely little Irish village, is a simple one tell-

ing of a talented singer who }"ears before had

given up his career when the vroman he loves

was forced to marrv a wealthy man. He finds

happiness in being able to help her children

when their father deserts them. Besides the

presence of John AlcCormack, the film is

further enhanced by the acting of the two chil-

dren and by the comedy of the two old vil-

lagers.

For the family audience. Junior ]\Iatinee.

(Fox—9 reels)

Swellhead

Directed by James Flood

^Johnny Tf^alker

Featuring I James Gleason

[Xatalie Kingston

Story by A. P. 1. ounger

WHEN a man deserts his sweetheart and

his friends of the east side and joins

a high class crowd, there is bound to be trouble

—at least in the movies. Johnny Walker plays

the part of the prize fighter who, when success

comes his way, gets such a swelled head that

he almost loses the love of those he needs most.

The scenes in the boarding house are amusing

with the loud voiced Irish landlady alternately

telling Johnny what a good-for-nothing he is

and defending him staunchly before the other

boarders. Two of them quite agree with her,

the girl who loves Johnny and a fight trainer,

well played b\" James Gleason, who takes the

}"oung fighter in hand.

For the famih" audience.

(Tiitanv—7 reels)

This Mad World

Directed by WiUiam De Alille

Featuring i^^"^ Rathbone

I
Kay Johnson

French play "Terre Inhumaine" by Francois

Decurel

AX unusually well produced drama of the

World ^Var concerning a princess and a

soldier in the secret service. A Frenchman

goes to his home in Alsace-Lorraine to spend

his leave with his mother and finds there a

young German princess who has taken up her

residence with the French woman. The girl

is torn between loyalty to her country and love

for a man and the outcome of this story makes

a most interesting picture.

For the mature audience.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-!\Iayer—8 reels)
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What a Man!

Directed by George J. Crone

Featuring Reginald Denny

\ovel "His Dark Chapter" by E. J. Rathe

A GREAT comedy, crammed full of

laughs and splendidly- acted by everyone

in the cast. The story is ridiculous, but it pro-

vides countless hilarious situations. A man,

of obvious refinement, presents himself as a

tramp to a wealthy lady who, he has heard,

has a weakness for reforming hoboes. She

hires him as her chauffeur despite the wrath of

her whole family. They gradualh', one by one,

take him to their hearts, especially the elder

daughter. Harve\- Clark does a ver}' amusing

piece of work as the father and Anita Louise,

as his younger daughter, is a mar\elous little

actress.

For the family audience.

(Sono Art—World Wide— 10 reels)

Young Eagles

Directed by Willia/ii A. Jf'ellnian

Feiititring Charles R ogers

Stories by Elliott If'hite Springs

ARO-MANCE of the World War. A
young American aviator brings down the

German ace known as the Eagle. Bob is going

to Paris on a furlough and is ordered to

take the German with him and try and obtain

information from him, but the German sus-

pects the motive behind his freedom and Bob
learns nothing. When he reaches Paris many
disturbing and mysterious things happen,

especially concerning his girl, IMary, and the

young German. However after the war the

three become fast friends.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
The Man from Blankley's

(See page 6)

For the mature audience.

(Warner—7 reels)

NON-FEATURES
Albert Carroll

(Vitaphone No. 935)

Impressions.

For the mature audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Always Faithful

(Vitaphone No. 3334)

Act featuring Blanche Sweet.

For the mature audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Big Top Champions
(Sportlight Series)

Unusually interesting picture showing how
animals are trained for circus acts.

For family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Dogging It

(Sportlight Series)

Greyhounds racing.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Feline Fighter

(Sportlight Series)

Interesting picture of a fight between a wild

cat and a dog.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

For Sale

(Vitaphone No. 3335)

Gregory Ratof? in a skit.

For the mature audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

The Golden Pagoda
(Sportlight Series)

A trip to Burma.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

He Trumped Her Ace
A young married couple find themselves in

the divorce court because of their inability to

play bridge together.

For the family audience.

(Educational—2 reels)
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Hello, Baby!

(Vitaphone Nos. 3641-2)

An act featuring the Broadway favorite,

Ann Pennington.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—2 reels)

A Holiday in Storyland

(Vitaphone No. 3824)

Featuring the Kiddie Troupers.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Money Money Money
(Vitaphone No. 961

)

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

A Night in a Shooting Gallery

An all color picture of a shooting gallery

where the dolls come to life and dance and

sing.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-IVIayer—2 reels)

Pathe Audio Review Nos. 7-10 & 12

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Screen Snapshots

Tours through Hollywood, one conducted

hy Johnny Arthur, the other hy Harry Grib-

bon.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel each)

Splashing Through
(Sportlight Series)

Excellent shots of swimming.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Wanderlust

(Robert Bruce Scenic)

Beautiful scenic with song interludes.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

White Lies

(Vitaphone No. 3667)

A young Russian girl working in a mill

dreams of her Prince Charming and in an

astonishing manner her dream comes true.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Who's Who
(Vitaphone No. 915)

Lang and Healy.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Zelda Santley

(Vitaphone No. 919)

"Little IMiss Everybody"—good impersona-

tions.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

MUSICAL SUBJECTS

Mme. Alda

(Vitaphone No. 943)

The opera star renders "Ave Maria".

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Douglas Stanbury

(Vitaphone No. 918)

Some fine singing by the well known tenor,

including "Pack Up Your Troubles."

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Herschel Henlere

(Vitaphone No. 933)

"The Madcap Musician"—a wonder at the

piano.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

James Barton

(Vitaphone No. 926-7)

"The Underdog"—fine singing and dancing.

For the family audience.

(Warner—2 reel)

Martinelli

(Vitaphone No. 932)

Excellent selections from "Martha" by the

famous opera star.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)
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SHORT COMEDIES
The Benefit

(Vitaphone No. 939)

Joe Frisco in an entertaining skit.

For the family audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Brats

A ver}' amusing comedy in which Laurel

and Hardy play the parts of both fathers and

their two small, mischievous sons.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels

)

Fifty Million Husbands
Comedy of a suspicious wife and a husband,

played by Charlie Chase, M'ho innocently gets

into an embarrassing predicament.

For the mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Match Play

A Mack Sennett comedy of two poor golf-

ers who make a wager that they will win
eighteen holes. They both choose a profes-

sional for a partner and a real contest begins.

For the family audience.

(Educational—2 reels)

The Midnight Lodge
(Vitaphone No. 923)

Amusing comedy with the two favorites.

Miller and Lyles.

For the mature audience.

(Warner— 1 reel)

Pretzels

Amusing cartoon of the rivalry between a

cat and a mouse over a lady mouse with all

the birds and bugs coming forth to dance.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Tramping Tramps
(Oswald Cartoon)

The Lucky Rabbit becomes a knight of the

road.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Tough Winters

Our Gang spends a winter's day making

taffy with dire results to the house.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels

)

UFA, which is a contraction of Universum-

Film Aktien Gesellschaft, the German
motion picture producing company, has a well

nigh inexhaustible supply of scientific Hlms.

The subjects treated are varied and they are

presented in such a thoroughly scientific and at

the same time interesting way that they are

valuable both for educational and entertain-

ment use.

The National Board was called upon for

information regarding these films by a num-

ber of interested teachers, graduate students at

Columbia University, and two showings were

arranged whereby Ufa exhibited a score of

films upon different subjects to these teachers

and also to members of several Better Films

Committees who find contact wn"th the schools

of growing importance in their committee

work.

Some of the films shown were The Motherly

Oak, Partnerships Under the Sea, The Fight

for Life, x4 mazing Lovers, The Breath of Life,

and When Deadly Enemies Meet. Ufa has in

its educational series about one hundred and

fifty pictures. A num:ber of the films are titled

for both theatrical and classroom use and some
are available with sound, furnishing a valu-

able lecture accompaniment to the picture. All

the Ufa Super-educational pictures are printed

on safety film and can be had in either 35 or

1 6 mm. width.

Better Films Committees can recommend
the use of these films in either theatre or school

and will find their recommendation amply
justified.

OF especial interest to Catholic audiences

is a picture The Shower of Roses, re-

cently reviewed by the National Board. The
concensus of the committee's opinion was that

it was an unusually good picture for Catholic

schools. The film, made in France and dis-

tributed by the Pinnacle Film Service. Inc.,

876 Broadway, Brooklyn, New York, depicts

the life of Saint Theresa, showing how her

promise to send a shower of roses helped a

young girl and her family. Incidentally an-

other picture very worth while for Catholic

showings is Saint Francis of Assissi, distributed

by Portale Films, 630 Ninth Avenue, New-

York City.
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PICTURES
The National Board of Review Sf Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in

various parts of the country. It is opposed to legal

censorship and in favor of the constructive better

films method. It is at all times glad to co-operate

with any outside agency to encourage and guide the

motion picture in developing its possibilities as a great

and useful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board
to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review
Committee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two
hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various mo-
tion picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises

the membership list of the Review Committee and
recommends the names of proposed new members for

consideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-
posed of critics and students of the motion picture.

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community
groups in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to en-

courage the artistic development of the motion pic-

ture. Its pioneer activity in this field which proved

that the artistic picture will be supported by special

audiences who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of

the screen has done much to lay the foundations for

the growing Little Photoplay Theatre movement of

today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve witnout pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
,

are connected with large public welfare organizations ^
or educational institutions. ?
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Motion Pictures As Recreation
By Lee F. Hanmer

Director, Department of Recreation , Russell Sage Foundation

There is never a lack of interest in the

subject of recreation for children, and now
with vacation days at hand this interest is

increased. We believe, therefore, that Mr.
Hanmer s address delivered at our Sixth

Annual Conference will provide a timely

study for better films groups. It was said of

Mr. Hanmer, when he was introduced by Dr.
Tyson, the presiding officer of the Conference
session, "I know of no one better prepared
through long experience to deal %uith the mo-
tion picture in its recreational aspects. His ex-

perience and background in many fields in-

cludes public school athletics, industrial wel-

fare work of a great industry, the Playground
and Recreation Association of America, the

zuar camp training recreation program, and his

work for a long time as recreation director of

the Russell Sage Foundation."—Editor's Note.

RECREATION for whom ? Is it recre-

ation for you and for me, or is it recre-

ation for youth, those boys and girls

from sixteen to twenty-one years of age ; or

is it recreation for that very, very difficult

group of boys and girls from ten to fifteen
;

or is it recreation for the children below the

age of ten? Within each one of those groups

there are also those personal equations that

figure so largely in our recreation needs. What
is the balanced ration of motion pictures for

the widely varying needs of the individuals

within these age and sex groups? We have

a lot of difficulty in working out our diet

schedules. We give earnest consideration to

what foods we should eat and how much, but

do we think half as hard about what programs

are served up to our young people and even to

ourselves in motion pictures or any other form

of recreation ? Do we not take many chances

and go haphazardly and blindly at it?

How many of us know what pictures our

children are seeing? Don't they usually just

"go to the movies" and take what happens to

be served up to them ? The National Board

of Review is giving splendid service in that.

Lee F. Hanmer

3
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direction by having intelligent people sit in on

pre-views, classify the pictures, and tell us

what are suitable for this, that, and the other

group.

I have been much interested in a certain

photograph. It is a photograph of a group

of boys and girls, probaly eight to*ten years of

age, who were seeing a motion picture that

was being shown by one of our welfare agen-

cies. It is a flashlight picture, so the children

are caught just as they were expressing them-

selves through their faces. They were seeing

exactly the same thing under exactly the

same conditions, and they did not know they

were being photographed, so they are not pos-

ing. The wide range of reactions from

laughter to fear, from keen interest to mild

amusement shown in those faces will give us

a better understanding of what this problem

of motion pictures for boys and girls, par-

ticularly the younger boys and girls, really is.

What these children see in the picture is de-

termined to a great extent, no doubt, by what
they bring to it from the background of their

own lives. It illustrates, too, why we dis-

agree so frequently in our judgments on pic-

tures.

I have taken my own boy and girl to see

pictures for recreation and for education

—

recreation, broad amusement, entertainment,

and all that—and I have noted the wide range

of their reactions. I remember them weeping

copiously over the picture of the "Ugly Duck-
ling", just sorry, about the things that were

happening on the screen, and I have seen them

come back wide-eyed and thrilled by a picture

of an adventure out on the western frontier.

Then there is the never failing delight in the

animated cartoons. The Three Alusketeers

type of picture was also included. But out of

it all, I am happy to say their own sense of

selection of moving pictures developed. We
have talked in the family about what pictures

we would like to see, what pictures we would
be interested in—not what was good for us

—

and they really got the idea in their minds

that it was a good thing to pick one's amuse-

ment a bit, giving some thought to what one

would see as well as to other things in the

free time program.

I would not have wished them to see The
Trial of Mary Dugan, but I went to see it

and would like to see it again. That is clearly

not a picture for young children. Therefore,

selection, classification and the exercise of

some parental guidance in this as well as in

other matters would help. How can we select

and classify in this matter of motion pictures

as recreation? We can use the facilities that

the National Board of Review and other great

national organizations are putting at our dis-

posal to get information about what is coming

on the screen. I think also that we should

reflect those judgments back to the folks who
are making motion pictures. They want help

in determining what pictures they should

make. There is a real difference between

censoring pictures, cutting out pieces of film

to eliminate scenes and titles, and in telling

producers what you think about the pictures

they have made as a guide to future produc-

tions. The latter, constructive cooperation,

appeals to me much stronger as the way to

make progress.

We have very funny ideas about recreation,

anyway ! I had occasion to check up a little

on some of the attitudes concerning recreation

through which we have been passing during

the ages. Here are the two things that struck

me. I found this statement made not so many
years ago, by a German educator:

"Play must be forbidden in any and all

forms. The children must be instructed in

this matter in such a way as to show them

through the presentation of religious prin-

ciples the wastefulness and folly of all pla\"."

Then another man farther down the line,

writing concerning the principles guiding a

school for young people under the discipline of

the Church, said

:

"We prohibit play in the strongest terms.

The student shall be indulged in nothing

which the world calls play. Let this rule be

observed with the strictest nicety, for those

who play when they are young will play when
they are old."

Think of it. If they play when they are

young, they will play when they are old

!

Shocking, isn't it! Why, that is the heart of

our playground doctrine—if we can get young

people interested in wholesome play, it is

possible that it may carry over into adult

life, and the job will be done. They re-

alized the principle, but they had a different

notion about the value of play. One of the

later prophets, who is still with us, has this

to say: "The idea that the need for play can be

{Continued on page 15)
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COMMITTEE

Louise Wallace Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson

J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the 'National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

r
All Quiet on the Western

Front

Directed by Leiuis Milestone
Photographed by Arthur Edeson

Novel by Erich Maria Remarque

The Cast
Paul Lewis Ay res

Katczinsky Louis Wolheim
Hiinmelstoss John Ifray
Peter Owen Davis, Jr.

Albert JJ^illiam Bakewell
Muller Russell Gleason
Tjaden Slim Summerville

THERE were skeptics when it was an-

nounced that Erich Maria Remarque's

great book about the war was to be

produced in motion picture form. There was

some reason to doubt whether this moving

and essentially poetic chronicle of a German
soldier could be transferred to the screen so

as to preserve a fair share of the quality of the

book, the note of human beauty that pene-

trates the fury and brutality of senseless mad-
ness until it prevails over all the sound and

horror. Happily, and somewhat miraculously,

the direction of Lewis Milestone and the

script work of Maxwell Anderson and George
Abbott combined to accomplish the hardly to

be expected, and the film All Quiet on the

Western Front emerges as a magnificent

cinematic equivalent of the book.

All Quiet on the Western Front is certainly

the finest of all the Great War pictures, and

the outstanding film made with speech and

sound. No other scenes of battle like these

have been thrown on the screen, nor such

imagination in projecting what human beings,

simple everyday human beings, are called

upon to endure in circumstance that defies

and upsets men's reason. And faithful it re-

mains in feeling and narrative to Remarque's

original. Mr. Anderson and Mr. Abbott

doubtless saw to this. But to Mr. Milestone

goes the credit of effecting the similitude in

united and dynamic picture terms. He has

used his camera to form a cinematic pattern

and so has created a true motion picture first

of all. Behind this pattern he has utilized

another, that of sound and dialogue, so per-

fectly fitted to the first that the two move to-

gether without blur or intrusion upon each

other. All Quiet is not a photographed

and phonographed narrative. The sound and

image mediums blend as one, as a form of

artistic expression that only the motion screen

can give ; the essential structure of images in

motion to create the visual effect is never

marred by the recording "mike." So much,

briefly, for the technical achievement which

the film represents in adapting sound to pic-

tures so as to preserve the form. It may only

be added that after seeing this film no one

can deny the potency of sound effect to

heighten the power of the motion picture.

Here men talk and laugh and cry out in

agony against the terrible background monot-^

ony of machine gun sputter and crashing shells

forever shifting back and forth across the grey

front from far off to blinding nearness, until

there is created in the audience out of the

continuous presence of the nightmare the feel-

ing of the not unusual, the acceptance of the

awful reality, which it was necessary for the

soldier to feel and accept before he could en-

dure the thing he had to face and exist or

die in.

5
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Paul and his Comrades in "All Ouiet on the Western Front"

Thus it happens that the film makes con-

vincing what is so convincing in the book

—

the deadening which modern war causes to the

responses to the values of the natural world

of those called upon to suffer it. What could

the world of peace hold for Paul and Kat and

the rest after the world of war? One sees

them, almost with relief, taken one by one

from their misery and dilemma. Yet how
beautifully and with what pathos the film, like

the book, shows these boys doing the things

that keep their human nature intact—the chats

together, the instinctive grasp at normal ex-

istence and normal feelings in the brief spells

of rest after the animal savagery in the

trenches, the search to return to life after all

the killings to find the old values of love

and friendship. The incident of the swim of

Paul and his friends across the stream to the

house of the French girls, the spending of that

tragic hour, corroborates in the film the mov-

ing beauty of that episode in the book. It is

almost like the words of the book, speaking

to us in pictures, recreating the mood of hush

and softness and darkness, of a bit of shut

of? space in the realm of terror, where the

bayonets and the shells are kept outside the

door in the night. One sees that there is no

morality in war—it is a thing apart. Man's

effort is to remain man in the midst of the

inhuman horror.

One great appeal of the picture is to be

found, one may well think, in the blessed re-

lief from seeing actors, in the ordinary sense,

playing the parts of these simple German boys.

Mr. Wolheim, the most noted of the cast,

proceeds with his character of Kat as if war

and the lot of the German soldier were his

field rather than that of the motion picture

scene—his is a touching, altogether believable

performance; and for the rest, 'Sir. Mile-

stone has done well to gather his talent from

among those who, happily, rarely impress

one as professionals. This helps immeasur-

ably to make the picture real.

All Quiet on the Western Front deserves

and impells lengthier appreciation than can

be given it in the space here. The book, of

course, is one thing. It is literature with all

the connotative power of words, words liv-
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ing and sense-awakening and not to be trans-

lated precisely with all their shades of magic

and meaning into the language of a com-

pletely different art. But in the framework

of the book, this different art of the sound

motion picture has been made to function so

as to work the material over in its own way,

to present it powerfully and beautifully. The
film is an altogether unusual and meritorious

one. None of those many thousands who read

and were moved by the power of the

Remarque story need fear that this film

glosses or perverts the truth of the original.

It is one of those rare things of the screen

—a production which touches the written

word with imagination and care for its

essential flavor. It makes one hope that

]\Ir. Anderson and Air. Abbott will have

many opportunities to prepare material for

the screen. And it stamps Mr. ^Milestone as

one of the chosen few of the thoroughly cap-

able directors. And to the Universal Com-
pany must be given the credit for entrusting

this him to the hands of those who could en-

dow it with discernment and creative feeling.

Produced and distributed by Universal.

Old and New
Directed by Sergei M. Eisenstein

Photographed by Edouard Tisse

Screen story by Sergei M. Eisenstein and

Gregory V. Alexandrov

SERGEI AI. EISENSTEIN'S latest

film Old and Neiv, now being shown

in New York, reveals its brilliant di-

rector as an artist adept at handling and de-

veloping individual character as well as the

mass protagonist. Taking only the people of

the Russian countryside for his actors, Eisen-

stein has constructed, roughly speaking, a

story-picture, one contrasting the customs and

rural methods of the primitive peasants with

those to be found or expected under the re-

gime of scientific farming advocated by the

present governmental system. It is a film in-

dividualized by a tenderness, understanding

and humor hitherto not to be found, or only

rarely, in the films of Eisenstein and Pudov-

kin. The Arsenal of Dovzhenko, it is true,

presented these qualities but they were made

manifest in the oblique subjections of its ex-

alted abstract method. Eisenstein has always

The Cow as Bride from the Russian fil/n "Old and New'
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Guests at the Cow's Wedding in the "Old and New"

been objective and analytical, his humor, like

his satire and pictorial description, until now
has been stylized or allegorical or sardonic. It

has flickered through magnificent, dynamic,

and multitudinous mass spectacle, but in

Old and New it is explicit in the steadily de-

veloped continuity of character delineation.

Old and New is full of robust good humor,

its quality is of the earthy soil, from which its

people spring as persons of extraordinary va-

riety, strength and interest. The movement

of these people is in the direction of a social

program rather than in that of a huge, on-

sweeping emotion. Their actions are impelled

by conscious orderly purpose rather than by

the tumultuous urge of social change the ends

of which are dimly perceived. Eisenstein in

abandoning the mob has found a new power

and appeal through the individual.

Given a propaganda tract on agricultural

and industrial development and amalgama-

tion, Eisenstein makes a work of art and a

poem. Nowhere else in his notable achieve-

ments does he show himself to be such a vir-

tuoso. Endowed by the photography of Ed-

ouard Tisse, this magnificent film is the mas-

terpiece of the Russian montage—the theory

of cutting, assemblage and timing of short re-

lated individual scenes to obtain the associa-

tional effect aimed at by the visual concept be-

fore the production of the film is begun. In this

simple story of the peasant girl Martha Lap-

kina and the collective farm which she founds

with the help of the district agricultural com-

missioner, her struggle against the prejudice

and established customs of the older peasants,

her final conquest with the buying of the trac-

tor to plough the fields of the community, the

full gamut of cinematic manipulation is run,

the eye is overpowered by the tremendous

bull's-eye-hitting power of Eisenstein's imagi-

native aim, the pattern becomes a shuttle

weaving back and forth through the mate-

rials and aspects of farming life. Details of

fields, grass, wheat, blades of scythes and the

teeth of harrows are dove-tailed together with

such effect as to make one see this life of the

soil, and to feel it, with a vividness not to be

attained by the naked eye of any actual ob-

server. Even the farmer seated before this

film would be startled by a new perception of

{Continued on page 15)
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The Silent Enemy
Directed by H. P. Carver
Photographed by Marcel Le Picard

Screen story by William Douglas Burden

The Cast

(Natives of the Ojibway Tribe)
Chetoga ( Tribe Leader) . Chief Yellow Robe
Baluk ('Jllighty Hunter) .Chief Long Lance
Dagzvan (JMedicine Man) .Chief Akawansh
Neetva ( Chetoga's Daughter) . .Spotted Elk
Cheeka ( Chetoga's Son) Cheeka

THIS film is the first serious attempt,

and a very admirable one, to record

the fast vanishing life of the Ameri-

can Indian in its native setting. It is done

with the same sincerity and artistry that made
Chang, Grass, Nanook and Moana such not-

able artistic successes. The entire cast are

Indians, two of them, at least, outstanding

men of their race. Great care was taken to

have each detail correct, tepees, canoes, spears,

bows and arrows, 'buckskin clothing, methods

of hunting and fishing; many of the articles

used were tribal heirlooms.

It is a silent film for the most part, the ex-

ceptions being an opening speech by Chief

Yellow Robe, very impressive in its naive

simplicity and occasional Indian chants

founded on the music of the Ojibways.

The scene of the story is laid in the north

woods before the coming of Columbus. An
Ojibway tribe is camped on a river while the

braves hunt to lay in the winter's supply of

meat. It is one of those years, said by In-

dian tradition to come every seventh year,

when game is scarce, and there is a foreboding

in the mind of the old Chief Chetoga, im-

personated by Chief Yellow Robe, that the

"Silent Enemy," hunger, which always

dogged the steps of the Indians, is drawing

close. Baluk, played by Chief Long Lance,

the mighty hunter, returns with his band

from a hunting expedition unsuccessful. In

the tribal council that follows, there is a

struggle between him and Dagwan, the Med-
icine ]\Ian, as to what the tribe shall do.

Baluk advises that they go to the frozen north

to intercept the great annual migration of the

caribou ; the Medicine Man wants them to

return to their old hunting grounds. The

Chief Yellow Robe and Cheeka in "The Silent Enemy"
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enmity' between the two men is still further

enhanced by their rivalry for the hand of the

old chief's daughter, Neewa. The old chief

finally decides for the northern trek, and the

tribe strikes camp and starts north on snow-

shoes and dog-sleds. Day after day they

journey, the game so scarce that starvation is

almost certain. The tribe grows restive and

the old chief withdraws to an ice-bound rock

to meditate and consult the Great Spirit.

Meanwhile Baluk and the Medicine Man go

out on separate hunting expeditions. Baluk,

after a most exciting struggle, kills a bull

moose, all the game he has been able to find.

The Medicine Man finds a cache of meat left

by a southward bound tribe ; and although it

is against the law of the woods to touch such

food, even though starving, he determines to

pretend he had a vision telling him where to

look for it. When the two hunters return

and the old chief is released from his medi-

tations, he saj's that the Great Spirit told him

in a vision to continue their march to the

north. Again the tribe takes up its trek.

When they reach the cache the Medicine

Man has foretold, they find a wolverine has

fouled it. Day after day they journey

through the snow, the old and weak falling

by the way. Even the old chief succumbs

and sees the white canoe of death coming for

him. Before he dies he appoints Baluk as

(chief. The grinding, desperate march goes

on until the tribe reaches the barren lands.

But there is no sign of the caribou. The
Medicine IV'Ian in the council claims that the

Great Spirit is angry with Baluk, and the

council decrees his death. Baluk chooses the

death of a chieftain, and mounts the funeral

pyre. Just as he is singing his death song

and the flames are leaping toward him, the

.outposts signal the coming of the caribou.

They pass in thousands upon thosuands, a

seemingly endless procession. The film ends

with feasting and singing.

There are many extraordinary animal epi-

sodes in the picture, the scrape between the

mountain lion and bears, the fight between

the bull moose and the wolves, the passing

of - the herd of caribou, one of the most im-

pressive and thrilling sights that have ever

come to the screen. Scarcely less interesting

and wholly humorous is the capture of the

two bear cubs, and the trip the small Indian

boy makes with them in his canoe through

boiling rapids when left at home by the hunt-

ing party. Very impressive and beautiful, too,

in their simplicity are the shots of the autumn
woods and the long barren snow treks with

the tribe on snow-shoes and dog-sleds, as well

as the various Indian ceremonials.

The film was shot on one of the great

reservations in northern Canada in the sub-

Arctic circle, and was a year in the making.

The drama and comedy are adroitly bal-

anced, and the simple story on which this ad-

mirable epic of Indian life and custom is

hung, is well suited to the purpose.

Produced by Win. D. Burden and W. C.

Chanler ; distributed by Paramount

Louise Wallace Hackney

Journey's End
Directed by James Whale
Photographed by Benjamin Kline

Play by R. C. Sherriff

The Cast
Captain Stanhope Colin Clive

First Lieutenant Osborne. . . .Ian Maclaren
Second Lieutenant Raleigh. .David Manners
Second Lieutenant Hibbert . Anthony Bushell

David Manners in "Journey's End"
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The Spotlight Battery Preparing to Shoot Battle Scenes in "Journey's End'

HERE is another successful blow at the

superstition so prevalent in studios,

that books and plays have to be al-

tered in a special way before they can be made
palatable to motion picture audiences. One
might have thought that the tremendous and

universal success of "Journey's End" upon

the stage was evidence enough of its popular

quality, but so simple and sensible a view as

that is rarely to be met with among producers

of pictures. So it is little short of astonishing

to find the production done as well as possible

for its own sake, with no attempt to pep it

up for movie audiences by the injection of sex

interest or other hokum.

The result is more important as a rare ex-

ample of intelligent sincerity than as a cine-

matic landmark. By that nothing more is

meant than that the picture makes no striking

contribution to the development of cinema

technique. But no one could have expected

it to. Its job was all cut out for it, simply to

transfer a play from the stage to the screen.

To have tried to make fundamental structural

alterations was as unnecessary as it would
have been foolish.

So what we have is Air. Sherriff's play

faithfully and skillfully photographed, with

very few additions and almost no deletions.

James Whale, who had directed several pro-

ductions of the play on the stage also directed

this production before the camera. There is

no sign of the novice in his work. The
camera and the microphone are eloquent in-

struments in his hands, and through them he

has projected the same depth of understand-

ing and the same moving combination of

strength and tenderness that he was so con-

spicuously successful in putting across the foot-

lights.

The story—the brief last hours of some

English officers in a dug-out in the war—is

familiar to everyone who has been in touch

with the theatre during the last year. It is a

peculiarly English thing, and English of a

special class. As that it is an important as-

pect of the war, and the way in which it has

been done puts it in the very small group of

important war pictures. Everybody con-

cerned with the production has contributed

something valuable to the complete success of

the work, particularly the actors, among
whom Colin Clive and Ian MacLaren stand

out for rich and moving performances.

Produced by Tiffany-Gainsborough ; distribut-

ed by Tiffany.
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The Melody of Hearts
Directed by Hanns Schwarz
Photographed by Guenther Rittaii

Screen story by Hans Szekely

The Cast

Julia Dita Parlo
Janos M'iUy Fritsch

THE first sound picture to be made by

UFA comes to the American screen

somewhat handicapped by a fatuous title,

which is even worse in translation than in the

original German. Led to expect from it

nothing but a sentimental melange, one is

out reedy tunes, if the women in the fields

chant as they sow, why it is all part of the

general pattern of living. Sound and action

flow together; the thread of the story never

has to be interrupted or retarded for solo

performances and incidental music. Singing

and dialogue are only two of many means by

which the total effect is achieved.

In their imaginative use of the camera, the

early scenes recall Berlin: The Symphony of

a Big City, which, although it was a silent

film created, through the clever manipulation

of pictures, a striking impression of sound.

Curiously enough in the present picture the

The two characters luith Budapest in the

agreeably surprised to find that in it the con-

tinuity of the UFA tradition has been pre-

served. The story is still told largely in

pantomime. Pictorial impressionism is still the

method by which moods are created and atmos-

phere is etched. The new appeals of music

and dialogue have been utilized, to be sure,

but they have been made subordinate to the

pictures. If the hero sings as he polishes his

boots in the barracks, if his fellow-soldiers

revel over their steins, if the carrousel grinds

background from "The Melody of Hearts"

visual reproduction of engine wheels clattering

over a trestle or sliding on smooth rails into

the "Bahnhof", of steam whistles blowing and

doors of compartments opening and closing,

of trolley cars clanging and the tread of many
feet, calls up the noise and bustle of a great

city quite independently of whatever the sound

track on the film ma^^ at the moment record.

This pictorial competence has always been

one of the assets of UFA, and it has not been

lost in any feverish absorption in the new pro-
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cess. There is about the film a careful effort

to retain the best of the old silent methods

and at the same time to use sound wherever

it will strengthen or reinforce the drama.

UFA, in producing its first talkie so late in

the history of the invention, has profited by

the mistakes of other companies which rushed

so precipitately into sound. One cannot help

but feel that the quality of restraint which

marks this film is to a large extent reactionary.

But whatever the cause, the result is a happy

combination of the old pictorial tradition with

the new dispensation of sound.

Dialogue is used sparingly. In all there

are scarcely more than a hundred lines, and

each speech is phrased with the utmost brevity.

When the characters do indulge in words after

long silent sequences, there is never any incon-

gruity, never any impression that the dumb
have been made miraculously to speak or that

the loquacious have been struck suddenly

speechless. If there are no words, it is be-

cause no words are necessary. The lovers

walk hand in hand on the ramparts of the

city. They are content to be together, to

smile. The tonal quality of whatever speech

there is is pleasant to hear. In the case of

Dita Parlo this is due not alone to the repro-

ducing device but to an exquisite gift of

voice.

Her acting, too, possesses distinction. Its

shading and spontaneity lift the picture to

heights which, it must be confessed, the ban-

ality of the story would otherwise keep it from

attaining. The plot has to do with the love

of a little servant girl for a soldier. The
complication is not, as might be expected, his

desertion of her, but her entanglement in the

Cafe Paradise where a combination of inno-

cence, economic stress and a scheming land-

lady has landed her. She is anxious to earn

money to help Janos buy a horse so that he

may retire from the army and start a trucking

business. But when he discovers her defection

he casts her off and betroths himself to the

daughter of a wealthy farmer neighbor. Julia,

before seeking peace in the waters of the Dan-

ube, buys the horse and leaves it for Janos as

her last will and testament.

But this the movie god of happy endings

does not permit. And if the final rescue is

threadbare as a dramatic device, one gladly

barters originality for the lovely shots of the

Danube. The whole Hungarian background

is as real as the Lithuanian forests in The
Case of Sergeant Grischa are artificial. The
city streets, the kermess outside of Buda Pesth,

the beer gardens, the fields and river banks are

as authentic and colorful as a piece of peasant

embroidery. The picture is folk-stuff, of the

very fibre and tissue of the country. The
makers, like Liszt, went to the people for

the sources of the Hungarian spirit. To see

the picture is to go for an hour to Buda Pesth.

Produced and distributed by UFA Films.

Frances Taylor Patterson

White Hell of Pitz Palu
Directed by ^Dr. Arnold Sancb

iG. jr. Pabst
{Sett Algeier

Photographed by ^Richard Angst
\Hans Schneeberger

THE White Hell of Pitz Palu is a Ger-

man production, dealing with human
tragedy in the Swiss Alps. The story

opens with the arrival of Hans and Maria
who have come to the half way cabin on Pitz

Palu on their honeymoon. In the midst of

their happiness the door opens and a stranger

enters who relates to them a tale of horror

and death when years before his young wife

had been swept away before his eyes into the

icy depths of Palu. Because of his return

each year to search for the body of his wife,

this Dr. Johannes Krafft is called "Ghost of

the Alountain".

The three spend the night in the cabin and
in the morning they start out to climb the

North Wall but when the whole of the moun-
tain seems to slide down on them Hans falls

and is rescued by Dr. Krafft. Trapped on an
icy ledge by the snow-slides the three await

death.

Long before help arrives, Hans has gone
out of his head and Maria lies unconscious

wrapped in Dr. Krafft's coat. When they

awake to consciousness at the cabin, they

learn that Dr. Krafft, having done all

he could for them, had gone to join his wife
in the icy fastness of the North Wall.

Gustav Diesel portrays the unhappy Dr.
Krafft with feeling and his acting is excellent

throughout. Leni Riesenstahl as Maria doe?,

a splendid piece of acting, and Ernst Peterson

is also good as Hans.

The story is so simple that it seems almost
like a travelogue or a newsreel of a thrilling
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adventure. The essential value of the pro-

duction is its pictorial beauty shown in the

shots of the snow-slides, the cloud effects, the

aeroplane which flies dangerously over Palu

attempting to drop supplies to the sufferers

and the night scenes of the rescue party with

their torches casting grotesque shadows on the

snow. These constitute the art of a skillful

cameraman.

The directors. Dr. Arnold Sanck and

G. W. Pabst must have experienced some

thrilling moments during the production of

White Hell of Pitz Palu.

Distributed by Un'versal.
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The Devil's Holiday
Directed by Edmund Goulding

Photographed by Harry Fischbeck

Screen story by Edmund Goulding

The Cast

Hallie Hobart Nancy Carroll

David Stone Phillips Holmes
Mark Stone James Kirkwood

Ezra Stone Hobart Bosworth

HERE is a talking film which presents

a worth while dramatic plot with

directness and power. The stor}'

has social value. In Hallie Hobart, a

manicurist girl and a gold - digger to boot

in a big metropolitan hotel, it contrasts the

restlessness and moral carelessness of the

modern big city with, in the famih^ of the

Stones, the naivete and still firm - rooted

Puritanism of the more open space in the

hinterland. It is the conflict of the fevered

new and the slow^pulsed old, and this is

the typical struggle of the social forces of

America more than anywhere else in the

world today. It is such as that that the mo-

tion picture screen can show with importance

and with the use of material which has now
for long been finding its way into the forms

of the stage and the novel. The Devil's Holi-

day gains distinction by being a film that

thoughtful people can see and not shudder at.

Technically it is not an unusual sample of

motion picture art. It finds little need for

cinematic effects. It is a play on the screen

and would be equally interesting on the stage.

But an intelligent plot has been intelligently

handled, banality has been avoided, and in the

portrayal of Hallie Hobart by Nancy Carroll,

a veritable living and growing character

stands forth. The rest of the cast, notably

Phillips Holmes as David Stone, Hallie Ho-
bart's boyish husband and Ned Sparks as the

hard-boiled salesman who uses Hallie as his

confederate to place big orders, are admirable

in what they have to do. The Devil's Holi-

day at its least is interesting, at its most is

intense and moving.

Produced and distributed by Paramount.

OLD AND NEW
[Continued from page 8)

the materials of his occupation, of the por-

trait of his labor. Truly the human eye is a

small shutter compared with that of the cam-
era. And here the camera analyzes in a way

to set it by itself as a laboratory recording in-

strument. At the conclusion one is reassured,

if that is necessary, after Potemkin and Ten
Days That Shook the M'orld, that there is

only one Eisenstein.

But behind this film there is another mean-

ing that stamps it with an intellectual pur-

pose unique in cinematic intention. In back of

its action is an organic satirical pattern, a

literary reference, like that behind the outer

movement of Joyce's "Ulysses." Thus the

wedding of the bull is a parody, the pursuit of

the wagon train which is being run away by

the tractor by the peasants on horseback,

is a parody of customs as portrayed by some

films in Eisenstein's own country, a burlesque

of the present formula in films emanating

from elsewhere; the milk separator which is

introduced to the stupified and suspicious peas-

ants has the sparkle, the iridescent splendor of

the Grail in "Parsifal", and ^Martha's dream

of the colossal bull rising miraculously over

the sea of milk and plenty would seem to have

an overtone meaning harking back to the vis-

ion of, perhaps, the old prophets.

An original mind is at work here, a genius

for the utterance of thought in a new medium.
Old and New is full of splendor, splendor of

imagination and execution, Eisenstein speaks

the language of the intellectual cinema, as no
one has spoken it before him and as all who
would develop it further must learn to speak

it after him. Produced by Sovkino; dis-

tributed by Amkino.

MOTION PICTURES AS RECREATION
{Continued from page 4)

suppressed is absolutely fallacious, and the

Puritanic tradition which disallows the need

has entailed an enormous crop of evils." That
is a statement made by our modern philos-

opher, John Dewey, of Columbia University.

Years ago, I went to a copper mining camp
in Bisbee, Arizona, to build a gymnasium for

the Copper Queen Alining Company, and or-

ganize activities for boys and girls and men
and women. Do you know, I actually had a

class in "setting-up exercises" in the gymnas-
ium for those husky miners who were coming
up out of the ground after eight hours of

drilling, digging and handling ore. The poor

things went through with it because it was
new and because it was all that was to be had.

It is funny what little sense people have

{Continued on page 31)



Better Films Forum
EDITOR: Bettina Gunczy

Department of the Better Films National Council

DR. WALTER W. PETTJT, Acting

Chairman of the National Board and Di-

rector, Community Organization Department,

New York School of Social Work, visited

Rochester, N. Y., early in May to be guest

speaker at a dinner of the Social Workers

Club of that city. Dr. Pettit was introduced

by Dr. William E. Weld, dean of the men of

the University of Rochester, who acted as

chairman of the meeting. Great interest was

shown in the subject presented and a number

of questions followed Dr. Pettit's address.

The regularly monthly luncheon meeting of

the Rochester Better Films Council, an affili-

ated committee of the National Board of Re-

view, fortunately came upon the day that Dr.

Pettit visited Rochester and he was a guest for

the occasion. In speaking to the Council

members Dr. Pettit expressed the encourage-

rhent the National Board feels in the way the

local committee is undertaking the work.

Representatives of different organizations of

the city and a number of theatre managers

were present and took part in the discussion

which brought out many interesting points of

motion picture activity. A large committee

has been formed in the Rochester Council to

take care of the Photoplay Guide to Selected

Pictures which made its first appearance in the

local newspapers on ]\Iay 16th.

MRS. LEON A. McINTIRE whose fine

better films work as New Jersey State

D. A. R. Better Films Chairman, has received

much favorable recognition has been delegated

to a wide field of activity through her recent

appointment by Mrs. Lowell F. Hobart,

President General of the D. A. R., as Na-
tional Vice Chairman of Better Films for the

Eastern Division. This Division includes

Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West
Virginia.

With all of her work outside Mrs. ^Ic-

Intire is nevertheless able to give special atten-

tion to her home city of Newark, N. J. She

is chairman of a Junior ]\Iatinee Committee,

the activities and members of which, as stated

by ]\Irs. Alclntire, are as follows, "The
Little Theatre of Newark is running a series

of Saturday morning junior matinees under
the supervision of the following committee:

Mr. Stuart L Whitmarsh, ]\Iiss Elsa B.

INIeyerson, Airs. J. D. Cummin, Mr. Arthur
G. Balcom, ]\Iiss ]\Iabel Williams and Airs.

Leon Alclntire, chairman. This committee

is endeavoring to furnish a program of whole-

some and carefully selected picture entertain-

ment with some special attraction each week.

The Boy and Girl Scouts serve as ushers at

these matinees. The Committee have been

gratified at the interest and enthusiasm shown
by both children and parents, and our

audience has increased each week, which
proves that there are discriminating parents

who will take their children to programs
such as ours."

An outline of some of these favored pro-

grams may give helpful ideas to others in-

terested in junior matinees. On May 24th
the feature picture was J Kiss for Cinderella

and the added attraction was a story con-

test, the subject being "Colonel Lindbergh".

The child who submittted the best composi-

tion had the privilege of reading it to the

audience before the showing of the film Lind-
bergh Flies Alone. As the children passed

out of the theatre, through the generositv of

the Newark firm. Whitehead and Hoag, each
one received a coin with the head of Colonel
Lindbergh pictured on one side and the

"Spirit of St. Louis" on the other side. In
connection with the showing of the interest-

ing botany picture. Nature's Gift to Mankind,
on May 31st, a packet of flower seeds was dis-

tributed to each child. The plans for June
7th include besides the feature picture, com-
edy, newsreel and nature study short. The
Changing Seasons, several dances by small
children of Newark. Flag Day, June 14th,

promises to be a gala performance with the

ever popular Peter Pan as the feature, an-

other story contest, this time about "Our
Flag" and this too will be read before the

showing of the picture Hats Off after which

16
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each child will be presented with an Ameri-

can flag. The Wizard of Oz, a children's

favorite, will be shown on the June 21st pro-

gram with a newsreel, comedy and the charm-

ing short educational subject The Little

Dutch Tulip Girl to finish the program.

As stated elsewhere in this department Mrs.

Mclntire was awarded one of the prizes

given at the D. A. R. National Congress for

outstanding better films work. Her prize,

which it has been our pleasure to see, was a

beautiful pair of marcasite and jade earrings

worn by Armida in John Barrymore's General

Crack.

ANEW community committee but one

which has succeeded in accomplishing

so many of its aims that it is already a force in

the town is the Better Films Committee of

Westwood, N. J.

Their membership is a very representative

one and cooperation has met the Committee

on every side, from the churches, the schools,

the library, the theatre managers, and the local

newspapers.

A report from Mrs. Carter, President of the

Committee, says, "Westwood's Better Films

Committee is working steadily and surely,

even though the road is rough in some places.

The Weekly Photoplay Guide is doing its

work as is proved by the conversation of one

of our exhibtors. He finds he cannot mix his

program for the week-end and have it go over.

He must have a family picture. Both ex-

hibitors are much inspired by the increase in

attendance when a selected or an exceptional

picture is shown."

The first junior matinee put on by this

Committee was so very successful that they

are now arranging another and plan to make

this a regular part of their program of work.

An adolescent matinee was held featuring the

ever-popular picture. Seven Keys to Baldpate,

with an admission charge of ten cents to all

school children. Handbills of the Committee's

programs are placed in the schools and libraries

of neighboring communities as well as in

Westwood so that there is far-reaching inter-

est and patronage resulting.

The Committee is sponsoring a tie-up on

the film Disraeli in which the High Schools

and libraries are cooperating. Five thousand

bookmarks listing reading material related to

the film have been printed and distributed.

THE National Federation of Music Clubs

which evinced an interest in motion pic-

tures by the appointment of a Motion Picture

Chairman two \'ears ago has proven the value

of the Chairmanship by the number of calls

which it has made upon Mrs. E. H. Cahill

who has so very ably filled the office. The an-

nual meeting of the New York Music Fed-

eration was held in Rochester in April and

Mrs. Cahill there planned a presentation

showing how films might be used in the study

work of the IMusic Clubs. Through the

kindly cooperation of Fitzpatrick Pictures we
were enabled to provide for Mrs. Cahill two

of the films in the Famous Music Master

Series—the life of Stephen Foster and the

life of Schubert. There was an enthusiastic

response by the members of the Federation

to this showing. The Rochester Better Films

Council was informed, as touching their ac-

tivities, of this motion picture angle of the

State Music Federation and worked with lo-

cal Music Federation members in the plans

for the showing at the Sagamore Hotel. Other

states have 'become interested in this picture

series and the increased use of it and other

films in the music field may result.

Mrs. Cahill also carried to the annual

Board meeting in Charleston, S. C, an out-

line of her plans for the coming year which

foretells a closer linking of the two interests

of music and pictures.

Many Better Films Committees combined

the National Music Week celebration in

some way with their programs, by showing

either a musical short subject or a feature

related to music as the German masterpiece

Siegfried or by having local music talent take

part in the special junior programs. Here is

perhaps a new contact for other Committees.

THE Home and School Association of

Leonia, N. J., having spent some time in

the investigation of the possibility of junior

matinees in the community decided to try out

the idea during the Easter school holiday. On
Wednesday morning, April 23rd, they pre-

sented a program consisting of The Boy of

Flanders, with Jackie Coogan, a comedy and a

newsreel. Music was generously contributed

by the organist of one of the local churches.

The Committee from the Association of which

Mrs. George Macalister is chairman, was as-

sisted by the principal of the Grammar School.
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Over 700 were present, of which 610 were

children, so that even with the low admission

charge of ten cents for children and fifteen

cents for adults the Association received from

the theatre management which had interested-

ly worked with the Committee, a sum from

the gross proceeds sufficient to purchase some

needed material for its work. New officers of

the Association are being elected but it is ex-

pected, so great was the interest of the young-

sters and the appreciation of the parents, that

this trial program will be but the beginning

of a regular series of juvenile matinees.

MR. GEORGE J. ZEHRUNG, a mem-
ber of the Executive Committee of the

National Board of Review, who is Director

of the National Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture

Bureau, has sent us a copy of his report on

the Bureau activities for the first four months

of 1930. This report shows an astounding

increase in the shipments of films from the

two exchanges over that of 1929. ]\Ir. Zeh-

rung says, "The amount of work connected

with the booking probably deserves the most

important notice as the volume of correspon-

dence connected with the arrangement of pro-

grams is tremendous." In addition to the

work of booking is that of promotion and ad-

visory correspondence and program building.

"There is," reports Mr. Zehrung, "every in-

dication that we will have a greater volume

of programs to furnish this summer than ever

before owing to the increased use of 16 m/m
film by camps. The fall and winter catalog

is now in preparation. The Bureau will pub-

lish two this year, one for 35 m/m and one

16 m/m. The form letter announcing the

new catalogs will be sent to Y. M. C. A.

secretaries in July. There will be a return

postal card enclosed upon which the secretary

is requested to give names of organizations

and institutions in his community which have

motion picture equipment." This information

will be of interest we believe to all Better

Films Committees.

Mr. Zehrung, in spite of the overcrowded

program of work in his organization, gives ac-

tive interest and aid to the work of the Na-
tional Board. One example of this was his

response to a recent hurried call to the Na-
tional Board from a D. A. R. Chapter for an

Americanization film by making quickly avail-

able the fine picture Peter Points the Way.

THE Rutherford (N. J.) Better Films

Committee continues with unabated in-

terest its regular meetings and activities re-

garding better films but in addition looks

about for means of putting over the purpose

and principles of its work in a larger way to

a larger group. Two major events were suc-

cessfully sponsored by this group this spring.

The first was the third Annual Spring Tea
Conference held on April 28th, in the Wo-
man's Club House of Rutherford with the

Woman's Club assisting. The Better Films

National Council was happy to accept the in-

vitation of the Rutherford Committee to co-

operate on plans for the Conference, The
program for the day was a comprehensive and
helpful one. Guests were present from many
New Jersey communities, coming to learn of

better films plans as carried out by the Ruth-
erford Committee and other committees of

the state whose work was described by repre-

sentative speakers. The general topic was
"The Better Films ^Movement as a Com-
munity and Social Force", and the program
line-up was as follows

:

Part I

Greetings from the Woman's Club of

Rutherford—Mrs. Edward Eisenacher, Presi-

dent.

Welcome from the Rutherford Better

Films Committee—Airs. Harry B. Pettingill,

Vice-president.

Salutation from the Better Films National

Council—Mrs. Bettina Gunczy, Secretary'.

Message from First Better Films Repre-

sentative of Woman's Club—Mrs. L. C.
Mourey.

Greetings from Better Films Representa-

tive of Woman's Club—Airs. John D.
Somerville.

Part II

A Doctor's Viewpoint on Alotion Pictures

—Dr. Louis I. Harris, former Commissioner
of Health of New York City

;
Alember, Ex-

ecutive Committee, National Board of Re-
view.

Part III

Community Better Films Work in New
Jersey.

Better Films Committee of Westwood

—

Mrs. William C. Carter, President.

D. A. R. Better Films Committee in New
Jersey—Mrs. Leon A. Mclntire, Chairman.

Ridgefield Park, Teaneck and Bogota Mo-
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tion Picture Council—Mrs. A. C. Olson,

President.

Better Films Work of the Federation of

Music Clubs—Mrs. Rankin, N. J. State Fed-

eration of Music Clubs, President.

Better Films from the Manager's View-

point—Airs. Isabel Youngerman, Warner
Bros., Public Relations in New Jersey.

The Northern New Jersey Association of

Motion Pictures—^Mrs. Wm. T. Ropes,

President.

Part If
Activities of the Rutherford Better Films

Committee
How We Built Up a Community Organi-

zation—Mrs. Albert E. Hurst, former Chair-

man of Extension and Membership.

How We Study the Motion Picture—Mrs.
William S. John, Chairman of Theatre Re-

view Committee.

How We Interest the Public in Better

Films—Mrs. Scott Staples, Chairman of Ex-

ceptional Photoplays Committee.

How We Work with the Rivoli Theatre

—

Mrs. Julius Lovington, Chairman of Chil-

dren's Morning Matinees.

How the Rutherford Library Works with

Better Films—Miss Dorothy Burrows, Li-

brarian.

Part r
The Real Significance of the Better Films

Movement Interpreted by the National Board
of Review of Alotion Pictures—Wilton A.

Barrett, Executive Secretary, National Board
of Review.

Part VI

Tea and Round Table Discussion—Mrs.
Paul V. Chaudron, Chairman of Conference

Arrangements.

Refreshments were served at tables bearing

banners of women's organizations of Ruther-

ford, each having as hostess an official of the

organizations represented which were as fol-

lows: Woman's College Club, National So-

ciety of New England Women, Delphia So-

ciety, Woman's Club, Junior Woman's Club,

Daughters of the American Revolution and

the Women's Republican Club.

The work necessitated by this conference,

which was a highly successful one and well

repaid all the efforts, left the Committee un-

daunted and interest was then centered on

the annual dinner. This took place on May
21st and the enthusiasm shown in the dinner

indicated that the sixth birthday of this civic

organization, the Rutherford Better Films

Committee, was not passed unnoticed in the

community. The toastmaster was Dr. Charles

W. Popham, rector of Grace Episcopal

Church. Among the speakers were Mayor

H. R. Frizzell and former-Mayor F. N. Dull

thus giving recognition to the Committee by

the city officials. Other speakers were Mrs.

Harry G. Grover, President, Rutherford Bet-

ter Films Committee, and Mrs. Emma Peters,

Rutherford assemblywoman. The National

Board was represented by two speakers, mem-

bers of its Executive Committee, Dr. Walter

W. Pettit and Dr. George W. Kirchwey,

The dinner had among its guests represen-

tatives from several Parent-Teacher organi-

zations, the Board of Education, the East Side

Improvement Association, the Sons of the

American Revolution, the Woman's Club,

the ?sew England Colony of Women, Every-

man's Bible Class and many other prominent

organizations in Rutherford who are inter-

ested in Better Films activities.

THE annual Congress of the National So-

ciety of the Daughters of the American

Revolution in Washington, D. C, offered a

fine opportunity to the various better films

chapter chairmen to discuss their work. Mrs.

William H. Pouch, National Vice Chairman

of the Northern Division, has compiled a com-

prehensive report of the meeting held and mat-

ters considered. It was regretted, Mrs. Pouch

said, that Mrs. R. R. Russel, the National

Better Films Chairman, was not at the Con-

gress but a member of her advisory board was

there and forty Better Films Chairmen were

present from all over the country.

On April 14th, Mrs. Pouch entertained the

Better Films Chairmen of her Division at tea.

On the following morning a conference meet-

ing was held in which drawings were made
for the awards of souvenirs to the six Divisions

and to the winner of the best letter on a pic-

ture or Better Films activity.

On Wednesday afternoon, April 15th, fol-

lowing an interview with Mrs. Lowell F. Ho-
bart, President General, at which her per-

mission was gained, a meeting was called in

Memorial Continental Hall open to all Bet-

ter Films Chairmen. In addition to Mrs.

Stookey, the representative for Mrs. Russel,

there were present: Mrs. Julian McCurry,
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Athens, Ga., State Chairman; ]Mrs. Leon A.

Mclntire, Newark, N. J., State Chairman;

Mrs. Alex C. Flick, Albany, N. Y. ; Mrs. M.
B. Gibbons, Parkersburg, W. Va. ; Mrs. J. E.

Geer, Hempstead, L. I., N. Y. ; Mrs. William

Douglas, Mercersburg, Pa. ; Mrs. Cora A.

Stewart Bailey, District of Colujjibia; Miss

Mary C. Johnston, Mercersburg, Pa. ; Mrs.

George W. Shourds, Albion, N. Y. ; Mrs.

Wilbur Johnson, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Mrs.

David C. Dibbell, New Haven, Conn.; Mrs.

Charles J. Kirby, New York City; Mrs. W.
W. Graham, New York City; Mrs. Clermont

C. Covert, Slingerlands, N. Y. ; Mrs. Vulosko

Vaiden, representing State Chairman, Mary-

land ; Mrs. Duncan Campbell, Woodbury,

New Jersey; Mrs. William C. Covell, Phila-

delphia, Pa. ; Miss Elsie A. Whitney, Ilion,

New York; Mrs. W. C. Tucker, Greensboro,

N. C. ; Mrs. Mark Thomas, Brooklyn, N. Y.

;

Mrs. Fisher M. Joslin, Slingerlands, N. Y.

;

Mrs. N. D. Bunnell, Bloomington, 111., Divi-

sion Director; Mrs. William H. Pouch, New
York City.

The awards and press books were on dis-

play and aroused much interest and comment.

The Chairman asked Mrs. Flick, Regent of

Mohawk Chapter, Albany, N. Y., to give re-

sults of the showing of the Yale Chronicles in

the Albany schools. Mrs. Mclntire gave a

resume of her work and told of the Better

Films Council which has been inaugurated in

her state. Mrs. McCurry spoke at length up-

on the subject of Children's Matinees—the

difficulty of interesting young people in good

pictures. Questionnaires had been sent out

asking "The picture I enjoyed most and

why?", hoping to gain information which

could be put to constructive use. The Chair-

man told of work being done in New York
State with the small 16 m/m camera and pro-

jector in taking programs to the shut-ins and

to hospital wards ; and mentioned one gift

of a projector and screen to Tamassee D.A.R.
Industrial School, opening up a wonderful

field for educational work there. New York
State has started a fund called the Tamassee

Film Fund, and already has considerable

money turned in from Chapters which are

anxious to help provide means for the rent-

ing of films to be shown. The First District

of 42 Chapters in New York State has been

organized into four groups, and efforts are

made to keep in close touch with other state

work, also in round table discussions during

the year. ]\Iiss Edith Ford, Better Films

Chairman, New Netherlands Chapter, New
York City, has a Reviewing Committee in the

First District which reports to her, and she in

turn sends the reviews to ]\Irs. Russel. Some
of the producers release pictures in New York
before they are shown in Hollywood, which

makes this committee of value. In Rochester,

N. Y., Mrs. Hugh Smith, Better Films Chair-

man of Irondequoit Chapter, has formed a Bet-

ter Films Council composed of groups from

other clubs and societies. This has met with

the gratifying results along musical and edu-

cational lines.

Mrs. Russel's annual report and her direc-

tions concerning the awards were read. Prizes

were won by

:

Mrs. E .S. Moorer, South Carolina, for the

most constructive work and first 100^^ report

of any state. Southern Division.

Mrs. James A. Craig, Florida, honorable

mention. Southern Division.

Mrs. Walter Sillers, National Vice Chair-

man, honorable mention. Southern Division.

Mrs. Frank G. Farmer, California, press

book. Pacific Coast Division.

Mrs. Edwin J. Brown, Washington, hon-

orable mention. Pacific Coast Division.

Mrs. Charles F. Johnson, Ohio, press book.

Central Division.

Mrs. John W. Riggs, 111., honorable men-

tion. Central Division.

Mrs. William H. Pouch, New York City,

press book. Northern Division.

Miss Katherine Matthies, Conn., honorable

mention. Northern Division.

Mrs. Harry Ashby, Okla., first report on an

entire Division. Western Division.

Mrs. J. W. Head, Mo., honorable mention.

Western Division.

Mrs. Leon A. Mclntire, New Jersey, press

book. Eastern Division.

Mrs. John I. McGuigan, Penn., honorable

mention. Eastern Division.

Mrs. Harvey C. Coulson, 111., best letter

on subject of Motion Pictures.

Many of those winning special recognition

work closely with the National Board of Re-

view and we are pleased to extend our con-

gratulations to them.
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IT can undoubtedly be attributed to the

JVIacon (Ga.) Better Films Committee

that the entire city is better films-minded. A
recent outstanding example of this is the in-

terest which has been given to the subject by

Dr. Edmund F. Cook, Pastor of the Vine-

ville Methodist Church of that city. Dr.

Cook when making plans for "Children's

Month" in his church, wrote to Mrs. Chest-

ney, president of the Committee, as follows,

"You will be interested, I am sure, in our

plans for 'Children's Month' at the Vineville

Methodist Church. I am sending this note to

you as Chairman of the Better Films Com-

mittee in order to ask a favor. I want you,

if possible, to hear my discussion of 'Our

Children and the Movies—Are the Movies a

Menace?' I would be glad also if you would

invite several of your most sympathetic mem-

bers to hear the discussion. During next week

as I prepare for our second discussion
—

'Can

We Do Anything to Improve the Educational

and Ethical Values of the Movie?'—I would

like a conference with you and such members

of your Committee who will be willing to give

a little time so that I may secure from your

Committee suggestions that should enter into

any effort to answer the question I am discuss-

ing. I am not asking you and members of vour

Committee to attend these services because I

think I can render you any special service in

your task, but that I may secure assistance in

serving my constituency in trying to create a

demand for the better type of motion pictures

that will be at once sound and wholesome in

educational value and profitable to the thea-

tre managers."

Dr. Cook had prepared and distributed to

every family in his church, in which there

were children, a booklet announcing a special

historical junior matinee program of the Bet-

ter Films Committee, the book addressed "To
Interested Parents" pointed out to them that

this was "a splendid opportunity to make good

use of the movies as an educational influence

in the life of our children."

A further important recognition of the

Macon Committee by Dr. Cook in his better

films study was to have prepared for dis-

tribution in his church copies of a pamphlet

giving the history .and objects of the Com-
mittee. The pamphlet states "The Macon
Better Films Committee, composed of 21

active members and 50 or more associate mem-

bers, each representative of a number of civic,,

religious, educational and social organizations,

was organized August 29, 1923, with the fol-

lowing objects in view: to increase the demand

for better films by promoting patronage of

only clean and wholesome pictures ; to dis-

courage salacious and unwholesome films ; to

provide a weekly moving picture suitable in

every way for the children ; to encourage

visual education." Under each of these head-

ings the methods of carrying out the object is

given. "The Better Films Committee holds

regular monthly meetings which are open to

the public. To these meetings the members
bring their picture problems. Reports of the

activity of the Committee for the previous

month are submitted and future plans are

discussed."

This plan could perhaps with very gratify-

ing results be brought by Better Films Com-
mittees in other communities to the attention

of their dii¥erent pastors who might be con-

templating such a study or willing to under-

take one now when so much thought and time

is given to motion pictures by their congrega-

tion, especially the young people. In this way
the Committee aids the church and the church

aids the Committee.

THE officers of the Oneonta (N. Y.) Mo-
tion Picture Study Club are not going

to be idle during the summer months. A re-

cent report states that Mrs. Frank Shutts,

president of the Club will receive a scholar-

ship to the Euthenics Institute to be held at

Vassar College this summer and that IVIrs.

Ray D. Champiin, corresponding secretary of

the Club, will conduct courses at the Insti-

tute. This announcement was made by Dr.

Ruth Andrus, director of the division of child

development and parental education of the

state department of education, at a meeting

for leaders in parental education held in the'

Albany State Teachers college. Six scholar-

ships were awarded all of which were made
possible by the Carnegie foundation.

Mrs. Champiin, who is a member of the

Hartwick college faculty and leader of the

Oneonta Normal school extension class of

parental education, will teach a course in

philosophy and technology of homemaking at

the institute and will cooperate with sociolo-

gists, psychiatrists and psychologists in con-

ducting a course on the family. Mrs. Shutts.
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is music supervisor of the Oneonta public

Schools. Notwithstanding their many activi-

ties both Mrs. Shutts and Mrs. Champlin

give valuable service to the Alotion Picture

Stud}' Club believing it to be an important

civic work in connection with any program of

child welfare study.

THE Better Films Secretary was invited

to speak on the subject of motion pictures

at the meeting of the Woman's Club of Great

Kills, Staten Island, on ]May 6th. Interest

has been aroused in a plan of Avorking with the

theatre manager in bringing the most desirable

pictures to the community and in supporting

them. The members of this progressive or-

ganization will, it is certain, carry out the

plan which means so much in suitable family

entertainment. ^Irs. L. I. King was re-elect-

ed president for the coming year.

^^IwrOTIOX PICTURE DAY" was a

JLVJL part of the annual program of many

of the New York City D. A. R. Chapters.

These were arranged by the Chapter D. A. R.

Better Films Chairmen to acquaint the mem-

bers more fully with the different phases of

motion picture activity as they touch the bet-

ter films work of the chapter. i\Irs. Newton

Otis, Better Films Chairman of the Ellen

Hardin Walworth Chapter, planned her

meeting in Roosevelt House where there was

opportunity to see one of the Roosevelt films,

Roosevelt's Return from Europe in 1910.

The guesls Avere greatly pleased with this pic-

torial chronicle of an event of twenty years

ago and interest was expressed in the entire

series of Roosevelt historical films. The New
York State Chairman, Mrs. William H.

Pouch, told of the better films work of the

state which is making such noteworthy prog-

ress in many communities and directions. The

work of the Better Films National Council of

the National Board of Review was described

by Mrs. Gunczy, Better Films Secretary, Avith

especial emphasis on the many pleasant and

profitable contacts Avith the D. A. R. groups.

The New Netherlands Chapter of Avhich

Miss Edith Ford is Better Films Chairman,

held its motion picture day at the McAlpin

Hotel. ]\Ir. Glendon AUvine, Director of

Publicity, Fox Film Corporation, brought to

the members enlightening information on the

subject of motion picture exploitation. To

this chapter Mrs. Pouch also brought a mes-

sage of the state-wide work and the Better

Films Secretary was again given the oppor-

tunity to tell of the National Board of Re-

view. With the ^lotion Picture Day a regu-

lar part of the chapter programs it is evident

the motion picture is not being overlooked in

the many activities of this organization.

THE [Membership Committee of the Na-
tional Board of Review held its second

annual bridge -party on May 17th at the Hotel

Pennsylvania, New York City. ]\Irs. Oliver

Harriman chairman of the hostess committee

Avas assisted by Mrs. LeAvis Booth, ]\Irs. H.

G. Grover, Mrs. Leonard Hill, INIrs. Leon A.

Mclntire, Airs. Louis Guerineau ]\Iyers,

Mrs. A. C. Olson, Mrs. Henry C. Quinby,

]\Irs. E. M. Salter, Airs. Lionel Sutro and

Mrs. T. Yeandle, members of various com-

mittees of the National Board. There AA'ere

o\er a thousand players competing for the

handsome prizes AA-hich Avere donated by lead-

ing motion picture stars. It Avas said to be

the largest bridge party of the year at the

Pennsylvania Hotel. The donors and their

gift prizes AA'ere : Warner Baxter, silver fox

scarf; Will Rogers, Revelation traveling bag;

Ann Harding, self-Avinding Avrist Avatch

;

Colin Clive, three piece etched crystal con-

sole set ; Norma Talmadge, Planning Bow-
man electric coffee service; Joe E. BroAvn,

Royal Portable typcAvriter ; Richard Dix, crys-

tal necklace ; N ancy Carroll, seed pearl CA^e-

ning bag; John Boles, bridge table and

chairs; Joan Bennett, indirect lighting bridge

lamp ; Bebe Daniels, an order for a hat orgi-

nally created by Allle. Nevarte of Paris;

Amateur Cinema League, QRS DeVry B-

type motor projector. The low score prize

Avas most unique being a series of bridge les-

sons at the Whitehead Bridge Studios. Mr.
Sidney S. Lenz and Air. Wilbur C. White-
head, nationally knoAA'n bridge experts, super-

vised the play. In addition to the score prizes

and table prizes there AAcre numerous door

prizes, also given by celebrities, so there Avas

a goodly number of lucky people.

The party served to bring together in pleas-

ant social contact friends of the National

Board, members of the RevieAV Committees
and of the affiliated Better Films Committees
in nearby communities, so from all angles it

was a great success.
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lELECTED Pictures Guide
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preference as to what constitutes good screen entertainment.
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tures most worthy of popular theatre patronage.
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Bettina Gunczy

Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience. Pictures recommended for the

family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. P/cfnrej recommended for the

adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

showings to children under twelve.

*—Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not rated for "Exceptional Photoplays".

Arizona Kid
Directed by Alfred Santell

Featuring M^'arner Baxter

Story "The Cisco Kid" by O. Henry

OMANTIC tale of the West. The
Arizona Kid masquerading as a wealth}'

and care-free Mexican is loved by man}- sen-

oritas in the little village far up in the Rock-

ies where he makes his home. A 3^oung East-

ern girl and her brother come to the village

and it is the Arizona Kid who befriends

them only to be disillusioned in his new found

friends. The beauty of the scenery and the

acting of Warner Baxter make it an enter-

taining production.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Around the Corner

Directed by Bert Glen nan

^ [George Sidney
teaturing

\
/ L narles Al urray

Screen story by Joe Swerling

ROSIE, the adopted daughter of a Jewish

pawnbroker and his Irish pal, falls in

love with a boy whom she believes to be a

chauffeur. When she discovers he is the son

of a wealthy man she decides to forget him
but he has other plans for her. George Sid-

ney and Charles Murray play with their usual

ability the roles of the Jew and the Irishman
respectively.

For the family audience.

(Columbia—7 reels)

The Bad One
Directed by George Fitztnaurice

Featuring Dolores Del Rio

Screen story by John Farrow

EDAIUND LOWE is in his element here

as the world's greatest lover who leaves

his little Brooklyn playmates to go to sea in

order to "give all the girls a break." But
when he meets a lovely Spanish heartbreaker
in a French cafe—the part is expertly played

by the alluring Dolores Del Rio—he forgets

all his former loves. Dark tragedy enters

and all but wrecks their lives. In these lat-

ter scenes, the acting of both principals is

excellent, Dolores Del Rio making a fine emo-
tional appeal.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—8 reels)

The Big Fight

Directed by Walter Lang

Featuring \Guinn Williams

]^Lola Lane

Play by David Belasco

HERE we have a film version of the stage

play which was built around the char-

acters of Jack Dempsey and his wife, Estelle

Taylor, and played by them in New York
City. The screen parts are well taken b_v

23
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Lola Lane as the girl who refuses all bribes

and threats urging her to have a part in caus-

ing her fiance, the fighter, to throw the fight

and Guinn Williams as the fighter who has

always fought straight and continues to do so.

There are some thrilling scenes at the ring-

side with the enthusiastic crowd wildly cheer-

ing its favorite.

For the family audience.

(Sono Art—World Wide—7 reels)

Featuring

'•"The Big Pond
Directed by Hobart Henley

. {Alaurice Chevalier
F'^*"'-^"^

[Claudette Colbert

Play by George Middleion and A. E. Thomas

A CHARMING romance which begins

in romantic Venice and ends in an un-

romantic chewing gum factory in America.

The beautiful and spoiled daughter of an

American chewing gum king falls in love

with her European guide, Pierre and her

father and fiance thinking her infatuation is

due to the romantic surroundings offer Pierre

a chance to make "good" in the American fac-

tory, which he accepts. There are many

amusing situations and several songs sung in

the one and only Chevalier manner. Claud-

ette Colbert is fascinating as usual.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Born Reckless

Directed by John Ford

^ [Ed/iiund Lowe
featuring .

(^Catherine Vale Uwen

Novel "Louis Beretti" by Donald H. Clarke

A GANGSTER is drafted and goes to

war. He determines to put his past

life behind him and returns a hero, but he

finds it is not so easy to rid himself of the

past. Edmund Lowe as the suave and as-

suming reformed gangster is M-ell supported

by Catherine Dale Owen as his former sweet-

heart.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Marie Dressier

[Polly Moran

Screen story by M'illard ^lack

WHEN .Marie Dressier and Polly

Aloran get together, there is bound to

be fun and here they have a picture all their

own. They play the parts of boarding house

mistresses, the best of friends but not above

heated quarrels now and then. Especially does

Marie resent Polly's high hat attitude after

she has made a fortune in Wall Street. Alarie

immediately plunges into the stock market and

makes a great clean-up, and how they strive

to out-ritz each other! But they soon find

that Wall Street is a very dangerous play-

ground. The film is full of laughs, being

suggested in part by Eddie Cantor's book

"Caught Short."

For the family audience.

( Metro-Goldwvn-Maver—8 reels)

Children of Pleasure

Directed by Harry Beaumont
Featuring Lawrence Grey

Screen story by Crane M ilbur

ROAL^NCE of a young song writer who
realizes in time that true love means

more than anything else. The role of the

song writer is well played by Lawrence Grey
who sings se\ eral numbers in his usual pleas-

ing voice.

For the family audience.

( ^letro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels

)

Caught Short

Directed bv Chas. F. Riesner

Courage

Directed by Archie Mayo
Featuring Belle Bennett

Play by Tom Barry

A DRAMA of a mother's love and sacri-

fice for her children. In her endeavor

to give her children all the advantages pos-

sible on a very meagre income the mother

does not realize that in some ways it is most

embarrassing for the children and she almost

loses them. Belle Bennett is excellent in the

role of the mother and she is ably supported

by the children who all play their parts well.

This film is based upon the popular Broad-

way play of last year in which the child actor.

Junior Durkin was such a success.

For the family audience.

(Warner—7 reels)
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Featuring

The Cuckoos

Directed by Paul Sloane

{Bert Wheeler

^Robert Woolsey

.Musical comedy "The Ramblers" by Guy
Bolton, Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby

ERE is a mad film if there ever was one.

There is hardly a sober moment in the

whole picture but what can be expected when
that hilarious corned)' team, Woolsey and

Wheeler, pile up laugh after laugh with their

ridiculous nonsense. The film, which is an

adaptation of the musical comedy, "The
Ramblers", pays but slight attention to the

plot—a very good thing—and is given over

wholly to the comedy and the songs, all of

which are tuneful and catchy. If you like lots

of spontaneous nonsense The Cuckoos is the

picture to see.

For the familv audience.

(RKO— 11 reels)

it effects themselves.

For the mature audience.

( Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels

)

Czar of Broadway

Directed by William Craft

Featuring S^^''^
l^Betty Compson

Screen story by Gene Towne

A CRIME story supposedly based upon
the life of Arnold Rothstein. A young

newspaper reporter is befriended by a gang-
ster known as the "Czar of Broadway".
When chance gives the lad an opportunity for

his big "scoop" he refuses to besmirch his

friend's memory.
For the mature audience.

(Universal—8 reels)

The Divorcee
Directed by Robert Leonard
Featuring Norma Shearer

Novel "Ex-Wife" by Ursula Parrott

THROUGH the excellent acting of

Norma Shearer and the supporting cast,

the more or less uninteresting story, "Ex-
Wife," comes to the screen as an entertaining

story of marriage and divorce. Jerry marries

a young newspaper man and for three years

they are blissfully happy and held by their

friends as an example of all a young married
couple should be. Their philosophy of the sin-

gle standard does not hold good however when

Double Crossroads

Directed by Alfred Warker
. [Robert Ames

t eaturing \t i

ILila Lee

Story "Yonder Grow the Daisies" by

Walter Lip/nan

AN underworld melodrama with several

surprises. A young convict is released

from prison and determines it is the straight

and narrow henceforth for him. He goes to

a small country town and there meets his

ideal girl. His gang track him down, though,

and promise if he does one more robbery they

will not trouble him again. Thinking the

girl has doublecrossed him he consents and

more "doublecrossing" 'follows.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—6 reels)

Dumb-bells in Ermine

Directed by John G. Adolfi

Featuring \ Robert Armstrong

) Barbara Kent

Play "Weak Sisters" by Lynn Stallings

HERE is another case of a fine cast mak-

ing a film decidedly entertaining. Beryl

Mercer is delightful in the part of the old

lady who is so anxious to help her grand-

daughter and the nice young man who loves

her in spite of her snobbish daughter-in-law's

strenuous objections. The girl's suitor is a

prize-fighter, a fact which shocks her mother

considerably especially as she has her own
plans as to whom her daughter is to marry.

James Gleason gives his usual excellent per-

formance as the young fighter's trainer who
tries first to discourage the romance and then

to help it along according to his own ideas

as to the tactics a man should use to win a

girl.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—6 reels)

The Fall Guy
Directed by Leslie Pearce
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Featuring Jack Mulhall

Play by George Abbott and James Gleason

UNABLE to obtain a job and pressed to

support not only his wife but his sis-

ter and his wife's brother, a boy is finally

forced to become a bootlegger. His sister is

in love with a policeman and it is most em-

barrassing for him when he discovers that the

man he is after is his sweetheart's brother.

Much to the boy's surprise he finds out that he

has been peddling dope instead of whiskey and

he has quite a time proving his innocence.

Comedy relief is furnish by the brother-in-

law who sits at home continually playing on

his saxophone while the others work.

For the mature audience.

(R K O—7 reels)

For the family audience.

( Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels)

The Flirting Widow
Directed by William Seiter

Featuring \
Dorothy Mackaill

I
Basil Rathbone

Novel "Green Stockings" by A. E. W . Mason

THE old English custom of the unmarried

daughters wearing green stockings at the

weddings of their younger sisters causes much
grief to the girl in question in this picture.

Finally becoming thoroughly exasperated with

her family for endeavoring to figuratively

thrust her into the arms of every eligible per-

son she invents a fiance who was killed in the

war and needless to say the unknown fiance

proves to be very much alive—thus creating

many amusing complications.

For the family audience.

(First National—8 reels)

The Florodora Girl

Directed by Harry Beaumont
Featuring Marion Davies

Screen story by Gene Markey

STORY of the gay nineties. An enter-

taining burlesque concerning the love

affair of Daisy, a Florodora girl, and a

wealthy young man whose mother has de-

cided whom he shall marry. In spite of the

warnings of her friends concerning this man
of the world Daisy believes in him and thus

all ends well. The story is most amusing and

the costumes are in perfect keeping with the

time.

Fox Movietone Follies of 1930

Directed by Benjamin Stoloff

V , \El Brendel
teaturing J ^

[Margaret White

Screen story by William K. Wells

ANOTHER revue comes to the screen

with its many stars. The plot is woven

around the love affairs of an uncle and his

nephew with two show girls. The Fox Fol-

lies of 1930 is a riot of color and tune, well

produced and well acted.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—7 reels)

In Gay Madrid
Directed by Robert Leonard

Featuring Ramon Novarro

Novel "La Casa de la Troya" by Alejandro

Perez Lugin

RAMON NOVARRO'S boyish smile and

charming voice prove irresistible to the

little senorita whom he loves in this picture of

sunny Spain. But she decides it is best to keep

him guessing until his dark past looms up and

almost wrecks the romance. The film is a de-

lightful piece with much light comedy and

some fine singing, not only by Novarro but

also by the students attending the University

where he is sent. Doroth}" Jordan is always a

joy to behold and the other members of the

cast do very good work, especially the boy's

father.

For the family audience.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-^Iayer—9 reels)

Featuring

.

The King of Jazz

Directed by John Murray Anderson

\Paul Whiteman
[Special Cast

ANOTHER lavish technicolor revue fea-

turing Paul Whiteman and his famous

band. The origin of the phrase "King of

Jazz" starts off the revue with a most original

touch and the rest of the show does not fall

below the standard set. The picture abounds

with catchy tunes, resplendent costumes and

settings and humorous skits.

For the family audience.

(Universal— 13 reels)
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Ladies Love Brutes
Directed by Rowland V. Lee

Featuring George Bancroft

Play "Pardon My Glove" by Zoe A kins

THE drama of a self-made man. George

Bancroft forcefully portrays the role of

an Italian immigrant who has battled his way
from an iron worker to a New York build-

ing contractor. With his wealth and fame

comes a desire for social prestige which almost

wrecks his and his son's life. Mary Astor and

Fredric March ably support Mr. Bancroft.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

W
The Lady of Scandal

Directed by Sidney Franklin

Featuring Ruth Chatterton

Play "The High Road" by Frederick

Lonsdale

HATEVER the character portrayed

Ruth Chatterton succeeds in making

it a vital one. Here she plays effec-

tively the part of a popular musical comedy

star thrown into contact with an exceedingly

conservative family of the English aristocracy

through her announced engagement to the

youngest member of the family. The coun-

cil of all the relatives called to plan how
best to divert this scandal decides upon the

idea of inviting her for a trial visit in the

household, thinking its severity w^ill cause her

to relent through boredom, results however,

are unexpected and she leaves for quite dif-

ferent reasons. Basil Rathbone offers a

finished role as the Duke. The atmospheric

quality leaves little to be desired.

For the mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—8 reels)

Midnight Mystery
Directed by George B. Seitz

r J • [Betty Compsonteaturing J
'

(Lowell Sherman
Play "Hawk Island" by H. 7. Young

TALE of a house-party on a lonely

island which ends tragically. In order

to try and arouse the guests whose chief oc-

cupation seems to be reading murder mystery

stories, two members of the party put on a

drama which would have been clever in dis-

pelling the gloom if it had not been the basis

for a real murder. One of the girls, who

writes mysteries, the fiancee of the perpetrator

of the plot, brings her knowledge of murder

crimes to the aid of the accused and the guilty

one is finally brought to justice.

For the mature audience.

(R K O—7 reels)

Not Damaged
Directed by Chandler Sprague

. [Lois Moran
t eaturing < „ ; ^ a

I Robert Atucs

Story "The Solid Gold Article" by

Richard Connell

BORED by her existence as a shop girl

and with her fiance, a floor walker, a

voung girl determines to seek excitement with

a wealthy young man to whom she has sold

a quantity of shirts. Her fiance and room-

mate warn her of the dangers that will resort

from this but she determines to learn through

experience. The knowledge she does acquire

concerning her acquaintances is wholly unex-

pected. The acting of Lois Moran is good.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—7 reels)

One Embarrassing Night
Directed by G. Walls

Featuring Ralph Lynn

Play "Rookery Nook" by Ben Travers

COMEDY of English country life con-

cerning a young bridegroom who has

been forced to return home from his honey-

moon without his bride because of her mother's

illness. To the boy's dismay he finds a young

girl making herself at home in his house and

he has quite a hectic evening explaining or

trying to explain her presence and his bride's

absence. This English production is a very

amusing picture.

For the mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 11 reels)

One Romantic Night
Directed by Paul Stein

Featuring Lillian Gish

Play "The Swan" by Ferenz Molnar

THIS story concerns a princess who be-

cause of her cool aloofness is called "the

Swan". Her mother decides she must re-

coup the hopeless state of their once import-

ant family through the marriage of her

daughter to the Crown Prince. The Crown
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Prince, however, is a gay fellow with little

relish for an obscure princess but changes

his mind after a few hours in her company.

Nevertheless the course of true love refuses

to run smoothly through the princess' sudden

aroused interest in the presentable tutor for

her young brothers. In the end class distinc-

tions are not ignored and the prince and

princess are supposed to live happily ever

after. Lillian Gish is quite demure in the

princess role but this gives the dominating

mother her chance. O. P. Heggie plays well

the ever-helpful uncle. Father Benedict.

For the family audience.

(United Artists—8 reels)

* Paramount on Parade

A SPECTACULAR technicolor revue

with many popular stars, gorgeous cos-

tumes and settings and numerous catchy

tunes. The masters of ceremony provided un-

usual laugh-provoking humor but what could

be expected with three such comedians as

Jack Oakie, Leon Erroll and Skeets Gal-

lagher. The picture moves rapidly from one

colorful scene to another replete with sing-

ing, dancing, humor and clever skits.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 13 reels)

Pori

Directed by Baron A. J'on Dugern

THIS film depicts a big game expedition

in East Africa. An explorer, his wife

and two children are befriended by a tribe of

natives who protect them from another not

so friendly tribe. The shots of the game
hunting are most thrilling and the natives'

dances and customs very interesting.

For the family audience.

(Ufa—6 reels)

The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu
Directed by Roivland J'. Lee
Featuring Warner Oland

Novel by Sax Rohmer

WE left Dr. Manchu dead from poison

that he had taken when capture by

Scotland Yard proved inevitable in The Mys-
terious Dr. Fu Manchu but in this sequel

we find him more alive than dead. He con-

tinues his nefarious schemes of revenge for

the death of his wife and son in this second

picture which continues to hold one's inter-

est. Warner Oland repeats his stellar per-

formance as the mysterious Oriental.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Roaring Ranch

Directed by Reeves Eason

Featuring Hoot Gibson

Screen story by Reeves Eason

WESTERN in which the childhood

romance of a boy and girl plays a large

part. The followers of Hoot Gibson will en-

joy seeing him in the role of foster father to

a small baby and the lovers of animals will

also find enjoyment in the many shots of pets

and the kindness shown to them. This pic-

ture would be very good for a humane pro-

gram. The story has plausibility which is

usually lacking in most Westerns.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal—7 reels)

Safety in Numbers

Directed by Victor Schertzinger

Featuring Buddy Rogers

Screen story by George JMarion, Jr.

CO]\IEDY romance of a boy whose uncle

has the bright idea that he will send

him to New York to see the sights under the

supervision of three Follies girls before he

attains his majority and money, thus teaching

him how to elude the city gold-diggers. The
plan might have been successful but the old

adage of "safety in numbers" does not hold

true.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—10 reels)

The Second Floor Mystery

Directed by Roy del Ruth

jp ,
{Grant Withers

jt eaturing
{

(Loretta i oung

Novel "The Agony Colunin" by Earl Derr

Biggers

GIRL and boy become acquainted

through the "agony column" in a Lon-

don daily and the boy desiring to make an

impression weaves many adventures and ro-

mantic stories about himself which lead to his
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embarrassment later. Grant Withers is good

in the role of the lad who becomes entangled

in a real murder through his imaginative

crime tales.

For the family audience.

(Warner—6 reels)

Featuring

Second Honeymoon
Directed by Phil Rosen

\^
Josephine Dunn

(
Edivard Earle

Novel by Ruby Ayres

N entertaining light story of a discon-

tented wife, a busy husband and a dis-

carded lover. The wife believes she is in love

with her former sweetheart and the method

which is used to convince her of the folly of

her way of thinking is most amusing.

For the mature audience.

(Continental—6 reels)

So This Is London
Directed by John Blystone

Featuring Will Rogers

Play by George M. Cohan

AN excellent comedy of an American who
hating everything British is forced to go

to London on business. On board he and

his wife are compelled to keep to their state-

rooms so there is ample time for their son

to fall in love with an English girl thus giv-

ing more reason for animosity and ire on the

part of his father when they arrive in London

and the two families meet. There is sufficient

cause to believe that many of the clever and

pungent lines are original ones of America's

congressman at large. Clever dialogue and

the excellent acting make this an unusually

entertaining picture.

For the family audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Soldiers and Women
Directed by Edward Sloan

Featuring Johnson

(Grant Withers

Play by Paul Irving Fox and George Curtin

I

RAMA of army post life in Haiti. A
captain of the post is murdered so nat-

urally the plot concerns the question "who
and why?" The suspected ones are a young

officer who is in love with the murdered man's

wife and the Colonel's lady, well portrayed

by Aileen Pringle. The heat and the monot-

ony of the island post has preyed on the lat-

ter's mind so that she feels she is capable of

most any crime. A recent newcomer to the

screen, a lovely blonde of the Ann Harding

type, Helen Johnson, charmingly plays the

part of the young wife who unravels the mys-

tery.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia—7 reels)

Featuring

Song of the Flame
Directed by Anton F. Grot

^Bernice Claire

]^Alexander Gray

Operetta by Oscar Hammerstein II and

Otto Harbach

COLOR and sound happily blended in a

stirring operetta of the Russian revolu-

tion. The plot centers around a beautiful

country girl who expresses the grumbling of

the peasants through her ardent song of free-

dom so that she becomes their leader. Plot-

ting chiefs of the revolution make use of her

influence over the people for their unscrupu-

lous personal gains and too late she discovers

the power of the flame she has kindled by her

song. Her refusal to work with the revo-

lutionists longer and her love ifor a prince

place her in an unfortunate position all of

which is righted in the finale. The singing

is very good, especially worth noting is a

song by Noah Beery who plays the chief of

the revolutionists. Several gay harvest

dances of the people add to the colorfulness of

this lavish picture.

For the family audience.

(First National—9 reels)

Sunny Skies

Directed by Norman Taurog

Featuring {Benny Rubin

)Marceline Day
Screen story by A. P. Younger

STORY of campus life based chiefly

on the efforts of a Jewish boy to be-

come a real college sport. There is, of course,

the necessary football game won at the last

minute by the college hero and the happy end-

ing for all involved in the plot. There are

several good music hits and the buffoonery of

Benny Rubin is amusing.

For the family audience.

(Tiffanj^—8 reels)
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Sweethearts and Wives

Directed by Clarence Badger

, . \Billv Dove
Featuring \

I^Litve Brook

Play by Walter Hackett

BELIEVING herself in love with her hus-

band's friend a young wife soon changes

her mind when she is forced to spend a night

in a spooky and deserted inn with a storm rag-

ing outside. Many mysterious things happen

concerning lost jewels and a divorce lawyer

who will have information for his client at

any cost.

For the mature audience.

(First National—9 reels)

Swing High

Directed by Joseph Santley

IP , \Fred Scott
reaturing rx , ^

) Helen Twelvetrees

Screen story by Joseph Santley and James

Seymour

THIS picture proves to be one of the best

circus musical films. All the glamor of

circus parades, steam calliopes and the glitter

that went with "circus day" in a small town
is brought to the screen. Fred Scott is en-

tertaining in his role as ticket seller who sings

several good numbers and Helen Twelvetrees

is charming as the trapeze artist. Stepin

Fetchit as the animal hostler adds to the

comedy relief. All in all it is a most amus-

ing picture.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe—10 reels)

The Texan
Directed by ^ . . . .John Cromwell

Featuring \Gary Cooper

\Fay Wray
Story "A Deep-Dyed Deceiver" by O. Henry

THE hero of The Virginian is forced to flee

from the Southwest, in this companion
picture, to the romantic Argentine. Here he

indeed encounters romance as well as wealth

and at last peace. Gary Cooper does excel-

lent work as the hero of the popular O. Henry
story and is supported by Fay Wray as the

beautiful senorita who wins his heart.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Featuring

Those Who Dance

Directed by William Beaudine

\ Monte Blue

(Lila Lee

Screen story by George K. Turner

CROOK drama—this time concerning

silk thieves. A young boy is caught

with a gun on him after an officer has been

killed trying to stop a silk truck. He is con-

demned to death but his sister has a plan for

discovering the real criminal, assisted by the

brother of the murdered policeman.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—7 reels)

Trigger Tricks

Directed by Reaves Eason
Featuring Hoot Gibson

Screen story by Reaves Eason

TALE of the West with cowboys and

cattle rustlers galore. A young boy,

to avenge the death of his brother, hires him-

self to a girl as a ranger and to the gang of

rustlers as a killer. He proves his courage and

wins the praise of the sheriff and the love of

the girl. A clever story with pleasing scenery

and fast riding.

For the family audience.

(L^niversal—6 reels)

True to the Navy
Directed by Frank Tuttle

Featuring \
Clara Bow

l^Fredric March

Screen story by Keene Thompson and
Doris Anderson

COMEDY of a girl who serves sodas to

the lads of the fleet. In endeavoring to

obtain a lot of trade for her employer. Ruby,

this girl behind the fountain, becomes rather

much entangled when the whole fleet enters

the harbor since she has had only one ship to

concern herself with heretofore. This pro-

duction moves rapidly with plenty of humor.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Women Everywhere

Directed by Alexander Corda

Featuring S
J. Harold Murray

[Fiji Dorsay
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Screen story by George Groffsmith

DRAMA of love, gun-running and the re-

generation of a man. After being ar-

rested for gun-running, a man is aided by a

cabaret girl and thus is able to escape. He
joins the Foreign Legion and returning a hero

seeks the girl, but time has passed and dif-

ficulties have arisen.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—8 reels)

Young Desire

Directed by Lew Collins

Featuring Mary Nolan

Story "Carnival" by William R. Doyle

A DRAMA of carnival life. A young

girl runs away from the sordid life she

has been living and on the road is befriended

by a young college boy. He takes her home

with him and announces that he is leaving

college to marry, but the young people find

that life is not so easy for them. The acting

of Mary Nolan is excellent and one feels glad

that an impossible ending is not tacked on.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—7 reels)

Young Man of Manhattan
Directed by Monta Bell

. iClaudette Colbert
teaturin^ ,7 r ^

I A orman r oster

Novel by Katharine Brush

SMOOTH direction and fine acting has

made the picturization of this popular

novel a most entertaining one. Norman Fos-

ter plays the part of the sports writer, with

plenty of literary talent but no ambition, who
marries the young newspaper woman, ambi-

tious as she is lovely, and, since Claudette Col-

bert pla5's the part, this indicates that she

aimed very high indeed. Relations between

the young couple in a very short time become

strained and they separate but a highly dram-

atic turn of events brings them together again.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

(Continued from page 15)

sometimes. But we soon found that they

liked boxing and wrestling and bowling and

basket ball and all vigorous kinds of athletic

activities. Eventually we found our way out of

the woods into a program that went along

smoothlv and satisfied a real need for recrea-

tion in that special type of community.

You have to plan your recreation to balance

up the program for the folks it is designed

for, and whether it is young boys and girls

or old hoys and girls, it is a matter of study

and thought and understanding. When you

come to apply it to motion pictures, I wonder

if we must not think more carefully and sym-

pathetically of pictures suited to the adolescent

age.

The motion pictures are made on a pretty

dead level. Producers are not making pic-

tures exclusively for children because they

would not pay the cost of production. Yet

many of the current productions are fine for

the whole family. Pictures need to have a

recreational and entertainment value that will

carry over the whole range of interest of both

young people and adults.

I wish to reiterate that I believe that just

as in selecting our foods, we have to give more

attention to our recreations. We would not

think of turning the children into the pantry

and leaving them to their own devices with

jam and mince pie. Why then should we al-

low them, during the time when we do exer-

cise some degree of control over them, to go

to a miscellaneous and haphazard program of

recreation such as must come in the usual

neighborhood motion picture house? With
the information now available about pictures,

let us do some selecting and planning, and yet

not be too dictatorial about it. Let us just

talk it out—what are the interesting pictures

and the most worth-while—and then see them
with the children.

I am awfully sorry for boys and girls who
are not allowed to see motion pictures, as

some are not, but I would be more sorry for

boys and girls allowed to go to the movies

whenever and wherever they wanted to. So

it is selection and moderation and a "bal-

anced ration" of motion pictures that is the

answer to the problem, if happily we are wise

enough and sympathetic enough to do it.

WE are sorry but at the same time we
hope that you missed the May issue of

our Magazine. To those who have looked

in vain for it we extend our apologies and say

"here it is" combined with the June issue.

Since it is fuller we trust that we may ask

your forgiveness regarding the unavoidable

doubling-up.—The Editors.
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REVIEW OF MOTION

The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public -opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in vari-

ous parts of the country. It is opposed to legal censor-

shi]) and in favor of the constructive better films

method. It is at all times glad to co-operate with any

outside agency to encourage and guide the motion pic-

ture in developing its possibilities as a great and use-

ful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees;

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers Or by the Review Com-
mittee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members

of the General Committee, is the directing body ot

the National Board, charged with the forniulation of

policies, the election of members, thfi expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two

hiuidred and Inity members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule durnig

each week in the projection rooms of the various motion

picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises the

membership list of the Review Committee and recom-

mends the names of proposed new members for con-

sideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community groups

in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to encourage

the artistic development of the motion picture. Its

pioneer activity in this field which proved that the

artistic picture w'ill be supported by special audiences

who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of the screen

has done much to lay the foundations for the growing

Little Photoplay Theatre movement of today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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A Sociologist Says
Our "Who's JHw" presenting to our

readers the members of the National Board

of Reviezv, including first the Executive

Committee, introduces this month one

known to many of yoit, Professor LeRoy E.

Boimnan.—Editor's Note.

AA/IO'RALIZ-
E R who
probes

around in the realms

of sin in order to

have something to

preach about must
sometimes get a

thrill that is direct

and genuine. And
the student of social

science taking part

in the observation

and criticism of the

movies in order to

discover original so-

ciological data must
confess to a great

deal of personal

pleasure quite apart

from erudite re-

searches in the oc-

cupation. I am in-

terested in the

movies because I en-

joy them; I tell others I spend time at the

pictures because others enjoy them and as a

student and teacher of sociology (especially

social problems) at Columbia University, I

Prof. LeRoy E. Boivman

must watch the social processes of mass re-

sponse. What holds the attention of the

many in story and song is of greater signi-

ficance than statistics for one who wishes to

know what this society is and how it works.
Not that the movies are adequately pictur-

ing American society

—they are not, for

as yet they are an art

greater in that re-

spect in their possi-

bilities than accom-
plishment. Further
the United States of

America is not yet

very integrated as a

society and hence

what the movies

show is something-

confused, something

crude and elemental.

The pictures on

the films give form
in which the stuft' in

many minds nucle-

ates into mental pic-

tures. Into these

pictures in peoples

heads the}^ put them-

selves and thus they

influence their own
ideas of the relation they bear to others.

They are superior or inferior
;
they act in an

ethical, decent or social way toward others

partly as they have painted the image of
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themselves in these mental pictures. There

is not much logic in the process, nor deduc-

tive conclusions regarding right and wrong,

but there is a tremendous feeling of being

right because actions happen tQ agree with

these hazy, egoistic, haphazard mind images

that motion pictures ha^e a part in creatmg.

If the reader believes any of the argument

so far it will not be difficult for him to see

how a person who likes most those people

in this world who get the worst of things

will be interested in anything such as movies

that aid observers to form helpful or unfair

pictures of their relation to the underdogs.

In the same way attitudes toward all

people are assumed, not reasoned. We like

or dislike, we are fair or unfair, to business

accpaintances, neighbors, foreigners or

those religiously or morally different from

ourselves according to curious influences

that operate without rh}-me or reason. Then

we use logic to defend and support the prej-

udices we have illogically assumed. At

least this poor statement of a big fact inti-

matel}' relates to the work of community

organizations in which for many years I

have enjoyed speculating as secretary of the

National Community Center Association, as

editor of the community section of ''Social

Forces," for a time as chairman of the com-

munity section of the National Conference

of Social ^^'ork, for five years as organizer

and director of a neighborhood association,

and during the \\"ar as national personnel

director of \A'ar Camp Community Service.

It would be a simple task to carrv on

some such line of generalizing about the

movies and the way they relate themselves

to the interests of the individual ; for ex-

ample to my job as secretary of the New
York City Recreation Committee which

unites Irfty-five organizations in a civic and

fairly successful effort to formulate a long

term program and policies for New York in

the provision of playgrounds and public

recreation. However, anyone who has read

this far has lost interest in the person.al

references and has carried the implications

National Board of Review Magazine

of the general argument much beyond these

feeble paragraphs. That was inevitable,

however, and those who arranged these

"Who's Who" articles must have realized

that skeleton biographical boasts are most

uninteresting to read, and autobiography

painful to write ; for the author feels so

much as tourists should feel who carry bags

with labels blazoning European cities they

have "toured" to no one's interest but their

own.

At any rate here are a few labels on my
portfolio : member. Welfare Council of Nevr

York City ; member of Executive Commit-

tee of the Teachers Union; member. Na-

tional and New York City Executive Com-
mittees League for Industrial Democracy

;

active in the cooperative (Rochdale) move-

ment and in adult education.

Further information rcnarding Professor

Bozi'uiau -a'c append to complete the above.

—The Editor.

Professor Bowman is an alumnus of the

University of Chicago and did graduate

work in sociology' at Columbia University.

He was one of the organizers of a settle-

ment tor men and boys. South Deering,

Chicago
;

organizer and director of the

Greenpoint Neighborhood Association in

Brooklyn for five years, conducting three

playgrounds, two community centers, a

civic and naturalization center, organized

health work and so forth. Assistant secre-

tary. New York State Committee on Feeble-

mindedness for one year, assistant executive

oificer. New York Countv Chapter. Ameri-

can Red Cross. Organized and for seven

years secretary. New York City Recreation

Committee. Fast president. New York
]\Ionday Club, consisting of the social work-

ers of New York City. ^lember, executive

committee. Pioneer Youth of America. For

nine years lecturer in sociology, Columbia

University. He is a writer on community

organization, social problems, cooperation,

adult education, recreation and related sub-

jects.



Setting the Stage
Outstanding Indian Film "The Silent Enemy" Offers Tie-up Suggestions

By Betty Shannon

THE distinguished stage designer, Rob-

ert Edmond Jones, told me in an inter-

view not long ago of a Russian book,

new at the time, which pointed out the fact

that all life is becoming "theatricalized."

In other words that the arts of stage design,

of dramatization and presentation known to

the showman are becoming utilized in home

and social life, in religious and educational

helds, in advertising and merchandizing.

Even the kitchen, today, with its colored

pots and pans looks like a stage set. The

modern woman "makes a setting" for her

individuality, carefully choosing colors, fab-

rics and furniture which will enhance her

own particular charms. Many women base

their knowledge of interior decoration on

the settings they have seen in pictures.

Business men "stage" their big deals.

The\ have come to see the importance of

decorating their offices to furnish a back-

ground which silently contributes to the

"single effect" they are tr}-ing to attain of

dignity, success and power.

The merchant with something to sell

"dramatizes" his merchandise. He does this

by presenting a little story or scene which

will utilize what he has for sale in the way

it would naturally be used after purchase.

The chairman of the Better Films Com-
mittee, borrowing the window of a local

storekeeper to call the attention of the pass-

ing public to some special Community Xight

at a co-operating picture theatre by the re-

production of a scene from the selected pic-

ture to be shown is joining in this modern

trend of "theatricalization" of life. So is

the Librarian or the Museum Director,

when he helps to inform the public of some

unusuallv good picture—such as, let vis say,

tha.t very distinguished screen story of the

American Indian recentlv released bv Para-

mount, Tlic Silent Enemy—by making a

cUsplay of photographic stills from the pic-

ture with books and related objects of

interest.

The motion picture exhibitor has from

practically the first "dramatized" his efforts

to make the public part with the cost of ad-

mission at his box office. One definition of

"dramatization" is "to tell a story through

action." And that is a good definition here,

I think. Though his efforts were at first as

crude as his product, the exhibitor frequent-

ly had the right idea of attracting attention

when he told the public the story of what he

was presenting through parades, floats, and

through such stunts as having local actors

preiending to be involved in situations like

the action of the plot discovered by the

press.

There is a brilliance and a finesse appar-

ent in the exploitation of pictures today

which was not to be found before competi-

tion had driven those producing and exploit-

ing them to obtain every ounce of business

possible out of every picture. Also, before

the days when banks and bankers began

coming into the field and demanding exact

figures and analyses based on thorough un-

derstanding of the elements making up the

strange phenomenon known as the motion

picture business.

r^Iany—if not most—of the ideas used in

the advertising and exploiting of motion

pictures even by theatre exhibitors toda}' are

worked out in the advertising and promo-

tion departments of the motion picture pro-

ducers and are submitted in the forms of

press sheets and advertising manuals along

with the film.

The thoroughness with which each pro-

duction is scanned for its high lights, its

points of interest and the appeals which will

make selling talks to different types of audi-
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ences could not have been dreamed of a

dozen years ago.

An executive in the advertising depart-

ment of one of the big motion picture pro-

ducing companies, which owns a chain of

theatres, bore out this contention that all

business was becoming theatricalized in a

statement the other day relating to depart-

ment personnel. He said that so keen had

competition become for attention, with

every motion picture company and every

other type of business dramatizing its prod-

uct, that his company had considered it ad-

visable to have young men in the advertising

department who had studied playwriting

and stagecraft, to plan and execute, when

necessary its exploitations. Because of this,

his company had sent for several years to

New Haven and Cambridge for young men
who had taken courses in playwriting at

Yale and Harvard to be trained for work at

the home office or in the theatres.

He stated that this specialized training,

which had direct application to the work, he

felt to be very desirable.

One of the best examples of an intelli-

gently handled advertising and exploitation

campaign and one which has wide appeal to

the i\merican public because of the subject

matter of the picture is that of The Silent

Enemy which I have mentioned above.

This picture being the epic life story of a

race and based on fact—though as thrilling

as any fiction—is different from the usual

output of the studios, and thus special

thought and effort was put on the formulat-

ing of ideas for its exploitation. A thirty-

two page Advertising ^Manual full of sug-

gestions was the result.

Perhaps the most delightful exploitation

"stunt" and one which represents the new,

high type of work which is being done in

this line today, is a "^lap Reading Contest"

outlined in this Manual. The contest is to

be carried on in the lobby of any of the

theatres showing The Silent Enemy.

Those who have seen the picture remem-

ber the fascinating scene in which the hero

records in picture-writing the history of the
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deeds performed in the film on a map made
of animal hide. A picture of the map is

reproduced' on this page. This map sug-

gested the "]Map Reading Contest" idea.

And this is it: The theatre manager is

to get a large hide similar to the one used

in the picture, and to invite local Boy

Scouts, always interested in Indian lore, to

paint the hide exactly like the photograph,

in the lobby of the theatre. The hide is then

to be left hanging in the lobby for several

davs, while the Contest rules are printed in

the newspapers, and the good news of the

prize awards are circulated. All boys and

girls under sixteen years of age in the city

or town are invited to take part in the con-

test.

Those who enter the contest must see the

picture and then from memory explain the

significance of the drawings on the Indian

Story j\Iap which the Boy Scouts have

made. The explanations are to be written

at a large table equipped with writing paper

and pencils in the lobby near the map.

After the closing of the picture the papers

will be judged by prominent adult members

of the community and the prizes awarded.

flight it not be interesting for members

of the National Board of Review Study

Groups to take up the matter of theatre

advertising and exploitation, which includes

the fascinating subject of "tie-ups," But

perhaps you haA^e done so already.



Lon Chaney

Frnm "The Unholy Thn,-'

LON CHANEY, whose death occurred

as suddenly and as startingly as he

sometimes emerged in his macabre

pictures, presents a loss to the screen wnich

will not easily be filled. His talents were

extraordinarily varied, his way of life was

distinguished and dignified and his contribu-

tion to the screen was continuous and pro-

gressive.

Chaney was both an actor of high calibre,

an outstanding pantomimist and a master

of the art of make-up. In this last field he

was considered so authoritative that he was

called upon by the editors of the Encyclo-

pedia Britannica to write an article on this

subject.

One of the secrets of Chaney's success

was that he labored unflaggingly in his

chosen field. Every role he undertook was

a new contribution, an attempt at a fresh

interpretation. He never allowed himself to

be typed. F"or that reason he was never

pocketed, never set to work in the weary

treadmill of reproducing his previous per-

formances until a bored public might throw

him upon the scrap heap of its disfavor.

The outstanding quality of Chaney's

work is amply illustrated by the record of

selections made by the National Board of

Review. Of the twenty-five pictures in

which he appeared since 1919 when he first

came to the fore in The Miracle Man the

following eighteen were selected

:

Flesh and Blood 1922

A Blind Bargain 1922

TJie Hunchback of Noire Dame 1923

The Shock 1923

He Who Gets Slapped 1924

The Unholy Three. .: 192.S

The Monster 1925

The Phantom of the Opera 1925

The Tourer of Lies 1925

The Black Bird 1926

Tell It to the Marines 1926

Mr. JVh 1927

The Unknozvn 1927

Mockery 1927

London After Midnight 1927

West of Zanzibar 1928

Where East Is West 1929

Thunder 1929

The following were chosen as exceptional

pictures and were reviewed at length in the

National Board of Review Magazine:

The Hunchback of 'Xotrc Dame
He JJlio Gets Slapped

The Phantom of tlie Opera

The Tou'cr of Lies

This unusual record of excellence speaks

for itself. It is further borne out by his

great favor with the motion picture public.

The popular imagination was soon captured

b}- Chaney's uncanny resourcefulness in the

realm of grotesque make-up. He earl}- car-

ried the descriptive epithet of "the man
with a thousand faces'' and his ability to as-

(Continiied on page 8)



Exceptional Photoplays

COiMMITTEE

Louise W. Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet- Menken
Frances T. Patterson
J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A dcpartinci^ devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-
mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in zvriting their revicivs. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its e.r-

ccllencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic dez'clopmcnt of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Coiii-

niittee on Exceptional
Photoplays

THE absence of anv reviews in the

Exceptional Photoplays Department of

this issue of the Magazine is clue not

to a lack of good pictures but we might say

"blame it on the weather" for during the

summer heat of New York City the mem-
bers of the Exceptional Photoplays Com-
mittee have all sought more comfortable

temperatures. It has been impossible there-

fore to bring the pictures referred bv the

]\eview groups to the Exceptional Photo-

plays Committee before the Committee for

consideration.

Those pictures which have been referred

as worth}' of longer reviews and special

support are Abraham Lincoln, HcH's

. lucfcls, Old English and Romance. Atten-

tion is called to these films as starred in the

Selected Pictures Department of this issue.

Perhaps they ma}- appear in the Excep-

tional Photoplays Department of the next

number but even without this further re-

commendation they are pictures not to be

missed liy discriminating theatre patrons.

Lon Chaney
(Continued from page 7)

sumc disguises originated a series of na-

tionall}' known jokes about mistaken identi-

ties.

Yet Chaney was never for the moment a

mere make-up trickster. In The Tozver of

Lies based upon the novel by Selma Lager-

lol he rose to tragic heights as a bereaved

father who goes insane over his daughter's

downfall and in Tell It to the Marines he

showed that he could pla}- a straight part on

his own merits.

Next to Chaplin, Chaney was the leading

film actor to take an uncomprising stand

against talking pictures. He felt that

though he might assume a thousand fabled

faces on the silent screen he had only one

voice for the talkies. Yet when he finally

had to succumb in a talking version of The

Unholy Three it was characteristic of his

genius that he acted with no less than four

voices. It is our great loss that we will

never know how many voices he still had at

his command. Alfred B. Kuttner.

ACCORDING to The London Daily

Telegraph, the problem of "Where do

old French films go?" has been settled with

the discovery in Paris of a second-hand film

market. Not far from the Gare de I'Est is

a place where it is possible to buy old films

at ten francs the meter. They are bought

by traveling showmen and the managers of

cinemas in out-of-the-way places in ]\Iada-

gascar, Senegal and the Congo. A com-

plete picture pla}', a short one, it is true,

can be had for a little over a dollar, while

more ambitious pieces, such as L'Homme a

la Rolls-Royce, which has a roll of film ex-

tending to 1,200 meters, can be bought for

about ten dollars.

8
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Prominent Educators Become
Title Writers

IF,
as has so often been said, fihns have

not been more widely used in the

schools for visual education purposes

because they are made without the su-

pervision of those experienced in teaching

and teaching" methods and without rela-

tion to definite school courses, then there

is need for encouragement in regard to a

recent development. For during the past

year a number of noted school authorities

have been giving time and thought to the

titling of a series of films for classroom

use. Among those doing this work are

:

Paul G. Mann, Associate in Education,

American Museum of Natural History,

New York City; Joseph Hennessy and

J. J. Ouinn of Teachers' College, Bos-

ton, ]\Iass. ; Esther L. Berg, Assis-

tant Principal of Public Schools, New
York City ; Clinton L. Baker and Dr. F. H.

Pike of Columbia University ; Prof. J. G.

Swaftord, Ph.D., L.H.D., DSc.
;
George C.

Wood, James Monroe High School, New
York City ; A. Hadley, National Associa-

tion of Audubon Societies, New York City,

and Harr)- G. Barber, De AVitt Clinton

High School, New York City.

These educators have supervised from

the long list of Ufa scientific subjects the

preparation of a large number of films

which are now ready for schoolroom use.

Both lecture accompaniment and subtitles

have been provided thus making the films

usable for schools having either sound or

silent projection facilities. And as the films

are available on both standard width and

narrow stock, every type of school can be

supplied. This series is known as the Ufa
Super-Educational Films and includes a

A'ariet_v of interesting subjects on astron-

omy, nature study, geography, etc. Many
other of the Ufa films are being titled at

present. Those interested in bringing to

their connnunities the finest in available

films in all fields may put this information

before their school authorities and work

with them in support of this modern way
of teaching. Further word of this series

and of many other educational films can

be learned by writing to this office where

a new list of educational films arranged l^y

subject is now in the making.

Visual Aids

THE National Board was pleased to

present as a speaker at its Anrmal

Conference several years ago Dr.

Joseph J. Weber, an authority on the sub-

ject of visual education. Dr. Weber inter-

ested himself in this field for a number of

years while teaching at the Universities of

Texas and Arkansas, then with the Teach-

ing Film Stafif at the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany before going to his present work at

Valparaiso University where he occupies

the chair of professor in the department of

education and psychology. From his ex-

periences and investigations he has contrib-

uted to the subject of visual instruction a

number of valuable publications. The latest

entitled "Visual Aids in Education" is a

comprehensive treatment on the merit of

the subject and the materials at hand.

While the book is intended primarily for

school officials and teachers it will be of

value to Better Films Committee members

who wish to be well informed regarding

visual education, one important angle of

committee activity. Cooperation with the

schools is rated high as a Better Films Com-
mittee contact and whether visual education

is or is not a part of the school work this

compilation of Dr. Weber's will provide a

worth while study for any Better Films

group anxious to be up-to-date on a mattei

of significance in motion picture uses of the

day. The mimeograph edition bound in

flexible cover is available at $2.00 from tlic

Educational Screen, 5 South Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Affiliated Coni-

nfittee members may borrow this book from

the National Board of Review library.
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Department of the Better Films National Council

How the Junior Matinee Came
By AIrs. Fraxklin F. Russell

It IS a pleasure to pass on to our readers

tliis story of an inspiration and an accoiiip-

lishment sent to its by Mrs. Russell in re-

sponse to a request to "tell all about" the

successful junior matinees in her coniniu-

nity.—Editor's Note.

SEVERAL months ago in a small com-

munit}^ not far from New York City,

over a cup of tea, two busy women

—

busy mothers as well—expressed their ap-

preciation of this moment's "breathing

space." When comparing the many activi-

ties of the week, each discovered that the

other was planning and managing a trip to

the city with her children to secure for them

the proper motion picture entertainment,

which meant great strain to the budget as

well as physical strain to each little group.

In process of the conversation, it was found

that there were other mothers feeling the

urge to seek suitable entertainment for their

children which neither pocket-book nor

domestic arrangements would permit. In

man}' cases there were younger babes at

home who could not be left for so long \

time.

"Why not bring some good programs

right here to our fine moving picture thea-

tre.'" said one. Ah! here was an idea.

"Let's take this energy expended in the ef-

fort of going to town and apply it to pro-

curing programs to be given in our own
theatre."

So these two women betook themselves to

the next Woman's Club meeting and pre-

sented their plan for Children's Matinees.

It inet with enthusiastic response
—"Go to

it ! We will help you all we can."

A'er}- promptly a scheme was devised to

ask all the club, school and church organiza-

tions in the surrounding territory by careful

questionnaire if they would care to be af-

lihated with this project. The replies were

prompt and interesting, a great majority m
the affirmative, some few in the negative.

Next an approach was made to our motion

picture theatre manager. And here let us

state we were most fortunate for, although

this theatre puts on only the best pictures of

the season and to satisfied audiences in full

houses, the manager instantly understood

our eagerness to provide for the children of

the community Junior Matinees. True, he

felt it might not be a financial success, but

to "make expenses" was all he asked. If

we could reach a large group, ten cents per

child would be adequate admission. We
next surrounded ourselves with a group of

able helpers to assist with the publicity

work and launched within two weeks our

first Saturda)' Junior JMatinee at ten o'clock

in the morning showing Barrie's Peter Pan.

We admit, when Saturday morning ar-

rived, we counted the children who might

possibly come to the picture. We trembled

lest a blizzard descend upon us! We
thought of ]Mary and Jane and perhaps

John, who lived next door, who after all

might come. So off we trudged, hoping for

at least a "make expenses" crowd. As we
neared the theatre we saw the line, a long

line—lo and behold !—and every seat was

filled. Eight hundred sturdy youth of the

vicinity and outlying districts attended that

first performance of our Saturday Junior

Matinee.

A. more enthusiastic, responsi\ e audience

10
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had never been seen at the theatre, such

whole-hearted laughter over the comedy,

such appreciation of the educational subject

The Little Szi'iss Wood Carver and such

hand-clapping when Peter Pan asks all to

clap who believe in fairies, that little Tinker

Bell who drank the poison to save Peter

from a dreadful fate might be brought back

to life. The battle between the children and

pirates on the pirate ship drew an interest-

ing reaction for the point was not lost upon

this audience, that courage, fearless loyalty

and noble thoughts cleared the ship of wick-

edness and set it free to sail forever on the

sea and through the air to happiness.

A very careful method of advertising was

followed. The schoolrooms were notified

and the teachers welcomed the use of the

brochure published by the Pathe Educa-

tional Department on foreign lands, animal

life and other subjects, using the moving

picture for composition work.

Steadily onward the project moved until

our last performance in June, each matinee

a success. After the vacation season the

matinees will be continued for our movie-

minded adult population realize that our

children are movie-minded too. We have

had hostesses at each Junior Matinee, Mobile

representatives of the Fire Department and

the Police Department and Boy and Girl

Scouts have assisted with ushering and with

street and parking traffic. Occasionally a

tiny child has become bored and required

extra amusement from a hostess so that the

older brother or sister might enjoy the pic-

tures.

The attendance soon reached more than

one thousand. Then we were asked to tell

about the Children's ]\Iovies at public gath-

erings. A nearby town wanted to start them

in order to advertise and build up its local

theatre patronage. A news-reel company

took moving pictures of our young audience,

which we particularly welcomed. Now for

another side of our story.

The list of available films for children

was fast being depleted and much to our

chagrin and disappointment, in so relatively

short a period, we practically exhausted the

supply. It did not seem possible to us that

producers were forgetting that the children,

the audience of the future, needed enter-

tainment. And what a rare opportunity

is offered in the motion picture to rally the

forces of science and art in behalf of chil-

dren for their education and amusement.

So, now a plea

—

Children's Matinees can be successful.

So please, O Producer, remember how glad

you would have been, Avhen a boy, to have

had good moving pictures portraying fine

riding, fine sportmanship, etc., to see and

dream about. Help for the moment with

retakes of delightful old films, those stories

beloved of all children, for be assured,

youthful audiences are here to stay.

We Jiope and zl<c believe from advance

announcement of production for the 1930-

1931 season tliat Mrs. RiisscH's plea will be

anszvered.—Editor's Note.

THE Jacksonville (Fla.) Better Films

Council has for so long conducted

successful Junior jMatinees that they feel

there is nothing new to tell but there are

always groups starting the Avork and it

is to them a great help to learn from the

methods of more experienced groups

what it is that makes for successful mat-

inees. A summer visit of Mrs. James

A. Craig of the Jacksonville Council re-

minded us to do W'hat we had had in

mind for some weeks to do—ask ^Nlrs. E.

B. Smith, Chairman of the Junior IMatinee

Committee, regarding her Junior INIat-

inees. Here is her helpful response: 'Tt

is hard to write you anything new about

our Junior j\Iatinees but we are carrying

on as we always have, trying to keep

up-to-date Avith pictures, prologues and

everything. AV e have a splendid com-

mittee, ^Nlrs. J. O. Holden, Chairman of

Chaperones, ]\Irs. W. H. Burns, Chair-

man of Prologues and as you know, I

am the general chairman. "We have a fit-

ting program for each and every special

holiday, especially patriotic ones, always
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have a feature, educational, serial or

comedy and a splendid prologue. Our
special matinees this year have been on

Washington's birthday, Easter, Mother's

Day, Flag Day and the Fou];th of July.

At Christmas and Easter one of our big

stores buys out the matinee and invites

all the children of the city as guests.

They receive j^rizes and favors. As a

sample program, our Flag Day matinee

was the following feature, College with

Buster Keaton, educational — interesting

film on the telephone, serial

—

Uh episode

of Tar.zan the Tiger, prologue—tableaux

given by the Boy Scouts of Troup 5.

Each tableau depicted one of the correct

usages of the flag. This was followed

with the salute to the flag" by Scouts and

audience, and the singing' of the Star

Spangled Banner and other patriotic

songs."

The new officers of the Jacksonville

Council are : Mr. W. M. Marr, president

;

Mr. J. F. Marron and Rev. A. M. Black-

ford, vice-presidents ; Mrs. D. R. Lander-

back, corresponding secretary; Mrs. D. C.

Maner, recording secretary ; Mrs. J. H.

Howard, treasurer; Mrs. E. B. Smith,

junior matinee committee chairman; Mrs.

Leslie E. Jones, exceptional photoplays

chairman ; Mrs. Fred Evans, review chair-

man ; Mr. Harwood Rosser, publicity chair-

man ; Mrs. C. Herbert Purdy, program

chau'man and Mrs. J. O. Holden, extension

chairman.

The Spartanburg (S. C.) Better Films

Committee held its annual election of

officers at the July meeting in the Frank-

lin Hotel. Mrs. N. Irving Hyatt was
re-elected chairman and Mrs. A. E.

Woody was elected assistant vice-chair-

man. General discussions for the better-

ment of production and prospects for the

renewal of the Children's Matinees were

held. Mr. Hugh Smart, manager of the

Spartanburg theatres was present and

assisted the committee in working out

certain problems.

THE Cleveland Cinema Club after a

successful year, in which both mem-
bership and funds were increased, held

its election in May and now looks for-

ward to another successful year as all

the incoming ofiicers have held past of-

fices in the Club or have been members
of long standing and bring much enthu-

siasm and interest to their new duties.

The ofiicers are : Mrs. Frank J. Yeager.

president ; Mrs. Thomas Wood, vice-

president ; Mrs. Walter V. Magee, record-

ing secretary; Mrs. William Hein, cor-

responding secretary ; Mrs. Louis Zettle-

meyer, treasurer; Mrs. B. H. ]\Iartin.

auditor; Mrs. W. J. IMacLachlan, publicity

chairman and Mrs. Karl Bender, review

committee chairman. They were wel-

comed into ofiice at a luncheon given at

the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce on

June 18th.

Meetings have been dispensed with

during the summer but meanwdiile the

Club has not been inactive as a series

of garden parties are being held to add

to the funds available for the work.

The Publicity Chairman has succeeded

in making arrangements with the Cham-
ber of Commerce to hold the Club ineet-

ings regularly in the Chamber of Com-
merce rooms in the new Terminal Tower
Building and they expect to get, she

writes, the full endorsement of this or-

ganization for their work. Mrs. j\Iac-

Lachlan's report of further plans states

that "Prominent educators and public

ofiicials are being interested in the activ-

ities of the Club. Connections with the

newspapers ha^-e been pleasant and much
publicity for the social side of the work

has been found but we are just beginning

to get more recognition for the working

side of the Club from the critics and

newspapers, some of whom have co-oper-

ated beautifully with Mrs. Bender, Re-

view Committee Chairman. I have

written to all the theatre managers and

critics, thanking them for their courtesies

this past year and hoping for a continua-
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tion of our pleasant relations. We have

made plans for some very well-known

people to talk to us this year and I am
anxious to get different managers to

speak to us also. We are inviting them
and the critics to some of our later

meetings."

THE Atlanta (Ga.) Better Films Com-
mittee at its annual election chose

as the new president, Mrs. Patrick Bray,

who has served the past term as second

vice-president. Mrs. Bray in a charm-
ingly frank letter to us writes : "I have

always been content to reach the vice-

presidency in all organization work side-

stepping- anything higher . . . but this

time I slipped. However, with such

splendid support from one of the finest

executive boards in existence, and the

help of my good friend, Mrs. Alonzo
Richardson (Secretary of the local Board
of Review), I really should have a suc-

cessful administration. I am hoping so."

We believe that her hope has every in-

dication of being fulfilled judging from
activity and response so far under her

presidency.

A luncheon at the Hotel Ainsley in

Atlanta on June 27th marked Mrs.

Bray's entry into her new duties. Mrs.
Bray presiding, introduced the newly ap-

pointed officers and committee chairmen of

the organization and briefly outHned the fu-

ture program for the group. The officers

are in addition to Mrs. Bray, Mrs. Roy
K. Smith, first vice-president; Dr. With-
erspoon Dodge, second vice-president;

Mrs. A. W. Waldman, recording secre-

tary
;
Mrs. A. C. Whitehead, correspond-

ing secretary ; Mrs. O. K. Dinkier, treas-

urer and Mrs. N. C. Wing, parliamen-

tarian.

Two paragraphs from Mrs. Bray's

report at the luncheon give an idea of

summer activity.

"While we have a great deal of wi^rk

we also have many pleasures as mem-
bers of this Committee. During the last

month two very delightful courtesies

have been extended to us—the entire

c.jinniittee being entertained as guests of

the Capitol Theatre through the kindness

of Mr. Carter F. Barron, Manager, at

the splendid production of Marie Dressier

and Polly Moran in Cought Short and

at the Fox Ax here ^Mr. Newton and ^^Ir.

Goodwin gave us the rare privilege of

seeing Will Rogers in So This Is London.

It is a great pleasure for the Committee
to attend a picture together and we are

most grateful to these managers for this

courtes3^ We know of members who
enjoyed these pictures so much they Avent

back the second time taking others with

them."

"This Committee is intensely interested

in the 'Toytown' Review with more
than one hundred child performers, many
being Atlanta children, presenting a

benefit show at the Capitol Theatre for

the Scottish Rite Crippled Children's

Milk Fund, sponsored by the Atlanta

Masonic Club, which is being given in

addition to the regular program The

Floradora Girl starring Marion Davies.

We ask every mem]:)er of this Committee
who has not already attended the Capitol

this week to go before the week is ended
and to induce others to go, as this is a

performance which should be attended

by our Committee one hundred percent.

The very words 'Benefit for Crippled

Children' is all the advertising it should

need."

It was decided at the June meeting that

the Committee would not hold a meeting
in July but a number of theatre parties

have brought the members together. One
being held on July 22nd when Committee
members were entertained in a bodv by
the manager of the Buckhead Theatre to

see the Warner picture Is Everybody
Happy. These parties demonstrating the

feeling of goodwill on the part of exhib-
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itors toward the Atlanta Committee have

resulted in a statement from the Commit-

tee of appreciation for the friendly spirit

and calling attention to the fact that they

wish to maintain at all times, a personal con-

tact congenial and harmonious with local

theatre managers in a spirit of genuine co-

operation striving to promote a closer under-

standing of the problems of producers and

exhibitors.

The picture Wild Company was the occa-

sion for another attendance party of the

Committee. High recommendation locally

was given to this picture which had been

marked as a starred selected picture by the

National Board of Review, the dramatic

critic of the Atlanta Constitution having

said of it "The story could have made a

great sermon, instead it has made a great

picture." Mrs. Irving Thomas, chairman

of the Attendance Party Committee is keep-

ing a record of the number coming to these

special parties. This is in line with the

object of the Committee recently stated

which is to select and encourage the best

in pictures, and to develop public sentiment

in support of the best. The Committee
feels that the public will always be the

final arbiter as to what type of pictures

are shown and in their support behind the

worth while pictures lies the answer to the

problems of improvement.

THE Macon (Ga.) Better Films Com-
mittee showed its appreciation of

the excellent work of its officers by vot-

ing- to retain the entire slate for the com-
ing year at its annual election meeting.

Airs. Piercy Chestney was installed as

president again, thus beginning her eighth

successful term of office.

Others selected to serve with ]Mrs.

Chestney were Mrs. Walter Grace, vice-

president; Mrs. Sidney Wiley, corres-

ponding secretar}'; IMrs. Robert Nuss-

baum, recording secretary; and INIrs. A.

F. INIcGhee, treasurer.

National Board of Review Magazine

The annual report of the matinee chair-

man brought out the fact that the junior

matinees during the past year have been en-

joyed by nearly 20,000 children. They
have been historical films, pictures on im-

portant birthdays, on national celebra-

tions and other educational as well as

entertainment pictures. The largest

single attendance for the year was April

5th, when 1,000 children were in attend-

ance.

The month of June while reported

particularly dull in some fields of motion

picture activity, Avas an unusually busy

one for the ]\Iacon Committee. About

2,370 children, according to the records,

have been present at the matinees during

the past month. Flag Day and Father's

Day were celebrated. Every father who
acc( mpanied his son to the Saturday

morning matinee of June 14, was pre-

sented with a tie. Both Confederate and

Federal veterans were also invited to the

matinees.

A'arying the usual custom of having a

feature picture as the high light of the

program for the Saturday morning mat-

inee, a program of short subjects Avas

arranged for a July matinee. The fol-

lowing attractions were shown : Paramount

Xezus; Roman Punch, a Terrytoon animated

cartoon comedy ; Audio Reviczv; a comedy.

The Big Jewel Case and the sixth chapter

of the Haunted Island. The souvenirs

were packages of double bubble gum and

double bubble gliders, Avhich really fly.

A recent matinee Avas giA-en under the

auspices of the Whittle school for the

purpose of raising funds for the vacation

of the students of the Fresh Air School

of that city. Whittle provided the pro-

logue for the morning and the ushers

and students of the school had the tickets

for sale at 10 cents each.

The president of the Committee, who
is continually in demand in her state,

AA'as asked to speak on the motion picture

at the P.-T. A. Institute held at the Uni-

A'-ersity at Athens on July 23rd to 25th.
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Selected Pictures Guide

REVIEW COMMITTEE
Consists of approxi-
mately 250 trained
members representative
of widely varied in-

terests who volunteer
their services for the
review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public prefer-

ence as to what constitutes good screen entertainment. The
consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for the reviews

and audience recommendations of the pictures. This department

seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pictures most

worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Fkakcis C. Barrett

Helen Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczy

Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience. Pictures rccoiiiiiicndcd for

the family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for

the adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

shovi'ings to children under tzvelve.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or vjell done

but not rated for "Exceptional Photoplays."

* Abraham Lincoln

Featuring U^alter Huston

Directed by D. IV. Griffith

Story by Stephen Vincent Benet

A REMARKABLY beautiful picture

portrayal of the life of Abraham Lin-

coln made so through s}-mpathetic and

penetrating understanding of the part by

director and actor. This picture is deserv-

ing of the most v^rhole hearted support com-
bining as it does a theme of wide appeal

with high entertainment values in the pres-

entation.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(L'nited Artists—10 reels)

Ave Maria

Featuring Maria Gra~rata

AN Italian production telling the story

of a girl who is kidnapped by a disso-

lute count's son. Her brother and the popu-

lace besiege the castle where she is held

prisoner. Especially interesting to Italian

audiences.

For the mature audience.

(Grillo Pictures—6 reels)

*Call of the Flesh

Featuring Ramon Noz-arro

Directed by Charles Brabin

Screen story by Dorothy Fariiuiii

THIS picture was at first and more ap-

propriately titled "The Singer of Sev-

ille." It tells a romantic story of a young
nun who runs away from a convent to see

the world but who is sent back by a singer

with whom she falls in love although he re-

turns her love. Novarro sings several pleas-

ing numbers.

For the family audience.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 1 reels "i

Doughboy

Featuring Buster Kcaton
Directed by Edzvard Sedgwick

Screen story by Al Boasberg and Sidney

Lazarus

11
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IN his second sound film the comedian,

Buster Keaton, goes through a good

comic routine as an unwiUing doughboy who

gets himself enhsted by mistake and be-

comes a hero by accident.
^

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels)

Escape

Featuring Sir Gerald dii Manricr

Directed by Basd Deal

Play by Jului Galsicorfhy

AN outstanding interpretation of the

hero of Galsworthy's very interesting

play portraying a prisoner's escape and the

long hunt in which he is re-captured.

For the mature audience.

(RKO—8 reels)

Follow Thru
_ . ( Charles Rogers
reatiir%n(i - , . ^ ,,

I I\ anc\ Carroll

^. , , ( Lazercnec Schzvab
Directed by \ , , - ^

I Lloya C orrigan

Musical comedy by DcSylra, Broivu and

Henderson

AN entertaining musical comedy excel-

lently photographed in technicolor.

Golf is the background for the story with a

romance interwoven.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount— 10 reels)

Lirumpy
Featuring Cyril Alande

Directed b\ George Cukor

Play by Horace Hodges and T. JJ'igney

Percyi'cd

<</^ RUMPY" a testy old retired crimi-

>J nal lawyer solves the mystery of a

stolen diamond which en^•olves the }'Oung

man engaged to his niece. A delightful

character study on the part of Cyril ]\Iaude.

the well-known English actor, duplicating

his stage success.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

* Hell's Angels

„ . {Ben Lyon
Featuring \ . 'tj ,,

I James Hall

Directed by Hot^ard Hughes

Screen story by Marshal Xe-ilan and

J. M. March

AN outstanding war picture. Two broth-

ers, one strong, the other weak, enter

the service as aviators. They are captured

after having destroyed a German munition

camp. A spectacular zeppelin raid over

London and exciting aerial combats cause

this long-heralded picture to live up to ex-

pectations.

For the family audience.

(United Artists— 13 reels)

The Last of the Duanes

Featuring George O'Brien

Directed by ...Alfred IPerkcr

Novel by Zone Grey

A WESTERN in which the hero avenges

the death of his father and becomes an

outlaw. He squares himself with the law

however, by killing a notorious bandit from

whom he has rescued the heroine. Excellent

riding and fine scenery.

For the family audience.

(Fox—6 reels)

* Monte Carlo

( Jeannette McDonald

Jack Buelianan

Ernst LubitscJi

Featuring

Directed by ....

Storv "The Blue Coast" by Hans Mueller

ACHAR^IING and pictorially beautiful

operetta made distinctive through the

direction of Mr. Lubitsch. A countess runs

away to Monte Carlo to escape a royal mar-

riage. She tries her luck at the roulette

wheel and loses but wins the love of a young

count who enters her service as a hair

dresser. She snubs him until he reveals his

identity.

For the famil_\- audience.

(Paramount— 10 reels)
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The Office Wife

{ Dorolhv Mackaill
tcatiirmg \

-

^
(
Lewis Stone

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Not el by Faith Baldwin

STORY of the inevitable personal rela-

tions that grew up between an employer

and his secretary. The theme is very well

handled and the dialogue good affording

pleasing light entertainment.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—6 reel?)

*01d English

Featuring George Arliss

Directed by Alfred Green

Play by John Galszvorthy

A CHARMING character story of a;:

old English merchant who has been

somewhat of a gay dog and high liver in his

day. AVhen his sins overtake him, he dies

game. An outstanding piece of acting is

contributed by Mr. Arliss supported by a

good cast. Able direction also marks this

prot'iuction.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—9 reels)

Reno

Featuring Ruth Roland

Directed by George J. Cronr

Noz'cl by Cornelius J'andcrbilt, Jr.

AAV O I\I A N fights her husband's

schemes to get a divorce from her and

succeeds in saving her good name and re-

taining the custody of her child. A\'ell

portrayed characterization by Ruth Roland.

For the mature audience.

(Sono-Art-World Wide—8 reels)

Lomance

Directed by Clarence Brown
Featuri)ig Greta Garbo

Play by Edxvard Sheldon

A FASCINATING opera star of fifty

years ago is a role well fitted to the

charming Garbo and she plays it to a per-

fection which makes the Sheldon play re-

live. The story concerns a beautiful Italian

singer who comes to America and is inuch

sought after but who loves only a young

rector realizing however how far apart they

are in life.

For the mature audience.

(Me t ro -Goldwyn -Maye r—10 reels)

Soup to Nuts

Featuring Ted Healy

Directed by Ben Stoloff

Screen story by Rube Goldberg

A HILARIOUS jumble of nonsense

about a crazy inventor and a lackadai-

sical fire company ending up in a comic fire.

For the family audience.

(P"ox—7 reels)

Viennese Nights

Featuring Viz'icnne Segal

Directed by Alan Crossland

Operetta by Oscar Hamnierstein, Jr. and

S. Romberg

AN OPERETTA. The story of the love

of a poor musician and a girl whose

father demands that she marry a rich man.

For the family audience.

(Warner—9 reels)

BOOK WEEK
November 16th - 22nd, 1930

Offers Opportunity

for

Junior Matinee Showings

of

SPECIAL BOOK-FILMS
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SHORT SUBJECTS

An Average Husband
Comedy in which a wife decides her

stoutish clowning husband is the best after

all.
.

For the mature audience.

(Educational—2 reels)

Baby Frolics

(Gus Edwards' Juvenile Troupe)

ATusical comedy enacted by a group of

youngsters very pleasing and effective.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

The Big Review
A stage review with songs, dancing and

solo performances by a bright and enter-

taining group of children.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(World Art—2 reels)

Cold Feet
(Oswald Cartoon)

Activity in the snow capped mountains.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Dude Ranching
(Sportlight Series)

The delights of spending a vacation on

a ranch high up in the mountains.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

The Ebony Shrine
A travelogue of Guatemala showing in-

teresting views of temple ruins, churches

and the native market.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Fashion's Mirror
(Vitaphone No. 1045)

A pleasing fashion show with songs and

music.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Flying Fists

Cartoon of a comic prize fight between a

frog and a turtle.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer— 1 reel)

A Flying Trip

(Lyman Howe's Hodge Podge Series)

Combination cartoon and scenic of

European countries.

For the family audience. Junior IMatinee.

(Educational— 1 reel)

The Freshman's Goat
Lively comedy in which the Sophomores

and Freshmen contest for the class mascot.

For the family audience.

(Educational—2 reels)

Frozen Frolics

A musical frolic at the North Pole with

bears and penguins and walruses.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Hen Pecked
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald and his gang are sucked up by

a vactium cleaner.

For the family audience. Junior JMatinee.

(L'niversal— 1 reel)

The Hidden Ball

(Knute Rockne Football Series)

The famous coach uses the Notre Dame
team to illustrate some football plays.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Horse Sense

Clever doings of a beautiful trained horse

called "Sporting Life."

For the famil}^ audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)
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Kiddy Review
(Giis Edwards' Juvenile Troupe)

]\Iusical comedy by a group of expert

xmgsters.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-jNIayer—2 reels)

The Last Yard
(Knute Rockne Football Series)

Football formations and maneuvers.

For the family audience.

(Fathe— 1 reel)

Laundry Blues
(Aesop Fables Cartoon)

Fun in a Chinese laundry.

For the family audience.

(Fathe— 1 reel)

Let 'Er Buck
(Sportlight Series)

A spirited rodeo meeting".

For the family audience.

(Fathe— 1 reel)

The Little Covered Wagon
clever group of chimpanzees give an

excellent version of a AVestern thriller.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Tift'any—2 reels)

Old Seidelberg

(Vitaphone No. 4169)

Excellent singing with a German beer

garden background.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Parlez Vous
Comedy of soldier life in France.

For the family audience.

(Universal—2 reels)

Pathe Audio Review
Nos. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36

For the famil}- audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Romance of the Radio
An industrial picture depicting the entire

process of manufacturing Majestic radio

sets, shown with accompanying" explanations

in an interesting" way.

For the family audience.

(Craft Films—7 reels)

Satan's Fury
A travelogue picture of New Zealand's

volcanic formations and geysers.

l"or the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

School's Out
(Our Gang" Comedy)

The children pla}' all kinds of pranks on

a }-oung man whom they suspect of wantiug

to marry their favorite teacher.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Self Defense
(Sportlight Series)

The manly art of self defense as practiced

by amateur boxers in camps and in the

navy.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Ski-Hi Frolics

(Sportlight Series)

A gay party of young people ascending

Pike's Peak by mule, tram and foot.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Snappy Salesman
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald runs a musical instrument shop

and drums up trade despite the opposition

of neighbors.

For the family audience. Junior Matinee.

(Universal—1 reel)

Twixt Love and Duty
(Vitaphone No. 4168)

A corking burlesque of a Western.

I'amily audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York Citj' as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in vari-

ous parts of the country. It is opposed to legal censor-

ship and in favor of the constructive better films

method. It is at all times glad to co-operate with any

outside agency to encourage and guide the motion pic-

ture in developing its possibilities as a great and use-

ful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees

:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review Com-

mittee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two

hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various motion

picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises the

membership list of the Review Committee and recom-

mends the names of proposed new members for con-

sideration by the Executive Committee.

The Elxceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community groups

in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to encourage

the artistic development of the motion picture. Its

pioneer activity in this field which proved that the

artistic picture will be supported by special audiences

who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of the screen

has done much to lay the foundations for the growing

Little Photoplay Theatre movement of todaj-.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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We Agree
|N editorial in the current issue of

the Exhibitor's Herald AVorld

causes us to offer a hearty aye, aye.

Under the title "Feminine Interest" ap-

peared the following revealing comment:

"A recent inquiry relative to the feminine

interest in such pictures as The Dawn
Patrol, All Quiet on the Western Front,

Journey's End and The Big House has

brought out some veiy interesting informa-

tion.

"Three of these subjects w^hich are classed

as war pictures and the fourth which is a

crook story are all entertainments of a type

against which there is commonly levelled the

charge of limited interest on the part of

women. The record, however, is that all

of these subjects are attracting heavy wo-

men patronage.

"A subject which is not a particularly

strong one may be redeemed if it has some

especial appeal to women. But if the sub-

ject in question is an outstanding entertain-

ment, as each of these subjects is, then

whether or not it contains the accepted

elements of woman-appeal is a matter of

very little importance. The general merit

of the subject is the test that tells the story.

"The picture business will be taking an-

other long step toward maturity when it

drops forever all the arbitrary rules for pre-

judging what a picture must, supposedly,

contain in order to be successful. A few

years ago anyone proposing a picture with-

out a single feminine character would have

been considered insane. Yet two of these

outstanding successes mentioned above con-

tain no feminine characters. Men Without

Women, one of the finest pictures of last

season, likewise had no feminine characters.

"Women of course, incline toward the

romantic story, but when a picture like The
Big House comes along it matters not

whether it is a crook play ; its strength of

theme, character portrayal and masterful

treatment make it a real attraction for the

public, irrespective of sex.

"The picture made to any specific formula

has, increasingly, less chance of success.

On the other hand, the 'big picture,' regard-

less of its component elements is—very ob-

viously—what the public, and the whole

public wants."

Since this deduction is based upon that

reliable barometer, the Box-Office, it cannot

be gainsaid and therefore may be counted

upon to have a part in helping to get those

"bigger" pictures. That is, those made with

a breadth of appeal and from a width of

subject not limited to what it is mistakenly

supposed the women want. Let us have a

change in style in pictures. Has not ro-

mance as a plot perhaps been fashioned too

oft?



The Place and Value of Motion Pictures

In Educational Work
By William H. Dudley

Better Films Committees in those com-

munities where teacliing films are not used

by the schools can find a worthy extension

of their actiinty in arousing interest and

support for this very important phase of

better films ii'ork. Dr. Dudley has long

been connected ivith the field of visual in-

struction for many years as Director of

Visual Education at the University of Wis-

consin. From kis experience he gives in

the following paper some exceedingly valu-

able thoughts and suggestions on this sub-

ject. Dr. Dudley is at present Regional Dis-

tributor at Chicago, of the Yale Chronicles

of America Photoplays.—Editor's Note.

M OTION PICTURES in the educa-

tional iield constitute but one phase

of what is now commonly termed

visual education, or visual instruction. The

term visual instruction is a comparatively

new one, having come into use within the

past thirty years. Even now its technical

meaning is not universally understood. Not

long ago a well-known physician appeared

before a legislative committee to oppose the

establishment of a visual instruction depart-

ment in one of our state universities, giving

as a ground for his opposition the fact, as

he viewed it, that such a department would

rob the occulists of the community where

the university was located, of much of their

practice.

In a broad sense, the term as now used

means instruction through the eye. But

from his earliest advent upon the earth man

has gained more knowledge through the

sense of sight than through any other of his

five senses. The narrower and more tech-

nical, hence more modern meaning of visual

instruction therefore is that of the use of

pictures of all kinds in the teaching process
;

and its rapid development within the last

thirty years finds its explanation in the

speed with which optical instruments and

photographic processes have been developed

and perfected. Half tones in books and

periodicals are the most abundant forms

of visual education today—more specialized

forms are the stereograph or stereoscopic

views, the lantern slide and the motion pic-

ture.

Any of us who can look back thirty-five

or forty years can recall the pile of stereo-

scopic views and the stereoscope that was

invariably to be found on the what-not in

ev-ery parlor. No caller was permitted to

enter the house without going through those

pictures and admiring them, and as a rule

they were far from admirable, for the pic-

tures were crude and the lenses of the

stereoscope were inferior. Yet today stereo-

graphs of the highest quality photographic-

ally and artistically constitute part of the

equipment of a majority of the schools of

the country. What was originally intended

as a means of entertainment now has a

place in the serious work of the school-

room. Likewise the stereopticon or lantern

slides and projector have been evolved from

the old magic lantern of forty years ago.

Some of us can recall the peripatetic magic-

lantern man with his ill-smelling oil lamp

and blurry lens and comic caricatures of

slides ; but the youngsters of that day were

entertained beyond measure. Today the

stereopticon has very little value as an enter-

tainment device, but it has become increas-

ingly valuable and important in the hands

of teachers, and with all grades of pupils

from the kindergarten to the university.

Then dawned the day of the motion pic-

ture. Contrary to the stereograph and the

lantern slide, the motion picture started as

an educational contrivance. I saw the first

motion pictures shown at the Chicago

World's fair—and they were distinctly edu-

cational in character. And it was assumed

that the great contribution of the motion

picture to mankind would be in the field of
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education. Indeed it was about tliat time

that Thomas Edison made the starthng pre-

diction that teachers and text boolvs were

both doomed to be discarded, and that all

teaching would be done with motion pic-

tures.

So soon, however, were the entertainment

possibilities of the motion picture perceived

and hence its great money-making powers

recognized that it was seized upon almost

over night ; and the teaching films were lost

sight of in the incredibly rapid development

of the motion picture show. And this enter-

tainment conception of the cinema has car-

ried over from the theatre to the school. It

may safely be said that the greatest handi-

cap visual education has been carrying for

years, so far as the proper use of motion

pictures in schools is concerned, is the hand-

icap of "Showmanship." Just why and how

this has come about is a rather long story.

In a word, it has been due chiefly to a lack

of funds in the school budget for financing

the installation of rather expensive projec-

tors and necessary accessories and for pay-

ing rental on films thus resulting in the giv-

ing of entertainments
—

"school shows"—to

raise necessary funds for such purposes.

Quite generally, too, a professional or

theatre type machine has been installed in

the auditorium of a school, the chief, if not

sole, use of such machine being the present-

ing of films "of general interest" to the as-

sembly. Such an arrangement automatic-

ally hinders any serious attempt to bring

suitable teaching reels into the classroom.

During the past twelve months the writer

has had an unusual opportunity to study the

motion picture machine as a school appa-

ratus. In that time a total of approximately

two hundred and twenty-five conferences

were held in seventeen states of the union,

with a total attendance of upwards of three

thousand city superintendents, high school

principals and special teachers of history

present at the confei'ences. Although, of

course, there were exceptions, nevertheless

the quite uniform report of all these people

was to the effect that the motion picture has

been an auditorium project, and that the

results have been disappointing. The real

place and function of the motion picture

film in education therefore, it should be

repeated, has not been correctly appreciated,

obvious as its values would seem to be to

the initiated. Motion pictures are not only

useful but may safely be regarded as a

necessity where the problem to be solved by

a class is a problem of motion, essential ac-

tion—where a life process is to be demon-

strated, where life activities of individuals

or communities or peoples are involved

—

and especially where such knowledge cannot

be gained by any other means or device

within the reach of the teacher. And there

are thousands of such problems that can be

solved in no other way—the intimate pro-

cesses that go on in a gas engine, the peri-

staltic action of the digestive tract, the in-

tricacies of blood circulation, the metabolic

changes that take place in the tissues, the

way an individual lives and moves and has

its being; success in life from the stand-

point of a starfish—of a bird—of a hotten-

tot, the vocations of the people of Borneo,

how the Eskimo of the frozen north live and

love and treat one another, how the peoples

and races of by-gone ages solved the prob-

lems of existence peculiar to their times and

their environments—their industries, their

wars, their worships, their courtships, their

homelife—all these activities and life ex-

pressions can be re-lived, can be vitalized

only by means of motion pictures, lacking

which the student must continue to be con-

tent with the east wind of authority. There,

then, is the justification, indeed the impera-

tive demand for motion pictures in the

classroom. But the films must measure up

to the standards just pointed out
;
they must

present essential action
; they must depict

life processes and the life of the human
race, both of the present day and of the

centuries that have gone before, truthfully,

sincerely and tersely, each reel to drive

home an important lesson convincingly, and

as nothing else can do.

It is most gratifying to find that educa-
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tional leaders are becoming fully aroused

to an appreciation of the mistakes of the

past and of the real place of motion pictures

as an invaluable contribution to better teach-

ing. Instead of the unvvieldly, cumbersome

showpiece in the auditorium, up-to-date

portable projectors are being installed every-

where—often in a well-planned visual in-

struction "laboratory." It is being recog-

nized that only non-inflammable films should

ever be brought into a school building,

and that the films employed should be

built directly into the daily lesson instead

of serving merely as an auditorium show,

or as a general review of an entire course.

More gratifying still is the fact that produc-

ers of educational films today, profiting by

mistakes that have been made in the past,

are organizing motion pictures that fulfill

most acceptably the standards set forth

above—and not now and then a single reel,

isolated and unrelated, but series of reels

carefully correlated with definitely estab-

lished courses of study.

It is no longer possible to say, as has been

said so often in the past; "If we could be

sure of proper teaching films our schools

would make proper provision for their use."

The situation is now reversed ; films of the

highest quality, and in ever increasing abun-

dance, are now available. Producers have

courageously risked hundreds of thousands

of dollars in giving us films that meet the

real needs of the schools of our land. The

important question now is whether school

authorities will respond to the demands of

the hour by putting funds for visual educa-

tion in the annual budget in sufficient

amount to support and expand the work so

admirably concei\'ed and under way. The
day of the school show and other makeshift

devices for financing the serious educational

work of our schools is past. Films and

projectors should be provided in the same

way books and laboratory apparatus art

provided. So "put money in thy purse."

Investigate thoroughly and discrimmately

and support all worthy undertakings thus

speeding the day of a better knowledge of

and a more thorough training in the tech-

nique of this important phase of education.

MISS MARILLA FREEMAN, Secre-

tary of the ^lotion Picture Committee

of the American Library Association and

Librarian of the Main Library of the Cleve-

land Public Library, has sent us the fol-

lowing list in book-mark form of related

reading material for the film Moby Dick.

This is of particular "Book Week" interest.

MOBY DICK
"There she blozcs—there she blozcs!

A hump like a snow-hill! It's

Moby Dick!"—AIelville, "Moby Dick"

A reading list suggested by

THE
CLEVELAND PUBLIC LIBRARY

Romances of Whaling
''He gave me a zcater spout,

A side like a harbor zcall.—Benet, "The IVIiale"

Melville
Moby Dicl<; or the White Whale.

BULLE.V
Cruise of tlie Cachelot.

Connolly
Out of Gloucester.

Hopkins
She blows ! and sparm at that

!

MORLEY
East—South—East.

There She Blows!

"The ZL'ild and distant seas zchere he
rolled his island bulk." Moby Dick.

Andrews
Whale hunting with gun and camera.

Ashley
The Yankee Whaler.

Chatterton
Whalers and Whaling.

Cook
Pursuing the ^^'hale

Lindsay
\ oyage to the Arctic on the \\^haler
-Aurora.

Hawes
Whaling

NORDHOFF
Whaling and Fishing.

TiLTON
"Cap'n George Fred" himself.

Verrill
The Real Story of the \\'hale.

Plays of Sea Life
Clements
Sea Plays.

O'Neill
The Moon of the Caribbees, and six
Other sea plays.



Booking for Book Week
WITH BOOK WEEK of 1930 being

the twelfth annual observance,

there is no question that this is now

a permanent institution and one offering"

each year more angles of significant tie-ups

for Better Films Committees. The dates

are November 16th to 22nd, so it is now

time to plan with exhibitors for special book-

film showings for this week. Particularly

for the week-end family program during

Book Week should a book-film be featured.

There are available many excellent films

adapted from books. The production of

sound films has made the number of adapta-

tions from novels and published plays

greater than ever, as material from this

source is better fitted for the "talkies" than

for the "silents" of other days. The

National Board of Review has compiled its

annual list of Selected Book-Films including

over 120 titles.

That the interest of organizations in put-

ting over successful community Book A\'eek

programs is appreciated by the National

Association of .Book Publishers, sponsors of

Book Week, is shown in one of their 1930

announcements which says in speaking of

the number of articles which are to appear in

national magazines and newspapers regard-

ing Book Week that "undoubtedly this has

resulted partly from the demonstrations and

programs which have been held in every

state year after year since 1919." Book

Week articles will appear in many general

magazines, in numerous specialized publica-

tions as Women's, Children's, Religious and

Educational Magazines. The American

Boy, The American Girl and Boy's Life are

announcing special prize contests. The

National Congress of Parents and Teach-

ers in co-operation with the National Asso-

ciation of Book Publishers is offering prizes

for the best accounts of Book ^^'eek pro-

grams conducted under the auspices of a

Parent-Teacher Association or Council.

Assuredly, therefore, with the idea so

widely exploited and with so many of the

BOOK WEEK
NOVEMBER l6th toai!^ IQ^O

organizations of the community interested,

Better Films Committees will find that their

plans for film tie-ups will meet with hearty

response. Publicity Chairman, Junior

]\Iatinee Chairman, Library Co-operation

Chairman, Visual Instruction Chairman,

and other departments can titilize this week

to exceptional advantage in their depart-

ments.

From the list of Selected Book-Films of

the National Board, appropriate programs

can be arranged with the theatre exhibitors

and the schools for both entertainment and

educational showings. Many valuable aids

such as The Alanual of Suggested Projects

for Book ^^'eek and High School Projects

for Book Week are available from the

National Association of Book Publishers,

347 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

If pictures are made a part of the exten-

sive community program for Book Week,
doubtless new contacts of interest will be

aroused which will continue throughout the

year in Better Films Committee work.



Exceptional Photoplays

COMMITTEE

Louise "W. Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
Harriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson
J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. E^ch picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-

mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picttire, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

Outward Bound

Directed by Robert Milton

Photographed by Hal Mohr
Play by Sutton Vane

The Players

Leslie Hozvard Alec B. Francis

Douglas Fairbanks, .Tr. Montagu Love

Beryl Mercer Lyonel Watts

Dudley Digges Alison Skipzuorth

Helen Chandler

Produced and distributed by Warner Bros.

UPWARD BOUND is in every way
a remarkaible picture. It deals witli

an unusual and, for the screen, a

daring theme, it is superbly acted and the

direction is of the highest quality.

Best of all, perhaps, is the fact that the

impressive play by Mr. Sutton Vane on

v\^hich the picture is based has not been

tampered with to make a movie holiday. The
action has not been changed except in so

far as the medium of screen presentation

had to be taken into account. The dialogue

has also been adhered to as faithfully as

possible. There has been no smart re-

writing and no attempt to put in gags.

Thus the picture retains all the so-

lemnity, the aura of other-worldliness, and

the human appeal which made the stage

presentation so impressive.

And in some ways it is even astonishing

that this story was chosen for the screen

at all. By all the laws of safe and sane

choosing for popular appeal the play should

have been rejected for picture material on

the basis of its theme. Death treated seri-

ously and inexorably is not supposed to be

a subject that will "pack 'em in." The
screen has been accustomed to treat death

as a cheap fiction and to stage a return to

life at a moment's notice. Shoot a hero or

a heroine in the average film and rest as-

Leslie Howard in "Outward Bound'

8
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sured that they will rebound from the be-

yond like rubber balls to take a bow in the

last reel.

Here we see a varied company of men
and women all assembled on board a ship

which is "outward bound" for the beyond.

This surprising news is imparted to them

by a sort of heavenly skipper of the strange

craft as the boat is apparently pulling out

of a real harbor with the usual to-do that

accompanies a sailing.

The passengers take the news differently,

according to the stature and the depth of

their souls. An eerie atmosphere takes pos-

session of the goings on in the boat, a curi-

ous mixture of realism and allegory. The
lives and characters of the passengers be-

come clear to us, their pettiness and

mistakes and, above all, their essential

helplessness later under the eye of the

"examiner" who comes on board.

Among them there moves a couple, a

young man and a girl, the half-ways, held

between life and death, neither quite in the

one nor in the other. They have sought

death but have not quite attained it. In

their shadowy elusiveness as compared to

the others we see a curious reversal of

values : among the dead you have to be

really dead to be tangible, it is life that is

unreal.

Around these two and the pathos and

the poetry of their love what there is of

plot revolves. The solution of their pre-

dicament and their transfiguration are

things that must not be given away to

readers who have not yet seen the picture.

In congratulating Warner Brothers on

making this film and in considering it a

piece of screen pioneering it seems to us

also that the picture could hardly have been

made except in the combination of talking

and silent picture. As a straight silent pic-

ture it would have fallen flat or could prob-

ably not have been made except by large

deviation from the original play. Here we
find the voice enhancing, in beautiful and

appropriate speech, the subtle intentions of

the author, while the shadows on the screen

enhance the essential reality of these strange

people who are dead and yet move with

the eloquence of the living in a state once

removed from actuality, as shadows should.

Here the screen has distinctly added some-

thing to the stage.

The whole company rises to the spirit

and the implications of the picture. Several

of them were members of the original play

when it was on the boards in New York.

They must have viewed themselves in their

parts with an uncanny feeling of familiarity

mingled with a new strangeness. For they

were more nearly inhabitants of the land of

shadows than they had been in the play.

Mr. Robert Milton achieved some of his

best work as a director in guiding the for-

tunes of Oiitzvard Bound. With so many
distinguished stage successes to his credit

it is only natural to assume that he is also

responsible for jealously preserving the or-

iginal values of this fine play in his task of

presenting it to the larger motion picture

public.

Abraham Lincoln
Directed by D. W. Griffith

Photographed by Karl Struss

Story by Stephen Vincent Benet

The Cast

Abraham Lincoln Walter Huston

Nancy Hanks Lincoln Helen Freeman
Tom Lincoln IV. L. Thome
Ann Ruttedge Una Merkel
Mary Todd Kay Hammond
Stephen A. Douglas E. Alyn Warren

Produced and distributed by

United Artists

THE screen has celebrated some of its

greatest triumphs in the depiction of

stories based upon an historical back-

ground. We need to call to mind only pic-

tures like Dubarry, Deception, Peter the

Great and others in which personalities fa-

mous in history have figured as protagonists.

The success in this field has been due to the

fact that the screen was dealing Avith reali-

ties and deeds which could not be materially
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altered. The director, chastened by the

historical actualities with which he had to

deal, could not afford to indulge in the

sentimentalities and romantic exaggerations

which so often spoil pictures for the intelli-

gent spectator.
*

In making Abraham Lincoln Mr. Griffith,

a director whose excellencies have often

ibeen marred by his extravagances, was

fortunately aware of the restrictions which

his subject imposed upon him. He has gone

back to the true and historical sources of the

life of Lincoln, aided greatly by the vivid

and gripping interpretation of Stephen Vin-

cent Benet.

The early incidences of Lincoln's life and

upbringing are truthfully portrayed and his

pathetic romance with Ann Rutledge is

sympathetically depicted. The debate with

Douglas is emphasized with due regard to

its historical importance and to the part it

played in making Lincoln a presidential

candidate. The major issues which this

debate involved, the freeing of the slaves

and the question of the inviolability of the

LTnion, are skillfully stressed by Lincoln's

well-pointed refutations of Douglas' argu-

ments. The technical handling of this

sequence is particularly noteworthy.

In a picture of this nature where the his-

torical facts have been so closely observed

and therefore follow along the lines of the

spectator's common knowledge it is the in-

terpretation of the major roles rather than

the story upon which the critic is most likely

to focus his attention. Mr. Walter Huston

puts much more into his part than a mere

physical imitation of the Great Emancipa-

tor's appearance. He acts with a combina-

tion of the humility and the grandeur which

we have come to associate with the name of

Abraham Lincoln and in spite of the fact

that he is called upon to do many of the

familiar acts which are a part of the Lin-

coln tradition his performance is always in-

dividualized.

It is only fair to say that the picture as a

whole was made with a judicious regard for

the susceptibihties of Southern audiences.

General Lee is, of course, nobly portrayed

by Mr. Hobart Bosworth and the stirring

episode of Sheridan's ride is dramatically

set forth. But none of the real horrors and

deprivations of the war, the gradual wear-

ing down of the South and its economic

ruination are dwelt upon at all. Sherman's

march to the sea is significantly omitted.

As a matter of fact, the entire war is treated

as a side light, it is the tragic background

inevitable in a picturization of the President

who remained unmoved in his determination

to preserve the L'nion at all costs. This is in

strange contrast to the present day realism

which characterizes the depiction of the

world war.

The picture ends with the assassination

of Lincoln and his glorification in the mem-
ory of the world through his martyrdom. A
view of the Lincoln ]Memorial in Washing-

ton brings this picture to a fitting close.

Old English
Directed by Alfred E. Green

Photographed by James Vantrees

Play by John GalszL'orthy

The Cast

Sylvanus Heyfhorp George Arliss

Mrs. Lame Doris Lloyd

Phyllis Lame Betty Lazcford

Jock Lame Leon Janney

Joe Phillin Ivan Simpson

Adela Hcythorp Ethel Grijfies

Produced and distributed by JVarner Bros.

GEORGE ARLISS, always a consum-

mate character actor, reaches a peak

in his performance in Old English.

This racy play, fashioned by John Gals-

worthy in one of those rare moments when

this usually so thesis-ridden dramatist was

content to create characters that live rather

than bookish illustrations for one of his pet

themes for social reform, provides Mr.

Arliss with an incomparable opportunity to

display the resources of a master crafts-

man of the stage.

Not that Mr. Arliss has not already given



George Arliss dines in "Old English"

us abundant proofs of his talent. In Dis-

raeli his work on the screen had already

reached an enviable culmination which fol-

lowed soon after his triumph in The Green

Goddess. But in Disraeli he had the advan-

tage of the pomp and circumstance of

courts and their etiquette and the action of

the drama revolved around the fate of

empires. These are no mean advantages

for the enhancement of a role in the hands

of a skillful actor.

In Old English Mr. Arliss was faced with

the problem of straight characterization of

a Liverpool merchant of the old school, a

figure drawn for us by Mr. Galsworthy

with a forthrightness to which American

audiences are not altogether accustomed.

For we are used to having our captains of

industry represented to us as lily white

mountains of industry and honesty.

Consider for a moment, the career of

Sylvanus Heythorp, Esq., this egregious

high liver who boasts of a pair of illegit-

imate grandchildren, who cheats his stock-

holders and who commits suicide by drink-

ing himself to death when he is about to be

exposed. Can the American movie public,

trained to accept the pap of hollow right-

eousness in its picture fare, be expected to

welcome such a complete reversal of stand-

ards which makes a villain over into the

hero of the picture and dares to say tbat

the full picture of a man may include his

vices ?

Warner Brothers are to be congratulated

for their shrewd courage in presenting this

departure from the conventional pattern.

Old English may not be a flapper picture

at first sight but even the flapper of today

has a weakness for a wicked grandfather

and the ladies of yesteryear who will flock

to see the picture will recall their Dickens

and will dote upon Sylvanus who could

appreciate a pretty girl, a thoroughbred

horse and a bottle of musty port so w'hole-

heartedly.

Sylvanus Heythorp has reached the

seventy years of indiscretion of a bucca-

neering career of hard living and hard bar-

(Continucd on page 23)



EDITOR: Bettina Gunczy

Department of the Better Films JTational Council

How We Interest the Public
By Mrs. Scott Staples

This paper which was delivered at the

Annual Tea Conference of the Rutherford

{N. J.) Better Films Committee contained

so mucJi which was of help to those gathered

at the Conference that zve were happy when

Mrs. Staples responded to our request to let

us have it to pass on to others through our

Magazine.—Editor's Note.

TO become famous it is necessary to

have publicity, and publicity with a

capital "P". While the Rutherford Bet-

ter Films Committee has not sought

fame, as such, it has sought avenues of

publicity that its work might become

known and that interest in it might be

aroused.

These are three very definite ways in

which we put our work before the public.

1. The Weekly Photoplay Guide

2. "Do You Know?" Column
3. Exceptional and Educational Show-

ings

The first two of these take the form

of newspaper publicity. Editing the

Weekly Photoplay Guide was about the

first task of the infant Rutherford Better

Films Committee. To edit this guide it

is necessary to obtain advance bookings

from the theatre exhibitor. These are

then checked with the findings of the

National Board of Review as given in

its monthly magazine. The guide giving

a brief resume of each coming attraction

listed as selected, appears weekly in a

fixed place in our local paper under the

heading "Weekly Photoplay Guide" and

is to the discriminating reader a sign post

to the fine picture programs. The motto

of the National Board, "Selection—Not
Censorship" is rigidly applied to this

guide, since the non-selected coming at-

tractions are ignored and only the selected

pictures Avritten up.

"Do You Know?" heads a column of

all sorts of interesting and out of the

ordinary doings which take place any-

where in the Movie World. There may
be half a dozen brief subjects touched

upon in the column, but each separate

one begins "Do You Know?" such and

such about so and so. Sometimes the

entire "Do You Know?" is this or that

about the local committee but more often

it is of things outside. This column ap-

pears from time to time as subjects war-

rant, but whenever it does appear it is

sure to be worth while and of much in-

terest.

The Exceptional and Educational pic-

ture showings deal with films themselves

and our methods of presenting these spe-

cial films to their particular audiences.

For there are two types of movie-minded

audiences, the one interested in w^hatever

is flashed on the screen—the movie "fan"

—which the theatre takes care of, and

the other only slightly interested in mo-
tion pictures and for which the finest

must be sought out and presented.

We have a mailing list of persons who
have signified a wish to be notified when-
ever an exceptional photoplay is among
the coming attractions at the theatre, by
exceptional photoplay I mean the motion

picture of unusual artistic merit and gen-

erally of only limited audience appeal. To
this list we tnail penny post-cards bear-

12
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ing the title of the coming exceptional

photoplay, its date and reason why the

National Board has classified it as excep-

tional.

From time to time we are able to pro-

cure for presentation, through the cour-

tesy of the National Board of Review, an

eminently worth while, exceptional pic-

ture, but one unlikely ever to be exhib-

ited except perhaps in a Little Photoplay

Theatre and so debarred for the most

part from the really quite large audience

in Rutherford, interested in the finest

films.

We present these programs in our

High School auditorium to an invited

audience. In the past we have shown
such pictures as Shattered, Tillers of the

Soil, Rain and others of similar high char-

acter and lasting impression. One year we
exhibited at our local theatre at regular

box office prices such a distinctive program.

Our presentation consisted of what was
among the finest of both the professional

and amateur cinematic world, including

Potemkin, that marvelous mass-movement

Russian
,
film, and the prize-wmning ama-

teur film And How. To complete the pro-

gram a legitimate stage presentation by the

Rutherford Little Theatre Guild was given.

Response in interest was so generous and

emphatic that, can similar exceptional pro-

grams be assembled, "Community Night,"

as it was called, will be repeated.

Prior to this past winter the photoplays

presented at our invitation showings have

always been of purely entertainment type.

This year, however, we obtained, through

the courtesy of the National Board of Re-

view for presentation in February, Me-
chanics of the Brain, a psychological and

scientific film. To this showing we invited

a limited and exclusive audience made up
of doctors, nurses, social workers and those

of the general public truly interested in this

type of picture. Our speaker was Dr. J. F.

A-Iontague, a Bellevue Hospital surgeon, a

member of the National Board of Review,

whose subject was the "Relation Between

the Motion Picture and Surgery." He
brought with him for presentation a film

of an actual surgical operation.

We asked those arriving for a voluntary

silver offering at the door since there were

some few expenses incurred. We were

delighted with the response prior to the

showing of the film. But what amazed and

gratified us, and was at the same time sig-

nificant of the reaction of the audience to

this specialized program, was the fact that

a full one-third of our receipts was received

after the show as the audience passed cut

of the auditorium. Dearth of the truly ex-

ceptional pictures since the advent of the

"talkies" has been responsible for our seem-

ing lack of activity with this type of un-

usual picture.

Contrary to general belief, we have found

that the educational picture holds the inter-

est of people of all ages and gives the lie

to that old statement that education can

be administered only if sugar coated. We
have doled out education in devious ways,

through the motion picture for the past four

years and the victims, or patients, or what

you choose, have liked it as they have come

back for more.

For two years at our Saturday After-

noon Junior Matinees for the benefit of

the children, we introduced into the pro-

gram of Family Week-End pictures short

educational pictures of industrial subjects,

scenics, travelogues and such, and the re-

action of the junior audience was mark-

edly in their favor. And in the present

monthly Saturday Morning Matinees, sim-

ilar pictures are shown and like reactions

noted.

For adult groups such as clubs or organ-

izations, we have secured programs of edu-

cational subjects which have been spon-

sored by them. For instance, the Delphians

presented that beautiful picture on physical

culture going back to the Greek and Roman
gymnasium and up to our present aesthetic

dances and sports. The Way to Strength

and Beauty.

From time to time too we have secured
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for school groups programs of educationals

which they have presented in their school

auditorium and the proceeds from which

were used for some school project. Lists,

too, of available educational pictures, many
of them free for the asking ate kept up-

to-date, and programs from them are ob-

tained by our Visual Instruction Commit-

tee for groups or organizations desiring the

service.

In connection with this Educational or

Visual Instruction work a Travel Bureau

was started. This Bureau has conducted,

by special bus, trips to New York City or

vicinity to various places of interest.

Teachers or parents have acted as chaper-

ones to the children attending. One trip

was made to the American Museum of

Natural History in New York City where

after a survey of the museum, an edu-

cation in itself, the group was taken to the

auditorium where, while tired feet rested,

a motion picture arranged for in advance,

by our Visual Instruction Committee,

Nanook of the North, delighted and en-

lightened the minds of the children. The

bus ride home through New York across

the river and through Jersey to Rutherford

completed a highly enjoyable and educa-

tional day.

Publicity and again publicity with a cap'

ital "P" is given to all these educational

and exceptional endeavors, both before and

after they take place, in our local paper

and in the syndicate covering neighboring

towns. In this way is public attention

drawn to and focussed upon our activities

and since they are worth while activities,

interest once attracted is maintained, and so

the good work goes on.

THE Columbus (Ohio) ]\'Iotion Picture

Council is the latest community-wide

group which has developed from the active

work of a local D. A. R. Better Films Com-
mittee. Mrs. Katherine A. Bryan, Presi-

dent of the Council, has sent a report of the

Council's organization and plans which

augurs well for the future. The report is

as follows : "The Council had its inception

when the Better Films Committee of the

Ann Simpson Davis Chapter, D. A. R., be-

gan to publish recommendations of films

that were designated as 'suitable for chil-

dren' and 'wholesome and entertaining' for

the entire family. The WAIU radio station

invited the D. A. R. Better Films Committee

to form an organization to review and

broadcast, without charge, their recommen-

dations of pictures showing in and around

Columbus twice weekly following the

change of program.

"The Council is purely philanthropical in

character, it has solicited no funds, neither

has it made a campaign for members. The

purpose is to serve as a guide for parents

and guardians of children in the selection of

pictures they should see. Pictures that are

educational, historical, patriotic and humor-

ous in character are broadcast. No men-

tion is made of films that are not recom-

mended.

"The Council provides for a limited and

selected membership which includes men

and women who are affiliated as officers or

members of the following organizations

:

Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls,

Y.'w. C. A., Y. M. C. A., Parent-Teacher

Association, D. A. R., Child Conservation

League, League of Women Voters, Catholic

\\'omen's League, W. C. T. L^., Federation

of Women's Clubs, Columbus Women's

Club, Women's Association of Commerce,

Virginia Wright ^Mother's Guild, Jewish

Welfare, churches and other educational

groups. New members are admitted only

upon invitation and action of the executive

board, which constitutes the membership

committee. There are no paid officers. The

personnel of the board includes a president,

vice-pre'sident. secretary, treasurer, auditor

and nine directors."

A\^e were indeed gratified that Mrs. Bryan

tells us that our JMagazine contains just the

service her organization needs and we are

happy to be of sei^vice to a group so ably

organized and touching such a large public

effectively.



Merging Children's Amusements
/^NE community which unites all of the

activity for the entertainment of its

children in a unique way is that of Albany,

New York. This is done under the Albany

Junior Film and Entertainment Guild com-

posed of prominent women representative

of many interests. The report quoted be-

low shows at the same time the wide extent

of the work and the avoidance of any over-

lapping in this method of conducting the

civic task of looking after proper and

wholesome amusement for the young people

of the city.

The Guild works as a group and has no

membership or dues, the money spent by the

group being given by friends, through bene-

fit card parties, by the Strand Theatre

management, the Knickerbocker Press and

the Albany Evening News. The Guild

works in co-operation with the Woman's
Club of Albany, the Albany Lotus Club, the

Christian Mothers' Union, the Monday
Musical Club, Court Mary Regis, Catholic

Daughters of America, the Council of Jew-
ish Women, Albany Colony, New England

Women, Gansevoort Chapter of the Daugh-

ters of the American Revolution, the Moth-

ers' Club of the Third Reformed Church

and the Parent-Teacher Association of

School 16. From each of these organiza-

tions three representatives are chosen, in-

cluding the better films chairman, to work
with the Guild committee.

During the 1929-1930' season the Guild

sponsored eighteen first run films that were

suitable for children. A children's party

was arranged by the Guild at the Grand
Theatre. This was given by the Knicker-

bocker Press and the Albany Evening News.

Another party, one of the big events of the

year, also given by the Press Company and

planned and supervised by the Guild, was
the Hallowe'en party in the State Armory.

At this party prizes were given for the best

costumes and also for the best stunts pre-

sented by the children. The City Mayor
was present to greet the guests. Between

6,000 and 7,000 children attended the party

and members of the Guild were aided by

women from the co-operating clubs.

Two used toy drives were also conducted.

The first was at Thanksgiving and the sec-

ond at Christmas. For the latter drive,

Sherwin-Williams reconditioned the toys

and William Walker, as Santa Claus, as-

sisted in distributing them. During the toy

drives assistance was given by schools and

clubs in neai^by communities. Pupils in the

Albany Academy for Girls also contributed

toward the drives. One of the big parties

of the year was that given for children dur-

ing the Christmas holidays at the Strand

Theatre. The management provided some

of the R K O features for entertainment.

This party also was sponsored by the Press

Company.

Two benefits were sponsored by the

Guild. Both were given at the Strand

Theatre, the use of which was donated by

the management. At one, for the benefit of

the Dr. Storey Memorial Fund, $300 was

raised.

Another activity sponsored by the Guild

was that of arranging classes in music,

dancing and dramatics for the children at

the Albany Orphan Asylum. The musical

instruction was in the charge of members of

the Monday Musical Club, one of the co-

operating groups. A play presented at the

end of the season demonstrated the work

of the children. The instruments for the

orchestra and the costumes were supplied

by the Guild.

Three entertainments were given at the

Home for Incurables and included a moving

picture show, a song and dance recital and

an ice cream party. At the tuberculosis

preventorimn the children were given toys,

books, games, candy and favors. An enter-

tainment also was presented here at Hal-

lowe'en and moving pictures were shown

during the year.

The season's activities closed with the

Trinity benefit program given at Mid-City
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Park in August. During the year about

$800 was spent by the Guild in carrying

out its program of activities.

Officers of the Guild for the coming year

have been appointed. The executive com-

mittee made the choices. Mrs.* Harold J.

Hinman hold the office of president for

another year, and the other officers are Mrs.

Joseph Gavit, Mrs. C. P. Norgord and Mrs.

Charles White Nash, vice-presidents ; Mrs.

Frank W. Clark, executive secretary, Mrs.

George Farlow, corresponding secretary,

and Miss Lydia H. Gale, treasurer. The

chairman of the Executive Committee is

Mrs. Fred J. Stephens, and Mrs. Willard

M. Douglas is associate chairman.

TV yiOTIOiX pictures outside the field of

entertainment increasingly gain the

active support and interest of women. An
important example of this is the film activity

of the Woman's Auxiliary to the Medical

Association of Georgia, formed to extend

the aims of the medical profession to the

various women's organizations which look

to advancement in health and education.

The interest aroused in using motion pic-

tures in the health education work crystal-

lized in the passing of a resolution at the

Fifth Annual Session of the Auxiliary as

follows

:

"Resolved, That the Woman's Auxiliary

to the Medical Association of Georgia estab-

hsh a Health Film Library. Money for this

purpose may be contributed by county auxil-

iaries or by interested individuals. The

fund shall be kept separate from all other

State Moneys and used for the rental, carry-

ing charges, or other expenses necessary.

Be it further resolved, that each county

auxiliary assume the responsibility of plan-

ning during the year a Health Program in

each county using one or more Health

Films. This program should be as far

reaching as possible. There should be co-

operation with the local Parent-Teacher

Association, Schools, other Women's Clubs.

H there is a local theatre, effort should be

made to have the films shown there both at

a special meeting and on public programs.

"Resolved. That this should be in charge

of a Standing Committee known as the

State Health Film Committee. This Com-

mittee shall make and keep a list of ap-

proved Health Films, both free and rentable.

As far as possible the members of the Com-
mittee shall preview the pictures, so that

they can give a personal recommendation."

Some of the films shown since this work

has been undertaken are Working for Dear

Life, New Ways for Old, One Scar or

Many, Bending the Tzvig, The Kid Comes

Through, A Fair Day, The Knowing

Gnome, and In Florence Nightingale's Foot-

steps.

The Chairman of the Health Film Com-

mittee is Mrs. John A. Selden of Macon.

"Last year," writes Mrs. Selden. "the

Woman's Auxiliary to the Medical Asso-

ciation of Georgia sponsored fifteen health

programs in different parts of the state."

In addition to the securing of the films,

Mrs. Selden is called upon to go about the

state lecturing on the subject of motion pic-

tures and health. She has also been very

active in the work of the Macon Better

Films Committee.

COMING EVENTS
FOR

Junior Matinee Observance

THEODORE ROOSEVELT'S BIRTHDAY
October 2 7th

Many fine pictures are available from the

Roosevelt Memorial Associaticn, N. Y. C.

AMERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
November I 0th to 16th

BOOK WEEK
November 16th to 22nd

and of course

HALLOWE'EN AND THANKSGIVING
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REVIEW COMMITTEE
Consists of approxi-
mately 250 trained
members representative
of widely varied in-

terests who volunteer
their services for the
review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a DEPARTMENT STAFF
group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public prefer-

ence as to what constitutes good screen entertainment. The
consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for the review's

and audience recommendations of the pictures. This department

seeks to furnisli the reader with a guide to the pictures most

worthy of popular theatre patronage.

Francis C. Barrett

Helen Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gunozy

Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience. Pictures rccoiniiicuded for

the family audience (12 years tip).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for

the adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

shozvings to children under tzvelve.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or zvell done

but not rated for "Exceptional Photoplays."

^Africa Speaks

I
HE Colorado explorer Paul L. Hoefler

•' has brought back a thrilling film from

equatorial Africa. The wild animals are

effectively filmed and there are interesting

shots of a pygmy tribe and of the unique

disc-lipped Ubangi women.

For the family audience.

(Columbia—8 reels)

Big Boy

Starring Al Jolson

Directed by Alan Crosland

Screen story by Harold Atteridge

CTORY of the Kentucky Derby with

^ Jolson as a jockey who falls into the

clutches of a gang of gamblers. The sing-

ing and acting of Jolson carry the picture.

For the family audience.

{Warner—7 reels)

College Lovers

^ . ( Marion Nixon
Starring _

\^ l^Jack JJ liiliitg

Directed by John G. Adolfi

Screen story by Earle Baldwin

'WO players on a college football team

are in love with the same girl and this

almost makes them forget the good old

school spirit.

For the family audience.

(First National—7 reels)

T

Standing

The Costello Case
Tom Moore
Lola Lane

Directed by Walter Lang
Screen story by F. McGrczv Willis

A stirring crook melodrama in which a

policeman helps two young people who
have been involved in a robbery to clear

themselves of a murder which took place

on the same premises.

For the family audience.

(Sono Art-World Wide—7 reels)

Eyes of the World
. ( Una Merkcl

Starring
^ ^ , ^[John Holland

Directed by Henry King

Novel by Harold Bell Wright

A fine cast makes this picturization of

the Wright novel concerning the love

of an artist for a young girl an interesting

one, despite its highly melodramatic quality.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—9 reels)

17
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For Her Sake

THE first Swedish dialogue film to be

shown in America. A light comedy

built upon the triangle theme.

For the mature audience.

(F. O. Renard—9 reefs)

Girl of the Golden West
Starring ^. Ann Harding

Directed by John Francis Dillon

Play by David Beiasco

A stirring picture of the early western

days with the lovely Ann Harding in

the role of the "only good girl in the min-

ing camp" w'ho protects the man she loves

from the law. Other members of the cast

give excellent support to the star.

For the mature audience.

(First National—8 reels)

Half Shot at Sunrise

^ . i Bert Wheeler
6 tarrinq \ -n, ^ tt- r^ [Robert 11 oolsey

Directed by _ Paul Sloane

Screen story by James Crcelman

TWO doughboys in Paris without leave

have a great time getting into and out

of trouble. The picture is replete with

amusing nonsense, the stars doing their

usual good comedy work.

For the family audience.

(R K O—10 reels)

Heads Up
Starring . ^..Charles Rogers

Directed by Victor Schertsinger

Mnsical comedy by Hart, Rogers, Smith

and McGozven

A popular Broadway musical show fur-

nishes this plot of a coast guard en-

sign who discovers liquor smugglers aboard

the heroine's yacht and exposes the spur-

ious suitor.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Her Man
^ Helen Twelvetrees

[Phillips Holmes
Directed by Toy Gamett

M
Screen story by Tay Gamett and Howard

Higgins

ELODRAMA full of strong action

laid on the waterfront of a foreign

port. A girl is helped to get away from

the life she is leading by a sailor who puts

up a big fight.

For the mature audience.

(Pathe—8 reels)

Her Wedding Night
Starring Clara Bow
Directed by Frank Tattle

Play by Avery Hopzvood

AN amusing farce in which an American

actress finds herself married to a man
who is traveling under an assumed name,

so naturally complications arise. Charles

Ruggles contributes some very amusing mo-

ments to the film.

For the mature audience.

(Paramoimt—9 reels)

A Lady Surrenders

( Conrad Xanel
Starring „ zr i \^ [Rose Hobart

Directed by _ John Stahl

Novel "Sincerity" by John Erskine

A sophisticated drama, excellently acted,

of a woman who loves a man sincerely

and a wife who loves her novel writing

more. The wife realizing the greater sin-

cerity on the part of the other woman sur-

renders.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—10 reels)

Starring

^Laughter
Starring Nancy Carroll

Directed by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast

Screen story by Donald Ogden Stewart

DRA]MA of a young chorus girl married

to an elderly stock broker who can not

understand her attitude toward life. Nancy
Carroll repeats the excellent dramatic per-

formance she gave in Devil's Holiday and

is ably supported by Frank ^Morgan and

Frederic IMarch.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)
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Leathernecking
\ Eddie Fox, Jr.

Starring — -] „^ I Benny Kitoin

Directed by - Edzvard CUne

Play "Present Arms" by Fields, Rogers

and Hart

COMEDY of the marines who keep

things Hvely on the island where they

are stationed. Good acting and amusing

dialogue make the picture thoroughly en-

joyable.

For the family audience.

(R K O—9 reels)

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Warner—7 reels)

^Liliom
Starring Charles Farrell

Directed by Frank Borsage

Play by Peren.': Molnar

PHANTASY in which the rare quality

of the story is heightened b}'' the un-

usualness of camera work and backgrounds.

"Liliom," a barker in a Budapest circus,

commits suicide and goes to the world be-

yond. He begs for a second chance on

earth which is especially granted.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

inson

Madame Satan
„, . ( Kay Join
Starring ' -

.

(
Reginald Denny

Directed by _ Cecil B. DeMille

Screen story by Jeanie MacPherson

A lavish production accoraing to the

DeMille manner, in which a woman
who loses her husband's affections to a show
girl employs a unique method to win them
back. Good comedy is provided as a part

of this spectacle-drama.

For the mature audience.

( j\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer—13 reels)

Maybe It's Love
Joan Bennett

Starring _

I J oe h. Brown
Directed by William A. Wellman

Screen story by Joseph Jackson

THE amusing antics of Joe E. Brown
and the exciting football game played

by the All-American team are the highlights

in this interesting picture of college life.

*Moby Dick

Starring lohn Barrymore

Directed by Lloyd Bacon

Novel by Herman Mck'illc

MELVILLE'S famous story in audible

picture form, of the whaler who

hunted down "Moby Dick," the white whale,

to avenge the loss of his leg. The dramatic

interest is intensified by the use of sound

and John Barrymore, who appeared also in

the silent version several years ago, pre-

sents with feeling the character of the

whaler.

For the family audience.

(AA'arner—8 reels)

Once a Gentleman
Starring Edzvaird Everett Horton

Directed by _ James Cru::.e

Screen story by George S. Worts

AN amusing comedy depicting the rise

and fall of a butler in society. Ex-

cellently portrayed by the star in his inimi-

table style.

For the family audience.

(Sono-Art—World Wide—9 reels)

One Night at Susie's
Starring Billie Dove
Directed by _ John Francis Dillon

Story by Frederick Brennon

GANGSTER melodrama. The hero,

brought up by an underworld woman
as her own son, goes to prison for the girl

he loves and while there becomes a famous

playwright which causes more unforeseen

developments in the plot.

For the mature audience.

(First National—6 reels)

The Pay Off

Starring I^ozvell Sherman
Directed by Dowell Sherman
Play by Samuel Shipman and John Hymer

A crook melodrama in which the leader

of a gang befriends a young couple

and when it becomes necessary he sacri-
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fices himself for the girL Sherman's skihful

work helps a slight story.

For the mature audience.

(R K O—8 reels)

A

Playboy of Paris

Starring - Maurice Chevalier

Directed by Ludvjig Berger

Pla\ "The Little Cafe" by Tristan Barnard

STORY of a millionaire waiter who is

forced through a contract to retain his

job. The story is slight and Chevalier does

little singing but his charm and delightful

sense of comedy make the film entertaining.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Starring

Directed b\

Santa Fe Trail

Jlichard Arlen

\
Otto Broivcr

( E. H. Knopf

Novel "Spanish Acres" by Hal H. Edivards

"XV/ESTERX in which a sheep herder ar-

' * rives in time to prevent an old Span-

ish landowner from being despoiled by a

sharper. Spanish setting and excellent

scenery.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

*The Sea Wolf
Starring ^.Milton Sills

Directed by Alfred Santcll

Novel by Jack London

A stirring picture of life on the sea under

the masterful and brutal "Wolf," cap-

tain of a whaler. There are a few scenes

in which the cruelty is too realistic for some

but the acting is excellent and this com-

bined with notable photography makes the

picture absorbingly interesting.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Shadow Ranch
Starring _ Bnck Jones

Directed by Louis King

Story by George M. Johnson

X interesting western with fine pho-

tography. The star plays the part of

a wandering cowboy who avenges the death

of his pal.

For the family audience.

(Columbia—6 reels)

The Spoilers

Starring Gary Cooper

Directed by Edwin Carewe

Novel by Rex Beach

I
'HE famous story of the battle between

* the miners and the claim jumpers in

Alaska's gold rush days retold effectively

in sound.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 11 reels)

Starring

Those 1 hree hrench Girls

(|
EiH Dorsax

"/ Reginald Denny

Directed b\ Harry Beaumont

Screen story by Dale J 'an Every and

Arthur Freed

AN amusing and noisy farce of an Eng-

lish nobleman in France who meets

two ex-soldiers from Brooklyn and three

modistes and they proceed to have an hilar-

ious time.

For the mature audience.

(I\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer—8 reels)

The Tiger of Berlin

A German dialogue film with a good cast.

Interestingly told crook melodrama in

which "the tiger" is exposed.

For the mature audience.

(Ufa—9 reels)

*Whoopee
Starring _ - Eddie Cantor

Directed by Thornton Freeland

Novel by E. J. Rath

fUSICAL comedv revue in technicolor

with excellent singing and chorus

work. Eddie Cantor plays the part of a

hypochondriac with highly amusing results.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—12 reels)
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EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS

Outward Bound
(See page 8)

For the mature aucrlence.

(Warner—8 reels)

China's Old Man River

(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

A trip up the Yangtze River showing

the millions who live along its shore.

For the family audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Abraham Lincoln

(See page 9)

Family audience. Junior Matinee.

(United Artists—10 reels)

Old English

(See page 10)

For the mature audience.

(Warner—9 reels)

A Correction

The audience recommendation of Hell's

Angels is "For the mature audience."

The audience suitability was incorrectly

given in the September issue. We regret

this but since the film has not yet been

generally released we believe this correction

is in time to prevent any misunderstanding.

SHORT SUBJECTS

Barefoot Days

(Vitaphone No. 1062)

A crowd of youngsters protect their

dog from the law.

For the family audience. Junior mat-

inee.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Believe It or Not
(Vitaphone Nos. 1038 & 1053)

Numbers three and five in Robert

Ripley's series of strange statements

proved.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel each)

The Clock Shop
The decorative figures on clocks come

to life and dance and sing in a charming

technicolor setting.

For the family audience. Junior mat-

inee.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

The Dogway Melody
An all-doggie film. Story of love and

hate behind the scenes of a "snappy"

revue.

For the family audience. Junior mat-

inee.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—2 reels)

Evolution
(Vitaphone No. 1022)

The growth of motion pictures from

the earliest days.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The Fire Worshippers
Creatore and his Band furnish the mu-

sical background for the presentation of

the legend on which the music is based.

For the family audience.

(Tiffany—1 reel)

Five Minutes from the Station
(Vitaphone No. 1051-2)

A clerk successfully entertains his boss.

For the mature audience.

(Vitaphone—2 reels)

The Gem of Agra
The beauties of the famous Indian

temple of the Tap Mahal beautifully de-

picted.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)
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Gliding
(Sportlight Series)

.
Interesting illustration of the art of

gliding.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)
*

The Glories of Nikko
(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

Interesting views of the Japanese city.

For the family audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

Grand Uproar
Very good cartoon of the animals at-

tending a musical program.

For the family audience. Junior mat-

inee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Hard Guy
(Vitaphone No. 1036)

Troubles of an unemployed man,

played by Spencer Tracy, and his family

with a surprise ending.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Humanettes No. 2

Cartoon with living heads inserted

which talk and sing.

For the family audience.

(R K 0—1 reel)

The Jaywalker
(Vitaphone No. 1061)

Amusing sketch showing pedestrians

getting licenses and being ruled with an

iron hand by the policemen.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Jewel of Asia
(Seeing the World Series)

The leading city of Siam in all its Eu-

ropean and oriental aspects is well pre-

sented.

For the family audience.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Jungle Terror
Travelogue depicting elephants at work

and explorations in the heart of the jungle

where huge snakes are encountered.

For the family audience. Junior mat-

inee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Kid the Kidder
College comedy in which a freshman

reverses the initiation proceedings and

gets the laugh on the crowd.

For the fainily audience.

(Pathe—2 reels)

The Land of Long Ago
. (Seeing the World Series)

Interesting scenic of China with its nar-

row streets, teeming population and re-

ligious ceremonies.

For the family audience.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Looney Tunes No. 3
Animal cartoon.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Many Happy Returns
(Vitaphone No. 1055-6)

A wealthy but lonely man tries to cele-

brate his birthday alone.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone—2 reels)

Martinelli
(Vitaphone No. 1024)

The opera star sings the Temple Song
from "Aida."

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The Opening of the Stockholm
Exposition

A Swedish newsreel depicting the open-
ing of the Stockholm Exposition with the
King officiating at the ceremonies.

For the family audience.

(F. O. Renard—1 reel)
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Pathe Audio Review Nos. 37-39

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

The Singing Sap
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald exhibits his musical talent in

hilarious fashion.

Family audience. Junior matinees.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Spain's Maddest Fiesta

(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

This five-day celebration with its

strange parades and odd sights in the

bull-ring is excellently pictured.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Story Book Parade
The Children's Ballet in a delightful

program of singing and dancing.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Strange As It Seems
One of the series of strange but true

freaks of nature.

For the family audience.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Strike Up the Band
Song cartoon in which the audience is

invited to sing this old time popular

tune.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount—1 reel)

Swing You Sinners

Cartoon of a guilty chicken thief who
has a bad time in a cemetery.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The World We Live In

Newsreel of various items.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

You're in the Army Now
Amusing sketch of Johnny Burke in the

trenches. For the family audience.

(Paramount—2 reels)

Zampa
The overture "Zampa" by the French

composer Herold forms a delig'htful mu-
sical background for the legend.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists— 1 reel)

{Continued from page 11)

gains with never a sign of repentance. He
collects an unlawful commission upon the

sale of some ships and persuades his stock-

holders to accept the contract. The amount

of the commission is settled upon his grand-

children. A legal sharper gets wind of this

transaction and proceeds to sc[ueeze the old

man. Sylvanus defies him but, realizing

that he will face exposure, he proceeds to

wine and dine himself to death.

The supper scene is the climax of the

picture. Sylvanus feasts with the unction

of a Roman senator. When his solicitous

butler advises caution he threatens to dis-

charge the faithful servitor and when his

moralizing daughter tries to read him a

lesson on temperance and abstinence he

defies her, and persists in dying in his cups.

Mr. Arliss is the type of actor who has

gained immeasurably througli the advent of

the talkies. Endowed with a rich and sup-

ple speech he can ring changes upon his

vocal register which would have been en-

tirely lost in the days of the silent screen.

It would be an easy matter to criticize

some of the deficiencies of this picture. The
plot moves slowly because its limitations are

inherent in the handicaps of the hero. He
is a semi-invalid who has to sit in a chair

most of the time while the dift'erent char-

acters enter and leave the room. The
number of callers might seem to add to the

artificialities of the plot. But the skill with

which Mr. Arliss' performance surmounts

these difficulties simply becomes an added

tribute to his versatility as a screen actor of

the highest rank.
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offers through its

AFFILIATED BETTER FILMS COMMITTEES
An Opportunity to Promote

Better Motion Picture Programs in Your Home Theatre

The Better Films Committee or Motion Picture Study Club plan has been

found by many communities to be an adaptable and effective method of accom-

plishing telhng organized local work for better pictures.
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PICTURE:
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in vari-

ous parts of the country. It is opposed to legal censor-

ship and in favor of the constructive better films

method. It is at all times glad to co-operate with any

outside agency to encourage and guide the motion pic-

ture in developing its possibilities as a great and use-

ful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review Com-
mittee itself.

The Executive Committee—composed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two

hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms, of the various motion

picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises the

membership list of the Review Committee and recom-

mends the names of proposed new members for con-

sideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community groups

in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to encourage

the artistic development of the motion picture. Its

pioneer activity in this field which proved that the

artistic picture will be supported by special audiences

who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of the screen

has done much to lay the foundations for the growing

Little Photoplay Theatre movement of today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large puljlic welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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A Chairmanship Change

To its members the National Board of

Review announces at this time the

election as Chairman of Dr. Walter

W. Pettit following the retirement from that

office of Dr. William B. Tower. Dr. Tower

remains as a member
of the Executive Com-
mittee and the Board

will therefore continue

to have the benefit of

his active interest in its

work

Dr. Tower has been

connected with the

Board since 1916. This

was the time in the

Board's history when it

was firmly organizing

work on the principle

of the selection and

classification of films.

Dr. Tower was avow-

edly in favor of this

policy as opposed to

that of censorship. For

a long period after his

affiliation with the
Board he served on

both the Review and

Dr. William B. Tower
Retiring Cliairinan

later in 1923 as Chairman of the National

Board and its affiliated Better Films Na-
tional Council. These two offices made
many demands upon his time and interests.

In 1918 Dr. Tower had been appointed to

important work on the

Board of Foreign Mis-

sions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church as

Director of its Depart-

ment of Records, Sur-

veys and Research and

as Editorial Secretary,

nevertheless through

the years he never fail-

ed in his loyal ser-

vice to the National

Board.

Dr. Pettit who has

served a number of

years on the Executive

Committee and who
now becomes Chairman

is known to many of

those who have attend-

ed the Board Confer-

ences. The National

Board is fortunate in

having in him, as it had

^Membership Committees. His interest was in Dr. Tower, a Chairman who is willing

further crystallized by his election as a to express his interest not only in words

member of the Executive Committee and but also in deeds.

3
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COMMITTEE

Louise W. Hackney
Rita C. McGoldrick
HARitiET Menken
Frances T. Patterson
J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviewed and discussed by a Com-

mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the Screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Barrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

r
Morocco

Directed by Joseph Von Sternberg

Photographed by Lee Games
Play "Amy Jolly" by Benno T'igny

The Cast

Legionnaire Tom Brozvn ....Gary Cooper

Amy Jolly Marlcne Dietrich

La Bessiere Adolphe Menjoii

Produced and distributed b\ Paramount

M ANY discerning commentators have

felt, some even from the time of the

early Sah'ation Hunters, that in

Joseph Von Sternberg our screen had

found its most interesting exponent—an ex-

perimentalist whose work would soonex' or

later parallel in its creative aspect the work

of artists in other fields and mediums of ex-

pression. Undenvorld went far to substan-

tiate this feeling. It had form, dramatic

meaning, aesthetic purpose. It recognized

the box-office, but it did not truckle to it. It

was a silent film. Then came sound and

dialogue. In its effort to reproduce the

stage, the cinematic pattern of the motion

picture, painfully developed through a span

of thirty and more years, slipped back over-

night to the verge of its crude beginning.

What would Mr. Von Sternberg do with the

destroying devils of the mike, the disk and

the sound track.

Mr. Von Sternberg, it would seem, set out

to find a proper use for them with a keen

determination to preserve the cinematic pat-

tern. He saw dialogue and sound as ad-

juncts and not as principles of fundamental

change. After a period of testing in which

he produced several worthy sound films, he

now comes before his public with Morocco.

It is our purpose only to hint at its plot-

material and the interest and authenticity of

his characters. Neither, striking as they un-

doubtedly are, by themselves make it the

outstanding film that is a definite step for-

ward in the art of motion pictures, one of

the most noteworthy films, many will think

when they have studied it, that the sound

screen has yet produced. However, some

outline must be undertaken in order to give

the tonal background to a sketch of the

technical perfections of the production.

To the hot Algerian locale, then, comes

a strange, exotic person, a young actress of

the trooper's stage, adventuring, her ante-

cedents never more than obliquely indicated.

Once installed as a singer in the local caba-

ret, she comes by a great passion for a com-

mon soldier of the Foreign Legion, a com-

pany of which happens to be quartered in

the town. A wealthy artist now falls in love

with her, offers to marry her. The soldier

having failed in his promise to desert and

take her back to Europe, she consents to

this marriage. But she ends up by follow-

ing the Legionnaire into the desert, when

he marches away the second time with his

company, tramping after him with the na-

tive women, the camp followers, who cannot

give their men up.

Thus, like all motion pictures of the front

rank, the material is that of the screen alone,

the narrative thread an exceedingly simple

one. It amounts to the way it is embroid-

ered. And here the result is that cinematic
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pattern we have mentioned, brilliant, pro-

fuse, subtle, and at almost every turn in-

ventive.

Morocco sets its sound in the background.

Its speech is purely that of pictures, excej^t

where the pictures can be told more effec-

tively by sound. For example : the Legion-

naire is sent forward to capture a machine

gun nest. You hear the put-put-put of the

gun, at tfirst in the distance, then nearer,

nearer, as the soldier, whom you always

see, creeps closer to it. The effect is won-

derfully heightened, partakes of reality it-

self, gives the immediacy of self-experience.

The capture of the gun is left in the air with

a fading screen, and the suspense is kept

like a bridge over to the following sequence

of events. This sort of thing is unfailingly

terse, cinematically economic, a cunning

grasp of the power of suggestion as made
possible by the image in motion and the

sound that in the context of that image,

and in association with it, can make another

image of its own. It is the sort of thing

that points the way to the method of the

motion picture of tomorrow, and makes of

Morocco a stimulating forerunner.

And again with the use of dialogue in

this film : when a character speaks it is

merely in substantiation of the thing the ac-

tion has made you see and know. The art-

ist gives his engagement supper to his

friends. All is sumptuous, splendid, covered

with light, gaiety and tender feeling. The

tragic past of his fiancee is gone. Then the

drums of the returning Legionnaires are

faintly heard. You get the sensation of the

stirring city in the warm night outside. And
Jolly must tear herself away, must go to

find her lover. There is no word spoken.

Eloquently the silent screen speaks to us as

of old. And when she is gone, you get the

shot of the long, richly laden table with its

startled, embarrassed guests, and its host

at the head, left to his contemplation of the

situation. He rises, for he must follow

Jolly, just as she must follow the soldier,

Tom Brown. Then Menjou, who plays the

artist lover, says, and from the screen ema-

nates not a mechanical voice out of the flat

middle of a shadow, but living words from

the human lips, quiet, moving and im-

mensely real : "You see—I love her."

How terse and how explanatory—^yet it is

the picture, the cinema, the parade of

images, convoluting yet always leading to

that moment, and not the sound device, that

makes the simple utterance so effective. One
could go on finding in this film a text book

and finding in the firm and sinewy grasp of

its director the resolve to bring the motion

picture, with the new powers that science

has given it, back to its own.

And because the readers of this review

will possibly wish to know a few more
things about Morocco other than these notes

regarding its technology, it should be said

that the photographic quality is frequently

of the best (another point of return to the

highest traditions of the screen before the

advent of sound made cameramen careless

and slovenly) ; that its atmosphere is not

manufactured out of heated hokum, but

arises from what seems, no matter how
strange, to be real and in its place ; and the

acting of the cast—well, go see the picture

when you have the chance, for under the

handling of Mr. Von Sternberg, Menjou is

at his level best in a role that could easily

have become maudlin if not unbelievable,

and Gary Cooper achieves a rough natural-

ness that gives one understanding and holds

one's interest ; but Marlene Dietrich, the

newly risen star, shines forth, a personage

indeed, something different on the screen,

an actress to wit, a symbol of glamour, like

whom there is but one other in motion pic-

tures—and when you see Morocco, you will

be reminded who that is.

One word more. As a study of the at-

traction that a man and woman of a certain

type may have for one another—that can

tear a woman from whatever of safety and

pleasure her existence holds

—

Morocco is

not unsubtle in its psychological reading.

And this it is, perhaps, that leaves us feel-

ing that we have seen something true if

strange.
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From the prologue of "Zwei Hcrzen iin 54 Takt"

Zwei Herzen im % Takt ^l^""^"
producers of this picture zz.ei

^ ^ Herzen ini Drei-vicrtel Takt or Ti^'o

Directed by Gesa Von Bolvary Hearts in Waltz Time, as it is called in

ni ^ J 7.
r Willy Goldberger English, were wise to put their sound re-

Photographcd by -i ,. ,•^Max hrinl! cordmg process to such appropriate use as

Story by Walter Reich and Fritz Schulz that of telling a musical story where music

The Cast flows as naturally as words. There is here

Toni Hofcr, composer Walter Janssen no obvious bringing in of song for itself

Nicky Mahler, librettist Oscar Karlwciss alone but the portrayal of real people who
Vicky Mahler, librettist Willy Forst sing and dance and jest their way through

Hedi Gretl Thcimer life.

Anni Lohmeier Irene Eisingcr -p^e ^^ory centers around that of a lost

Weigl, Hofer's butler Aiigust Vockau ^^Itz, for not until an elusive melody is re-

Produced by Tobis; distributed by Associ- captured by the frantic composer can the

ated Cinemas of America operetta within the picture come to comple-

TASTES jaded by too unvaried an of- tion. Two young librettists, brothers, have

fering of musical films will find an written an operetta the music for which is

"apperetif" in this tasteful picture im- the work of a Viennese composer, Toni

port of a Viennese operetta. It might be Hofer. Since the verses and music are both

expected that a film blending singing and highly pleasing to the Theatre Director all

dancing smoothly and harmoniously with looks well for the future of the operetta but

the story plot would have Vienna, city of the one thing lacking is a waltz theme and

music, as the background. Therefore the (Continued on page 9)



The White House Considers

the Motion Picture

IN
this twentieth century any study of so-

cial welfare would be far from complete

without a measure of thought and dis-

cussion being given to the motion picture.

The motion picture demands this special at-

tention because of its extraordinary popu-

larity surpassing that of any other one in-

terest in the life of today. Perhaps more

particularly can its importance be gauged

when considering its delation to the child

for the motion picture, being but littl-e over

a quarter of a century old, can be viewed

from its beginning to end by the adult of

today, to them a world minus the motion

picture is not something that has to be

imagined but a reality which they have

known, on the other hand how many of

the children today could picture life with-

out the "movie." This being true it is per-

tinent indeed that when President Hoover
planned his White House Conference on

Child Health and Protection he should have

had included among the divisions of study

a sub-committee on [Motion Pictures and

Theatres.

The outline of this Conference has doubt-

less become known to all since it was called

by President Hoover early in his adminis-

tration but more specific interest will be

centered upon it now as the findings of the

various committees are to be made during

this month.

The original group composed by the

President consisted of twenty-seven leaders

in the field of child welfare who were asked

to become members of a Planning Com-
mittee to build up a greater organization

which would make studies in advance of

the calling of a conference.

Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the

Interior, a physician and former president

of Leland Stanford University, was made
Chairman of this Planning Committee and
Chairman of the Conference to be held. The

Director of the Conference appointed to

work with Dr. Wilbur and the Planning

Committee was Dr. H. E. Barnard. This

Committee, after careful study, outlined its

purpose in the utmost simplicity. That is

to find out what is being done for the child,

to report its findings to the Conference, and

make recommendations as to the future.

To facilitate and correlate the study it

was divided into four sections. The third

of these four sections is devoted to Educa-

tion and Training and it is under this section

that the Sub-Committee on Motion Pictures

and Theatres comes as a part of the sub-

ject of Youth Outside of the Home and

School. Dr. Lee F. Hanmer, Director of

Recreation of the Russell Sage Foundation,

is Chairman of this Committee and the

members of the Committee are all people

of wide experience in different fields of mo-

tion picture or better films activities. They

are

:

Airs. Mary Allen Abbott, Professor of Eng-

lish, Teachers College, Columbia Univer-

sity
;
Chairman, Motion Picture Commit-

tee, Horace Mann School Bulletin.

Wilton A. Barrett, Executive Secretary,

National Board of Review of Motion

Pictures.

Mrs. Elizabeth R. Dessez, Writer and

Speaker on Motion Pictures.

Frederick H. Koch, Director, Department

of Dramatics, L^niversity of North Caro-

lina.

Howard LeSourd, School of Religious Edu-

cation and Social Service, Boston L^niver-

sity.

Mrs. Harriet H. Locher, Former Director,

Public Service and Educational Depart-

ment, Crandall Theatres, Washington,

D. C.

Albert R. Lovejoy, Director, Cambridge

School of Drama, Cambridge, Mass.

7
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Augustus O. Thomas, President, World

Federation of Education.

Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, Associate Direct-

or, PubHc Relations, IMotion Picture Pro-

ducers and Distributors of America, Hoi-

lyvvood, Calif.

Colonel Roy ^^^ Winton, Managing Di-

rector, Amateur Cinema League.

Roy S. Woodbury, Director, Juvenile Pro-

tective Department, Children's Aid Socie-

ty, Buffalo, New York.

Each of these has contributed from his

experience and study findings to be present-

ed to the Conference when it meets in

Washington, November the nineteenth to

the twenty-second. The subjects treated

are

:

The Extent of the iNIotion Pictui'e In-

dustry.

The Legal Status of the Motion Picture.

Public Relations in Motion Pictures.

Children's Likes and Dislikes in Motion

Pictures.

Special Programs for Children.

Attendance and Participation by Children.

The Neighborhood Motion Picture House.

Church LTse of Motion Pictures.

Amateur Picture ^Making and Showing.

Youth and the Theatre.

Community Dramatics.

The material contained therein it is hoped

will later be available for the consideration

of interested study groups. In the mean-

time all those anxious to learn more of the

Conference will have the opportunit\ to

hear, over the radio on November the nine-

teenth, President Hoover's opening address

and on November the twenty-second Dr.

Wilbur's address summarizing the work of

the Conference.

It is the earnest desire of the Conference

Committee that the findings of the Com-
mittees may be made effective in local com-

munities and therefore each member of the

different committees is interested in publi-

cizing the plan arranged b)^ a numbe- of

national organizations of encouraging their

branches to unite and meet in groups and

"Hsten in." In this way, they believe, mil-

Hons of others may "attend the Confer-

ence" and have their interest in childhood

stimulated thereby. Several national or-

ganizations are planning for their local Di-

recting Boards to meet as Boards for this

purpose, where convenient to do so. It is

being further recommended that local

groups of young people, like Scout Troops,

club activity groups and young people's so-

cities be encouraged similarly to participate.

Thus to a widened circle, the W'hite House

Conference and the child interests it seeks to

further will be not a remote thing but will

be more nearly something of which these

local people are a part.

Motion Picture Study Clubs and Better

Films Committees ever concerned in their

work with junior matinees, family week-

end programs and the motion picture and

the child in general will find it worth their

while to "attend by air" this Conference

which as Dr. Barnard has said plans "to go

below the surface of things as we observe

them and to study ever condition which

has any part in shaping the life of the

child." Most certainly the motion picture

as a favored recreation of children has a

part here.

WHETHER motion pictures are looking

up or looking down with the "talkies"

sweeping the world without as much as a

by-your-leave and with all sort of revolu-

tionary results is a subject of discussion

everywhere these days. \\'hatever the out-

come, personally we beheve it a solid-front-

about for the sound pictures, at least there

is one trend regarding which we can be most

enthusiastic. That is the production of films

designed especially to appeal to children.

An announcement was made last June that

such a production program was to be under-

taken but there was some skepticism on the

part of those interested when they called

to mind the long struggle for suitable junior

matinee prints and hope was about lost

as to ever having available pictures which

could be whole-heartedly sponsored for

children's showings. But a few months
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brings the answer to the doubts and here we

have as a forerunner in Paramount's series

the standard favorite Tom Sazvyer. A fine

cast presents the Mark Twain book upon

the screen in a way to dehght not only the

children but i^dults too. If the preview of

this picture had been for the purpose of

checking laughs it would have kept the le-

corder continuously busy, so when this pic-

ture comes to town it will be like taking

the children to the circus—they won't have

all the fun ! It is reviewed on page 18. Now
we hopefully await Huckleberry Finn which

Paramount plans to produce next and the

rest of the series. Among other companies

which have announced pictures of this type

are First National with talkie retakes of Soy

O'Mine, Penrod and Penrod and Sam, R.

K. O. with a musical operetta Babes in Toy-

land and others. So those arranging junior

matinees and family programs can take

heart for the future.

Zwei Herzen im ^ Takt
(Continued from page 6)

as the director has pronounced it unheard

of to put on an operetta in Vienna without

a waltz melody and the composer has pro-

nounced it impossible to create a waltz mel-

ody to order, things seem at an impasse.

However, the beautiful young blonde equal-

ly as essential in all operettas comes to life,

as it were, before the composer and he finds

in her the inspiration for the lacking waltz

tune only to have it escape him again. But

it is recaptured and the picture ends on the

note triumphant.

This plot, as may easily be seen, can be

told only by music and the telling of it is

most refreshing with the gay melodies re-

curring in the story's unfoldment in a way

to keep interest in the story and to keep the

melodies lingering long after the picture has

been seen.

It is this haunting quality of the picture

perhaps more than anything else that makes

it rank as an exceptional picture. While

this is mainly captured through the music

other elements making for a good picture

are not lacking. The background is truly

atmospheric, gained through careful direc-

tion, and the photography is good. There is

a particularly picturesque prologue of the

Vienna of Franz Schubert's day.

The parts are well played hy more than

competent actors, especially fine are the two

brothers, the composer and his butler. And
let it be added that comedy is quite a portion

in this successful blending of harmony and

picture. Since, therefore, music and

comedy have been called universal lan-

guages this film will have wide appeal re-

gardless of the fact that the dialogue is in

German, for one and all can respond to the

lilting tunes and the clever pantomine which

tell the story of a waltz theme lost and won.

THE Governor of the State of Florida,

Doyle E. Carlton, has announced the

names of the members recommended by

him and elected by the National Board of

Review to serve as Florida representatives

on its National Advisory Committee for the

State. They are Mrs. James A. Craig,

Jacksonville ; Mrs. Norris H. Hensley,

Tampa, and Mrs. Henry Talley, Miami

;

Mrs. Craig alread}' being a member of the

General Committee of the National Board

and of the Better Films National Council.

The recommendation of these names made

by Governor Carlton is in line with a law

passed nine years ago by the Florida legis-

lature when the State went on record as

opposed to state censorship but approving

the plan of "selection" as advocated by the

National Board. The passage of the bill

at that time was designated among the many

favorable comments summing it up as a

"vote of confidence in the National Board

of Review." A confidence which has, we

are pleased to note, continued through the

years and resulted in pleasant and helpful

contacts. In making his nominations Gov-

ernor Carlton has named three women
actively interested in the work for better

films in three of the large centers of the

State.
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Department of the Better Films National Council

Young People Review the Movies
By Mrs. Alvin L. Herald

A JUNIOR COMMITTEE in connec-

^ * tion with a Better Films Council has

many possibilities and many advantages. It

is good for the young people because it helps

them to become discriminating theatre pa-

trons and students of the screen and it is

good for the older people for in their re-

view and recommendation of films instead

of having to work on the principle of what

they believe young people like they can have

the benefit of actual and positive judgments

and reactions. As to its possibilities in in-

teresting and training young people the fol-

lowing report of aims and plans as sent to

us by Mrs. Alvin L. Herald, Chairman,

Junior Reviewing Committee of the Ruth-

erford (N. J.) Better Films Committee, is

an answer: "The ideal of the Committee is

to train the girls to review pictures intelli-

gently and to make the work interesting

enough so that they will use their movie-

going to some purpose. The ages of the

girls vary from twelve to nineteen, the high

school age. The group is limited by their

own request to twenty girls, five from each

class for they feel freer to talk in a small

group. Their officers are a Chairman. Sec-

retary and Corresponding Secretary. Thev
fill out a ballot each time thev go to the

movies, then bring the ballots to the meet-

ings and compare their reactions with the

National Board of Review, reading aloud

the review in the magazine. We alwavs

read the exceptional picture articles and

have a discussion of the pictures. Then
there is usually a short talk.

Our tentative program for 1930-31 is:

October— (First Meeting) Organization,

arranging for new members to take the

place of the seniors who left in June.

(Second Meeting) What is the Nation-

al Board of Review of Motion Pic-

tures? Mrs. Herald's explanation of the

ballots.

November—Talk by I\Irs. Harry Grover,

President, Rutherford Better Films

Committee, Why We Have a Junior

Reviewing Committee. Explanation of

the adult National Board of Review

work. Facts about and the ideals of

the adult Better Films Committee.

December—The Juniors in charge of the

adult Better Films meeting. The pro-

gram will be

:

1. The Kind of Pictures I Like (a se-

ries of papers written by the mem-
bers and read by them).

2. \\'hat We Do at Our ]\Ieetings

(papers bv members).

3. A short skit—take-off on popular

motion picture stars.

January— (First Meeting) Terms used in

reviewing, stage terms, etc. Plays that

Have Come to the ^lovies. Their Suc-

cess and Failure, IMiss Doris Law,

High School Dramatic Teacher.

(Second Meeting) A trip to New York

City—National Board review meeting.

Februar\r—Showing of amateur films.

March—How Talkies are ^lade—Mrs.

Herald. Talkies and the Movies—JNIiss

Law.

April— (First fleeting) Tea and new mem-

bership drive.

(Second Meeting) A trip to New York

City—National Board review meeting.

10
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May— (First Meeting) .Talk by manager of

local theatre.

(Second Meeting) A trip to New York

City—National Board review meeting.

In addition there will be the usual work

with the ballots and the discussions to-

gether with the study of the National Board

of Review Magazine."

Included with Mrs. Herald's report was

the report of the young lady acting as Sec-

retary of the Committee ; in concluding her

report she says, "The Junior Committee as

a whole enjoys this work and hopes that it

will continue." Other committees which

have not made junior work a part of their

activity may find the young people of theii

community equally interested if they under-

take it.

The Rutherford Committee in thinking

of the young people of high school age is

not neglecting the children of the communi-

ty. The week-end family programs were

started again for the fourth season on Octo-

ber the third when the Indian film The

Silent Enemy was shown. On Hallowe'en

the theatre, through the interest of the man-

ager, was the scene of a big party under

the direction of the Jrmior 'Better Films

Committee.

THE Charlotte (N. C.) Better Films

Committee has carried on its splendid

work at home as well as gone far afield

during the past season as the following,

quoted from the latest reports of the Com-
mittee, shows : "The first fall meeting of

the Charlotte Better Films Committee was

held at the Chamber of Commerce on Sep-

tember the fifteenth. Mrs. W. L. Butt,

Chairman of the Review Committee, ex-

plained that her Committee had been faith-

fully at work throughout the long hot sum-

mer, and that the reports of the various pic-

tures reviewed showed the keen interest in

and appreciation of the pictures. Romance,

in which Greta Garbo starred, had been an

especial favorite while Journey's End and

All Quiet on the Westem Front were pic-

tures that would never be forgotten.

"In place of the regular program Mrs.

Eugene ReiUey, former President of the

Committee, was asked to tell something of

the pictures she had seen in Europe on her

recent trip. This she very charmingly did

and with all the experience of a miember

of a review committee she was able to give

in detail just the fine points of interest of

certain films and actors—not failing to tell

also about the theatres and the music as she

had observed them. In Budapest she had

the pleasure of meeting a woman who was

deeply interested in the children's matinees,

and who insisted on Mrs. ReiUey having

afternoon tea with her in order to learn

about our matinees in Charlotte and else-

where in the U. S. A. Mrs. Reilley

promised to see that plenty of material was

sent to her upon this subject from National

Headquarters.

"There was an interesting discussion of

the plans for the Children's Matinees this

winter. The best theatre building in Char-

lotte is to be used for the children on Sat-

urday mornings. A high tribute was paid

to the children for the splendid order and

behavior maintained at the matinees at the

Imperial last winter, with due thanks and

appreciation to the Boy Scouts, Girl Re-

serves and members of the P.-T. A. who

assisted the management in putting on the

matinees under the guidance of the Better

Films Committee. It was felt that an

audience of such Httle ladies and little gen-

tlemen deserved promotion to Charlotte's

finest and best theatrical building and that

a brilliant winter is assured for the chil-

dren's matinees in such an attractive setting.

School bands, orchestras and acts of vaude-

ville will be presented along with the fea-

ture attraction. The theatre organist will

furnish the music on the organ at all mati-

nees. The first matinee was given October

the eleventh with Light of the Western

Stars as the feature picture. Films for the

shows will be chosen from lists furnished by

the National Board of Review and various

women's organizations."
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A smooth-running program of better

films activities deserves attention so we
are passing on to our readers some words

from a letter and report received from

Mrs. George C. Harrison, Chairnjan of the

Better Films Council of Rhode Island. She

says in her letter, " ]\Iy program runs along

smoothly without much change, except to

grow apace and keep me increasingly busy."

Her report includes the following, "The

Better Films Council of Rhode Island

which the Rhode Island State Federation

organized some two years ago numbers

twelve state organizations, all taking a stan'd

for better screen productions. Each state

organization chairman receives our local

bulletin and uses it in any way she deems

most ef¥ective. The Council as a group

does not interfere with the motion picture

activities of any member organization. For

instance. Girl Scouts and the Parents-

Teachers and occasionally the Librarians

have special children's programs. The Girl

Scouts have their own preview committee

with twelve hundred recommended lists

published monthly in their own paper. The
Council group helps when it can.

"The Federation distributes about seven

hundred local bulletins per month. These

go to all chairmen and presidents of the

Council and are used for posting in strate-

gic points such as libraries, Y. C. A.s,

Y. M. C. A.s, clubs and some schools. They
are sent to our first run theatres and the

managers are pleased to have them and use

them variously. To reach the public we
have six broadcastings a month. Four

given each month over a small station and

two a month over a large station that more

than covers the State. We begin this fall

our fifth season of broadcasting in an eftort

to interest the public in the value of fine

films entertainment.

"At the first Council meeting of the sea-

son new methods of sound reproduction

and other phases of the complex mechanism

of a movie house were interestingly de-

scribed by Aliss Lea Duhamel, Publicity

Director of the Providence Paramount-

Publix Theatre. She said that improved

methods of reproduction have made well-

nigh perfect synchronization of light and

sound in the latest pictures. The use of

disc records as a means of sound reproduc-

tion has almost ceased, and films now have

a recording of sound on their margins.

Porous screens and the placing of sound

horns directly behind the center of the

screen have resulted in much further im-

provement. ]\Iiss Duhamel also told of the

efforts of theatre managers to maintain

comfortable temperature and humidity in

the movie houses. At Paramount four men
are constantly checking ventilation and

sound. Atmospheric conditions and the vol-

ume of sound vary widely with the number
of people in the theatre and must be closely

watched. Following the talk by INIiss Du-

hamel there was a discussion on the subject

of junior matinees. ^Mention was made of

the fact that one of the Providence high

schools will soon install the latest and best

type of motion picture outfit."

THE Birmingham (Ala.) Better Films

Committee is continuing its good

work under an able corps of officers con-

sisting of JNIrs. Edgar Collins, Chairman;

Mrs. Caroline Engstfeld, Mce-Chairman

;

Mrs. M. W. Snell, Recording Secretary

;

]\Irs. Xeil R. Wallace, Corresponding Sec-

retary, and j\Iiss Emily McBride, Treasurer.

Working with these officers are representa-

tives from the churches and the schools and

seven Committee chairmen—^Membership,

Reviewing, Publicity. Speakers, ]\Iatinees,

Benevolent and Telephone. In order to

link the Committee's work more closely

with the dift'erent theatres there are ele\'en

chairmen of A'isiting Committees for

Xeighborhood Theatres. Each month a

Bulletin is sent to all the members contain-

ing information of the work done. The

October, 1930, number marking the fourth

anniversary of the inauguration of the

Bulletin is indicative of the need and of

the importance of this service which the

Committee offers to its membership.
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TOLEDO, Ohio, has a newly organized

^Motion Picture Council which combines

the film activities of the community. The

purposes of the Council as given in the

constitution are as follows :

To unite all individuals and groups inter-

ested in the betterment of motion pictures

for mutual benefit and helpfulness

;

To encourage producing and distributing

of films that have distinct social value and

to promote clean, wholesome, artistic and

educational films

;

To select and support pictures especially

suitable for boys and girls and families

;

To encourage visual education in schools

and community institutions

;

To disseminate information concerning

current releases in order that the public may
exercise an intelligent selection of entertain-

ment
;

To encourage the use of photoplays in

institutions as a means of spreading light,

knowledge, happiness and health

;

To promote co-operation between the

Council, local exhibitors and producers. The

Council will have regular meetings the sec-

ond Tuesday of each month. Anyone iir-

terested in the work is invited to attend

the meetings. Mrs. Lulu T. Gleason is

President of the Council and has working

with her a corps of officers and the chair-

men of the following" committees : Program,

i\Iembership, Law, Finance, Advertising,

Telephone, Publicity, Social, Selected Per-

formances, ]\Iusic, Schools and Extension.

A community having no motion picture

house, but, of course, this means it is

a thickly populated suburban district and

motion picture attractions are accessible in

the next town, is not debarred from some
civic interest in better films. It may be

satisfactory to go to a neighboring town to

see a certain picture but when it is the plan

to use a film for some special purpose or

benefit this must be in the home community

where local interests are recognized and ap-

preciated. Such a comm.unity, Avenel, N.

J., has worked out a scheme and report the

initial attempt highly successful. The

Avenel Public Library Association stood

sponsor of a plan to show a film in the

local school for the benefit of the Associa-

tion. They appealed to the National Board

for help and picture suggestions for a pro-

gram of a feature, a comedy and a flag

trailer. After considering several suggested

programs they decided upon The Quarter-

back, a Paramount picture suitable to the

fall sport season, Joyland, a comedy from

Educational which was greatly enjoyed ac-

cording to Mrs. Grace C. Dickerson, the

program chairman, in addition to the flag

trailer. This latter was secured through

the kindness of Mrs. Leon A. Mclntire,

New Jersey State D. A. R. Better Films

Chairman. This was the first fall follow-up

of interest which had been aroused in the

early summer when the Association mem-
bers had asked the Better Films Secretary

of the National Board to talk to them on

the communit\' better films plan. They had

counted on the support of the interested

citizens for this program and found it forth-

coming.

<<r)OYOLOGY as Applied to ]\Iotion

U Pictures" was the intriguing subject

of the address delivered at the October

monthly meeting of the Cincinnati (Ohio)

Better Motion Picture Council by Robert

Franc Schulkers. Mr. Schulkers is a writer

of stories for boys and girls and a cartoon-

ist and so could speak authoritatively and

interestingly on this topic. Mrs. John

JNIalick is the newly elected President of

the Council. \\''orking with Mrs. MaHck
and the other officers are Chairmen of

Visual Education, Publicity, Ways and

Means, Program, Reviewing, Music, Mem-
bership, Speaker's Bureau, Parliamentary

Law, Selected Performances and Exten-

sion Committees.
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MISS DOROTHY FULTON, Chair-

man of the Department of Motion

Pictures of the Ohio Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs, when writing in regard to our

National Board of Review Magazine, which

we are pleased to have her say that she

takes pleasure in recommending to her sub-

chairmen, sends us a copy of the Motion

Picture Goal of her division. Special at-

tention is given to children's motion pic-

ture activity as stated in four of the items

in the "goal"
—"More children's matinees

sponsored by clubwomen," "Encouragement

of Family Night Programs," "No movies

unless the parent knows the movie, no

movies on school nights, no movies unless

accompanied by an adult" and "More visual

educajtion in public schools." The division

also stresses support of the endorsed pic-

tures and co-operation with other organiza-

tions in the work of better films.

"There are," Miss Fulton says, "one hun-

dred sub-chairmen in my division, a fair ac-

complishment for one year's work (with

which we heartily agree). We hope to

have many more this year."

DR. WALTER W. PETTIT, Director,

Department of Community Work,
New York School of Social Work, and

Chairman of the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures, was the speaker at the

October meeting of the High School branch

of the P.-T. A. of Ridgefield Park, N. J.

Dr. Pettit was secured for this occasion

through the invitation of the Ridgefield

Park Better Films Council as Mrs. A. C.

Olson who is President of the Council is

Program Chairman of the P.-T. A. branch

and she knew because of her affiliation with

the National Board that two of the many
interests of its Chairman, Dr. Pettit, were

education and better films. He has had wide

experience in difl^erent branches of teaching

and as a member of the Executive Commit-

tee of the National Board for a number of

years and as present Chairman of the Board

he is actively expressing his interest in the

better films movement. A letter from the

Association's president tells of the apprecia-

tion of the members for being given the

opportunity to hear Dr. Pettit.

THE Washington State Better Films

Association thru its junior matinees is

striving to assist parents to provide worth-

while motion picture diversions for their

children. The appreciation of this efl^ort is

shown by the growing attendance at the

matinees. Pictures shown which have com-

bined education and entertainment are

Across the World With Mr. and Mrs.

Martin Johnson and Birds of Passage.

Women's clubs, Parent-Teacher groups and

Boy Scout troops are among the organiza-

tions helping to make the matinees success-

ful.

BETTER films work as a definite com-

munity activity to which a club can

give whole-hearted interest and support

was presented to the members of the Cald-

well (N. J.) Women's Club at their Octo-

ber meeting. The speakers were Airs.

Harry G. Grover, President of the Better

Films Committee of the neighboring town

of Rutherford who explained in interesting

detail the successful work of her Commit-

tee and Mrs. Bettina Gunczy who brought

a message from the National Board of Re-

view. The interest of this group in motion

pictures is now taking definite shape as a

Chairman of Motion Pictures has been ap-

pointed to work under the Civics Depart-

ment and plans are being made to work

with the theatre manager in the sponsoring

of family week-end programs. A recent

picture shown in the local house, an exam-

ple of the kind that the Club is anxious to

support, was the Byrd South Pole Expedi-

tion film which is so entertaining for all

audiences and so deserving of attention.



Selected Pictures Guide

REVIEW COMMITTEE
Consists of approxi-
mately 250 trained
members representative
of widely varied in-

terests who volunteer
their services for the
review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and program pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public prefer-

ence as to what constitutes good screen entertainment. The

consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for the reviews

and audience recommendations of the pictures. Tliis department

seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pictures most

worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Francis C. Barrett

Helen Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gunczt

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience. Pictures recommended for

the family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for

the adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

showings to children under twelve.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or well done

but not rated for "Exceptional Photoplays.^'

Big Money
Starring, Eddie Ouillan

Directed by _ Rtisscll Mack
Screen story by Riissel! Mack and

Walter d\e Leon

COMEDY of an office boy having phe-

nomenal luck at dice who becomes as-

sociated with a good-hearted gambler. They

become involved in a murder as well as

in matrimony. Very amusing dialogue.

For the mature audience.

(Pathe—8 reels)

Brothers
Starring _ Bert Lytell

Directed by Walter Lang

Play by Herbert Ashton, Jr.

A STORY of twin brothers in which

the one adopted by a poor woman de-

velops into a much finer man than the one

adopted b}' a wealthy family. Bert Lytell

is just as effective in the dual role on the

screen as he was on the stage.

For the family audience.

(Columhia—8 reels)

The Cat Creeps
Starring Helen Tmelvetrecs

Directed by Rup:ert Julian

Play "The Cat and the Canary" by

John Willard

THOSE who like thrillers will enjoy this

picture for one creepy moment follows

another as the heroine is almost driven mad
by the weird happenings in the house which

she has inherited.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—8 reels)

Check and Double Check
Starring Amos 'n Andy
Directed by Melville Broivn

Screen story by Bert ICalmar and

Harry Ruby

THESE two popular radio comedians

make their screen debut a hilarious

success with the problems of their taxicab

and girl friends and their famous habit of

mispronouncing words.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(R K O—9 reels)

Starring..

The Dancers
C Lois Moran

( Phillips Holmes
Directed by ....Chandler Spragu-e

Play by Sir Gerald du Maurier and

Viola Tree

A drama of young love in which an Eng-

lish girl realizes there can be no real

love without honor thus complicating the

15
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lives of three people. The principals are

good and Mae Clark contributes some danc-

ing and singing.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Derelict
Starring George Bancroft

Directed by ^....Rowland V. Lee

Screen story by William McNutt and

Grovcr Jones

THIS story of the sea is a typical Ban-

croft picture. Deprived of his ship

through what he believes to be treachery

on the part of the girl he loves, a ship cap-

tain proves himself worthy and all ends

well.

For the mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

A Devil with Women
Starring Victor McLagkn
Directed by. Irving Cummings

Nozvl "Dust and Sun" by Clement Ripley

A soldier of fortune who is fond of the

ladies falls in love only to learn that

the girl loves his pal. The story laid in

South America is most entertaining.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—6 reels)

Du Barry
Starring Norma Talmadge

Directed by Sam Taylor

Play by David Belasco

DU BARRY, the famous mistress of

Louis XV, is not particularly convinc-

ing as portrayed by Norma Talmadge, how-

ever the production is interesting and the

story well told. As King Louis William

Farnham, an old favorite, is brought back

to the screen.

For the mature audience.

(United Artists—8 reels)

East is West
Starring Liipe Velez

Directed by..... Manta Bell

Play by Samu^el Shipman and John Hymer

A drama with the background shifting

from China to San Francisco's China-

town. Ming Toy, a young Chinese girl,

about to be sold in China by her father, is

saved by a boy who brings her to America.

The picture has the usual ending for themes

concerning mixed races. Lew Ayres and

Edward G. Robinson contribute to the

worth of the picture.

For the mature audience.

(LTniversal—8 reels)

Extravagance
Starring lunc Collycr

Directed by Phil Rosen

Screen story by A. P. Younger

INTERESTING story of a young wife

whose extravagance almost breaks up her

happy marriage. The picture is tastefully

produced and smoothly directed.

For the mature audience.

(Tiffany—7 reels)

Feet First

Starring Harold Lloyd

Directed by Clyde Bruckman
Screen story by Clyde Bruckman,

Jaim Gray and Al Colin

A regular Harold Lloyd comedy replete

with fun and thrills. In this story

Harold is an ambitious boy who desires to

become a big business man and many are

his escapades before he attains his goal.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount—10 reels)

Kismet
Starring Otis Skinner

Directed by fohn Francis Dillon

Play by Edmund Knoblock

GOOD adaptation of the well-known

stage play in which Otis Skinner was

starred. Plis acting in the screen version as

the beggar of Bagdad whom fate rescues
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from poverty for a day, is excellent and

will continue to keep him in high favor.

For the family audience.

(First National—9 reels)

A Lady's Morals
Starring Grace Moore

Directed by Sidney Franklin

Original screen story by Dorothy Farniim

AN interesting picture of the great singer,

Jenny Lind, excellently interpreted by

the opera star, Grace Moore. Reginald

Denny, as the composer in love with the

"Swedish Nightingale," does a fine piece of

acting. On the whole the production is

most pleasing.

For the mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 10 reels)

The Life of the Party
Directed by Roy del Ruth

Starring Winnie Lightncr

Screen story by Melville Grossman

COMEDY of two girl clerk golddiggers

who manage to acquire from a

fashionable dressmaker a whole wardrobe

and then flee to Havana where they try to

ensnare a millionaire. A good vehicle for

Miss Lightner.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—8 reels)

*The Lottery Bride
Starring fcannette MacDonald
Directed by Paul L. Stein

Operetta "Bride 66" by Herbert Stafford

ROMANTIC operetta. The heroine in

a fit of pique becomes a lottery bride

and is bethrothed to the brother of the man
she really loves. The film abounds in

splendid music and scenery.

For the family audience.

(United Artists

—

7 reels)

Only Saps Work
Starring Leon Errol

Directed by \
-^"^'f'' Mankiei^icz

Gvril Gardner

Play by Owen Davis

Alight-fingered gentleman visits an elite

health resort posing as a detective in

search of the bank money which he himself

has stolen. Comical situations result and

Leon Errol makes the most of them in his

usual mad style.

For the family audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

Renegades
Starring Warner Baxter

Directed by Victor Fleming

Novel "Le Renegat" by Andre Armandy

A drama of the Foreign Legion in which

four men from widel}- different back-

grounds share adventures of blood and bat-

tle.

For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

River's End
Starring Charles Bickford

Directed by Michael Gurtiz

Novel by James Oliver Gurwood

A story of the far North with interesting

character delineations in which an out-

law successfully assumes the identity of the

member of the Mounted Police sent out to

capture him.

For the mature audience.

(Warner—7 reels)

Scotland Yard
Starring Edmund Lozve

Directed by JVilliam K. FIaward

Play by Dennison Glift

PLASTIC surgery almost changes a

criminal's identity but Scotland Yard
cannot he deceived. A smoothly directed

picture with the leading role excellently

played by Edmund Lowe. David Torrence

as the inspector gives one of his usual fine

performances. Joan Bennett has the femi-

nine lead.

For the family audience.

(Fox—8 reels)
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The Silver Horde
„ . \ J oal McCrca
Starring it-, n

^
hvelyn Brent

Directed by George Archainbaud

REX Beach's tale of a man's struggle to

succeed in the Alaskan fisheries is

made into a fine picture. Evelyn Brent as

the woman who proves to the man that she

is far more worthy than his society fiancee,

is excellent. For the mature audience.

(R K O—8 reels)

*Tom Sawyer
Starring lackie Coogaii

Directed by John Cromzvcll

Novel by Mark Tzvain

JACKIE COOGAN as Tom Sawyer here

fulfills all the promise of his youthful

screen appearances. Junior Durkin as

Huckleberry Finn is entirely up to expecta-

tions and Mitzi Green as Becky Thatcher is

her usual clever self. With the entire cast

good and the book truthfully followed the

whole production is excellent in every way.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount—10 reels)

The Truth About Youth
„ . ( Lorctta Yonnci
Starnng

\

^
David Manners

Directed by William A. Seiter

Play "When We Were Twenty-One"

by H. B. Esmond

INTERESTING and well acted story of a

wealthy man who arranges for his ward

to marry the girl he himself loves.

For the mature audience.

(First National

—

7 reels)

*Up the River
Starring Spencer Tracy

Directed by John Ford

Screen story by Maurinie Watkins

AN exceedingly amusing and clever satire

on prison life with a slight dramatic

story interwoven. Spencer Tracy gives an

excellent performance as the most popular

of the inmates. For the mature audience.

(Fox—9 reels)

Starring..

The Virtuous Sin
\. Walter Huston

/ Kay Francis

, , ( George Ciikor
Directed by \ r ^

I Louis Gasnier

Play "The General" by Lajos Zilahy

A story of St. Petersburg at the outbreak

of the World War in which a young

wife goes to the commanding general to

plead for the life of her husband, a success-

ful young doctor, who has rebelled against

military authority. A dramatic story well

acted. For the mature audience.

(Paramount—9 reels)

SHORT SUBJECTS
Apache Kid

(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat rescues his girl from an

Apache.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Backfield Aces
(Knute Rockne Football Series)

Rockne illustrates some football tactics.

For the famil}- audience. (Pathe— 1 reel)

BeUeve It or Not Series
(Vitaphone No. 1093)

Mr. Ripley tells of strange things that

occur. For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Camera Trails

Beautifully photographed Bruce scenic.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Circus Capers
Cartoon of amusing stunts at a circus.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Cobb Goes Fishing
(Sportlight Series)

Irvin S. Cobb and Grantland Rice go

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

fishing,
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Compliments of the Season
(Vitaphone No. 1094-5)

Cliristmas Eve skit of a reformed crook

who befriends a girl.

For tlie mature audience.

(Vitaplione—2 reels)

Dance Classics

Beautiful dance numbers done in color.

For the family audience.

{Pathe— 1 reel)

Douglas Stanbury
(Vitaphone No. 1087)

Several selections well sung including

"Trees." For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Excuse the Pardon
(Vitaphone No. 1069)

Ralph Morgan in a finely acted skit of a

convict, pardoned by mistake, who has to

return to prison. For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Flying Feet
(Knute Rockne Football Series)

Some of the intricacies of football.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

For Two Cents
(Vitaphone No. 1078)

DeWolf Hopper, a famous man on his

deathbed, promises to die in time for the

morning papers. For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The Fowl Ball

(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald and his orchestra come to a sad

end.

For the family audience. Junior n)atinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Fried Chicken
(Terry-Toons)

The hero proves that he can make good.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Educational— 1 reel)

The Gorilla Mystery
(Mickey Mouse Cartoon)

Mickey saves his girl from the gorilla.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Grandma's Girl
A father tries to bring up his daughter

in the good old-fashioned way but grandma

intervenes. For the family audience.

(Educational—2 reels)

The Great Train Robbery
An interesting revival of the first feature

made by George Klein in 1903.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Syndicate— 1 reel)

The Hal Johnson Choir
(Vitaphone No. 1080)

Excellent singing.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

The Happy Hottentots
(Vitaphone No. 4393)

Comedy of two vaudeville boys.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Hard-Boiled Yeggs
Eddie iBuzzell tells the grown-ups a bed

time story, a clever satire on the overworked

underworld drama.

For the mature audience.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

The Headache Man
(Vitaphone No. 1114)

Comedy of a department store head who

has to take the blame for everything.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reeH



THE BETTER FILMS NATIONAL COUNCIL
of the

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

offers through its

AFHLIATED BETTER HLMS COMMITTEES
An Opportunity to Promote

Better Motion Picture Programs in Your Home Theatre

The Better Films Committee or ]\Iotion Picture Study Club plan has been

found by many communities to be an adaptable and effective method of accom-

plishing telling organized local work for better pictures.

The purposes of the Better Films Comrnittees affihated with the Better Films

National Council are

:

To encourage study of the motion picture as a medium of entertainment,

instruction and artistic expression

;

To bring to the attention of the public the better pictures through the publica-

tion of a Photoplay Guide, based upon the selections and audience suitability

classifications of the Review Committees of the National Board of Review

;

To sponsor Juniors' Matinees, showing pictures particularly suitable for boys
and girls, and week-end family programs whenever possible with exhibitors'

bookings

;

To emphasize the fact that the only effective way of bringing public opinion to

aid in the development of the motion picture and its best uses is through the con-

structive methods of the Better Films movement embodying the theory of selection

and classification and the seeking of community support for the better pictures.

The Better Films National Council as an aid in carrying out these purposes

furnishes an information service through its various publications.

Please use the coupon below and write for the publications you yourself would
like or would like to have sent to interested friends.

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,

70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Motion Picture Study Club Plan free

The Work of the National Board of Review free

Selected Pictures Catalogue (annual) 25c

Selected Book-Films (annual) 10c

National Board of Review Magazine a year $2.00

Sample Copy of the Magazine free

Weeldy Guide to Selected Pictures a year $2.50
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State .
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The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

was organized in 1909 by the People's Institute of

New York City as a medium of reflecting intelligent

public opinion regarding a growing art and entertain-

ment. This is still the Board's function, together

with that of disseminating information on the subject

of motion pictures and carrying on a constructive

program having to do with community co-operation

in the advancement and uses of the art.

The National Board is a disinterested volunteer

citizen body with community group affiliations in vari-

ous parts of the country. It is opposed to legal censor-

ship and in favor of the constructive better films

method. It is at all times glad to co-operate with any

outside agency to encourage and guide the motion pic-

ture in developing its possibilities as a great and use-

ful medium of expression.

It carries on its work through various committees

:

The General Committee—a body evolved out of

the original group organized in 1909. It is the appeal

and central advisory committee of the National Board

to which policies are referred and to which decisions

of the Review Committee regarding pictures may be

carried either by the producers or by the Review Com-
mittee itself.

The Executive Committee—co;nposed of members
of the General Committee, is the directing body of

the National Board, charged with the formulation of

policies, the election of members, the expenditure of

funds and the supervision of all administrative affairs.

The Review Committee—the large group of two

hundred and fifty members carrying on the actual

work of reviewing the films. It is divided into sub-

groups which meet for review per schedule during

each week in the projection rooms of the various motion

picture companies.

The Membership Committee—which supervises the

membership list of the Review Committee and recom-

mends the names of proposed new members for con-

sideration by the Executive Committee.

The Exceptional Photoplays Committee—com-

posed of critics and students of the motion picture

It reviews and publishes a critique of the finest films.

Through this publication and by means of occasional

showings of outstanding pictures to invited audiences,

as well as through co-operation with community groups

in sponsoring such showings, it seeks to encourage

the artistic development of the motion picture. Its

pioneer activity in this field which proved that the

artistic picture will be supported by special audiences

who believe in the aesthetic possibilities of the screen

has done much to lay the foundations for the growing

Little Photoplay Theatre movement of today.

All members of the committees of the National

Board serve without pay. No member is connected

with the motion picture industry. They are repre-

sentative of varied interests and activities and many
are connected with large public welfare organizations

or educational institutions.
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Annual Conference and Luncheon

THE Seventh Annual Conference of

the National Board of Review will

be held in New York City at the

Hotel Pennsylvania, January 22-24, 1931.

The Conference program will be devoted

to a study of the four main objectives of

the community plan of motion picture ac-

tivity endorsed by the National Board.

Notable speakers will contribute to this

program and special attention will be given

to discussion sessions for the mutually help-

ful interchange of plans and ideas. There

will be two interesting evenings of the cine-

ma. The final event will be the Sixteenth

Annual Luncheon of the National Board in

the ballroom of the Pennsylvania at noon

on Saturday, January 24th.

It is the hope of the Committees and staff

of the National Board that they will have

the pleasure of greeting many of the readers

of the Magazine at this Conference and

Luncheon.

Will You Join the Luncheon? Pictured Here is a Former Luncheon Gathering.
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What Shall the Children See

Selecting films for young people wisely is

no small consideration of those concerned

zvith tlie recommendation, sujfport and

sponsoring of good motion pictures in the

community. There can be no rule of tliuuih

and to the zvisest of reviezvers conies a doubt

as to the ability of any adult to say what

the younger people shoidd or should not see.

The follozving comment on current Nezv

York plays by Robert Littell in his column

of the New York World, while z'oicing an

equal uncertainty in the choosing of stage

entertainment for young people, giz'cs how-

ever some very illuminating opinions zvhich

it is our privilege to reprint as pertinent to

film selections.—Editor's Note.

WHILE all the graphs that record

the fortunes of business, car load-

ings, unfilled steel orders and stock

quotations go zigzagging down, down, down,

there is one graph which, though seldom

if ever charted in quadrille-ruled paper by

theatrical statisticians, has been for years

going steadily up and up and up. It is the

curve of freedom of speech and subject on

the stage, and its peaks mark new territory

conquered from decency by tlie post-war

tendency to say and do anything.

Taking 1905 as 100 and correcting for

seasonal variation and long-time trend, this

upward curve has recently reached the new

all-time high of approximately 380. Still

higher highs may confidently be expected in

the future.

There will be sags and sharp drops in the

curve from time to time, when some par-

ticularly outrageous show is raided, when

bishops and officials protest, and producers,

feeling the pincli of a technical reaction, go

slow on dirt for a month or two. But it

always climbs back after the drop, a few

points nearer that incredible state of civili-

zation in which any human act may be pub-

licly represented and any of the words

scrawled in chalk on blank walls may be

found in theatrical dialogue.

There is another curve in this theatrical

graph that vaguely parallells the first and

follows it timidly on its upward course, as

the bonds follow the stock downward. It is

the curve of what parents allow their chil-

dren to see on the stage—their children of

theatregoing age, say from twelve to

eighteen. It too has traveled upward in

these last free-spoken, knowledge-seeking

decades, but it is a much less bold and more

gradual curve.

Taken on quarter-century span, it repre-

sents an enormous advance. Young people

are allowed to see plays that their parents

twenty-five years ago would have hardly

thought fit for their own ears. Some of vou

may not think that this is progress of the

right sort, but I think that you must agree

that there is far less furtive matinee-going

to forbidden theatres than there used to be.

When the bars are down, it is no longer so

much fun trying to squeeze through them.

It is almost always true of the moralist

that he is willing to expose himself to dan-

gers which he would have others forbidden

to endure. His wrath at a dirty play sel-

dom takes the form of complaining that he

himself was bespattered ; he will not admit

that his own soul was damaged, but he is

sure that everyone else will be permanently

debauched. The same thing is true to a

lesser degree when people of robust common
sense witness a performance that is just over

the line. It did them no harm, they will

say, but they are not so sure that it is a

good thing to make available to the general

public. And parents wd:iose own minds and

hearts are made of leather in so far as in-

decency or plain speaking is concerned for-

get their own experience and become terribly

timid where their children are involved. As
if it were not the fate of practically all

children to eat a peck of moral dirt no mat-

ter how carefully supervised.
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From time to time parents will call me
up and say, "My daughter, who is sixteen,

wants to take some of her friends to the

theatre. What play do. you suggest?" The

request for this kind of advice changes my
character in two seconds. From having

been a moral rhinoceros who prides him-

self on never being shocked and only rarely

disgusted from having been a fanatical op-

ponent of all kinds of censorship and a be-

liever that dirt finds its own level regardless

of restrictions, I suddenly turn Puritan. As

the temporary guardian of a sweet young

thing of sixteen, the theatrical junrle sud-

denly seems to me to be hung all over with

forbidden fruit, to be teeming and crawling

with all the vipers of vice and violence.

I never reach the sublime morality of the

New York magistrate—or perhaps it was

Senator Reed Smoot—who would rather

have his child die than read a certain pro-

hibited book, but I am several degrees near-

er to understanding his point of view. Un-
suspected bogies and ogres jump out at me
from nearly every play I think of, and I end

by recommending Shakespeare or Joe Cook.

Sweet Sixteen has already seen Joe Cook,

and she does not want to see Shakespeare

as too educational for a holiday treat.

What else can I recommend? Is there

anything that is not somewhere tainted ; is

there anything that will not put what her

elders refer to as "ideas" into that young

head ; is there anything wholly sweet and

sound and unpunctuated with cocktail sha-

kers, crime or illegal cohabitation?

I run the current offerings of Broadway
over in my mind. I forget the altogether

innocent fun that most of them gave most
of their audiences. I forget everything but

the seamy side, the one scene or the one

word that will make the mothers of Sweet
-Sixteen's friends furious at the mother of

Sweet Sixteen.

The "Vanities" are nude ; in "Flying

High" there is a medical-test joke that can-

not be described; in "Bad Girl" there is a

child practically born within view of the

audience; in "Strictly Dishonorable" there

are violation of the Eighteenth Amendment
and an undressing scene ; in "Lysistrata"

our first instinct roars and pillow-fights all

over the stage; in "Pagan Lady"

a parson is seduced by a bootlegger's moll

;

in "Roar China" girls are sold and men
visibly strangled to death ; in "Three's a

Crowd" there is a man in a bathtub soaping

himself before our eyes; "The Greeks Had
a Word For It" bares the lives of three kept

women ; "The Green Pastures" shows a

Babylonian honky-tonk.

And so on. Hardly a play but has some
example that one would not care to have

Sweet Sixteen and her innocent friends fol-

low. Hardly a play but tells her something

of a world their mothers would like to keep

hidden from them as long as possible.

But hardly a play that (Sweet Sixteen

being what she is, a sensible young model

1930) will so much as change the color of

her cheek. So that the best procedure

would be to treat her as if she were as

grown up as she probably is and realize that

no play alive can do her as much harm as

eating too much candy or not putting on rub-

bers when, it rains.

Amoving picture reel of two hundred

and fifty feet, amateur standard size,

showing Scholarly Procedure in a Library

is available for loan to other libraries from
the Lhiiversity of Denver, Denver, Colorado.

The projector is Model A Kodascope and

is easily borrowed in any community. The
picture was taken on the campus and in

the University Library, but the reel is adapt-

able for use in oth^^r places. It is especially

suitable for Freshman library courses in

colleges or for high schools. A small charge

is made to cover expenses. Any interested

libraries please correspond with Miss Linda
M. Clatworthy, Librarian, University of

Denver.

—

Library Journal.
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Louise W. Hackney
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Haeriet Menken
Frances T. Patterson
J. K. Paulding
Clarence A. Perry
Walter W. Pettit
M. R. Werner

A department devoted to an impartial critique of the best

photoplays. Each picture is reviezijcd and discussed by a Com-

mittee of the National Board composed of trained students and

critics of the screen, who are the sponsors of this department.

The combined opinions of this Committee are made available to

the editors in writing their reviews. Each review aims to con-

vey a comprehensive idea of the picture, mentioning both its ex-

cellencies and defects. This department seeks to include all

photoplays of outstanding merit in the artistic development of

the screen and thus serve as a means of bringing such pictures

to the attention of discriminating readers.

SECRETARY

Wilton A. Babrett

EDITORS

Members of the Com-
mittee on Exceptional

Photoplays

r
Torable David

Directed by John Blystonc

Photograplicd by Teddy Tetslaff

Story by Joseph Hergesheiiner

The Cast

David Kinemon Richard Crom-ojcU

Luke _ <Noah Beery

Esther Hatburn Joan Peers

Amos Hatburn _ Henry B. U^althall

Buzzard _ , ....Peter Richmond

Produced and distributed by Columbia

R. HERGESHEIMER'S stirring

tale of the young Southlands boy

who rose to the occasion of rescuing

a stolen mailbag and who at the same time

settled a feud between two families by grimly

destroying the three villains of the piece, be-

came a motion picture classic when it was

produced many years ago. It has lost

nothing in this second film rendition with

the adjuncts of the "mike." Care has been

taken to see that it still remains a motion

picture with all the virtues of the silent pat-

tern and with discriminating use of dialogue

and sound background. The result is one

of the very best pictures of the year, a stir-

ring and moving film beautifully photo-

graphed and acted, and one that will hold

the interest of all age-tv'pes of audiences.

The story, while lending itself to direct

transcription on the screen, since it is in es-

sence true motion picture material, might

nevertheless have been seriously marred by

sentimentalizing or overdoing of characters

to give local color and comedy relief. This

Tol'able David does not err in that direction.

Its characters are not stretched or made too

sweet, too heroic or too blackly villainous.

All of them are believable people, e\en

Luke, a dull, mean and vicious brute, is rec-

ognizable as homo sapiens, a fact that is

rather alarming. The episode where he

calmly eats the nuts his half-witted brother

keeps cracking while Buzzard gets nary a

one is nicely inserted and by its naturalism

lights this character, limned by the capable

Noah Beery, with the proper satanic illu-

mination. The love story of David and

Esther is kept in careful proportion and

never subjected to the strain that many pic-

tures put upon their romantic themes. Joan

Peers as Esther is beautifully cast and she

remains an appealing figure throughout the

film. And David in the hands of Richard

Cromwell many, we are sure, will think is

the very lad ]VIr. Hergesheimer had in mind

when he set him down on paper. Richard

Cromwell is a newcomer to the screen, with-

out previous experience, we understand, in

pictures. He is one of this film's best

assets—not an actor playing a part so much
as the boy himself, yearning to be a man
and to meet the responsibilities of man-

hood's estate. He rises with fine imagina-

tion to the great scene, that in which, in or-

der to recover the mailbag Luke has stolen,

he kills the three Hatburns—brutal bringers

of so much affliction on his family, the

Kinemons. Here he is, as he should be, the

frightened boy brought to the pitch of a

deadly heroism by bodily torture and the

desperation of fear. He makes it plain that

David's hatred would not have driven him
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Character types in "ToFabl'e David"

to it of itself. The character in his grasp

is no mere instrument of feudal antagonism,

he is a hero in the pure sense. And the

actor's management of the role of David at

this point is powerful and convincing. It

is the high point of a film that throughout

is impressive because of its sincerity in pro-

jecting cinematically a chain of circum-

stances that is essentially true and strong.

One other character in ToFable David—al-

though it is only a bit—particularly stands

out, that of Amos Hatburn played by the

veteran—and one of the greatest veterans

of motion pictures—Henry B. AA'althall.

How subtle and wise in his understatements

is this actor. His Amos is a living figure,

pathetic and gentle, veritable in his rela-

tionship of father to the Esther who loves

David and suffers for him.

For the rest of the cast there are only

words of praise, and for John Blystone, the

director, the credit of making, we repeat,

one of the authentic films of the year.

Laughter

Directed by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast

Photographed by George Folsey

Screen story by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast

The Cast

Peggy Gibson...... Nancy Carroll

Paul Lockridge Fredric March

C. Mortimer Gibson Frank Morgan

Ralph Le Saint .Glenn Anders

Marjorie Gibson Diane Ellis

Produced and distributed by Paramount

THIS film marks the furthest step for-

ward of its director, H. D'Abbadie

D'Arrast. Some critics have found in

it qualities of similaritv with Holiday.

This is a mistaken evaluation, it would

seem, for Holiday, superior as it may
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be, is for the greater part a talkie, whereas

Laughter is distinguished for its basic cine-

matic character. It belongs to the category

of those newer films so definitely seeking

relation to the pre-sound art of the motion

picture, those films in which sound accom-

paniment and sound dialogue are being rel-

egated more and more to their proper places,

the first into the action's background to

point out by suggestion, rather than to

smother by over-emphasis, the time, feeling

and dramatic movement of the piece, the lat-

ter as equivalent for the old printed spoken

titles.

^Ir. D'Arrast has taken only a few

threads into his hands for the making of

Laughter, but he has handled them with rare

deftness and illumination, and his meaning

shines clear. They make the episodic plot

of a gay and life-loving girl who has been

an actress and now finds herself married to

a stodgy, unimaginative and repressive man
of great means, and, at the same time, finds

herself still in love with the young musician

of her Paris days who has looked in on her

life again at the psychological moment. She

saves her step-daughter from the perils of

a vindictive elopement with another artist

who is really in lo\-e with her, and she saves

her own happiness by telling her wealthy

husband that it can be no go for them, thus

soberly and candidly grasping her chance

for laughter—the hurnor and joyousness of

living—with the zestful, humorful and joy-

ous musician.

The surface of the film is comedy, often

strangely flashing and brilliant and always

light-footed, but under this surface is a se-

rious and moving story with swift currents

of drama which arise out of the tempera-
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ments of the characters and which critical

analysis proves to be authentic. Laughter

reveals unusually fine and sensitive craft-

manship, indeed it shows Mr. D'Arrast to

be definitely one of our best directors.

The cast has worked with that technique

of understatement calculated to give the film

fine shading and to suggest subtly its im-

plications. Its points are made briefly and

swiftly and the result is a holding together

of all its parts on a steadily rising plane of

interest. Miss Nancy Carroll stands out as

a comedienne and actress of real distinction.

Fredric March has elan and conviction.

And Frank Morgan, as the man of wealth

and spiritual rigidity, turns his part into

a recognizable individual upon whom the

arrows of irony break only to leave him
the more baffled.

Further than this. Laughter does one

great service for the screen and its social

import—it says quite clearly, something that

few films do, that material success can some-

times be the wrong goal for human happi-

ness, and that is a good thing for an Ameri-

can motion picture to say.

Note: Laughter was reviewed by the

National Board of Review several

months ago. This comment is printed

at this time, when the National Board

is publishing its list of the ten best

films of the year, in which Laughter is

included.

Soil

Directed by Alexander Dov.dicnko

Photographed by Daiiil Denuttzki

Produced by JJ'UFKU ; distributed by

Ainkino

SOIL—the work of the young poet of

the cinema, Alexander Dovzhenko, di-

rector of that o'er-leaping film. Ar-

senal—is the most recent of the silent films

from the Ukraine shown in some of the

Little Theatres here. Soil, in all probability,

will have just as limited a distribution in the

United States, perhaps even less, but its

existence, since it is a thing of beauty and

artistic merit, can not be passed by in this

department devoted to recording the cinema

of distinction, wherever produced, when an

example such as Soil reaches our notice as

being exhibited, even in a limited way, in

this country.

The story of Soil is based upon the life of

the Ukrainian peasants of today and on the

social changes that are aft"ecting their living

and thinking. Some of these changes are

regarded in this film, if one reads under the

surface, as being not altogether happy ones

in the mind of the director, or rather in his

feelings. Dovzhenko, it would appear, is

too much an artist and too much in love

with the color and folklore of the past to

give his talents altogether wholeheartedly to

the propagandizing of an order that is new.

Through all of Soil—in the coming of the

machine to the farm, in the decision to bury

the young peasant leader, killed by a fanati-

cal and reactionary kulak, without the ser-

vices of the church—one can perceive a

nostalgic touch. Dovzhenko faces bravely

the future with its possible new beauties

and benefits, but he cannot bring himself to

turn his back completely on the traditions

of the primitive and closer-to-the-soil day

that he and his people have put behind them.

His is, therefore, perhaps the most pregnant

treatment of the Russian peasant that the

screen has witnessed. It is surely the most

beautiful and tender. He sees life as a

matter of birth and exaltation, but he also

sees the meaning of death. No one of feel-

ing who has seen Soil—and there will be

few who have seen it—can soon forget the

burial of the murdered boy, with the low-

hanging blossoms of spring brushing the

serious, }oung, dead face, as his bier is

borne to the grave on the shoulders of his

singing comrades.
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Department of the Better Films National Council

THE Cleveland (Ohio) Cinema Club

long active in the better films move-

ment, having been organized in 1917, is car-

rying on a most extensive program of activ-

ity and publicity under the present corps of

officers.

Better motion pictures for children in the

neighborhood theatres is one aim of the or-

ganization. In carrying out this aim the

Club is working w^ith the exhibitors in plans

to have suitable films for children shown at

these theatres over the week-ends, with films

for older people to be featured during the

first part of the week.

The Club as an authority on all local

matters pertaining to the screen was called

upon for an expression of opinion when the

question arose over the banning by the Ohio

Board of Film Censors of the prison pic-

ture, The Big House. The Club president,

Mrs. Frank J. Yeager, was interviewed and

speaking for the Club she was quoted in the

papers as being opposed to the suppression

of this film which the Club Bulletin had

listed as an excellent picture for adult

audiences.

The Club Bulletin is a very "meaty" pub-

lication listing selected pictures with short

descriptions and audience classifications,

news notes of the Club's activities and in-

teresting thoughts on various phases of the

motion picture. Three quotations from a

recent bulletin will show how much is said

in so little space in these pamphlets and

when the large distribution of the Bulletin

is considered there is little doubt but that

the Club work is in this fashion being pre-

sented wisely and widely to the public.

Quoting from the Bulletin:

"Motion Pictures for Children

At the present time the number of chil-

dren attending motion pictures is estimated

to be about eight million each week. Gen-

erally speaking the commercial picture does

not meet the needs of the child or the young
people of the nation. This important fact

must be taken into consideration and ways
and means found to protect the child from
subtle or sophisticated subject matter that

is far beyond his comprehension. In the

city of New York many children are num-
bered among the audience of the newsreels,

especially on Friday night and Saturday.

There are many junior matinees going on in

various parts of the country, but there are

not enough of these special showings for

the youth and young children. Qiildren like

jolly pictures, good animal stories and, of

course, they love adventure and "Westerns."

The picture entitled Byrd at the South

Pole, is one of the outstanding pictures of

the year. It was the kind of picture that

every young person should see."

"The Bookcase

Are you familiar with the magazine de-

voted to better films ? The National Board
OF Review Magazine is the official organ

of the Better Films National Council. What
do you know about films as factors in our

international relationships? A list of books

concerning the motion picture industry and

its history is on file and may be obtained by

writing to Bulletin manager or secretary."

"What the Cinema Club Stands for

The Cleveland Cinema Club takes up its

work for 1930-31 with the hope of serving

the community to the best of its abilit}-. It

desires to sponsor and spread the news of

all fine things that are being done in the

motion picture world, and bring to the at-

tention of the public films that create clean,

healthy entertainment, outstanding educa-

tional films of value, and especially those

films that emphasize spiritual values to the

extent of being an actual incentive and spur

for better citizenship. The aim of the Club

is constructive, intelligent criticism . .

."
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IMAGINE the joy and pride registered by

tlie children of Macon (Ga.) at a Junior

Matinee sponsored by the Better Films

Committee when the big feature was a dog

show in connection with the showing of a

Rin-Tin-Tin picture, On the Border. The

young masters and mistresses paraded their

canine pals upon the stage and though there

was bedlam for a while it was much enjoyed

by everyone and appropriate prizes were

awarded the winners. The ideas of this

Better Films Committee seem to have no

limit as to originality and benefit to the com-

munity. Another matinee held on Jane

Addams' birthday had as the admission

price any out-grown or discarded garments

which were turned over to the Society for

Organized Service to distribute, an appeal

having been made by them to the citizens

of Macon for clothes, as it had been discov-

ered that there were many children who
could not attend school for lack of clothes

and text books. Six hundred bundles rang-

ing from one to seven garments each were

received.

An Armistice Day program featured a

prologue presenting the flags of twenty-

seven nations under the direction of a co-

operating teacher of one of the schools and
the community singing of such songs as

"America, the Beautiful" and "It's a Long
Way to Tipperary" was enthusiastically re-

ceived. A flag trailer loaned by the Mary
Hammond Chapter, D.A.R., a feature pic-

ture and the distribution of small flags of

the Allies as favors completed this patriotic

program. The fine Indian film The Silent

Enemy was sponsored with a most extensive

tie-up by the Macon Committee. Letters

were sent to all the school principals and
teachers urging them to impress upon their

pupils the value of this unusual film, the

Boy Scout Organization and the ministers

when called upon gave their willing support

and the result was reported most extraor-

dinarily successful. The schools having the

first and second largest percentage present

were awarded prizes, the prmted ballots for

each school having been distributed to them

by the Committee. The principals of the

various schools were invited by the manager

to be guests of the Committee at a preview

of the film so that they might judge for

themselves its educational value.

An unique plan offering a wide tie-up

with the schools has recently been initiated

by this Committee in an announcement sent

to all the teachers in the city and the county

and other interested individuals. The intro-

duction says, "The Macon Better Films

Committee, desiring to be of service, wishes

to submit the following plan for your ap-

proval : There is a vast number of short edu-

cational reels which could be correlated

with the school work of the seven grammar
grades, the five high school classes and the

colleges ; also with the work and interests

of many organizations and individuals. On
each Saturday, at the regular junior mati-

nee, the Committee will be glad to show

—

as long as you desire—some one of the films

on any of the following svibjects. Two
weeks notice of any film desired is required

as the subjects are constantly in demand.

Of course, a request for the screening of

the film will incur no money obligation on

the part of the individual nor of the organi-

zation—just the usual admission price to

the matinee." There is then a listing of

subjects with sub-divisions and the number
of films available of which the following is

an example

:

"Agriculture

(a) Cotton—6 subjects

(b) Sugar—10

(c) Wheat—

4

Livestock

(a) Cattle—

6

(b) Meat products—

8

(c) Dairy products— 13."

Other subject heads are Pests and Dan-
gers, Rural Life and Farm Engineering,

Forestry and Forest Conservation, Soils and
Soil Conservation, Art, Music and Archi-

tecture. Astronomy, Biography, Chemistry.

Civics and Patriotism, and many, many
more. The concluding paragraph says : "In
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addition to screening any of the above sub-

jects at your request, we shall be delighted

at any time to secure any feature picture

you may select, its showing to be determined

by the date of its availability." ^

As visual education is an important phase

of committee better films activities this plan

is indeed a happy one mutually helpful to

the Committee and schools for it assures

the co-operation of the schools in the work

of the Committee and it aids the schools in

their teaching work.

AMONG the visitors to the office of the

National Board within recent weeks

were Mrs. Hugh A. Smith and Mrs. Orin

Baker of the affiliated Rochester (N. Y.)

Better Films Council. It was a stimulating

visit as so many worthwhile vmdertakings by

this active Council were reported and a

number of questions were asked which lead

to thought-provoking discussions.

The first meeting of the year of this

Council was held October 22nd. Twenty

organizations were represented and the

topics discussed were "Purposes and Alem-

bership" by Dr. Thomas S. Mutch, minister

of the Third Presbyterian Church, "Publi-

city and the Photoplay Guide" by Mr.

George David, dramatic critic of the

Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, and

"The Exhibitor's Viewpoint" by Mr. Livitz

of the ]\fonroe Theatre. Dr. Mutch con-

gratulated the Council on what it had ac-

complished in the past year and expressed

the hope that it would enlarge its work by

attempting some definite project of study

such as a plan for raising the standard of

motion picture appreciation just as the

standard for good music has been raised

among the high school pupils of the city.

Dr. Mutch has made practical use of the

Council's recommendations of films by

using a reference to the Photoplay Guide

of the Better Films Council published in the

local paper in his church bulletin, calling

attention to the fact that a file of the guides

is available in the church office.

Mrs. Robert Rowe, President of the city

Parent-Teacher Association which organiza-

tion is co-operating closely v,-ith the Council

asked Mrs. Smith to serve on a committee

sponsoring Children's Saturday Morning

Movies. The first matinee was held October

18th, the feature picture being With Byrd
at the South Pole and an episode of the Rin-

Tin-Tin serial Tlie Lone Defender. These

matinees are put on weekly by the manager

of the large Eastman Theatre. The Coun-

cil is now considering similar matinees in

the neighborhood houses. The second

matinee's picture was The Virginian. The

Little Theatre in Rochester is also running

special Saturday morning performances for

children. The classic Alice in Wonderland

started the season ; a later matinee had as

the feature The Kick-Off, this program was

supplemented by the short subject Nature

and the Poet from a poem by William Cul-

len Bryant.

The Council is now planning for an invita-

tion showing of an unusual picture in order

to bring its work in this fitting way to the

attention of a large group made up of those

interested in the many uses of the motion

picture outside of the field of entertainment.

THE committee which selects films for

the children's movies at the Little

Theatre in New Haven (Conn.) chose for

a recent matinee the picture. Frozen North,

in which the wonderful dog Rin-Tin-Tin

plays the principal part. There was also a

"Big Boy" comedy, this series being parti-

cularly popular this year. An orchestra of

junior members is being organized which

will play at a future date at the children's

performances. The pictures are shown as

usual at 10:30 and 2:30 o'clock on Satur-

da>s. The executive committee of the Lit-

tle Theatre Guild has as its president Pro-

fessor William Lyons Phelps. Mrs. Jack

Crawford who is the secretary of the Guild

and chairman of the motion picture com-

mittee called at the National Board offices

for a discussion of children's pictures when
in New York recently looking for suitable

prints for the matinees.
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THE unique Little Picture House in

New York City has solved the prob-

lem of how to provide a program which

will not bore the older children while

entertaining the younger ones or on the

other hand tire the younger ones while en-

tertaining the older ones, by arranging two

special series of Saturday morning pictures.

The first of the series for children took

place at the Little Picture House on Sat-

urday morning, November 15th. The Film

Bureau Committee on Saturday Morning

Pictures was able to announce that the

house was entirely sold out for the initial

performance with the exception of the

front row and seats on the extreme side.

The dates for the future showings in the

children's series are January 10th, Febru-

ary 4th and April 11th. In this series suit-

able short subjects are chosen for children

consisting of animal pictures, fairy tales

and animated cartoons.

The first of the series of Saturday morn-

ing pictures for young people will take place

on December 13th, with a presentation of

The Lady of the Lake, a sound picture

from Sir Walter Scott's well known poem,

and The JVisard's Apprentiee, a musical

novelty based on the music by Dukas. In

this series four classics of literature will

be presented and the pictures selected by

the Committee will be those which follow

the original text most closely. The three

additional morning screenings in this series

will be held on January 17th, March 14th

and April 18th. The dates have been so

arranged that they do not conflict with the

SchelHng concerts so popular with the

young people of New York.

THE Contemporary Club of Newark (N.

J.) held a recent meeting under the

auspices of the Civic Department and the

Better Films Committee combining two of

the many interests of the Club. The former

interest was treated by Senator Joseph

Wolber and Commissioner Wallace J. Ellis

of the State Department of Institutions, and

the latter by Dr. Louis I. Harris who spoke

on the topic "A Doctor's Viewpoint on Mo-

tion Pictures," a subject to which he has

given consideration as a member of the

Executive Committee of the National Board

of Review. Dr. Harris became interested

in motion pictures while Health Commis-

sioner of New York City as he recognized

that the mental health of a people is equally

as important as the physical health and that

the films having come to play so big a role

in every community obviously aft'ect the

mental health of both children and adults.

Dr. Harris' position was one therefore

which served to relate the two subjects of

the afternoon's discussion. In times of

economic depression moving pictures and

the theatre have proven to be a wholesome

tonic, Dr. Harris said, adding, "We see too

much of realities in our everyda}' life and

we desire illusion." Dr. Harris in speaking

of the motion picture in relation to children

advised that parents should give the same

supervision over them that they do their

children's education.

The Chairman of the Better Films Com-

mittee is ]\Irs. Wilham Schuff who is un-

tiring in her efforts and is continually add-

ing to her Committee in order to be better

able to bring the work of better films to a

larger public.

THE Jacksonville (Fla.) Better Films

Council held its second fall meeting on

November the sixth at the Seminole Hotel.

Mr. W. M. Marr, the president, who is

Scout Executive of the Greater Jacksonville

Council, Boy Scouts of America, presided.

An unusually large attendance of members

and also managers of the local theatres

were present. Interesting discussions were

held about outstanding pictures that have

been shown during the last month in the

local theatres, and announcements made of

unusual pictures to be shown during the

coming weeks. Reports were made in ref-

erence to the children's matinees held every

Saturday morning at the Florida Theatre.

{Continued on page 19)
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REVIEW COMMITTEE
Consists of approxi-
mately 250 trained
members representative
of Nridely varied in-

terests who volunteer
their services for the
review of pictures.

A department devoted to reviews of the best popular enter-

tainment and prognfim pictures. Each picture is reviewed by a

group of the Review Committee of the National Board of Re-

view. The choice of the pictures included is based upon prin-

ciples of selection developed through long study of public prefer-

ence as to what constitutes good screen entertainment. The
consensus of the Review Committee forms the basis for the reviews

and audience recommendations of the pictures. This department

seeks to furnish the reader with a guide to the pictures most

worthy of popular theatre patronage.

DEPARTMENT STAFF

Feaucis C. Bakrett

Helen Cahill

EDITOR

Bettina Gdnczt

r
Key to Audience Suitability

Family audience. Pictures recommended for

the family audience (12 years up).

Mature audience. Pictures recommended for

the adult audience (18 years up).

Junior matinee. Pictures suitable for special

showings to children under twelve.

*

—

Pictures especially interesting or zvell done

but not rated for "E.rceptional Photoplays.'"

*The Big Trail

Directed by Raoiil U^alsh

( Jolin Wayne
) Marguerite Churchill

Screen story by Hal G. Evarts

EXCELLENT photography and notable

direction in mass movements mark this

spectacle of the covered wagon days. LTnlike

the former pictures of pioneer life the si-

lence of the broad open spaces is now filled

witlr the sound of the moving caravan, the

Lidians' war whoops, the raging elements

and the thud of the buffalo herds.

Family audience.

(Fox—11 reels)

Starring..

Fast and Loose
Directed by Fred Newmeyer
Starring Miriam Hopkins

Play "The Best People" by David Gray

and Avery Hopii'ood

A good stoi^y of a modern young wom-
an and her brother who decide to

marry according to love rather than famil}^

dictates. The cast is good. Miriam Hopkins

and Charles Starrett, two popular stage

stars, are a pleasing addition.

Mature audience.

(Paramount—7 reels)

Follow the Leader

Directed by. Norman Taurog

Starring _ Ed Wynn
Based on musical comedy "Manhattan

Mary" by William K. Wells

THE "Perfect Fool," a title which has

characterized Ed Wynn in one of his

stage plays, is true to form in this laugh-

provoking and ridiculous comedy. He be-

comes entangled in a gangster's plot to kid-

nap a girl and incidentally kidnaps the

wrong girl.

Family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

*Just Imagine

Directed by David Butler

Starring El Brendel

Screen story by DeSylva, Brown and

Henderson

fantastic comedy laid in the dis-

tant year 1980. A man who has left

this planet in 1930 returns and finds himself

in a strange world fifty years later. Clever

ideas and scenic eft'ects contribute to the

atmosphere of the production.

Family audience.

(Fox— 11 reels)

A
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*Lightnin'

Directed by Henry King

Starring _ Will Rogers

Play by Frank Bacon and JVinchcll Smith

WILL ROGERS is excellent in the title

role of this well known stage comedy.

The story concerns a slow moving, slow

talking character, "Lightnin" Bill Jones,"

who runs a hotel for those seeking a di-

vorce in the Western courts, a part of

which Mr. Rogers makes the most.

Family audience.

(Fox— 10 reels)

Starring..

Madonna of the Streets

Directed by John Robertson

( Evelyn Brent

I
Robert Ames

Novel "The Ragged Messenger" by

W. B. Maxivell

DRAMA of a girl who beheving herself

deprived of a fortune by a young man
in charge of a mission seeks to regain it by

a plot which develops otherwise than ac-

cording to her plans. Evelyn Brent gives

an excellent performance.

Mature audience.

(Columbia—8 reels)

Starring..

Man to Man
Directed by Alan Dwan

( Phillips Holmes
( Grant Mitchell

Story "Barber John's Boy" by

Ben Ames Williams

A finely acted picture blending well

comedy and pathos. The story laid in

a small mid-western town tells of a boy's

shame for his father who has served a

prison sentence.

Family audience.

(Warner

—

7 reels)

*Min and Bill

Directed by George Hill

Marie Dressier

Wallace Beery

Novel "Dark Star" by Lorna Moon

Starring..

THESE two favorites are co-starred in

a story which brings tears one moment

and smiles the next. Marie Dressier as

"Min," a water-front hotel keeper, and Wal-

lace Beery as a fisherman, one of her

boarders, give splendid performances. The

director, George Hill does good work.

Mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—7 reels)

Mother's Cry
Directed by Hobart Henley

, David Manners
Starring..

Dorothy Peterson

Novel by Helen Carlisle

A gripping story of mother love. Al-

though her eldest son brings a woman
only sorrow her youngest brings some com-

fort through his success in life. Dorothy

Peterson's portrayal of the mother is very

convincing, likewise David Manners' as the

youngest son.

Mature audience.

(First National—7 reels)

The Passion Flower

Directed bv Jl'iUiani De Mille

{Charles Bickford

I\ay Francis

Kay Johnson

Novel by I'Cathleen Norris

THE fine acting of the three principals

makes this an interesting picture al-

though it is the old story of a man who
leaves his patient and loving wife for a more

attractive woman. Zazu Pitts contributes

some good comedy.

Mature audience.

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—9 reels)

Remote Control

Directed by Edward Scdgzvick

Starring William Haines

Play by Clyde North, A. Fuller and

Jack Nelson

GOOD comedy in which William Haines

plays his usual smart-alec role, this
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time as a radio announcer which offers many
excuses for his wise-cracks.

Family audience.

( ]\Ietro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer

—

7 reels)

Sea Legs
Directed h\ Victor Heerman

Starring _ Jack Oakie

Screen story by George Marion, Jr.

AjMUSING comedy of a young American

boy who unexpectedly finds himself in

the navy of a mythical island kingdom.

Family audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Sin Takes a Holiday
Directed bv Paul L. Stein

Starring Constance Bennett

Screen story by Robert Milton and Dorothy

Cairns

DIL-\]\IA concerning the love of a girl

for her employer and the method she

devises to save him from a designing wom-
an. This star's work is gaining in populari-

ty and she has here a good supporting cast

telling the story interestingly.

^Mature audience.

(Pathe—8 reels)

Sunny
Directed by IViUiam A. Seiter

Starring Marilyn Miller

Musical comedy bv Harbach,

JJanuncrstein II and Kern

Alight musical comedy of an English

circus girl who becomes a stowaway in

order to reach America and be near the boy

she loves. The attractive star who played

the role in the original "Sunny" duplicates

her stage performance on the screen.

Family audience.

(First National—8 reels)

EXCEPTIONAL PHOTOPLAYS
Laughter

(See page 7)

Mature audience.

(Paramount—8 reels)

Soil

(See page 9)

^lature audience.

(Amkino—6 reels)

Tol'able David
(See page 6)

Family audience.

(Columbia—9 reels)

SHORT SUBJECTS

Believe It or Not No. 4

(Vitaphone No. 1067)

Ripley's collection of strange facts.

Family audience.

(A'itaphone—1 reel)

The Bughouse
Tony the Pup among the flowers and

bugs.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(R K O— 1 reel )

Curiosities

Strange bits of Hfe from here and there.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Dublin and Nearby
(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

Beautiful scenes of Ireland.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(!Metro-Goldwyn-^Iayer— 1 reel)

The Dutchman's Paradise

The Rambling Reporter shows us Java.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia—1 reel)

The Glory of Spain

(Vagabond Adventure Series)

The Vagabond Director takes us to Spain.

Family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)
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Gypped in Egypt

(Aesop Fables)

Two travelers have exciting adventures in

an Egyptian tomb.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe—1 reel)

Henry Santry

(Vitaphone No. 1128)

Miscellaneous musical bits.

Family audience.

(Vitapbone— 1 reel)

High C's

Charlie Chase sings his way through the

World War even into the hearts of his

enemies.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer—3 reels)

High Steppers

(Sportlight Series)

Shots of cross country running, hundred

yard dash and relay racing.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

In Africa

(Oswald Cartoon)

The Lucky Rabbit visits darkest Africa.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

In Mexico
(Oswald Cartoon)

Oswald looks at Mexico.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel)

Theindians Are Cominsf
A serial of twelve episodes which proves

highly entertaining for the children as it

concerns exciting happenings in the days

of the Wild West.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal—2 reels each)

Into Morocco
(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

A trip through Morocco.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel

)

Lambs Will Gamble
(Krazy Kat Cartoon)

Krazy Kat plays the market.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Let's Talk Turkey
The Rambling Reporter visits Turkey.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia—1 reel)

The Love Punch
Comedy of two partners, a Jew and an

Irishman, who quarrel continually.

For the mature audience.

(Universal—2 reels)

Love Your Neighbor
Charlotte Greenwood tries to perform

good deeds but everything goes wrong.

For the family audience.

(Educational—2 reels)

A Medley of Rivers

(Hodge-Podge Series)

Lovely views of famous rivers.

Family audience.

(Educational— 1 reel)

Midnight
A cat's midnight serenade causes trouble.

For the family audience. Junior audi-

ence.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Mr. Intruder

(Vitaphone No. 1074)

Otto Kruger in a clever sketch of a hus-

band who traps his unfaithful wife.

For the mature audience.

(V^itaphone— 1 reel)
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Modern Madrid
(Around the World with Burton Holmes)

Excellent scenic of IMadrid.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

( Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer— 1 reel)

My Mistake

(Vitaphone No. 1086)

Amusing travesty on crime.

For the family audience.

(Vitaphone— 1 reel)

Mystic Isles

(Vagabond Adventure Series)

Lovely views of the Dutch East Indies.

Family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

New Rhythm
Strange music excellently played by the

Havana Casino Orchestra.

For the family audience.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

The Office Boy
(Aesop Fables)

Cartoon of a singing, dancmg office boy.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Papa's Mistake

Comedy concerning the clever way in

which an Irish lad obtains consent to his

marriage. For the family audience.

(Capital—2 reels)

Par and Double Par
(Sportliglit Series)

Golfing by Bobby Jones and an amateur.

Family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Paramount Pictorial No. 2

Events and scenes in many parts of the

world. Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)

Pathe Audio Review Nos. 40-47
For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel each)

Peep at Peking
(Around the World with Burton Holmes)
Depicting the customs of the Chinese.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

( AIetro-Goldwyn-]\Iayer— 1 reel)

The ricnic
(Alickey ]\Iou£e Cartoon)

Alickey goes on a picnic.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Racqueteers
(Sportlight Series)

Shots of tennis, lacrosse and the Cuban

handball game, jai-a-lai.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

The Road Home
The Kentucky Singers render some old

time spirituals. For the mature audience.

(Tiffany—2 reels)

Sand of Egypt
The Vagabond Director takes us on a

thrilling trip through the Egv'ptian tombs.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Scotch Highball
( Terry-Toons)

Cartoon of an exciting horse race.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Educational—1 reel)

Screen Snapshots
Stars of Hollywood at work and play.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Columbia— 1 reel)

Sky Scraping
Cartoon of fun atop a skyscraper.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Paramount— 1 reel)
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December, ip^o 19

So Quiet on the Canine Front

Dogs play the parts of soldiers at the

front. Family audience. Junior matinee.

( Aletro-Gold\vyn-]Mayer—2 reels)

Strange As It Seems Nos. 2-3

Strange and unique sights.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Universal— 1 reel each)

Sure Cure
The police's version of a man's criminal

action which consists of shooting his wife

for refusing to have beans for dinner.

Alature audience.

( Paramount— 1 reel

)

Touch Down
(Knute Rockne Football Series)

The famous Notre Dame coach illustrates

some tricky plays.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

Two Minutes To Go
(Knute Rockne Football Series)

Some more of Rockne's famous plays.

For the family audience.

(Pathe— 1 reel)

The Village Barber
A cartoon of Flip the Frog.

For the family audience. Junior matinee.

(Metro-Goldwyn-]\layer— 1 reel)

The Voice of Hollywood Nos. 20-22

Hollywood actors before the microphone

at station STAR in short skits.

Family audience. Junior matinee.

(Tiffany— 1 reel each)

Walter Winchell

(Vitaphone No. 1091-2)

The Bard of Broadway helps five girls

to get even with their teacher.

For the mature audience.

(Vitaphone—2 reels)

(Continued front page 13)

Interesting talks were given by managers

of two of the local theatres. A unanimous

vote of thanks was tendered the managers

for their fine support and assistance in the

children's matinees held every Saturday

morning. It was reported that for the last

month there has been an average of over a

thousand children each week. Plans

were also made to make the matinees more

attractive and helpful to the children by

having better pictures and additional fea-

tures, such as community singing, special

numbers and so forth.

nnHE \\'estwood (N. J.) Better Films

Committee performed a most appre-

ciated service in the community last year

through the publication of a Photoplay

Guide. During the summer months this was

discontinued but at the first fall meeting of

the Committee on October the 16th plans

were made for again issuing the Guide with

the co-operation of the local paper. As a

preparation for the year's activit}' the scope

of the work of each committee was reviewed

and weighed at this meeting.

LITERATURE from the National Board

was in demand for display and distri-

bution at a number of organization meetings

recently. Among them were the national

convention of the Girl Scouts in Indiana-

polis, October the first to fifth ; the con-

vention of the New York State Parent-

Teacher Association in Rochester, October

the sixth to ninth ; the New Jersey State

D. A. R. conference in Atlantic City, Octo-

ber the fifteenth. This is a very eft'ective

and helpful way of bringing the services of

the Board to a wider public and we are al-

ways delighted therefore to have requests

from interested groups for literature.
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THE BETTER HLMS NATIONAL COUNCIL
of the

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures

offers through its

AFFILIATED BETTER FILMS COMMITTEES
An Opportunity to Promote

Better Motion Picture Programs in Your Home Theatre

The Better Films Committee or Motion Picture Study Club plan has been

found by many communities to be an adaptable and effective method of accom-
plishing telling organized local work for better pictures.

The purposes of the Better Films Committees affiliated with the Better Films
National Council are

:

To encourage study of the motion picture as a medium of entertainment,

instruction and artistic expression

;

To bring to the attention of the pubhc the better pictures through the publica-

tion of a Photoplay Guide, based upon the selections and audience suitability

classifications of the Review Committees of the National Board of Review

;

To sponsor Juniors' Matinees, showing pictures particularly suitable for boys
and girls, and week-end family programs whenever possible with exhibitors'

bookings
;

To emphasize the fact that the only effective way of bringing public opinion to

aid in the development of the motion picture and its best uses is through the con-
structive methods of the Better Films movement embodying the theory of selection

and classification and the seeking of community support for the better pictures.

The Better Films National Council as an aid in carrying out these purposes
furnishes an information service through its various publications.

Please use the coupon below and write for the publications you yourself would
like or would like to have sent to interested friends.

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures,

70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

The Work of the National Board of Review free

Selected Pictures Catalogue (annual) 25c
Selected Book-Films (annual) lOc

National Board of Review Magazine a year $2.00
Sample Copy of the Magazine free

Weekly Guide to Selected Pictures a year $2.50
List of Educational Pictures 25c
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